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1.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Exhibit B-25, Rebuttal Evidence page 2 and Appendix 1 

Preamble: On page 2 of the rebuttal evidence, it states: “In further response to Mr. 

Plunkett’s comments, attached as Appendix 1 to this Rebuttal Evidence is 

a detailed plan for the Companies EEC expenditures for 2012 and 2013 

in previously accepted Program Areas (the “2012-2013 EEC Plan”). The 

Companies developed the 2012-2013 EEC Plan with the assistance of 

ICF-Marbek, the consulting company that prepared the FEU’s 

Conservation Potential Review. “ 

 The cover of the report filed as Appendix 1 to Exhibit B-25 is entitled 

“FortisBC EEC Plan 2012/2013: Program Description and Cost-

Effectiveness Results: Final Report.”   

1.1 Does ICF-Marbek or any other consultant routinely prepare such reports for 

FEU?  If so, please provide a copy of any other such reports commissioned by 

FEU in respect to its EEC programs that (i) have not been filed publicly with the 

BCUC and (ii) relate to EEC program effectiveness over the last three years. 

  

Response: 

Generally speaking, the EEC Plan for the upcoming year is developed by the FEU’s EEC team, 

and filed in the EEC Annual Report.  The EEC Annual Reports for 2009 and 2010, which 

provide cost-effectiveness results for the Companies’ EEC programs for the previous year and 

projections for the upcoming year, were submitted in March 2010 and March 2011, and have 

been filed in this proceeding as Appendices K-3 and K-4 to Exhibit B-1.  The Companies made 

the decision to commission ICF-Marbek to assist with the 2012-2013 report as the FEU’s EEC 

staff were heavily engaged in both the RRA proceeding, and Alternative Energy Services Inquiry 

proceeding and required additional assistance to pull together the 2012-2013 EEC Plan due to 

the time commitments of these proceedings. 

 

 

  

1.2 Please provide (i) the date on which FEU first decided to commission a report 

such as is contained at Appendix 1, (ii) the date on which FEU engaged or 

retained ICF-Marbek to undertake such a report, and (iii) the Terms of Reference 

under which FEU engaged ICF-Marbek to prepare this report. 
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Response: 

The FEU decided to commission and present the 2012-2013 ECC Plan in order to respond to 

the BCSEA’s Evidence, and in response to BCUC IR 2.95.1, during the week of August 22 – 26 

2011.  The FEU engaged ICF-Marbek to undertake the work on the 2012-2013 EEC Plan on 

August 30, 2011.  The Companies did not establish a formal Terms of Reference for ICF-

Marbek for the Plan; given the tight timeframes for completing the work, the Companies instead 

requested from ICF-Marbek a proposal for completing the Plan, which was received on 

September 1, 2011.  The proposal from ICF-Marbek is attached herein as Attachment 1.2. 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Please provide copies of all correspondence e.g., letters, e-mails, notes, etc., 

between the FEU and ICF-Marbek that refer or relate to this report. 

  

Response: 

 Please see Attachment 1.3.    

 

 

 

1.4 When did FEU first engage ICF-Marbek in connection with its EEC programs? 

  

Response: 

Marbek Resource Consultants (as ICF-Marbek was previously known) conducted the 

Companies’ Conservation Potential Review that was completed in the summer of 2006.  ICF-

Marbek also completed the Conservation Potential Review that was completed in the spring of 

2011 and filed as Attachment 196.1 to BCUC IR 1.196.1 in this proceeding.   Please see also 

the response to BCAOPO IR 3.1.2. 
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1.5 Can FEU confirm that this report was commissioned solely for the purpose of 

rebuttal evidence in this case?   

  

Response: 

Please see the response to BCAOPO IR 3.1.2.  The 2012-2013 EEC Plan was commissioned in 

order to respond to the BCSEA’s evidence and in response to BCUC IR 2.95.1.  However, the 

Companies were planning to develop an EEC Plan for 2012 to present to the EEC Stakeholder 

Group at the meeting currently scheduled for November 22 and to include in the 2011 EEC 

Annual Report due to be filed on March 31, 2012.  Given the degree to which the FEU’s EEC 

staff are engaged in both this proceeding and in the Alternative Energy Services Inquiry 

proceeding, finding the resources internally to develop the 2012 EEC Plan would have been 

extremely challenging, so the Companies would quite likely have needed to engage external 

resources to undertake the work for the 2012 Plan.  So while the 2012-2013 EEC was 

commissioned in order to respond to the BCSEA’s evidence and BCUC IR 2.95.1, the 

Companies needed and were planning to develop an EEC Plan for 2012 in any case. 

 

 

 

1.6 The report is subtitled “Final Report.”  Were there any draft or interim reports that 

preceded the final report?   

  

Response: 

Please see the response to BCOAPO IR 3.1.7.  

 

 

 

1.7 If the answer to the previous question is “Yes” (or otherwise affirmative), were 

there any material changes made to any report or draft report that preceded the 

final report?  If so, please provide a comprehensive list of any such changes 

made along with identifying the party advocating the change (FEU or ICF-

Marbek) along with the reasons for the change made.   

  

Response: 

As stated on page 1 of the report, ICF-Marbek worked closely with the FEU’s EEC program 

managers to compile the information presented in this report.  As stated on page 2 of Exhibit B-
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25, “…the FEU are proposing to continue many existing programs…” so much of the Plan is 

based upon activity that is currently underway and described in Appendices K-3 and K-4 to 

Exhibit B-1.  ICF-Marbek did provide the FEU with a version of the report for review at one stage 

in the process but no substantially material changes were suggested by the FEU.  Only minor 

edits concerning budget allotment, program area introductions and program profiles were 

completed.  Please see the response to BCOAPO IR 3.1.3 for a full inventory of 

correspondence between the FEU and ICF-Marbek concerning this report. 

 

 

 

1.8 Are the costs of preparing the ICF-Marbek report being recovered from 

ratepayers?  If so, please identify the costs to be recovered and the mechanism 

by which they will be recovered; if not, please explain how FEU is compensating 

ICF-Marbek for this report. 

  

Response: 

Yes, the costs will be recovered from ratepayers, as is the case with all EEC costs. 
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2.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Exhibit B-25, Rebuttal Evidence page 6,  

Exclusion of Fuel-Switching Programs  

2.1 Does the FEU agree that fuel-switching programs undertaken by natural gas 

distributors tend, ceteris paribus, to increase natural gas consumption? 

  

Response: 

The FEU takes “ceteris paribus” to mean “assuming all else is held constant”.  The High Carbon 

Fuel Switching program in the reference above is intended to encourage British Columbians to 

replace older, oil and propane-fuelled heating equipment with more efficient natural gas-fuelled 

heating equipment.  While doing so does increase natural gas consumption, efficiency is 

increased as the oil and propane-fuelled heating equipment is old and as such, would be 

standard or mid-efficiency equipment.  Please see the response to BCUC IR 1.202.1 in this 

proceeding:  the average replaced furnace age in the Companies’ Switch and Shrink program 

was 36 years.  The old oil and propane-fuelled heating equipment in this program would be 

replaced with natural gas equipment that is a minimum of 90% efficient as this is the current 

minimum standard for efficiency for this equipment as regulated by the Province.  Further, the 

Companies’ High-Carbon Fuel Switching program reduces GHG emissions.  In the response to 

BCUC IR 1.194.2, the Companies stated that the “apples to apples” GHG emission reductions 

from heating oil conversions are 30%, and the GHG emissions from propane conversions are 

14%.  In practice, however, GHG emission reductions would be even higher as the equipment 

being replaced would be standard or mid-efficiency and the new natural gas equipment would 

be a minimum of 90% efficient.  So while the High-Carbon Fuel Switching program in the 

information request above does result in an increase in natural gas consumption, there is an 

improvement in efficiency from the program, as well as a reduction in GHG emissions. 
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3.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Exhibit B-25, Rebuttal Evidence page 4,  

Principles Guiding FEU’s EEC Activity  

3.1 The third principle caps incentive payments at 50% of the EEC expenditure in a 

given year.  Please explain how this cap was determined initially and explain why 

the FEU continues to believe that a 50% cap overall is still reasonable versus, for 

example a lower overall cap, or a maximum cap that is program specific. 

  

Response: 

The Companies established the overall portfolio-level cap of 50% on non-incentive expenditures 

using their best professional judgement, and continue to believe that this is an appropriate 

amount.  The principles guiding the Companies’ EEC activity generally were developed in order 

to provide some guidance to the Companies’ EEC staff in implementing and executing a 

significant increase in EEC activity.  The principles were submitted with the original EEC 

Application in 2008.  At the time this Application was submitted, it was the view of the 

Companies that working within these publicly stated principles would provide some comfort to 

both internal and external stakeholders that EEC activity was being undertaken in an ordered 

and thoughtful manner.  The original EEC decision was received in 2009, so the Companies 

have only been undertaking the EEC activity envisioned in the 2008 EEC Application, and for 

which all of the guiding principles including the guideline of a portfolio-level maximum of 50% for 

non-incentive expenditures, for a relatively short period of time.  It is the view of the Companies 

that given this relatively short time period for expanded EEC activity, all the original guiding 

principles are still valid.  

The Companies do not believe that a lower overall cap is appropriate.  In 2009, the ratio of non-

incentive expenditures was 47%1.  In 2010, the ratio of non-incentive expenditures for non-NGV 

related EEC activity was 53%2, however this amount included significant portfolio-level costs.  

Some of these costs were the cost of the Conservation Potential Review ($314,000), and costs 

associated with implementing the DSMS ($645,000).  Excluding these two amounts, the ratio of 

non-incentive expenditure in 2010 was 45%.  It should be generally expected that at the start-up 

phase of significantly expanded EEC activity, non-incentive expenditures would be higher than 

they would be in a long-running, well-established EEC initiative.  It may be that over the years, 

as the Companies’ EEC initiative matures, a lower portfolio-level guideline for non-incentive 

expenditures becomes appropriate.  The Companies will review all the guiding principles for 

EEC activity periodically to ensure that the principles remain appropriate.       

                                                
1
  Appendix K-3 to Exhibit B-1, Table 4-1. 

2
  Appendix K-4 to Exhibit B-1, Table 2-3. 
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The amount of non-incentive expenditures at a program level varies by program, so a maximum 

program-level cap is not appropriate.  Residential programs tend to have higher non-incentive 

expenditure levels than commercial programs, because of a need to inform large numbers of 

residential customers about the existence of a program.  This is not always the case though, 

and programs aimed at small commercial customers could be expected to have higher non-

incentive costs than programs aimed at commercial and institutional customers for the same 

reason.  Programs aimed at low-income customers tend to have higher non-incentive 

expenditures than programs aimed at commercial customers, as can be seen in Exhibit 2 to 

Appendix 1 to Exhibit B-25.  The projection for non-incentive expenditure for low-income 

programs for 2012 is 38%, while the projection for non-incentive expenditure for commercial 

programs for 2012 is 13%.  This approximately three-fold differential in non-incentive 

expenditure for low-income programs over commercial programs does not mean that these low-

income programs do not have merit; it just means that the program mechanisms are different.  

Arriving at the program-level cap for non-incentive expenditures would be extremely challenging 

as non-incentive expenditures can vary significantly program by program, thus it is the 

Companies’ view that the portfolio-level guideline for non-incentive expenditures is the 

appropriate approach.   

 

 

 

3.2 The fourth principle states that program results will be analyzed on a portfolio-

wide basis.  Does FEU advocate that this portfolio-wide evaluation be considered 

an appropriate evaluation forever, i.e., after market transformation has been 

achieved?  Please explain. 

  

Response: 

No.  As noted in the response to BCAOPO IR 3.3.1., the Companies will review all guiding 

principles periodically to ensure that they remain appropriate.   

In the case specifically of market transformation, please see also the responses to BCUC IRs 

1.217.4.1 and 1.217.4.2.  Markets transform at different rates depending on which particular 

piece of equipment, system or building design is under consideration.  Thus the status of market 

transformation will vary depending on which piece of equipment, system or building design is 

under consideration.  Rooftop units for commercial buildings, for example, may be at a different 

stage along the market transformation curve that can be seen in the response to BCUC IR 

1.217.4.2.  In most cases once a market has been transformed, and a minimum efficiency 

standard for a particular piece of equipment, system or building has been implemented, a utility 

ceases to have expenditures on a program to support that piece of equipment, system or 
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building, thus those expenditures are no longer part of the EEC expenditure portfolio and are no 

longer subject to analysis.  Because a portfolio of EEC activity consists of a number of programs 

to support different pieces of equipment, systems and building designs, all at different stages of 

market transformation, it is the Companies’ view that the portfolio-level approach to cost-benefit 

analysis is the appropriate approach for the foreseeable future.   
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4.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Exhibit B-25, Appendix 1, page 5 Table entitled “Exhibit 2” 

4.1 Please explain the communications and public education efforts that the FEU has 

undertaken and plans to undertake to lower the participant benefit/cost ratios 

closer to 1.0, i.e., to encourage participants to embrace applicable EEC 

programs when it is in the participants’ self-interest to do so. 

  

Response: 

The Companies note that the Participant benefit/cost ratio for the 2012-2013 EEC Plan is 2.48.  

The factors in the Participant benefit/cost test are the net or after-incentive incremental cost of 

undertaking the activity being analyzed (the cost) and the reduction in energy and other costs 

(the benefit).  The Companies have not undertaken any communication and public education 

efforts with the specific purpose of lowering the Participant benefit/cost ratio to closer to one; 

rather the Companies design and implement communications plans that are specific to each 

program and intended to obtain the maximum number of participants and therefore generate the 

maximum savings.  These communication plans vary by program; communication, education 

and outreach for a low-income program, for example, will look very different from the 

communications plan for a program aimed at industrial customers. 

It should be noted, however, that a significant increase in communications and public education 

efforts that had the specific purpose of lowering the Participant benefit/cost ratios would result in 

a significant increase in non-incentive expenditure, which, all other things being equal, would 

then lower the total resource cost ratio, which is currently at 1.28. 

 

 

 

4.2 Are there any connections between the participant benefit/cost ratios provided in 

the referenced table and the results of any willingness-to-pay studies or hedonic 

pricing studies?  If so, please explain; if not, why not? 

  

Response: 

The Companies have not conducted any willingness-to-pay studies or hedonic pricing studies 

related to any of the 2012-2013 programs that are included in the Program Area results 

presented in Exhibit 2 and are therefore unable to comment on any potential connections. 
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5.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Exhibit B-25, Appendix 1, page 2 

5.1 Please explain the rationale behind the 3.0% discount rate used in the analysis. 

  

Response: 

The Companies cannot find any reference to a 3% discount rate on page 2 of Appendix 1 to 

Exhibit B-25.  On page 3, however, the Companies state that “…a societal discount rate of 

3%...was employed” for the Societal Cost results only.  This is the same discount rate that the 

Companies put forward for use in the Societal Cost test in this proceeding, so that is why it was 

used in the analysis of the 2012-2013 EEC Plan.  Please see also Section 5.2.2.1 of Appendix 

K-1 to Exhibit B-1, and the response to BCUC IR 1.207.1. 

 

 

 

5.2 Please show the calculations supporting the replacement of the carbon tax input 

with a 30% TRC adder. 

  

Response: 

The 30% TRC adder is calculated based on 30% of the cumulative program and/or measure 

benefits, including the net avoided supply benefits for gas, electricity, and other fuels, and the 

net carbon savings.  The Benefit/Cost (B/C) ratio for the Total Resource Cost (TRC) is typically 

calculated as the ratio of the Net Present Value (NPV) of the benefits and the NPV of the costs.  

As such, a 30% TRC adder would have the following effect on the calculation of the TRC B/C 

ratio: 

 TRC B/C Ratio = NPV (Benefits) x 1.3 / NPV (Costs) 

As shown in the above calculation, the 30% adder increases the TRC B/C ratio by about 30%.   

To illustrate, Table 1 below presents the TRC results for the EnerChoice Fireplace Program in 

the FEI service territory.  Column A in Table 1 shows the TRC results as submitted in the 2012-

2013 EEC Plan.; as illustrated, it incorporated a carbon tax of $1.25/GJ in 2012 and $1.50/GJ 

thereafter.  

Column B presents the same analysis with the addition of a 30% TRC adder.  As illustrated, the 

B/C ratio in Column B is 30% higher than in Column A.  Finally, Column C shows that a carbon 

tax of $4.40-$4.65/GJ results in approximately the same B/C ratio as the 30% TRC adder 
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shown in Column B. In other words, a 30% TRC adder is roughly equivalent to a carbon tax 

addition of about $3.15/GJ (i.e. the B/C results in Columns B and C are virtually identical).   

It should be noted that the magnitude of the impact of the 30% TRC adder and the value of the 

equivalent carbon tax addition would vary slightly for measures that result in savings in other 

fuels. 

 
Table 1:  A comparison of TRC results for the EnerChoice Fireplace Program in the FEI service 

region, assuming a utility discount rate of 7.38%
3
 

NPV Value 
($1000s) 

Total Resource Cost Test (TRC) 

As submitted With 30% TRC Adder 
With $3.15/GJ added to 

carbon tax 

A B C 

INPUTS 

TRC Adder: 0% 30% 0% 

Carbon Tax: $1.25-$1.50 $1.25-$1.50 $4.40-$4.65 

RESULTS 

Benefits: $2,607.349 $3,391.304 $3,389.554 

Costs: $1,100.403 $1,100.403 $1,100.403 

Net Benefits: $1,506.946 $2,290.901 $2,289.150 

B/C Ratio: 2.37 3.08 3.08 

$/GJ Saved 
(Levelized): 

$4.42 $4.42 $4.42 

 

 

 

 

5.3 The 30% TRC adder has not been applied to the low-income programs “since 

they already benefited from a 30% low income program adder …”  Does this not 

defeat the purpose of the low income program adder with respect to non-low 

income programs insofar as the adder applied to low income programs relative to 

other programs is now lower? 

  

                                                
3
  Other assumptions are outlined in the detailed program profile for this program.  They include a per unit measure 

cost of $150, a measure lifetime of 15 years, annual gas savings of 7.75 GJ, an incentive of $300/unit, and a free 
ridership rate of 24%.  
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Response: 

The Companies believe the reference for this information request should be page 3 of Appendix 

1 to Exhibit B-25.  The “30% low income income adder” discussed on page 3 refers to the 30% 

low income adder in section 3(a) of the DSM Regulation of November 2008.  While the DSM 

Regulation does not explain the purpose of the low income adder, it would be reasonable to 

assume that the purpose of the low-income adder is to recognize the potential relatively high 

cost of low-income programs due to the need for such programs to cover the full cost of 

measures, including direct installation, rather than just the incremental cost.   This purpose for 

the low-income adder is still being met as it is still included for the low income programs in the 

analysis. 
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6.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Rebuttal Evidence, Appendix 1, General 

Free Ridership Rates 

6.1 Please provide FEU’s views with respect to the proper methodological approach 

to setting free ridership rates at the program level.   

  
Response: 

Please see Section 5.2.3 of Appendix K-1 to Exhibit B-1, the response to BCUC IR 1.210 series, 

and the responses to BCUC IRs 1.212.1.1 and 1.212.1.2.  It is the Companies’ view generally 

that rather than just focusing on free ridership rates, a more appropriate approach to evaluating 

program effects is to employ a net-to-gross ratio, which incorporates not only free riders but also 

spillover effects.  It is also the Companies’ view that both free ridership and spillover are 

extremely subjective and difficult to “measure” with any accuracy. 

 

 

 

6.2 Please provide ICF-Marbek’s views with respect to the proper methodological 

approach to setting free ridership rates at the program level.   

  

Response: 

Marbek’s comments are included below: 

“The approach should start with good program design. Good program design typically 

seeks to minimize free ridership rates through mechanisms such as choice of incentive 

levels, eligibility criteria, choice of target markets, etc. The best resources for applicable 

rates are past evaluation results from the utility or other jurisdictions having implemented 

similar programs. Spillover is also an important factor to consider, since it can partially or 

wholly offset the effects of free ridership.  In practice, accurate and directly applicable 

data, particularly on spillover effects, are often difficult to obtain. Ultimately, the choice of 

appropriate rates comes down to judgment on the part of the program design 

professionals, based on their knowledge of the local market. 

The results provided in the FortisBC DSM plan are based on measure-level estimates of 

free ridership. Data were provided by FortisBC program managers based on best 

available data at their disposal. As data were not available for spillover effects, only free 

ridership estimates are included in the current TRC results. Hence, they are likely to be 

somewhat conservative.” 
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7.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Rebuttal Evidence, Appendix 1, page 23, Exhibit 5 

7.1 Can the FEU confirm that modified TRC (DSM Reg 08) was used in preparing 

the referenced exhibit?  If not, please redo this table to reflect modified TRC. 

  

Response: 

In preparing the referenced exhibit, the Companies used the assumptions that can be found in 

the response to BCUC IR 1.189.1.1.  The Companies are unclear as to what is meant by the 

reference in the information request to “modified TRC”.  If by “modified TRC”, the information 

request refers to the 30% deemed adder for low income programs that is enshrined in the DSM 

Regulation of November 2008, the Companies can confirm that this adder was included in the 

TRC results. 
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8.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Rebuttal Evidence,  

SCT Proposal 

8.1 Does the SCT proposal include cumulative adders for low-income programs, i.e., 

the 30% adder per DSM Reg 08? 

  

Response: 

In their proposal to utilize the Societal Cost Test, the Companies are not proposing to include 

the 30% deemed adder for low-income programs over and above the proposed 30% deemed 

adder for non-energy benefits, as outlined by the Companies in Secton 5.2.2.3 of Appendix K-1 

to Exhibit B-1 in this proceeding.  Under the Companies Societal Cost Test proposal, the adder 

for low-income programs would remain at 30%. 
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9.0 Reference: Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Rebuttal Evidence, Appendix 2, California Standard Practice Manual 

LIEEPS 

9.1 Please confirm that the California Standard Practice Manual excludes LIEEPS.  If 

unable to so confirm, please explain fully. 

  

Response: 

The California Standard Practice Manual (CSPM) excludes Low Income Energy Efficiency 

Programs (LIEEPS).  More specifically, to quote the CSPM: 

“low income programs are evaluated using a broader set of non-energy benefits that 

have not been provided in detail in this manual. Implementing agencies traditionally have 

had the discretion to use or to not use these inputs and/or benefits on a project- or 

program-specific basis. The policy rules that specify the contexts in which it is 

appropriate to use the externalities, their components, and tests mentioned in this 

manual are an integral part of any cost-effectiveness evaluation. These policy rules are 

not a part of this manual.”   

 

 

 

9.2 How are LIEEPS treated in California with respect to economic tests? 

  

Response: 

With respect to economic tests, the treatment of LIEEPS in California is as per the 2008 

California Public Utility Commission Decision 08-11-031 which established cost-effectiveness 

criteria for determining which measures should/would be included in the LIEEPS.  This decision 

states the following: 

“…the IOUs shall focus on providing cost-effective measures, by focusing in their LIEE 

programs on measures that meet the 0.25 threshold we describe below. We allow 

measures in the program that do not meet the 0.25 threshold – heating, water heating, 

and cooling measures in hot climates – but add reporting requirements so we can track 

how these measures are affecting the overall energy savings and cost of the LIEE 

program. 
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The cost effectiveness of LIEE measures is measured using the Utility Cost Test (UCT) 

and Modified Participant Cost (PCm) test. Where a measure has a cost effectiveness 

figure above 0.25, IOUs [Investor Owned Utilities] may offer it in their LIEE programs, 

and we will consider the measures to be consistent with our goal of increasing the 

energy savings of the program.” 

 
It should also be noted that economic tests for LIEEPS is an ongoing area of research and the 

Low Income Oversight Board (an advisory board to the California Public Utility Commission) is 

currently convening workshops to discuss improved methodology. 

 

 

 

9.3 Please provide a comprehensive list with respect to the suite of rate mitigation 

programs used in California. 

  

Response: 

The Table below is the FEU’s best effort at providing a comprehensive list of the rate mitigation 

programs used in California.  
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Utility Program Name Link Electric Gas Water For Seniors For Low-Income Discount

City of Long Beach Low -Income Discount

http://www.longbeach.gov/commercial

/content/utility_assistance.asp  X X 5 percent off gas bills

City of Long Beach
Low Income Senior or Disabled 

Program

http://www.longbeach.gov/commercial

/content/utility_assistance.asp X X X X (See link for details)

Pacific Power CARE

http://www.pacificpower.net/content/

dam/pacific_power/doc/About_Us/Rate

s_Regulation/California/Approved_Tarif

fs/Rate_Schedules/Residential_Service

_California_Alternative_Rates_for_Ener

gy_CARE_Optional_for_Qualifying_Cust

omers.pdf

X (See link for details)

Sacramento Municipal Utility 

District
Energy Assistance Program Rate

https://www.smud.org/en/residential/

customer-service/rate-information/low-

income-assistance.htm X X

A fixed discount of the $3.50 monthly 

service charge, and

35 percent off Tier 1 usage

30 percent off Tier 2 usage

San Diego Gas & Electric
CARE (and FERA for households of 

3 or more)

http://www.sdge.com/residential/assis

tance/assistServCare.shtml
X X X

20 to 35 percent discount off energy bill 

each month

Southern California Edison
CARE (and FERA for households of 

3 or more)

http://www.sce.com/residential/incom

e-qualified/CAREFERA/care-fera-rate-

programs.htm X X
20 percent or more discount off electric bill 

each month

PG&E
CARE (and FERA for households of 

3 or more)

http://www.pge.com/care/

X X
20 percent or more discount off electric bill 

each month
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1  Background & Objectives 

In response to Intervenor evidence and Commission Information Requests expressing concern 
about the lack of detail provided by FortisBC to support the Companies’ EEC funding request for 
the 2012 – 2013 period, FortisBC’s EEC Department requires an EEC Plan covering the time 
period 2012 – 2013. 

The EEC Plan will cover the funding request in the Companies’ 2012 – 2013 Revenue 
Requirements Application for previously approved Program Areas: Residential (including the 
Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel Switching, Low 
Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach, Industrial and Innovative 
Technologies.  

1.1 Objectives 

In response to the above requirement, FortisBC requires that: 

 ICF Marbek work closely with FortBC’s EEC Program managers to develop the required 
EEC Plan within the allotted time frame. 

 ICF Marbek provide additional support during the regulatory review process, as required 
by Fortis BC. 

2 Approach 

The proposed approach involves a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program 
personnel and ICF Marbek staff. Completion of the work will involve the following tasks: 

 Task 1: ICF Marbek staff will work with FortisBC program managers to identify and 
provide a description of the individual programs included within each respective portfolio, 
including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners.  

 Task 2: ICF Marbek staff will develop Program profiles in collaboration with FortisBC 
staff. Inputs to the Program profiles will draw on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC 
market experience, relevant technology and market studies1 and, in some cases, 
professional estimates. These individual Profiles will be included in the body of the EEC 
Plan. 

 Task 3: ICF Marbek staff will work from the Program Profiles developed in Task 2 and will 
populate the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results will be generated at the level of total 
EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual 
program.   

                                                

1
 This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek 

for FortisBC. 
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 Task 4: The initial results will be reviewed collaboratively with FortisBC staff and 
revisions will be made, as applicable. 

 Task 5: The final results will be compiled into an EEC Plan. 

 Task 6: ICF Marbek staff will provide follow up assistance to the regulatory review 
process, as requested by FortisBC. 

3 Project Team 

The ICF Marbek project team will consist of: 

 Paul Robillard will serve as overall project manager. 

 John Dikeos will serve as lead modeller using FortisBC’s in-house Cost Effectiveness model 
and will co-ordinate with FortisBC’s residential, low income, CEO and high carbon fuel 
switch program managers. 

 Bryan Flannigan will co-ordinate with FortisBC’s industrial and innovative technologies 
program managers and will provide modelling assistance. 

 Paula Claudino will co-ordinate with FortisBC’s commercial program manager and will 
provide modelling assistance. 

 Peter Narbaitz will work closely with each of the program area teams, providing research 
assistance and report preparation. 

4 Budget 

The upset budget limit for this project is estimated to be $75,000 and includes provision for 
additional support during the next round of FortisBC’s submission to BCUC. 

ICF Marbek will invoice FortisBC for actual time spent up to the upset limit of $75,000.  The 
daily rates (7.5 hours) for the team members assigned to this project are listed below. 

 Paul Robillard - $1,800  

 Bryan Flannigan - $1,600 

 Paula Claudino & John Dikeos - $850 

 Peter Narbaitz - $750 

4.1 Method of Payment 

Monthly payments based on time and expenses accrued are proposed. 
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From: Chia, Jenny
To: "paulr@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:23:00 AM

Hi Paul,
 
I’m just reviewing Colin’s notes regarding the CEO plan for 2012 and 2013. I believe I was about
$800k over in 2012 and $200 in 2013
 
I’m looking at the CEO tab of the “Fortis Exhibits , Current” spreadsheet and I wasn’t sure how you
wanted me to send back the edits b/c I think the spreadsheet is linked to another sheet.
 
I’ll list my edits below; however, if you wanted me to make changes on a different sheet, please
advise.
 
For that spreadsheet, please edit the following cells:
 
2012:
I21 should be 600
I22 should be 98
I49 should be 225
 
2013
J21 should be 600
J22 should be 98
J49 should be 200
 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  I’m here all week.
Jenny
 
Jenny Chia

Conservation Education and Outreach Manager 
FortisBC 
Direct: 604-592-7645

 
Visit us in your community:  fortisbc.com/events
 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
http://www.fortisbc.com/events


From: Chia, Jenny
To: paulr@marbek.ca; "dikeos@marbek.ca"
Subject: FW: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:10:00 PM

Hi,
I’m just resending the info that I had emailed Paul this morning with.
 
Jenny
 
 

From: Chia, Jenny 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:23 AM
To: 'paulr@marbek.ca'
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
 
Hi Paul,
 
I’m just reviewing Colin’s notes regarding the CEO plan for 2012 and 2013. I believe I was about
$800k over in 2012 and $200 in 2013
 
I’m looking at the CEO tab of the “Fortis Exhibits , Current” spreadsheet and I wasn’t sure how you
wanted me to send back the edits b/c I think the spreadsheet is linked to another sheet.
 
I’ll list my edits below; however, if you wanted me to make changes on a different sheet, please
advise.
 
For that spreadsheet, please edit the following cells:
 
2012:
I21 should be 600
I22 should be 98
I49 should be 225
 
2013
J21 should be 600
J22 should be 98
J49 should be 200
 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  I’m here all week.
Jenny
 
Jenny Chia

Conservation Education and Outreach Manager 
FortisBC 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca


Direct: 604-592-7645

 
Visit us in your community:  fortisbc.com/events
 
 
 

http://www.fortisbc.com/events


From: Chia, Jenny
To: "Dikeos, John"; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:53:00 PM

No worries, that’s what I thought, I just couldn’t figure out where the numbers were being pulled
from.
 
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Chia, Jenny; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
 
Hi Jenny,
 
We actually discovered that there had been a couple input errors for the CEO programs. 
Everything adds up to the $5M ask now, so I’m assuming we should leave things as they were laid
out originally.  Sorry for any inconvenience with having to re-gig the numbers.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Chia, Jenny [mailto:Jenny.Chia@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 6:11 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John
Subject: FW: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
 
Hi,
I’m just resending the info that I had emailed Paul this morning with.
 
Jenny
 
 

From: Chia, Jenny 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:23 AM
To: 'paulr@marbek.ca'
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: CEO 2012 and 2012 reductions
 
Hi Paul,
 
I’m just reviewing Colin’s notes regarding the CEO plan for 2012 and 2013. I believe I was about
$800k over in 2012 and $200 in 2013
 
I’m looking at the CEO tab of the “Fortis Exhibits , Current” spreadsheet and I wasn’t sure how you

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


wanted me to send back the edits b/c I think the spreadsheet is linked to another sheet.
 
I’ll list my edits below; however, if you wanted me to make changes on a different sheet, please
advise.
 
For that spreadsheet, please edit the following cells:
 
2012:
I21 should be 600
I22 should be 98
I49 should be 225
 
2013
J21 should be 600
J22 should be 98
J49 should be 200
 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  I’m here all week.
Jenny
 
Jenny Chia

Conservation Education and Outreach Manager 
FortisBC 
Direct: 604-592-7645

 
Visit us in your community:  fortisbc.com/events
 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Chia, Jenny
To: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin
Cc: "paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: Re: Requested changes not made
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:36:14 PM

Sarah I changed it to Energy Champion Program as that's consistent with the 2010 annual report
 
From: Smith, Sarah 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 08:24 PM
To: Norman, Colin 
Cc: 'Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)' <paulr@marbek.ca>; Chia, Jenny 
Subject: RE: Requested changes not made 
 
I have reviewed and have one change that must be made.  In CEO, “Sports Partnerships” needs to
be rolled into the K-12 category.  It should not be a separate “program” in and of itself.  Shouldn’t
make any difference to any calcs though.  More of a formatting thing.
Otherwise all looks reasonable.
Sarah
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 22, 2011 7:32 PM
To: Smith, Sarah
Subject: FW: Requested changes not made
Importance: High
 
Hi Sarah,
 
Please see attached an Excel file with each of the final exhibits for the report (see each tab for each
exhibit). Per my earlier note to you, please review these numbers and let myself and Paul know if you
approve of these as being our final numbers for the report. Note that the SCT values will be calculated
and inserted in the report after you provide your approval of these exhibits.
 
Sorry for the late notice but if you could possibly review this and get back to us tonight that would then
enable Marbek to hit the ground running first thing tomorrow morning.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin

From: Robillard, Paul [paulr@marbek.ca]
Sent: September 22, 2011 7:07 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Requested changes not made

Hi Colin
 
Attached is the current version of the exhibits. John got focussed on trying to figure out what why
the Societal adder did not seem to be working in the C/B model and must have forgot to send this.
 
I am pretty sure that this version has all of the changes incorporated but will need John to confirm
first thing tomorrow am.
 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JCHIA
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca


If you can comment on this version, I will confirm first thing tomorrow am that all changes are
included.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 22, 2011 9:19 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Re: Requested changes not made
 
Hi Paul,

Are you guys still okay to provide us with the revised exhibits tonight? I know it's getting pretty late
over there.

We're okay with not implementing the Education and Outreach changes you've outlined below so
hopefully you weren't waiting for a response from us on that.

Let me know if things have changed with your timeline.

Thanks,

Colin
 
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 02:56 PM
To: Norman, Colin 
Subject: Requested changes not made 
 
Colin
 
Below are the unchanged items as discussed.  Every change requires re-calibration of results, re-

doing of program profiles etc..... As we discussed... at this 23rd hour we can continue to make the
changes or we can meet the schedule of COB Friday  - - but not both.
 
Also, as per the earlier email that you were copied on... John is currently working with Cadmus as
the 30% adder feature does not appear to be working in the C/B model. ( Murphy’s Law at work)
Will keep you posted.
 
Paul

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
 

Requested changes that were not made

 
Conservation Education & Outreach

 
1.    The following two programs could not be removed due the last minute nature of the

request:

•         Residential Outreach Education Tools

•         Commercial Multi Family

 
The budgets for these programs have not been changed. Also, no changes were

made to the budgets of the 4 programs that would have received the additional

money if the 2 programs had been cancelled.

 
2.    No changes were made to the budgets of the following programs:

 
•         Home Efficiency Measures (Formerly: Municipal Partnerships – Low Flow Kits)

•         Municipal Partnerships – Other

•         Behaviour Change – Online Community Site

 
The original information provided had slightly different budget values for 2012 and

2013.  It was too late to make the changes in the model; as previously advised

managers can move budgets among approved programs.

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Cook, Ramsay
To: Paul Robillard; claudino@marbek.ca
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Commercial DSM plan.
Date: Friday, September 09, 2011 3:45:06 PM
Attachments: EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xlsx

Latest version of the commercial plan attached.
 
Problematic programs are highlighted in red.  These are either so early in development that I
haven’t a clue as to the nature of the costs or savings, or too complex or flexible to represent as a
simple prescriptive program.  We’ll need to talk about these over the phone on Monday morning. 
Also not that the NPV GJ savings needs to be worked out, and a 1% allocation of
costs/participation/savings needs to be attributed to the whistler utility in all cases.

Best Regards,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 9, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: Marbek Contacts
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Per our conversation, once you’ve completed you Commercial Program Area 2012/13 DSM Plan (or
done all you can do) please send it directly to Marbek and cc me if you don’t mind. Please send it
to Paul and Paula from Marbek. Their email addresses are listed below:
 
Paul Robillard: Paulr@marbek.ca
 
Paula Claudino: claudino@marbek.ca
 
Thanks very much!
 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RCOOK
mailto:Paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings

2012

		2012 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																														Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																										Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		159		?		2,221		100		17		- 0		117		65,488		- 0				EBP				%				%		$   2,750.00		$   2,750.00		187		2,613		118		20		- 0		138		87,857				95%

																																										     FEI		143		?		1,999		90		15		- 0		105		59,700								Retrofit		85%		FEI		90%		$   2,103.75				143		1,999		90		15		- 0		105		59,700						510

																				2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		16		?		222		10		2		- 0		12		5,788												FEVI		10%		$   233.75				16		222		10		2		- 0		12		5,788						445

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28		?		392		18		3		- 0		21		22,370		- 0						New Construction		15%		FEI		90%		$   371.25				25		353		16		3		- 0		19		22,083						1069

																																										     FEI		25		?		353		16		3		- 0		19		22,083												FEVI		10%		$   41.25				3		39		2		0		- 0		2		287						125

																				2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		39		2		0		- 0		2		287

																																										     FEW				?										- 0

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28		?		90		2		3		27		32		6,490		- 0				LCESBP										$   135.00		$   135.00		31		100		2		3		30		35		7,162				74%

																																										     FEI		25		?		81		2		2		24		28		6,043								Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		90%		$   109.35				25		81		2		2		24		28		6,043						296

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		9		0		0		3		3		447												FEVI		10%		$   12.15				3		9		0		0		3		3		447						197

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3		?		10		0		0		3		4		671		- 0						New Construction 		10%		FEI		90%		$   12.15				3		9		0		0		3		3		671						296

																																										     FEI		3		?		9		0		0		3		3		671												FEVI		10%		$   1.35				0		1		0		0		0		0		- 0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		- 0				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,651				80%

																																										     FEI		71		?		92		4		12		7		23		5,971								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   114.75				71		92		4		12		7		23		5,971						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12		?		16		1		2		1		4		900												FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		7		?		14		10		0		1		1		3		663						New Construction		10%		FEI		85%		$   12.75				8		10		0		1		1		3		663						89

																																										     FEI		6		?		11		2		0		0		0		0		117										FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1		?		2		0		0		- 0		0		132

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1,250		1,250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152		N/A		190		55		5		- 0		60		54,705		- 0				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		- 0		60		54,705				76%

																																										     FEI		114		N/A		143		41		4		- 0		45		36,161								Retrofit		100%		FEI		75%		$   187.50				114		143		41		4		- 0		45		36,161						488

																																										     FEVI		38		N/A		48		14		1		- 0		15		18,544												FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		- 0		15		18,544						488

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362		N/A		47		1		1		- 0		3		2,865		- 0				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		- 0		3		2,894				95%

																																										     FEI		326		N/A		42		1		1		- 0		2		2,578								Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		90%		$   44.55				326		42		1		1		- 0		2		2,578						9

																																										     FEVI		36		N/A		5		0		0		- 0		0		286												FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		- 0		0		286						9

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		29		- 0						New Construction		1%		FEI		90%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		- 0		0		26						9

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		26												FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		- 0		0		3						9

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		3

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in an Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		19		N/A		4,709		213		9		170		391		- 0		- 0				CDP										$   6,000.00		$   6,000.00		22		5,540		250		10		200		460		- 0				92%

																																										     FEI		15		N/A		3,767		170		7		136		313		- 0								Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		80%		$   4,080.00				15		3,767		170		7		136		313		- 0

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		942		43		2		34		78		- 0												FEVI 		20%		$   1,020.00				4		942		43		2		34		78		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		3		N/A		831		38		2		30		69		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		90%		$   810.00				3		748		34		1		27		62		- 0

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		748		34		1		27		62		- 0												FEVI		10%		$   90.00				0		83		4		0		3		7		- 0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		83		4		0		3		7		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		101,929		1,070		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		77		N/A		1,770		150		5		25		180		82,326		- 0				COP										$   1,950.00		$   1,950.00		77		1,770		150		5		25		180		82,326				91%

																																										     FEI		74		N/A		1,699		144		5		24		173		79,033								Retrofit		100%		FEI 		96%		$   1,872.00				74		1,699		144		5		24		173		79,033						1070

																																										     FEVI		3		N/A		71		6		0		1		7		3,293												FEVI 		4%		$   78.00				3		71		6		0		1		7		3,293						1070

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		In Development		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		0		0		N/A		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		216		?		648		5		23		- 0		27		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0				CCP										$   750.00		$   750.00		240		720		5		25		- 0		30		ERROR:#VALUE!				96%

																																										     FEI		184		?		551		4		19		- 0		23		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   573.75				184		551		4		19		- 0		23		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		32		?		97		1		3		- 0		4		- 0												FEVI 		15%		$   101.25				32		97		1		3		- 0		4		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		0		0		N/A		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		24		?		72		1		3		- 0		3		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		85%		$   63.75				20		61		0		2		- 0		3		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEI		20		?		61		0		2		- 0		3		- 0												FEVI 		15%		$   11.25				4		11		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		4		?		11		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$150		$150		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		22		N/A		372		8		20		- 0		28		89,280		- 0				MURBP										$   500.00		$   500.00		27		465		10		25		- 0		35		113,056				93%

																																										     FEI		17		N/A		298		6		16		- 0		22		69,871								Retrofit		80%		FEI 		80%		$   320.00				17		298		6		16		- 0		22		69,871						4500

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		74		2		4		- 0		6		19,409												FEVI		20%		$   80.00				4		74		2		4		- 0		6		19,409						4500

																																										     FEW				N/A										- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$150		$150		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		5		N/A		93		2		5		- 0		7		23,776		- 0						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		80%		$   80.00				4		74		2		4		- 0		6		19,409						4500

																																										     FEI		4		N/A		74		2		4		- 0		6		19,409												FEVI 		20%		$   20.00				1		19		0		1		- 0		1		4,367						4500

																																										     FEVI		1		N/A		19		0		1		- 0		1		4,367

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.		In Development		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		0		0		N/A		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		23		?		461		5		10		- 0		14		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		- 0		15		ERROR:#VALUE!				97%

																																										     FEI		21		?		415		4		9		- 0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit		95%		FEI		90%		$   427.50				21		415		4		9		- 0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		2		?		46		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW				?										- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		0		0		N/A		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		1		?		24		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		90%		$   22.50				1		22		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEI		1		?		22		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		0		?		2		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		75		75		- 0		- 0				FPTP										$   75.00		$   75.00		- 0		- 0				- 0		75		75		- 0				0%

																																										     FEI		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		68		68		- 0								Retrofit		100%		FEI		90%		$   67.50				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		68		68		- 0						3

																																										     FEVI		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		8		8		- 0												FEVI 		10%		$   7.50				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8		8		- 0						3

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.		Radiant tube heaters		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters.		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		FortisBC engineering analysis				0		FortisBC engineering analysis		20		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		1		N/A		12		2		- 0		6		8		214		- 0				RTHP										$   20.00		$   20.00		1		12		2		- 0		6		8		- 0				60%

																																										     FEI		1		N/A		8		1		- 0		4		6		150								Retrofit		100%		FEI		70%		$   14.00				1		8		1		- 0		4		6		- 0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		4		1		- 0		2		2		64												FEVI		30%		$   6.00				0		4		1		- 0		2		2		- 0

																																										     FEW				N/A										- 0

																																																																										$   13,035.00

























2013

		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																														Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																										Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		173		?		2,423		102		17		9		128		71,441		- 0				EBP				%				%		$   3,000.00		$   3,000.00		204		2,850		120		20		10		150		95,845				95%

																																										     FEI		156		?		2,180		92		15		8		115		65,127								Retrofit		85%		FEI		90%		$   2,295.00				156		2,180		92		15		8		115		65,127						510

																				2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		17		?		242		10		2		1		13		6,314												FEVI		10%		$   255.00				17		242		10		2		1		13		6,314						445

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		31		?		428		18		3		2		23		24,403		- 0						New Construction		15%		FEI		90%		$   405.00				27		385		16		3		1		20		24,090						1069

																																										     FEI		27		?		385		16		3		1		20		24,090												FEVI		10%		$   45.00				3		43		2		0		0		2		313						125

																				2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		43		2		0		0		2		313

																																										     FEW				?										- 0

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		29		?		95		2		3		- 0		5		6,825		- 0				LCESBP										$   110.00		$   110.00		32		105		2		3		- 0		5		7,531				96%

																																										     FEI		26		?		85		2		2		- 0		4		6,355								Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		90%		$   89.10				26		85		2		2		- 0		4		6,355						296

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		9		0		0		- 0		0		470												FEVI		10%		$   9.90				3		9		0		0		- 0		0		470						197

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3		?		11		0		0		- 0		1		706		- 0						New Construction 		10%		FEI		90%		$   9.90				3		9		0		0		- 0		0		706						296

																																										     FEI		3		?		9		0		0		- 0		0		706												FEVI		10%		$   1.10				0		1		0		0		- 0		0		- 0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		- 0		0		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		- 0				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,651				80%

																																										     FEI		71		?		92		4		12		7		23		5,971								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   114.75				71		92		4		12		7		23		5,971						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12		?		16		1		2		1		4		900												FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		9		?		12		1		2		1		3		780		- 0						New Construction		10%		FEI		85%		$   12.75				8		10		0		1		1		3		663						89

																																										     FEI		8		?		10		0		1		1		3		663												FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1		?		2		0		0		0		0		117

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1,250		1,250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152		N/A		190		55		5		- 0		60		54,705		- 0				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		- 0		60		54,705				76%

																																										     FEI		114		N/A		143		41		4		- 0		45		36,161								Retrofit		100%		FEI		75%		$   187.50				114		143		41		4		- 0		45		36,161						488

																																										     FEVI		38		N/A		48		14		1		- 0		15		18,544												FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		- 0		15		18,544						488

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362		N/A		47		1		1		- 0		3		2,865		- 0				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		- 0		3		2,894				95%

																																										     FEI		326		N/A		42		1		1		- 0		2		2,578								Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		90%		$   44.55				326		42		1		1		- 0		2		2,578						9

																																										     FEVI		36		N/A		5		0		0		- 0		0		286												FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		- 0		0		286						9

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		29		- 0						New Construction		1%		FEI		90%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		- 0		0		26						9

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		26												FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		- 0		0		3						9

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		0		0		0		- 0		0		3

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in an Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		19		N/A		4,709		213		9		170		391		- 0		- 0				CDP										$   6,000.00		$   6,000.00		22		5,540		250		10		200		460		- 0				92%

																																										     FEI		15		N/A		3,767		170		7		136		313		- 0								Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		80%		$   4,080.00				15		3,767		170		7		136		313		- 0

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		942		43		2		34		78		- 0												FEVI 		20%		$   1,020.00				4		942		43		2		34		78		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		3		N/A		831		38		2		30		69		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		90%		$   810.00				3		748		34		1		27		62		- 0

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		748		34		1		27		62		- 0												FEVI		10%		$   90.00				0		83		4		0		3		7		- 0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		83		4		0		3		7		- 0

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		101,929		1,070		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		107		N/A		2,470		150		5		25		180		114,899		- 0				COP										$   2,650.00		$   2,650.00		107		2,470		150		5		25		180		114,899				93%

																																										     FEI		103		N/A		2,371		144		5		24		173		110,303								Retrofit		100%		FEI 		96%		$   2,544.00				103		2,371		144		5		24		173		110,303						1070

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		99		6		0		1		7		4,596												FEVI 		4%		$   106.00				4		99		6		0		1		7		4,596						1070

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		In Development		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		0		0		N/A		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		290		?		869		9		23		- 0		32		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0				CCP										$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00		322		965		10		25		- 0		35		ERROR:#VALUE!				97%

																																										     FEI		246		?		738		8		19		- 0		27		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   765.00				246		738		8		19		- 0		27		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		43		?		130		1		3		- 0		5		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   135.00				43		130		1		3		- 0		5		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		0		0		N/A		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		32		?		96		1		3		- 0		4		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		85%		$   85.00				27		82		1		2		- 0		3		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEI		27		?		82		1		2		- 0		3		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   15.00				5		14		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		5		?		14		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$150		$150		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		33		N/A		572		8		20		- 0		28		137,376		- 0				MURBP										$   750.00		$   750.00		41		716		10		25		- 0		35		173,960				95%

																																										     FEI		27		N/A		458		6		16		- 0		22		107,512								Retrofit		80%		FEI 		80%		$   480.00				27		458		6		16		- 0		22		107,512						4500

																																										     FEVI		7		N/A		114		2		4		- 0		6		29,864												FEVI		20%		$   120.00				7		114		2		4		- 0		6		29,864						4500

																																										     FEW				N/A										- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$150		$150		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		8		N/A		143		2		5		- 0		7		36,584		- 0						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		80%		$   120.00				7		114		2		4		- 0		6		29,864						4500

																																										     FEI		7		N/A		114		2		4		- 0		6		29,864												FEVI 		20%		$   30.00				2		29		0		1		- 0		1		6,719						4500

																																										     FEVI		2		N/A		29		0		1		- 0		1		6,719

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.		In Development		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		0		0		N/A		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		23		?		461		5		10		- 0		14		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		- 0		15		ERROR:#VALUE!				97%

																																										     FEI		21		?		415		4		9		- 0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit		95%		FEI		90%		$   427.50				21		415		4		9		- 0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		2		?		46		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW				?										- 0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		0		0		N/A		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		1		?		24		0		1		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		- 0						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		90%		$   22.50				1		22		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEI		1		?		22		0		0		- 0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEVI		0		?		2		0		0		- 0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

																																										     FEW		- 0		?		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		9,500		N/A		475		10		15		- 0		25		28,500		- 0				FPTP										$   500.00		$   500.00		9,500		475		10		15		- 0		25		28,500				95%

																																										     FEI		8,550		N/A		428		9		14		- 0		23		25,650								Retrofit		100%		FEI		90%		$   450.00				8,550		428		9		14		- 0		23		25,650						3

																																										     FEVI		950		N/A		48		1		2		- 0		3		2,850												FEVI 		10%		$   50.00				950		48		1		2		- 0		3		2,850						3

																																										     FEW		- 0		N/A		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0





















































































































































































































Sheet3







Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 



1

Bevacqua, Ilva

From: Cook, Ramsay
Sent: September 12, 2011 9:24 AM
To: 'Claudino, Paula'
Subject: Accepted: Discussion on FortisBC Commercial Programs

 



From: Claudino, Paula
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Commercial DSM plan.
Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 6:58:25 AM
Attachments: Missing Commercial Info.xlsx

Hi Ramsay,
 
Following our call yesterday, I think you now have a better idea of how to estimate the missing
costs and savings. Can you please take a look at the attached file and fill in the missing information,
highlighted in red? The cells highlighted in yellow are those that I would like you to double check to
make sure they are correct. We can discuss these, if you like.
 
Cheers,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Latest version of the commercial plan attached.
 
Problematic programs are highlighted in red.  These are either so early in development that I
haven’t a clue as to the nature of the costs or savings, or too complex or flexible to represent as a
simple prescriptive program.  We’ll need to talk about these over the phone on Monday morning. 
Also not that the NPV GJ savings needs to be worked out, and a 1% allocation of
costs/participation/savings needs to be attributed to the whistler utility in all cases.

Best Regards,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings

MeasureDatabase

		Measure Database				Back to Dashboard						count of measures:		20		count of columns:		23

		Measure Name

aaron: must have unique name
		Sector

aaron: must be spelled the same as sectors list on Admin sheet.		Building Type		Unit Definition		Measure Lifetime		Total Per Unit Measure Cost (incr. or full)

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
		Annual Gas Savings (GJ)

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
		Annual Elec Savings (kWh)		Annual Capacity Savings (kW)		Annual Diesel Savings (Litres)		Annual Propane Savings (Litres)		Annual Oil Savings (GJ)		Annual Biomass Savings (GJ)		Freeridership		Spillover		Description/Comments		Created By		Utility Incentive
($/unit)		Incentive to Contractors/ Dealers ($/unit)		Partners Incentives ($/unit)		Federal Incentives ($/unit)		Portion of Participants (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
																																Portion of Participants #2 (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program

		Comm Continuous Optimization		Commercial		Retrofit		per study		8		101929		1070														0.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Custom Design		Commercial		Retrofit		per study		15																		10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Custom Design		Commercial		New Construction		per study		15																		10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Energy Audit		Commercial		Retrofit		per building		1		1250		488														35.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Fireplace Timers		Commercial		Retrofit		per fireplace		5		50		3														0.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers		Commercial		Retrofit		per boiler		20		35834		510														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers		Commercial		New Construction		per boiler		20		65711		1069														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers Light		Commercial		Retrofit		per boiler		20		18695		296														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers Light		Commercial		New Construction		per boiler		20		2047		296														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Water Heaters		Commercial		Retrofit		per heater		12		5378		89														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Water Heaters		Commercial		New Construction		per heater		12		5378		89														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm In-Suite Savings		Commercial		Retrofit		per building		5		150		4500														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm In-Suite Savings		Commercial		New Construction		per building		5		150		4500														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Kitchen HE Equip		Commercial		Retrofit																										Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Kitchen HE Equip		Commercial		New Construction																										Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Process Heat		Commercial		Retrofit		per building																								Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Process Heat		Commercial		New Construction		per building																								Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Spray Valve		Commercial		Retrofit		per valve		5		130		9														12.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Spray Valve		Commercial		New Construction		per valve		5		130		9														12.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Radiant Tube Heaters		Commercial		Retrofit		per heater		20																		0.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 9, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: Marbek Contacts
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Per our conversation, once you’ve completed you Commercial Program Area 2012/13 DSM Plan (or
done all you can do) please send it directly to Marbek and cc me if you don’t mind. Please send it
to Paul and Paula from Marbek. Their email addresses are listed below:
 
Paul Robillard: Paulr@marbek.ca
 
Paula Claudino: claudino@marbek.ca
 
Thanks very much!
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Cook, Ramsay
To: Cook, Ramsay; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Commercial DSM plan.
Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:58:38 PM
Attachments: Missing Commercial Info.xlsx

This time with spreadsheet.
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Cook, Ramsay 
Sent: September 13, 2011 2:55 PM
To: 'Claudino, Paula'
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Hi Paula,

Please see the attached spreadsheet.  I’ve added in some additional info under the utility incentive
column as well.
 
On the other hand, I’m still waiting to hear back from Hydro about the C.Op program financial
model and some data for Custom Design, new construction. 
 
For process heat I haven’t yet hazarded a guess for these inputs.  I really have nothing to go on.  As
it’s only 500 K I’d be just as happy to say that the budget amount is an allotment, to be fleshed out
later.  Thoughts?
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RCOOK
mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings

MeasureDatabase

		Measure Database				Back to Dashboard						count of measures:		20		count of columns:		23

		Measure Name

aaron: must have unique name
		Sector

aaron: must be spelled the same as sectors list on Admin sheet.		Building Type		Unit Definition		Measure Lifetime		Total Per Unit Measure Cost (incr. or full)

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
		Annual Gas Savings (GJ)

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
		Annual Elec Savings (kWh)		Annual Capacity Savings (kW)		Annual Diesel Savings (Litres)		Annual Propane Savings (Litres)		Annual Oil Savings (GJ)		Annual Biomass Savings (GJ)		Freeridership		Spillover		Description/Comments		Created By		Utility Incentive
($/unit)		Incentive to Contractors/ Dealers ($/unit)		Partners Incentives ($/unit)		Federal Incentives ($/unit)		Portion of Participants (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		Portion of Participants #2 (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program

		Comm Continuous Optimization		Commercial		Retrofit		per participant		8		101929		1070														0.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		23812

		Comm Custom Design		Commercial		Retrofit		per participant		15		334750

RCook: RCook:
Based on PSECA 3rd open call average cost per gj saved		3161

RCook: RCook:
best informed guess, after a review of the PSECA 3rd open call projects														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		105000

RCook: RCook:
based on PSECA 3rd Open call average incentive per GJ saved.

		Comm Custom Design		Commercial		New Construction		per participant		15																		10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Energy Audit		Commercial		Retrofit		per building		1		1250		488														35.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		1250

		Comm Fireplace Timers		Commercial		Retrofit		per fireplace		5		50		3														0.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		50

		Comm HE Boilers		Commercial		Retrofit		per boiler		20		35834		510														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers		Commercial		New Construction		per boiler		20		65711		1069														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers Light		Commercial		Retrofit		per boiler		20		18695		296														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Boilers Light		Commercial		New Construction		per boiler		20		2047		296														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Water Heaters		Commercial		Retrofit		per heater		12		5378		89														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm HE Water Heaters		Commercial		New Construction		per heater		12		5378		89														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm In-Suite Savings		Commercial		Retrofit		per building		5		150 per suite
16875 per building

RCook: RCook:
Note… $150 is a per dwelling unit cost.
assume 2 aerators and 1 shower head per MURB unit.  Each 50$ installed.																								

RCook: RCook:
based on PSECA 3rd Open call average incentive per GJ saved.		4500														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		16875

		Comm In-Suite Savings		Commercial		New Construction		per building		5		150 per suite
16875 per building		4500														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		16875

		Comm Kitchen HE Equip		Commercial		Retrofit		per participant		12		2700

RCook: RCook:
Based on OEB Inputs for commercial deep fryer
		

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
																																

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
																																

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program		

RCook: RCook:
Based on PSECA 3rd open call average cost per gj saved		

RCook: RCook:
best informed guess, after a review of the PSECA 3rd open call projects		35.11														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		1500

		Comm Kitchen HE Equip		Commercial		New Construction		per participant		12		2700		35.11														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		1500

		Comm Process Heat		Commercial		Retrofit		per participant		20		?		?														?				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Process Heat		Commercial		New Construction		per participant		20		?		?														?				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)

		Comm Spray Valve		Commercial		Retrofit		per valve		5		130		9														12.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		130

		Comm Spray Valve		Commercial		New Construction		per valve		5		130		9														12.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		130

		Comm Radiant Tube Heaters		Commercial		Retrofit		per heater		20		1220

RCook: RCook:
Based on 100 MBH unit heater and OEB inputs		57.7														33.0%				Based on program manager inputs		Paulal (ICF Marbek)		915





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Claudino, Paula [mailto:claudino@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 13, 2011 6:58 AM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Following our call yesterday, I think you now have a better idea of how to estimate the missing
costs and savings. Can you please take a look at the attached file and fill in the missing information,
highlighted in red? The cells highlighted in yellow are those that I would like you to double check to
make sure they are correct. We can discuss these, if you like.
 
Cheers,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Latest version of the commercial plan attached.
 
Problematic programs are highlighted in red.  These are either so early in development that I
haven’t a clue as to the nature of the costs or savings, or too complex or flexible to represent as a
simple prescriptive program.  We’ll need to talk about these over the phone on Monday morning. 
Also not that the NPV GJ savings needs to be worked out, and a 1% allocation of
costs/participation/savings needs to be attributed to the whistler utility in all cases.

Best Regards,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers

http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings


 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 9, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: Marbek Contacts
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Per our conversation, once you’ve completed you Commercial Program Area 2012/13 DSM Plan (or
done all you can do) please send it directly to Marbek and cc me if you don’t mind. Please send it
to Paul and Paula from Marbek. Their email addresses are listed below:
 
Paul Robillard: Paulr@marbek.ca
 
Paula Claudino: claudino@marbek.ca
 
Thanks very much!
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Cook, Ramsay
To: Claudino, Paula
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: FW: C.Op financial model
Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 3:56:43 PM
Attachments: Book2.xlsx

Hi Paula,
 
Just got approval from Hydro to send this through.  I’ve had to scub it of all Hydro specific data. 
Let’s talk over the phone once you guys have had a chance to look at it.
 
Cheers,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RCOOK
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings

Key Inputs & Outputs

		C.Op:  Fortis Proxy Financial Model - Key Inputs and Outputs																		Program Name		C.Op

		Key Outputs  												Levelized Costs ($/GJ)

		Program Level excludes customer costs		Utility B/C		TRC B/C		RIM B/C						Utility		TRC		RIM

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		1.70		2.29		0.61						5.48		4.06		15.25

		Fortis - 77 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F12		1.60		2.37		0.60						5.90		3.99		15.82

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		1.51		2.45		0.58						6.34		3.91		16.40

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		1.71		2.36		0.61						5.62		4.07		15.71

		Consolidated Program		1.68		1.84		0.61						5.83		5.33		16.14																																																1		 1 to allocate program costs, 0 to have at the consolidated program level.'

		

		Market Penetration (i.e. # of Projects)																						% Run Rate in F18

		Fiscal Years Ending March 31st		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		Total				$ Check to zero		0				0.195

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		117										117				GJ Check to zero		0				0.1283333333

		Fortis - 77 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F12				77								77										0.1616666667

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13						97						97										0.515

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)				76		100		100		33		309										1

		Total		117		153		197		100		33		600

		Run Rate (GJs)																																																																% of Run Rate for Program Cost Allocaiton

		Fiscal Years Ending March 31st		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036												F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		0		0		0		0		0		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   118,283		$   118,283		$   118,283		$   118,283		$   118,283		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		1		0.4333333333		0.2505353319		0.2063492063		0.195		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		1		1		0.546728972		0.546728972		0.546728972		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Fortis - 77 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F12		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   77,844		$   77,844		$   77,844		$   77,844		$   77,844		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   98,064		$   98,064		$   98,064		$   98,064		$   98,064		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0.2077087794		0.1710758377		0.1616666667		0.2008281573		0.2939393939		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0.453271028		0.453271028		0.453271028		1		1		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   76,833		$   177,930		$   279,027		$   312,388		$   312,388		$   235,555		$   134,458		$   33,362		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Total		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   118,283		$   272,961		$   472,121		$   573,218		$   606,579		$   488,296		$   333,619		$   134,458		$   33,362		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		1		0.4333333333		0.4582441113		0.3774250441		0.3566666667		0.2008281573		0.2939393939		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Study Costs ($000)		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Fortis - 77 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Total Study Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentives		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		$   336		$   1,261		$   243		$   314		$   185		$   189		$   193		$   196		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Fortis - 77 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F12		$   221		$   115		$   846		$   163		$   209		$   124		$   127		$   129		$   132		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		$   279		$   145		$   147		$   1,088		$   209		$   269		$   160		$   163		$   166		$   169		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		$   - 0		$   223		$   1,206		$   1,685		$   1,681		$   998		$   646		$   559		$   529		$   407		$   237		$   60		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Total Incentive Costs		$   836		$   1,743		$   2,443		$   3,250		$   2,284		$   1,580		$   1,125		$   1,047		$   827		$   576		$   237		$   60		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Program Costs (Includes Shared Marketing Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Total Business Case Cost		$   836		$   1,743		$   2,443		$   3,250		$   2,284		$   1,580		$   1,125		$   1,047		$   827		$   576		$   237		$   60		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Total Cumul Business Case Cost		$   836		$   2,578		$   5,022		$   8,272		$   10,556		$   12,136		$   13,261		$   14,308		$   15,135		$   15,711		$   15,948		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		$   16,008		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Customer Impacts ($000)

		Fiscal Years Ending March 31st		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Incremental Customer Costs		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   2,290		$   3,024		$   3,935		$   2,077		$   699		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Other Customer Costs/(Benefits) or Alternate Energy Costs		$   88		$   203		$   350		$   425		$   450		$   450		$   450		$   450		$   362		$   248		$   100		$   25		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		($000)		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		Total		%

		Study Costs		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		0

		Incentives		$   836		$   1,743		$   2,443		$   3,250		$   2,284		$   1,580		$   1,125		$   1,047		$   827		$   576		$   237		$   60		$   - 0		$   16,008		1

		Program Costs		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		0				Program Level Detail

		Total Business Case Cost		$   836		$   1,743		$   2,443		$   3,250		$   2,284		$   1,580		$   1,125		$   1,047		$   827		$   576		$   237		$   60		$   - 0		$   16,008						14425947.9032736

		Total Cumul Business Case Cost		$   836		$   2,578		$   5,022		$   8,272		$   10,556		$   12,136		$   13,261		$   14,308		$   15,135		$   15,711		$   15,948		$   16,008		$   16,008						Dif		0.0988518468

																																				F18 Run Rate

																																		Program Level Detail		570296.694209962

		Last 3 Yrs (F2014-2016)		0		Enter "1" to include, "0" to exclude																												Bus Case		387916.844849265

		Taxes																																Dif		-0.3197981879

		  PST		0.07

		Incremental Cost %		0.4

		Discount Rate

		  BC Hydro		0.075

		Hours of Usage Per Year

		  BC Hydro		4500

		% of 1st Year to Include		1				Adj

		% of 2nd Year to Include		0				0

		% of 3rd Year to Include		0

		Avoided Costs		Units				2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038

		Energy (Gas + Carbon + Delivery)		nominal $/GJ				8.5		8.85		9.2		9.55		9.9		10.25		10.6		10.95		11.3		11.65		12.05		12.30305		12.56141405		12.8252037451		13.0945330237		13.3695182172		13.6502780998		13.9369339398		14.2296095526		14.5284313532		14.8335284116		15.1450325083		15.4630781909		15.7878028329		16.1193466924		16.457852973		16.8034678854		17.156340711

		Adjusted (base case = 100%)		1				8.5		8.85		9.2		9.55		9.9		10.25		10.6		10.95		11.3		11.65		12.05		12.30305		12.56141405		12.8252037451		13.0945330237		13.3695182172		13.6502780998		13.9369339398		14.2296095526		14.5284313532		14.8335284116		15.1450325083		15.4630781909		15.7878028329		16.1193466924		16.457852973		16.8034678854		17.156340711

		Commercial Gas Tariff		$/GJ				8.925		9.2925		9.66		10.0275		10.395		10.7625		11.13		11.4975		11.865		12.2325		12.6525		12.9182025		13.1894847525		13.4664639323		13.7492596749		14.0379941281		14.3327920047		14.6337806368		14.9410900302		15.2548529209		15.5752048322		15.9022841337		16.2362321005		16.5771929746		16.925314027		17.2807456216		17.6436412797		18.0141577465

		Note: the  above values for energy and capacity are assumed to be in the Lower Mainland and are sourced from the following:  Energy is based upon BCH's 2006 Reference Energy Price;  Generation capacity is based upon BCH Energy 

		  Planning and T&D Capacity is based upon BCTC/BCH Energy Planning/BCH Distribution Planning, May2007.

		Key Assumptions

		Inflation rate		2%

		Discount rate for $		8%

		Discount rate for energy		6%

		Line losses to area T		4%

		Lines losses to G		7%

		G system reserve margin		14%





Consolidated Program

		Fortis:  Consolidated Program

		4

				Utility		All 
Ratepayers (TRC)		Non-
Participant (RIM)

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		1.68		1.84		0.61

		Levelized Cost (per GJ)		5.83		5.33		16.14

						Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Costs and Benefits		Units		NPV		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035

		Gross participant incremental cost		$ 000		11,383.46		87.75		202.50		350.25		2,715.17		3,474.27		4,384.75		2,527.00		1,149.12		362.25		247.50		99.75		24.75		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Net participant cost		$ 000		-   3,664.85		-   835.55		-   1,742.80		-   2,443.24		-   960.32		740.11		2,355.07		951.71		-   347.96		-   827.08		-   576.39		-   236.95		-   59.97		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Energy savings		GJ/yr		2,136,469.47		- 0		- 0		- 0		118,282.98		272,960.73		472,120.97		573,217.54		606,579.40		488,296.42		333,618.67		134,458.43		33,361.87		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Demand savings		MW

		PV of GWh savings		GWh		1,838,298.63		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Incentive cost (EMIS, Meter, Re-Comiss)		$ 000		12,466.10		835.55		1,742.80		2,443.24		3,250.24		2,284.16		1,579.69		1,125.29		1,047.08		827.08		576.39		236.95		59.97		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Program Costs		$ 000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Utility total cost		$ 000		12,466.10		835.55		1,742.80		2,443.24		3,250.24		2,284.16		1,579.69		1,125.29		1,047.08		827.08		576.39		236.95		59.97		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		NEIs		$ 000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		All Ratepayers Cost		$ 000		11,383.46		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Bill savings/lost revenues		$ 000		22,011.35		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,186.08		2,837.43		5,081.20		6,379.91		6,974.15		5,793.64		4,080.99		1,701.24		430.98		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Avoided energy costs		$ 000		20,963.19		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,129.60		2,702.31		4,839.24		6,076.11		6,642.04		5,517.75		3,886.66		1,620.22		410.45		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Avoided G system res margin		$ 000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Avoided T&D capacity costs		$ 000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total avoided costs		$ 000		20,963.19		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,129.60		2,702.31		4,839.24		6,076.11		6,642.04		5,517.75		3,886.66		1,620.22		410.45		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

						Cumulative # Projects		117.00		270.00		467.00		567.00		600.00		600.00		600.00		600.00		483.00		330.00		133.00		33.00		- 0

						Customer Labour* ($000)		87.75		202.50		350.25		425.25		450.00		450.00		450.00		450.00		362.25		247.50		99.75		24.75		- 0

						*  6 Days per year, Valued at $60k per year, 50% for natural gas.

		Year Number						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33
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				Utility		All 
Ratepayers (TRC)		Non-
Participant (RIM)

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		1.6993282968		2.2914038794		0.6103263026

		Levelized Cost (per GJ)		5.4770394703		4.0618278768		15.2496920324

						Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Costs and Benefits		Units		NPV		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035

		Gross participant incremental cost		$ 000		1843.2985271737		0		0		0		2289.924		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Net participant cost		$ 000		-642.2373190179		-335.9421413428		-1260.8264674558		-243.0877744049		1975.4860746789		-185.0903571543		-188.7921642974		-192.5680075834		-196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy savings		GJs/yr		453810.10300987		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Demand savings		MW

		PV of GWh savings		GWh		404895.110644693

		Incentive and Study Costs		$ 000		2485.5358461916		335.9421413428		1260.8264674558		243.0877744049		314.437925321		185.0903571543		188.7921642974		192.5680075834		196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Program Costs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Utility total cost		$ 000		2485.5358461916		335.9421413428		1260.8264674558		243.0877744049		314.437925321		185.0903571543		188.7921642974		192.5680075834		196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		All Ratepayers Cost		$ 000		1843.2985271737

		Bill savings/lost revenues 		$ 000		4434.9284659054		0		0		0		1186.0826211148		1229.5516177001		1273.0206142855		1316.4896108708		1359.9586074562		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided energy costs		$ 000		4223.7413961004		0		0		0		1129.6024962998		1171.0015406668		1212.4005850338		1253.7996294008		1295.1986737678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided G system res margin		$ 000

		Avoided T&D capacity costs		$ 000

		Total avoided costs		$ 000		4223.7413961004		0		0		0		1129.6024962998		1171.0015406668		1212.4005850338		1253.7996294008		1295.1986737678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Key Assumptions

		Electricity (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		0

		Natural Gas (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		1				Source

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000				Average from 431 program applicants

		Avg. Electricity EUI (kWh/ft2)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Electricity Savings (%)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Electricity Savings (kWh/ft2)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Average Gas EUI (MJ/ft2)		47.8812955578				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Gas Savings (%)		0.138				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Gas Savings (MJ/ft2)		6.607618787				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Average Consultant Cost per ft2		0.14				Average of 422 program proposals

		Date Full SMI is Installed		July 1, 2012				BC Hydro SMI project team

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

		EMIS Costs		% Allocation		0.5		0.5						Source

		Installation Labour		One time cost		379.5		379.5		759				Average of 115 installations

		Material		One time cost		545.5		545.5		1091				Average of 115 installations

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a				n/a

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a				n/a

		Site License		Annual cost		169		169		338				Average of 198 invoices

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0		1						Source

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		0		0		0				Average of 198 invoices

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		0		0		0				Average of 198 invoices

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		873		0		873				Average of 198 invoices

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		279		0		279				Average of 198 invoices

		Meter Upgrades				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Electric Meter Upgrade		One time cost		0		0		0				Reflect the below % for "multi-buildings"

		Electric Meter 		Annual cost		0		0		0

				% of sites						0.6		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Gas Meter Upgrade		One time cost		484.8056537102		0		1225				Average of 143 invoices

		Gas Meter 		Annual cost		140.4946996466		0		355				Average of 143 invoices

				% of sites						0.3957597173		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

		Recommissioning Consultant				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0.5		0.5						Source

		Recommissioning Consultant				10710		10710		21420				This is a calculation (sources listed separately)

		Schedule for Payment to the Consultant		After 16 months		0.85		  Paid after installation is complete.						Typical split from consultant proposals

				After 35 months		0.05		  Paid after hand-off.						Typical split from consultant proposals

				After 47 months		0.1		  Paid after 12 month coaching period.						Typical split from consultant proposals

		Customer Costs						Source

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000				repeat

		Customer Cost for EE Technologies (ft2)		0.31				Median of 43 energy studies

		Customer Conduit Costs		1500				Typical cost, but very site specific

		% of Customer Costs for Electrical Savings		0.6				Estimate

		% of Customer Costs for Gas Savings		0.4				Estimate

		Yr #1		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Proxy Project Info		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		 Hit Rate		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		% Paid by BC Hydro		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		EMIS Installation and Investigation (Months)		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16

		Time lag for implementation (Months)		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		Total Lag (Months)		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34

		Incremental Project Cost		19572		19963.44		20362.7088		20769.962976		21185.36223552		21609.0694802304		22041.250869835		22482.0758872317		22931.7174049763		23390.3517530759		23858.1587881374		24335.3219639001		24822.0284031781		25318.4689712417		25824.8383506665		26341.3351176799		26868.1618200335		27405.5250564341		27953.6355575628		28512.7082687141		29082.9624340884

		% Increase in Increm Project Costs each yr		n/a		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		% Increase in Meter, EMIS and RecomissCosts/Year		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		EMIS Costs

		Installation Labour, One time cost, 		379.5		387.09		394.8318		402.728436		410.78300472		418.9986648144		427.3786381107		435.9262108729		444.6447350904		453.5376297922		462.608382388		471.8605500358		481.2977610365		490.9237162572		500.7421905824		510.757034394

		Material, One time cost, 		545.5		556.41		567.5382		578.888964		590.46674328		602.2760781456		614.3215997085		626.6080317027		639.1401923367		651.9229961835		664.9614561071		678.2606852293		691.8258989339		705.6624169125		719.7756652508		734.1711785558

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Site License, Annual cost, 		169		172.38		175.8276		179.344152		182.93103504		186.5896557408		190.3214488556		194.1278778327		198.0104353894		201.9706440972		206.0100569791		210.1302581187		214.3328632811		218.6195205467		222.9919109576		227.4517491768

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		873		890.46		908.2692		926.434584		944.96327568		963.8625411936		983.1397920175		1002.8025878578		1022.858639615		1043.3158124073		1064.1821286554		1085.4657712285		1107.1750866531		1129.3185883862		1151.9049601539		1174.943059357

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		279		284.58		290.2716		296.077032		301.99857264		308.0385440928		314.1993149747		320.4833012741		326.8929672996		333.4308266456		340.0994431785		346.9014320421		353.839460683		360.9162498966		368.1345748945		375.4972663924

		Total EMIS One Time Costs		925		943.5		962.37		981.6174		1001.249748		1021.27474296		1041.7002378192		1062.5342425756		1083.7849274271		1105.4606259756		1127.5698384951		1150.1212352651		1173.1236599703		1196.5861331698		1220.5178558332		1244.9282129498

		Total EMIS Annual Costs		1321		1347.42		1374.3684		1401.855768		1429.89288336		1458.4907410272		1487.6605558477		1517.4137669647		1547.762042304		1578.7172831501		1610.2916288131		1642.4974613893		1675.3474106171		1708.8543588295		1743.031446006		1777.8920749262

		Electricity Meters

		One Time Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Annual Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas Meters

		One Time Cost		484.8056537102		494.5017667845		504.3918021201		514.4796381625		514.4796381625		524.7692309258		535.2646155443		545.9699078552		556.8893060123		568.0270921325		579.3876339752		590.9753866547		602.7948943878		614.8507922756		627.1478081211		639.6907642835

		Annual Cost		140.4946996466		143.3045936396		146.1706855124		149.0940992226		152.0759812071		155.1175008312		158.2198508478		161.3842478648		164.6119328221		167.9041714785		171.2622549081		174.6875000063		178.1812500064		181.7448750065		185.3797725066		189.0873679568

		Recommissioning Consultant

		  Paid after installation is complete (16 months)		9103.5		9285.57		9471.2814		9660.707028		9660.707028		9853.92116856		10050.9995919312		10252.0195837698		10457.0599754452		10666.2011749541		10879.5251984532		11097.1157024223		11319.0580164707		11545.4391768001		11776.3479603361		12011.8749195429

		  Paid after hand-off (35 months)		535.5		546.21		557.1342		568.276884		568.276884		579.64242168		591.2352701136		603.0599755159		615.1211750262		627.4235985267		639.9720704972		652.7715119072		665.8269421453		679.1434809882		692.726350608		706.5808776202

		  Paid after 12 month coaching period (47 months)		1071		1092.42		1114.2684		1136.553768		1136.553768		1159.28484336		1182.4705402272		1206.1199510317		1230.2423500524		1254.8471970534		1279.9441409945		1305.5430238144		1331.6538842907		1358.2869619765		1385.452701216		1413.1617552403

		Total One Time Costs by Year		1409.8056537102		1438.0017667844		1466.7618021201		1496.0970381625		1515.7293861625		1546.0439738858		1576.9648533635		1608.5041504308		1640.6742334394		1673.4877181082		1706.9574724704		1741.0966219198		1775.9185543582		1811.4369254453		1847.6656639542		1884.6189772333

		Total Annual Costs by Year		1461.4946996466		1490.7245936396		1520.5390855124		1550.9498672226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		1928.4112185127		1966.979442883

		Projects (Data Entry)		117		0		0

		Projects		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Persistence (years)		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		Net Free Rider (Enter as -) Spillover (Enter as +):  Degrad Proxy		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs (% of electricity savings)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Partner Costs (% of Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Market Effects % in Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Allocated Program Costs (Allocated in F18 Run Rate)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2011		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year		117		117		117		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project		2871.3003533569		10776.2945936396		2077.6732855124		2687.5036352226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year		0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag		0		0		0		117		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		2289924		0		0

		F2012				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project				2928.726360424		10991.8204855124		2119.2267512226		2718.5226325671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project				19963.44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year				0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag				0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2013						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project						2987.3008876325		11211.6568952226		2150.2457485671		2772.8930852184		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project						20362.7088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year						0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag						0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2014								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project								3047.0469053852		11242.6758925671		2193.2506635384		2828.3509469228		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project								20769.962976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year								0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag								0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2015										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project										3097.6982507296		11467.5294104184		2237.1156768092		2884.9179658612		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project										21185.36223552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year										0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag										0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2016												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project												3159.6522157442		11696.8799986268		2281.8579903454		2942.6163251785		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project												21609.0694802304		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year												0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag												0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2017														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project														22041.250869835		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost														0		0		0

		Run Rate														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost														0		0		0

		F2018																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																22482.0758872317		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																0		0		0

		Run Rate																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																0		0		0

		F2019																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																		22931.7174049763		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																		0		0		0

		F2020																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																				23390.3517530759		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																				0		0		0

		F2021																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																						23858.1587881374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																						0		0		0

		F2022																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																								24335.3219639001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																								0		0		0

		F2023																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																										24822.0284031781		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																										0		0		0

		F2024																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																												25318.4689712417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																												0		0		0

		F2025																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																														25824.8383506665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																														0		0		0

		F2026																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																26341.3351176799		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																0		0		0

		F2027																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																		26868.1618200335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																		0		0		0

		F2028																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																				27405.5250564341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																				0		0		0

		F2029																																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																						27953.6355575628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																						0		0		0

		F2030																																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																								28512.7082687141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																								0		0		0

		F2031																																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																										29082.9624340884		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																										0		0		0

		F2032																																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																												0		0		0

		F2033																																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																														0		0		0

		F2034																																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																0		0		0

		F2035																																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																		0		0		0

		F2036																																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Package #1

		General:

		Name		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)

		Type		Commerical																																																F2011 Package

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital																																														Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Replacement Rate		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1				F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030

		Removal Rate		n/a																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Incentive persistence		n/a																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6														-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

																																										Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																				-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Contents:																																								Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Adjustment Factors																																																Total		0		0		0		-0.21		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		 - Free riders		                                      

		 - Electricity cross-effects		n/a

		 - Takeback		n/a																																																F2012 Package

		 - Spillover		0		In Month 35																																												Yr				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		 - Non-install		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1						F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031

		 - Lump package savings reduction		100% In Month 1 of Year 9 and all subsequent months																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		NEBs per month		210		In Month 35																																				Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Devices		n/a																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																						-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		DSM Incentive ($)		n/a																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Lump Savings (KWhs)		ERROR:#REF!		In Month 35																																												Total				0		0		-0.21		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Customer Cost		19767.72		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Utility costs for the Study		0		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Natural Adoption		n/a

																																																				F2014 Package

		New Expenditure																																																Yr								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		General:																																										EML		% of total savings		Package #1										F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033

		Code		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																Assumed proxy to replace CFLs						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4												-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Name		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																				-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Type		DSM Program																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																										-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Sector		Commerical  																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.37		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Customer Class		Street Lighting (17xx)																																														Total								0		-0.58		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.67		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Owner		RC3870 - Power Smart

		Business Function		Business Case

		Savings Category		incented

		DSM Program		n/a

		Alternative Detail:

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital

		NEBs

		In-Service Date		31/12/9999

				Start in month 		Full Year		End in mon 

		Forecast:		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Packages

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Incentive		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Utility Costs (Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Partner Costs

		Attribution Rate		n/a

		Annual Summary		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Number of Projects

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		117

		Gross Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for Rates		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		2289924		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2289924

		Program Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Costs		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2917164.20529479

		Total Incentive & Program Costs		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Year 1

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA		0.0942		0.1024355214		0.090309873		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr		ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate		0.0527468769		0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate		0.0942		0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 2

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA				0.1251053006		0.1191198663		0.0944461454		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr				ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate				0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate				0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 3

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA						0.1479298595		0.122699266		0.0979535298		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr						ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate						0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate						0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		$ Incentive per Project		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Year Number						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33





Fortis 77 signed multi site

		Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)

		4

				Utility		All 
Ratepayers (TRC)		Non-
Participant (RIM)

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		1.6993282968		2.2914038794		0.6103263026

		Levelized Cost (per GJ)		5.4770394703		4.0618278768		15.2496920324

						Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Costs and Benefits		Units		NPV		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035

		Gross participant incremental cost		$ 000		1843.2985271737		0		0		0		2289.924		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Net participant cost		$ 000		-642.2373190179		-335.9421413428		-1260.8264674558		-243.0877744049		1975.4860746789		-185.0903571543		-188.7921642974		-192.5680075834		-196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy savings		GJs/yr		453810.10300987		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Demand savings		MW

		PV of GWh savings		GWh		404895.110644693

		Incentive and Study Costs		$ 000		2485.5358461916		335.9421413428		1260.8264674558		243.0877744049		314.437925321		185.0903571543		188.7921642974		192.5680075834		196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Program Costs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Utility total cost		$ 000		2485.5358461916		335.9421413428		1260.8264674558		243.0877744049		314.437925321		185.0903571543		188.7921642974		192.5680075834		196.4193677351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		All Ratepayers Cost		$ 000		1843.2985271737

		Bill savings/lost revenues 		$ 000		4434.9284659054		0		0		0		1186.0826211148		1229.5516177001		1273.0206142855		1316.4896108708		1359.9586074562		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided energy costs		$ 000		4223.7413961004		0		0		0		1129.6024962998		1171.0015406668		1212.4005850338		1253.7996294008		1295.1986737678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided G system res margin		$ 000

		Avoided T&D capacity costs		$ 000

		Total avoided costs		$ 000		4223.7413961004		0		0		0		1129.6024962998		1171.0015406668		1212.4005850338		1253.7996294008		1295.1986737678		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Key Assumptions

		Electricity (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		0

		Natural Gas (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		1				Source

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000				Average from 431 program applicants

		Avg. Electricity EUI (kWh/ft2)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Electricity Savings (%)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Electricity Savings (kWh/ft2)		0				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Average Gas EUI (MJ/ft2)		47.8812955578				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Gas Savings (%)		0.138				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Estimated Gas Savings (MJ/ft2)		6.607618787				Average from 43 program energy studies

		Average Consultant Cost per ft2		0.14				Average of 422 program proposals

		Date Full SMI is Installed		July 1, 2012				BC Hydro SMI project team

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

		EMIS Costs		% Allocation		0.5		0.5						Source

		Installation Labour		One time cost		379.5		379.5		759				Average of 115 installations

		Material		One time cost		545.5		545.5		1091				Average of 115 installations

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a				n/a

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a				n/a

		Site License		Annual cost		169		169		338				Average of 198 invoices

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0		1						Source

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		0		0		0				Average of 198 invoices

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		0		0		0				Average of 198 invoices

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		873		0		873				Average of 198 invoices

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		279		0		279				Average of 198 invoices

		Meter Upgrades				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Electric Meter Upgrade		One time cost		0		0		0				Reflect the below % for "multi-buildings"

		Electric Meter 		Annual cost		0		0		0

				% of sites						0.6		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0						Source

		Gas Meter Upgrade		One time cost		484.8056537102		0		1225				Average of 143 invoices

		Gas Meter 		Annual cost		140.4946996466		0		355				Average of 143 invoices

				% of sites						0.3957597173		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

		Recommissioning Consultant				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0.5		0.5						Source

		Recommissioning Consultant				10710		10710		21420				This is a calculation (sources listed separately)

		Schedule for Payment to the Consultant		After 16 months		0.85		  Paid after installation is complete.						Typical split from consultant proposals

				After 35 months		0.05		  Paid after hand-off.						Typical split from consultant proposals

				After 47 months		0.1		  Paid after 12 month coaching period.						Typical split from consultant proposals

		Customer Costs						Source

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000				repeat

		Customer Cost for EE Technologies (ft2)		0.31				Median of 43 energy studies

		Customer Conduit Costs		1500				Typical cost, but very site specific

		% of Customer Costs for Electrical Savings		0.6				Estimate

		% of Customer Costs for Gas Savings		0.4				Estimate

		Yr #1		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Proxy Project Info		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		 Hit Rate		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		% Paid by BC Hydro		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		EMIS Installation and Investigation (Months)		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16

		Time lag for implementation (Months)		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		Total Lag (Months)		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34

		Incremental Project Cost		19572		19963.44		20362.7088		20769.962976		21185.36223552		21609.0694802304		22041.250869835		22482.0758872317		22931.7174049763		23390.3517530759		23858.1587881374		24335.3219639001		24822.0284031781		25318.4689712417		25824.8383506665		26341.3351176799		26868.1618200335		27405.5250564341		27953.6355575628		28512.7082687141		29082.9624340884

		% Increase in Increm Project Costs each yr		n/a		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		% Increase in Meter, EMIS and RecomissCosts/Year		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		EMIS Costs

		Installation Labour, One time cost, 		379.5		387.09		394.8318		402.728436		410.78300472		418.9986648144		427.3786381107		435.9262108729		444.6447350904		453.5376297922		462.608382388		471.8605500358		481.2977610365		490.9237162572		500.7421905824		510.757034394

		Material, One time cost, 		545.5		556.41		567.5382		578.888964		590.46674328		602.2760781456		614.3215997085		626.6080317027		639.1401923367		651.9229961835		664.9614561071		678.2606852293		691.8258989339		705.6624169125		719.7756652508		734.1711785558

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Site License, Annual cost, 		169		172.38		175.8276		179.344152		182.93103504		186.5896557408		190.3214488556		194.1278778327		198.0104353894		201.9706440972		206.0100569791		210.1302581187		214.3328632811		218.6195205467		222.9919109576		227.4517491768

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		873		890.46		908.2692		926.434584		944.96327568		963.8625411936		983.1397920175		1002.8025878578		1022.858639615		1043.3158124073		1064.1821286554		1085.4657712285		1107.1750866531		1129.3185883862		1151.9049601539		1174.943059357

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		279		284.58		290.2716		296.077032		301.99857264		308.0385440928		314.1993149747		320.4833012741		326.8929672996		333.4308266456		340.0994431785		346.9014320421		353.839460683		360.9162498966		368.1345748945		375.4972663924

		Total EMIS One Time Costs		925		943.5		962.37		981.6174		1001.249748		1021.27474296		1041.7002378192		1062.5342425756		1083.7849274271		1105.4606259756		1127.5698384951		1150.1212352651		1173.1236599703		1196.5861331698		1220.5178558332		1244.9282129498

		Total EMIS Annual Costs		1321		1347.42		1374.3684		1401.855768		1429.89288336		1458.4907410272		1487.6605558477		1517.4137669647		1547.762042304		1578.7172831501		1610.2916288131		1642.4974613893		1675.3474106171		1708.8543588295		1743.031446006		1777.8920749262

		Electricity Meters

		One Time Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Annual Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas Meters

		One Time Cost		484.8056537102		494.5017667845		504.3918021201		514.4796381625		514.4796381625		524.7692309258		535.2646155443		545.9699078552		556.8893060123		568.0270921325		579.3876339752		590.9753866547		602.7948943878		614.8507922756		627.1478081211		639.6907642835

		Annual Cost		140.4946996466		143.3045936396		146.1706855124		149.0940992226		152.0759812071		155.1175008312		158.2198508478		161.3842478648		164.6119328221		167.9041714785		171.2622549081		174.6875000063		178.1812500064		181.7448750065		185.3797725066		189.0873679568

		Recommissioning Consultant

		  Paid after installation is complete (16 months)		9103.5		9285.57		9471.2814		9660.707028		9660.707028		9853.92116856		10050.9995919312		10252.0195837698		10457.0599754452		10666.2011749541		10879.5251984532		11097.1157024223		11319.0580164707		11545.4391768001		11776.3479603361		12011.8749195429

		  Paid after hand-off (35 months)		535.5		546.21		557.1342		568.276884		568.276884		579.64242168		591.2352701136		603.0599755159		615.1211750262		627.4235985267		639.9720704972		652.7715119072		665.8269421453		679.1434809882		692.726350608		706.5808776202

		  Paid after 12 month coaching period (47 months)		1071		1092.42		1114.2684		1136.553768		1136.553768		1159.28484336		1182.4705402272		1206.1199510317		1230.2423500524		1254.8471970534		1279.9441409945		1305.5430238144		1331.6538842907		1358.2869619765		1385.452701216		1413.1617552403

		Total One Time Costs by Year		1409.8056537102		1438.0017667844		1466.7618021201		1496.0970381625		1515.7293861625		1546.0439738858		1576.9648533635		1608.5041504308		1640.6742334394		1673.4877181082		1706.9574724704		1741.0966219198		1775.9185543582		1811.4369254453		1847.6656639542		1884.6189772333

		Total Annual Costs by Year		1461.4946996466		1490.7245936396		1520.5390855124		1550.9498672226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		1928.4112185127		1966.979442883

		Projects (Data Entry)		117		0		0

		Projects		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Persistence (years)		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		Net Free Rider (Enter as -) Spillover (Enter as +):  Degrad Proxy		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs (% of electricity savings)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Partner Costs (% of Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Market Effects % in Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Allocated Program Costs (Allocated in F18 Run Rate)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2011		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year		117		117		117		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project		2871.3003533569		10776.2945936396		2077.6732855124		2687.5036352226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year		0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag		0		0		0		117		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		117		117		117		117		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		2289924		0		0

		F2012				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project				2928.726360424		10991.8204855124		2119.2267512226		2718.5226325671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project				19963.44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year				0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag				0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2013						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project						2987.3008876325		11211.6568952226		2150.2457485671		2772.8930852184		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project						20362.7088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year						0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag						0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2014								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project								3047.0469053852		11242.6758925671		2193.2506635384		2828.3509469228		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project								20769.962976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year								0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag								0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2015										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project										3097.6982507296		11467.5294104184		2237.1156768092		2884.9179658612		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project										21185.36223552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year										0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag										0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2016												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project												3159.6522157442		11696.8799986268		2281.8579903454		2942.6163251785		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project												21609.0694802304		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year												0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag												0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2017														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project														22041.250869835		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost														0		0		0

		Run Rate														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost														0		0		0

		F2018																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																22482.0758872317		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																0		0		0

		Run Rate																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																0		0		0

		F2019																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																		22931.7174049763		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																		0		0		0

		F2020																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																				23390.3517530759		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																				0		0		0

		F2021																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																						23858.1587881374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																						0		0		0

		F2022																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																								24335.3219639001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																								0		0		0

		F2023																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																										24822.0284031781		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																										0		0		0

		F2024																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																												25318.4689712417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																												0		0		0

		F2025																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																														25824.8383506665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																														0		0		0

		F2026																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																26341.3351176799		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																0		0		0

		F2027																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																		26868.1618200335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																		0		0		0

		F2028																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																				27405.5250564341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																				0		0		0

		F2029																																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																						27953.6355575628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																						0		0		0

		F2030																																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																								28512.7082687141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																								0		0		0

		F2031																																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																										29082.9624340884		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																										0		0		0

		F2032																																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																												0		0		0

		F2033																																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																														0		0		0

		F2034																																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																0		0		0

		F2035																																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																		0		0		0

		F2036																																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Package #1

		General:

		Name		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)

		Type		Commerical																																																F2011 Package

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital																																														Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Replacement Rate		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1				F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030

		Removal Rate		n/a																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Incentive persistence		n/a																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6														-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

																																										Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																				-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Contents:																																								Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Adjustment Factors																																																Total		0		0		0		-0.21		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		 - Free riders		                                      

		 - Electricity cross-effects		n/a

		 - Takeback		n/a																																																F2012 Package

		 - Spillover		0		In Month 35																																												Yr				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		 - Non-install		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1						F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031

		 - Lump package savings reduction		100% In Month 1 of Year 9 and all subsequent months																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		NEBs per month		210		In Month 35																																				Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Devices		n/a																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																						-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		DSM Incentive ($)		n/a																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Lump Savings (KWhs)		ERROR:#REF!		In Month 35																																												Total				0		0		-0.21		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Customer Cost		19767.72		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Utility costs for the Study		0		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Natural Adoption		n/a

																																																				F2014 Package

		New Expenditure																																																Yr								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		General:																																										EML		% of total savings		Package #1										F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033

		Code		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																Assumed proxy to replace CFLs						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4												-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Name		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																				-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Type		DSM Program																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																										-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Sector		Commerical  																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.37		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Customer Class		Street Lighting (17xx)																																														Total								0		-0.58		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.67		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Owner		RC3870 - Power Smart

		Business Function		Business Case

		Savings Category		incented

		DSM Program		n/a

		Alternative Detail:

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital

		NEBs

		In-Service Date		31/12/9999

				Start in month 		Full Year		End in mon 

		Forecast:		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Packages

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Incentive		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Utility Costs (Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Partner Costs

		Attribution Rate		n/a

		Annual Summary		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Number of Projects

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 117 Signed Agreements (Gas Only)		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		117

		Gross Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for Rates		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		118282.983905734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		2289924		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2289924

		Program Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Costs		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2917164.20529479

		Total Incentive & Program Costs		335942.141342756		1260826.46745583		243087.774404947		314437.925321046		185090.357154347		188792.164297434		192568.007583382		196419.36773505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Year 1

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA		0.0942		0.1024355214		0.090309873		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr		ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate		0.0527468769		0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate		0.0942		0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 2

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA				0.1251053006		0.1191198663		0.0944461454		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr				ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate				0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate				0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 3

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA						0.1479298595		0.122699266		0.0979535298		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr						ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate						0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate						0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		$ Incentive per Project		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Year Number						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33





Fortis 97 Signed Multi Site

		Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13

		4

				Utility		All 
Ratepayers (TRC)		Non-
Participant (RIM)

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		1.5112273182		2.4486649511		0.5842098071

		Levelized Cost (per GJ)		6.338829582		3.9120960282		16.3972126332

						Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Costs and Benefits		Units		NPV		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035

		Gross participant incremental cost		$ 000		1322.4054185786		0		0		0		0		0		1898.484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Net participant cost		$ 000		-820.3084939486		-278.5161342756		-144.600285583		-147.4922912947		-1087.5307188366		-208.573837611		1629.5133707338		-159.6503994495		-162.8434074385		-166.1002755872		-169.422281099		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy savings		GJs/yr		338029.897286212		0		0		0		0		0		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Demand savings		MW

		PV of GWh savings		GWh		287793.442402477

		Incentive and Study Costs		$ 000		2142.7139125272		278.5161342756		144.600285583		147.4922912947		1087.5307188366		208.573837611		268.9706292662		159.6503994495		162.8434074385		166.1002755872		169.422281099		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Program Costs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Utility total cost		$ 000		2142.7139125272		278.5161342756		144.600285583		147.4922912947		1087.5307188366		208.573837611		268.9706292662		159.6503994495		162.8434074385		166.1002755872		169.422281099		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		All Ratepayers Cost		$ 000		1322.4054185786

		Bill savings/lost revenues 		$ 000		3400.0341896648		0		0		0		0		0		1055.4102528691		1091.4486517476		1127.4870506261		1163.5254495045		1199.563848383		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided energy costs		$ 000		3238.1277996807		0		0		0		0		0		1005.1526217801		1039.4749064263		1073.7971910724		1108.1194757186		1142.4417603647		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided G system res margin		$ 000

		Avoided T&D capacity costs		$ 000

		Total avoided costs		$ 000		3238.1277996807		0		0		0		0		0		1005.1526217801		1039.4749064263		1073.7971910724		1108.1194757186		1142.4417603647		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Key Assumptions

		Electricity (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		0

		Natural Gas (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		1

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000

		Avg. Electricity EUI (kWh/ft2)		0

		Estimated Electricity Savings (%)		0

		Estimated Electricity Savings (kWh/ft2)		0

		Average Gas EUI (MJ/ft2)		47.8812955578

		Estimated Gas Savings (%)		0.138

		Estimated Gas Savings (MJ/ft2)		6.607618787

		Average Consultant Cost per ft2		0.14

		Date Full SMI is Installed		July 1, 2012

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

		EMIS Costs		% Allocation		0.5		0.5

		Installation Labour		One time cost		379.5		379.5		759

		Material		One time cost		545.5		545.5		1091

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a

		Site License		Annual cost		169		169		338

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0		1

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		0		0		0

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		873		0		873

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		279		0		279

		Meter Upgrades				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Electric Meter Upgrade		One time cost		0		0		0

		Electric Meter 		Annual cost		0		0		0

				% of sites						0.6		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Gas Meter Upgrade		One time cost		484.8056537102		0		1225

		Gas Meter 		Annual cost		140.4946996466		0		355

				% of sites						0.3957597173		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

		Recommissioning Consultant				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0.5		0.5

		Recommissioning Consultant				10710		10710		21420

		Schedule for Payment to the Consultant		After 16 months		0.85		  Paid after installation is complete.

				After 35 months		0.05		  Paid after hand-off.

				After 47 months		0.1		  Paid after 12 month coaching period.

		Customer Costs

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000

		Customer Cost for EE Technologies (ft2)		0.31

		Customer Conduit Costs		1500

		% of Customer Costs for Electrical Savings		0.6

		% of Customer Costs for Gas Savings		0.4

		Yr #1		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Proxy Project Info		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		 Hit Rate		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		% Paid by BC Hydro		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Electiricty Savings [kWh/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		EMIS Installation and Investigation (Months)		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16

		Time lag for implementation (Months)		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		Total Lag (Months)		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34

		Incremental Project Cost		19572		19963.44		20362.7088		20769.962976		21185.36223552		21609.0694802304		22041.250869835		22482.0758872317		22931.7174049763		23390.3517530759		23858.1587881374		24335.3219639001		24822.0284031781		25318.4689712417		25824.8383506665		26341.3351176799		26868.1618200335		27405.5250564341		27953.6355575628		28512.7082687141		29082.9624340884

		% Increase in Increm Project Costs each yr		n/a		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		% Increase in Meter, EMIS and RecomissCosts/Year		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		EMIS Costs

		Installation Labour, One time cost, 		379.5		387.09		394.8318		402.728436		410.78300472		418.9986648144		427.3786381107		435.9262108729		444.6447350904		453.5376297922		462.608382388		471.8605500358		481.2977610365		490.9237162572		500.7421905824		510.757034394

		Material, One time cost, 		545.5		556.41		567.5382		578.888964		590.46674328		602.2760781456		614.3215997085		626.6080317027		639.1401923367		651.9229961835		664.9614561071		678.2606852293		691.8258989339		705.6624169125		719.7756652508		734.1711785558

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Site License, Annual cost, 		169		172.38		175.8276		179.344152		182.93103504		186.5896557408		190.3214488556		194.1278778327		198.0104353894		201.9706440972		206.0100569791		210.1302581187		214.3328632811		218.6195205467		222.9919109576		227.4517491768

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		873		890.46		908.2692		926.434584		944.96327568		963.8625411936		983.1397920175		1002.8025878578		1022.858639615		1043.3158124073		1064.1821286554		1085.4657712285		1107.1750866531		1129.3185883862		1151.9049601539		1174.943059357

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		279		284.58		290.2716		296.077032		301.99857264		308.0385440928		314.1993149747		320.4833012741		326.8929672996		333.4308266456		340.0994431785		346.9014320421		353.839460683		360.9162498966		368.1345748945		375.4972663924

		Total EMIS One Time Costs		925		943.5		962.37		981.6174		1001.249748		1021.27474296		1041.7002378192		1062.5342425756		1083.7849274271		1105.4606259756		1127.5698384951		1150.1212352651		1173.1236599703		1196.5861331698		1220.5178558332		1244.9282129498

		Total EMIS Annual Costs		1321		1347.42		1374.3684		1401.855768		1429.89288336		1458.4907410272		1487.6605558477		1517.4137669647		1547.762042304		1578.7172831501		1610.2916288131		1642.4974613893		1675.3474106171		1708.8543588295		1743.031446006		1777.8920749262

		Electricity Meters

		One Time Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Annual Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas Meters

		One Time Cost		484.8056537102		494.5017667845		504.3918021201		514.4796381625		514.4796381625		524.7692309258		535.2646155443		545.9699078552		556.8893060123		568.0270921325		579.3876339752		590.9753866547		602.7948943878		614.8507922756		627.1478081211		639.6907642835

		Annual Cost		140.4946996466		143.3045936396		146.1706855124		149.0940992226		152.0759812071		155.1175008312		158.2198508478		161.3842478648		164.6119328221		167.9041714785		171.2622549081		174.6875000063		178.1812500064		181.7448750065		185.3797725066		189.0873679568

		Recommissioning Consultant

		  Paid after installation is complete (16 months)		9103.5		9285.57		9471.2814		9660.707028		9660.707028		9853.92116856		10050.9995919312		10252.0195837698		10457.0599754452		10666.2011749541		10879.5251984532		11097.1157024223		11319.0580164707		11545.4391768001		11776.3479603361		12011.8749195429

		  Paid after hand-off (35 months)		535.5		546.21		557.1342		568.276884		568.276884		579.64242168		591.2352701136		603.0599755159		615.1211750262		627.4235985267		639.9720704972		652.7715119072		665.8269421453		679.1434809882		692.726350608		706.5808776202

		  Paid after 12 month coaching period (47 months)		1071		1092.42		1114.2684		1136.553768		1136.553768		1159.28484336		1182.4705402272		1206.1199510317		1230.2423500524		1254.8471970534		1279.9441409945		1305.5430238144		1331.6538842907		1358.2869619765		1385.452701216		1413.1617552403

		Total One Time Costs by Year		1409.8056537102		1438.0017667844		1466.7618021201		1496.0970381625		1515.7293861625		1546.0439738858		1576.9648533635		1608.5041504308		1640.6742334394		1673.4877181082		1706.9574724704		1741.0966219198		1775.9185543582		1811.4369254453		1847.6656639542		1884.6189772333

		Total Annual Costs by Year		1461.4946996466		1490.7245936396		1520.5390855124		1550.9498672226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		1928.4112185127		1966.979442883

		Projects (Data Entry)		97

		Projects		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Persistence (years) + 2 to match mulit-yr lag		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7		7

		Net Free Rider (Enter as -) Spillover (Enter as +):  Degrad Proxy		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs (% of electricity savings)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Partner Costs (% of Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Market Effects % in Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Allocated Program Costs (Allocated in F18 Run Rate)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2011		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year		97		97		97		97		97		97		97		97		97		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project (Set for EMIS now, 1 yr lag)		2871.3003533569		1490.7245936396		1520.5390855124		11211.6568952226		2150.2457485671		2772.8930852184		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		19572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year		0		0		0		0		0		1

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag		0		0		0		0		0		97

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence		0		0		0		0		0		97		97		97		97		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		0		0		97		97		97		97		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		0		0		97		97		97		97		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost		278516.134275618		144600.285583039		147492.2912947		1087530.71883659		208573.837611006		268970.629266186		159650.399449471		162843.40743846		166100.27558723		169422.281098974		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate		0		0		0		0		0		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		0		0		1898484

		F2012				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project				2928.726360424		10991.8204855124		2119.2267512226		2718.5226325671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project				19963.44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year				0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag				0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost				0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2013						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project						2987.3008876325		11211.6568952226		2150.2457485671		2772.8930852184		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project						20362.7088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year						0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag						0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost						0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2014								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project								3047.0469053852		11242.6758925671		2193.2506635384		2828.3509469228		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project								20769.962976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year								0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag								0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost								0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2015										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project										3097.6982507296		11467.5294104184		2237.1156768092		2884.9179658612		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project										21185.36223552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year										0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag										0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost										0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2016												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project												3159.6522157442		11696.8799986268		2281.8579903454		2942.6163251785		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		1928.4112185127		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project												21609.0694802304		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year												0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag												0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2017														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project														22041.250869835		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost														0		0		0

		Run Rate														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost														0		0		0

		F2018																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																22482.0758872317		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																0		0		0

		Run Rate																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																0		0		0

		F2019																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																		22931.7174049763		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																		0		0		0

		F2020																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																				23390.3517530759		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																				0		0		0

		F2021																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																						23858.1587881374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																						0		0		0

		F2022																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																								24335.3219639001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																								0		0		0

		F2023																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																										24822.0284031781		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																										0		0		0

		F2024																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																												25318.4689712417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																												0		0		0

		F2025																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																														25824.8383506665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																														0		0		0

		F2026																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																26341.3351176799		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																0		0		0

		F2027																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																		26868.1618200335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																		0		0		0

		F2028																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																				27405.5250564341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																				0		0		0

		F2029																																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																						27953.6355575628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																						0		0		0

		F2030																																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																								28512.7082687141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																								0		0		0

		F2031																																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																										29082.9624340884		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																										0		0		0

		F2032																																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																												0		0		0

		F2033																																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																														0		0		0

		F2034																																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																0		0		0

		F2035																																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																		0		0		0

		F2036																																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Package #1

		General:

		Name		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13

		Type		Commerical																																																F2011 Package

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital																																														Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Replacement Rate		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1				F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030

		Removal Rate		n/a																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Incentive persistence		n/a																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6														-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

																																										Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																				-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Contents:																																								Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Adjustment Factors																																																Total		0		0		0		-0.21		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		 - Free riders		                                      

		 - Electricity cross-effects		n/a

		 - Takeback		n/a																																																F2012 Package

		 - Spillover		0		In Month 35																																												Yr				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		 - Non-install		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1						F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031

		 - Lump package savings reduction		100% In Month 1 of Year 11 and all subsequent months																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		NEBs per month		210		In Month 35																																				Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Devices		n/a																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																						-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		DSM Incentive ($)		n/a																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Lump Savings (KWhs)		ERROR:#REF!		In Month 35																																												Total				0		0		-0.21		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Customer Cost		19767.72		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Utility costs for the Study		0		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Natural Adoption		n/a

																																																				F2014 Package

		New Expenditure																																																Yr								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		General:																																										EML		% of total savings		Package #1										F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033

		Code		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13 - Incented																																Assumed proxy to replace CFLs						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4												-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Name		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13 - Incented																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																				-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Type		DSM Program																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																										-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Sector		Commerical  																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.37		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Customer Class		Street Lighting (17xx)																																														Total								0		-0.58		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.67		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Owner		RC3870 - Power Smart

		Business Function		Business Case

		Savings Category		incented

		DSM Program		n/a

		Alternative Detail:

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital

		NEBs

		In-Service Date		31/12/9999

				Start in month 		Full Year		End in mon 

		Forecast:		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Packages

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Incentive		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Utility Costs (Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Partner Costs

		Attribution Rate		n/a

		Annual Summary		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Number of Projects

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - 97 Signed Multi-Site Agreements (Gas Only) F13		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		97

		Gross Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		0		0		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for Rates		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		0		0		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		98063.6704175744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		0		0		1898484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1898484

		Program Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Costs		278516.134275618		144600.285583039		147492.2912947		1087530.71883659		208573.837611006		268970.629266186		159650.399449471		162843.40743846		166100.27558723		169422.281098974		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2793700.26044128

		Total Incentive & Program Costs		278516.134275618		144600.285583039		147492.2912947		1087530.71883659		208573.837611006		268970.629266186		159650.399449471		162843.40743846		166100.27558723		169422.281098974		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Year 1

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA		0.0942		0.1024355214		0.090309873		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr		ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate		0.0527468769		0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate		0.0942		0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 2

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA				0.1251053006		0.1191198663		0.0944461454		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr				ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate				0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate				0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 3

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA						0.1479298595		0.122699266		0.0979535298		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr						ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate						0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate						0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		$ Incentive per Project		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Year Number						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33





Fortis Forecasted

		Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)

		4

				Utility		All 
Ratepayers (TRC)		Non-
Participant (RIM)

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		1.7092741313		2.3602382869		0.6116044618

		Levelized Cost (per GJ)		5.6216259959		4.0711566894		15.7109708808

						Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Costs and Benefits		Units		NPV		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035

		Gross participant incremental cost		$ 000		4321.6881223538		0		0		0		0		1517.22144		2036.27088		2076.9962976		699.1169537722		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Net participant cost		$ 000		-1645.8823122712		0		-222.5832033922		-1206.2861956622		-1685.0933531537		-163.9437281466		1038.5938081993		1430.6614339946		140.5664088058		-529.123558314		-406.9627989285		-236.9466665349		-59.9671037261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy savings		GJs/yr		1061538.14555026		0		0		0		0		76833.3912550067		177929.958695805		279026.526136603		312388.393392067		312388.393392067		235555.00213706		134458.434696262		33361.8672554635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Demand savings		MW

		PV of GWh savings		GWh		898879.125144671

		Incentive and Study Costs		$ 000		5967.5704346249		0		222.5832033922		1206.2861956622		1685.0933531537		1681.1651681466		997.6770718007		646.3348636054		558.5505449664		529.123558314		406.9627989285		236.9466665349		59.9671037261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Program Costs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Utility total cost		$ 000		5967.5704346249		0		222.5832033922		1206.2861956622		1685.0933531537		1681.1651681466		997.6770718007		646.3348636054		558.5505449664		529.123558314		406.9627989285		236.9466665349		59.9671037261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs		$ 000		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		All Ratepayers Cost		$ 000		4321.6881223538

		Bill savings/lost revenues 		$ 000		10710.2244589407		0		0		0		0		798.6831020958		1914.9711804636		3105.5652359004		3591.6855530253		3706.4882875969		2881.4265636416		1701.2353449945		430.9753569842		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided energy costs		$ 000		10200.2137704197		0		0		0		0		760.6505734246		1823.782076632		2957.681177048		3420.6529076431		3529.9888453304		2744.2157748968		1620.2241380899		410.4527209373		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Avoided G system res margin		$ 000

		Avoided T&D capacity costs		$ 000

		Total avoided costs		$ 000		10200.2137704197		0		0		0		0		760.6505734246		1823.782076632		2957.681177048		3420.6529076431		3529.9888453304		2744.2157748968		1620.2241380899		410.4527209373		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Key Assumptions

		Electricity (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		0

		Natural Gas (1 to Include, 0 to Exclude)		1

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000

		Avg. Electricity EUI (kWh/ft2)		0

		Estimated Electricity Savings (%)		0

		Estimated Electricity Savings (kWh/ft2)		0

		Average Gas EUI (MJ/ft2)		47.8812955578

		Estimated Gas Savings (%)		0.138

		Estimated Gas Savings (MJ/ft2)		6.607618787

		Average Consultant Cost per ft2		0.14

		Date Full SMI is Installed		July 1, 2012

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

		EMIS Costs		% Allocation		0.5		0.5

		Installation Labour		One time cost		379.5		379.5		759		  Note:  for sites installed after July 1, 2012, Fortis pays 100% (BCH pays zero due to its SMI)

		Material		One time cost		545.5		545.5		1091		  Note:  for sites installed after July 1, 2012, Fortis pays 100% (BCH pays zero due to its SMI)

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a

		n/a		One time cost		0		0		n/a

		Site License		Annual cost		169		169		338

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0		1

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		0		0		0

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data		Annual cost		873		0		873

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost		Annual cost		279		0		279

		Meter Upgrades				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Electric Meter Upgrade		One time cost		0		0		0

		Electric Meter 		Annual cost		0		0		0

				% of sites						0.6		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

						Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		1		0

		Gas Meter Upgrade		One time cost		484.8056537102		0		1225

		Gas Meter 		Annual cost		140.4946996466		0		355

				% of sites						0.3957597173		  Note:  the above costs are reduced by this % to reflect the applicable number of sites.

		Recommissioning Consultant				Fortis		BC Hydro		Total

				% Allocation		0.5		0.5

		Recommissioning Consultant				10710		10710		21420

		Schedule for Payment to the Consultant		After 16 months		0.85		  Paid after installation is complete.

				After 35 months		0.05		  Paid after hand-off.

				After 47 months		0.1		  Paid after 12 month coaching period.

		Customer Costs

		Average Building Size (ft2)		153000

		Customer Cost for EE Technologies (ft2)		0.31

		Customer Conduit Costs		1500

		% of Customer Costs for Electrical Savings		0.6

		% of Customer Costs for Gas Savings		0.4

								F13 and F14 have been adjusted to reflect

								that SMI is installed and Fortis pays 100%

								of the EMIS one-time cost.

		Yr #1		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

		Proxy Project Info		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		 Hit Rate		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		% Paid by BC Hydro		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Electiricty Savings [kWh/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		Natural Gas Savings [GJ/yr] per project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408

		EMIS Installation and Investigation (Months)		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16		16

		Time lag for implementation (Months)		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		Total Lag (Months)		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34		34

		Incremental Project Cost		19572		19963.44		20362.7088		20769.962976		21185.36223552		21609.0694802304		22041.250869835		22482.0758872317		22931.7174049763		23390.3517530759		23858.1587881374		24335.3219639001		24822.0284031781		25318.4689712417		25824.8383506665		26341.3351176799		26868.1618200335		27405.5250564341		27953.6355575628		28512.7082687141		29082.9624340884

		% Increase in Increm Project Costs each yr		n/a		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		% Increase in Meter, EMIS and RecomissCosts/Year		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02		0.02

		EMIS Costs

		Installation Labour, One time cost, 		379.5		387.09		690.95565		805.456872		821.56600944		837.9973296288		854.7572762214		871.8524217458		889.2894701807		907.0752595843		925.216764776		943.7211000715		962.595522073		981.8474325144		1001.4843811647		1021.514068788

		Material, One time cost, 		545.5		556.41		993.19185		1157.777928		1180.93348656		1204.5521562912		1228.643199417		1253.2160634054		1278.2803846735		1303.8459923669		1329.9229122143		1356.5213704586		1383.6517978677		1411.3248338251		1439.5513305016		1468.3423571116

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		n/a, One time cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Site License, Annual cost, 		169		172.38		175.8276		179.344152		182.93103504		186.5896557408		190.3214488556		194.1278778327		198.0104353894		201.9706440972		206.0100569791		210.1302581187		214.3328632811		218.6195205467		222.9919109576		227.4517491768

		Electricity:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Electricity:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas:  Software License, Interval Data, Annual cost, 		873		890.46		908.2692		926.434584		944.96327568		963.8625411936		983.1397920175		1002.8025878578		1022.858639615		1043.3158124073		1064.1821286554		1085.4657712285		1107.1750866531		1129.3185883862		1151.9049601539		1174.943059357

		Gas:  Software License, Utility Cost, Annual cost, 		279		284.58		290.2716		296.077032		301.99857264		308.0385440928		314.1993149747		320.4833012741		326.8929672996		333.4308266456		340.0994431785		346.9014320421		353.839460683		360.9162498966		368.1345748945		375.4972663924

		Total EMIS One Time Costs		925		943.5		1684.1475		1963.2348		2002.499496		2042.54948592		2083.4004756384		2125.0684851512		2167.5698548542		2210.9212519513		2255.1396769903		2300.2424705301		2346.2473199407		2393.1722663395		2441.0357116663		2489.8564258996

		Total EMIS Annual Costs		1321		1347.42		1374.3684		1401.855768		1429.89288336		1458.4907410272		1487.6605558477		1517.4137669647		1547.762042304		1578.7172831501		1610.2916288131		1642.4974613893		1675.3474106171		1708.8543588295		1743.031446006		1777.8920749262

		Electricity Meters

		One Time Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Annual Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Gas Meters

		One Time Cost		484.8056537102		494.5017667845		504.3918021201		514.4796381625		514.4796381625		524.7692309258		535.2646155443		545.9699078552		556.8893060123		568.0270921325		579.3876339752		590.9753866547		602.7948943878		614.8507922756		627.1478081211		639.6907642835

		Annual Cost		140.4946996466		143.3045936396		146.1706855124		149.0940992226		152.0759812071		155.1175008312		158.2198508478		161.3842478648		164.6119328221		167.9041714785		171.2622549081		174.6875000063		178.1812500064		181.7448750065		185.3797725066		189.0873679568

		Recommissioning Consultant

		  Paid after installation is complete (16 months)		9103.5		9285.57		9471.2814		9660.707028		9660.707028		9853.92116856		10050.9995919312		10252.0195837698		10457.0599754452		10666.2011749541		10879.5251984532		11097.1157024223		11319.0580164707		11545.4391768001		11776.3479603361		12011.8749195429

		  Paid after hand-off (35 months)		535.5		546.21		557.1342		568.276884		568.276884		579.64242168		591.2352701136		603.0599755159		615.1211750262		627.4235985267		639.9720704972		652.7715119072		665.8269421453		679.1434809882		692.726350608		706.5808776202

		  Paid after 12 month coaching period (47 months)		1071		1092.42		1114.2684		1136.553768		1136.553768		1159.28484336		1182.4705402272		1206.1199510317		1230.2423500524		1254.8471970534		1279.9441409945		1305.5430238144		1331.6538842907		1358.2869619765		1385.452701216		1413.1617552403

		Total One Time Costs by Year		1409.8056537102		1438.0017667844		2188.5393021201		2477.7144381625		2516.9791341625		2567.3187168458		2618.6650911827		2671.0383930064		2724.4591608665		2778.9483440838		2834.5273109655		2891.2178571848		2949.0422143285		3008.0230586151		3068.1835197874		3129.5471901831

		Total Annual Costs by Year		1461.4946996466		1490.7245936396		1520.5390855124		1550.9498672226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		1890.599233836		1928.4112185127		1966.979442883

		Projects (Data Entry)		0		76		100		100		33

		Projects		0		76		100		100		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Persistence (years)		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		Net Free Rider (Enter as -) Spillover (Enter as +):  Degrad Proxy		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		NEIs (% of electricity savings)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Partner Costs (% of Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Market Effects % in Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Allocated Program Costs (Allocated in F18 Run Rate)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2011		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project		2871.3003533569		10776.2945936396		2077.6732855124		2687.5036352226		1581.9688645671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project		19572		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year		0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost		0		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2012				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year				76		76		76		76		76		76		76		76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project				2928.726360424		10991.8204855124		2119.2267512226		2718.5226325671		1613.6082418584		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project				19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		19963.44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year				0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag				0		0		0		76		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence				0		0		0		76		76		76		76		76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		76		76		76		76		76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence				0		0		0		76		76		76		76		76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost				222583.203392226		835378.35689894		161061.233092919		206607.720075097		122634.226381239		125086.910908864		127588.649127041		130140.422109582		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate				0		0		0		76833.3912550067		76833.3912550067		76833.3912550067		76833.3912550067		76833.3912550067		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost				0		0		0		1517221.44		0		0

		F2013						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year						100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project						3709.0783876325		11211.6568952226		2150.2457485671		2772.8930852184		1645.8804066956		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project						20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		20362.7088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year						0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag						0		0		0		100		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence						0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence						0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost						370907.838763251		1121165.68952226		215024.574856707		277289.308521841		164588.040669558		167879.801482949		171237.397512608		174662.14546286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate						0		0		0		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost						0		0		0		2036270.88		0		0

		F2014								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year								100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project								4028.6643053852		11242.6758925671		2193.2506635384		2828.3509469228		1678.7980148295		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project								20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		20769.962976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year								0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag								0		0		0		100		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence								0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence								0		0		0		100		100		100		100		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost								402866.430538516		1124267.58925671		219325.066353841		282835.094692278		167879.801482949		171237.397512608		174662.14546286		178155.388372117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate								0		0		0		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		101096.567440798		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost								0		0		0		2076996.2976		0		0

		F2015										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year										33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project										4098.9479987296		11467.5294104184		2237.1156768092		2884.9179658612		1712.3739751261		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project										21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		21185.36223552		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year										0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag										0		0		0		33		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence										0		0		0		33		33		33		33		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		33		33		33		33		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence										0		0		0		33		33		33		33		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost										135265.283958077		378428.470543808		73824.8173347028		95202.2928734207		56508.3411791606		57638.5080027438		58791.2781627987		59967.1037260546		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate										0		0		0		33361.8672554635		33361.8672554635		33361.8672554635		33361.8672554635		33361.8672554635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost										0		0		0		699116.95377216		0		0

		F2016												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project												4180.9269587042		11696.8799986268		2281.8579903454		2942.6163251785		1746.6214546286		1781.5538837212		1817.1849613956		1853.5286606235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project												21609.0694802304		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year												0		0		0		1		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag												0		0		0		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost												0		0		0		0		0		0

		F2017														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project														22041.250869835		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost														0		0		0

		Run Rate														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost														0		0		0

		F2018																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																22482.0758872317		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																0		0		0

		Run Rate																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																0		0		0

		F2019																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																		22931.7174049763		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																		0		0		0

		F2020																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																				1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																				23390.3517530759		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																				0		0		0

		F2021																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																						1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																						23858.1587881374		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																						0		0		0

		F2022																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																								1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																								24335.3219639001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																								0		0		0

		F2023																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																										1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																										24822.0284031781		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																										0		0		0

		F2024																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																												1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																												25318.4689712417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																												0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																												0		0		0

		F2025																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																														1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																														25824.8383506665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																														0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																														0		0		0

		F2026																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		1010.965674408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																26341.3351176799		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																0		0		0

		F2027																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																		26868.1618200335		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																		0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																		0		0		0

		F2028																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																				27405.5250564341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																				0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																				0		0		0

		F2029																																						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																						27953.6355575628		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																						0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																						0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																						0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																						0		0		0

		Run Rate																																						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																						0		0		0

		F2030																																								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																								28512.7082687141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																								0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																								0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																								0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																								0		0		0

		Run Rate																																								0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																								0		0		0

		F2031																																										1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																										29082.9624340884		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																										0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																										0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																										0		0		0

		Incentive Cost																																										0		0		0

		Run Rate																																										0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																										0		0		0

		F2032																																												1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																												0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																												0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																												0		0		0

		Run Rate																																												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																												0		0		0

		F2033																																														1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																														0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																														0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																														ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																														0		0		0

		Run Rate																																														0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																														0		0		0

		F2034																																																1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																0		0		0

		F2035																																																		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																		0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																		0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																		0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																		0		0		0

		F2036																																																				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Number of Projects Committed in this Year																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Energy Savings per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Free Rider																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study per Project (grossed up by hit rate and % funded)																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incentive per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Customer's Incremental Cost per Project																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Lag % by Year																																																				0		0		0

		# of Implemented Projects with Lag																																																				0		0		0

		Cumulative # of Projects with lag and persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #1																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		  Adjustment Factor #2																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Adjusted # of Projects with Lag and Persistence																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Cost																																																				ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Run Rate																																																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost																																																				0		0		0

		Package #1

		General:

		Name		Com - C.Op - Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)

		Type		Commerical																																																F2011 Package

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital																																														Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Replacement Rate		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1				F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030

		Removal Rate		n/a																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Incentive persistence		n/a																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6														-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

																																										Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																				-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Contents:																																								Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Adjustment Factors																																																Total		0		0		0		-0.21		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		 - Free riders		                                      

		 - Electricity cross-effects		n/a

		 - Takeback		n/a																																																F2012 Package

		 - Spillover		0		In Month 35																																												Yr				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		 - Non-install		n/a																																								EML		% of total savings		Package #1						F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031

		 - Lump package savings reduction		100% In Month 1 of Year 9 and all subsequent months																																						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4										-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		NEBs per month		210		In Month 35																																				Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Devices		n/a																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																						-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		DSM Incentive ($)		n/a																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Lump Savings (KWhs)		ERROR:#REF!		In Month 35																																												Total				0		0		-0.21		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Customer Cost		19767.72		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Utility costs for the Study		0		in month 6 of year 1.  Enter as $Real F2012

		Natural Adoption		n/a

																																																				F2014 Package

		New Expenditure																																																Yr								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		General:																																										EML		% of total savings		Package #1										F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033

		Code		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																Assumed proxy to replace CFLs						CFL		3		0.2135038633		-21% in Month 1 of Yr 4												-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21		-0.21

		Name		ZZ Com - C.Op - Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only) - Incented																																						Other lighting / controls		5		0.0873572989		-67% in Month 1 of Yr 6																				-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09		-0.09

		Type		DSM Program																																						Exits		16		0.0608138409		-100% in Month 1 of Yr 17																																										-0.06		-0.06		-0.06		-0.06

		Sector		Commerical  																																						Fluorescent lamp & ballast		16		0.6383249968		-58% in Month 1 of Yr 5												-0.37		-0.37		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.3712		-0.37		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64		-0.64

		Customer Class		Street Lighting (17xx)																																														Total								0		-0.58		-0.58		-0.5812		-0.5812		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.6712		-0.67		-1		-1		-1		-1

		Owner		RC3870 - Power Smart

		Business Function		Business Case

		Savings Category		incented

		DSM Program		n/a

		Alternative Detail:

		Spending Type		Deferred Capital

		NEBs

		In-Service Date		31/12/9999

				Start in month 		Full Year		End in mon 

		Forecast:		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036

		Packages

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		0		76		100		100		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Incentive		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Utility Costs (Program Costs)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		DSM Partner Costs

		Attribution Rate		n/a

		Annual Summary		F2011		F2012		F2013		F2014		F2015		F2016		F2017		F2018		F2019		F2020		F2021		F2022		F2023		F2024		F2025		F2026		F2027		F2028		F2029		F2030		F2031		F2032		F2033		F2034		F2035		F2036		Total

		Number of Projects

		Com - C.Op - Fortis - Forecated Agreements (Gas Only)		0		76		100		100		33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		309

		Gross Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		0		76833.3912550067		177929.958695805		279026.526136603		312388.393392067		312388.393392067		235555.00213706		134458.434696262		33361.8672554635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #3		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for C&S #4		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Reduction for Rates		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Run Rate (GJs)		0		0		0		0		76833.3912550067		177929.958695805		279026.526136603		312388.393392067		312388.393392067		235555.00213706		134458.434696262		33361.8672554635		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Incremental Customer Cost		0		0		0		0		1517221.44		2036270.88		2076996.2976		699116.95377216		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6329605.57137216

		Program Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Study Costs		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Incentive Costs		0		222583.203392226		1206286.19566219		1685093.3531537		1681165.16814659		997677.071800728		646334.863605402		558550.544966359		529123.558313958		406962.798928464		236946.666534916		59967.1037260546		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8230690.52823058

		Total Incentive & Program Costs		0		222583.203392226		1206286.19566219		1685093.3531537		1681165.16814659		997677.071800728		646334.863605402		558550.544966359		529123.558313958		406962.798928464		236946.666534916		59967.1037260546		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Year 1

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA		0.0942		0.1024355214		0.090309873		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr		ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate		0.0527468769		0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate		0.0942		0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 2

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA				0.1251053006		0.1191198663		0.0944461454		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr				ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate				0.0570959629		0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate				0.1251053006		0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		Year 3

		Yr		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

		Payback (Yrs)						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Rate Adjusted for the CBA						0.1479298595		0.122699266		0.0979535298		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		Payback Yr						ERROR:#REF!

		Indicate Payback Year						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

		Avg Rate						0.0614998798		0.0661930248		0.0699111013		0.0724687563		0.0756769581		0.0794335124		0.0818375029		0.0843138829		0.0868678383		0.0894993083		0.0922111374		0.0950051348		0.0978837904		0.1008496693		0.1039054142		0.1070537483		0.1102974769		0.1136394904		0.117082767		0.1194244223		0.1218129108		0.124249169		0.1267341524		0.1292688354		0.1318542121		0.1344912964		0.1371811223		0.1399247447		0.1427232396		0.1455777044		0.1484892585		0.1514590437		0.1544882246		0.157577989		0.1607295488		0.1639441398		0.1672230226		0.170567483		0.1739788327		0.1774584094		0.1810075776

		New Rate						0.1479298595		0.1509523865		0.1540383867		0.1571891928		0.1604061658		0.1636906953		0.1632265796		0.1664079299		0.1698184964		0.173591765		0.1787303955		0.1840247265		0.1894794757		0.1950995038		0.2008898188		0.2068555803		0.2130021044		0.2193348681		0.2258595146		0.2302967049		0.234822639		0.2394390918		0.2441478737		0.2489508311		0.2538498478		0.2588468447		0.2639437816		0.2691426572		0.2744455104		0.2798544206		0.285371509		0.2909989392		0.296738918		0.3025936963		0.3085655702		0.3146568817		0.3208700193		0.3272074197		0.3336715681		0.3402649994		0.3469902994

		$ Incentive per Project		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Year Number						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33







From: Cook, Ramsay
To: claudino@marbek.ca; Norman, Colin; paulr@marbek.ca
Subject: FW: Commercial DSM plan.
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2011 11:49:47 PM
Attachments: EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xlsx

Hi Colin, Paula and Paul,

Attached please find my updated commercial program area spread sheet.  I have made several
changes, all of which have cells highlighted in yellow, except the the adjustment to the FEI and FEWI
numbers. Those are all changed, though this does not affect the model, as I simply moved some
participants and cash flows from FEI to FEVI.  NOTE that I have not however made any of the
updates as Paula and I had discussed Friday or Saturday mornings, as these were done
over the phone, and I did not have the ability to take proper notes.  These include updated
numbers for the commercial custom design, continuous optimization and process heat programs.  Also
note that I have significantly reduced the commercial kitchens overall program expenditure, while
increasing the custom design program expenditure by 500,000 in each of 2012/2013.

I note that in exhibit xx (the summary table) for the commercial area that the expenditure for the
commercial custom design program do no appear to match what I had sent through on my spread
sheet.  Note that I am forecasting a total program expenditure of 6 million per year in each of 2012 and
2013 for this program.  Please double check.  Total commercial area expenditure for 2012 should add
up to approximately $12,955,000 and for 2013 approximately $14,560,000.  if this is not the case there
is a transcription error somewhere.

The caveats below have been added to the spreadsheet, with the exception of the general commercial
caveat.  I believe that this should come just after the commercial area introduction.  

My flight arrives in Denver tomorrow around 11:00 am, local time, so I should be available throughout
the afternoon to address and comments or issues.

Cheers,
RAC - Off to bed... up to catch the plane in 3 hours!

GENERAL COMMERCIAL AREA CAVEAT:
Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of
commercial area programs for the planning period.  Certain limitations must be
acknowledged and understood however.  In particular the Commercial Custom Design
program, and the Continuous Optimization program are not depicted entirely accurately
within the format, which is generally more suitable for prescriptive programs.  These
programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings,
costs, incentives and/or cash flows.  Refer to the program descriptions for additional details.

COMMERCIAL CUSTOM DESIGN CAVEAT
The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the
Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the
best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure
lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former
are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under
the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one,
thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

CONTINUOUS OPTIMIZATION CAVEAT
The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the
continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will
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		,

		2012 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																														Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																										Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		158		?		2,215		100		17		0		117		65,326		0				EBP				%				%		$   2,750.00		$   2,750.00		187		2,613		118		20		0		138		87,451				95%

																																										     FEI		141		?		1,976		89		15		0		104		59,037								Retrofit		85%		FEI		89%		$   2,080.38		$   2,750.00		141		1,976		89		15		0		104		59,037						510

																				2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		16		?		222		10		2		0		12		5,788												FEVI		10%		$   233.75				16		222		10		2		0		12		5,788						445

																																										     FEW		1		?		17		1		0		0		1		502												FEWI		1%		$   23.38				1		17		1		0		0		1		502						510

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28		?		391		18		3		0		21		22,351		0						New Construction		15%		FEI		89%		$   367.13				25		349		16		3		0		18		21,837						1069

																																										     FEI		25		?		349		16		3		0		18		21,837												FEVI		10%		$   41.25				3		39		2		0		0		2		287						125

																				2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		39		2		0		0		2		287												FEWI		1%		$   4.13				0		3		0		0		0		0		226						1069

																																										     FEW		0		?		3		0		0		0		0		226

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28		?		90		2		3		27		32		6,490		0				LCESBP										$   135.00		$   135.00		31		100		2		3		30		35		7,154				74%

																																										     FEI		25		?		80		2		2		24		28		5,976								Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		89%		$   108.14		$   135.00		25		80		2		2		24		28		5,976						296

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		9		0		0		3		3		447												FEVI		10%		$   12.15				3		9		0		0		3		3		447						197

																																										     FEW		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		67												FEWI		1%		$   1.22				0		1		0		0		0		0		67						296

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3		?		10		0		0		3		4		671		0						New Construction 		10%		FEI		89%		$   12.02				3		9		0		0		3		3		664						296

																																										     FEI		3		?		9		0		0		3		3		664												FEVI		10%		$   1.35				0		1		0		0		0		0		0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		0												FEWI		1%		$   0.14				0		0		0		0		0		0		7						296

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		7

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		0				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,643				80%

																																										     FEI		70		?		91		4		12		7		23		5,900								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   113.40		$   150.00		70		91		4		12		7		23		5,900						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12		?		16		1		2		1		4		900												FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																										     FEW		1		?		1		0		0		0		0		70												FEWI		1%		$   1.35				1		1		0		0		0		0		70						89

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		9		?		12		10		0		1		1		3		663						New Construction		10%		FEI		84%		$   12.60				8		10		0		1		1		3		656						89

																																										     FEI		8		?		10		0		1		1		3		656		117										FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1		?		2		0		0		0		0		117												FEWI		1%		$   0.15				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						89

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152		N/A		190		55		5		0		60		54,964		0				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		0		60		54,223				76%

																																										     FEI		112		N/A		141		41		4		0		44		35,679								Retrofit		100%		FEI		74%		$   185.00		$   250.00		112		141		41		4		0		44		35,679						488

																																										     FEVI		38		N/A		48		14		1		0		15		18,544												FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		0		15		18,544						488

																																										     FEW		2		N/A		2		1		0		0		1		742												FEWI		1%		$   2.50				2		2		1		0		0		1		742						488

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362		N/A		47		1		1		0		3		2,865		0				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		0		3		2,894				95%

																																										     FEI		322		N/A		42		1		1		0		2		2,550								Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		89%		$   44.06		$   50.00		322		42		1		1		0		2		2,550						9

																																										     FEVI		36		N/A		5		0		0		0		0		286												FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		0		0		286						9

																																										     FEW		4		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29												FEWI		1%		$   0.50				4		0		0		0		0		0		29						9

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29		0						New Construction		1%		FEI		89%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		0		0		26						9

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		26												FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		0		0		3						9

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		3												FEWI		1%		$   0.01				0		0		0		0		0		0		0						9

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in a detailed Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 

NOTE:  The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		21		N/A		5,257		81		17		170		268		0		0				CDP										$   6,500.00		$   6,500.00		25		6,185		95		20		200		315		0				95%

																																										     FEI		17		N/A		4,153		64		13		134		212		0								Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		79%		$   4,364.75		$   6,500.00		17		4,153		64		13		134		212		0

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		1,051		16		3		34		54		0												FEVI 		20%		$   1,105.00				4		1,051		16		3		34		54		0

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		53		1		0		2		3		0												FEWI		1%		$   55.25				0		53		1		0		2		3		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		928		14		3		30		47		0		0						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		89%		$   867.75				3		826		13		3		27		42		0

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		826		13		3		27		42		0												FEVI		10%		$   97.50				0		93		1		0		3		5		0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		93		1		0		3		5		0												FEWI		1%		$   9.75				0		9		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		9		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.

NOTE: The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.  		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		101929		Generaly
70 GJ/ yr for first 2 years
1070 GJ/yr thereafter		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		77		N/A		1,770		150		5		25		180		82,326		0				COP										$   1,950.00		$   1,950.00		77		1,770		150		5		25		180		81,503				91%

																																										     FEI		73		N/A		1,681		143		5		24		171		78,210								Retrofit		100%		FEI 		95%		$   1,852.50				73		1,681		143		5		24		171		78,210						1070

																																										     FEVI		3		N/A		71		6		0		1		7		3,293												FEVI 		4%		$   78.00				3		71		6		0		1		7		3,293						1070

																																										     FEW		1		N/A		18		2		0		0		2		823												FEWI		1%		$   19.50				1		18		2		0		0		2		823						1070

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		20		?		59		2		7		0		9		ERROR:#VALUE!		0				CCP										$   75.00		$   75.00		22		65		2		8		0		10		0				87%

																																										     FEI		16		?		49		2		6		0		7		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   56.70				16		49		2		6		0		7		0

																																										     FEVI		3		?		9		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   10.13				3		9		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   0.68				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		2		?		7		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		84%		$   6.30				2		5		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEI		2		?		5		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   1.13				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   0.08				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		22		N/A		372		8		20		0		28		89,377		0				MURBP										$   500.00		$   500.00		27		465		10		25		0		35		112,910				93%

																																										     FEI		17		N/A		294		6		16		0		22		68,998								Retrofit		80%		FEI 		79%		$   316.00				17		294		6		16		0		22		68,998						4500

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		74		2		4		0		6		19,409												FEVI		20%		$   80.00				4		74		2		4		0		6		19,409						4500

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		4		0		0		0		0		970												FEWI		1%		$   4.00				0		4		0		0		0		0		970						4500

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		5		N/A		93		2		5		0		7		23,751		0						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		79%		$   79.00				4		73		2		4		0		6		19,166						4500

																																										     FEI		4		N/A		73		2		4		0		6		19,166												FEVI 		20%		$   20.00				1		19		0		1		0		1		4,367						4500

																																										     FEVI		1		N/A		19		0		1		0		1		4,367												FEWI		1%		$   1.00				0		1		0		0		0		0		218						4500

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		1		0		0		0		0		218

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.

NOTE: The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.		High efficiency boilers
Stack Economizers
Boiler controls
Drying ovens		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		23		?		461		5		10		0		14		0		0				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		0		15		0				97%

																																										     FEI		21		?		410		4		8		0		13		0								Retrofit		95%		FEI		89%		$   422.75				21		410		4		8		0		13		0

																																										     FEVI		2		?		46		0		1		0		1		0												FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		5		0		0		0		0		0												FEWI		1%		$   4.75				0		5		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		1		?		24		0		1		0		1		0		0						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		89%		$   22.25				1		22		0		0		0		1		0

																																										     FEI		1		?		22		0		0		0		1		0												FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEVI		0		?		2		0		0		0		0		0												FEWI		1%		$   0.25				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		0		N/A		0		0		0		75		75		0		0				FPTP										$   75.00		$   75.00		0		0				0		75		75		0				0%

																																										     FEI		0		N/A		0		0		0		67		67		0								Retrofit		100%		FEI		89%		$   66.75				0		0		0		0		67		67		0						3

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		0		0		0		8		8		0												FEVI 		10%		$   7.50				0		0		0		0		8		8		0						3

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		0		0		0		1		1		0												FEWI		1%		$   0.75				0		0		0		0		1		1		0						3

				Commercial		Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.		Radiant tube heaters		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters.		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		FortisBC engineering analysis				0		FortisBC engineering analysis		20		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		1		N/A		12		2		0		6		8		0		0				RTHP										$   20.00		$   20.00		1		12		2		0		6		8		0				60%

																																										     FEI		1		N/A		8		1		0		4		6		0								Retrofit		100%		FEI		69%		$   13.80				1		8		1		0		4		6		0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		4		1		0		2		2		0												FEVI		30%		$   6.00				0		4		1		0		2		2		0

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0												FEWI		1%		$   0.20				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																																										$   12,955.00























2013 - Table 1



		2013 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																														Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																										Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		173		?		2,417		102		17		8		127		71,265		0				EBP				%				%		$   3,000.00		$   3,000.00		204		2,850		120		20		10		150		95,648				95%

																																										     FEI		154		?		2,156		91		15		8		113		64,404								Retrofit		85%		FEI		89%		$   2,269.50		$   3,000.00		154		2,156		91		15		8		113		64,404						510

																				2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		17		?		242		10		2		1		13		6,314												FEVI		10%		$   255.00				17		242		10		2		1		13		6,314						445

																																										     FEW		1		?		18		1		0		0		1		547												FEWI		1%		$   25.50				1		18		1		0		0		1		547						510

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		30		?		426		18		3		1		22		24,383		0						New Construction		15%		FEI		89%		$   400.50				27		380		16		3		1		20		23,823						1069

																																										     FEI		27		?		380		16		3		1		20		23,823												FEVI		10%		$   45.00				3		43		2		0		0		2		313						125

																				2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		43		2		0		0		2		313												FEWI		1%		$   4.50				0		3		0		0		0		0		247						1069

																																										     FEW		0		?		3		0		0		0		0		247

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		29		?		95		2		3		0		5		6,825		0				LCESBP										$   110.00		$   110.00		32		105		2		3		0		5		7,531				96%

																																										     FEI		26		?		84		2		2		0		4		6,284								Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		89%		$   88.11		$   110.00		26		84		2		2		0		4		6,284						296

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3		?		9		0		0		0		0		470												FEVI		10%		$   9.90				3		9		0		0		0		0		470						197

																																										     FEW		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		71												FEWI		1%		$   0.99				0		1		0		0		0		0		71						296

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3		?		11		0		0		0		1		706		0						New Construction 		10%		FEI		89%		$   9.79				3		9		0		0		0		0		698						296

																																										     FEI		3		?		9		0		0		0		0		698												FEVI		10%		$   1.10				0		1		0		0		0		0		0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462				2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		0												FEWI		1%		$   0.11				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						296

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		0				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,651				80%

																																										     FEI		70		?		91		4		12		7		23		5,900								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   113.40		$   150.00		70		91		4		12		7		23		5,900						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12		?		16		1		2		1		4		900												FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																										     FEW		1		?		1		0		0		0		0		70												FEWI		1%		$   1.35				1		1		0		0		0		0		70						89

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		9		?		12		1		2		1		3		780		0						New Construction		10%		FEI		84%		$   12.60				8		10		0		1		1		3		656						89

																																										     FEI		8		?		10		0		1		1		3		656												FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206				2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1		?		2		0		0		0		0		117												FEWI		1%		$   0.15				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						89

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152		N/A		190		55		5		0		60		54,964		0				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		0		60		54,964				76%

																																										     FEI		112		N/A		141		41		4		0		44		35,679								Retrofit		100%		FEI		74%		$   185.00		$   250.00		112		141		41		4		0		44		35,679						488

																																										     FEVI		38		N/A		48		14		1		0		15		18,544												FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		0		15		18,544						488

																																										     FEW		2		N/A		2		1		0		0		1		742												FEWI		1%		$   2.50				2		2		1		0		0		1		742						488

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362		N/A		47		1		1		0		3		2,865		0				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		0		3		2,894				95%

																																										     FEI		322		N/A		42		1		1		0		2		2,550								Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		89%		$   44.06		$   50.00		322		42		1		1		0		2		2,550						9

																																										     FEVI		36		N/A		5		0		0		0		0		286												FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		0		0		286						9

																																										     FEW		4		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29												FEWI		1%		$   0.50				4		0		0		0		0		0		29						9

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29		0						New Construction		1%		FEI		89%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		0		0		26						9

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		26												FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		0		0		3						9

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		3												FEWI		1%		$   0.01				0		0		0		0		0		0		0						9

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in a detailed Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 

NOTE:  The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		20		N/A		5,102		213		9		170		391		0		0				CDP										$   6,500.00		$   6,500.00		24		6,002		250		10		200		498		0				92%

																																										     FEI		16		N/A		4,030		168		7		134		334		0								Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		79%		$   4,364.75		$   6,500.00		16		4,030		168		7		134		334		0

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		1,020		43		2		34		85		0												FEVI 		20%		$   1,105.00				4		1,020		43		2		34		85		0

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		51		2		0		2		4		0												FEWI		1%		$   55.25				0		51		2		0		2		4		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		4		N/A		900		38		2		30		69		0		0						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		89%		$   867.75				3		801		33		1		27		66		0

																																										     FEI		3		N/A		801		33		1		27		66		0												FEVI		10%		$   97.50				0		90		4		0		3		7		0

																																										     FEVI		0		N/A		90		4		0		3		7		0												FEWI		1%		$   9.75				0		9		0		0		0		1		0

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		9		0		0		0		1		0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.

NOTE: The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.  		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		101929		Generaly
70 GJ/ yr for first 2 years
1070 GJ/yr thereafter		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		107		N/A		2,470		150		5		25		180		114,899		0				COP										$   2,650.00		$   2,650.00		107		2,470		150		5		25		180		114,899				93%

																																										     FEI		102		N/A		2,346		143		5		24		171		109,154								Retrofit		100%		FEI 		95%		$   2,517.50		$   2,650.00		102		2,346		143		5		24		171		109,154						1070

																																										     FEVI		4		N/A		99		6		0		1		7		4,596												FEVI 		4%		$   106.00				4		99		6		0		1		7		4,596						1070

																																										     FEW		1		N/A		25		2		0		0		2		1,149												FEWI		1%		$   26.50				1		25		2		0		0		2		1,149						1070

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		27		?		81		2		7		0		9		ERROR:#VALUE!		0				CCP										$   100.00		$   100.00		30		90		2		8		0		10		0				90%

																																										     FEI		23		?		68		2		6		0		8		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   75.60		$   100.00		23		68		2		6		0		8		0

																																										     FEVI		4		?		12		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   13.50				4		12		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   0.90				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		3		?		9		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		84%		$   8.40				3		8		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEI		3		?		8		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		15%		$   1.50				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEVI		0		?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   0.10				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		33		N/A		572		8		20		0		28		137,525		0				MURBP										$   750.00		$   750.00		41		716		10		25		0		35		174,072				95%

																																										     FEI		26		N/A		452		6		16		0		22		106,168								Retrofit		80%		FEI 		79%		$   474.00		$   750.00		26		452		6		16		0		22		106,168						4500

																																										     FEVI		7		N/A		114		2		4		0		6		29,864												FEVI		20%		$   120.00				7		114		2		4		0		6		29,864						4500

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		6		0		0		0		0		1,493												FEWI		1%		$   6.00				0		6		0		0		0		0		1,493						4500

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		8		N/A		143		2		5		0		7		36,546		0						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		79%		$   118.50				7		113		2		4		0		5		29,491						4500

																																										     FEI		7		N/A		113		2		4		0		5		29,491												FEVI 		20%		$   30.00				2		29		0		1		0		1		6,719						4500

																																										     FEVI		2		N/A		29		0		1		0		1		6,719												FEWI		1%		$   1.50				0		1		0		0		0		0		336						4500

																																										     FEW		0		N/A		1		0		0		0		0		336

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.

NOTE: The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.		High efficiency boilers
Stack Economizers
Boiler controls
Drying ovens		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		23		?		461		5		10		0		14		ERROR:#VALUE!		0				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		0		15		0				97%

																																										     FEI		21		?		410		4		8		0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!								Retrofit		95%		FEI		89%		$   422.75		$   500.00		21		410		4		8		0		13		0

																																										     FEVI		2		?		46		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		0		1		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		5		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   4.75				0		5		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		1		?		24		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		89%		$   22.25				1		22		0		0		0		1		0

																																										     FEI		1		?		22		0		0		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEVI		0		?		2		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!												FEWI		1%		$   0.25				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																										     FEW		0		?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		9,500		N/A		475		10		15		0		25		28,500		0				FPTP										$   500.00		$   500.00		9,500		475		10		15		0		25		28,500				95%

																																										     FEI		8,455		N/A		423		9		13		0		22		25,365								Retrofit		100%		FEI		89%		$   445.00		$   500.00		8,455		423		9		13		0		22		25,365						3

																																										     FEVI		950		N/A		48		1		2		0		3		2,850												FEVI 		10%		$   50.00				950		48		1		2		0		3		2,850						3

																																										     FEW		95		N/A		5		0		0		0		0		285												FEWI		1%		$   5.00				95		5		0		0		0		0		285						3
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receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy
savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain
well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are
added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases. 
Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life
cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon
shown below.  

PROCESS HEAT CAVEAT
The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on
rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies
estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to
be worked out during more detailed program design.
 
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Claudino, Paula [mailto:claudino@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 13, 2011 6:58 AM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Following our call yesterday, I think you now have a better idea of how to estimate the missing
costs and savings. Can you please take a look at the attached file and fill in the missing information,
highlighted in red? The cells highlighted in yellow are those that I would like you to double check to
make sure they are correct. We can discuss these, if you like.
 
Cheers,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 6:45 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Commercial DSM plan.
 
Latest version of the commercial plan attached.
 
Problematic programs are highlighted in red.  These are either so early in development that I
haven’t a clue as to the nature of the costs or savings, or too complex or flexible to represent as a
simple prescriptive program.  We’ll need to talk about these over the phone on Monday morning. 
Also not that the NPV GJ savings needs to be worked out, and a 1% allocation of
costs/participation/savings needs to be attributed to the whistler utility in all cases.

Best Regards,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 9, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: Marbek Contacts
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
Per our conversation, once you’ve completed you Commercial Program Area 2012/13 DSM Plan (or
done all you can do) please send it directly to Marbek and cc me if you don’t mind. Please send it
to Paul and Paula from Marbek. Their email addresses are listed below:
 
Paul Robillard: Paulr@marbek.ca
 
Paula Claudino: claudino@marbek.ca
 
Thanks very much!
 

Colin Norman

file:////c/UrlBlockedError.aspx


Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Cook, Ramsay
To: Norman, Colin; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 9:25:53 AM

Hi All,
 
I’ve looked through the commercial section and in general it’s good, but I do have several
comments below, and I hope the changes can be accommodated:
 
Commercial Custom Design Program:

1.       I notice in the report that the incremental measure cost for retrofit projects is listed as
$83,598, while the incentive is $171,700.  Please note that the $83K is the participant cost,
not the incremental measure cost.  The incremental measure cost should be $171,700
(incentive) + $83,598 (participant cost) = $255,298 (Incremental measure cost).  I hope that
this is only in the report and that you don’t have to go back into the model. 

 
Continuous Optimization Program

1.       Paula and I adjusted the GJ savings per participant to suit the expected values in each of
the forecast years.  I would like to confirm that the cash flows are also representative of
the expected amounts in 2012/2013.  If you have inputted the total incentive amount of
$1.8 M  for 2012, and $2.5 M  for 2013, then the model is correct.  If on the other hand the
average total incentive amount per participant of roughly $23 K has been used the model is
likely not correct, as the $23K includes incentive amounts which are paid after 2012/2013. 
Please let me know.  If revisions must be made I can assist with the changes should you
have any difficulties… I had to model the whole program in the new TRC tool; it was not
easy to do under time pressure constraints, but once you figure it out it’s not that hard!

 
MURB Program 

1.       Under the  program description  could we please add “NOTE:  In the first two years of
operation ESMs are currently expected to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators
and shower heads.  Additional measure will be included as additional business cases are
developed.”

2.       I’ve looked at the TRC, and it is too high.  This one is my fault… I slipped a decimal in the
per suite savings.  It should be 4 GJ/yr per suite, or 450 GJ per building, as opposed to 40
and 4500.  Not sure how I managed that, as I usually figure a MURB residence uses no more
that 60 to 70 GJ /year total!  Lowering these savings will have a significant impact on the
TRC, but I think it should still remain positive.  I was however super conservative with the
measure costs, and taking some more time to look into all the details I’m very confident
that we can use ½ the cost I included in my original spreadsheets.  Making this change
necessarily means that the number of participants needs to double in order to maintain the
same budgeted total incentive expenditure.  My sincere apologies for this, but this one
should be updated. 

 
Process Heat Program:

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RCOOK
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
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1.       Free rider rate – can we please indicate “Assumed”
 
Fire Place Timers Pilot Program

1.       Can we please add “Note: There are no participants in 2012, as pilot is closed and the
results are being evaluated.  2013 number based on an assumed full program roll out.”

 
 
I’m off to a session on engaging commercial property managers now, but this is top priority so I will
be monitoring my phone.  If you would like to speak with me please send me a quick message and I
will duck out of the session to take a call.
 
Cheers,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 20, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Importance: High
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
FYI. I suggest you review this most recent version of the DSM Plan report and Paul’s notes in his
email below rather than responding directly to the emails you were cc’d on earlier today.
 
If you have an feedback that requires a decision, please just send that to Sarah for her to make the
call and cc me. However, if you spot any obvious errors that require fixing please send that
feedback to Marbek and us.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM

file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings


To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which
doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.

c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t
working properly.
 

3.       We did the following:
a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s

earlier email to ~ $1m range
b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy

Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,
we will add the Societal Cost results.

 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Cook, Ramsay
Subject: Commercial Section edits
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 12:29:58 PM

Last sentence in intro needs to mention FEW as well.

First sentence under bullets please add “the following” before “new programs”

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:johnd@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com


From: Cook, Ramsay
To: "Dikeos, John"
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version (Fortis)
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 2:26:00 PM
Attachments: FortisProgramDatabase - Commercial.xlsx

Sorry John,  this is taking a while… the TRC tool is not working for me.  Attached find the programs
database with C.Op modeled.  The FEI and FEVI GAS ONLY programs show how I had to set up
multiple measures.  Unfortunately I can’t tell if this is the most up to date version, and I’m
concerned about the measure lives used.  Will be able to confirm once I get a working TRC tool.
 
One other thing… the GAS only programs do not capture electricity benefits or costs.  I’ll have to
add those in…
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version (Fortis)
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
We’re incorporating the text changes, as these are quite easy to make.  I’ve also started making
some changes to the program inputs in the model, as per your comments.  Please see below for
some comments.  It may be a good idea for us to chat over the phone.  Let me know when you’re
available and I’ll give you a call.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 12:26 PM

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/

Sheet2





Summary

		Program Database Navigation

		Program/Portfolio Inputs		Primary Territory		Primary Sector		Start Year		Results Saved		Program/Portfolio Notes

		Commercial boiler program_PRGM		FEI		Commercial		2011		No

		FEI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)_PRGM		FEI		Commercial		2011		No

		FEVI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)_PRGM		FEVI		Commercial		2011		No

		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)_PRGM		FEI		Commercial		2011		No

		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)_PRGM		FEVI		Commercial		2011		No

		CCDP-00001 UBC_PRGM		FEI		Commercial		2011		No		Conversion of pool heating equipment to use return line condensate/hot water to heat pools instead of virgin steam or hot water.

		CCDP-0001 UBC_PRGM		FEI		Commercial		2011		Yes		Scenario 2 - 100% savings for 3 years, 50% savings for 17 years





Commercial boiler program_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard



				Basic Information								Scenario Parameters

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Scenario Name:

				Name:		Commercial boiler program						Variable

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Measure Life:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Gas Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Start Year:		2011

				End Year:		2013

				Year Dollars:		2011

				Last Updated:		5/25/11 9:08 AM

				Program Notes:





				Annual Program Costs

						YEARLY		YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other 1		Other 2		Partner Admin Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$100		$100		$0

				2012		$200		$0		$204

				2013		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				Utility NPV		$286		$100		$190		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV														$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		Boilers-High Efficiency

				Sector:		Commercial

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Office Building

				Unit Definition:		1 boiler

				Measure Lifetime:		15.00

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$2,000.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		1000.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		0.00

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):		0.00

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):		0.00

				Annual Propane Savings (L):		0.00

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Program Name:		Commercial boiler program

				Estimated Participation

				2011		2

				2012		3

				2013		0

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$1,000

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				End Data Input





FEI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard



				Basic Information								Scenario Parameters

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Scenario Name:

				Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)						Variable

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Measure Life:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Gas Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Start Year:		2011

				End Year:		2022

				Year Dollars:		2011

				Last Updated:		6/15/11 8:54 AM

				Program Notes:





				Annual Program Costs

						YEARLY		ANNUAL				YEARLY		YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other 1		Other 2		Partner Admin Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$20,000		$140,000				$802,126		$84,240		$1,697,492

				2012		$20,000		$142,660				$1,673,084		$194,400		$4,916,440

				2013		$20,000		$145,371				$2,345,507		$336,240		$4,810,817

				2014		$20,000		$148,133				$3,120,233		$408,240		$5,218,049

				2015		$20,000		$150,947				$2,192,789		$432,000		$3,720,319

				2016		$0		$153,815				$1,516,500		$432,000		$2,814,671

				2017		$0		$156,738				$1,080,275		$432,000		$2,374,518

				2018		$0.00		$159,716				$1,005,198		$432,000		$2,167,351

				2019		$0		$162,750				$793,994		$347,760		$1,426,650

				2020		$0		$165,842				$553,330		$237,600		$980,100

				2021		$0		$168,993				$227,469		$95,760		$455,423

				2022		$0		$172,204				$57,568		$23,760		$86,422

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Utility NPV		$87,167		$1,280,164		$0		$11,820,011		$2,438,134		$23,884,525		$0		$0

				Participant NPV														$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		FEI - C.Op (Gas & Elect)

				Sector:		Commercial

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Commercial

				Unit Definition:

				Measure Lifetime:		5.00

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$48,930.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		1010.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		241,087.00

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Program Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0

				2012		0

				2013		0

				2014		112

				2015		147

				2016		189

				2017		96

				2018		32

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				End Data Input



		Results (B/C Ratios)

		Back to Dashboard

				Overview								Discount Rates

				Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)						Inflation		1.90%

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Cust. Disc. Rate		6.00%

				Type:		Energy Efficiency						Utility Disc. Rate		7.38%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial

				Start Year:		2011						Notes:

				End Year:		2022						

				Territory:		FEI

				Program DB Name:		FortisProgramDatabase.xlsx

				Last Updated:		6/10/11



				Benefit/Cost Tests														Scenarios		

				NPV Value ($1000s)		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)		Utility Cost Test		Participant Cost Test		Ratepayer Impact (RIM) Test		Societal Cost Test				Variable		Multiplier

				Benefits:		$72,142.958		$19,756.239		$51,836.904		$72,142.958		$79,357.254				Measure Life		100%

				Costs:		$60,117.721		$15,904.069		$21,561.737		$87,467.730		$60,117.721				Gas Savings		100%

				Net Benefits:		$12,025.237		$3,852.170		$30,275.167		-$15,324.772		$19,239.533				Alt. Fuel Savings		100%

				B/C Ratio:		1.20		1.24		2.40		0.82		1.32				Avoided Gas Cost		100%

				$/GJ Saved:		$32.87		$8.70		$11.79		$47.83		$32.87



				Annual Costs and Benefits

				Year		Utility Costs ($1000s)				Partner Costs ($1000s)				Gross Measure Cost ($1000s)		Program Benefits ($1000s)										Program Added Costs ($1000s)

						Incentives		Administration		Incentives		Administration				Gas Avoided Supply Benefits		Alternate Fuel Avoided Supply Benefits		Gas Customer Bill Decrease		 Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Decrease		Net Avoided Carbon Tax		Gas Added Supply Costs		Gas Customer Bill Increase		Net Added Carbon Tax

				2011		$0		$1,066		$0		$1,697		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$2,051		$0		$4,916		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$2,869		$0		$4,811		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$3,719		$0		$5,218		$5,480		$914		$3,240		$1,100		$1,552		$169		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$2,819		$0		$3,720		$7,193		$2,243		$7,493		$2,593		$3,626		$391		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$2,146		$0		$2,815		$9,248		$4,062		$12,961		$4,570		$6,334		$677		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$1,714		$0		$2,375		$4,697		$5,109		$15,738		$5,655		$7,768		$822		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$1,643		$0		$2,167		$1,566		$5,533		$16,664		$6,101		$8,308		$871		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$1,351		$0		$1,427		$0		$4,562		$13,424		$5,008		$6,759		$701		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$1,004		$0		$980		$0		$3,183		$9,171		$3,487		$4,664		$479		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$541		$0		$455		$0		$1,313		$3,703		$1,435		$1,902		$193		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$303		$0		$86		$0		$335		$926		$365		$480		$48		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Annual Fuel Savings

				Year		Gross Fuel Savings												Net Fuel Savings

						Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)

				2011		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2013		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2014		113,120		27,002		0		0		0		0		113,120		27,002		0		0		0		0

				2015		261,590		62,442		0		0		0		0		261,590		62,442		0		0		0		0

				2016		452,480		108,007		0		0		0		0		452,480		108,007		0		0		0		0

				2017		549,440		131,151		0		0		0		0		549,440		131,151		0		0		0		0

				2018		581,760		138,866		0		0		0		0		581,760		138,866		0		0		0		0

				2019		468,640		111,864		0		0		0		0		468,640		111,864		0		0		0		0

				2020		320,170		76,425		0		0		0		0		320,170		76,425		0		0		0		0

				2021		129,280		30,859		0		0		0		0		129,280		30,859		0		0		0		0

				2022		32,320		7,715		0		0		0		0		32,320		7,715		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



		End Results





FEVI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard



				Basic Information								Scenario Parameters

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Scenario Name:

				Name:		FEVI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)						Variable

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Measure Life:		100%

				Territory:		FEVI						Gas Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Start Year:		2011

				End Year:		2022

				Year Dollars:		2011

				Last Updated:		6/15/11 11:17 AM

				Program Notes:





				Annual Program Costs

						YEARLY		ANNUAL				YEARLY		YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other 1		Other 2		Partner Admin Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$5,000		$35,000				$33,422		$3,510		$70,729

				2012		$5,000		$35,665				$69,712		$8,100		$204,852

				2013		$5,000		$36,343				$97,729		$14,010		$200,451

				2014		$5,000		$37,033				$130,010		$17,010		$217,419

				2015		$5,000		$37,737				$91,366		$18,000		$155,013

				2016		$0		$38,454				$63,188		$18,000		$117,278

				2017		$0		$39,184				$45,011		$18,000		$98,938

				2018		$0.00		$39,929				$41,883		$18,000		$90,306

				2019		$0		$40,688				$33,083		$14,490		$59,444

				2020		$0		$41,461				$23,055		$9,900		$40,838

				2021		$0		$42,248				$9,478		$3,990		$18,976

				2022		$0		$43,051				$2,399		$990		$3,601

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				Utility NPV		$21,986		$327,607		$0		$500,776		$103,880		$1,011,028		$0		$0

				Participant NPV														$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		FEVI - C.Op (GAS & Elect)

				Sector:		Commercial

				Territory:		FEVI

				Building Type:		Commercial

				Unit Definition:		Participant Facilities

				Measure Lifetime:		5.00

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$48,930.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		1010.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		241,087.00

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Program Name:		FEVI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0

				2012		0

				2013		0

				2014		5

				2015		6

				2016		8

				2017		4

				2018		1

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				End Data Input



		Results (B/C Ratios)

		Back to Dashboard

				Overview								Discount Rates

				Name:		FEVI - C. Op (GAS & ELECT)						Inflation		1.90%

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Cust. Disc. Rate		6.00%

				Type:		Energy Efficiency						Utility Disc. Rate		6.87%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial

				Start Year:		2011						Notes:

				End Year:		2022						

				Territory:		FEVI

				Program DB Name:		FortisProgramDatabase.xlsx

				Last Updated:		6/10/11



				Benefit/Cost Tests														Scenarios		

				NPV Value ($1000s)		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)		Utility Cost Test		Participant Cost Test		Ratepayer Impact (RIM) Test		Societal Cost Test				Variable		Multiplier

				Benefits:		$3,108.486		$850.761		$4,042.420		$3,108.486		$3,419.335				Measure Life		100%

				Costs:		$1,630.210		$968.785		$900.979		$4,625.751		$1,630.210				Gas Savings		100%

				Net Benefits:		$1,478.276		-$118.024		$3,141.442		-$1,517.264		$1,789.125				Alt. Fuel Savings		100%

				B/C Ratio:		1.91		0.88		4.49		0.67		2.10				Avoided Gas Cost		100%

				$/GJ Saved:		$20.68		$12.29		$11.43		$58.69		$20.68



				Annual Costs and Benefits

				Year		Utility Costs ($1000s)				Partner Costs ($1000s)				Gross Measure Cost ($1000s)		Program Benefits ($1000s)										Program Added Costs ($1000s)

						Incentives		Administration		Incentives		Administration				Gas Avoided Supply Benefits		Alternate Fuel Avoided Supply Benefits		Gas Customer Bill Decrease		 Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Decrease		Net Avoided Carbon Tax		Gas Added Supply Costs		Gas Customer Bill Increase		Net Added Carbon Tax

				2011		$515		$50		$738		$19		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$51		$0		$69		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$52		$0		$84		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$53		$0		$64		$245		$41		$145		$85		$69		$8		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$54		$0		$38		$294		$95		$318		$190		$154		$17		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$55		$0		$24		$391		$172		$550		$334		$269		$29		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$56		$0		$24		$196		$216		$665		$412		$328		$35		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$57		$0		$17		$49		$231		$694		$438		$346		$36		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$58		$0		$10		$0		$187		$550		$354		$277		$29		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$59		$0		$6		$0		$131		$376		$247		$191		$20		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$60		$0		$5		$0		$51		$145		$97		$74		$8		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$62		$0		$0		$0		$10		$29		$20		$15		$2		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Annual Fuel Savings

				Year		Gross Fuel Savings												Net Fuel Savings

						Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)

				2011		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2013		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2014		5,050		1,205		0		0		0		0		5,050		1,205		0		0		0		0

				2015		11,110		2,652		0		0		0		0		11,110		2,652		0		0		0		0

				2016		19,190		4,581		0		0		0		0		19,190		4,581		0		0		0		0

				2017		23,230		5,545		0		0		0		0		23,230		5,545		0		0		0		0

				2018		24,240		5,786		0		0		0		0		24,240		5,786		0		0		0		0

				2019		19,190		4,581		0		0		0		0		19,190		4,581		0		0		0		0

				2020		13,130		3,134		0		0		0		0		13,130		3,134		0		0		0		0

				2021		5,050		1,205		0		0		0		0		5,050		1,205		0		0		0		0

				2022		1,010		241		0		0		0		0		1,010		241		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



		End Results





FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard



				Basic Information								Scenario Parameters

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Scenario Name:

				Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)						Variable

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Measure Life:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Gas Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Start Year:		2011

				End Year:		2022

				Year Dollars:		2011

				Last Updated:		7/15/11 11:18 AM

				Program Notes:





				Annual Program Costs

						YEARLY		ANNUAL				YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other 1		Other 2		Partner Admin Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$20,000		$140,000				$802,126		$84,240

				2012		$20,000		$142,660				$1,673,084		$194,400

				2013		$20,000		$145,371				$2,345,507		$336,240

				2014		$20,000		$148,133				$3,120,233		$408,240

				2015		$20,000		$150,947				$2,192,789		$432,000

				2016		$0		$153,815				$1,516,500		$432,000

				2017		$0		$156,738				$1,080,275		$432,000

				2018		$0.00		$159,716				$1,005,198		$432,000

				2019		$0		$162,750				$793,994		$347,760

				2020		$0		$165,842				$553,330		$237,600

				2021		$0		$168,993				$227,469		$95,760

				2022		$0		$172,204				$57,568		$23,760

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				Utility NPV		$87,167		$1,280,164		$0		$11,820,010		$2,438,134		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV														$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1		2		3		4

				 Measure Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)		FEI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Extended 12 mo		FEI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Extended 24 mo		FEI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Regular

				Sector:		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial

				Territory:		FEI		FEI		FEI		FEI

				Building Type:		Commercial		Comm		Commercial		Commercial

				Unit Definition:		Participant Facility						Participant Building

				Measure Lifetime:		5.00		5.00		6.00		4.00

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$19,572.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		1063.37		73.26		73.26		73.26

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No		No		No		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Program Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0		74		93		112

				2012		0		0		0		73

				2013		0		0		0		96

				2014		112		0		0		96

				2015		147		0		0		32

				2016		189		0		0		0

				2017		96		0		0		0

				2018		32		0		0		0

				2019		0		0		0		0

				2020		0		0		0		0

				2021		0		0		0		0

				2022		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				End Data Input



		Results (B/C Ratios)

		Back to Dashboard

				Overview								Discount Rates

				Name:		FEI - C. Op (GAS ONLY)						Inflation		1.90%

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Cust. Disc. Rate		6.00%

				Type:		Energy Efficiency						Utility Disc. Rate		7.38%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial

				Start Year:		2011						Notes:

				End Year:		2022						

				Territory:		FEI

				Program DB Name:		FortisProgramDatabase.xlsx

				Last Updated:		6/17/11



				Benefit/Cost Tests														Scenarios		

				NPV Value ($1000s)		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)		Utility Cost Test		Participant Cost Test		Ratepayer Impact (RIM) Test		Societal Cost Test				Variable		Multiplier

				Benefits:		$21,909.084		$21,909.084		$26,266.870		$21,909.084		$24,099.992				Measure Life		100%

				Costs:		$23,757.126		$15,625.475		$8,624.695		$39,855.004		$23,757.126				Gas Savings		100%

				Net Benefits:		-$1,848.042		$6,283.608		$17,642.175		-$17,945.920		$342.866				Alt. Fuel Savings		100%

				B/C Ratio:		0.92		1.40		3.05		0.55		1.01				Avoided Gas Cost		100%

				$/GJ Saved:		$11.59		$7.62		$4.21		$19.45		$11.59



				Annual Costs and Benefits

				Year		Utility Costs ($1000s)				Partner Costs ($1000s)				Gross Measure Cost ($1000s)		Program Benefits ($1000s)										Program Added Costs ($1000s)

						Incentives		Administration		Incentives		Administration				Gas Avoided Supply Benefits		Alternate Fuel Avoided Supply Benefits		Gas Customer Bill Decrease		 Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Decrease		Net Avoided Carbon Tax		Gas Added Supply Costs		Gas Customer Bill Increase		Net Added Carbon Tax

				2011		$0		$1,046		$0		$0		$0		$123		$0		$188		$0		$25		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$2,030		$0		$0		$0		$175		$0		$242		$0		$39		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$2,847		$0		$0		$0		$245		$0		$313		$0		$49		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$3,697		$0		$0		$2,192		$1,218		$0		$1,466		$0		$226		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$2,796		$0		$0		$2,877		$2,561		$0		$2,960		$0		$447		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$2,102		$0		$0		$3,699		$4,361		$0		$4,906		$0		$727		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$1,669		$0		$0		$1,879		$5,400		$0		$5,978		$0		$869		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$1,597		$0		$0		$626		$5,825		$0		$6,424		$0		$917		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$1,305		$0		$0		$0		$4,803		$0		$5,273		$0		$738		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$957		$0		$0		$0		$3,351		$0		$3,671		$0		$504		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$492		$0		$0		$0		$1,382		$0		$1,510		$0		$204		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$254		$0		$0		$0		$353		$0		$385		$0		$51		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Annual Fuel Savings

				Year		Gross Fuel Savings												Net Fuel Savings

						Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)

				2011		20,440		0		0		0		0		0		20,440		0		0		0		0		0

				2012		25,788		0		0		0		0		0		25,788		0		0		0		0		0

				2013		32,820		0		0		0		0		0		32,820		0		0		0		0		0

				2014		150,746		0		0		0		0		0		150,746		0		0		0		0		0

				2015		298,636		0		0		0		0		0		298,636		0		0		0		0		0

				2016		485,767		0		0		0		0		0		485,767		0		0		0		0		0

				2017		580,818		0		0		0		0		0		580,818		0		0		0		0		0

				2018		612,501		0		0		0		0		0		612,501		0		0		0		0		0

				2019		493,404		0		0		0		0		0		493,404		0		0		0		0		0

				2020		337,088		0		0		0		0		0		337,088		0		0		0		0		0

				2021		136,111		0		0		0		0		0		136,111		0		0		0		0		0

				2022		34,028		0		0		0		0		0		34,028		0		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



		End Results





FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard



				Basic Information								Scenario Parameters

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Scenario Name:

				Name:		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)						Variable

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Measure Life:		100%

				Territory:		FEVI						Gas Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Start Year:		2011

				End Year:		2022

				Year Dollars:		2011

				Last Updated:		6/17/11 3:32 PM

				Program Notes:





				Annual Program Costs

						YEARLY		ANNUAL				YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other 1		Other 2		Partner Admin Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$5,000		$35,000				$33,421		$3,510

				2012		$5,000		$35,665				$69,712		$8,100

				2013		$5,000		$36,343				$97,729		$14,010

				2014		$5,000		$37,033				$130,010		$17,010

				2015		$5,000		$37,737				$91,366		$18,000

				2016		$0		$38,454				$63,188		$18,000

				2017		$0		$39,184				$45,011		$18,000

				2018		$0		$39,929				$41,883		$18,000

				2019		$0		$40,688				$33,083		$14,490

				2020		$0		$41,461				$23,055		$9,900

				2021		$0		$42,248				$9,478		$3,990

				2022		$0		$43,051				$2,399		$990

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				Utility NPV		$21,986		$327,607		$0		$500,775		$103,880		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV														$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1		2		3		4

				 Measure Name:		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Extended 12 mo		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Extended 24 mo		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY) - EMIS PRE ECM Regular

				Sector:		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial

				Territory:		FEVI		FEVI		FEVI		FEVI

				Building Type:		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial

				Unit Definition:		Participant Building

				Measure Lifetime:		5.00		4.00		5.00		3.00

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$19,572.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		1063.37		73.26		73.26		73.26

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No		No		No		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Program Name:		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)		FEVI - C.Op (GAS ONLY)

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0		3		4		5

				2012		0		0		0		3

				2013		0		0		0		4

				2014		5		0		0		4

				2015		6		0		0		1

				2016		8		0		0		0

				2017		4		0		0		0

				2018		1		0		0		0

				2019		0		0		0		0

				2020		0		0		0		0

				2021		0		0		0		0

				2022		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0

				End Data Input





CCDP-00001 UBC_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		CCDP-00001 UBC						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2011						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2032						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2011						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		8/19/11 11:31 AM						Other:  

				Program Notes:		Conversion of pool heating equipment to use return line condensate/hot water to heat pools instead of virgin steam or hot water.						Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$0		$20,000		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$10,000

				2013		$0		$0		$5,000

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				Utility NPV		$0		$20,000		$13,649		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		CCDP-00001 Upgrade measure

				Sector:		Commercial

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Commercial

				Unit Definition:		participant

				Measure Lifetime:		20.00

				Measure Description:		New heat exchangers, controls and connection to condensate return lines

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$448,000.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		10988.54

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		CCDP-00001 UBC

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0

				2012		1

				2013		0

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$371,084

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				End Data Input





CCDP-0001 UBC_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		CCDP-0001 UBC						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2011						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2032						Administrative Costs:  		Utility admin time

				Year Dollars:		2011						Evaluation Costs:  		Shared M&V cost, post savings analysis

				Last Updated:		8/20/11 3:24 PM						Other:  		Energy Study Cost

				Program Notes:		Scenario 2 - 100% savings for 3 years, 50% savings for 17 years						Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		YEARLY		YEARLY		YEARLY

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2011		$0		$1,000		$0		$7,800

				2012		$0		$1,000		$7,000		$7,800

				2013		$0		$1,000		$1,000		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033				$0		$0		$0

				2034				$0		$0		$0

				2035				$0		$0		$0

				2036				$0		$0		$0

				2037				$0		$0		$0

				2038				$0		$0		$0

				2039				$0		$0		$0

				2040				$0		$0		$0

				Utility NPV		$0		$2,799		$7,386		$15,064		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1		2

				 Measure Name:		CCDP-0001 3 yr		CCDP-0001 17 yr

				Sector:		Commercial		Commercial

				Territory:		FEI		FEI

				Building Type:		Aquatic Centre		Aquatic Centre

				Unit Definition:		participant		Participant

				Measure Lifetime:		3.00		17.00

				Measure Description:		Use of steam condensate to heat pools		Using hot water return to heat pool

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$428,200.00		$0.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		10998.00		5499.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		0.0%		0.0%

				Spillover:		0.0%		0.0%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		CCDP-0001 UBC		CCDP-0001 UBC

				Estimated Participation

				2011		0		0

				2012		1		0

				2013		0		0

				2014		0		0

				2015		0		1

				2016		0		0

				2017		0		0

				2018		0		0

				2019		0		0

				2020		0		0

				2021		0		0

				2022		0		0

				2023		0		0

				2024		0		0

				2025		0		0

				2026		0		0

				2027		0		0

				2028		0		0

				2029		0		0

				2030		0		0

				2031		0		0

				2032		0		0

				2033		0		0

				2034		0		0

				2035		0		0

				2036		0		0

				2037		0		0

				2038		0		0

				2039		0		0

				2040		0		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0

				2012		$351,284		$0

				2013		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2011		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0

				End Data Input



		Results (B/C Ratios)

		Back to Dashboard

				Overview								Discount Rates

				Name:		CCDP-0001 UBC						Inflation		1.90%

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Cust. Disc. Rate		6.00%

				Type:		Energy Efficiency						Utility Disc. Rate		7.38%

				Primary Sector:		Commercial

				Start Year:		2011						Notes:

				End Year:		2032						Scenario 2 - 100% savings for 3 years, 50% savings for 17 years

				Territory:		FEI

				Program DB Name:		FortisProgramDatabase - Commercial.xlsx

				Last Updated:		8/20/11



				Benefit/Cost Tests														Scenarios		

				NPV Value ($1000s)		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)		Utility Cost Test		Participant Cost Test		Ratepayer Impact (RIM) Test		Societal Cost Test				Variable		Multiplier

				Benefits:		$750.447		$750.447		$1,273.594		$750.447		$825.492				Measure Life		100%

				Costs:		$429.211		$352.390		$403.962		$1,205.482		$429.211				Gas Savings		100%

				Net Benefits:		$321.236		$398.057		$869.632		-$455.035		$396.281				Alt. Fuel Savings		100%

				B/C Ratio:		1.75		2.13		3.15		0.62		1.92				Avoided Gas Cost		100%

				$/GJ Saved:		$6.05		$4.97		$5.70		$17.00		$6.05



				Annual Costs and Benefits

				Year		Utility Costs ($1000s)				Partner Costs ($1000s)				Gross Measure Cost ($1000s)		Program Benefits ($1000s)										Program Added Costs ($1000s)

						Incentives		Administration		Incentives		Administration				Gas Avoided Supply Benefits		Alternate Fuel Avoided Supply Benefits		Gas Customer Bill Decrease		 Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Decrease		Net Avoided Carbon Tax		Gas Added Supply Costs		Alternate Fuel Added Supply Costs		Gas Customer Bill Increase		Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Increase		Net Added Carbon Tax

				NPV		$327		$25		$0		$0		$404		$644		$0		$826		$0		$106		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2011		$0		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$351		$16		$0		$0		$428		$74		$0		$103		$0		$16		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$2		$0		$0		$0		$82		$0		$105		$0		$16		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$89		$0		$107		$0		$16		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$47		$0		$55		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$49		$0		$56		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$51		$0		$57		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$52		$0		$58		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$54		$0		$59		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$55		$0		$60		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$56		$0		$61		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$57		$0		$62		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$58		$0		$63		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$59		$0		$65		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$61		$0		$66		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$62		$0		$67		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$63		$0		$68		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$65		$0		$70		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$66		$0		$71		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$68		$0		$72		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$69		$0		$74		$0		$8		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Annual Fuel Savings

				Year		Gross Fuel Savings																Net Fuel Savings

						Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Biomass (GJ)		Carbon (Tonnes)		Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Biomass (GJ)		Carbon (Tonnes)

				NPV		70,906		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,537		70,906		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,537

				2011		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2012		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549

				2013		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549

				2014		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549		10,998		0		0		0		0		0		0		549

				2015		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2016		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2017		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2018		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2019		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2020		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2021		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2022		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2023		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2024		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2025		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2026		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2027		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2028		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2029		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2030		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2031		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		5,499		0		0		0		0		0		0		274

				2032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



		End Results







To: Norman, Colin; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi All,
 
I’ve looked through the commercial section and in general it’s good, but I do have several
comments below, and I hope the changes can be accommodated:
 
Commercial Custom Design Program:

1.       I notice in the report that the incremental measure cost for retrofit projects is listed as
$83,598, while the incentive is $171,700.  Please note that the $83K is the participant cost,
not the incremental measure cost.  The incremental measure cost should be $171,700
(incentive) + $83,598 (participant cost) = $255,298 (Incremental measure cost).  I hope that
this is only in the report and that you don’t have to go back into the model. 

 
[JD] Ok, I’ve adjusted in the incremental measure cost to $255,298.  Can you confirm that all of the
incremental costs that you’ve given us represent the measure cost rather than the participant
cost?  An updated version of the inputs is attached.  You’ll notice  that cell J20 shows an
incremental cost for the Light Commercial Boiler Program that is lower than the incentive amount.
 
Continuous Optimization Program

1.       Paula and I adjusted the GJ savings per participant to suit the expected values in each of
the forecast years.  I would like to confirm that the cash flows are also representative of
the expected amounts in 2012/2013.  If you have inputted the total incentive amount of
$1.8 M  for 2012, and $2.5 M  for 2013, then the model is correct.  If on the other hand the
average total incentive amount per participant of roughly $23 K has been used the model is
likely not correct, as the $23K includes incentive amounts which are paid after 2012/2013. 
Please let me know.  If revisions must be made I can assist with the changes should you
have any difficulties… I had to model the whole program in the new TRC tool; it was not
easy to do under time pressure constraints, but once you figure it out it’s not that hard!

 
[JD] I think we’ll need to discuss this one over the phone.  We are using the $23K incentive amount,
with numbers of participants that roughly add up to the $1.8M and $2.5M targets.
 
MURB Program 

1.       Under the  program description  could we please add “NOTE:  In the first two years of
operation ESMs are currently expected to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators
and shower heads.  Additional measure will be included as additional business cases are
developed.”

 
2.       I’ve looked at the TRC, and it is too high.  This one is my fault… I slipped a decimal in the

per suite savings.  It should be 4 GJ/yr per suite, or 450 GJ per building, as opposed to 40
and 4500.  Not sure how I managed that, as I usually figure a MURB residence uses no more
that 60 to 70 GJ /year total!  Lowering these savings will have a significant impact on the
TRC, but I think it should still remain positive.  I was however super conservative with the



measure costs, and taking some more time to look into all the details I’m very confident
that we can use ½ the cost I included in my original spreadsheets.  Making this change
necessarily means that the number of participants needs to double in order to maintain the
same budgeted total incentive expenditure.  My sincere apologies for this, but this one
should be updated. 

 
[JD] Ok, I’ve adjusted the per unit savings, as well as the measure cost, incentive amount, and
participant numbers.  The budget for this program has remained roughly at the same amount.
 
Process Heat Program:

1.       Free rider rate – can we please indicate “Assumed”
 
Fire Place Timers Pilot Program

1.       Can we please add “Note: There are no participants in 2012, as pilot is closed and the
results are being evaluated.  2013 number based on an assumed full program roll out.”

 
 
I’m off to a session on engaging commercial property managers now, but this is top priority so I will
be monitoring my phone.  If you would like to speak with me please send me a quick message and I
will duck out of the session to take a call.
 
Cheers,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 20, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Importance: High
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
FYI. I suggest you review this most recent version of the DSM Plan report and Paul’s notes in his
email below rather than responding directly to the emails you were cc’d on earlier today.
 

file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings


If you have an feedback that requires a decision, please just send that to Sarah for her to make the
call and cc me. However, if you spot any obvious errors that require fixing please send that
feedback to Marbek and us.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which
doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.

c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t
working properly.

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
3.       We did the following:

a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s
earlier email to ~ $1m range

b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy
Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,
we will add the Societal Cost results.

 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Dikeos, John
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version (Fortis)
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 5:31:20 PM
Attachments: Fortis Exhibits, Current.xlsm

Hi Ramsay,
 
Thanks for all of your help, especially with the Continuous Optimization program.  This was a tough
nut to crack but I think that the inputs are defensible and the results are reasonable as well.  The
updated detailed results for all of the portfolios are attached.  As discussed, we’ll await your
updated caveat for the Continuous Optimization program.  In addition, let us know if you have any
other comments or suggestions for changes.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 5:26 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version (Fortis)
 
Sorry John,  this is taking a while… the TRC tool is not working for me.  Attached find the programs
database with C.Op modeled.  The FEI and FEVI GAS ONLY programs show how I had to set up
multiple measures.  Unfortunately I can’t tell if this is the most up to date version, and I’m
concerned about the measure lives used.  Will be able to confirm once I get a working TRC tool.
 
One other thing… the GAS only programs do not capture electricity benefits or costs.  I’ll have to
add those in…
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262
c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Ex 1 - Overall

		Indicator				Service Territory				Total

						FEI		FEVI

		Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)		2012		832,476		85,764		918,240

				2013		1,990,472		166,162		2,156,634

		NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)				14,639,579		1,325,457		15,965,036

		Utility Expenditures, Incentives ($1000s)		2012		22,174		3,439		25,614

				2013		22,174		3,447		25,621

				Total		44,348		6,886		51,234

		Utility Expenditures, 
Admin ($1000s)		2012		11,127		1,536		12,662

				2013		11,021		1,541		12,563

				Total		22,148		3,077		25,225

		Utility Expenditures, Total ($1000s)		2012		33,301		4,975		38,276

				2013		33,195		4,988		38,183

				Total		66,496		9,963		76,459

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		TRC		1.30		1.27		1.30

				Utility		2.11		1.35		1.99

				Participant		2.50		2.52		2.50

				RIM		0.60		0.53		0.59

				Societal		1.43		1.40		1.43



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 2 - Portfolios

		Portfolio and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Residential

				FEI		161,183		562,322		3,636,343		5,613		5,224		10,838		2,794		3,263		6,057		8,407		8,487		16,895		1.01		2.05		1.82		0.58		1.11

				FEVI		22,363		42,369		448,891		809		718		1,527		298		279		577		1,107		997		2,104		0.92		2.03		2.15		0.45		1.01

				Total		183,545		604,691		4,085,234		6,422		5,942		12,365		3,092		3,542		6,634		9,514		9,484		18,999		1.00		2.05		1.86		0.56		1.10

		High Carbon Fuel Switching

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.83

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.85

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.84

		Low Income

				FEI		27,169		54,338		393,473		2,752		2,752		5,504		1,698		1,698		3,395		4,450		4,450		8,899		0.54		0.40		1.96		0.27		0.59

				FEVI		3,019		6,038		44,708		306		306		612		214		214		427		519		519		1,039		0.52		0.39		2.34		0.24		0.57

				Total		30,188		60,376		438,181		3,058		3,058		6,116		1,911		1,911		3,822		4,969		4,969		9,938		0.54		0.40		2.00		0.27		0.59

		Commercial

				FEI		447,358		887,671		7,004,449		10,824		11,388		22,212		1,713		1,135		2,848		12,537		12,523		25,060		1.44		2.67		2.59		0.61		1.58

				FEVI		76,466		135,699		1,079,518		1,834		1,801		3,635		149		176		325		1,983		1,977		3,960		1.71		2.58		4.20		0.44		1.88

				Total		523,824		1,023,370		8,083,967		12,658		13,189		25,847		1,861		1,312		3,173		14,520		14,500		29,020		1.47		2.66		2.78		0.58		1.62

		Conservation, Education, and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,281		4,284		8,564		4,281		4,284		8,564		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		720		717		1,436		720		717		1,436		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,000		5,000		10,000		5,000		5,000		10,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Industrial

				FEI		172,758		402,486		2,879,123		1,840		1,840		3,679		258		258		516		2,098		2,098		4,195		3.73		6.49		5.34		0.78		4.10

		Innovative Technologies

				FEI		19,598		74,835		610,000		1,046		870		1,916		358		358		716		1,404		1,228		2,632		1.81		2.57		2.79		0.78		2.00

				FEVI		1,116		16,456		113,641		90		222		312		52		52		104		142		274		416		2.00		2.96		4.19		0.55		2.20

				Total		20,714		91,291		723,641		1,136		1,092		2,228		410		410		820		1,546		1,502		3,048		1.84		2.62		2.99		0.73		2.03

		ALL PORTFOLIOS

				FEI		832,476		1,990,472		14,639,579		22,174		22,174		44,348		11,127		11,021		22,148		33,301		33,195		66,496		1.30		2.11		2.50		0.60		1.43

				FEVI		85,764		166,162		1,325,457		3,439		3,447		6,886		1,536		1,541		3,077		4,975		4,988		9,963		1.27		1.35		2.52		0.53		1.40

				Total		918,240		2,156,634		15,965,036		25,614		25,621		51,234		12,662		12,563		25,225		38,276		38,183		76,459		1.30		1.99		2.50		0.59		1.43



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







Ex 3 - RES

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		DHW Heaters

				FEI		20,250		40,500		394,677		1,215		1,215		2,430		393		393		785		1,608		1,608		3,215		0.50		1.22		1.03		0.50		0.55

				FEVI		2,250		4,500		45,327		135		135		270		44		44		87		179		179		357		0.52		1.26		1.33		0.41		0.57

				Total		22,500		45,000		440,004		1,350		1,350		2,700		436		436		872		1,786		1,786		3,572		0.50		1.23		1.06		0.49		0.55

		EnerChoice Fireplaces

				FEI		22,599		35,154		327,467		875		486		1,361		347		266		612		1,221		752		1,973		2.37		1.36		8.69		0.52		2.61

				FEVI		5,301		8,246		79,069		205		114		319		82		63		144		287		177		463		2.44		1.39		11.39		0.42		2.68

				Total		27,900		43,400		406,535		1,080		600		1,680		428		328		756		1,508		928		2,436		2.38		1.36		8.96		0.51		2.61

		Envelope Retrofits (LiveSmart)

				FEI		84,240		168,480		1,797,316		2,147		2,147		4,293		576		576		1,152		2,723		2,723		5,445		1.62		3.05		2.88		0.64		1.78

				FEVI		9,360		18,720		207,221		239		239		477		64		64		128		303		303		605		1.68		3.17		3.85		0.49		1.85

				Total		93,600		187,200		2,004,538		2,385		2,385		4,770		640		640		1,280		3,025		3,025		6,050		1.62		3.06		2.97		0.62		1.79

		ENERGY STAR Appliances

				FEI		22,950		45,900		406,907		383		383		765		90		90		180		473		473		945		0.94		4.42		1.44		0.69		1.03

				FEVI		2,550		5,100		46,496		43		43		85		10		10		20		53		53		105		0.96		4.54		1.90		0.53		1.06

				Total		25,500		51,000		453,403		425		425		850		100		100		200		525		525		1,050		0.94		4.44		1.49		0.68		1.03

		Home EE Portal

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		90		90		180		90		90		180		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		10		20		10		10		20		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		100		100		200		100		100		200		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Customer Engagement

				FEI		0		250,000		449,635		0		0		0		500		1,050		1,550		500		1,050		1,550		2.82		2.82				0.62		3.10

		EGH80 & Beyond

				FEI		11,144		22,288		260,341		601		601		1,201		180		180		360		781		781		1,561		0.44		1.84		0.90		0.52		0.49

				FEVI		2,902		5,803		70,778		144		144		288		20		20		40		164		164		328		0.48		2.38		1.14		0.45		0.53

				Total		14,045		28,091		331,119		745		745		1,490		200		200		400		945		945		1,890		0.45		1.89		0.92		0.52		0.49

		Efficiency Partners

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		450		900		450		450		900		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		50		100		50		50		100		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		500		500		1,000		500		500		1,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		161,183		562,322		3,636,343		5,613		5,224		10,838		2,794		3,263		6,057		8,407		8,487		16,895		1.01		2.05		1.82		0.58		1.11

				FEVI		22,363		42,369		448,891		809		718		1,527		298		279		577		1,107		997		2,104		0.92		2.03		2.15		0.45		1.01

				Total		183,545		604,691		4,085,234		6,422		5,942		12,365		3,092		3,542		6,634		9,514		9,484		18,999		1.00		2.05		1.86		0.56		1.10



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 4 - Fuel Switching

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Switch N Shrink

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.83

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.85

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.84

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.83

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.85

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.84



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 5 - Low Income

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		REnEW (Energy Audit Training)

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		145		145		290		145		145		290		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		40		40		80		40		40		80		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		185		185		370		185		185		370		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ESK (Energy Savings Kits)

				FEI		14,164		28,328		172,845		165		165		329		135		135		270		300		300		599		3.29		2.16		7.80		0.60		3.61

				FEVI		1,574		3,148		19,539		18		18		37		16		16		32		34		34		69		3.22		2.13		10.54		0.46		3.55

				Total		15,738		31,476		192,385		183		183		366		151		151		302		334		334		668		3.28		2.16		8.07		0.58		3.61

		ECAP

				FEI		13,005		26,010		220,628		2,588		2,588		5,175		1,418		1,418		2,835		4,005		4,005		8,010		0.38		0.28		1.59		0.21		0.41

				FEVI		1,445		2,890		25,168		288		288		575		158		158		315		445		445		890		0.39		0.29		1.82		0.20		0.43

				Total		14,450		28,900		245,796		2,875		2,875		5,750		1,575		1,575		3,150		4,450		4,450		8,900		0.38		0.28		1.61		0.21		0.42

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		27,169		54,338		393,473		2,752		2,752		5,504		1,698		1,698		3,395		4,450		4,450		8,899		0.54		0.40		1.96		0.27		0.59

				FEVI		3,019		6,038		44,708		306		306		612		214		214		427		519		519		1,039		0.52		0.39		2.34		0.24		0.57

				Total		30,188		60,376		438,181		3,058		3,058		6,116		1,911		1,911		3,822		4,969		4,969		9,938		0.54		0.40		2.00		0.27		0.59



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 6 - COMM

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios												FEI		FEVI

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				90%		10%

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Efficient Boilers																																								Original Budget				Variance (%)

				FEI		99,145		207,058		2,205,531		2,537		2,762		5,298		124		234		358		2,660		2,995		5,656		1.71		3.61		2.57		0.72		1.88				2012		2013		2012		2013

				FEVI		11,367		23,244		257,112		290		304		594		14		26		40		304		330		634		1.78		3.75		3.97		0.48		1.96

				Total		110,512		230,302		2,462,644		2,827		3,066		5,892		138		260		397		2,965		3,325		6,290		1.71		3.63		2.71		0.69		1.89				2,750		3,000		7.8%		10.8%

		Light Boilers

				FEI		8,288		16,872		179,875		97		100		197		32		5		36		128		105		233		1.82		7.10		2.54		0.79		2.00

				FEVI		1,184		2,368		26,213		14		14		28		4		1		4		17		14		32		1.90		7.62		4.04		0.51		2.09

				Total		9,472		19,240		206,088		111		114		225		35		5		40		146		119		265		1.82		7.15		2.69		0.77		2.01				135		110		8.0%		8.4%

		Efficient Water Heaters

				FEI		7,031		14,062		113,502		174		174		349		26		26		51		200		200		400		1.33		2.87		2.13		0.68		1.46

				FEVI		1,157		2,314		19,143		29		29		57		5		5		9		33		33		66		1.36		2.91		3.21		0.46		1.49

				Total		8,188		16,376		132,645		203		203		406		30		30		60		233		233		466		1.33		2.88		2.23		0.65		1.47				150		150		55.3%		55.3%

		Energy Assessments

				FEI		55,632		55,632		107,441		143		143		285		45		45		90		188		188		375		2.25		1.66		5.16		0.54		2.47

				FEVI		18,544		18,544		35,896		48		48		95		15		15		30		63		63		125		2.25		1.66		7.78		0.38		2.48

				Total		74,176		74,176		143,336		190		190		380		60		60		120		250		250		500		2.25		1.66		5.42		0.53		2.47				250		250		0.0%		0.0%		OK

		Spray Valves

				FEI		2,961		5,922		24,923		43		43		86		3		3		5		45		45		91		2.67		2.38		4.43		0.63		2.93

				FEVI		333		666		2,834		5		5		10		0		0		1		5		5		10		2.70		2.40		6.58		0.43		2.97

				Total		3,294		6,588		27,758		48		48		95		3		3		6		51		51		101		2.67		2.38		4.64		0.61		2.94				50		50		1.2%		1.2%		OK

		Custom Design

				FEI		122,464		218,647		2,024,865		4,262		3,326		7,588		954		375		1,328		5,216		3,700		8,916		1.74		2.21		3.11		0.63		1.92

				FEVI		32,061		58,342		555,991		1,109		937		2,045		58		85		143		1,167		1,022		2,189		1.92		2.48		4.62		0.45		2.11

				Total		154,525		276,989		2,580,857		5,371		4,262		9,633		1,012		460		1,472		6,383		4,722		11,105		1.76		2.24		3.26		0.61		1.94				6,500		6,500		1.8%		27.3%

		Continuous Optimization

				FEI		103,635		236,880		1,438,891		1,760		2,453		4,213		216		239		455		1,976		2,692		4,668		0.98		3.19		2.18		0.47		1.08

				FEVI		4,230		9,870		60,979		72		104		176		14		16		30		86		120		206		0.98		3.06		2.94		0.35		1.08

				Total		107,865		246,750		1,499,870		1,832		2,557		4,389		230		255		485		2,062		2,812		4,874		0.98		3.17		2.25		0.46		1.08				1,950		2,650		5.7%		6.1%

		Commercial Kitchen

				FEI		1,404		3,300		26,498		60		81		141		2		2		5		62		83		146		1.09		1.85		1.90		0.60		1.20

				FEVI		140		351		2,885		6		9		15		2		2		3		8		11		18		1.03		1.72		2.76		0.41		1.13

				Total		1,545		3,651		29,383		66		90		156		4		4		8		70		94		164		1.08		1.84		1.99		0.58		1.19				75		100		6.8%		6.1%

		MURBs

				FEI		19,800		50,400		210,495		371		574		945		28		28		56		399		602		1,001		2.07		1.89		3.64		0.59		2.28

				FEVI		4,950		12,150		51,390		93		135		228		7		7		14		100		142		242		2.09		1.90		5.30		0.41		2.30

				Total		24,750		62,550		261,886		464		709		1,173		35		35		70		499		744		1,243		2.07		1.89		3.81		0.57		2.28				500		750		0.2%		0.8%

		Process Heat

				FEI		26,250		52,500		560,061		525		525		1,050		14		14		27		539		539		1,077		2.11		4.69		3.02		0.75		2.32

				FEVI		2,500		5,000		55,348		50		50		100		2		2		3		52		52		103		2.19		4.84		4.71		0.49		2.41

				Total		28,750		57,500		615,409		575		575		1,150		15		15		30		590		590		1,180		2.12		4.70		3.19		0.73		2.33				500		500		18.0%		18.0%

		Fireplace Timers

				FEI		0		25,650		104,109		0		428		428		68		23		90		68		450		518		2.07		2.09		4.00		0.62		2.28

				FEVI		0		2,850		11,726		0		48		48		8		3		10		8		50		58		2.09		2.11		5.89		0.43		2.30

				Total		0		28,500		115,835		0		475		475		75		25		100		75		500		575		2.07		2.09		4.19		0.60		2.28				75		500		0.0%		0.0%		OK

		Radiant Tube Heaters

				FEI		748		748		8,258		12		0		12		8		0		8		20		0		20		3.71		4.45		7.71		0.74		4.08				20		0		0.5%		0.0%		OK

		Energy Specialists

				FEI		0		0		0		840		780		1,620		195		144		339		1,035		924		1,959		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		120		120		240		22		16		38		142		136		278		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		960		900		1,860		217		160		377		1,177		1,060		2,237		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00				2,802		3,370		58.0%		68.5%

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		447,358		887,671		7,004,449		10,824		11,388		22,212		1,713		1,135		2,848		12,537		12,523		25,060		1.44		2.67		2.59		0.61		1.58

				FEVI		76,466		135,699		1,079,518		1,834		1,801		3,635		149		176		325		1,983		1,977		3,960		1.71		2.58		4.20		0.44		1.88

				Total		523,824		1,023,370		8,083,967		12,658		13,189		25,847		1,861		1,312		3,173		14,520		14,500		29,020		1.47		2.66		2.78		0.58		1.62				15,757		17,930		7.9%		19.1%



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







Ex 7 - CEO

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Residential Mass Media

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		590		590		1,179		590		590		1,179		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		131		66		66		131		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		655		655		1,310		655		655		1,310		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Residential Home Shows and Community Events

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		639		320		320		639		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		76		76		151		76		76		151		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		395		395		790		395		395		790		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		CHBA Sponsorship and Support

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		153		153		306		153		153		306		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		17		17		34		17		17		34		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		170		340		170		170		340		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Residential Outreach Education Tools

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		200		400		200		200		400		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Sports Partnerships

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		688		688		1,376		688		688		1,376		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		324		162		162		324		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		850		850		1,700		850		850		1,700		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		405		423		828		405		423		828		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		45		47		92		45		47		92		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		470		920		450		470		920		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Municipal Partnerships - Other

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		135		144		279		135		144		279		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		16		31		15		16		31		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		150		160		310		150		160		310		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		63		63		126		63		63		126		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		7		14		7		7		14		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		70		70		140		70		70		140		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Small Commercial Education and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		80		80		160		80		80		160		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		100		100		200		100		100		200		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Commercial Trade Shows and Partnerships

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		130		130		259		130		130		259		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		31		31		61		31		31		61		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		160		320		160		160		320		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Commercial Multi-Family

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		297		297		594		297		297		594		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		33		66		33		33		66		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		330		330		660		330		330		660		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		216		416		200		216		416		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		54		104		50		54		104		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		250		270		520		250		270		520		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		200		400		200		200		400		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		216		216		432		216		216		432		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		54		54		108		54		54		108		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		270		270		540		270		270		540		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		40		0		40		40		0		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		0		10		10		0		10		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		0		50		50		0		50		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		K-12 School Programs

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		227		227		454		227		227		454		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		53		53		106		53		53		106		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		280		280		560		280		280		560		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Low Flow Kits (K-12 School Programs)

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		216		216		432		216		216		432		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		24		24		48		24		24		48		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		480		240		240		480		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Post-Secondary School Programs

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		324		162		162		324		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		18		18		36		18		18		36		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,281		4,284		8,564		4,281		4,284		8,564		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		720		717		1,436		720		717		1,436		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,000		5,000		10,000		5,000		5,000		10,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 8 - IND

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Technology Retrofit

				FEI		181,468		362,936		2,689,407		1,487		1,487		2,974		223		223		446		1,710		1,710		3,420		3.90		7.47		5.51		0.79		4.29

		Energy Analysis and Audit

				FEI		0		56,970		393,198		353		353		705		35		35		70		388		388		775		2.78		4.86		4.02		0.75		3.05

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		172,758		402,486		2,879,123		1,840		1,840		3,679		258		258		516		2,098		2,098		4,195		3.73		6.49		5.34		0.78		4.10



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 9 - Innovative Tech

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		Thermal Curtain Pilot

				FEI		6,990		20,970		191,080		131		261		392		51		51		101		181		312		493		1.98		4.28		3.09		0.74		2.18

				FEVI		0		6,990		64,190		0		131		131		17		17		34		17		148		164		2.05		4.43		4.82		0.49		2.26

				Total		6,990		27,960		255,270		131		392		523		68		68		135		198		460		658		1.99		4.30		3.26		0.71		2.18

		Solar Air Heating Pilot

				FEI		2,564		6,410		78,404		105		158		263		93		93		185		198		250		448		1.31		2.09		2.78		0.63		1.44

		Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

				FEI		10,044		10,044		74,438		810		0		810		77		77		153		887		77		963		1.17		0.77		1.47		0.85		1.29

				FEVI		1,116		1,116		8,427		90		0		90		9		9		17		99		9		107		1.20		0.79		1.82		0.70		1.32

				Total		11,160		11,160		82,866		900		0		900		85		85		170		985		85		1,070		1.18		0.77		1.51		0.83		1.29

		Condensing MUA Units Pilot

				FEI		0		1,444		12,842		0		6		6		24		24		48		24		30		54		2.46		2.64		18.44		0.67		2.71

				FEVI		0		361		3,315		0		2		2		6		6		12		6		8		14		2.54		2.73		29.76		0.46		2.79

				Total		0		1,805		16,157		0		8		8		30		30		60		30		38		68		2.47		2.65		19.57		0.65		2.72

		Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

				FEI		0		19,050		77,320		0		75		75		23		23		45		23		98		120		6.98		6.67		8.73		1.04		7.68

				FEVI		0		6,350		26,127		0		25		25		8		8		15		8		33		40		7.07		6.73		12.72		0.73		7.77

				Total		0		25,400		103,448		0		100		100		30		30		60		30		130		160		6.99		6.67		9.13		1.01		7.69

		Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

				FEI		0		4,917		33,936		0		195		195		39		39		79		39		234		274		0.79		1.36		1.64		0.54		0.86

				FEVI		0		1,639		11,581		0		65		65		13		13		26		13		78		91		0.80		1.38		2.36		0.39		0.89

				Total		0		6,556		45,518		0		260		260		53		53		105		53		313		365		0.79		1.36		1.71		0.52		0.87

		Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

				FEI		0		12,000		141,979		0		175		175		53		53		105		53		228		280		3.61		6.22		6.74		0.77		3.97

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		19,598		74,835		610,000		1,046		870		1,916		358		358		716		1,404		1,228		2,632		1.81		2.57		2.79		0.78		2.00

				FEVI		1,116		16,456		113,641		90		222		312		52		52		104		142		274		416		2.00		2.96		4.19		0.55		2.20

				Total		20,714		91,291		723,641		1,136		1,092		2,228		410		410		820		1,546		1,502		3,048		1.84		2.62		2.99		0.73		2.03



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 12:28 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version (Fortis)
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
We’re incorporating the text changes, as these are quite easy to make.  I’ve also started making
some changes to the program inputs in the model, as per your comments.  Please see below for
some comments.  It may be a good idea for us to chat over the phone.  Let me know when you’re
available and I’ll give you a call.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Cook, Ramsay [mailto:Ramsay.Cook@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi All,
 
I’ve looked through the commercial section and in general it’s good, but I do have several
comments below, and I hope the changes can be accommodated:
 
Commercial Custom Design Program:

1.       I notice in the report that the incremental measure cost for retrofit projects is listed as
$83,598, while the incentive is $171,700.  Please note that the $83K is the participant cost,
not the incremental measure cost.  The incremental measure cost should be $171,700
(incentive) + $83,598 (participant cost) = $255,298 (Incremental measure cost).  I hope that
this is only in the report and that you don’t have to go back into the model. 

 
[JD] Ok, I’ve adjusted in the incremental measure cost to $255,298.  Can you confirm that all of the
incremental costs that you’ve given us represent the measure cost rather than the participant
cost?  An updated version of the inputs is attached.  You’ll notice  that cell J20 shows an
incremental cost for the Light Commercial Boiler Program that is lower than the incentive amount.
 
Continuous Optimization Program

1.       Paula and I adjusted the GJ savings per participant to suit the expected values in each of
the forecast years.  I would like to confirm that the cash flows are also representative of
the expected amounts in 2012/2013.  If you have inputted the total incentive amount of
$1.8 M  for 2012, and $2.5 M  for 2013, then the model is correct.  If on the other hand the
average total incentive amount per participant of roughly $23 K has been used the model is

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


likely not correct, as the $23K includes incentive amounts which are paid after 2012/2013. 
Please let me know.  If revisions must be made I can assist with the changes should you
have any difficulties… I had to model the whole program in the new TRC tool; it was not
easy to do under time pressure constraints, but once you figure it out it’s not that hard!

 
[JD] I think we’ll need to discuss this one over the phone.  We are using the $23K incentive amount,
with numbers of participants that roughly add up to the $1.8M and $2.5M targets.
 
MURB Program 

1.       Under the  program description  could we please add “NOTE:  In the first two years of
operation ESMs are currently expected to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators
and shower heads.  Additional measure will be included as additional business cases are
developed.”

 
2.       I’ve looked at the TRC, and it is too high.  This one is my fault… I slipped a decimal in the

per suite savings.  It should be 4 GJ/yr per suite, or 450 GJ per building, as opposed to 40
and 4500.  Not sure how I managed that, as I usually figure a MURB residence uses no more
that 60 to 70 GJ /year total!  Lowering these savings will have a significant impact on the
TRC, but I think it should still remain positive.  I was however super conservative with the
measure costs, and taking some more time to look into all the details I’m very confident
that we can use ½ the cost I included in my original spreadsheets.  Making this change
necessarily means that the number of participants needs to double in order to maintain the
same budgeted total incentive expenditure.  My sincere apologies for this, but this one
should be updated. 

 
[JD] Ok, I’ve adjusted the per unit savings, as well as the measure cost, incentive amount, and
participant numbers.  The budget for this program has remained roughly at the same amount.
 
Process Heat Program:

1.       Free rider rate – can we please indicate “Assumed”
 
Fire Place Timers Pilot Program

1.       Can we please add “Note: There are no participants in 2012, as pilot is closed and the
results are being evaluated.  2013 number based on an assumed full program roll out.”

 
 
I’m off to a session on engaging commercial property managers now, but this is top priority so I will
be monitoring my phone.  If you would like to speak with me please send me a quick message and I
will duck out of the session to take a call.
 
Cheers,
 
RAMSAY A. COOK, MBA, P.Eng
EEC Program Manager - Commercial Buildings
FortisBC Energy
t: 604.592.8262



c: 604.916.5319
f: 604.592.7618

www.fortisbc.com/businesssoffers
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to
ramsay.cook@fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly.  For more information on
FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com.
 
Reduce your impact. Think before you print.

 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: September 20, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Cook, Ramsay
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Importance: High
 
Hi Ramsay,
 
FYI. I suggest you review this most recent version of the DSM Plan report and Paul’s notes in his
email below rather than responding directly to the emails you were cc’d on earlier today.
 
If you have an feedback that requires a decision, please just send that to Sarah for her to make the
call and cc me. However, if you spot any obvious errors that require fixing please send that
feedback to Marbek and us.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version

file:////c/www.fortisbc.com/energysavings
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Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which
doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.

c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t
working properly.
 

3.       We did the following:
a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s

earlier email to ~ $1m range
b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy

Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,
we will add the Societal Cost results.

 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 



 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: FW: 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 1:45:48 PM
Attachments: 4345C988-8EEF-4A0F-9CE8-ACC239A186E8[5].png

Hi Colin,

I am working on this request on your behalf right now.  I have asked for permission from two other 
utilities to share copies of their internal program planning documents.  I hope to be able to release them 
to you a little bit later today or first thing tomorrow morning (my time).

If I cannot secure permission to release the documents, I will work to develop a high-level generic 
template for you to use, but you would not have it in your hands until you came into the office tomorrow 
morning.

Feel free to contact me with any questions.  Paul and I are meeting on Thursday to discuss the second 
half of your request.

Sincerely,

Bryan

BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Tue, 30 Aug 2011 21:24:25 -0400
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Cc: Greg Mcguire <mcguire@marbek.ca>, Martin Adelaar <adelaar@marbek.ca>
Subject: Fwd: 2012/13 DSM Plan

Bryan. Pls see email below.

Thx
Paul

Paul Robillard
613-406-3304

mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Sent from Samsung mobile

"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:

Hi Paul,
 
I just talked to Sarah and before we send you any background info on our proposed 2012/13 DSM 
spend, could you send us a suggested template for listing our proposed 2012/13 programs? We’re 
hoping that you have something that you’ve worked off of before with other utility funding 
requests or, if not, we were hoping that you could make something up quickly for us. We would 
like to use that as a starting point to then provide to our program managers and ask them to fill it 
out. We would then have you (ICF Marbek) consolidate it all and provide input on additional 
programs.
 
It would be great if you (or someone from your office) could provide this to me tomorrow 
(Wednesday). Otherwise, we may struggle to meet our timeline given the input required from our 
program managers.
 
Also, please confirm that you can take this project on and provide a ballpark cost if you could.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings 
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard 
drive. Thank you.
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: Alionis, Chris; Carey, Leanne; Chia, Jenny; Collins, Samantha; Cook, Ramsay; Georgy, Ned; Hameluck, Jenelle;

John, Benjamin; Kobialko, Jim; Kok, Hakan; Lego, Gina; Lengle, Gary; Lunde, Allison; Norman, Colin; Peng,
Jady; Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Ringdahl, Beth; Sewak, Monika; Thomson, Shelley

Cc: "paulr@marbek.ca"; Jack Habart; Bennett, David A; Ross, Ken; Hill, Shawn; Bystrom, Chris
Subject: 2012/2013 DSM Plan
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 4:42:48 PM

As discussed, we have asked ICF Marbek to develop a DSM plan for us for 2012/2013 to
support the RRA funding ask.  In the next day or so, you will receive a template into which
you will be asked to load any known program information for the 2012/2013 time frame,
by program.  I know that all of you have existing programs that will be rolling over, and I
am guessing that many of you have ideas as to additional programs that you’d like to run. 
I’d like for you all to start thinking please about what your program plans and budgets
might look like for 2012/2013, and you’ll receive a template from which to work to provide
information to Marbek tomorrow.  Marbek will be consolidating all that they receive, and

providing input on additional programs between now and September 16th, which is when
we have asked that they have their work completed.

Mr. Colin Norman, Esq., will be leading this work on our end, so if he asks you for a piece
of information related to the 2012/2013 DSM plan, please make this a priority.

I thank you all for your hard work on this in advance.

Sarah Smith

Manager, Energy Efficiency and Conservation

604-592-7528

Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now
FortisBC.

For great tips on saving both natural gas and electricity, go to our website at
fortisbc.com.
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: Re: 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 6:26:21 PM

Colin

ICF Marbek will definitely take this on.

Re template.....I am in meetings all day Wed and am in travel mode all day Thur.

I will try to connect with my office but realistically will be unlikely before I return.

Paul

Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile

"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:

Hi Paul,
 
I just talked to Sarah and before we send you any background info on our proposed 2012/13 DSM
spend, could you send us a suggested template for listing our proposed 2012/13 programs? We’re
hoping that you have something that you’ve worked off of before with other utility funding
requests or, if not, we were hoping that you could make something up quickly for us. We would
like to use that as a starting point to then provide to our program managers and ask them to fill it
out. We would then have you (ICF Marbek) consolidate it all and provide input on additional
programs.
 
It would be great if you (or someone from your office) could provide this to me tomorrow
(Wednesday). Otherwise, we may struggle to meet our timeline given the input required from our
program managers.
 
Also, please confirm that you can take this project on and provide a ballpark cost if you could.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Thursday, September 01, 2011 7:57:37 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Program Business Case.docx
FinalDesignv3.0_Mar142011.doc

Hi Colin,
 
I’ve attached two Program Business Planning Templates, one from the OPA, and one from
SaskPower.  Both are detailed program design templates, which are probably a bit of overkill for
what you are trying to do basd on your last e-mail.  In any case, you may want to look at the areas
described in the template to supplement your summary-level spreadsheet with some of the
additional considerations.
 
On first glance, your summary sheet looks good to provide a high-level picture of the portfolio. 
You may consider adding Market Characteristics (3 sentences summarizing key market barriers and
structure), program type (Resource Acquisition, Market Transformation, Capability Development),
Key Chanel Partners, EM&V methodology and Data sources etc. among possible others.
 
Anyway, have a look at the templates and we can discuss further.  I hope to meet with Paul
Robillard later today to debrief with him on some of your needs as well.
 
Sincerely,
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile & SMS
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From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Bryan,
 
Thanks for email. I decided to take a shot at putting together my own template. See attached and
let me know what you think. As a first step, we were thinking of getting our program managers to
fill out this template and then run it by you (Marbek) to help supplement and/or edit the

mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Executive Summary

Summary of the key conclusions and points of specific sections from within the business plan with one to two summary paragraphs under each

[NTD: We have received comments that require developing a standard approach to preparing an executive summary.  We will be developing guidelines with respect to a standard approach to the contents of the executive summary, which will be circulated as soon as possible.]

Mandate

1-2 paragraphs referring to the authority under which the program will be developed under.

[NTD: standard text will be provided for this section.] 



Policy Considerations

Directives to be issued to XXX  in support of [government policy and direction],

Background

Briefly describe program history.  In addition, explain the relationships between programs and why we need to redesign the programs.



Program Vision

Efficient, Integrated and Smart (definition as per Long-term Plan)

[NTD: standard text will be provided for this section.] 



Program Objective

Situation Analysis

Program Historical Performance (Program Evaluation Based on EM&V)

This section should contain all of the existing program performance and relevant learning from sources such as EM&V evaluations and portfolio historical performance analysis, including relevant completed pilot activity.  

Communicate historical savings on an annual basis in a table.



Program Jurisdictional Scan (Similar markets and others for reference)

Seek information about programs in similar jurisdictions.  This should cover several aspects of the program such as types of end-uses targeted, measures offered, length of time in market, capability building initiatives as well as delivery models, Key Performance Indicators, etc.  

Communicate information in a table format.



Market Research and Key Trends

The following analysis should be a summary of the market research performed in the preparation of the design of the program:



· Market segmentation that is typically used by the sector to classify between different categories of end-users within the sector as well as any relevant geographical considerations

· Market size 

· Economic conditions past, present, future and relative importance of electricity energy use in the sector

· Corporate structures & consolidations

· Technological shifts

· Regulatory developments

· Market penetration of energy efficiency measures in the sector

· Best practices in energy efficiency in the sector

· Consumer Behaviour

· Awareness

· Retailing trends (where applicable)

· Other

Existing Program Delivery Capability

Describe current market capability that is delivering the current program and provide an assessment if it is sufficient to achieve program penetration targets.  If not, actions that should be taken to build this market capability.  Also, consideration of existing market capabilities in terms of upstream, midstream and downstream requirements.  



Market Barriers

Address market barriers including:

· Financial

· Economic drivers in the sector

· Ability to meet internal economic hurdle rates for energy efficiency measures

· Access to Capital



· End-user capability

· Priority of electricity energy efficiency in the sector

· Access to capable personnel and resources



· Other (e.g.)

· Inertial resistance to change

· Regulatory uncertainty

· Political uncertainty

· Electricity market failure



Stakeholder input

Have any stakeholder sessions been run that would inform the program development and if so what in summary were the outcomes.  Who are the stakeholders?  How will stakeholder input be relevant to the Go to Market Strategy?  How was stakeholder input addressed?



Relevant Targets

Include program-level projections of kW and kWh that underpin targets (program-level projections should be an aggregation of applicable initiative-level projections, which are based on measure-level projections).  Include any other relevant directives/targets.



Savings Potential (4 Years: 2011-2014)

Use the [regulatory filing] along with other conservation potential studies that were undertaken and are referenced in the filing.  This potential should be by end use.  

Program design should be to capture the end-use potential.  This section should provide a good understanding of the target end uses.  



Measure Options to Meet Savings Potential

This section should describe measures and/or technologies that would be used to achieve savings and rationale for their selection.  Explain how these technologies contribute to market transformation objectives.  Measures should align with end-uses that have the greatest conservation potential.

Business Opportunity

Referring to the situation analysis, discuss how these factors align to give a clear and direct business opportunity.  The business opportunity should address identified market needs.  



This section and the following sections should be developed based on customer segmentation and aggregated at the program level.



Program Design

Structure

Develop a program logic model, which summarizes the program design theory.

Give a specific description of the exact tactics (incentives, training & awareness, marketing, measures) that will be used.

 

Value Proposition



VALUE PROPOSITIONS – essential to understand how the program is to be marketed and to verify incentive levels



· There needs to be an analysis of what this program means to the customer.  This can be broken into technical and non technical value propositions



· Technical would be all of the elements of the Participant Cost Test – incremental cost of the equipment, bill savings and incentives; in addition consideration of payback period.



· Non Technical – how will the product help the customer improve lifestyle or other values such as enhanced customer comfort, green attributes, ability to capitalize on time-of-use rates/load shifting, etc.



Demonstrate consideration of market research for program design optimization.



Market Transformation Strategy

This section should describe market transformation objectives that the program is to achieve including Key Performance Indicators such as energy intensity.  Refer to long term plan document to write this section. 

Enabling Initiatives

This section should discuss in detail all of the enabling initiatives including marketing, training, education, capability building and/or others as necessary to drive penetration.  A comprehensive plan, which reflects market research considerations, should be developed for each of these areas.



This section should describe capability building objectives that the program is to achieve including Key Performance Indicators and other performance metrics.  Use capability building plan to write this section.

Operational Considerations

This section should consider operational aspects of the program such as program delivery responsibilities including responsibilities of service providers if applicable.  Outline the impact this program will have on any current infrastructure or informational systems. 



Are new systems required as a result of this program? How does this program impact other programs/ stakeholders?

Personally identifiable customer information is needed by XXX and our service providers.  For example, measurement and verification service providers will need this type of information.  In addition, this type of information is needed with respect to financial verification and audit purposes, assessing environmental impact or for determining environmental attributes.  If so, describe the manner of collection and type of information to be collected. Describe the purpose that the XXX or its service providers will use this information?) Any customer data collected needs to be justified in accordance with privacy commissioner requirements (i.e., collect only that information required for immediate purpose; only those that require access to that information have access to it).

Provide details of information or data that the XXX needs from the program manager: 

• During program implementation;

• Following completion of program

• Other

Does the XXX need to share information collected in the program with third parties? If so, how and when?

What will be monitored for compliance purposes? E.g. quality assurance/quality control,  progress towards target, disposal of equipment, customer eligibility, appropriate expenses.

Is a compliance checklist required form payment purposes?

Define Quality Assurance /Quality Control policy, methodology and requirements for the program.

Program Rules (Customer) 

This section should detail all of the program rules that are necessary to have the program in market.  For example, program rules include the following:

· Customer participation rules such as eligibility

· Any other program rules as required



Program Management Rules (LDC and Service Providers) 

This section should detail all of the program rules that are necessary with respect to program management including: 

· Program Manager and/or Program Delivery Agent rules such as invoicing, settlement requirements and procedures.



Incentive Analysis

Incentive Options

What level of incentives is required to stimulate market penetration?  Assess payback period and Participant Cost Test. Demonstrate consideration of market research in the determination of incentive levels.

Selected Incentive Option

Rationale for selected option

Delivery Analysis

Delivery Options

Discussion of the implementation/delivery options and alternatives considered (e.g., consider centralized vs. decentralized vs. other).  A recommendation of the most desirable delivery channels/agents/approach should be made.   



CHANNEL AND INFLUENCER ANALYSIS – to understand the channels and ensure program is targeting correct points in the value chains and selecting best type of program manager



a.       An analysis of the value chain and key influencers (how they add value)



b.       Discussion of how to leverage each (would allow us to develop multi channel strategies that would strengthen programs)



Selected Delivery Option

Provide rationale for selected option.



Target Market and Program Projections

Based on the target market that emerges out of the previous analyses, the program is projected to achieve the following:



a. Net and gross MW (incremental, annual and cumulative)

b. Net and gross MWh (incremental annual and cumulative)

c. # of measures and/or projects

d. # participants

e. Other resource savings e.g. natural gas, water, propane, heating oil

f. Avoided GHG Emissions

g. Direct green jobs created

h. Degree of market awareness

i. Degree of market capability

A base case estimate should be developed for each year of the expected program life.  Use the XXX Planning Tool to develop projections.



Key Assumptions

A discussion of assumptions made in the design of the program that can have material impact on the forecast of achievable market penetration, the budget, and the cost effectiveness tests.



Cost Effectiveness Analysis

Incremental Equipment Costs

Summarize by measure



Incentive Costs

Summarize by measure



Program Costs

Summarized fixed and variable program costs.  

Consider contingency costs.



Cost Effectiveness Test Projections 

Use the Conservation Program Resource Planning Tool to project results for TRC Test, PAC Test and Levelized delivery costs.  Individual measures, groups of measures, measures targeted at specific consumer groups or enabling initiatives need not be cost effective on a stand-alone basis, but it is necessary to demonstrate that the program as a whole passes the TRC and PAC Test.   



Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis addresses a best case and worst case impact that variations in key assumptions could have on the program resource savings (energy and demand), budget and cost effectiveness tests.  At a minimum, the sensitivity analysis should discuss best and worst case scenarios for:



1. Participation level

2. Incentive level

3. Enabling initiatives



Risk Mitigation Analysis

Risk associated with implementing the program and mitigation plan: Identify any potential risks associated with the program and how they will be mitigated.



















Risks

Table 1 - Risk Analysis Matrix

		

		Issue

		Likelihood of a negative impact (L/M/H)

		Significance of impact if does occur (L/M/H)



		1. Key Risk Element 1

		 

		

		



		2. Key Risk Element 2

		 

		

		



		3. Key Risk Element 3

		

		

		



		4. Key Risk Element 4

		

		

		



		5. Key Risk Element 5

		

		

		



		6. Key Risk Element 6

		

		

		








Mitigation







		

		







For each risk with a rating of M or H, discuss a mitigation strategy.  Finally, assign an overall risk-rating in the opinion of the program designer of Low, Medium-Low, Medium, Medium-High, High with a discussion as to why this was arrived at.
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Go to Market Strategy (Program Implementation

Steps to put the program design in market by XXX

All steps necessary to satisfy XXX and LDC requirements.

Other Requirements

E.g. IT, Finance and Legal

Budget

Presentation of the base case budget – the expected costs under predicted conditions if the program is executed as planned.  

Evaluation, Measurement and Verification Plan

This section should have a detailed EM&V Plan.

Future Program Development

Discuss a vision for the development of the program over a number of years.  This would drive enhanced thinking on research needs, channel development, piloting needs, end use, research, design and development needs etc.
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Document Purpose

The purpose of this document is to give management a formal document to approve the final design of the offering.   

· If a development partner has been hired to develop the offering then they should use this template to document their final report.   If they have additional information to add, they can add additional sections.  


· If this has been developed internally then the Program Leader will need to complete this for management’s approval.  

1.0 Offering Summary

Purpose of the Offering Summary:


The reason for writing the Offering Summary is to provide a concise summary of the key highlights of the final design.  The reader should be able to understand what the offering is about, and the final design of the offering.  


2.0 Objectives

Outlines what the program offering will accomplish, in clear and measurable terms within a specified time frame.  These objectives can be used in a post-implementation review to review and assess the success of the program.  Objectives should be focused on goals, not operations, and on outputs, not production.


Examples of objectives include:


Reduce …….by such and such a date.


3.0 Delivery Mechanism

The delivery mechanism section needs to provide a clear description of how the offering will be delivered.  If applicable this should also include a summary of how rural customers would be able to participate.  Indicate if there are any special days during the offering i.e.) days were there may be in-store demos, or in-store staff.

Examples of delivery mechanisms:


· Through retailers

·  Indicating approximately how many retailers if known 

· Particular chains you want to participate. 

· Through distributors

· Installers

· SaskPower Business Managers, etc.


4.0 Financial Costs and Benefits


Sample Costing Template for each Viable Alternative:


		Costs:

		Year 0

		Year 1

		Year 2

		Year 3

		Year 4

		Year 5

		Year 6

		Year 7

		Year 8

		Year 9

		Year 10

		Lifecycle Offering



		Administration

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Marketing

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Consultants/Mgmt Fees

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Evaluation/M&V

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Research

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Other

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Utility Incentive

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		Total Costs of Alternative 1

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$

		$



		FTE’s (%)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





		Benefits/Year:

		Year 0

		Year 1

		Year 2

		Year 3

		Year 4

		Year 5

		Year 6

		Year 7

		Year 8

		Year 9

		Year 10

		Lifecycle Offering



		MWh Savings (net)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		MW Savings (net)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





		Economic Tests:

		Ratio

		Cost/kWh



		TRC

		

		$



		RIM

		

		$



		Utility Cost

		

		$



		Participant Cost

		

		$





5.0 Timing

The timing should indicate the launch date of the program and the duration of the program.  

6.0 Legal Requirements

This section should indicate if there are any legal requirements for the delivery mechanism chosen.  I.e.) if the program is done through distributors, legal contract will need to be executed.  

7.0 Administrative and Management

Describe any administrative and management roles.  All roles should be fully described for the delivery agent, consultant, third parties and the Program Leader.  


I.e.) for the 2010 Fridge program the Delivery Agent will be hiring a Recycler to administer the program.  Administration includes handling customer calls, tracking of pickups, ect.  The Delivery Agent will ensure the delivery of the program is on track and receive regular reporting from the Recycler.  The Program Leader will be responsible for the management of the offering and will receive regular reporting from the Delivery Agent. 

8.0 Appendix

Attach the Market Analysis as an appendix

FinalDesignv1.0_June162010.doc
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information where appropriate.
 
It would be great though to see your high-level generic template and any other utility examples you
are able to share. I think we’ll need to work together to determine the best approach to take given
the information available on our 2012/13 DSM programs.
 
Regards,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: FW: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Colin,
 
I am working on this request on your behalf right now.  I have asked for permission from two other
utilities to share copies of their internal program planning documents.  I hope to be able to release them
to you a little bit later today or first thing tomorrow morning (my time).
 
If I cannot secure permission to release the documents, I will work to develop a high-level generic
template for you to use, but you would not have it in your hands until you came into the office tomorrow
morning.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.  Paul and I are meeting on Thursday to discuss the second
half of your request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile
& SMS

 

mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Tue, 30 Aug 2011 21:24:25 -0400
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Cc: Greg Mcguire <mcguire@marbek.ca>, Martin Adelaar <adelaar@marbek.ca>
Subject: Fwd: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Bryan. Pls see email below.
 
Thx
Paul
 
Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile
 
"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:
 
Hi Paul,
 
I just talked to Sarah and before we send you any background info on our proposed 2012/13 DSM
spend, could you send us a suggested template for listing our proposed 2012/13 programs? We’re
hoping that you have something that you’ve worked off of before with other utility funding
requests or, if not, we were hoping that you could make something up quickly for us. We would
like to use that as a starting point to then provide to our program managers and ask them to fill it
out. We would then have you (ICF Marbek) consolidate it all and provide input on additional
programs.
 
It would be great if you (or someone from your office) could provide this to me tomorrow
(Wednesday). Otherwise, we may struggle to meet our timeline given the input required from our
program managers.
 
Also, please confirm that you can take this project on and provide a ballpark cost if you could.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:mcguire@marbek.ca
mailto:adelaar@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com


 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:02:16 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Okay Colin,
 
That sounds like a reasonable approach.  Once you are ready to send the template over, perhaps
we can have a conference call and coordinate our approach.  I have good availability next
Wednesday and Friday, and some time on Thursday.
 
Sincerely,
 
Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile & SMS
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From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 12:25 PM
To: Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Bryan,
 
Thanks for sending this. I agree that these program planning templates are too detailed for what
we need and, given our short timeline, capable of producing. These are good references though.
 
I sent the template I produced to our program managers yesterday. I asked them to fill it out to the
best of their abilities and return it to me no later than next Wednesday (Sept. 7). I will then
consolidate all of their programs into one file and send it to you. Our hope is that you could then
help fill in the gaps for the programs listed that are not yet fully developed and provide any edits
that you think would be appropriate.
 
Let me know if that plan sounds good to you or if you would recommend a different approach.
 
Thanks,

mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/



 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 1, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Colin,
 
I’ve attached two Program Business Planning Templates, one from the OPA, and one from
SaskPower.  Both are detailed program design templates, which are probably a bit of overkill for
what you are trying to do basd on your last e-mail.  In any case, you may want to look at the areas
described in the template to supplement your summary-level spreadsheet with some of the
additional considerations.
 
On first glance, your summary sheet looks good to provide a high-level picture of the portfolio. 
You may consider adding Market Characteristics (3 sentences summarizing key market barriers and
structure), program type (Resource Acquisition, Market Transformation, Capability Development),
Key Chanel Partners, EM&V methodology and Data sources etc. among possible others.
 
Anyway, have a look at the templates and we can discuss further.  I hope to meet with Paul
Robillard later today to debrief with him on some of your needs as well.
 
Sincerely,
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile & SMS
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From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 5:16 PM

mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


To: Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Bryan,
 
Thanks for email. I decided to take a shot at putting together my own template. See attached and
let me know what you think. As a first step, we were thinking of getting our program managers to
fill out this template and then run it by you (Marbek) to help supplement and/or edit the
information where appropriate.
 
It would be great though to see your high-level generic template and any other utility examples you
are able to share. I think we’ll need to work together to determine the best approach to take given
the information available on our 2012/13 DSM programs.
 
Regards,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: FW: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Colin,
 
I am working on this request on your behalf right now.  I have asked for permission from two other
utilities to share copies of their internal program planning documents.  I hope to be able to release them
to you a little bit later today or first thing tomorrow morning (my time).
 
If I cannot secure permission to release the documents, I will work to develop a high-level generic
template for you to use, but you would not have it in your hands until you came into the office tomorrow
morning.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions.  Paul and I are meeting on Thursday to discuss the second
half of your request.
 
Sincerely,
 



Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile
& SMS
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Tue, 30 Aug 2011 21:24:25 -0400
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Cc: Greg Mcguire <mcguire@marbek.ca>, Martin Adelaar <adelaar@marbek.ca>
Subject: Fwd: 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Bryan. Pls see email below.
 
Thx
Paul
 
Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile
 
"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:
 
Hi Paul,
 
I just talked to Sarah and before we send you any background info on our proposed 2012/13 DSM
spend, could you send us a suggested template for listing our proposed 2012/13 programs? We’re
hoping that you have something that you’ve worked off of before with other utility funding
requests or, if not, we were hoping that you could make something up quickly for us. We would
like to use that as a starting point to then provide to our program managers and ask them to fill it
out. We would then have you (ICF Marbek) consolidate it all and provide input on additional
programs.
 
It would be great if you (or someone from your office) could provide this to me tomorrow
(Wednesday). Otherwise, we may struggle to meet our timeline given the input required from our
program managers.
 
Also, please confirm that you can take this project on and provide a ballpark cost if you could.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman

mailto:Flannigan@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:mcguire@marbek.ca
mailto:adelaar@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com


Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: RE: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
Date: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 2:27:25 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Colin,
 
Thanks, Bryan pointed out that the login information was included further down in the email as
well.  I’m able to look at the spreadsheet now – however, I’m not sure if the other file that you
attached with it was to be used with as an “Active Program Database”.  I wasn’t able to select it as
a program database when I tried.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 6, 2011 4:19 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
Hi John,
 
Did the login info provided in the original email below not work or are you referring to something
else? Please clarify if you could. Thanks.
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2011 12:23 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Dikeos, John
Subject: FW: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
 
Colin
 

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/



Pls see below... We need login info for the model. Can you pls send to John.
 
Thx
Paul
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 6, 2011 3:07 PM
To: Flannigan, Bryan
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dufresne, Vincent
Subject: RE: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
Hi Bryan,
 
Seems like we need login info to open the “Cost Effectiveness Tool” spreadsheet.  Can you please
ask Colin for this?
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Flannigan, Bryan 
Sent: September 6, 2011 12:56 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dufresne, Vincent
Subject: FW: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
John – you may want to begin getting familiar with these….
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile & SMS
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From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: FW: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
Hi Bryan,
 
In addition to helping us fill in the gaps where required in our programs, we are going to need you
to produce a TRC for each of our programs in our 2012/13 DSM program plan. Cadmus has revised
our benefit/cost model for us (see attached) so you will need to use this model as opposed to the
one used for the CPR. See the email below for user name and password instructions.
 
If you have any questions regarding this model please let me know and I can put you in contact
with our internal owner of the model.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Wong, Dana 
Sent: Friday, September 2, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: Cost effectiveness tool for Marbek
 
Hi Colin,
 
Arvind asked me to send you the Cost Effectiveness tool for Marbek.  Here’s the tool and training
database.  The user name is Marbek and password is Marbek as well.  Any issues or concerns can
be addressed to Arvind as I’ll be out of the office next week.
 
Cheers,
Dana
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Subject: Draft FortisBC 2012/13 DSM Plans
Date: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 4:40:00 PM
Attachments: Commercial EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xlsx

Contractor Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xls
Education and Outreach EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xls
Industrial EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xls
Residential EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013.xls

Hi Paul,
 
Please see attached the 2012/13 program area plans that I have been able to gather from our
program managers so far. A few things to note:
 

•         Our Low Income Program Area manager is away this week so we probably won’t receive
his plan until early next week. He should only have three or four programs so hopefully it
won’t be much effort to tack those on to the plan early next week.

•         The details for the Commercial programs are still a work in progress but Ramsay has
included all of his planned programs here. He just needs another day or two to specify the
expenditure breakdowns. You will see that his expenditure breakdowns are listed to the far
right as a work in progress.

•         Beth’s Residential program list is also still a work in progress. 2012 is pretty close to being
finalized but she hasn’t filled out anything for 2013 yet. 2013 should be fairly similar to
2012 though. Beth should have this updated within the next day or so. Note too that Beth
mistakenly listed the actual expenditures down to the dollar instead of down to the $1,000.
I’m not an Excel whiz so if someone on your end knows a quick fix for that please make
that correction if you could.

•         The Innovative Technologies area is not included here. I’ll let you work that out separately
with Jim.

•         We are going to add the Energy Specialist Program Plan to the list of Commercial programs
and the Contractor Program Plan to the list of Residential programs but for now I’ve
attached them separately since the Commercial and Residential lists are still a work in
progress.

 
Let me know if you need anything else before our conference call tomorrow.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
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2012

		2012 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)



																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																														Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																										Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption
		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				EBP				%				%		$   2,750.00		$   2,750.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		85%		FEI		90%		$   2,103.75

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI		10%		$   233.75

																																		     FEW												- 0										New Construction		15%		FEI		90%		$   371.25

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.		Participant's engineering analysis		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										FEVI		10%		$   41.25

																																		     FEI												- 0

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				LCESBP										$   100.00		$   100.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		90%		$   81.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI		10%		$   9.00

																																		     FEW												- 0										New Construction 		10%		FEI		90%		$   9.00

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										FEVI		10%		$   1.00

																																		     FEI												- 0

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		12				5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   114.75

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		15%		$   20.25

																																		     FEW												- 0										New Construction		10%		FEI		85%		$   12.75

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		12				5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										FEVI		15%		$   2.25

																																		     FEI												- 0

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		1				35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				EAP										$   500.00		$   250.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		100%		FEI		75%		$   375.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI		25%		$   125.00

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		90%		$   44.55

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		10%		$   4.95

																																		     FEW												- 0

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						New Construction		1%		FEI		90%		$   0.45

																																		     FEI												- 0														FEVI		10%		$   0.05

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in an Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				CDP										$   6,000.00		$   6,000.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		80%		$   4,080.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		20%		$   1,020.00

																																		     FEW												- 0

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		90%		$   810.00

																																		     FEI												- 0														FEVI		10%		$   90.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		23809		43381		1100		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				COP										$   1,950.00		$   1,950.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		100%		FEI 		96%		$   1,872.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		4%		$   78.00

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				CCP										$   750.00		$   750.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   573.75

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		15%		$   101.25

																																		     FEW												- 0

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		85%		$   63.75

																																		     FEI												- 0														FEVI 		15%		$   11.25

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		2010 Conservation Potential Review		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				MURBP										$   500.00		$   500.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		80%		FEI 		80%		$   320.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI		20%		$   80.00

																																		     FEW												- 0

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		2010 Conservation Potential Review		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		80%		$   80.00

																																		     FEI												- 0														FEVI 		20%		$   20.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		95%		FEI		90%		$   427.50

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		10%		$   47.50

																																		     FEW												- 0

										New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		90%		$   22.50

																																		     FEI												- 0														FEVI		10%		$   2.50

																																		     FEVI												- 0

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				FPTP										$   75.00		$   75.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		100%		FEI		90%		$   67.50

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI 		10%		$   7.50

																																		     FEW												- 0

				Commercial		Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters.		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building 		FortisBC engineering analysis		20		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				RTHP										$   20.00		$   20.00

																																		     FEI												- 0										Retrofit		100%		FEI		70%		$   14.00

																																		     FEVI												- 0														FEVI		30%		$   6.00

																																		     FEW												- 0

																																																																		$   13,000.00







2013

		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)																Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)



																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives																												Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																		TARGET						Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption
		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		not available		All		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		EBP				%				%		$   3,000.00		$   3,000.00		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

																																		     FEI																				Retrofit		85%		FEI		90%		$   2,295.00

																																		     FEVI																								FEVI		10%		$   255.00

																																		     FEW																				New Construction		15%		FEI		90%		$   405.00

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.		Participant's engineering analysis		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available																												FEVI		10%		$   45.00







				Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available																						LCESBP										$   110.00		$   110.00

																																																						Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		90%		$   89.10

																																																										FEVI		10%		$   9.90

																																																						New Construction 		10%		FEI		90%		$   9.90

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		20				18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available																												FEVI		10%		$   1.10







				Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		12				5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available																						ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00

																																																						Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   114.75

																																																										FEVI 		15%		$   20.25

																																																						New Construction		10%		FEI		85%		$   12.75

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		12				5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available																												FEVI		15%		$   2.25







				Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		1				35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available																						EAP										$   500.00		$   250.00

																																																						Retrofit		100%		FEI		75%		$   375.00

																																																										FEVI		25%		$   125.00



				Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available																						SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00

																																																						Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		90%		$   44.55

																																																										FEVI 		10%		$   4.95

																																																						New Construction		1%		FEI		90%		$   0.45

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available																												FEVI		10%		$   0.05







				Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in an Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available																						CDP										$   6,000.00		$   6,000.00

																																																						Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		80%		$   4,080.00

																																																										FEVI 		20%		$   1,020.00

																																																						New Construction 		15%		FEI 		90%		$   810.00

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available																												FEVI		10%		$   90.00







				Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		23809		43381		1100		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available																						COP										$   2,650.00		$   2,650.00

																																																						Retrofit		100%		FEI 		96%		$   2,544.00

																																																										FEVI 		4%		$   106.00



				Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available																						CCP										$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00

																																																						Retrofit 		90%		FEI		85%		$   765.00

																																																										FEVI 		15%		$   135.00

																																																						New Construction 		10%		FEI 		85%		$   85.00

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		Variable.  Dependent upon equipment selected		The Food Service Technology Center		not available		not available																												FEVI 		15%		$   15.00







				MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		2010 Conservation Potential Review		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available																						MURBP										$   750.00		$   750.00

																																																						Retrofit		80%		FEI 		80%		$   480.00

																																																										FEVI		20%		$   120.00

																																																						New Construction 		20%		FEI 		80%		$   120.00

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		2010 Conservation Potential Review		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available																												FEVI 		20%		$   30.00







				Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available																						PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00

																																																						Retrofit		95%		FEI		90%		$   427.50

																																																										FEVI 		10%		$   47.50

																																																						New Construction 		5%		FEI 		90%		$   22.50

								New Construction		Commercial Customers		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		In Development		not available		not available																												FEVI		10%		$   2.50







				Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available																						FPTP										$   500.00		$   500.00

																																																						Retrofit		100%		FEI		90%		$   450.00

																																																										FEVI 		10%		$   50.00





																																																																$   14,960.00

																																																																$   16,456.00
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		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential (Enabling Activites)		Efficiency Partners Program		Development and management of a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. Currently includes natural gas service providers but may expand to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.		Retrofit & New Construction		Influence residential customers		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not available		not available		All		TBD		not applicable		500		- 0		- 0		500		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEI		TBD		not applicable		445		- 0		- 0		445		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEVI		TBD		not applicable		50		- 0		- 0		50		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEW		TBD		not applicable		5		- 0		- 0		5		not applicable		not applicable
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		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential (Enabling Activites)		Efficiency Partners Program		Development and management of a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. Currently includes natural gas service providers but may expand to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.		Retrofit & New Construction		Influence residential customers		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not available		not available		All		TBD		not applicable		600		- 0		- 0		600		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEI		TBD		not applicable		534		- 0		- 0		534		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEVI		TBD		not applicable		60		- 0		- 0		60		not applicable		not applicable

																																		FEW		TBD		not applicable		6		- 0		- 0		6		not applicable		not applicable
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2012

		

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Mass Media		Print and Online communications such as: bill inserts, newspaper advertising, energy literacy campaign, ethnic,mass media ad tracking		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		25		560		70		655		N/A		N/A

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach		Home shows, PNE prize home, and street team sponsored events		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		40,000		N/A		25		350		20		395

																																		FEI		34,600		N/A		20		280		16

																																		FEVI		5,000		N/A		5		67		4

																																		FEW		400		N/A		0		4		0

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		CHBA Sponsorships and support		Award shows,  appliances for "green home"		new construction/retrofit		builders/association members		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		20				170

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Outreach Education Tools		Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events: showertimers, furnace filters, weatherstripping and prize giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kids materials, and survey kiosk.		retrofit		residential customers and kids at events		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		180		20				200

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Sports Partnerships		Sport partnerships with teams such as the Vancouuver Canucks, BC Lions, WHL, and BCHL (local hockey) teams to promote energy conservation in arena, online, and on site.		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		15,000		N/A		100		730		20		850

																																		FEI		11,350		N/A		80		584		16

																																		FEVI		3,500		N/A		19		139		4

																																		FEW		150		N/A		1		7		0

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Municipal Partnerships - low flow kits		Partnership with big box retailers like Sears, or with Municipalities, to distribute low flow kits to residents.		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		300		100		50		450

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Municipal Partnerships - other		Support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, like Climate Smart for small businesses, or employees through behaviour change programss		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		100		30		20		150

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Med-Large Commercial education sessions		Develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province (6 sessions) - delivered by Energy Solution Managers.		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		60				10		70

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Small commercial education and outreach		Print and online communications and sponsorships, including bill inserts, BIABC sponsorships, and ethnic materials		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		50		20		30		100

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships		Trade shows, building awards, and print advertising		new construction/retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		1,500		N/A		110		50				160

																																		FEI		1,200				88		40

																																		FEVI		295				21		10

																																		FEW		5				1		1

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Commercial Multi family		Education programs and distribution of low flow kits		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		250		50		30		330

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Behaviour Programs - Online C3 program		Support VCHA's existing programs and deliver to new organizations		retrofit		commercial/municipal/institutional		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		80		20		250

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists		Support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists		retrofit		commercial/municipal/institutional		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		50		130		20		200

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Conservation Assistance-sponsorships and outreach		includes BC Housing Tentant program, BCNPHA sponsorship, advertising, and service provider/food bank outreach, and ethnic		retrofit		low income, residential		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		200		50		20		270

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy		Development of Phase 2 (modules and mobile applications)		N/A		students/teachers/school administration		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A				50				50

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		K-12 School Programs		Support for programs like Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Wildsight, and BC Lions assemblies.		N/A		students/teachers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		25,000		N/A		230				50		280

																																		FEI		20,000				184				40

																																		FEVI		4,750				44				10

																																		FEW		250				2				1

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Low Flow Kits - K-12 school programs		Distribution of low flow kits to students as part of school program/curriculum		N/A		students		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		200		20		20		240

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Post Secondary School Programs		Development and administration of post secondary program and GoBeyond.		N/A		students		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		10		20		180

																																												TOTAL		5,000



Chia, Jenny:
estimate - based on 2010 annual report and increased activity in 2011

Chia, Jenny:
estimate based on 2010 annual report and increased activity for 2011-2012

Chia, Jenny:
based on 2010 EEC annual report

Chia, Jenny:
based on 2010 EEC annual report and estimated activity for 2011-2012



2013

		

		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Mass Media		Print and Online communications such as: bill inserts, newspaper advertising, energy literacy campaign, ethnic,mass media ad tracking		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		25		560		70		655		N/A		N/A

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach		Home shows, PNE prize home, and street team sponsored events		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		40,000		N/A		25		350		20		395

																																		FEI		34,600		N/A		20		280		16

																																		FEVI		5,000		N/A		5		67		4

																																		FEW		400		N/A		0		4		0

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		CHBA Sponsorships and support		Award shows,  appliances for "green home"		new construction/retrofit		builders/association members		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		20				170

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Residential Outreach Education Tools		Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events: showertimers, furnace filters, weatherstripping and prize giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kids materials, and survey kiosk.		retrofit		residential customers and kids at events		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		180		20				200

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Sports Partnerships		Sport partnerships with teams such as the Vancouuver Canucks, BC Lions, WHL, and BCHL (local hockey) teams to promote energy conservation in arena, online, and on site.		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		15,000		N/A		100		730		20		850

																																		FEI		11,350		N/A		80		584		16

																																		FEVI		3,500		N/A		19		139		4

																																		FEW		150		N/A		1		7		0

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Municipal Partnerships - low flow kits		Partnership with big box retailers like Sears, or with Municipalities, to distribute low flow kits to residents.		retrofit		residential customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		300		120		50		470

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Municipal Partnerships - other		Support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, like Climate Smart for small businesses, or employees through behaviour change programss		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		100		40		20		160

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Med-Large Commercial education sessions		Develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province (6 sessions) - delivered by Energy Solution Managers.		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		60				10		70

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Small commercial education and outreach		Print and online communications and sponsorships, including bill inserts, BIABC sponsorships, and ethnic materials		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		50		20		30		100

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships		Trade shows, building awards, and print advertising		new construction/retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		1,500		N/A		110		50				160

																																		FEI		1,200				88		40

																																		FEVI		295				21		10

																																		FEW		5				1		1

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Commercial Multi family		Education programs and distribution of low flow kits		retrofit		commercial customers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		250		50		30		330

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Behaviour Programs - Online C3 program		Support VCHA's existing programs and deliver to new organizations		retrofit		commercial/municipal/institutional		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		100		20		270

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists		Support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists		retrofit		commercial/municipal/institutional		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		50		130		20		200

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Conservation Assistance-sponsorships and outreach		includes BC Housing Tentant program, BCNPHA sponsorship, advertising, and service provider/food bank outreach, and ethnic		retrofit		low income, residential		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		200		50		20		270

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		K-12 School Programs		Support for programs like Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Wildsight, and BC Lions assemblies.		N/A		students/teachers		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		25,000		N/A		230				50		280

																																		FEI		20,000				184				40

																																		FEVI		4,750				44				10

																																		FEW		250				2				1

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Low Flow Kits - K-12 school programs		Distribution of low flow kits to students as part of school program/curriculum		N/A		students		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		200		20		20		240

				Conservation Education and Outreach (CEO)		Post Secondary School Programs		Development and administration of post secondary program and GoBeyond.		N/A		students		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		All		N/A		N/A		150		10		20		180

																																												TOTAL		5,000



Chia, Jenny:
estimate - based on 2010 annual report, increased activity in 2011 and constant 2012 activity

Chia, Jenny:
estimate based on 2010 annual report,  increased activity for 2011, and constant activity 2012

Chia, Jenny:
based on 2010 EEC annual report

Chia, Jenny:
based on 2010 EEC annual report, estimated activity for 2011, and constant activity 2012
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2012

		

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Industrial		The HEX Program - Pilot		Up to $1,000,000 CDN incentives to upgrade the customer’s existing shell
and tube design heat exchangers with more energy efficient Alfa Laval ones.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		1,000,000 MAX		2,000,000 (+,- 20 %)		70,000		Various reports, emails and eng. calculations provided by the customer		10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		0%		N/A		not available		not available		FEI		1		1,000		150						150		70,000		244,130

						Burner Management System Upgrade		Up to $10,000 for the replacement of the existing burner management system with a new Auto Flame Mini Mk7 Micro Modulation Control Unit.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		10,000 MAX		14,000 (+,- 15%)		1,296		Based on 3% efficiency increase provided by the customer reports and e-mails.		10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		0%		N/A		not available		not available		FEI		1		10		3						3		1,296		9,040

						Industrial Energy Audit Program		The purpose of this program is to determine if there is any existing opportunities in the industrial manufacturing process that could help reduce the amount of natural gas used at each customer, as well as to look for opportunities in such a way that customer projects can also be pilot projects for each industrial sector. The program will fund up to 50 % of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		20,000 MAX		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI		10		200		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		not applicable		not applicable

						Customer Energy Analysis Program		A free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		7,500 (Approx.)		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI		15		112		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		not applicable		not applicable

						Lime Kiln Chain Upgrade - Pilot		The program is in the early stages of develoment phase and intends to upgrade the customer's existing chain system in the drying and preheating of the lime mud.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		500,000 MAX		1,000,000		42,000		Customer data		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		FEI		1		500		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		42,000		to be determined

						Industrial Boiler Upgrade - Pilot		The program has not been developed yet but it is aimed to help upgrade the customer's boiler with more efficient one.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		200,000 MAX		To be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		FEI		1		200		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined
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		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Industrial		The HEX Program - Pilot		Up to $1,000,000 CDN incentives to upgrade the customer’s existing shell
and tube design heat exchangers with more energy efficient Alfa Laval ones.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		1,000,000 MAX		2,000,000 (+,- 20 %)		70,000		Various reports, emails and eng. calculations provided by the customer		10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		0%		N/A		not available		not available		FEI		1		1,000		150						150		70,000		244,130

						Burner Management System Upgrade		Up to $10,000 for the replacement of the existing burner management system with a new Auto Flame Mini Mk7 Micro Modulation Control Unit.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		10,000 MAX		14,000 (+,- 15%)		1,296		Based on 3% efficiency increase provided by the customer reports and e-mails.		10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		0%		N/A		not available		not available		FEI		1		10		3						3		1,296		9,040

						Industrial Energy Audit Program		The purpose of this program is to determine if there is any existing opportunities in the industrial manufacturing process that could help reduce the amount of natural gas used at each customer, as well as to look for opportunities in such a way that customer projects can also be pilot projects for each industrial sector. The program will fund up to 50 % of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		20,000 MAX		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI		10		200		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		not applicable		not applicable

						Customer Energy Analysis Program		A free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		7,500 (Approx.)		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI		15		112		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		not applicable		not applicable

						Lime Kiln Chain Upgrade - Pilot		The program is in the early stages of develoment phase and intends to upgrade the customer's existing chain system in the drying and preheating of the lime mud.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		500,000 MAX		1,000,000		42,000		Customer data		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		FEI		1		500		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		42,000		to be determined

						Industrial Boiler Upgrade - Pilot		The program has not been developed yet but it is aimed to help upgrade the customer's boiler with more efficient one.		Retrofit		Industrial customers		200,000 MAX		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		FEI		1		200		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined		to be determined
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		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential		Domestic Hot Water -ENERGY STAR water heaters and new technologies		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors Incentive to educate customers about the proactive replacement of efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies as part of market transformation strategy.		Retrofit		Residential customers								Habart - Domestic Hot Water Market Transformation Strategy and 0.80 EF Water heater pilot study under development to validate assumptions		13-20		Water heater manufacturers, CANETA study, program applicant feedback, OPA study by Navigant		10%		Based on estmated market penetration of new technologies sourced from manufacturerrs and CANETA		not available		not available		All		5,000		400,000		30,000		50,000		20,000		100,000		- 0

																																		FEI				356,000		26,700		44,500		17,800		89,000

										New Construction																								FEVI				40,000		3,000		5,000		2,000		10,000

																																		FEW				4,000		300		500		200		1,000

				Residential		EnerChoice Fireplace Program		$300 consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus a $50 SPIF to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation. Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		Retrofit		Residential customers		300		150		7.75		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2009 Home Energy modeling study for LiveSmart BC Program (Habart and Hood Consulting) 
c. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews		15		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews 
c. Capturing age of replaced fireplace on program application forms to ensure a reasonable estimate of measure life.		24%		Learnings from 2009 fireplace program. Very difficult to determine EnerChoice market penetration due to competitive industry's reluctance to share market data.		not available		not available		All		3,083		925,000		30,000		65,000		50,000		145,000				258,481

																																		FEI		2,467		740,000		24,000		52,000		40,000		116,000				204,062

										New Construction under development																								FEVI		586		175,750		5,700		12,350		9,500		27,550				51,860

																																		FEW		31		9,250		300		650		500		1,450				2,559

				Residential		Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency. Drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25		Prices range from $100 - $200. with an average estimate of x.		Working on combustion analysis project to determine if savings claims can be made.		Project under way. Esource query was not definitive.		1-2		Annual servicing is recommended		80%		2010 TLC Participant Survey - however participants also stated that the gift card incentive was a key driver in booking the service		not available		not available		All		25,000		625,000		195,000		50,000		30,000		275,000		- 0

																																		FEI		22,250		556,250		173,550		44,500		26,700		244,750

																																		FEVI		2,500		62,500		19,500		5,000		3,000		27,500

																																		FEW		250		6,250		1,950		500		300		2,750

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Simple Home Effiiciency Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow showerheads, aerators etc (From LiveSmart BC Budget)		Discount or giveaway program for low cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption. Ask BCHydro to participate.		Retrofit		Residential customers																		not available		not available		All		14,000		700,000		140,000		135,000		25,000		300,000		- 0

																																		FEI		12,460		623,000		124,600		120,150		22,250		267,000

																																		FEVI		1,400		70,000		14,000		13,500		2,500		30,000

																																		FEW		140		7,000		1,400		1,350		250		3,000

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Fall Weatherization (in LiveSmart BC Budget)		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping,  caulking, gaskets.  Provides an opportunity to educate about other heat and hot water saving tips and promote additional EEC programs. Ask BCHydro to participate		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25 - $50 in coupons or product giveaway		100 - $200		3.8		2010 CPR quoting Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 1-2 GJs.		10		Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC Study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 5 years. 10 years was if a professional was employed.		21% in past 5 years		2008 REUS study		not available		not available		All		25,000		625,000		50,000		100,000		20,000		170,000		- 0

																																		FEI		22,250		556,250		44,500		89,000		17,800		151,300

																																		FEVI		2,500		62,500		5,000		10,000		2,000		17,000

																																		FEW		250		6,250		500		1,000		200		1,700

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC and other opportunities 1		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial,  Federal and municipal governments on an energy efficiency home retrofit program		Retrofit		Residential customers		$265 FEU + $54 MEM		$682		10.4		2009/2010/2011 Home Energy Modeling by Innes Hood Consulting and Habart. Assumptions evaluated in 2010 CPR		• Air Sealing – 15 years (considered range of 10-15 years)
• Insulation – 25 years (considered range of 20-25 years)
• Windows  - 20 years (considered range of 20-25 years)		Consultations with BC Hydro, consultants Habart and Hood and 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		12% for air sealing and insulation and 25% for windows		BCHydro past program analysis (to be confirmed in Impact Evaluation 2012)		not available		not available		All		7,890		3,000,000		50,000		450,000		50,000		250,000		- 0

																																		FEI		7,022		2,670,000		44,500		400,500		44,500		222,500

																																		FEVI		789		300,000		5,000		45,000		5,000		25,000

																																		FEW		79		30,000		500		4,500		500		2,500

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		Retrofit		Residential customers																		not available		not available		All				- 0		50,000		50,000		- 0		100,000		- 0

																																		FEI						44,500		44,500		- 0		89,000

																																		FEVI						5,000		5,000		- 0		10,000

																																		FEW						500		500		- 0		1,000

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Trades Engagement Strategy		Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask although will be written up in "Enabling Activities"		Retrofit		Residential customers																		not available		not available		All														- 0

																																		FEI

																																		FEVI

																																		FEW

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Support for Home Weatherization Industry		MEM has provided $100k grant to promote capacity building and consumer demand for weatherization. Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask		Retrofit		Residential customers

				Residential - Joint Initiative		ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies. Note with new DSM regulations a dishwasher incentive may pass (TBD)		Retrofit		Residential customers																		not available		not available		All		8,500		425,000		30,000		50,000		20,000		100,000		- 0

																																		FEI				378,250		26,700		44,500		17,800		89,000

										New Construction																								FEVI				42,500		3,000		5,000		2,000		10,000

																																		FEW				4,250		300		500		200		1,000

				Residential - Joint Initiative?		Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		Retrofit		Residential customers		Energy Consumption Report 3-4X per year mailed to participant																						70,000				100,000		400,000		- 0		500,000

																																				70,000				100,000		400,000		- 0		500,000

				Residential - Joint Initiative		New Construction - EGH80 & beyond		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		New Construction		Builders of Residential properties		For EG80 - $2000 per SFD and $200 per townhome (cost shared with BCHydro)		For FEI: SFD -$8294                     RH End - $184                    RH Mid - $125		For FEI: SFD -24                                   RH End - 3                                            RH Mid - 2		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart.		25+		a. SAR Engineering Report
b. Dunsky Consulting		Used 10%		Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share		not available		not available		All		1,763		800,000		5,000		95,000		100,000		200,000		- 0

																																		FEI		1,569		712,000		4,450		84,550		89,000		178,000		10,526		121,020

																																		FEVI		176		80,000		500		9,500		10,000		20,000		2,704		31,824

																																		FEW		18		8,000		50		950		1,000		2,000

				Residential - Joint Initiative		New Construction - NG measures		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and townhomes. Savings and Costs captured in above program aresas for now.		New Construction		Residential customers		Under consideration: Water heaters, EnerChoice fireplace, Support of E* appliance where natural gas water heating, and barbeque connectors (in fuel switching).		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development						not available		not available		All		2,000		400,000		5,000		70,000		25,000		100,000		- 0

																																		FEI		1,780		356,000		4,450		62,300		22,250		89,000

																																		FEVI		200		40,000		500		7,000		2,500		10,000

																																		FEW		20		4,000		50		700		250		1,000

				TOTAL ASK FOR PROGRAMS TARGETING RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS																																		7,900,000		685,000		1,515,000		340,000		2,240,000		10,440,000

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Switch N Shrink		Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Residential customers		$1000 per conversion with additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners		$1,000		3 GJ saved through natural gas technology upgrade – Note this program is load building of 43 GJs per installation		a. 2008 REUS study provided FEVI annual heating load of 46GJ
b. 3 GJ savings associated with upgrade from 0.83 AFUE oil furnace to 0.90 AFUE natural gas based on discussions with NRCan and DOE research on furnace types.		18		a. Navigant Consulting Inc. report "Measures and Assumptions for Demand Side Management (DSM) Planning", p. C-41, prepared for the Ontario Power Authority in April 16, 2009. 
b. BC Hydro, Power Smart. QA Standard, Technology: Effective Measure Life, Sept. 11, 2006
c. NRCan, personal communication with Rosalyn Cochrane, Senior Standards Engineer		50%		Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program		not available		not available		All		500		500,000		10,000		100,000		15,000		125,000		- 0

																																		FEI		95		95,000		1,900		19,000		2,850		23,750

																																		FEVI		400		400,000		8,000		80,000		12,000		100,000

																																		FEW		5		5,000		100		1,000		150		1,250

				Fuel Switching - Residential		BarBQue Outlets - New Construction		Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		New Construction		Builders / Residential customers																		not available		not available		All														- 0

																																		FEI

																																		FEVI

																																		FEW

				Fuel Switching - Residential		NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks		Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		Retrofit		Builders																		not available		not available		All														- 0

																																		FEI

																																		FEVI

																																		FEW

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island		Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Commercial																		not available		not available		All														- 0

																																		FEI

																																		FEVI

																																		FEW

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Interior Conversion projects		Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		Retrofit		Residential customers																		not available		not available		All														- 0

																																		FEI

																																		FEVI

																																		FEW

																																						500,000		10,000		100,000		15,000		125,000		625,000

				Comments

				Home Retrofit Program Spend		$5 Million for government and utility collaborations on home energy retrofit initiatives
including the current LiveSmartBC iteration, capacity building for weatherization, funding
for trades engagement strategies and retrofit opportunities with municipalities.

				LiveSmart BC		including the current LiveSmartBC iteration, capacity building for weatherization, funding

				New Construction Program		for trades engagement strategies and retrofit opportunities with municipalities.

				New Construction Program NG measures		Can be funded from program (ie EnerChoice and Water heater)



Beth Ringdahl:
sNS promo - with $150k paid in 2011
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		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total





Initial RRA Request

		

		Program Area:		Residential / Joint Initiatives

		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl				INITIAL Spending Forecast												ADJUSTED To $9.5 Million

								2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive

				LiveSmartBC		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial and potentially Federal governments on a energy efficiency home retrofit program		5,000,000		4,750,000		250,000		6,000,000		5,700,000		300,000		5,000,000		4,750,000		250,000

				ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation strategies		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies		525,000		425,000		100,000		600,000		475,000		125,000		525,000		425,000		100,000

				E* Water Heater  + tankless + solar		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors Incentive to educate customers about the proactive replacement of efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies.		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		500,000		400,000		100,000

				EnerChoice -		Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,070,000		925,000		145,000

				Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000		640,000		260,000

				New Construction - EGH80 & beyond (2013)		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000		800,000		200,000

				New Construction - NG measures		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances are installed in new homes and townhomes		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		Consider in other program budget

				Fall Weatherization		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping. Include heat and hot water conservation tips in the process.		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		In LiveSmart Budget

				Home Efficiency Portal - Utility Partners		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		In LiveSmart Budget

				Simple Home Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow fixtures etc		Discount or giveaway program for low-cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		In LiveSmart Budget

				Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		500,000				500,000		2,000,000				2,000,000		500,000				500,000

				Total				12,095,000		9,740,000		2,355,000		15,170,000		11,240,000		3,930,000		9,495,000		7,940,000		1,555,000

		Program Area:		Fuel Switching

		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl						Program Spending Forecast

										2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)				Incentive		Non-Incentive				Incentive		Non-Incentive

				Switch N Shrink		Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		524,000		420,000		104,000		524,000		420,000		104,000

				BarBQue Outlets - New Construction		Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		125,000		100,000		25,000		125,000		100,000		25,000

				NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks		Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		100,000		75,000		25,000		200,000		150,000		50,000

				Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island		Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		250,000		200,000		50,000		250,000		200,000		50,000

				Interior Conversion projects		Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000

				Total				1,999,000		1,697,012		304,000		2,099,000		1,772,013		329,000

				Furnace Scrap It Program

				Furnace Scrap It Program		Re-educate market about high efficiency furnaces and urge customers to upgrade early thereby significantly improving the age profile of furnaces in BC and reducing GHG emissions.		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000

								10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000





LiveSmartBCAssumptions

				LiveSmartBC -Efficiency Incentives Program - Home Retrofit -  April 1, 2011 through March 31st 2013

				Incentive Portfolio for Building Envelope for LOWER MAINLAND inputs for economic modeling

				This represents 70% of the customers.

				Measure		Savings								Measure Cost		Measure		2010 Incentive		FortisBC Incentive		Comment		Ministry of Energy and Mines Incentive		Participant Count				Fortis BC				2011 forecast		2010 PTD

						LM		LM - Electric Fuel Source		Interior- Gas		LM Alt Energy Savings				LifeTime										Apr 2011 thru Mar 2012		Apr 2012 thru Mar 2013		2011 Incentives		2012 Incentives		% spend				Weighted Averages

						NG [GJ]				NG [GJ]				$'s		Yrs				$'s				$'s						$'s		$'s

				Total program entrants as estimated by Ministry																						22,500		17,500

				Number of Lower Mainland customers who complete retrofits																						6,961		5,414										Rebate		Savings		Cost		LS Rebate		Measue life

				AIR SEALING AND DRAFT PROOFING - 20%

				Air sealing  25%		7.6				7.5				$1,000		15		$200		$400		Increased to reflect Cov pilot findings		$0		877		682		$350,831		$272,869		19.0%		8.0%		$252.00		4.8		630.0		$0.00		13156.171875

				Air Sealing 15%		3.5				6				$500		15		$100		$200				$50		515		401		$103,022		$80,128		5.6%		9.0%		$74.00		1.3		185.0		$18.50		7726.640625

				Base + 5%		5.7				4.5										$0		Didn’t fund		$100		0		0										$326.00		6.1		815.0				4.807277279

				Weighted Average		6.1								$855						$326				$19		1392		1083		$   453,853		$   352,997						855.0		Added $40 for audit				$18.50

				ATTIC INSULATION & FLAT ROOF -16%																																		995		774

				a.      R0 (starting at) - attic		38.3		28.5		37.6				$1,800		25		$200		$400						199		155		$79,633		$61,937		4.3%				$79.22		7.6		356.5		$0.00				Attic - R6 to R40

				b.      R6 - attic		9.7		7.1		9.5				$1,400		25		$150		$300						199		155		$59,725		$46,453		3.2%		1.0%		$59.42		1.9		277.3		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R40

				c.      R12 -attic		6.9		4.6		6.3				$1,100		25		$100		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		4.0%		$29.71		1.4		217.9		$0.00				Attic - R20 to R40

				d.      R20 -attic		3		2		3				$900		25		$75		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		1.0%		$29.71		0.6		178.3		$0.00				Attic - R28 to R40

				e.      R28 -attic		1.5		1.1		1.3				$700		25		$50								0				$0		$0		0.0%		4.0%		$0.00		0.0		0.0		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R50

				f.       R0 (starting at) - Flat roof		33.5		23.1		17.2				$1,205		25		$200		$400				$170		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%				$27.70		2.3		83.4		$11.77				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R14

				g.     R12 - Flat roof		6.2		29.7		5.3				$603		25		$150		$400				$0		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%		1.0%		$27.70		0.4		41.8		$0.00				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R28

				h.     R28 - Flat roof		1.3		6.6		1.7				$344		25		$100		$100				$50		70		54		$6,961		$5,414		0.4%		4.0%		$6.93		0.1		23.8		$3.46				Cathedral/Flat - R8 to R28

				Weighted Average		14.3								$1,198.95						$260				$15		1005		782		$261,731		$203,569		0.1419578919				$260.39		$14.31		$1,178.95		$15.24				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R8

																																						$1,198.95		Added $20 for audit

				EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION - 5.5%																																												Cathedral/Flat - R35 to R50

				Marbek		11								$1,941

				a.   R0 to R12 -RSI 0.64 =Add R9 for 100%		50.6				61.4				$3,945		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		3.0%		$71.43		7.2		563.6		$21.43

				b.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 100%		37.1		27.1		45				$3,945		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		0.0%		$71.43		5.3		563.6		$21.43

				c.    R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 80%		43.9				42.6				$3,156						$400				$30		55		43		$21,877		$17,016		1.2%		0.0%		$57.14		6.3		450.9		$4.29

				d.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 60%		26.3		10.8		31.9				$2,367		25		$100		$300				$0		55		43		$16,408		$12,762		0.9%		0.0%		$42.86		3.8		338.1		$0.00

				e.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 100%		2.8		4		3.2				$1,315		25		$100		$200				$15		55		43		$10,939		$8,508		0.6%		1.0%		$28.57		0.4		187.9		$2.14

				f.     R8 to R12 = Add R 3.8 for 80%		2.24		4		2.56				$1,052		25		$100		$160				$0		55		43		$8,751		$6,806		0.5%		1.0%		$22.86		0.3		150.3		$0.00

				g.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 60%		1.7				1.92				$789						$120				$0		55		43		$6,563		$5,105		0.4%		101.0%		$17.14		0.2		112.7		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.5								$2,377.00						$311				$49		383		298		$119,231		$92,735						$311.43		$23.52		$2,367.00		$49.29		$2,377.00		Added $10 for audit

				BASEMENT INSULATION - 6%																																		425		330

				Marbek		8.5								$1,408

				a.      0 to R23 for 100%		30		5.9		38.9				$2,255		25		$300		$600				$100		71		55		$42,462		$33,026		2.3%				$100.00		5.0		375.8		$16.67

				b.      0 to R23 for 80%		24				31.1				$1,804						$480				$100		71		55		$33,969		$26,421		1.8%				$80.00		4.0		300.7		$16.67

				c.      0 to R23 for 60%		18				23.3				$1,353						$360				$0		71		55		$25,477		$19,815		1.4%				$60.00		3.0		225.5		$0.00

				d.      0 to R10 for 100%		29.1		5.7		35.1				$981		25		$150		$300				$0		71		55		$21,231		$16,513		1.2%		1.0%		$50.00		4.9		163.5		$0.00

				e.      0 to R10 for 80%		23.3				28.1				$785						$240				$0		71		55		$16,985		$13,210		0.9%				$40.00		3.9		130.8		$0.00

				f.      0 to R10 for 60%		17.4				21.1				$589						$180				$0		71		55		$12,739		$9,908		0.7%				$30.00		2.9		98.2		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.6								$1,309.50						$360				$33		425		330		$152,862		$118,893						$360.00		23.6		1,294.5		33.3		$1,309.50		Added $15 for audit

				CRAWL SPACE INSULATION & MISC - 7%

				Marbek		1.7								$800

				a.  R0 to R10 - "Add R10"		5.5		3.7		3.1				$409		25		$100		$200				$0		97		76		$19,491		$15,159		1.1%				$40.00		1.1		81.8		$0.00

				b.  0 to R23 - "Add R23"		6.4		4.4		3.4				$940		25		$150		$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		1.3		188.0		$34.00

				c.  Floor above crawl space		2.2				6.1				$500						$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		0.4		100.0		$34.00

				d.  Header - No to R20		1.6				2.1				$250						$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.3		50.0		$0.00

				e. Exposed Floor		2				2				$500						$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.4		100.0		$0.00

				Weighted Average		3.5								$534.80						$200				$68		487		379		$97,453		$194,690						200.0		3.5		519.8		68.0		$534.80		Added $15 for audit

				WINDOWS - 26%

				Estar Windows (to min zone requirements)Standard double pane USI 2.0 TO Energy Star Zone A (South), Zone B (Interior) - 15 WINDOWS		10.5				10.5				$261		20				$225				$0		1023		796		$230,233		$179,070		12.5%				$125.76		5.9		145.9		$0.00		2361		677		1141		0.0

				Estar Windows (to one zone up)Standard double pane USI 4.0 TO Energy Star Zone B (South), Zone C (Interior)  - 15 WINDOWS		16.5				16.5				$562		20				$450				$300		807		628		$363,361		$282,614		19.7%				$198.48		7.3		247.9		$132.32				1396		2551		0.5

				Weighted Average		13.1								$444						$324				$132		1831		1424		$593,594		$461,684						$324.24		$13.15		$393.76		$132.32		$443.76		Added $50 for audit

				CERTIFIED INSTALLATION																										$165,000		$165,000

				Total FortisBC Overview		10								682		0		0		265		0		54		5523		4296		$   1,843,725		$   1,589,567		105%		139%

																										7890

				Assumptions:

				-12% Free Rider Rate - From BCHydro 2009 Business case - Steve Connolly personal communication

				Note Gas savings are higher than electric savings since gas heated homes on average tend to be leakier and operate at higher temperature set points. Electric based on electric base boards and 100% effiicent furnace. Gas are 80% EF furnaces which represents the average retrofit situation.

				Alternative energy savings - although there are some slight cooling gains as the building envelope improves there are also electricity losses associated with turning on fans for ventilation. This would take time to model with no resulting net benefit obvious so alternative energy is not included at this stage.

				Audit costs are included. Total cost to homeowner is $300. Building envelope would represent about 50% of activity. Of the $150: $50 to windows; $40 to airsealing: The remaining $60 we added $20 to attic insulation, $10 to wall and $30 to basement and crawl space.

				Note



bringdahl:
Based on Habart Modeling Description

bringdah:
$1000 based on COV weatherizeion pilot reuslts

Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model

Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model

Beth Ringdahl:
Placeholder

bringdah:
Used descending scale to represent that fact that the area will be prorated.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.64 (assumes cladding but no interior finish

bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
Note the 0.8and 0.6 is based on average savings of the top tiers

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
2.8 is average, Used 4 as increment for 100% coverage.

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Estimate based on other crawl space measures

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Although D Bruce comments are that there is a nominal cost to upgrade -  Iconsidered 0.5 of the one zone up to indicate that customers may see some increased cost at the retail level



MEM Contributions

		

								MEM Contributions

				Air Tightness: Perform Air Sealing of the Home to Achieve:		Base Target + 20%		50

						Base Target + 10%		50

						Base Target		100

				Attic Insulation		Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-10

						Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		-10

						Existing R-13 -R25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-5

						Existing R-13-R-25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		0

				Increase Cathedral or Flat Roof Insulation		Existing 0.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-14		170

						Existing R-1 – R-12.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-28		-10

						Existing R-13 – R-35.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-50		50

				Exterior Wall Insulation		Add at least R-9 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		150

						Add at least R-9 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		30

						Add at least R-9 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

						Add at least R-3.8 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		15

						Add at least R-3.8 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

				Basement Insulation		Add at least R-23 for 100% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 80% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 60% of surface area		-10

						Add at least R-10 for 100% of surface area		-20

						Add at least R-10 for 80% of surface area		0

						Add at least R-10 for 60% of surface area		-5

				Basement Header		Add at least R-20		0

				Crawl Space Wall		Add at least R-23		170

						Add at least R-10		0

				Floor Above Crawl Space		Add at least R-24		170

				Exposed Floor		Add at least R-20 (150 sq ft minimum)		50

				Energy Star Windows		One Zone Up		0

						Same Zone		20





NewConstructionAssumptions

		

				Program Participants		FEI						FEVI

						LM		Interior 2		FEI Input

		Single Family Dwellings -

		Participant Numbers		415		241		91		332		83

		Energy Savings - GJ/Yr				25		22		24		29

		Builder Costs				$   7,000		$   11,706		$   8,294		$   9,009

		EG80- RowHomes - End -

		Participant Numbers		438		342		26		368		70

		Energy Savings				2.6		8		3		2.6

		Builder Costs				$   142		$   730		$   184		142

		EG80 RowHomes - Mid 3 -

		Participant Numbers		660		515		40		554		106

		Energy Savings				1.4		5		2		1.4

		Builder Costs				$   78		$   737		$   125		78

		EG83- RowHomes - End 5

		Participant Numbers		50		39		3		42		8

		Energy Savings				11.7		20		12

		Builder Costs				$   3,205		$   4,522		$   3,299

		EG83 RowHomes - Mid 5

		Participant Numbers		75		59		5		63		12

		Energy Savings				9.3		16		10

		Builder Costs				$   2,755		$   3,852		$   2,833

		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart. In collaboration with BCHydro PowerSmart. Assumptions based on data collected for medium sized homes.

		Assumptions:

		1. Breakdown by region based on CMHC housing starts forecast for 2011 and 2012

		2. Interior cost and savings based on 90% Southern Interior and 10% Prince George (where data available for PG).

		3. End units are based on 5 Rowhomes with 2 end units and 3 mid units

		4. For budgeting and modelling purposes have used 3X BCH forecasts

		5. EG83 - data was estimated by interpolating between EG80 and EG86. Actuals will be available by end of Sept, 2011.

		6. FRR of 10% based on participant forecast as a % of CMHC forecast since all new construction should be moving towards new code over the lifetime of this program

		7. 25 year measure life estimate used in modeling under-estimates the 50 year inter-generational benefit in this program

		Total Non-Incentives Cost:		$   227,000

				FEI		FEVI

		SFD - 80%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG80 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG83 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

				$   - 0		$   - 0





Sheet3

		LiveSmart BC Building Envelope Incentives for April 1, 2011 through March 31, 2013

		Building Envelope Measure Supported by FEU				LiveSmart BC Contribution				Utility Contribution		Customer Incentive

						South Coastal		Interior & Northern		Fortis Energy Inc. Rebate		South Coastal		Interior and Northern

		Air Tightness: Perform Air Sealing of the Home to Achieve:		Base Target + 25%		$0		$100		$400		$400		$500

				Base Target + 15%		$50		$100		$200		$250		$300

		Attic Insulation		Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-13-R-25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		$150		$225		$150		$300		$375

		Increase Cathedral or Flat Roof Insulation		Existing 0.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-14		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-1 – R-12.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-28		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-26 – R-35.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-50		$100		$150		$100		$200		$250

		Exterior Wall Insulation		Add at least R-9 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$700		$1,000		$500		$1,200		$1,500

				Add at least R-9 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$600		$800		$400		$1,000		$1,200

				Add at least R-9 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$400		$600		$300		$700		$900

				Add at least R-3.8 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$550		$800		$200		$750		$1,000

				Add at least R-3.8 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$440		$640		$160		$600		$800

				Add at least R-3.8 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$330		$480		$120		$450		$600

		Basement Insulation		Add at least R-23 for 100% of surface area		$400		$650		$600		$1,000		$1,250

				Add at least R-23 for 80% of surface area		$320		$520		$480		$800		$1,000

				Add at least R-23 for 60% of surface area		$240		$390		$360		$600		$750

				Add at least R-10 for 100% of surface area		$200		$325		$300		$500		$625

				Add at least R-10 for 80% of surface area		$160		$260		$240		$400		$500

				Add at least R-10 for 60% of surface area		$120		$195		$180		$300		$375

		Basement Header		Add at least R-20		$0		$25		$100		$100		$125

		Crawl Space Wall		Add at least R-23		$500		$700		$300		$800		$1,000

				Add at least R-10		$200		$300		$200		$400		$500

		Floor Above Crawl Space		Add at least R-24		$150		$250		$300		$450		$550

		Exposed Floor		Add at least R-20 (150 sq ft minimum)		$75		$125		$100		$175		$225

		Energy Star Windows		One Zone Up		$30		$40		$30		$60		$70

				Same Zone		$20		$15		$15		$35		$30

		Certified Installation		Furnace, Heat Pump or Boiler Installed by an ARI Quality First Certified Professional		$50		$50		$50		$100		$100







 



From: Paul Robillard
To: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - FortisBC; Bryan Flannigan; John Dikeos
Cc: Paul R - office
Subject: Today"s Meeting re: DSM Plan
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011 8:50:22 AM
Attachments: FortisBC DSM Plan_report outline.doc

FortisBC_Agenda_Sept 8.doc

Hi All
 
Draft agenda and preliminary report outline attached for today’s discussion.
 
Paul

mailto:paulrob@on.aibn.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:sarah.smith2@terasen.com
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:Dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca

FortisBC DSM Plan – Document Outline – for internal discussion




Question – Is this a FortisBC doc to BCUC (prepared/compiled by ICF Marbek) or an ICF Marbek doc to FortisBC that will be an appendix to a separate FortisBC doc? Below assumes the latter scenario.


1. Introduction ~ 2-3 pages

1.1. Background & Purpose


1.2. Report Organization


2. DSM Portfolio Framework ~ 4-6 pages


2.1. Introduction


2.2. Regulatory and Policy Objectives


2.3. External Influences Affecting DSM Portfolio


2.4. FortisBC DSM Objectives


2.5. Risk Management


3. DSM Potential by Sector and End Use~ 10-15 pages – multiple graphs from Summary Report

(High level review of CPR results that provides context for the measures etc that are included in the Program Portfolio chapter – which follows)


3.1. Overview


3.2. Residential Sector


3.3. Commercial Sector


3.4. Industrial Sector


3.5. Innovative Technologies – maybe also add a paragraph here re: innovative – not covered by CPR etc. to also provide context for its inclusion in the Program Portfolio chapter)


4. DSM Program Portfolio ~ 20-25 pages

4.1. Introduction


4.2. Program Screening Process


i.e. approach/method outline

4.3. Residential Programs

4.3.1. Overview – list all etc


4.3.2. Summary of each residential program, including:  Program name, target market(s), program description, eligible measures, incentives, program budget, savings by year, B/C results, other?

(more detailed information to be provided in Appendices)


4.3.3. Residential Program Portfolio Summary – summary tables for sector programs as a whole 

4.4. Commercial Programs


As above


4.5. Industrial Programs


As above


4.6. Innovators Program – tbd


4.7. DSM Program Portfolio Summary


Roll up of the above information into a set of Summary Tables highlighting key savings, budget, cost effectiveness results etc… to be determined via our discussions.


To discuss: Not included are topics such as: Implementation strategy, marketing strategy, co-ordination with other parties – BC Hydro, Provincial and federal gov’t, program evaluation. Perhaps address at high level???   


5. Summary


Appendices – to discuss

· Individual Program Profiles


· Additional B/C tables, results etc

· Other?






Draft Agenda

FortisBC DSM Plan


Initial Brainstorm- Sept 8, 2011

1. High Level Discussion of Final Outputs - Sarah

1.1.  Critical objectives that must be met e.g., demonstration of cost-effectiveness for ratepayers vs fully articulated plan  - - - DSM Plan “lite” vs full DSM Plan

1.2. Critical outputs – A report (draft outline follows), Appendices - C/B screening results  sample tables etc re: level of detail 


1.3. Framing e.g., Is this a FortisBC doc to BCUC (prepared/compiled by ICF Marbek) or an ICF Marbek doc to FortisBC that will be an appendix to a separate FortisBC doc?  Attached outline assumes the latter scenario.

1.4. Other?

2. Working Together

2.1. Overview of key tasks and responsibilities 

2.2. Gap analysis and strategy


2.3. Coordination & use of ftp site

2.4. Key interim dates and/or interim results


2.5. Final delivery date to FortisBC

2.6. Proposal and PO


3. Questions re: Data to Date 

3.1. Review of John’s interim list 


4. Next Steps, Timing, Responsibility


5. Other??







From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Today"s Meeting re: DSM Plan
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011 2:23:58 PM
Attachments: Residential EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013, Marbek Update.xlsm

Hi Colin,
 
Thanks for chatting with us just now.  As we discussed, I’ve added a few columns into your program
information template, which highlight some of the gaps in the information we received.  I’ve
highlighted the columns that have been added and a column of the column headers that have
been modified slightly.  In addition, I’d like to point out that the first program description does a
good job of breaking down the measures which are included in the program and the cost, savings,
and lifetime for each measure.  Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Paul Robillard [mailto:paulrob@on.aibn.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Colin.Norman; Sarah Smith - FortisBC; Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Today's Meeting re: DSM Plan
 
Hi All
 
Draft agenda and preliminary report outline attached for today’s discussion.
 
Paul

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/

2012

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Measures Included		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Total Spend		Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		RRA Request original		Revised Spend Minus Original Request



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential 		Domestic Hot Water -ENERGY STAR water heaters and new technologies		ESTAR Water Heaters
Condensing Water Heaters
Tankless Water Heaters		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors SPIF to educate customers about the proactive replacement of ENERGY STAR efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies as part of market transformation strategy.		Retrofit and New Construction Under Development		Residential customers		PROPOSED. Not yet approved                         $100 - E* Water Heater
$500 - Condensing Tank
$500 - Tankless               ($50 SPIF in admin expenses)                           AVG $167		$200 - E* Water Heater
$1650 - Condensing Tank
$1800 - Tankless		3 GJs - E* Water Heater
5 GJs - Condensing Tank
6.5 Gjs - Tankless		Habart - Domestic Hot Water Market Transformation Strategy and 0.80 EF Water heater pilot study under development to validate assumptions. Note used 0.57EF as base line. According to Habart can use initial base since the objective is market transformation.								13 for tanks and 20 for tankless    for AVG of 14.3		Water heater manufacturers, CANETA study, program applicant feedback, OPA study by Navigant		10%		Based on estmated market penetration of new technologies sourced from manufacturerrs and CANETA 		not available		not available		All		3,600		ESTAR Water Heaters = 75%
Condensing Water Heaters = 5%
Tankless Water Heaters = 20%		601		216

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Dealer Spif included here		75		20		311		912,200		11,475		99,458		500,000		412,200

																																										     FEI		3,204				535		192		67		18		277		811,858		10,213		88,518

																																										     FEVI		360				60		22		8		2		31		91,220		1,148		9,946

																																										     FEW		36				6		2		1		0		3		9,122		115		995

				Residential 		EnerChoice Fireplace Program 				$300 consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus a $50 SPIF to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation. Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		Retrofit 		Residential customers		300		150		7.75		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2009 Home Energy modeling study for LiveSmart BC Program (Habart and Hood Consulting) 
c. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews 
								15		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews 
c. Capturing age of replaced fireplace on program application forms to ensure a reasonable estimate of measure life.
		24%		Learnings from 2009 fireplace program. Very difficult to determine EnerChoice market penetration due to competitive industry's reluctance to share market data.		not available		not available		All		3,083				925		184

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Includes dealer SPIF		65		50

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Need an impact evaluartion conducted		299		1,224,150		18,276		164,891		1,070,000		154,150

																																										     FEI		2,467				740		147		52		40		239				16,266		146,753

												New Construction under development																														     FEVI		586				176		35		12		10		57				1,828		16,489

																																										     FEW		31				9		2		1		1		3				183		1,649

				Residential 		Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC 				Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency. Drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25		Prices range from $100 - $200. with an average estimate of x.		Working on combustion analysis project to determine if savings claims can be made.		Project under way. Esource query was not definitive.								1-2		Annual servicing is recommended		80%		2010 TLC Participant Survey - however participants also stated that the gift card incentive was a key driver in booking the service		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		195		50		30		275		900,000		none		none		900,000		- 0

																																										     FEI		22,250				556		174		45		27		245

																																										     FEVI		2,500				63		20		5		3		28

																																										     FEW		250				6		2		1		0		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Simple Home Effiiciency Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow showerheads, aerators etc (From LiveSmart BC Budget)				Discount or giveaway program for low cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption. Ask BCHydro to participate.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		1GJ- 4Gjs
(varies by measure)		Savings per particpant will vary: 
a.) 1 GJ per Energy Saving Kit based on 2010 BC Hydro Low Income Households Program, ESK Impact Evaluation.
B.) 4 GJs per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.								8 - 11
(Varies by measure)		Measure life varies:
a.) 8 years per ESK based on figures from BC Hydro and third party studies for the Low Income ESK program.
b.) 11 years per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		Varies  by measure		Varies  by measure		not available		not available		All		14,000				700		140		135		25		300		1,000,000		under development		under development		1,000,000		- 0

																																										     FEI		12,460				623		125		120		22		267

																																										     FEVI		1,400				70		14		14		3		30

																																										     FEW		140				7		1		1		0		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Fall Weatherization (in LiveSmart BC Budget)				Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping,  caulking, gaskets.  Provides an opportunity to educate about other heat and hot water saving tips and promote additional EEC programs. Ask BCHydro to participate		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25 - $50 in coupons or product giveaway		100 - $200		3.8		2010 CPR quoting Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 1-2 GJs.								10		Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC Study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 5 years. 10 years was if a professional was employed. 		21% in past 5 years		2008 REUS study		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		50		100		20		170		795,000		39,500

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
BR used 2 GJ rather than 3,8 based on LS offer development experience		275,518		1,000,000		(205,000)

																																										     FEI		22,250				556		45		89		18		151				35,155		245,211

																																										     FEVI		2,500				63		5		10		2		17				3,950		27,552

																																										     FEW		250				6		1		1		0		2				395		2,755

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC and other opportunities 1				Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial,  Federal and municipal governments on an energy efficiency home retrofit program		Retrofit		Residential customers		$265 FEU + $54 MEM		$682		10.4		2009/2010/2011 Home Energy Modeling by Innes Hood Consulting and Habart. Assumptions evaluated in 2010 CPR  								• Air Sealing – 15 years (considered range of 10-15 years)
• Insulation – 25 years (considered range of 20-25 years)
• Windows  - 20 years (considered range of 20-25 years)
		Consultations with BC Hydro, consultants Habart and Hood and 2010 Conservation Potential Review. 		12% for air sealing and insulation and 25% for windows		BCHydro past program analysis (to be confirmed in Impact Evaluation 2012)		not available		not available		All		7,890				3,000		50		450

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
sNS promo - with $150k paid in 2011		

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Need an impact evaluartion conducted		

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Dealer Spif included here				50		550		3,550,000		69,748		730,370		5,000,000		(1,450,000)

																																										     FEI		7,022				2,670		45		401		45		490				62,076		650,029

																																										     FEVI		789				300		5		45		5		55				6,975		73,037

																																										     FEW		79				30		1		5		1		6				697		7,304

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal 				Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		Retrofit		Residential customers																				 				not available		not available		All						- 0		50		50		- 0		100		100,000		- 0				100,000		- 0

																																										     FEI								45		45		- 0		89

																																										     FEVI								5		5		- 0		10

																																										     FEW								1		1		- 0		1

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Trades Engagement Strategy 				Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask although will be written up in "Enabling Activities"		Retrofit		Residential customers																								not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Utility Partners Support for Home Weatherization Industry				MEM has provided $100k grant to promote capacity building and consumer demand for weatherization. Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask		Retrofit		Residential customers







				Residential - Joint Initiative		ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation 				Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies. Note with new DSM regulations a dishwasher incentive may pass for 2012 or 2013 consideration (TBD)		Retrofit 		Residential customers		$75 - based on $50 from FEU and $25 from BCH/FBC		$300 (BCH) - $350 (CPR)		3 GJ to be confirmed in 2012 Impact Analysis		a. 3 GJ savings based on Marbek 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. BC Hydro Clothes Washer Technology Analysis provides electrical savings which when converted to natural gas would be approximately 1.6 GJ (given efficiency conversion from electric to natural gas).
c. MEF and WF clothes washer efficiencies based on the 2010 EnerGuide Appliance Directory. 
								14		a. 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1.”
		5%		BCHydro based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers		not available		not available		All		8,500				425		30		50		20		100		525,000		24,225		209,966		525,000		- 0

																																										     FEI		7,565				378		27		45		18		89				21,560		186,870

												New Construction																														     FEVI		850				43		3		5		2		10				2,423		20,997

																																										     FEW		85				4		0		1		0		1				242		2,100

				Residential - Joint Initiative?		Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours				Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		Retrofit		Residential customers		Energy Consumption Report 3-4X per year mailed to participant		Not Applicable		1-2% reduction (BR to confirm research) or "1 GJ"		OPOWER analysis								2 (TBD)		OPOWER analysis		N/A		OPOWER tbc						All		70,000						100		400		- 0		500		500,000		66,500		119,984		500,000		- 0

																																										     FEI		70,000						100		400		- 0		500				66,500		119,984

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

				Residential - Joint Initiative		New Construction - EGH80 & beyond 				Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		New Construction 		Builders of Residential properties		For EG80 - $2000 per SFD and $200 per townhome (cost shared with BCHydro)		For FEI: SFD -$8294                     RH End - $184                    RH Mid - $125		For FEI: SFD -24                                   RH End - 3                                            RH Mid - 2		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart. 								25+		a. SAR Engineering Report
b. Dunsky Consulting

		Used 10%		Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share 		not available		not available		All		1,763				800		5		95		100		200		1,000,000		13,230		152,844		1,000,000		- 0

																																										     FEI		1,569				712		4		85		89		178				10,526		121,020

																																										     FEVI		176				80		1		10		10		20				2,704		31,824

																																										     FEW		18				8		0		1		1		2				1,323		15,284

				Residential - Joint Initiative		New Construction - NG measures				Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and townhomes. Savings and Costs captured in above program aresas for now.		New Construction 		Residential customers		Under consideration: Water heaters, EnerChoice fireplace, Support of E* appliance where natural gas water heating, and barbeque connectors (in fuel switching).		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development								Under Development		Under Development						not available		not available		All		2,000				400		5		70		25		100		other program will capture		under development		under development		500,000		Unknown

																																										     FEI		1,780				356		4		62		22		89

																																										     FEVI		200				40		1		7		3		10

																																										     FEW		20				4		0		1		0		1

				TOTAL ASK FOR PROGRAMS TARGETING RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS																																								160,836				8,101		1,025		1,540		340		2,905		10,506,350		242,954		1,753,031		12,095,000

				Fuel Switching - Residential 		Switch N Shrink				Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Residential customers		$1000 per conversion with additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners		$1,000		3 GJ saved through natural gas technology upgrade – Note this program is load building of 43 GJs per installation		a. 2008 REUS study provided FEVI annual heating load of 46GJ
b. 3 GJ savings associated with upgrade from 0.83 AFUE oil furnace to 0.90 AFUE natural gas based on discussions with NRCan and DOE research on furnace types.
								18		a. Navigant Consulting Inc. report "Measures and Assumptions for Demand Side Management (DSM) Planning", p. C-41, prepared for the Ontario Power Authority in April 16, 2009. 
b. BC Hydro, Power Smart. QA Standard, Technology: Effective Measure Life, Sept. 11, 2006
c. NRCan, personal communication with Rosalyn Cochrane, Senior Standards Engineer
		50%		Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program		not available		not available		All		500				500		10		100		15		125		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI		95				95		2		19		3		24

																																										     FEVI		400				400		8		80		12		100

																																										     FEW		5				5		0		1		0		1

				Fuel Switching - Residential 		BarBQue Outlets - New Construction				Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		New Construction		Builders / Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

				Fuel Switching - Commercial		NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks				Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		Retrofit		Builders		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

				Fuel Switching - Commercial 		Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island				Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Commercial		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

				Fuel Switching - Residential 		Interior Conversion projects				Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		Retrofit		Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																										     FEI

																																										     FEVI

																																										     FEW

																																																500		10		100		15		125		610,000		625,000				850,000		1,375,000



				Comments

				Home Retrofit Program Spend 		$5 Million for government and utility collaborations on home energy retrofit initiatives
including the current LiveSmartBC iteration, capacity building for weatherization, funding
for trades engagement strategies and retrofit opportunities with municipalities.

				LiveSmart BC		including the current LiveSmartBC iteration, capacity building for weatherization, funding

				New Construction Program		for trades engagement strategies and retrofit opportunities with municipalities.

				New Construction Program NG measures		Can be funded from program (ie EnerChoice and Water heater)

































































































































































































































































2013

		2013 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incremental Cost ($)		Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)



																																						Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential (example)		EnerChoice Fireplace Program (example)		$300 consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus a $50 SPIF to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation.		Retrofit		Residential customers		300		150		7.75		Previous Programs, confirmed by Hood amd Habart (2009 Home Modeling study for LiveSmart BC program development)		15		2010 Conservation Potential Review		24%		Learnings from 2009 fireplace program		not available		not available		All		4,850		1,584		288		150		25		463		28,555		258,481

																																		     FEI		3,840		1,152		256		135		22		413		22,618		204,062

																																		     FEVI		960		288		29		15		3		47		5,654		51,860

																																		     FEW		50		144		3		- 0		- 0		3		283		2,559































































































































































































































































































































































































Initial RRA Request

		Program Area:		Residential / Joint Initiatives



		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl				INITIAL Spending Forecast 												ADJUSTED To $9.5 Million

								2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive

				LiveSmartBC		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial and potentially Federal governments on a energy efficiency home retrofit program		5,000,000		4,750,000		250,000		6,000,000		5,700,000		300,000		5,000,000

				ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation strategies		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies		525,000		425,000		100,000		600,000		475,000		125,000		525,000

				E* Water Heater  + tankless + solar		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors Incentive to educate customers about the proactive replacement of efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies. 		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		912,200

				EnerChoice -		Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,224,250

				Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC 		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000

				New Construction - EGH80 & beyond (2013)		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000

				New Construction - NG measures		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances are installed in new homes and townhomes		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		Consider in other program budget

				Fall Weatherization		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping. Include heat and hot water conservation tips in the process.		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		Use LiveSmart Budget

				Home Efficiency Portal - Utility Partners		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		Uses LiveSmart Budget

				Simple Home Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow fixtures etc		Discount or giveaway program for low-cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		Use LiveSmart Budget

				Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		500,000				500,000		2,000,000				2,000,000		500,000

				Total				12,095,000		9,740,000		2,355,000		15,170,000		11,240,000		3,930,000		10,061,450





		Program Area:		Fuel Switching



		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl						Program Spending Forecast

										2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)				Incentive		Non-Incentive				Incentive		Non-Incentive

				Switch N Shrink		Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		524,000		420,000		104,000		524,000		420,000		104,000

				BarBQue Outlets - New Construction		Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		125,000		100,000		25,000		125,000		100,000		25,000

				NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks		Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		100,000		75,000		25,000		200,000		150,000		50,000

				Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island		Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		250,000		200,000		50,000		250,000		200,000		50,000

				Interior Conversion projects		Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000

				Total				1,999,000		1,697,012		304,000		2,099,000		1,772,013		329,000



				Furnace Scrap It Program

				Furnace Scrap It Program		Re-educate market about high efficiency furnaces and urge customers to upgrade early thereby significantly improving the age profile of furnaces in BC and reducing GHG emissions.		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000

								10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000











































































































































LiveSmartBCAssumptions

				LiveSmartBC -Efficiency Incentives Program - Home Retrofit -  April 1, 2011 through March 31st 2013

				Incentive Portfolio for Building Envelope for LOWER MAINLAND inputs for economic modeling

				This represents 70% of the customers.



				Measure		Savings								Measure Cost		Measure		2010 Incentive		FortisBC Incentive		Comment		Ministry of Energy and Mines Incentive		Participant Count				Fortis BC				2011 forecast		2010 PTD

						LM		LM - Electric Fuel Source		Interior- Gas		LM Alt Energy Savings				LifeTime										Apr 2011 thru Mar 2012		Apr 2012 thru Mar 2013		2011 Incentives 		2012 Incentives 		% spend				Weighted Averages

						NG [GJ]				NG [GJ]				$'s		Yrs				$'s				$'s						$'s		$'s

				Total program entrants as estimated by Ministry																						22,500		17,500

				Number of Lower Mainland customers who complete retrofits																						6,961		5,414										Rebate		Savings		Cost 		LS Rebate		Measue life

				AIR SEALING AND DRAFT PROOFING - 20%

				Air sealing  25%

bringdahl: bringdahl:
Based on Habart Modeling Description		7.6				7.5				$1,000

bringdah: bringdah:
$1000 based on COV weatherizeion pilot reuslts		15		$200		$400		Increased to reflect Cov pilot findings		$0		877		682		$350,831		$272,869		19.0%		8.0%		$252.00		4.8		630.0		$0.00		13156.171875

				Air Sealing 15%		3.5

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model
				6

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model
				$500

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Placeholder
		15		$100		$200				$50		515		401		$103,022		$80,128		5.6%		9.0%		$74.00		1.3		185.0		$18.50		7726.640625

				Base + 5%		5.7				4.5										$0		Didn’t fund		$100		0		0										$326.00		6.1		815.0				4.807277279

				Weighted Average		6.1								$855						$326				$19		1392		1083		$   453,853		$   352,997						855.0		Added $40 for audit				$18.50

				ATTIC INSULATION & FLAT ROOF -16%																																		995		774

				a.      R0 (starting at) - attic		38.3		28.5		37.6				$1,800		25		$200		$400						199		155		$79,633		$61,937		4.3%				$79.22		7.6		356.5		$0.00				Attic - R6 to R40

				b.      R6 - attic		9.7		7.1		9.5				$1,400		25		$150		$300

bringdah: bringdah:
Used descending scale to represent that fact that the area will be prorated.						199		155		$59,725		$46,453		3.2%		1.0%		$59.42		1.9		277.3		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R40

				c.      R12 -attic		6.9		4.6		6.3				$1,100		25		$100		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		4.0%		$29.71		1.4		217.9		$0.00				Attic - R20 to R40

				d.      R20 -attic		3		2		3				$900		25		$75		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		1.0%		$29.71		0.6		178.3		$0.00				Attic - R28 to R40

				e.      R28 -attic		1.5		1.1		1.3				$700		25		$50								0				$0		$0		0.0%		4.0%		$0.00		0.0		0.0		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R50

				f.       R0 (starting at) - Flat roof		33.5		23.1		17.2				$1,205		25		$200		$400				$170		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%				$27.70		2.3		83.4		$11.77				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R14

				g.     R12 - Flat roof		6.2		29.7		5.3				$603		25		$150		$400				$0		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%		1.0%		$27.70		0.4		41.8		$0.00				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R28

				h.     R28 - Flat roof		1.3		6.6		1.7				$344		25		$100		$100				$50		70		54		$6,961		$5,414		0.4%		4.0%		$6.93		0.1		23.8		$3.46				Cathedral/Flat - R8 to R28

				Weighted Average		14.3								$1,198.95						$260				$15		1005		782		$261,731		$203,569		0.1419578919				$260.39		$14.31		$1,178.95		$15.24				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R8

																																						$1,198.95		Added $20 for audit

				EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION - 5.5%																																												Cathedral/Flat - R35 to R50

				Marbek		11								$1,941

				a.   R0 to R12 -RSI 0.64 =Add R9 for 100%

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.64 (assumes cladding but no interior finish		50.6				61.4				$3,945

bringdah: bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		3.0%		$71.43		7.2		563.6		$21.43

				b.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 100%

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio		37.1		27.1		45				$3,945

bringdah: bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		0.0%		$71.43		5.3		563.6		$21.43

				c.    R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 80%

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio		43.9

bringdah: bringdah:
Note the 0.8and 0.6 is based on average savings of the top tiers

				42.6				$3,156						$400				$30		55		43		$21,877		$17,016		1.2%		0.0%		$57.14		6.3		450.9		$4.29

				d.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 60%

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio		26.3		10.8		31.9				$2,367		25		$100		$300				$0		55		43		$16,408		$12,762		0.9%		0.0%		$42.86		3.8		338.1		$0.00

				e.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 100%		2.8

bringdah: bringdah:
2.8 is average, Used 4 as increment for 100% coverage.
								

bringdah: bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.		

bringdahl: bringdahl:
Based on Habart Modeling Description		

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model
				

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model
				

bringdah: bringdah:
$1000 based on COV weatherizeion pilot reuslts		

Beth Ringdahl: Beth Ringdahl:
Placeholder
		4		3.2				$1,315		25		$100		$200				$15		55		43		$10,939		$8,508		0.6%		1.0%		$28.57		0.4		187.9		$2.14

				f.     R8 to R12 = Add R 3.8 for 80%		2.24		4		2.56				$1,052		25		$100		$160				$0		55		43		$8,751		$6,806		0.5%		1.0%		$22.86		0.3		150.3		$0.00

				g.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 60%		1.7				1.92				$789						$120				$0		55		43		$6,563		$5,105		0.4%		101.0%		$17.14		0.2		112.7		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.5								$2,377.00						$311				$49		383		298		$119,231		$92,735						$311.43		$23.52		$2,367.00		$49.29		$2,377.00		Added $10 for audit

				BASEMENT INSULATION - 6%																																		425		330

				Marbek		8.5								$1,408

				a.      0 to R23 for 100%		30		5.9		38.9				$2,255		25		$300		$600				$100		71		55		$42,462		$33,026		2.3%				$100.00		5.0		375.8		$16.67

				b.      0 to R23 for 80%		24				31.1				$1,804						$480				$100		71		55		$33,969		$26,421		1.8%				$80.00		4.0		300.7		$16.67

				c.      0 to R23 for 60%		18				23.3				$1,353						$360				$0		71		55		$25,477		$19,815		1.4%				$60.00		3.0		225.5		$0.00

				d.      0 to R10 for 100%		29.1		5.7		35.1				$981		25		$150		$300				$0		71		55		$21,231		$16,513		1.2%		1.0%		$50.00		4.9		163.5		$0.00

				e.      0 to R10 for 80%		23.3				28.1				$785						$240				$0		71		55		$16,985		$13,210		0.9%				$40.00		3.9		130.8		$0.00

				f.      0 to R10 for 60%		17.4				21.1				$589						$180				$0		71		55		$12,739		$9,908		0.7%				$30.00		2.9		98.2		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.6								$1,309.50						$360				$33		425		330		$152,862		$118,893						$360.00		23.6		1,294.5		33.3		$1,309.50		Added $15 for audit

				CRAWL SPACE INSULATION & MISC - 7%

				Marbek		1.7								$800

				a.  R0 to R10 - "Add R10"		5.5		3.7		3.1				$409		25		$100		$200				$0		97		76		$19,491		$15,159		1.1%				$40.00		1.1		81.8		$0.00

				b.  0 to R23 - "Add R23" 		6.4		4.4		3.4				$940		25		$150		$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		1.3		188.0		$34.00

				c.  Floor above crawl space		2.2				6.1				$500

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate						$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		0.4		100.0		$34.00

				d.  Header - No to R20		1.6				2.1				$250

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate						$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.3		50.0		$0.00

				e. Exposed Floor		2

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate based on other crawl space measures
								

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate		

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate		2				$500

bringdah: bringdah:
Estimate						

bringdah: bringdah:
Used descending scale to represent that fact that the area will be prorated.		$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.4		100.0		$0.00

				Weighted Average		3.5								$534.80						$200				$68		487		379		$97,453		$194,690						200.0		3.5		519.8		68.0		$534.80		Added $15 for audit

				WINDOWS - 26%

				Estar Windows (to min zone requirements)Standard double pane USI 2.0 TO Energy Star Zone A (South), Zone B (Interior) - 15 WINDOWS		10.5				10.5				$261

bringdah: bringdah:
Although D Bruce comments are that there is a nominal cost to upgrade -  Iconsidered 0.5 of the one zone up to indicate that customers may see some increased cost at the retail level		

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.64 (assumes cladding but no interior finish		

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio		

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio		

bringdah: bringdah:
Note the 0.8and 0.6 is based on average savings of the top tiers

		

bringdah: bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio												20				$225				$0		1023		796		$230,233		$179,070		12.5%				$125.76		5.9		145.9		$0.00		2361		677		1141		0.0

				Estar Windows (to one zone up)Standard double pane USI 4.0 TO Energy Star Zone B (South), Zone C (Interior)  - 15 WINDOWS		16.5				16.5				$562		20				$450				$300		807		628		$363,361		$282,614		19.7%				$198.48		7.3		247.9		$132.32				1396		2551		0.5

				Weighted Average		13.1								$444						$324				$132		1831		1424		$593,594		$461,684						$324.24		$13.15		$393.76		$132.32		$443.76		Added $50 for audit

				CERTIFIED INSTALLATION																										$165,000		$165,000

				Total FortisBC Overview		10								682		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		265		ERROR:#DIV/0!		54		5523		4296		$   1,843,725		$   1,589,567		105%		139%

																										7890

				Assumptions:

				-12% Free Rider Rate - From BCHydro 2009 Business case - Steve Connolly personal communication

				Note Gas savings are higher than electric savings since gas heated homes on average tend to be leakier and operate at higher temperature set points. Electric based on electric base boards and 100% effiicent furnace. Gas are 80% EF furnaces which represents the average retrofit situation.

				Alternative energy savings - although there are some slight cooling gains as the building envelope improves there are also electricity losses associated with turning on fans for ventilation. This would take time to model with no resulting net benefit obvious so alternative energy is not included at this stage.

				Audit costs are included. Total cost to homeowner is $300. Building envelope would represent about 50% of activity. Of the $150: $50 to windows; $40 to airsealing: The remaining $60 we added $20 to attic insulation, $10 to wall and $30 to basement and crawl space.





				Note

















































































































































MEM Contributions

								MEM Contributions

				Air Tightness: Perform Air Sealing of the Home to Achieve: 		Base Target + 20%		50

						Base Target + 10%		50

						Base Target		100

				Attic Insulation		Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-10

						Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		-10

						Existing R-13 -R25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-5

						Existing R-13-R-25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		0

				Increase Cathedral or Flat Roof Insulation		Existing 0.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-14		170

						Existing R-1 – R-12.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-28		-10

						Existing R-13 – R-35.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-50		50

				Exterior Wall Insulation		Add at least R-9 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		150

						Add at least R-9 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		30

						Add at least R-9 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

						Add at least R-3.8 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		15

						Add at least R-3.8 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

				Basement Insulation		Add at least R-23 for 100% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 80% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 60% of surface area		-10

						Add at least R-10 for 100% of surface area		-20

						Add at least R-10 for 80% of surface area		0

						Add at least R-10 for 60% of surface area		-5

				Basement Header		Add at least R-20		0

				Crawl Space Wall		Add at least R-23 		170

						Add at least R-10		0

				Floor Above Crawl Space		Add at least R-24		170

				Exposed Floor		Add at least R-20 (150 sq ft minimum)		50

				Energy Star Windows		One Zone Up		0

						Same Zone		20





NewConstructionAssumptions



				Program Participants		FEI						FEVI

						LM		Interior 2		 FEI Input

		Single Family Dwellings -

		Participant Numbers		415		241		91		332		83

		Energy Savings - GJ/Yr				25		22		24		29

		Builder Costs				$   7,000		$   11,706		$   8,294		$   9,009

		EG80- RowHomes - End - 

		Participant Numbers		438		342		26		368		70

		Energy Savings				2.6		8		3		2.6

		Builder Costs				$   142		$   730		$   184		142

		EG80 RowHomes - Mid 3 -

		Participant Numbers		660		515		40		554		106

		Energy Savings				1.4		5		2		1.4

		Builder Costs				$   78		$   737		$   125		78

		EG83- RowHomes - End 5

		Participant Numbers		50		39		3		42		8

		Energy Savings				11.7		20		12

		Builder Costs				$   3,205		$   4,522		$   3,299

		EG83 RowHomes - Mid 5

		Participant Numbers		75		59		5		63		12

		Energy Savings				9.3		16		10

		Builder Costs				$   2,755		$   3,852		$   2,833

		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart. In collaboration with BCHydro PowerSmart. Assumptions based on data collected for medium sized homes. 

		Assumptions:

		1. Breakdown by region based on CMHC housing starts forecast for 2011 and 2012

		2. Interior cost and savings based on 90% Southern Interior and 10% Prince George (where data available for PG).

		3. End units are based on 5 Rowhomes with 2 end units and 3 mid units

		4. For budgeting and modelling purposes have used 3X BCH forecasts

		5. EG83 - data was estimated by interpolating between EG80 and EG86. Actuals will be available by end of Sept, 2011.

		6. FRR of 10% based on participant forecast as a % of CMHC forecast since all new construction should be moving towards new code over the lifetime of this program

		7. 25 year measure life estimate used in modeling under-estimates the 50 year inter-generational benefit in this program

		Total Non-Incentives Cost: 		$   227,000

				FEI		FEVI

		SFD - 80%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG80 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG83 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

				$   - 0		$   - 0







Sheet3

		LiveSmart BC Building Envelope Incentives for April 1, 2011 through March 31, 2013 

		Building Envelope Measure Supported by FEU				LiveSmart BC Contribution				Utility Contribution		Customer Incentive 

						South Coastal		 Interior & Northern		Fortis Energy Inc. Rebate		South Coastal		Interior and Northern

		Air Tightness: Perform Air Sealing of the Home to Achieve: 		Base Target + 25%		$0		$100		$400		$400		$500

				Base Target + 15%		$50		$100		$200		$250		$300

		Attic Insulation		Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-13-R-25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		$150		$225		$150		$300		$375

		Increase Cathedral or Flat Roof Insulation		Existing 0.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-14		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-1 – R-12.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-28		$200		$350		$400		$600		$750

				Existing R-26 – R-35.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-50		$100		$150		$100		$200		$250

		Exterior Wall Insulation		Add at least R-9 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$700		$1,000		$500		$1,200		$1,500

				Add at least R-9 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$600		$800		$400		$1,000		$1,200

				Add at least R-9 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$400		$600		$300		$700		$900

				Add at least R-3.8 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$550		$800		$200		$750		$1,000

				Add at least R-3.8 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$440		$640		$160		$600		$800

				Add at least R-3.8 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		$330		$480		$120		$450		$600

		Basement Insulation		Add at least R-23 for 100% of surface area		$400		$650		$600		$1,000		$1,250

				Add at least R-23 for 80% of surface area		$320		$520		$480		$800		$1,000

				Add at least R-23 for 60% of surface area		$240		$390		$360		$600		$750

				Add at least R-10 for 100% of surface area		$200		$325		$300		$500		$625

				Add at least R-10 for 80% of surface area		$160		$260		$240		$400		$500

				Add at least R-10 for 60% of surface area		$120		$195		$180		$300		$375

		Basement Header		Add at least R-20		$0		$25		$100		$100		$125

		Crawl Space Wall		Add at least R-23 		$500		$700		$300		$800		$1,000

				Add at least R-10		$200		$300		$200		$400		$500

		Floor Above Crawl Space		Add at least R-24		$150		$250		$300		$450		$550

		Exposed Floor		Add at least R-20 (150 sq ft minimum)		$75		$125		$100		$175		$225

		Energy Star Windows		One Zone Up		$30		$40		$30		$60		$70

				Same Zone		$20		$15		$15		$35		$30

		Certified Installation		Furnace, Heat Pump or Boiler Installed by an ARI Quality First Certified Professional		$50		$50		$50		$100		$100
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Attachments: FortisBC_Agenda_Sept 8_with decisions .doc

With attachment
 
Hi All
 
Notes from today’s meeting attached.
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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Agenda & Decisions

FortisBC DSM Plan


Initial Brainstorm- Sept 8, 2011


1. High Level Discussion of Final Outputs - Sarah

1.1.  Critical objectives that must be met e.g., demonstration of cost-effectiveness for ratepayers vs fully articulated plan  - - - DSM Plan “lite” vs full DSM Plan


Two goals


- show commission that a plan exists for how money will be sent


- show that the plan will bring value to ratepayers


- TRC vs Societal benefits.  all tests to be reported.


- Portfolio level TRC needs to be positive.


1.2. Critical outputs – A report (draft outline follows), Appendices - C/B screening results  sample tables etc re: level of detail 


- What additional measures should be formed into programs?


- Present portfolio level results, by category, savings  (annual and PV)


- in detail section, include spreadsheets


- provide review of evaluation budgets and potential recommendations, as applicable 

Methodology:


-We will identified gaps per program, both on inputs, and on program groupings


- conference calls with Fortis Program managers to provide observations' determine sources of inputs.


- *** end of business today for final versions of input spreadsheets.


- each program ask needs to align to overall budget 


- we can develop a scoring approach to how to prioritize the portfolio.


1.3. Framing e.g., Is this a FortisBC doc to BCUC (prepared/compiled by ICF Marbek) or an ICF Marbek doc to FortisBC that will be an appendix to a separate FortisBC doc?  Attached outline assumes the latter scenario.


This is an ICF Marbek document given to Fortis.


1.4. Other?


2. Working Together


2.1. Overview of key tasks and responsibilities 


2.2. Gap analysis and strategy


2.3. Coordination & use of ftp site


2.4. Key interim dates and/or interim results


- Agree to send deliverables for review in several interim iterations


-


2.5. Final delivery date to FortisBC


- Monday September 19th Marbek to Fortis BC.


- 


2.6. Proposal and PO


3. Questions re: Data to Date 


3.1. Review of John’s interim list 


4. Next Steps, Timing, Responsibility


- John to provide revised template to Colin who will go back to program managers. 

Added columns are to help identify the measures in the program – need to link to the Cost Effective model input requirements.


 – As needed, will link to the CPR measures & assumptions.

5. Other??


- need to read the evidence IRs from SEA


*** Colin to forward specific documents for us to read.








From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Sarah Smith - Terasen
Subject: DSM Plan meeting follow up
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011 3:25:47 PM

Hi Colin
 
I think that we are finally getting our ducks in a row. Couple of thoughts flowing from our meeting
today as well as a couple of requests:
 

1.       To give ourselves a fighting chance at making the deadlines, we will match individual
resources at this end with the individual FortisBC program managers. The proposed
matches are:

a.       John Dikeos with Beth - Residential
b.      Paula Claudino with Ramsay - Commercial
c.        Bryan with Hakan - Industry
d.      Paul with Jim – Innovators

 
For a, b and c above, we will build sets of inputs within sector specific versions of the Cost-
Effectiveness model. This will allow each Program area to develop in parallel, which will
save lapsed time, and will hopefully facilitate exchanges/review by Fortis managers. I will
work with Jim but this will not fit within the B/C model context. We will merge the 3
separate models into one consolidated version at the end and will use for the roll ups.
 

2.       Requests
a.       Can you pls send a copy of the IRs from the Sustainable Energy Assoc that Sarah

mentioned in today’s call.
b.      Can you pls send a copy of the Fortis report/filing that we discussed yesterday i.e.

the one that shows the typical level and organization of data reporting that would
serve as a model for this project. I know that it is among the web links that you
already sent... but..searching for the correct one will take time.  If you can short
circuit by resending the link or directions or the actual report, that would be much
appreciated. Thanks!

 
I will send a proposed outline of proposes tasks, responsibilities and timeline for your review
tomorrow.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: DSM Plan meeting follow up
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011 5:19:00 PM

Hi Paul,
 
Here are the links to the BCSEA evidence that I believe Sarah was referring to in our conference
call:
 
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28411_C4-4_BCSEA-evidence.pdf
 
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2011/DOC_28463_A-11_2012-13RR-IR-No1-
BCSEA.pdf
 
You can find all proceedings related to our Revenue Requirement Application filing here:
 
http://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?ApplicationId=313
 
The EEC Annual Report only exists as part of the larger RRA filing that I sent you the link for before.
It does not exist on its own online and it is far too large to email. However, I have saved it to the
CPR ftp site. Let me know if you have trouble accessing it there.
 
Sarah also wanted me to send you all of the Commission’s IRs about how they are to judge
prudency of what we are requesting absent any kind of a DSM plan. I’ll have to get this to you
tomorrow as it’s going to take me awhile to sort through all of the IRs to pick these out (as a
company we’ve responded to well over 1,000 IRs with several hundred of those attributed to EEC).
 
Regards,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Sarah Smith - Terasen
Subject: DSM Plan meeting follow up
 
Hi Colin

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
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I think that we are finally getting our ducks in a row. Couple of thoughts flowing from our meeting
today as well as a couple of requests:
 

1.       To give ourselves a fighting chance at making the deadlines, we will match individual
resources at this end with the individual FortisBC program managers. The proposed
matches are:

a.       John Dikeos with Beth - Residential
b.      Paula Claudino with Ramsay - Commercial
c.        Bryan with Hakan - Industry
d.      Paul with Jim – Innovators

 
For a, b and c above, we will build sets of inputs within sector specific versions of the Cost-
Effectiveness model. This will allow each Program area to develop in parallel, which will
save lapsed time, and will hopefully facilitate exchanges/review by Fortis managers. I will
work with Jim but this will not fit within the B/C model context. We will merge the 3
separate models into one consolidated version at the end and will use for the roll ups.
 

2.       Requests
a.       Can you pls send a copy of the IRs from the Sustainable Energy Assoc that Sarah

mentioned in today’s call.
b.      Can you pls send a copy of the Fortis report/filing that we discussed yesterday i.e.

the one that shows the typical level and organization of data reporting that would
serve as a model for this project. I know that it is among the web links that you
already sent... but..searching for the correct one will take time.  If you can short
circuit by resending the link or directions or the actual report, that would be much
appreciated. Thanks!

 
I will send a proposed outline of proposes tasks, responsibilities and timeline for your review
tomorrow.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Subject: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool
Date: Friday, September 09, 2011 2:26:43 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Fortis Cost Effectiveness Tool, Marbek, 2011 09 09.xlsm
Fortis Database, Marbek, 2011 09 09.xlsx

Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
We’ve encountered a couple major issues with the Cost Effectiveness Tool:

1.       Portfolio Builder: I get the following error every time I try to build a Portfolio:
 

An error has occurred.  Most likely you are trying to add a program to this portfolio that
existed at some point in the Programs Database but has been deleted.  Please check that
program exists and try again.  You may need to go to the Programs Database and manually
delete this program’s measures from the portfolio, or delete the portfolio and try again.

 
2.       Saving Results: I also get the following error when I press the “Save Results to Program

Database” button in the Results tab of the Cost Effectiveness tool:
 

This program does not exist in the program database.  Select the program name in the box
in the Dashboard and click view outputs, then try again.

 
I’ve done some troubleshooting based on what these messages say and I’ve tried adding different
combinations of programs to a portfolio, or just one program at a time.  However, I haven’t been
able to resolve these issues on my own.  Also, it seems like the same issues exist within the original
“Training” version of the tool that you sent us.
 
Can you please get in touch with Cadmus regarding these issues, as they’re both critical to us
completing this work?  I’ve attached copies of the Cost Effectiveness tool and the associated
database so that they can help us troubleshoot.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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Dashboard

								COST EFFECTIVENESS AND PLANNING TOOL





















														                    













Results

		Results (B/C Ratios)

		Back to Dashboard

				Overview								Discount Rates

				Name:		Test						Inflation		1.90%

				Program/Portfolio:		Portfolio						Cust. Disc. Rate		6.00%

				Type:		Energy Efficiency						Utility Disc. Rate		7.38%

				Primary Sector:		Residential

				Start Year:								Notes:

				End Year:								

				Territory:		FEI

				Program DB Name:		Fortis Database, Marbek, 2011 09 08.xlsx

				Last Updated:		9/9/11



				Benefit/Cost Tests														Scenarios		

				NPV Value ($1000s)		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)		Utility Cost Test		Participant Cost Test		Ratepayer Impact (RIM) Test		Societal Cost Test				Variable		Multiplier

				Benefits:		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000				Measure Life		100%

				Costs:		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000				Gas Savings		100%

				Net Benefits:		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000		$0.000				Alt. Fuel Savings		100%

				B/C Ratio:														Avoided Gas Cost		100%

				$/GJ Saved:										



				Annual Costs and Benefits

				Year		Utility Costs ($1000s)				Partner Costs ($1000s)				Gross Measure Cost ($1000s)		Program Benefits ($1000s)										Program Added Costs ($1000s)

						Incentives		Administration		Incentives		Administration				Gas Avoided Supply Benefits		Alternate Fuel Avoided Supply Benefits		Gas Customer Bill Decrease		 Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Decrease		Net Avoided Carbon Tax		Gas Added Supply Costs		Alternate Fuel Added Supply Costs		Gas Customer Bill Increase		Alternate Fuel Customer Bill Increase		Net Added Carbon Tax

				NPV		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Annual Fuel Savings

				Year		Gross Fuel Savings																Net Fuel Savings

						Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Biomass (GJ)		Carbon (Tonnes)		Gas (GJ)		Electric (MWh)		Capacity (MW)		Diesel (Litres)		Propane (Litres)		Oil (GJ)		Biomass (GJ)		Carbon (Tonnes)

				NPV		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2013		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2014		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2016		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2017		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2018		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2019		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2020		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2022		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2041		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



		End Results

































































































































































































































































































































Program_Calculations

		Program Calculations (Annual Savings, Benefits, and Costs)

		Back to Dashboard



				Benefit/Cost Test Components

				Year		Total Resource Cost Test (TRC)				Utility Cost Test (UCT)				Participant (PCT)				Rate Impact Measure (RIM)				Social Cost Test (SCT)

						Costs		Benefits		Costs		Benefits		Costs		Benefits		Costs		Benefits		Costs		Benefits

				NPV

aaron: Net Present Value		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Gas:  Savings, Benefits, and Costs

				Year		Gross Gas Savings (GJ)		Net Gas   Savings (GJ)		Gas Avoided Supply Benefits  ($)		Gas Added Supply Costs ($)		Gas Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Gas Customer Bill Increase  ($)		Gas Lost Revenue ($)		Gas Increased Revenue ($)		Gross Carbon Savings ($)		Gross Carbon Added Cost ($)		Net Carbon Savings ($)		Net Carbon Added Cost ($)		Gross Carbon Savings (Tonnes)		Net Carbon Savings (Tonnes)

				NPV

aaron: Net Present Value		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2012		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2013		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2014		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2015		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2016		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2017		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2018		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2019		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2020		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2021		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2022		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2023		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2024		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2025		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2026		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2027		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2028		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2029		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2030		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2031		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2032		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2033		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2034		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2035		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2036		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2037		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2038		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2039		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2040		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0

				2041		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0



				Alternate Fuels: Savings, Benefits, and Costs

						Electric (MWh)																Capacity (MW)																Diesel (L)										Propane (L)										Oil (GJ)										Biomass (GJ)

				Year		Gross Electric Savings (MWh)		Net Electric Savings (MWh)		Electric Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Electric Added Supply Costs ($)		Electric Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Electric Customer Bill Increase ($)		Electric Lost Revenue ($)		Electric Increased Revenue ($)		Gross Capacity Savings (MW)		Net Capacity Savings (MW)		Capacity Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Capacity Added Supply Costs ($)		Capacity Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Capacity Customer Bill Increase ($)		Capacity Lost Revenue ($)		Capacity Increased Revenue ($)		Gross Diesel Savings (L)		Net Diesel Savings (L)		Diesel Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Diesel Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Diesel Lost Revenue ($)		Gross Propane Savings (L)		Net Propane Savings (L)		Propane Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Propane Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Propane Lost Revenue ($)		Gross Oil Savings (GJ)		Net Oil Savings (GJ)		Oil Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Oil Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Oil Lost Revenue ($)		Gross Biomass Savings (GJ)		Net Biomass Savings (GJ)		Biomass Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		Biomass Added Supply Costs ($)		Biomass Customer Bill Decrease ($)		Biomass Customer Bill Increase ($)		Biomass Lost Revenue ($)		Biomass Increased Revenue ($)

				NPV

aaron: Net Present Value		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2041		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		0		0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0



				Other Benefits and Costs

				Year		Utility Administrative Costs		Partner Administrative Costs		Utility Measure Incentive Costs		Partner Measure Incentive Costs		Federal Measure Incentive Costs		Gross Participant Measure Costs		Net Participant Measure Costs		Total Participant Rebates		Low Income Adder Benefits		TRC Adder Benefits		Environmental Adder Benefits

				NPV

aaron: Net Present Value		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2012		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0
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		Measure Calculations (Energy Savings, Benefits, Costs)										measures in program:		0
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				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		Measure 

				 Measure Name:		0

				Sector:		0

				Territory:		0

				Building Type:		0

				Unit Definition: 		0

				Measure Lifetime:		0.00

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$0

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		0.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		0.00

				Annual Capacity Savings (kW):		0.00

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):		0.00

				Annual Propane Savings (L):		0.00

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):		0.00

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):		0.00

				Program Type:		0

				Low Income?:		0

				TRC Adder (%):		0%

				Increased Alternate Fuel Flag:		0%

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):		$0.00

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):		0.00%

				Net to Gross:		100%

				Cumulative Installs

				2012		0

				2013		0

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Gas:  Gross Annual Savings (GJ)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Gas:  Net Annual Savings (GJ)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Gas:  Net Avoided Supply Benefits ($) 		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gas:  Net Added Supply Costs ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gas:  Gross Customer Bill Decrease ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gas:  Gross Customer Bill Increase ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gas:  Net Lost Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gas:  Net Increased Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Electric Energy:  Gross Annual Savings (kWh)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Electric Energy:  Net Annual Savings (kWh)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Elec Energy:  Net Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Elec Energy  Net Added Supply Costs ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Elec Energy: Gross Customer Bill Decrease ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Elec Energy: Gross Customer Bill Increase ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Elec Energy: Net Lost Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Elec Energy: Net Increased Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Gross Annual Savings (KW)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Capacity:  Net Annual Savings (KW)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Capacity:  Net Avoided Supply Benefits ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Net Added Supply Costs ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Gross Customer Bill Decrease ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Gross Customer Bill Increase ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Net Lost Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Capacity:  Net Increased Revenue ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Diesel:  Gross Annual Savings (L)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0

				2016		0.0

				2017		0.0

				2018		0.0

				2019		0.0

				2020		0.0

				2021		0.0

				2022		0.0

				2023		0.0

				2024		0.0

				2025		0.0

				2026		0.0

				2027		0.0

				2028		0.0

				2029		0.0

				2030		0.0

				2031		0.0

				2032		0.0

				2033		0.0

				2034		0.0

				2035		0.0

				2036		0.0

				2037		0.0

				2038		0.0

				2039		0.0

				2040		0.0

				2041		0.0

				Diesel:  Net Annual Savings (L)		0.0

				2012		0.0

				2013		0.0

				2014		0.0

				2015		0.0
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				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				TRC Measure Cost		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Low Income Adder Benefits ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				TRC Adder Benefits ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Environmental Adder Benefits ($)		$0

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Gross Carbon Savings (Tonnes)		0.00

				2012		0.00

				2013		0.00

				2014		0.00

				2015		0.00

				2016		0.00

				2017		0.00

				2018		0.00

				2019		0.00

				2020		0.00

				2021		0.00

				2022		0.00

				2023		0.00

				2024		0.00

				2025		0.00

				2026		0.00

				2027		0.00

				2028		0.00

				2029		0.00

				2030		0.00

				2031		0.00

				2032		0.00

				2033		0.00

				2034		0.00

				2035		0.00

				2036		0.00

				2037		0.00

				2038		0.00

				2039		0.00

				2040		0.00

				2041		0.00

				Net Carbon Savings (Tonnes)		0.00

				2012		0.00

				2013		0.00

				2014		0.00

				2015		0.00

				2016		0.00

				2017		0.00

				2018		0.00

				2019		0.00

				2020		0.00

				2021		0.00

				2022		0.00

				2023		0.00

				2024		0.00

				2025		0.00

				2026		0.00

				2027		0.00

				2028		0.00

				2029		0.00

				2030		0.00

				2031		0.00

				2032		0.00

				2033		0.00

				2034		0.00

				2035		0.00

				2036		0.00

				2037		0.00

				2038		0.00

				2039		0.00

				2040		0.00

				2041		0.00





Data_Input

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Portfolio						Variable

				Name:		Test						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):								Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:								Marketing:  

				End Year:								Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:								Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 5:24 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs



				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012

				2013

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV

				Participant NPV



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:

				 Measure Name:

				Sector:

				Territory:

				Building Type:

				Unit Definition:

				Measure Lifetime:

				Measure Description:

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:

				Spillover:

				Program Type:

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):

				TRC Adder (%):

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:

				Estimated Participation

				2012

				2013

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012

				2013

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012

				2013

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012

				2013

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				End Data Input





































































































MeasureDatabase

		Measure Database				Back to Dashboard						count of measures:		12		count of columns:		23

		Measure Name

aaron: must have unique name
		Sector

aaron: must be spelled the same as sectors list on Admin sheet.		Building Type		Unit Definition		Measure Lifetime		Total Per Unit Measure Cost (incr. or full)

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
		Annual Gas Savings (GJ)

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
		Annual Elec Savings (kWh)		Annual Capacity Savings (kW)		Annual Diesel Savings (Litres)		Annual Propane Savings (Litres)		Annual Oil Savings (GJ)		Annual Biomass Savings (GJ)		Freeridership		Spillover		Description/Comments		Created By		Utility Incentive
($/unit)		Incentive to Contractors/ Dealers ($/unit)		Partners Incentives ($/unit)		Federal Incentives ($/unit)		Portion of Participants (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
																																Portion of Participants #2 (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program

		Condensing Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		13		1650		5														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (Marbek)		500		50						5%		5%

		ESTAR Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		13		200		3														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (Marbek)		100		50						20%		10%

		Tankless Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		20		1800		6.5														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (Marbek)		500		50						75%		30%

		EE Gas Fireplaces		Residential		Avg Home		per fireplace		15		150		7.75														24.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (Marbek)		300		50								25%

		Furnace and Fireplace Service		Residential		Avg Home		per service		1.5		150																80.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges - no savings numbers yet		John (Marbek)		25

		Programmable Thermostats		Residential		Avg Home		per home		11		50		4.1		20												30.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (Marbek)		50								40%

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
Should these add up to more than 100% (Simple Home EE Measures Program)?

		Ultra Low-Flow Showerheads		Residential		Avg Home		per showerhead		10		13		2														10.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (Marbek)		13								30%

		Faucet Aerators		Residential		Avg Home		per home (3 aerators)		10		15		1.2														10.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (Marbek)		15								30%

		Weatherization Kits		Residential		Avg Home		per kit		10		150		3.8														21.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges		John (Marbek)		40

		Envelope Retrofit		Residential		Avg Home		per retrofit		20		682		10.4														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges		John (Marbek)		265				54

		ESTAR Washers		Residential		Avg Home		per washer		14		325		3		27												5.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges and CPR input for elec		John (Marbek)		50				25						30%

		Home EE Portal		Residential		None		website		1																						Measure with no savings or incentive associated		John (Marbek)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UtilityData

		UTILITY DATA (Avoided Costs, Discount Rates, Retail Rates, etc.)

		Back to Dashboard

						Rates				Escalators

				Retail Rates		FEI		FEVI		FEI		FEVI				Annual Inputs

				Electric Retail Rates ($ / kWh)														Avoided Gas Commodity Costs

aaron: $ per GJ
		Gas Distribution Adder

aaron: $ per GJ
		Incremental Cost of Gas

aaron: $ per GJ
		Carbon Tax

aaron: $ per GJ
		Energy Cost of Electricity

aaron: $ per kWh
		Capacity Cost of Electricity

aaron: $ per KW		Cost of Diesel

aaron: $ per Litre 
		Cost of Propane

aaron: $ per Litre		Cost of Oil

aaron: $ per GJ

				Residential		$0.0827		$0.0827		1.00%		1.00%				Year				Gas Distribution		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost

				Commercial		$0.0558		$0.0558		1.00%		1.00%				2012		$6.81		$0.16		$6.97		$1.25		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$0.0558		$0.0558		1.00%		1.00%				2013		$7.35		$0.16		$7.51		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0000		$0.0000								2014		$7.87		$0.16		$8.03		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2015		$8.26		$0.16		$8.42		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Capacity Retail Rates ($ / kW / yr)												2016		$8.56		$0.16		$8.72		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Residential		$1.0000		$1.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2017		$8.78		$0.16		$8.94		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Commercial		$52.0000		$52.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2018		$8.99		$0.16		$9.15		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$52.0000		$52.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2019		$9.19		$0.16		$9.35		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0000		$0.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2020		$9.40		$0.16		$9.56		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2021		$9.60		$0.16		$9.76		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Gas Retail Rates ($ / MJ)												2022		$9.81		$0.16		$9.97		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Residential		$0.0098		$0.0143		1.90%		1.90%				2023		$10.03		$0.16		$10.19		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Commercial		$0.0092		$0.0159		1.90%		1.90%				2024		$10.25		$0.16		$10.41		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$0.0092		$0.0159		1.90%		1.90%				2025		$10.47		$0.16		$10.63		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0143		$0.0143		1.90%		1.90%				2026		$10.70		$0.16		$10.86		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2027		$10.93		$0.16		$11.09		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2028		$11.17		$0.16		$11.33		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

						Territory										2029		$11.42		$0.16		$11.58		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount/Inflation Rates		FEI		FEVI								2030		$11.67		$0.16		$11.83		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Inflation		1.90%		1.90%								2031		$11.92		$0.16		$12.08		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount Rate - FortisBC		7.38%		6.87%								2032		$12.19		$0.16		$12.35		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount Rate - Customer		6.00%		6.00%								2033		$12.45		$0.16		$12.61		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Environmental Adder		10.00%		10.00%								2034		$12.73		$0.16		$12.89		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Low Income Adder		30.00%		30.00%								2035		$13.01		$0.16		$13.17		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2036		$13.29		$0.16		$13.45		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2037		$13.58		$0.16		$13.74		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				GHG Savings												2038		$13.88		$0.16		$14.04		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Carbon tonnes / GJ		0.04988

Ryan.Cook: Ryan.Cook:
Carbon tax per GJ: $0.9976

Carbon tax per Tonne: $20

Tonnes/GJ = $0.9976/$20 = 0.04988																												

aaron: $ per GJ		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		2039		$14.19		$0.16		$14.35		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Carbon tonnes / kWh		- 0										2040		$14.50		$0.16		$14.66		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2041		$14.82		$0.16		$14.98		$1.50		$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2042

																2043

																2044

																2045

																2046

																2047



























































































































Admin

		ADMIN / USER LEVEL SECURITY

		Back to Dashboard

				Model Start Year:

aaron: Controls the first year shown in all tables in this file
		2012

				DB File Path:		J:\114133XX FortisBC DSM Plan\Cost Effectiveness Tool

				Program Database:		Fortis Database, Marbek, 2011 09 08.xlsx

				Current User:		Marbek

				Current Password:		Marbek

				Current User Role:		Administrator





				Lists

aaron: Used by model interface to populate drop-down lists
						Program				Increased 

				Sectors:

aaron: Maximum of 5 sectors/rate classes
		Program Types:

aaron: Do not add to list.  Calculations are customized based on program types, so if a program type is added, model calculations will need to be revised.
		Territories:

aaron: Maximum of 2. If territory names are modified, any reference to territory in the program database also needs to be changed.
		Cost Categories

aaron: Maximum of 4.  The names of each cost can be modified.  This only affects labeling on reports and input screens but does not affect calculations.  Note that if cost names are modified, the cost names in the program database need to be updated accordingly.

		User Roles:

aaron: Do not modify!  This affects a user's access level to various sheets and functions within the model.
		Consumption Fuels

aaron: Do not modify!


				

aaron: Controls the first year shown in all tables in this file
		Residential		Energy Efficiency		FEI		Marketing		Administrator		None

				Commercial		Fuel Switching		FEVI		Administrative Costs		Program Designer		Electricity/Capacity

				Industrial						Evaluation Costs		Report Viewer		Biomass

				NG Vehicles						Other











				Security

aaron: Enter new users to the bottom of the list.  Assign a password and select a role for the each user.				spatulaspreader

aaron: VBA Password



				

aaron: Used by model interface to populate drop-down lists
		

aaron: Maximum of 5 sectors/rate classes
		

aaron: Do not add to list.  Calculations are customized based on program types, so if a program type is added, model calculations will need to be revised.
		

aaron: Maximum of 2. If territory names are modified, any reference to territory in the program database also needs to be changed.
		

aaron: Maximum of 4.  The names of each cost can be modified.  This only affects labeling on reports and input screens but does not affect calculations.  Note that if cost names are modified, the cost names in the program database need to be updated accordingly.

		User Name		Password		User Role

				aaron		excel		Administrator

				elizabeth		terasen		Administrator

				ryan		cook		Program Designer

				karen		iloverain		Report Viewer

				arvind		arvind		Administrator

				Sarah		Sarah		Report Viewer

				Beth		Beth		Program Designer

				Ramsay		Cook		Program Designer

				Jady		Jady		Administrator

				Jim		Jim		Program Designer

				Marbek		Marbek		Administrator

				dana		dana		Administrator
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Summary

		Program Database Navigation



		Program/Portfolio Inputs		Primary Territory		Primary Sector		Start Year		Results Saved		Program/Portfolio Notes

		DHW Heaters, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		EnerChoice Fireplaces, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		Service, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		Simple Home Measures, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		Fall Weatherization, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		Envelope Retrofit, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		ESTAR Appliances, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No

		Home EE Portal, FEI_PRGM		FEI		Residential		2012		No
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DHW Heaters, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		DHW Heaters, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 10:49 AM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$67,000		$192,000		$18,000

				2013		$68,273		$195,648		$18,342

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$130,581		$374,202		$35,081		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1		2		3

				 Measure Name:		Condensing Water Heaters		ESTAR Water Heaters		Tankless Water Heaters

				Sector:		Residential		Residential		Residential

				Territory:		FEI		FEI		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home		Avg Home		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per water heater		per water heater		per water heater

				Measure Lifetime:		13.00		13.00		20.00

				Measure Description:		Assumptions based on program manager inputs		Assumptions based on program manager inputs		Assumptions based on program manager inputs

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$1,650.00		$200.00		$1,800.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		5.00		3.00		6.50

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		10.0%		10.0%		10.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No		No		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None		None		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		DHW Heaters, FEI		DHW Heaters, FEI		DHW Heaters, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		160		2,403		641

				2013		160		2,403		641

				2014		0		0		0

				2015		0		0		0

				2016		0		0		0

				2017		0		0		0

				2018		0		0		0

				2019		0		0		0

				2020		0		0		0

				2021		0		0		0

				2022		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0

				2041		0		0		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$550		$150		$550

				2013		$550		$150		$550

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				End Data Input





EnerChoice Fireplaces, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		EnerChoice Fireplaces, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 12:13 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$52,000		$147,000		$40,000

				2013		$52,988		$149,793		$40,760

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$101,346		$286,498		$77,959		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		EE Gas Fireplaces

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per fireplace

				Measure Lifetime:		15.00

				Measure Description:		Assumptions based on program manager inputs

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$150.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		7.75

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		24.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		EnerChoice Fireplaces, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		2,467

				2013		2,467

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$350

				2013		$350

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input





Service, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		Service, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 1:40 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$45,000		$174,000		$27,000

				2013		$45,855		$177,306		$27,513

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$87,703		$339,120		$52,622		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		Furnace and Fireplace Service

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per service

				Measure Lifetime:		1.50

				Measure Description:		Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges - no savings numbers yet

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$150.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		80.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		Service, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		22,250

				2013		22,250

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$25

				2013		$25

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input





Simple Home Measures, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		Simple Home Measures, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 1:53 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$120,000		$125,000		$22,000

				2013		$122,280		$127,375		$22,418

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$233,876		$243,621		$42,877		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1		2		3

				 Measure Name:		Programmable Thermostats		Ultra Low-Flow Showerheads		Faucet Aerators

				Sector:		Residential		Residential		Residential

				Territory:		FEI		FEI		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home		Avg Home		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per home		per showerhead		per home (3 aerators)

				Measure Lifetime:		11.00		10.00		10.00

				Measure Description:		Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$50.00		$13.00		$15.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		4.10		2.00		1.20

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		20.00

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		30.0%		10.0%		10.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No		No		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None		None		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		Simple Home Measures, FEI		Simple Home Measures, FEI		Simple Home Measures, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		4,984		3,738		3,738

				2013		4,984		3,738		3,738

				2014		0		0		0

				2015		0		0		0

				2016		0		0		0

				2017		0		0		0

				2018		0		0		0

				2019		0		0		0

				2020		0		0		0

				2021		0		0		0

				2022		0		0		0

				2023		0		0		0

				2024		0		0		0

				2025		0		0		0

				2026		0		0		0

				2027		0		0		0

				2028		0		0		0

				2029		0		0		0

				2030		0		0		0

				2031		0		0		0

				2032		0		0		0

				2033		0		0		0

				2034		0		0		0

				2035		0		0		0

				2036		0		0		0

				2037		0		0		0

				2038		0		0		0

				2039		0		0		0

				2040		0		0		0

				2041		0		0		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$50		$13		$15

				2013		$50		$13		$15

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0		$0		$0

				2013		$0		$0		$0

				2014		$0		$0		$0

				2015		$0		$0		$0

				2016		$0		$0		$0

				2017		$0		$0		$0

				2018		$0		$0		$0

				2019		$0		$0		$0

				2020		$0		$0		$0

				2021		$0		$0		$0

				2022		$0		$0		$0

				2023		$0		$0		$0

				2024		$0		$0		$0

				2025		$0		$0		$0

				2026		$0		$0		$0

				2027		$0		$0		$0

				2028		$0		$0		$0

				2029		$0		$0		$0

				2030		$0		$0		$0

				2031		$0		$0		$0

				2032		$0		$0		$0

				2033		$0		$0		$0

				2034		$0		$0		$0

				2035		$0		$0		$0

				2036		$0		$0		$0

				2037		$0		$0		$0

				2038		$0		$0		$0

				2039		$0		$0		$0

				2040		$0		$0		$0

				2041		$0		$0		$0

				End Data Input





Fall Weatherization, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		Fall Weatherization, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 1:59 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$89,000		$45,000		$18,000

				2013		$90,691		$45,855		$18,342

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$173,458		$87,703		$35,081		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		Weatherization Kits

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per kit

				Measure Lifetime:		10.00

				Measure Description:		Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$150.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		3.80

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		21.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		Fall Weatherization, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		22,250

				2013		22,250

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$40

				2013		$40

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input





Envelope Retrofit, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		Envelope Retrofit, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 2:04 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$401,000		$45,000		$45,000

				2013		$408,619		$45,855		$45,855

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$781,535		$87,703		$87,703		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		Envelope Retrofit

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per retrofit

				Measure Lifetime:		20.00

				Measure Description:		Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$682.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		10.40

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		18.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		Envelope Retrofit, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		7,022

				2013		7,022

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$265

				2013		$265

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$54

				2013		$54

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input





ESTAR Appliances, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		ESTAR Appliances, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 2:13 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$45,000		$27,000		$18,000

				2013		$45,855		$27,513		$18,342

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$87,703		$52,622		$35,081		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		ESTAR Washers

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		Avg Home

				Unit Definition:		per washer

				Measure Lifetime:		14.00

				Measure Description:		Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges and CPR input for elec

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:		$325.00

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):		3.00

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):		27.00

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:		5.0%

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		ESTAR Appliances, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		7,565

				2013		7,565

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$50

				2013		$50

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$25

				2013		$25

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input





Home EE Portal, FEI_PRGM

		PROGRAM/PORTFOLIO INPUT DATA (Basic Info, Costs, Measures)

		Back to Dashboard

												Scenario Parameters

				Basic Information								Scenario Name:

				Program/Portfolio:		Program						Variable

				Name:		Home EE Portal, FEI						Measure Life:		100%

				Primary Sector:		Residential						Gas Savings:		100%

				Territory:		FEI						Alt. Fuel Savings:		100%

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency						Avoided Gas Cost:		100%

				Low Income Adder:		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0%						Cost Descriptions

				Start Year:		2012						Marketing:  

				End Year:		2013						Administrative Costs:  

				Year Dollars:		2012						Evaluation Costs:  

				Last Updated:		9/9/11 2:24 PM						Other:  

				Program Notes:								Partner Admin Costs:  

												Misc. Participant Costs:  

												General Utility Incentives:  

												General Partner Incentives:  

				Annual Program Costs

						ANNUAL		ANNUAL

				Year		Marketing		Administrative Costs		Evaluation Costs		Other		Partner Admin Costs		Misc. Participant Costs		General Utility Incentives		General Partner Incentives

				2012		$45,000		$45,000

				2013		$45,855		$45,855

				2014

				2015

				2016

				2017

				2018

				2019

				2020

				2021

				2022

				2023

				2024

				2025

				2026

				2027

				2028

				2029

				2030

				2031

				2032

				2033

				2034

				2035

				2036

				2037

				2038

				2039

				2040

				2041

				Utility NPV		$87,703		$87,703		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

				Participant NPV												$0		$0		$0



				Measure Information

				Measure Details

				Measure Number:		1

				 Measure Name:		Home EE Portal

				Sector:		Residential

				Territory:		FEI

				Building Type:		None

				Unit Definition:		website

				Measure Lifetime:		1.00

				Measure Description:		Measure with no savings or incentive associated

				Total Per Unit Measure Cost:

				Annual Gas Savings (GJ):

				Annual Elec Savings (kWh):

				Annual Cap. Savings (kW):

				Annual Diesel Savings (L):

				Annual Propane Savings (L):

				Annual Oil Savings (GJ):

				Annual Biomass Savings (GJ):

				Freeridership:

				Spillover:

				Program Type:		Energy Efficiency

				Low Income Adder (Y/N):		No

				TRC Adder (%):		0.0%

				Increased Alt. Fuel Flag:		None

				Biomass Price ($/GJ):

				Biomass Price Escalator (%):

				Program Name:		Home EE Portal, FEI

				Estimated Participation

				2012		0

				2013		0

				2014		0

				2015		0

				2016		0

				2017		0

				2018		0

				2019		0

				2020		0

				2021		0

				2022		0

				2023		0

				2024		0

				2025		0

				2026		0

				2027		0

				2028		0

				2029		0

				2030		0

				2031		0

				2032		0

				2033		0

				2034		0

				2035		0

				2036		0

				2037		0

				2038		0

				2039		0

				2040		0

				2041		0

				Annual Utility Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Partner Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				Annual Federal Incentives ($ / unit)

				2012		$0

				2013		$0

				2014		$0

				2015		$0

				2016		$0

				2017		$0

				2018		$0

				2019		$0

				2020		$0

				2021		$0

				2022		$0

				2023		$0

				2024		$0

				2025		$0

				2026		$0

				2027		$0

				2028		$0

				2029		$0

				2030		$0

				2031		$0

				2032		$0

				2033		$0

				2034		$0

				2035		$0

				2036		$0

				2037		$0

				2038		$0

				2039		$0

				2040		$0

				2041		$0

				End Data Input
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Report Organization






EEC Portfolio Framework

Colin - - info sources for below?  Is this necessary for this document

Introduction



Regulatory and Policy Objectives



External Influences Affecting EEC Portfolio



FortisBC EEC Objectives



Risk Management










EEC Program Potential by Sector

For Illustration only…

Introduction



Overview

Exhibit 1 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, 3 Sectors

		Milestone Year

		Annual Consumption, All 3 Sectors

		Potential Annual Savings, All 3 Sectors



		

		(1000 GJ/yr.)

		(1000 GJ/yr.)



		

		Reference Case

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential



		

		

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive



		

		(A)

		(B)

		(C)

		(D)

		(A-B)

		(A-C)

		(A-D)



		2010

		167,626

		

		

		

		

		

		



		2015

		159,582

		142,597

		157,409

		155,954

		16,985

		2,173

		3,629



		2020

		161,489

		141,895

		156,775

		153,360

		19,594

		4,714

		8,129



		2025

		161,995

		140,350

		154,611

		149,958

		21,644

		7,383

		12,037



		2030

		162,630

		140,037

		152,376

		147,436

		22,593

		10,254

		15,194







Exhibit 2 Graphic of Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Scenario, Sector, and Milestone Year (1000 GJ/yr.), 3 Sectors





Residential Sector

Exhibit 3 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Residential Sector



		Milestone Year

		Annual Consumption, Residential sector

		Potential Annual Savings, Residential sector



		

		(1000 GJ/yr.)

		(1000 GJ/yr.)



		

		Reference Case

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential



		

		

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive



		

		(A)

		(B)

		(C)

		(D)

		(A-B)

		(A-C)

		(A-D)



		2010

		74,440

		74,440

		74,440

		74,440

		

		

		



		2015

		72,382

		67,173

		71,638

		70,742

		5,209

		744

		1,640



		2020

		73,027

		67,110

		71,369

		69,453

		5,917

		1,658

		3,574



		2025

		72,726

		66,152

		70,226

		67,474

		6,574

		2,500

		5,252



		2030

		72,707

		66,306

		69,378

		66,871

		6,401

		3,329

		5,836







Exhibit 4 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Technology and Milestone Year (1000 GJ/yr.), Residential Sector



Commercial Sector

Exhibit 5 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Commercial Sector











Exhibit 6 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Measure and Milestone Year (GJ/yr.), Commercial Sector



Industrial Sector



Exhibit 7 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Industrial Sector




Exhibit 8 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Measure and Milestone Year (GJ/yr.), Industrial Sector
























EEC Program Portfolio

Introduction

The programs are:

Residential Sector Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Low Income Programs

Program Screening Process

The method applied was….

Overall Results

For the total Portfolio - 2012



For the total Portfolio - 2013








For the total Portfolio, by Program Area -2012



For the total Portfolio, by Program Area -2013



















Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

Residential programs are:

 Program 1

Program 2

etc

Provide overview of results for all Residential programs, then provide profile and results for each individual program

etc

Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

For all residential….2012




















For all residential….2013





















Residential Program (Name 1)

For each program – profile of text based descriptions… as per sample table below – Qualitative and Quantitative components

		Goal



		· 

· Qualitative 

· 

· 

· Short write up from EEC summary sheets ( Colin’s template)



















		Target Audience



		



		Description



		



		Eligible Measures



		



		Incentive Strategy



		



		EM&V Requirements 



		



		Administration



		



		Promotion



		







Quantitative - Need to confirm auto print outs from Cost Effectiveness model before completing this piece

		

		

		

		

		Benefit Cost Ratios



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		







Residential Program (Name 2)

		Goal



		· 

· 

· 

· 

· Short write up from EEC summary sheets ( Colin’s template)



















		Target Audience



		



		Description



		



		Eligible Measures



		



		Incentive Strategy



		



		EM&V Requirements



		



		Administration



		



		Promotion



		







As above

Commercial Sector Programs

As per residential outline

Industrial Sector Programs

As per residential outline



Innovative Technologies Programs

		Goal



		· 

· Short write up from EEC summary sheets ( Colin’s template)



















		Target Audience



		



		Description



		



		Eligible Measures



		



		Incentive Strategy



		



		EM&V Requirements



		



		Administration



		



		Promotion



		







Will need unique approach re: quantitative



High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs



Conservation Education & Outreach Programs



Low Income Programs
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02,0004,0006,0008,00010,00012,00014,00016,000Most Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive Scenario2015202020252030Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area (1000 GJ/yr.)IndustrialCommercialResidential
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End UseMeasure2015202020252030


% Savings 2030 


Relative to Total 


2030 Savings


Domestic hot water (DHW)DHW Pipe Insulation11                18                20                20                


1%


Domestic hot water (DHW)Showerheads35                49                47                38                


1%


Space heatingProg. Thermostats198              292              303              256              


8%


Domestic hot water (DHW)Faucet Aerators21                29                28                22                


1%


FireplaceGas Fireplaces23                111              336              391              


12%


Pool & spa heaters Solar Pool Heaters12                50                116              210              


6%


Space heatingWall Insulation8                  24                46                74                


2%


Domestic hot water (DHW)DHW Tank Insulation2                  4                  5                  5                  


0%


Space heatingAttic Insulation44                85                123              159              


5%


Space heatingBasement Insulation25                71                136              217              


7%


Space heatingHomeowner Air Sealing60                116              169              218              


7%


Domestic hot water (DHW)ESTAR Clothes Washers11                29                36                26                


1%


Space heatingEarly Retire Gas Furnaces294              780              1,134          1,693          


51%


Grand Total744              1,658          2,500          3,329          100%
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Most LikelyLowerMost LikelyLower


(A)(B)(C)(D)(A-B)(A-C)(A-D)


201056,73056,73056,73056,730000


201558,60750,71457,67657,3327,8939301,275


202060,09550,13758,10457,2869,9581,9912,809


202561,11849,62257,73956,49811,4963,3794,619


203061,97749,22557,06255,34412,7524,9156,633


Achievable Potential


Annual Consumption


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Potential Annual Savings


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Milestone 


Year


Reference 


Case


Economic 


Potential


Achievable PotentialEconomic 


Potential
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End UseMeasure2015202020252030


% Savings 


Relative to 


Total 2030 


Savings


Domestic Hot WaterPre-Rinse Spray Valves57,60784,693110,297107,3522.2%


Domestic Hot WaterUltra Low-Flow Fixtures195,943288,323376,043366,7717.5%


Space HeatingDemand Ctrl Kitchen Vent.4,0917,91311,41414,5370.3%


Domestic Hot WaterCondensing DHW (Boiler)1,66512,28539,27489,9191.8%


Multiple


New Construction 40% 


Better1,42910,29231,62170,3961.4%


Space HeatingProgrammable T’stats54,957107,153155,816200,1014.1%


Domestic Hot Water


Condensing DHW (Tank 


Type)1,81513,39042,77373,2961.5%


MultipleBAS and Recommissioning162,255316,967461,728593,86412.1%


Space HeatingAir Sealing8953,5227,73713,2900.3%


Space HeatingCondensing Rooftop Units8473,2687,02511,7800.2%


Space HeatingCondensing Boilers35,149135,083290,443490,41710.0%


Commercial CookingHE Cooking3,18824,21054,93198,9722.0%


Space HeatingAir-Air Heat Recovery54,621105,301151,557192,9583.9%


MultipleO&M Measures50,292197,566436,475761,75215.5%


Space HeatingRoof Insulation1,98114,92848,739112,2002.3%


Space HeatingCondensing Unit Heater602324968320.0%


Domestic Hot WaterDrainwater Heat Recovery3351,2342,6144,4390.1%


Space HeatingHVLS Fans6871,3221,8962,3940.0%


Space HeatingDemand Ctrl Vent.9531,8312,6103,2640.1%


Space HeatingInfrared Heaters01,3602,5893,6660.1%


MultipleSmall Commercial241,293527,453911,9551,357,59827.6%


MultipleOther60,181132,367230,676345,306


7.0%


Grand Total930,2461,990,6923,378,7094,915,107


100%
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Most LikelyAggressiveMost LikelyAggressive


(A)(B)(C)(D)(A-B)(A-C)(A-D)


201036,45636,45636,45636,456000


201528,59424,71028,09527,8803,884499714


202028,36724,64827,30226,6213,7191,0651,746


202528,15124,57626,64625,9853,5751,5052,166


203027,94624,50625,93625,2213,4402,0102,725


Achievable Potential


Annual Consumption


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Potential Annual Savings


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Milestone YearReference 


Case


Economic 


Potential


Achievable PotentialEconomic 


Potential
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End Use2015202020252030


% Savings 


2030 


Relative to 


Ref Case


Boilers256,269527,267823,0651,153,0949%


Air Heating88,567174,994259,343341,70911%


Ovens4704,1346,2788,7481%


Heat Treating1,80916,43923,07329,7536%


Lumber Kilns48,53497,260140,724180,16529%


Veneer Dryers6,11612,04417,72323,0971%


Pulp Lime Kilns2,8848,11715,77725,5386%


Cement Kilns6,39513,01517,75821,4943%


Ore Drying1,0162,4352,6392,9640%


Coal Drying53,356127,832110,862124,49724%


Direct Fired34,17281,39188,01098,828


6%


Grand Total499,5891,064,9291,505,2512,009,9887%
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Non 
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Total 
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Total


Benefit-Cost Ratio


Utility


Annual Energy 
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NPV Energy 
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Non 
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Total
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Utility
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20122012Incentive


Non 


Incentive


Total 


Expenditures


TRCUtilityParticipant RIMSocietal


Residential Programs


FEI


FEVI


Commercial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Industrial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Innovative Technologies 


Program


FEI


FEVI


High Carbon Fuel Switching 


Program


FEI


FEVI


Conservation Education & 


Research


FEI


FEVI


Low Income Program


FEI


FEVI


Enabling Activities


FEI


FEVI


Total


Utility


Annual Energy 


Savings(GJ/Yr)


Benefit-Cost RatioProgram Expenditures ($000)


NPV Energy Savings 


GJ
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TRCUtilityParticipant RIMSocietal


Residential Program 1


FEI


FEVI


Total


Residential Program 2


FEI


FEVI


Total


Residential Program 3


FEI


FEVI


Total


Residential Program 4


FEI


FEVI


Total


Residential Program 5


FEI


FEVI


Total


Enabling Acitivities


FEI


FEVI


Total


Total


ProgramNPV Energy Savings (GJ)


Benefit-Cost Ratio


Total Incentive & Non 


Incentive Expenditure 


($000)
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		When

		Milestone/Task

		Responsible



		Monday




		Residential


Complete model inputs for data complete programs


Set up review time with Beth re: gap analysis and completion strategy




		John






		

		Commercial


Set up call with Ramsay to review his template data


Input data to B/C Model 

		Paula, Bryan to assist?



		

		Industry


Set up call with Hakan to review his template data


Input data to B/C model




		Bryan



		

		Report


Run template by team and by client




		Paul



		

		Identify client inputs to report areas

		Paul/Colin



		

		Innovative Technologies – review materials and set up call with Jim

		Paul



		

		Begin completion of Qualitative inputs – from EEC template sheets – Residential, then commercial, then industry

		Peter



		

		

		



		Tuesday


COB

		Residential




		



		

		Commercial


Complete model inputs for data complete programs


Set up review time with Ramsay re: gap analysis and completion strategy

		Paula



		

		Industrial


Complete model inputs for data complete programs


Set up review time with Ramsay re: gap analysis and completion strategy




		Bryan



		

		

		



		Wed


COB

		Integration of sector programs into consolidated B/C model

		John , Paula, Bryan



		

		Status Update 

		All



		

		B/C model table outputs – final formats etc.

		John, Paul



		

		Innovative technologies – draft content, strategy

		Paul



		

		Upload draft version of Cost Effectiveness Model to ftp site for client review

		



		

		

		



		Thur COB

		Issue/gap analysis, next steps


Client meeting agenda

		All



		

		

		



		

		

		



		Friday 

		Client meeting to discuss status, gaps, strategy


tbd

		All



		

		First preliminary report draft

		All



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		











From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:38:00 PM
Attachments: Fortis_EEC Plan_report_Sept 12_v2.docx

Hi Colin and Team
 
Have run out of time but attached is my best shot at capturing the comments from my conversation
with Colin. Net effect of  Colin’s comments is to simply.
 
Peter is starting the process of doing the individual Program write up from Colin’s template and will
be around to see you as needed. He is starting with residential, then to commercial.
 
Talk to on Wed
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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Background and Objectives









Report Organization






EEC Portfolio Summary

Introduction

The programs are:

Residential Sector Programs 

Low Income Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

For the total Portfolio – 














Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program





Exhibit x 2012














































Exhibit x 2013








EEC Program Potential by Sector

For Illustration only…

Introduction



Overview

Exhibit 1 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, 3 Sectors





		Milestone Year

		Annual Consumption, All 3 Sectors

		Potential Annual Savings, All 3 Sectors



		

		(1000 GJ/yr.)

		(1000 GJ/yr.)



		

		Reference Case

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential



		

		

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive



		

		(A)

		(B)

		(C)

		(D)

		(A-B)

		(A-C)

		(A-D)



		2010

		167,626

		

		

		

		

		

		



		2015

		159,582

		142,597

		157,409

		155,954

		16,985

		2,173

		3,629



		2020

		161,489

		141,895

		156,775

		153,360

		19,594

		4,714

		8,129



		2025

		161,995

		140,350

		154,611

		149,958

		21,644

		7,383

		12,037



		2030

		162,630

		140,037

		152,376

		147,436

		22,593

		10,254

		15,194







Exhibit 2 Graphic of Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Scenario, Sector, and Milestone Year (1000 GJ/yr.), 3 Sectors





Residential Sector

Exhibit 3 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Residential Sector



		Milestone Year

		Annual Consumption, Residential sector

		Potential Annual Savings, Residential sector



		

		(1000 GJ/yr.)

		(1000 GJ/yr.)



		

		Reference Case

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential

		Economic Potential

		Achievable Potential



		

		

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive

		

		Most Likely

		Aggressive



		

		(A)

		(B)

		(C)

		(D)

		(A-B)

		(A-C)

		(A-D)



		2010

		74,440

		74,440

		74,440

		74,440

		

		

		



		2015

		72,382

		67,173

		71,638

		70,742

		5,209

		744

		1,640



		2020

		73,027

		67,110

		71,369

		69,453

		5,917

		1,658

		3,574



		2025

		72,726

		66,152

		70,226

		67,474

		6,574

		2,500

		5,252



		2030

		72,707

		66,306

		69,378

		66,871

		6,401

		3,329

		5,836







Exhibit 4 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Technology and Milestone Year (1000 GJ/yr.), Residential Sector



Commercial Sector

Exhibit 5 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Commercial Sector











Exhibit 6 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Measure and Milestone Year (GJ/yr.), Commercial Sector



Industrial Sector



Exhibit 7 Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas Consumption and Savings by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, Industrial Sector




Exhibit 8 Most Likely Achievable Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area by Measure and Milestone Year (GJ/yr.), Industrial Sector
























Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

Brief 2-4 sentence intro to be prepared by Fortis Program Manager re: overall context, goal etc of program composition.



Residential programs are:

 Program 1

Program 2

etc

Provide overview of results for all Residential programs, then provide profile and results for each individual program

etc

Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

For all residential….2012




















For all residential….2013





















Overview of Residential Programs





ENERGY STAR DHW & New Technologies



For each program – profile of text based descriptions… as per sample table below – Qualitative and Quantitative components – from EEC templates provided by Colin




Program Description #1 ENERGY STAR DHW & New Technologies

		Program Description

		



		Target Market

		



		New vs Retrofit

		



		Eligible Measures

		



		Incremental Measure Cost

		



		Incentive Amount

		



		Savings per Participant

		



		Measure Life & Source

		



		Free Rider Rate & Source

		



		Spillover Rate & Source

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		Expenditures ($,000)

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		Annual Savings (GJ)

		



		NPV Energy Savings (GJ)

		



		

		



		

		











EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		Program Description

		



		Target Market

		



		New vs Retrofit

		



		Eligible Measures

		



		Incremental Measure Cost

		



		Incentive Amount

		



		Savings per Participant

		



		Measure Life & Source

		



		Free Rider Rate & Source

		



		Spillover Rate & Source

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		Annual Savings (GJ)

		



		NPV Energy Savings (GJ)

		



		

		



		

		







etc

Low Income Programs

As above

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

· This will differ from template. TBD
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FEIFEVI


2012


2013


2012


2013


Total


TRC


Utility


Participant


RIM


Societal


Benefit/Cost Ratio


Utility Program 


Expenditures ($1000s)


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


Total


Service Territory


Indicator


NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)
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20122012Incentive


Non 


Incentive


Total 


Expenditures


TRCUtilityParticipant RIMSocietal


Residential Programs


FEI


FEVI


Commercial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Industrial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Innovative Technologies 


Program


FEI


FEVI


High Carbon Fuel Switching 


Program


FEI


FEVI


Conservation Education & 


Research


FEI


FEVI


Low Income Program


FEI


FEVI


Enabling Activities


FEI


FEVI


Total


Utility


Annual Energy 


Savings(GJ/Yr)


Benefit-Cost RatioProgram Expenditures ($000)


NPV Energy Savings 


GJ
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20132013Incentive


Non 


Incentive


Total 


Expenditures


TRCUtilityParticipant RIMSocietal


Residential Programs


FEI


FEVI


Commercial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Industrial Programs


FEI


FEVI


Innovative Technologies 


Program


FEI


FEVI


High Carbon Fuel Switching 


Program


FEI


FEVI


Conservation Education & 


Research


FEI


FEVI


Low Income Program


FEI


FEVI


Enabling Activities


FEI


FEVI


Total


Utility


Annual Energy 


Savings(GJ/Yr)


Benefit-Cost RatioProgram Expenditures ($000)


NPV Energy Savings 


GJ
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02,0004,0006,0008,00010,00012,00014,00016,000Most Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive ScenarioMost Likely ScenarioAggressive Scenario2015202020252030Natural Gas Savings for the Total FortisBC Service Area (1000 GJ/yr.)IndustrialCommercialResidential
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End UseMeasure2015202020252030


% Savings 2030 


Relative to Total 


2030 Savings


Domestic hot water (DHW)DHW Pipe Insulation11                18                20                20                


1%


Domestic hot water (DHW)Showerheads35                49                47                38                


1%


Space heatingProg. Thermostats198              292              303              256              


8%


Domestic hot water (DHW)Faucet Aerators21                29                28                22                


1%


FireplaceGas Fireplaces23                111              336              391              


12%


Pool & spa heaters Solar Pool Heaters12                50                116              210              


6%


Space heatingWall Insulation8                  24                46                74                


2%


Domestic hot water (DHW)DHW Tank Insulation2                  4                  5                  5                  


0%


Space heatingAttic Insulation44                85                123              159              


5%


Space heatingBasement Insulation25                71                136              217              


7%


Space heatingHomeowner Air Sealing60                116              169              218              


7%


Domestic hot water (DHW)ESTAR Clothes Washers11                29                36                26                


1%


Space heatingEarly Retire Gas Furnaces294              780              1,134          1,693          


51%


Grand Total744              1,658          2,500          3,329          100%
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Most LikelyLowerMost LikelyLower


(A)(B)(C)(D)(A-B)(A-C)(A-D)


201056,73056,73056,73056,730000


201558,60750,71457,67657,3327,8939301,275


202060,09550,13758,10457,2869,9581,9912,809


202561,11849,62257,73956,49811,4963,3794,619


203061,97749,22557,06255,34412,7524,9156,633


Achievable Potential


Annual Consumption


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Potential Annual Savings


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Milestone 


Year


Reference 


Case


Economic 


Potential


Achievable PotentialEconomic 


Potential
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End UseMeasure2015202020252030


% Savings 


Relative to 


Total 2030 


Savings


Domestic Hot WaterPre-Rinse Spray Valves57,60784,693110,297107,3522.2%


Domestic Hot WaterUltra Low-Flow Fixtures195,943288,323376,043366,7717.5%


Space HeatingDemand Ctrl Kitchen Vent.4,0917,91311,41414,5370.3%


Domestic Hot WaterCondensing DHW (Boiler)1,66512,28539,27489,9191.8%


Multiple


New Construction 40% 


Better1,42910,29231,62170,3961.4%


Space HeatingProgrammable T’stats54,957107,153155,816200,1014.1%


Domestic Hot Water


Condensing DHW (Tank 


Type)1,81513,39042,77373,2961.5%


MultipleBAS and Recommissioning162,255316,967461,728593,86412.1%


Space HeatingAir Sealing8953,5227,73713,2900.3%


Space HeatingCondensing Rooftop Units8473,2687,02511,7800.2%


Space HeatingCondensing Boilers35,149135,083290,443490,41710.0%


Commercial CookingHE Cooking3,18824,21054,93198,9722.0%


Space HeatingAir-Air Heat Recovery54,621105,301151,557192,9583.9%


MultipleO&M Measures50,292197,566436,475761,75215.5%


Space HeatingRoof Insulation1,98114,92848,739112,2002.3%


Space HeatingCondensing Unit Heater602324968320.0%


Domestic Hot WaterDrainwater Heat Recovery3351,2342,6144,4390.1%


Space HeatingHVLS Fans6871,3221,8962,3940.0%


Space HeatingDemand Ctrl Vent.9531,8312,6103,2640.1%


Space HeatingInfrared Heaters01,3602,5893,6660.1%


MultipleSmall Commercial241,293527,453911,9551,357,59827.6%


MultipleOther60,181132,367230,676345,306


7.0%


Grand Total930,2461,990,6923,378,7094,915,107


100%
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Most LikelyAggressiveMost LikelyAggressive


(A)(B)(C)(D)(A-B)(A-C)(A-D)


201036,45636,45636,45636,456000


201528,59424,71028,09527,8803,884499714


202028,36724,64827,30226,6213,7191,0651,746


202528,15124,57626,64625,9853,5751,5052,166


203027,94624,50625,93625,2213,4402,0102,725


Achievable Potential


Annual Consumption


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Potential Annual Savings


(1000 GJ/yr.)


Milestone YearReference 


Case


Economic 


Potential


Achievable PotentialEconomic 


Potential
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End Use2015202020252030


% Savings 


2030 


Relative to 


Ref Case


Boilers256,269527,267823,0651,153,0949%


Air Heating88,567174,994259,343341,70911%


Ovens4704,1346,2788,7481%


Heat Treating1,80916,43923,07329,7536%


Lumber Kilns48,53497,260140,724180,16529%


Veneer Dryers6,11612,04417,72323,0971%


Pulp Lime Kilns2,8848,11715,77725,5386%


Cement Kilns6,39513,01517,75821,4943%


Ore Drying1,0162,4352,6392,9640%


Coal Drying53,356127,832110,862124,49724%


Direct Fired34,17281,39188,01098,828


6%


Grand Total499,5891,064,9291,505,2512,009,9887%
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Total
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Total


Residential Program 5
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Total


Enabling Acitivities
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Total


Total


ProgramNPV Energy Savings (GJ)
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From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 3:13:00 PM

Hi Paul and Marbek Team,
 
Thanks for pulling this together so quickly. I think you’ve captured the changes we discussed quite
well. I just noticed a few other minor edits that should be made:
 

•         For section 2.2, please break out the program expenditures into “Incentive” and “Non-
Incentive” in addition to listing the total expenditures

•         The title for section 2.3 should be “Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program Area”
•         Remove “Enabling Activities” from the tables in section 2.3

o    Our Contractor Program should be listed under the Residential Programs and our
Energy Specialist Program should be listed under the Commercial Programs

•         Reorder the program areas in the section 2.3 tables per the order listed in section 2.1
•         For the program example table in section 4.3.1, the Whistler service region should be listed

as “FEW”
 
I’ve asked our program managers to send me a one paragraph introduction for each of their
program area sections. I should have that to you by end of day Wednesday.
 
If you need anything else from me, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Colin and Team
 
Have run out of time but attached is my best shot at capturing the comments from my conversation
with Colin. Net effect of  Colin’s comments is to simply.

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca


 
Peter is starting the process of doing the individual Program write up from Colin’s template and will
be around to see you as needed. He is starting with residential, then to commercial.
 
Talk to on Wed
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: RE: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 8:26:00 AM

Hi Paul,
 
I agree. Let’s just reference the CPR in the intro section then. However, please include language in
that intro referencing something to the effect that the CPR uncovered significant opportunities for
DSM programs. I think we need to make the connection that our funding ask is defendable based
on the findings from the CPR.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 7:34 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: RE: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
 
Colin
 
Given our more streamlined approach to the report I don't think that the chap on the CPR results is 
needed.  We can reference it in the Intro. What do you think?
 
Am in a meeting now but if you agree then I will apply in the next version.
 
Paul
 
 
Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile
 
"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:
 
Hi Bryan,
 
This structure looks good to me. Please proceed. Thanks.
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com


Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
Importance: High
 
Hi Colin,
 
Just checking in.
 
See the attached spreadsheet.  Notably, I have collapsed the 6 programs into two (Retrofit and Study),
and I have also added 10% admin costs, 4% evaluation cost, and approax 1-2% communications costs.
 These amounts are in line with best practice, and have been subtracted from the incentive amounts
available.
 
After the kids go to bed tonight, I'll  proceed to better flush out the measure performance, and add some
savings in year two attributable to the study program, as well as proceed with some of the write-up
elements based on the rate filing, the annual report and my condensed version of the programs. 
 
Let me know as soon as you can whether or not this structure is acceptable, and I will proceed.
 
Bryan
 

From: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Sep 2011 22:13:07 +0000
To: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, John Dikeos <dikeos@marbek.ca>, Paula Claudino
<claudino@marbek.ca>, "Narbaitz, Peter" <narbaitz@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Paul and Marbek Team,
 
Thanks for pulling this together so quickly. I think you’ve captured the changes we discussed quite
well. I just noticed a few other minor edits that should be made:
 

·         For section 2.2, please break out the program expenditures into “Incentive” and “Non-
Incentive” in addition to listing the total expenditures

·         The title for section 2.3 should be “Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program Area”
         

mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca


· Remove “Enabling Activities” from the tables in section 2.3
o    Our Contractor Program should be listed under the Residential Programs and our

Energy Specialist Program should be listed under the Commercial Programs
·         Reorder the program areas in the section 2.3 tables per the order listed in section 2.1
·         For the program example table in section 4.3.1, the Whistler service region should be listed

as “FEW”
 
I’ve asked our program managers to send me a one paragraph introduction for each of their
program area sections. I should have that to you by end of day Wednesday.
 
If you need anything else from me, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Colin and Team
 
Have run out of time but attached is my best shot at capturing the comments from my conversation
with Colin. Net effect of  Colin’s comments is to simply.
 
Peter is starting the process of doing the individual Program write up from Colin’s template and will
be around to see you as needed. He is starting with residential, then to commercial.
 
Talk to on Wed
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Norman, Colin; Smith, Sarah
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: ICF Marbek - Something to Consider for Our Call at 11:30 PST.
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:18:50 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Day 1 Applied Program Dev Cycle.pdf

Hi Sarah, Colin,

The attached may be useful to reference for our upcoming call.
 
Talk to you in a few minutes.
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784
x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile & SMS

 
home.jpg

 
 
 
 

mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: modelling
Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 6:02:21 PM

Hi Arvind,
 
Thanks for checking in.  We are very close to finishing our first pass through the set up and entry of
all of the programs and portfolios.  We’ll actually be discussing the status and preliminary results
with Colin and others tomorrow at 1 PM PST.  Thanks for all of your help so far!
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 15, 2011 3:20 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Subject: modelling
 
John,
Let me know when you guys are done with your round 1 iteration of all the program data? Also
keep in mind while loading portfolio level costs, you should add that as a program with no
savings/measure life details.
 
Arvind
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Claudino, Paula
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Dikeos, John; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: Results of Program Modelling
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 8:08:36 AM
Attachments: FortisBC Tool.zip

Hello Colin,
 
Attached are the consolidated results so far, in a zip file.  The only things that are missing are the
Affordable Housing programs and the Commercial Process Heat Program, which we are still
working with the program managers on completing.
 
Best regards,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Results of Program Modelling
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 9:54:08 AM
Attachments: Fortis_EEC Plan_report_Sept 16_pr.docx

Colin
 
Pls see attached. I will call you in a couple of minutes.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 16, 2011 11:17 AM
To: Claudino, Paula
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: RE: Results of Program Modelling
 
Hi Paula,
 
Yes, I received it.
 
Paul, would you mind giving me a call to walk me through how to review these results?
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Claudino, Paula [mailto:claudino@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 8:07 AM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: Results of Program Modelling
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Introduction

The programs are:

Residential Sector Programs 

Low Income Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results
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Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program

Exhibit 2







































Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The 2012/2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Programs targeting residential customers also include activities formerly outlined in the Joint Initiatives section. 



Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy for the province of British Columbia. 



The 2012/2013 Residential program offerings are:

ENERGY STAR DHW & New Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

Simple Home Efficiency Measures

Fall Weatherization

Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC and other opportunities

Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal

ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction - EGH80 & beyond

Efficiency Partners Program



Whole home performance will be promoted through supporting air sealing, insulation and windows incentives in LiveSmartBC. 



Programs that support the upgrade to energy efficient appliances include the EnerChoice fireplace program, ENERGY STAR® water heating technologies, and the ENERGY STAR® washer program with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric). 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible, and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program is under consideration for 2012. The New Construction program, which is new this year, will be offered in collaboration with BC Hydro’s PowerSmart for New Homes program. 



The initial focus is on the achievement of EnerGuide 80 in support of proposed updates to the BC Building Codes. Additional high efficiency appliance incentives will be included over time. Over this period, the FEU will expand the scope and reach of the FEU trades engagement strategy, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. 



Simple energy efficiency measures such as low-flow fixtures, programmable thermostats and home weatherization are being evaluated for inclusion in this portfolio. 



Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Portfolio, as a whole.





















Exhibit 3 Residential Portfolio 











































































Residential Program Profiles



Intro text...








ENERGY STAR DHW & New Technologies

		

Program Description

		

This Program will promote replacement of standard water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR models it will also introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies as part of market transformation strategy.



Promotional activities will include both educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.



 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$200

		$1650

		$1800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		

$500 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs

		

5 GJs

		6.5 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region



		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58.8%

		2.0%

		39.2%



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$18

		$1,545



		

		FEVI 

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$2

		$174



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$20

		$1,736



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$18

		$1,545



		

		FEVI 

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$2

		$174



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$20

		$1,736





* Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.






EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		Program Description

		Consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus an incentive to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation. Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, conservation potential review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		24% - Findings of 2009 fireplace program (competitive industry reluctant to share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		3,840

		3,840



		

		FEVI 

		912

		912



		

		FEW

		48

		48



		

		Total

		4,800

		4,800



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,152

		$230

		$120

		$40

		$1,542



		

		FEVI 

		$274

		$55

		$29

		$10

		$366



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$2

		$1

		$19



		

		Total

		$1,440

		$288

		$150

		$50

		$1,928



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,152

		$230

		$120

		$40

		$1,542



		

		FEVI 

		$274

		$55

		$29

		$10

		$366



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$2

		$1

		$19



		

		Total

		$1,440

		$288

		$150

		$50

		$1,928





* Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.






Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

		Program Description

		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency. Drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		22,250

		22,250



		

		FEVI 

		2,500

		2,500



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$556

		$134

		$45

		$45

		$801



		

		FEVI 

		$63

		$15

		$5

		$5

		$90



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$1

		$1

		$9



		

		Total

		$625

		$150

		$50

		$50

		$900



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$556

		$134

		$45

		$45

		$801



		

		FEVI 

		$63

		$15

		$5

		$5

		$90



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$1

		$1

		$9



		

		Total

		$625

		$150

		$50

		$50

		$900










Simple Home Efficiency Measures

		Program Description

		Discount or giveaway program for low cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption. Ask BCHydro to participate.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Programmable Thermostats

		Ultra Low-Flow Showerheads

		Faucet Aerators





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50

		$13

		$15



		Incentive Amount

		$50

		$13

		$15



		Savings per Participant

		4.1 GJs

		2 GJs

		1.2 GJs



		Measure Life 

		11 years

		10 years

		10 years



		Measure Life Source

		2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		30%

		10%

		10%



		Free Rider Rate Source

		Estimation of free ridership





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		12,460

		12,460



		

		FEVI 

		1,400

		1,400



		

		FEW

		140

		140



		

		Total

		14,000

		14,000



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		Prog. Thermostats

		U.L.F. Showerheads

		Faucet Aerators



		

		Percentage

		72%

		50%

		50%



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$623

		$125

		$120

		$22

		$890



		

		FEVI 

		$70

		$14

		$14

		$3

		$100



		

		FEW

		$7

		$1

		$1

		-

		$10



		

		Total

		$700

		$140

		$135

		$25

		$1,000



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$623

		$125

		$120

		$22

		$890



		

		FEVI 

		$70

		$14

		$14

		$3

		$100



		

		FEW

		$7

		$1

		$1

		-

		$10



		

		Total

		$700

		$140

		$135

		$25

		$1,000










Fall Weatherization

		Program Description

		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple air sealing solutions such as weather stripping, caulking, and gaskets. Provides an opportunity to educate about other heat and hot water saving tips and promote additional EEC programs. Ask BCHydro to participate





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		Weatherization kits (air sealing measures)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Estimate based on Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC Study





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		21% - 2008 REUS study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		22,250

		22,250



		

		FEVI 

		2,500

		2,500



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$556

		$45

		$89

		$18

		$708



		

		FEVI 

		$63

		$5

		$10

		$2

		$79



		

		FEW

		$6

		$1

		$1

		-

		$8



		

		Total

		$625

		$50

		$100

		$20

		$795



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$556

		$45

		$89

		$18

		$708



		

		FEVI 

		$63

		$5

		$10

		$2

		$79



		

		FEW

		$6

		$1

		$1

		-

		$8



		

		Total

		$625

		$50

		$100

		$20

		$795












Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC 

		Program Description

		Energy efficiency home retrofit program collaboration with utility partners, provincial, federal, and municipal governments.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Air Sealing

		Insulation 

		Windows





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682



		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJs





		Measure Life

		10-15 years, 15 assumed

		20-25 years, 25 assumed

		20-25 years, 20 assumed





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		12%

		12%

		25%





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		10,075

		7,022



		

		FEVI 

		1,132

		789



		

		FEW

		113

		79



		

		Total

		11,320

		7,890



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		Air Sealing

		Insulation

		Windows



		

		Percentage

		24.6%

		34.2%

		32.2%



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,670

		$45

		$401

		$89

		$3,204



		

		FEVI 

		$300

		$5

		$45

		$10

		$360



		

		FEW

		$30

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$36



		

		Total

		$3,000

		$50

		$450

		$100

		$3,600



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,670

		$45

		$401

		$45

		$3,159



		

		FEVI 

		$300

		$5

		$45

		$5

		$355



		

		FEW

		$30

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$36



		

		Total

		$3,000

		$50

		$450

		$50

		$3,550





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive




Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal

		Program Description

		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A



		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A



		Incentive Amount

		N/A



		Savings per Participant

		N/A



		Measure Life & Source

		1 year



		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100










ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation

		Program Description

		Collaborate with utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR clothes washers and dishwashers. 



Note, with new DSM regulations a dishwasher incentive may pass for 2012 or 2013 consideration (TBD)



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Star Washing Machines, Energy Star Dish Washers





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325





		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH* / New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		Development of a technological tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports would be mailed to the participant.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ



		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		70,000

		222,500 or same as 2012?



		

		FEVI 

		-

		25,000



		

		FEW

		-

		2,500



		

		Total

		70,000

		250,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$178

		$712

		$45

		$935



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$20

		$80

		$5

		$105



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		$8

		$1

		$11



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050










New Construction - EGH80 & beyond

		Program Description

		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EG80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360  / FEVI: $2,965



		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$841



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$94



		

		FEW

		$7

		-

		$1

		$1

		$9



		

		Total

		$752

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$841



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$94



		

		FEW

		$7

		-

		$1

		$1

		$9



		

		Total

		$752

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive




Efficiency Partners Program

		

Program Description



		

Development and management of a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. Currently includes natural gas service providers but may expand to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		



		Incremental Measure Cost

		Not applicable





		Incentive Amount

		Not applicable





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Not applicable





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$534

		-

		-

		$534



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$60

		-

		-

		$60



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$6

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		N/A

		$600

		-

		-

		$600










Low Income Programs

Introduction



The following program plans for Conservation for Affordable Housing are synergistic and form a robust set of programs to serve the low income segment of our customer base.  



The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that allows a breadth of the segment to participate in easy, self-install energy savings measures.  The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  And the REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  Together this triad of energy efficiency programs will make significant in-roads to achieving energy efficiency for our low income customers.



Overview of Results




Program Profiles

REnEW

		Program Description

		A program that provides individuals who are facing barriers to employment with 3-5 weeks of training on trade skills required to perform energy efficiency retrofits.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










ESK

		Program Description

		A bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Not available





		Incentive Amount

		$10





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$300



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$300





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




ECAP

		Program Description

		A full-serivce direct-install program that seeks to provide deep energy savings for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, Basic draftproofing



Advanced Stream includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), and Advanced Draftproofing





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Not available





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,136

		2,136



		

		FEVI 

		240

		240



		

		FEW

		24

		24



		

		Total

		2,400

		2,400



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,403

		$801

		$467

		$67

		$3,738



		

		FEVI 

		$270

		$90

		$53

		$8

		$420



		

		FEW

		$27

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$42



		

		Total

		$2,700

		$900

		$525

		$75

		$4,200



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,403

		$801

		$467

		$67

		$3,738



		

		FEVI 

		$270

		$90

		$53

		$8

		$420



		

		FEW

		$27

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$42



		

		Total

		$2,700

		$900

		$525

		$75

		$4,200





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition



As above




High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 



The High Carbon Fuel Switching program area initiatives are designed to result in lower overall GHG emissions by using natural gas in place of higher emissions carbon fuels such as coal, oil, diesel, or propane. In addition, further GJ savings are recovered by replacing older, less efficient high-carbon appliances with high efficiency natural gas technologies. 



The first fuel switching program is the residential retrofit program, focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. This program, called the Switch N’ Shrink program, saves money and energy and results in significant GHG emissions reductions. Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions.



Overview of Results

..short text...
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Program Profiles

One program.....

Switch N Shrink

		

Program Description

		

Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Natural Gas Conversion





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$3

		$119



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$12

		$500



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$15

		$625



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$3

		$119



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$12

		$500



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$15

		$625





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners






Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction



The 2012/2013 program period will see the Companies extend their commercial program offering by rolling out new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving.  



The first two new programs (Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization) will encourage reduced natural gas consumption via custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.



Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program



Overview of Results
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Program Profiles



Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH Input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*

		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*

		510 GJs

		1069 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		143

		25

		156

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		Total

		159

		28

		173

		31



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$1,999

		$90

		$15

		-

		$2,104



		

		FEVI 

		$222

		$10

		$2

		-

		$234



		

		Total

		$2,221

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,338



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$353

		$16

		$3

		-

		$371



		

		FEVI 

		$39

		$2

		-

		-

		$41



		

		Total

		$392

		$18

		$3

		-

		$413



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$2,180

		$92

		$15

		$8

		$2,295



		

		FEVI 

		$242

		$10

		$2

		$1

		$255



		

		Total

		$2,423

		$102

		$17

		$9

		$2,550



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$385

		$16

		$3

		$1

		$405



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$2

		-

		-

		$45



		

		Total

		$428

		$18

		$3

		$1

		$450





*Values provided are 2010 averages

**Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH Input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $2,047





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$81

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$109



		

		FEVI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$



		

		Total

		$90

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$121



		

		2012 – New Construction







		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$12



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$85

		$2

		$2

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		$9

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		Total

		$95

		$2

		$3

		-

		$99



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$9

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$11





*Values provided are 2010 averages

**Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		71

		6

		71

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		Total

		83

		7

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$92

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$115



		

		FEVI 

		$16

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$108

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$135



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$11

		$2

		-

		-

		$14



		

		FEVI 

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		2



		

		Total

		$14

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$25



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$92

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$115



		

		FEVI 

		$16

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$108

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$135



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$10

		-

		$1

		$1

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$12

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$15





*Values provided are 2010 averages

**Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI + FEW

		114

		114



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$143

		$41

		$4

		-

		$188



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$143

		$41

		$4

		-

		$188



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green 



Table.



		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		326

		3

		326

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$45



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$45



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in an Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Incentive Amount

		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.





		Savings per Participant

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		15

		3

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		19

		3

		19

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$3,767

		$170

		$7

		$136

		$4,080



		

		FEVI 

		$942

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$1,020



		

		Total

		$4,709

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$5,100



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$748

		$34

		$1

		$27

		$810



		

		FEVI 

		$83

		$4

		-

		$3

		$90



		

		Total

		$831

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$900



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$3,767

		$170

		$7

		$136

		$4,080



		

		FEVI 

		$942

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$1,020



		

		Total

		$4,709

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$5,100



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$748

		$34

		$1

		$27

		$810



		

		FEVI 

		$83

		$4

		-

		$3

		$90



		

		Total

		$831

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$900





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$101,929





		Incentive Amount

		GAS: $23,812 and Elect: $29,187





		Savings per Participant

		1,070 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI + FEW

		74

		103



		

		FEVI 

		3

		4



		

		Total

		77

		107



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$1,699

		$144

		$5

		$24

		$1,872



		

		FEVI 

		$71

		$6

		-

		$1

		$78



		

		Total

		$1,770

		$150

		$5

		$25

		$1,950



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$2,371

		$144

		$5

		$24

		$2,544



		

		FEVI 

		$99

		$6

		-

		$1

		$106



		

		Total

		$2,470

		$150

		$5

		$25

		$2,650





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		Suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both



		Eligible Measures

		



		Incremental Measure Cost

		



		Incentive Amount

		



		Savings per Participant

		



		Measure Life & Source

		Variable: dependent upon equipment selected - The Food Service Technology Center





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Variable: dependent upon equipment selected - The Food Service Technology Center





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		184

		20

		246

		27



		

		FEVI 

		32

		4

		43

		5



		

		Total

		216

		24

		290

		32



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$551

		$4

		$20

		-

		$574



		

		FEVI 

		$97

		$1

		$3

		-

		$101



		

		Total

		$648

		$5

		$23

		-

		$675



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$61

		-

		$2

		-

		$64



		

		FEVI 

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		Total

		$72

		$1

		$3

		-

		$75



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$738

		$8

		$19

		-

		$765



		

		FEVI 

		$130

		$1

		$3

		-

		$135



		

		Total

		$869

		$9

		$23

		-

		$900



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$82

		$1

		$2

		-

		$85



		

		FEVI 

		$14

		-

		-

		-

		$15



		

		Total

		$97

		$1

		$3

		-

		$100





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




MURB Program

		Program Description

		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$150



		Savings per Participant

		40 GJs / suite or 4500 GJs / building





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		17

		4

		27

		7



		

		FEVI 

		4

		1

		7

		2



		

		Total

		22

		5

		33

		8



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$298

		$6

		$16

		-

		$320



		

		FEVI 

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		Total

		$372

		$8

		$20

		-

		$400



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$19

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		Total

		$93

		$2

		$5

		-

		$100



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$458

		$6

		$16

		-

		$480



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$2

		$4

		-

		$120



		

		Total

		$572

		$8

		$20

		-

		$600



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$114

		$2

		$6

		-

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$29

		-

		$1

		-

		$30



		

		Total

		$143

		$2

		$5

		-

		$150





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		



		Incremental Measure Cost

		



		Incentive Amount

		



		Savings per Participant

		



		Measure Life & Source

		



		Free Rider Rate & Source

		



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI + FEW

		21

		1

		21

		1



		

		FEVI 

		2

		0

		2

		0



		

		Total

		23

		1

		23

		1



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$415

		$4

		$9

		-

		$428



		

		FEVI 

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		Total

		$461

		$5

		$10

		-

		$475



		

		2012 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$22

		-

		-

		-

		$23



		

		FEVI 

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$24

		-

		$1

		-

		$25



		

		2013 – Retrofit





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$415

		$4

		$9

		-

		$428



		

		FEVI 

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		Total

		$461

		$5

		$10

		-

		$475



		

		2013 – New Construction





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$22

		-

		-

		-

		$23



		

		FEVI 

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$24

		-

		$1

		-

		$25





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI + FEW

		-

		8,550



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$68

		$68



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$428

		$9

		$14

		-

		$450



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		Pilot program to assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters.





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI + FEW

		1

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		Total

		1

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$8

		$1

		-

		$4

		$14



		

		FEVI 

		$4

		$1

		-

		$2

		$6



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		Funded as an enabling program, the Energy Specialist’s key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		36

		46



		

		FEVI 

		4

		4



		

		Total

		40

		50



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		2012





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$2,160

		$159

		-

		$203

		$362



		

		FEVI 

		$240

		$18

		-

		$22

		$40



		

		Total

		$2,400

		$177

		-

		$225

		$402



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI + FEW

		$2,760

		$131

		-

		$203

		$334



		

		FEVI 

		240$

		$14

		-

		$22

		$36



		

		Total

		$3,000

		$145

		-

		$225

		$370





*Totals are correct; rounding hides low values, seemingly suggesting errors with addition












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The 2012 and 2013 CEO budget is intended for, and extending to additional customers, existing CEO programs for various areas including residential, commercial, and school programs, as described in Section 8 of the 2010 EEC Report, and also to develop a new education campaign on energy efficiency literacy.  Current residential and general public education and outreach events will continue in 2012 and 2013, with additional program growth with Home Efficiency Measures Partnerships to disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  



Behaviour Programs will be an increasingly growing area as large commercial customers, including municipalities, will continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  



School programs will also continue to expand in the CEO program area, with a new developed program for post secondary students.  Finally, a new addition to the CEO area that has arisen is the need for a mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy which would educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. Energy Star, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).



Program Profile






Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

In 2012/2013, the industrial program portfolio will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities and will expand by introducing new programs to the sector while at the same time managing the risks associated with large financial investments in energy efficiency for industrial customers and the resulting magnitude of the anticipated savings. 



The companies believe these investments in this portfolio will better lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers and that these investments can produce significant energy savings in the industrial energy use. The very first two new custom designed programs (the Heat Exchanger Optimization Pilot Project and the Burner Management Upgrade Pilot program)will inspire an adamant natural gas savings in the industrial arena and take full advantage of all investment opportunities. 



With the advent of ISO 50001, the Companies are looking to use this new Energy Management Standard as a platform for achieving greater energy savings in this portfolio as well. Therefore, the industrial program area is planning to conduct a certified pilot plant project in collaboration with Ministry of Energy in order to identify new opportunities in the Industrial DSM market.



Overview of Results
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Program Profiles

xxxxxx

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies.  Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities



		New vs. Retrofit

		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades



		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $16,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $1M

· burner management system upgrade – up to $10,000

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $500,000

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $200,000



		Savings per Participant

		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study – Proper name reference)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study – Proper name reference)



		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		0

		0



		

		Total

		4

		4








		Expenditures ($,000)

		2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		1,640

		153

		20

		50

		1,833



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		

		2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		1,640

		153

		20

		50

		1,833



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		Annual Savings (GJ)

		214,758










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		The purpose of this program is to determine if there is any existing opportunities in the industrial manufacturing process that could help reduce the amount of natural gas used at each customer, as well as to look for opportunities in such a way that customer projects can also be pilot projects for each industrial sector. The program will fund up to 50 % of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.   The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $7500.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		News and/or Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Any and all custom retrofit measures that will potentially lead to natural gas savings are eligible to be studies.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50 % of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.   All custom measures eligible.

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector up to $7,500



		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		25

		25



		

		FEVI 

		0

		0



		

		FW

		0

		0



		

		Total

		25

		25



		



Expenditures ($,000)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		165

		20

		5

		10

		200



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		

		2013





		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		165

		20

		5

		10

		200



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		



		Annual Savings (GJ)

		0 in 2012, 113,940 in 2013



		

		














Innovative Technologies Programs

Introduction

Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies. Innovative technologies are solutions the Companies can support through programs delivering energy reductions and savings to their customers for now and into the future. All programs within this program area are to “foster and further the deployment of forward-looking low carbon technologies.”[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  	EEC Application, at page 69.] 


Some of these technologies include, but are not limited to, solar thermal domestic hot water systems, solar air systems, ground source heat pumps (“GSHPs”), hydronic systems, sterling engines, micro co-generation, and fuel cells. 

The point of innovative technology programs is to jump start fledgling market-ready technologies with substantial promise of greenhouse gas, energy-efficiency, and other benefits.  (See response to 197.2 for more discussion about this topic.) 

Today’s costs for innovative technologies, such as solar thermal hot water heaters, are not representative of costs once the technology is mass produced. Programs that promote innovative technologies play an important role in market transformation. As emerging technologies gain market acceptance, as a result of utility programs jump starting the market, costs for these technologies may decrease dramatically. In addition, this type of program can encourage innovation and thereby increase the longevity of portfolio savings.  In designing programs, it is important to test the viability of newer technologies before including them in the non-innovative technology general EEC offerings. Innovative technology programs test the savings and customer acceptance of newer technologies while also lining up technologies for future sources of savings within the larger non-innovative technologies EEC portfolio. Market transformation and portfolio longevity have substantial, if difficult to quantify, societal benefits. 

The important role of these programs in portfolio longevity is illustrated by the Black Hills Energy (BHE) Residential Innovative Space and Water Heat Technologies programs. The program is designed to encourage the adoption of more recent-to-market technologies and to ensure the energy-efficiency portfolio does not miss opportunities for savings. Both tankless water heaters and mini boilers have transitioned from the innovative program to the standard heating and water heating program in BHE’s Iowa portfolio. As part of its innovative technology programs, Black Hills currently offers rebates for drain water heat recovery, multi-zone thermostats, and integrated space and water heating. Incorporating innovative technologies in their portfolio provides the opportunity to easily incorporate these technologies as standard offerings as the market transforms, while taking advantage of the substantial savings associated with these measures. 

Overview of Results

xxxxxxxx
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0. 
Program Profiles

0. Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Solar Air installed on agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










0. Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1000



		

		Total

		1000



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










0. Condensing Make up air units Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for MURB applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










0. Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing an energy management system for lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160





0. 




0. Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burner installed for painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$280,000





		Incentive Amount

		$140,000





		Savings per Participant

		2,120 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$560

		$5

		$5

		$85

		$655



		

		Total

		$560

		$5

		$5

		$85

		$655










0. Ceramic Mfg Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting MAT technology within Ceramic Mfg kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$175,000





		Incentive Amount

		$350,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		$5

		-

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		$5

		-

		$100

		$280









Where does this go?......CEO Program – write up??
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Note 1: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Note 2: Fuel switching portfolio is not included in the numbers shown above


Total


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)


Utility Expenditures, 


Incentives ($1000s)


Utility Expenditures, 


Admin ($1000s)


Utility Expenditures, 


Total ($1000s)


Benefit/Cost Ratios


Indicator


Service Territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential


FEI260,431520,8624,139,3586,0646,06412,1292,5972,6465,2428,6618,71017,3711.102.242.170.591.21


FEVI26,54253,085557,5128958951,7912842895721,1791,1842,3631.072.212.690.461.17


Total286,973573,9474,696,8706,9606,96013,9192,8802,9355,8159,8409,89419,7341.102.242.230.581.21


Commercial


FEI410,653883,9956,076,7297,87310,07917,9521,2721,1852,4589,14511,26520,4101.722.832.230.841.89


FEVI57,910119,795657,4601,8872,0783,9654254218452,3122,4984,8101.971.245.740.432.16


Total468,5631,003,7906,734,1889,76012,15721,9171,6971,6063,30311,45713,76325,2201.732.532.430.781.91


Industrial


FEI1,291,0322,809,94420,104,32610,02810,10820,13525821347110,28610,32120,6065.349.217.040.805.87


Innovative Technologies


FEI0606,1244,255,19402,2682,2683473476943472,6152,9628.8415.8412.600.859.72


FEVI076,021533,98503473475151102513984497.1313.0215.540.547.85


Total0682,1454,789,17802,6152,6153983987953983,0133,4108.6115.4713.010.809.47


Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002525501251252501.670.001.730.911.84


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001001022025005021,0021.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001251272526256271,2521.680.001.351.021.85


Conservation, Education, and Outreach


FEI0000005,1124,5099,6205,1124,5099,6200.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007176721,3887176721,3880.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,8285,18011,0085,8285,18011,0080.000.000.000.00


Affordable Housing


FEI


FEVI


Total


ALL PORTFOLIOS (NOT INCLUDING FUEL SWITCHING)


FEI


FEVI


Total


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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(GJ/yr.)


NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)Benefit/Cost Ratios


IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtility
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


DHW Heaters


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303483557031,5631,5703,1330.501.261.030.500.55


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352703940791741753490.521.291.330.410.57


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7003873947811,7371,7443,4810.501.261.060.490.56


EnerChoice Fireplaces


FEI30,13260,264555,7211,1661,1662,3333964048001,5621,5703,1322.721.478.700.532.99


FEVI7,06814,136134,27227427454794961903683697372.791.5111.410.433.07


Total37,20074,400689,9931,4401,4402,8804904999891,9301,9393,8692.731.478.970.523.00


Envelope Retrofits (LiveSmart)


FEI105,955211,9102,260,6252,7002,7005,4005405501,0903,2403,2506,4901.663.222.880.651.83


FEVI105,955211,9102,260,6252,7002,7005,4004915009913,1913,2006,3911.683.272.880.651.84


Total211,910423,8214,521,2495,4005,40010,7991,0311,0512,0826,4316,45012,8811.663.222.880.651.83


ENERGY STAR Appliances


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590921824734749470.934.421.440.691.03


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.531.06


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001022025255271,0520.944.431.490.681.03


Home EE Portal


FEI000000929418692941860.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000929418692941860.000.000.000.00


Total0000001841873711841873710.000.000.000.00


Customer Engagement


FEI70,000140,000261,0870005005101,0105005101,0102.392.390.592.63


EGH80 & Beyond


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011811843647817851,5660.441.830.900.520.49


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882121411651653300.482.371.140.450.53


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902012054069469501,8960.451.880.920.510.49


Efficiency Partners


FEI0000004504599094504599090.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505110150511010.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005101,0105005101,0100.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI260,431520,8624,139,3586,0646,06412,1292,5972,6465,2428,6618,71017,3711.102.242.170.591.21


FEVI26,54253,085557,5128958951,7912842895721,1791,1842,3631.072.212.690.461.17


Total286,973573,9474,696,8706,9606,96013,9192,8802,9355,8159,8409,89419,7341.102.242.230.581.21


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002525501251252501.670.001.730.911.84


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001001022025005021,0021.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001251272526256271,2521.680.001.351.021.85


ParticipantRIMSocietal


Portfolio 


and Service 


Territory


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)Benefit/Cost Ratios


IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtility
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Efficient Boilers


FEI99,655208,0782,216,4132,3522,5624,9141241262502,4762,6885,1641.723.972.540.731.89


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122662805461414282802945741.794.153.940.481.97


Total111,022231,3222,473,5252,6182,8425,4601381402782,7562,9825,7381.733.992.680.711.90


Light Boilers


FEI8,28816,872186,656919418532536123992212.077.774.450.512.28


FEVI8881,77619,6591010204141310241.887.704.030.512.07


Total9,17618,648206,315101104205355401361092452.067.764.410.512.26


Efficient Water Heaters


FEI6,31913,350107,550921031952526511171282461.334.441.960.741.46


FEVI1,0682,22518,3821617334592021411.364.513.040.481.49


Total7,38715,575125,9331081202282930591371502871.334.452.070.711.46


Energy Assessments


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854546911881883762.241.655.160.542.47


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.241.657.780.382.47


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060611212502515012.241.655.420.532.47


Spray Valves


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354546912.672.384.430.632.93


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.692.406.580.432.96


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.612.94


Custom Design


FEI56,898113,7961,049,3631891893783693767455585651,1230.889.171.190.810.97


FEVI0001,0001,0002,00085871721,0851,0872,1720.000.000.000.00


Total56,898113,7961,049,3631,1891,1892,3784544639161,6431,6523,2940.798.250.730.87
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Continuous Optimization


FEI79,180189,3901,148,8231,7022,3694,0711731763491,8752,5454,4202.392.692.201.142.63


FEVI3,2107,49046,2756992161771576991762.432.722.690.942.67


Total82,390196,8801,195,0981,7712,4614,2321801833631,9512,6444,5952.392.692.251.122.63


Commercial Kitchen


FEI7,16216,747134,4823064107162630563324407711.061.781.900.591.17


FEVI0001081442522630561341743080.000.000.000.00


Total7,16216,747134,48241455496851601114656141,0790.961.600.531.05


MURBs


FEI94,500238,500996,33435454089428295738256995110.329.4214.230.7911.36


FEVI22,50063,000265,5748615524228295711418429840.568.012,539.690.5044.62


Total117,000301,5001,261,9084416951,13656571134977521,24913.359.28266.770.7614.68


Process Heat


FEI0004404408801414274544549070.000.000.000.00


FEVI00040408014142754541070.000.000.000.00


Total0004804809602728555075081,0150.000.000.000.00


Fireplace Timers


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.622.28


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.432.30


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.602.28


Radiant Tube Heaters


FEI58586351016067071.001.057.710.481.10


Energy Specialists


FEI0002,1602,7604,9203623346962,5223,0945,6160.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0002402404802212174384614579180.000.001.000.000.00


Total0002,4003,0005,4005835511,1342,9833,5516,5340.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI410,653883,9956,076,7297,87310,07917,9521,2721,1852,4589,14511,26520,4101.722.832.230.841.89


FEVI57,910119,795657,4601,8872,0783,9654254218452,3122,4984,8101.971.245.740.432.16


Total468,5631,003,7906,734,1889,76012,15721,9171,6971,6063,30311,45713,76325,2201.732.532.430.781.91


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Technology Retrofit


FEI1,291,0322,582,06418,531,5339,8409,84019,68022317840110,06310,01820,0815.268.696.960.805.78


Energy Analysis and Audit


FEI0227,8801,572,7941882684553535702233035256.4928.888.240.867.14


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI1,291,0322,809,94420,104,32610,02810,10820,13525821347110,28610,32120,6065.349.217.040.805.87


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Thermal Curtain Pilot


FEI020,970186,49203923925151101514434931.994.313.110.742.18


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.492.26


Total027,960250,68205235236868135685906581.994.323.280.722.19


Solar Air Heating Pilot


FEI04,50053,24207507508585170858359200.390.711.060.400.43


Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


FEI0541,8003,739,422045045077771537752760339.2867.8755.480.8843.21


FEVI060,200425,3720505099179596740.2169.1989.900.5544.23


Total0602,0004,164,795050050085851708558567039.3868.0058.920.8543.31


Condensing MUA Units Pilot


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.672.71


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.462.79


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.652.72


Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.047.68


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.737.77


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.017.69


Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


FEI06,36043,8960420420363671364564910.520.981.190.470.58


FEVI02,12014,9800140140121224121521640.541.001.620.350.59


Total08,48058,8760560560484895486086550.530.981.230.450.58


Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.773.97


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0606,1244,255,19402,2682,2683473476943472,6152,9628.8415.8412.600.859.72


FEVI076,021533,98503473475151102513984497.1313.0215.540.547.85


Total0682,1454,789,17802,6152,6153983987953983,0133,4108.6115.4713.010.809.47


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Residential Mass Media


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events


FEI0000003163166323163166320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000000000000.000.000.000.000.00


Total0000003163166323163166320.000.000.000.00


CHBA Sponsorship and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Sports Partnerships


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00
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Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00


Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002812815622812815620.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Partnerships


FEI0000001301302601301302600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131623131620.000.000.000.00


Total0000001611613221611613220.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program


FEI0000008732431,1168732431,1160.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002527522527520.000.000.000.00


Total0000008982701,1688982701,1680.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach
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Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach


FEI0000002432434862432434860.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000045045450450.000.000.000.00


Total0000002882435312882435310.000.000.000.00


FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy


FEI0000002727542727540.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000005055050.000.000.000.00


Total0000003227593227590.000.000.000.00


K-12 School Programs


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002812815622812815620.000.000.000.00


Low Flow Kits (K-12 School Programs)


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


Post-Secondary School Programs


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000005,1124,5099,6205,1124,5099,6200.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007176721,3887176721,3880.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,8285,18011,0085,8285,18011,0080.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Hello Colin,
 
I just sent you the consolidated results so far, in a zip file.  Please confirm when you receive this
email so that we know it made it through your spam filters.
 
Cheers,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Dikeos, John
To: Aaron Jenniges
Cc: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Claudino, Paula; Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 11:17:17 AM

Hi Aaron,
 
Thanks for the quick feedback.  See below for a few comments (in red).
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Aaron Jenniges [mailto:Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com] 
Sent: September 16, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Claudino, Paula; Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool
 
 

•         Changes to a measure: You do not have to remove the measures from programs if changes are

made to them.  First, you can update the measure database sheet to reflect the changes so that

any measures you add to a new or existing program reflect the changes.  Second, through the CE

Tool interface, you can edit a program, click the measures tab on the form, select the measure in

the box on the right, and click Measure Details button.  Then edit the measure details as necessary

and click Save.  This will save the changes you made to the measure to the program database. 

(Remember, any changes you make to measure details from this interface are not updated in the

Measure Database, only in the measure details saved with the program details in the program

database).  In doing this, you don’t have to reenter installations, costs, rebates, etc.

[JD] Ok, this approach makes sense as well.  However, I get the following error when I try to modify
many of the values in the measure table wizard: “Please enter a numeric value”.  As such, I am
forced to remove and re-add measures, as I described.  I haven’t tested this on any other
computers to verify whether this is an issue with just my computer or not.
 
•         Changes to a measure or program within a portfolio: Regardless of what changes you make to

a program already included in a portfolio (basic info, costs, or measure details), you do not have to

rebuild the portfolio after making the changes.  All you have to do is edit the portfolio through the

user interface, click save (THIS IS IMPORTANT. IF YOU DON”T SAVE, THE CHANGES WON”T

BE INCORPORATED), and view outputs.

[JD] Ok, I’ll have to try this.

 
You can always navigate over to the program database file and see what’s being saved to confirm

changes are there.  The program database is simply a copy of the Data_Input sheet from the CE Tool. 

So when you edit a program, it copies the corresponding program sheet from the program database to

the Data_Input sheet in the model.  Then when you save the program from the CE_Tool, it takes the

Data_Input sheet and copies back over to the appropriate program sheet in the program database.

 

When you create a new portfolio, adding programs and then saving, the model goes to the program

database and grabs the measures for the programs you’ve included.  They are copied into the
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Data_Input sheet, so when you save the portfolio the measures are all saved with the portfolio in the

program database.  When you edit measure details for a program that’s in this portfolio, they are not

automatically updated for the portfolio.  When you edit the portfolio, the model reloads into the

Data_Input sheet the old measure details not reflecting the changes you made. However, when you

save the portfolio, the model goes back to the program database and updates the measure details with

the most recent information saved for each program.

[JD] Yes, thanks, this helps.  I wasn’t sure that portfolios updated in this way (i.e. as long as you re-

save them).

 
I hope this helps.

Aaron

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Aaron Jenniges
Cc: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Claudino, Paula; Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool
 
Hi Aaron,

 

Thanks for the feedback.  I understand the way that the tool works but I had assumed that there may

be some mechanism whereby updates would be carried through.  I can see how this would be a

challenge to implement though.  Please confirm that my understanding of the following is correct:

 

•         Changes to a measure: If there are any changes to a particular measure, it has to be removed

and added back in to relevant programs (i.e. the number of participants and any incentives would

have to be added again once the updated version of the measure is added back in)?

 

•         Changes to a measure or program within a portfolio: If any changes are made to any of the

measures or programs within a particular portfolio, that portfolio would have to be “rebuilt”?

 

Thanks!

John  

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Aaron Jenniges [mailto:Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com] 

Sent: September 13, 2011 8:19 PM

To: Dikeos, John

Cc: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Claudino, Paula; Flannigan, Bryan

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

John,

This is intentional for quality control purposes.  The Measure Databases sheet is exactly that; a

database of measures that serve as a starting point for building programs so that you don't have to

recreate them over and over.  However, we don't want changes made to the measures in this sheet to

affect programs. Otherwise, a user could accidentally change a measure life, cost, savings, etc and

have it impact program results without realizing it.  We certainly don't want this to happen. 

 

When setting up a program, in the measures form you click "Add New Measure." After clicking Save

the measure details you entered are saved with the measure in the Measure Database sheet.  Now if

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
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you go back to that program and edit the measure details of the program, any changes you make to

the measure are not updated in the measure database.  They are only saved with the program.

 

Let me know if this isn't clear and we can chat tomorrow about it in more detail.

 

Aaron

________________________________________

From: Dikeos, John [dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:23 AM

To: Aaron Jenniges

Cc: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Claudino, Paula; Flannigan, Bryan

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Hi Aaron,

 

Just wanted to let you know about another kink that I’ve run into with the Cost Effectiveness Tool.  It

seems that changes to the measure assumptions (e.g. cost or lifetime) in the “MeasureDatabase” tab

aren’t carrying through to the programs.  Even if I reload the program and re-calculate the results,

changes aren’t reflected.  I believe you suggested yesterday that these changes should carry through –

thus, I’m wondering if I’m doing something wrong.  In addition, I just mentioned this issue to Arvind and

he was under the impression that changes to the measure assumptions should be carried through as

well.

 

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/>

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John

Sent: September 12, 2011 1:33 PM

To: 'Aaron Jenniges'

Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Hi Aaron,

 

Thanks again for chatting with me just now and fixing the errors I was running into using the webinar. 

I’ll let you know if I have any more problems.

 

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/>

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Aaron Jenniges [mailto:Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com]

Sent: September 12, 2011 12:52 PM

To: Dikeos, John

Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

John,

I’m sorry you are still having issues.  Hopefully we can figure out what is happening on your end soon. 

I’m available all day today until 3:30 PST.



 

Thanks,

Aaron

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 9:45 AM

To: Aaron Jenniges

Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Hi Aaron,

 

I hope that you had a great weekend!

 

I tried your version of database with the modified program names but I’m still getting the same errors. 

Arvind also sent me the updated version of the Cost Effectiveness Tool with the separate distribution

adders and, unfortunately, I’m getting a “Run-time error” right after I enter the log-in info (i.e. prior to

the program database dialog box opening).

 

Yes, please let me know when you’re available for a webinar so that we can take a quick look at these

issues.  In the meantime, I’ll try running the new version of the tool on another machine.

 

Thanks!

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/>

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Aaron Jenniges [mailto:Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com]

Sent: September 9, 2011 7:16 PM

To: Dikeos, John; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

John,

No, no one else has had these issues.  You are unique.

 

I am running Excel 2007 as well.  I suggested changing the program names because it seems the

errors you are receiving are related to them.  Perhaps for some reason your computer isn’t liking

comma’s in sheet names (in the database).

 

We could do a webinar so I can see your screen and step through the code to see what values are

being recorded when you perform these functions.  Let me know.

 

Aaron

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 3:58 PM

To: Aaron Jenniges; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Hi Aaron,

 

Thanks for the quick response.  I don’t believe that the program names are the problem, since Arvind



was able to perform the tasks I’m describing below without any problems.  After speaking with Arvind, I

thought that the issue may be related to compatibility between Excel 2007 and 2010 (i.e. he is running

the latter while I am running 2007) but I was also able to run the tool properly on another computer in

the office which has Excel 2007.  I’ve tried repairing MS Office and rebooting but it’s still not working

from me.  I’m guessing that nobody has ever reported these errors with the Cost Effectiveness Tool?

 

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/>

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Aaron Jenniges [mailto:Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com]

Sent: September 9, 2011 6:05 PM

To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Cc: Dikeos, John; Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Arvind,

I cannot replicate the errors either.

 

I’m not sure what is causing error, but have them try renaming the programs.  All the program names

currently contain a comma; have them change the comma to a hyphen.  Or just use the attached

database where I’ve done this for you.

 

If this doesn’t work we may need to do a quick webinar so I can see what values are being passed into

the code on his computer.

 

Aaron

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com]

Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 3:02 PM

To: Aaron Jenniges

Cc: dikeos@marbek.ca; Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Aaaron,

 

The excel seems to work fine at my end along with the results.  This seems to be an issue with John’s

computer, so if you can please help Marbek out as they begin to piece this for us, that would be much

appreciated.

 

Arvind

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 2:30 PM

To: Aaron Jenniges (Aaron.Jenniges@cadmusgroup.com)

Subject: FW: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool

 

Aaron can you look into this ASAP? Why is this happening?

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 2:26 PM

To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind

Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula

Subject: Issues with Cost Effectiveness Tool



 

Hi Colin and Arvind,

 

We’ve encountered a couple major issues with the Cost Effectiveness Tool:

 

1.       Portfolio Builder: I get the following error every time I try to build a Portfolio:

 

An error has occurred.  Most likely you are trying to add a program to this portfolio that existed at some

point in the Programs Database but has been deleted.  Please check that program exists and try

again.  You may need to go to the Programs Database and manually delete this program’s measures

from the portfolio, or delete the portfolio and try again.

 

 

2.       Saving Results: I also get the following error when I press the “Save Results to Program

Database” button in the Results tab of the Cost Effectiveness tool:

 

This program does not exist in the program database.  Select the program name in the box in the

Dashboard and click view outputs, then try again.

 

I’ve done some troubleshooting based on what these messages say and I’ve tried adding different

combinations of programs to a portfolio, or just one program at a time.  However, I haven’t been able to

resolve these issues on my own.  Also, it seems like the same issues exist within the original “Training”

version of the tool that you sent us.

 

Can you please get in touch with Cadmus regarding these issues, as they’re both critical to us

completing this work?  I’ve attached copies of the Cost Effectiveness tool and the associated database

so that they can help us troubleshoot.

 

Thanks!

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/>

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may

contain confidential material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or

disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability

for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the intended

recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies of the message including

removal from your hard drive. Thank you.

 



From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Draft agenda for today"s call
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 12:03:20 PM

 
FortisBC - - EEC Plan- Status Review

Draft Agenda, Sept 16
 

1.    Status Update – Paul

 

2.    Quick Overview of Portfolio Results to date – Paul

a.    Gaps

b.    Issues

 

3.    High Level Response of Results to date – Sarah

a.    Results

b.    Report structure, content etc

 

4.    Review of Individual Program Areas – Program Managers

 

a.    Overall results (Program Portfolio level) Are there issues re: total savings,

program spend, etc. Are changes needed? If so, what are they & what is

plan to fix?

b.    Are there data errors? If so, what are they & what is plan to fix?

c.    Are there data gaps? If so, what are they & what is plan to complete?

Proposed order of Program discussion:
1.    Residential

2.    Industrial

3.    Low Income

4.    High Carbon Fuel Replacement/Switching

5.    Commercial

6.    Conservation Education & Outreach

7.    Innovative Technologies

 

5          Wrap up/Summary of Changes Discussed Above - All

 

6          Next Steps, Timing and Responsibility - All

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Today"s call
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 12:55:35 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Prel_Fortis EEC_Items .doc

Hi All
 
Attached is a preliminary list of items that we have noted in going through the report/results so
far. It is by no means complete – rather a snap shot of where we are at currently. It may be useful
to use this to keep track of our decisions in today’s meetings.
 
Also below is an updated (but not complete) summary of results to date.
 
Talk to you in a few minutes.
Paul
 
 
 

 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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Fortis Notes – Sept 16 –

		Report Section

		Note

		Decision




		Status



		2

		Low Income programs missing




		

		



		

		Where does Affordable Housing belong – own program? Not in list. Part of Res? Not in Ask – Table K-2

		

		



		

		Change fuel switching to High Carbon Fuel Switching or Replacement

		

		



		

		IT B/C ratios look high

		

		



		

		Keep in mind that results will eventually be held accountable via 3rd party evaluation

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		Residential

		

		



		

		Total budget = 9.8 million vs 9.5 m in Ask

		

		



		3

		Simple Home Efficiency  program – missing




		

		



		

		Fall weatherization program - missing

		

		



		3.3

		Presentation - - some numbers look far too precise for level of detail eg.1,132 participants

		

		



		3.34

		

		

		



		3.3.5

		Incentive amount: $25?  $50?

		

		



		3.3.6

		Utility partners – 10.4GJ – total from all or Fortis attribution?

		

		



		

		Participation – doesn’t add to 100 plus looks far too precise???? – only 90%

		

		



		3.3.7

		Measure Life is 1 year?


Leave blank or try to include ‘participants’ for this program/website?

		

		



		3.311

		Eligible measures? Participants?


Leave participants as TBD?

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		4

		Low Income

		

		



		4

		Results needed

		

		



		

		Renew, ESK, ECAP - - spell out

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		5

		High Carbon Fuel Switching

		

		



		

		Budget is low by ~$ 2.75 m 

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		6

		Commercial

		

		



		

		Spending below Ask – $11.45 m & $13.7m vs 14.5 million in Ask

		

		



		

		Changes underway

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		7

		Conservation Education & Outreach

		

		



		

		Budget is $1m high 

		

		



		

		Program Profile missing

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		8

		Industry

		

		



		

		Budget is high – $20.6m vs $4 m in Ask

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		9

		Innovative Technologies

		

		



		

		Budget is 400k high – not balanced between years

		

		



		

		B/C ratios look too high

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		







From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan (flannigan@marbek.ca)
Subject: RE: Draft agenda for today"s call
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 12:56:00 PM

Hi Paul,
 
One big discrepancy I just noticed is that you have Industrial down for a $10M spend per year in
the report. It should be $2M per year. You may want to address this up front in the call.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 12:21 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Draft agenda for today's call
 
Great
 
I am working on compiling a list of items/issues noted as I go through the doc. Ideally will get
through the doc in time to get it out prior to our call. Will do my best and will keep you posted.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 16, 2011 3:14 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Draft agenda for today's call
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Hi Paul,
 
This looks good to me. I have no suggested edits to this agenda. I’ll forward this to my team now.
Thanks.
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 12:03 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Draft agenda for today's call
 
 

FortisBC - - EEC Plan- Status Review
Draft Agenda, Sept 16

 
1.    Status Update – Paul

 

2.    Quick Overview of Portfolio Results to date – Paul

a.    Gaps

b.    Issues

 

3.    High Level Response of Results to date – Sarah

a.    Results

b.    Report structure, content etc

 

4.    Review of Individual Program Areas – Program Managers

 

a.    Overall results (Program Portfolio level) Are there issues re: total savings,

program spend, etc. Are changes needed? If so, what are they & what is



plan to fix?

b.    Are there data errors? If so, what are they & what is plan to fix?

c.    Are there data gaps? If so, what are they & what is plan to complete?

Proposed order of Program discussion:
1.    Residential

2.    Industrial

3.    Low Income

4.    High Carbon Fuel Replacement/Switching

5.    Commercial

6.    Conservation Education & Outreach

7.    Innovative Technologies

 

5          Wrap up/Summary of Changes Discussed Above - All

 

6          Next Steps, Timing and Responsibility - All

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: Paula"s co-ord
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 3:37:58 PM

Hi Colin.. here is Paula’s co-ord for Ramsay. I don’t see to have Ramsay’s email. Could you pls fwd
to him.
Thx
Paul
 
Paula’s cell # is 613-608-8000. She will also be checking email regularly.
 
The earlier in the day on Sat. the better, as she is only available until Saturday afternoon.
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: revised
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 4:03:57 PM
Attachments: Prel_Fortis EEC_Items_Decisions.v2.doc

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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Fortis Notes – Sept 16 – Updated:   9/16/2011 7:00:52 PM



		Report Section

		Note

		Decision




		Status



		

		Introduction

		Sarah to provide Introduction para, main messages

		



		

		

		

		



		2

		Low Income programs missing




		

		



		

		Where does Affordable Housing belong – own program? Not in list. Part of Res? Not in Ask – Table K-2

		Use Low Income title throughout

		



		

		Change fuel switching to High Carbon Fuel Switching or Replacement

		Use  High Carbon Fuel Switching

		



		

		IT B/C ratios look high

		Sarah, Jim and Arvin to revise and send to Marbek by end of w/end

		



		

		Keep in mind that results will eventually be held accountable via 3rd party evaluation

		

		



		

		Industry budget too high

		Bryan to review; will call Hakan on Sat late afternoon, if needed.

		



		

		

		

		



		

		Residential

		

		



		

		Total budget = 9.8 million vs 9.5 m in Ask

		Remove from Fireplace prg by scaling down

		



		3

		Simple Home Efficiency  program – missing




		Drop from doc 


Beth to send revised text for 3.3.6 to leave additional options open if needed at a later date

		



		

		Fall weatherization program - missing

		Drop from doc

		



		3.3

		Presentation - - some numbers look far too precise for level of detail eg.1,132 participants

		Leave for now - - too much time to change

		



		3.34

		

		

		



		3.3.5

		Incentive amount: $25?  $50?

		

		



		3.3.6

		Utility partners – 10.4GJ – total from all or Fortis attribution?

		All to Fortis

		



		

		Participation – doesn’t add to 100 plus looks far too precise???? – only 90%

		ICF to revise to 100%

		



		3.3.7

		Measure Life is 1 year?


Leave blank or try to include ‘participants’ for this program/website?

		Drop from Profile

		



		3.311

		Eligible measures? Participants?


Leave participants as TBD?

		Use not applicable

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		4

		Low Income

		

		



		4

		Results needed

		John & Ned to chat 

		



		

		Renew, ESK, ECAP - - spell out

		Ned to provide full names

		



		

		Treatment in Societal test of 30% adder – which is already used once. Do we add again?

		Sarah to advise

		



		

		

		

		



		5

		High Carbon Fuel Switching

		

		



		

		Budget is low by ~$ 2.75 m 

		Beth to advise re: strategy for increasing budget

		



		

		

		

		



		6

		Commercial

		

		



		

		Spending below Ask – $11.45 m & $13.7m vs 14.5 million in Ask

		Sarah is okay with being below Ask budget; treat as contingency


Ramsay to review and talk to Paula, if necessary

Ramsay to prepare caveats for Custom & Process Heat


Ramsay to adjust Program Profiles for FEW.  Has presentation implication only. Will use 1%

		



		

		

		

		



		7

		Conservation Education & Outreach

		

		



		

		Budget is $1m high 

		Scale down mass media and sports partnerships

Provide answer to ICF Marbek

		



		

		Program Profile missing

		Found it

		



		

		

		

		



		8

		Industry

		

		



		

		Budget is high – $20.6m vs $4 m in Ask

		Bryan to review

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		9

		Innovative Technologies

		

		



		

		Budget is 400k high – not balanced between years

		Sarah, Jim and Arvin to revise and send to Marbek by end of w/end

		



		

		B/C ratios look too high

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		Other

		

		



		

		Evaluation budgets are too low 

		ICF Marbek to review all evaluation budgets and adjust based on best practice; run by Colin for confirmation

		



		

		

		

		









From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Subject: Fortis Results
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 5:12:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Fortis Portfolio Results, 2011 09 16.zip

Hi Colin,
 
As promised, here’s the most recent version of the Fortis results.  As before, the Exhibits file
summarize all of the results for each of the portfolios.  The Cost Effectiveness Tool and Database
are included if you want to look under the hood at any of the inputs.  We look forward to receiving
and implementing your suggested changes.
 
Have a great weekend!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
 

home.jpg
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Kobialko, Jim; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 5:09:48 AM
Attachments: image001.png

 
Folks
 
Can you pls send in a separate table any changes that you made to the pilot program costs/savings
data.  In our Friday call, we agreed to update and highlight any changes in Colin’s template. As you
did not use that template in the initial input a simple table would be fine.
 
As we have now consolidated the B/C model, John is the only one that can make changes and he
holds the master copy. With 100 programs to tweak today, he has no time to search through the
revised model to identify changes.
 
Thx
Paul
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 17, 2011 7:52 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Dikeos, John; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Hey Gang
 
Attached is the following
 

1.)    Updated measure data for Solar Air Heating and Catalytic radiant Burner technology.  We
will need to review the results and update the numbers so it meets the 1.5 million funding
ask for both 2012 and 2013. 

2.)    Intro write-up for IT section.  Emphasizes that the TRC simulation is a rough estimate and
will be updated once we receive more current credible information from the pre-feasibility
report.

3.)    Measure Description – I have included a detailed write-up for each technology including
when we will be expecting the prefeasibility study to be completed.  Marbek may want to
include this in the write-up.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
I can be reached on my cell today and tomorrow – 604-690-3886
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan (flannigan@marbek.ca); Claudino, Paula (claudino@marbek.ca)
Cc: dikeos@marbek.ca; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Paul/John,
 
Jim & I spent some time this morning going over the model & inputs. There has been a data input
error for the occupancy sensors pilot program. Rather than entering 6.2 as annual savings; the
value was incorrectly entered as 620 GJ yielding TRC as high as 39.Once we applied the 6.2 GJ
savings, the TRC for this program dropped to about 1.09 which makes more sense. Applying the
same changes to the portfolio level, the TRC is now at 1.40 rather than 8.84. This should be
corrected immediately in your master version.
 
Shortly Jim would be sending over some revisions to the inputs for the solar air heating & the
catalytic radiant burner pilot only based on some informal conversations more recently with
manufacturers. The inputs should not have a huge impact on overall TRC but are more accurate and
should be factored into the master model.
 
 
John Couple of other model issues that I noticed. I don’t think this is impacting the results but just
seemed odd to me. Please call me at 604 999 6808 to discuss this if you like.
 

-          The measure database in the cost effectiveness front end tool surprisingly does not include
any IT measures although they are in the “Master FortisDatabase, Markbek “ file. I was
under the impression when you create a measure, it should get added in the “measure
database” tab in the front end cost effectiveness tool. I am not sure why this is happening
& if this has any implications on the overall result.



 
-          The front end cost effectiveness tool for the IT_FEI Portfolio only includes Thermal curtain,

IND_Energy analysis audit & IND Tech retrofit when it should include just the proposed
seven IT measures & none from Industrial program area. I don’t believe this is changing the
results but just the optics of not seeing the proposed IT measures under the IT Portfolio.
 

-          Measure naming for IT- Rather than naming them as “ Generic IT measure” , it would be
beneficial to have the actual name such as thermal curtains etc for consistency purposes.
 

I will be around today/tomorrow; any questions give me a call at 604 999 6808
 
Arvind
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Status Update
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 5:21:36 AM

Hi Colin

We are still missing pieces from Sarah and Beth (via Sarah re: Fuel switch) and as per my last email, I
need Jim/Arvind to send a table with what they changed in IT .. they sent the whole model back.

I am meeting with the team later this am to determine where we stand. It is looking very tight. As we
have consolidated the model, there is only one up-to-date version and John has a lot of programs and
tweaks to go through. We will do our best.

Also with many people sending modifications, QA is critical.

We may need until Tuesday mid day. Will keep you posted.

Cheers,
Paul

PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com
ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

-----Original Message-----
From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com]
Sent: September 18, 2011 7:56 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Status Update

Hi Paul,

Sounds good. I just sent a reminder email out to those folks on my team that you are still waiting input
from. I will let you know if any issues come up.

Otherwise, I will assume that we're still a go to get an updated report from you tomorrow. Please send
that updated report to myself and Sarah. I will be in transit most of the day tomorrow so I have asked
Sarah to follow up with you directly with any further feedback she has just so I don't slow up the
process.

I will be available via blackberry though all day tomorrow except between 11am to 2pm PST.

Thanks,

Colin

-----Original Message-----
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca]
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 3:06 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Status Update

Hi Colin

As of  6 pm EST, your update is the same as mine.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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I went through the report one more time today and brought it to the next stage of "ready". I dropped
in excerpts from Jim's revised IT materials in the process.

Still waiting for the rest. Will keep you posted.

Paul

PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com
ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

-----Original Message-----
From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com]
Sent: September 18, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Status Update

Hi Paul,

Please see attached for the project status as I understand it to be as of this Sunday morning. See the
"Status" column. I have outlined in red where action is still required. Please review and let me know if
you have any further updates. I can then follow up directly with the respective team members on my
end to ensure you have what you need by tonight.

Note too that I did manage to get a hold of Ramsay last night. He will be providing an update to Paula
today for some of his inputs. In particular, we discussed what caveats he should write up for his
Continuous Optimization program. I asked him to use our original spreadsheet template and just
highlight where he has made changes so you guys can then plop those into the model and the program
profiles.

Thanks,

Colin

-----Original Message-----
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca]
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2011 5:26 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: Re: Status Update

Hi Colin

 Paula was working with Bryan today but do not know if she connectd with Ramsay. Heard from Beth
too.

We gave others to COB Sunday to provide their final inputs so will need to assess Mon am.

Will keep you posted.

BTW..congrats on the pending baby

Paul

Paul Robillard

mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
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613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile

"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:

Hi Paul,

I just wanted to touch base and see where things are at. I saw that Jim and Arvind sent you guys some
updates regarding Innovative Technologies. Beyond that though, I haven't seen any other updates.
Please let me know if you guys aren't getting what you need.

Also, I was wondering if you had an update on the Commercial section. Ramsay tried calling me this
morning but didn't specify what his question was. I was with my wife in prenatal class (we're expecting
a baby in a month and half) so I missed his call in the morning and then wasn't able to get a hold of
him in the afternoon. Do you happen to know if there were any issues with the Commercial section and,
if so, if those were resolved today?

Thanks,

Colin

________________________________

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may
contain confidential material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or
disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability
for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies of the message including removal
from your hard drive. Thank you.



From: Smith, Sarah
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: "paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: RE: 2012/13 DSM Plan Updates Required
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 9:10:24 AM

I will write the intro once I see the draft report.
 
Sarah Smith
Manager, Energy Efficiency and Conservation
604-592-7528
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
For great tips on saving both natural gas and electricity, go to our website at fortisbc.com.
 
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 4:50 PM
To: Smith, Sarah; Ringdahl, Beth; Georgy, Ned; Cook, Ramsay; Chia, Jenny
Subject: 2012/13 DSM Plan Updates Required
Importance: High
 
Hello all,
 
Please see attached the current action item status update. If you are receiving this email, you still
have action items assigned to you that are awaiting completion (see items highlighted with red text
under the “Status” column). Marbek requires these items to be completed before they can provide
us with a final report.
 
Please let me know what the status is for your respective action items and when you expect them
to be completed by.
 
Sarah, since I will be in transit through most of the day tomorrow, I will ask Marbek to send the
revised report to the both of us. Please go ahead and offer your feedback directly and/or set up a
time with Paul to discuss any next steps required. I likely will not be able to review anything
tomorrow until I get into the hotel in Denver at about 4pm local time.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 12:20:01 PM

Hi Beth,
 
We would need your guidance to add in another “representative program” in the high carbon fuel
switching portfolio.  Since there are a lot of pieces that still need to fall into place before the end of
the day, I would suggest that we leave the portfolio as is for now and circle back later if we have
time.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
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To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 1:31:13 PM

Hi Beth,
 
Ok, we’ve incorporated these changes and we are trying to make our way to the finish line now.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Importance: High
 
Hi John,
 
After chatting with Sarah we would like to include Furnace / Fireplace Service TLC in the program
lineup.
 
Please reduce participants in LiveSmart BC to transfer $625k into the Furnace Service Program for
both 2012 and 2013
 
Hopefully this will not be too big an inconvenience for you –
Beth
(If there is an easier way to transfer some funds around please let me know)
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth 
Sent: September 18, 2011 8:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; 'dikeos@marbek.ca'
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:

•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and
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FEVI
•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental

cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not
even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice
fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.
When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 
 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:
 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign

"No Junk Mail Please"

www.reddotcampaign.ca
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Dikeos, John; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Subject: DSM Plan update
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 2:33:56 PM

Hi Colin and Sarah
 
We are getting close but we will need until mid day, or so, tomorrow before we will have a
completed next draft. Everyone has been great in getting stuff to us but the result has been a lot of
changes affecting both the C/B model and the report. We have also gone through all of the
programs re: the evaluation budgets. Based on current best practice, evaluation budgets should be
in the range of 4-6% of total incentive amounts. If current evaluation budgets were significantly
less than these amounts, we adjusted them upwards.  All changes are being reflected first in the
C/B model and then in the Program Profiles.
 
The plan is as follows:
 

1.       John and Paula expect to finish updating the C/B model by about 9 pm this evening, or so.
As per my chat with Arvind today, John will email the revised model to Arvind this evening
for his review along with the revised exhibits from the draft report.
 

a.       Given that there are over 100 programs, this realistically means that Arvind will be
able to do spot checks. Similarly, there has not yet been an opportunity to confirm
that  the resulting budgets match the Asks after the last round of changes. We will
need Arvind’s comments by  8 am (PST) if we are to meet the Tuesday deadline.

 
2.       In parallel, Peter has been working all day with the draft report and has been revising the

Program Profiles based on the new inputs.  He also expects to be finished by about 8 or 9
pm this evening. Peter will send to me later this evening.
 

3.       I will do a final pass through the report and new exhibits on Tuesday am. Final budget
changes are likely to be needed given the extent of the changes. I propose to send this
revised version of the report to you for your review. I will also include a list of questions for
your review, as appliable, at the time.
 

There are 2 items that we did not hear from you on.  For the moment we have made an executive
decision in an attempt  to narrow the list of ‘unfinished items”. 
 

1.       First - - - Re: High Carbon Fuel Switching - - we left the budget as is. Although Beth did ask
John to expand the budget at our discretion, we don’t have enough market information at
this point to that without first chatting to you.

2.       The CEO program is currently $1m over the Ask…. John is going to take a shot at lowering
this based on our chat yesterday. We will let you know how  that turns out.

 
Thoughts and suggestions welcome.
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Paul

 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "paulr@marbek.ca"; Norman, Colin; Ringdahl, Beth; Chia, Jenny
Cc: "dikeos@marbek.ca"; "flannigan@marbek.ca"; "claudino@marbek.ca"; "narbaitz@marbek.ca"; Ramakrishnan,

Arvind
Subject: Re: DSM Plan update
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:07:46 PM

I am fine with that time frame. Beth and I spoke today about High-Carbon Fuel Switching and
arrived at an approach that she will communicate. As did Jenny and I about CEO. I will write the
intro once we have a more complete report. Beth and Jenny please commincate with Marbek with
a cc to Colin.
 
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 02:33 PM
To: Norman, Colin 
Cc: Sarah Smith - Terasen <sarah.smith2@terasen.com>; Dikeos, John <dikeos@marbek.ca>;
Flannigan, Bryan <flannigan@marbek.ca>; Claudino, Paula <claudino@marbek.ca>; Narbaitz, Peter
<narbaitz@marbek.ca>; Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Subject: DSM Plan update 
 
Hi Colin and Sarah
 
We are getting close but we will need until mid day, or so, tomorrow before we will have a
completed next draft. Everyone has been great in getting stuff to us but the result has been a lot of
changes affecting both the C/B model and the report. We have also gone through all of the
programs re: the evaluation budgets. Based on current best practice, evaluation budgets should be
in the range of 4-6% of total incentive amounts. If current evaluation budgets were significantly
less than these amounts, we adjusted them upwards.  All changes are being reflected first in the
C/B model and then in the Program Profiles.
 
The plan is as follows:
 

1.       John and Paula expect to finish updating the C/B model by about 9 pm this evening, or so.
As per my chat with Arvind today, John will email the revised model to Arvind this evening
for his review along with the revised exhibits from the draft report.
 

a.       Given that there are over 100 programs, this realistically means that Arvind will be
able to do spot checks. Similarly, there has not yet been an opportunity to confirm
that  the resulting budgets match the Asks after the last round of changes. We will
need Arvind’s comments by  8 am (PST) if we are to meet the Tuesday deadline.

 
2.       In parallel, Peter has been working all day with the draft report and has been revising the

Program Profiles based on the new inputs.  He also expects to be finished by about 8 or 9
pm this evening. Peter will send to me later this evening.
 

3.       I will do a final pass through the report and new exhibits on Tuesday am. Final budget
changes are likely to be needed given the extent of the changes. I propose to send this
revised version of the report to you for your review. I will also include a list of questions for
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your review, as appliable, at the time.
 

There are 2 items that we did not hear from you on.  For the moment we have made an executive
decision in an attempt  to narrow the list of ‘unfinished items”. 
 

1.       First - - - Re: High Carbon Fuel Switching - - we left the budget as is. Although Beth did ask
John to expand the budget at our discretion, we don’t have enough market information at
this point to that without first chatting to you.

2.       The CEO program is currently $1m over the Ask…. John is going to take a shot at lowering
this based on our chat yesterday. We will let you know how  that turns out.

 
Thoughts and suggestions welcome.
 
Paul

 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind
To: Dikeos, John; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim; Cook, Ramsay
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:36:52 PM

I did a random check on a few programs and program areas & most of the values entered into the
model seem accurate. I have a few comments for John below & my observation from the results.
 
John can you please comment on the below or call me at 8:30 to discuss the below.
 

•         In the dashboard view, under costs (marketing, evaluation, administrative), the system
default is to fill values for 2012/2012 adjusted for inflation. If the intention was to just have
the cost for one year, you must click on box for “yearly entered “ & make it zero for the
other year. This seemed fine on the ones I checked but wanted to bring this to your
attention.

•         Also some of the costs entered under Commercial program where you have coupled NC &
Retrofit, I am assuming you have added the costs from both NC & Retrofit for FEI & FEVI
respectively. If so, I found some inconsistencies with the values for Eg. Commercial water
heater program for the admin costs unless I am not looking at the right file for the inputs.

•         Portfolio level FEI in the dashboard view does not include all the programs but interestingly
the measure calculations tab does shows all the 66 measures. I am assuming while
estimating TRC at the portfolio level, all the 66 measures are taken into consideration &
not the ones just in the dashboard view.

•         How come I don’t see a portfolio for FEI & FEVI together in the dashboard view?
•         Also I didn’t see a placeholder to add other general admin costs such as labor, research

costs, consulting costs unless it’s already captured elsewhere.
 
Sarah some of my observations while going over the results: We don’t need to worry about the
below if you think it makes sense.
 

•         The continuous optimization program for commercial shows a TRC of 0.04, is it that low?
•         Advance Control lumber drying has TRC as high as 6.98 pushing the overall number on IT to

1.95
•         Commercial MURBS has TRC of 10.4

 
 
Arvind

 
 
 

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 6:08 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
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Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Hi Arvind,
 
I apologize for not getting back to you earlier today but we’ve been very busy updating all of the
inputs.  As such, a zip file with the updated results is attached.  As before, the “Exhibits” file
summarizes the results and you should look at the other files if you want to “look under the hood”. 
You’ll notice that we’re getting closer to the asks for each of the program areas but there are a few
that are still off. 
 
I’ve also responded to some of your comments below but feel free to give me a call tomorrow if
you’d like to discuss.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 17, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Dikeos, John; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Paul/John,
 
Jim & I spent some time this morning going over the model & inputs. There has been a data input
error for the occupancy sensors pilot program. Rather than entering 6.2 as annual savings; the
value was incorrectly entered as 620 GJ yielding TRC as high as 39.Once we applied the 6.2 GJ
savings, the TRC for this program dropped to about 1.09 which makes more sense. Applying the
same changes to the portfolio level, the TRC is now at 1.40 rather than 8.84. This should be
corrected immediately in your master version.
 
Shortly Jim would be sending over some revisions to the inputs for the solar air heating & the
catalytic radiant burner pilot only based on some informal conversations more recently with
manufacturers. The inputs should not have a huge impact on overall TRC but are more accurate and
should be factored into the master model.
 
 
John Couple of other model issues that I noticed. I don’t think this is impacting the results but just
seemed odd to me. Please call me at 604 999 6808 to discuss this if you like.
 

-          The measure database in the cost effectiveness front end tool surprisingly does not include
any IT measures although they are in the “Master FortisDatabase, Markbek “ file. I was
under the impression when you create a measure, it should get added in the “measure
database” tab in the front end cost effectiveness tool. I am not sure why this is happening
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& if this has any implications on the overall result.
[JD] You don’t necessarily need to use the Measure Database to build programs, especially
if you’re just working in the database file (i.e. rather than the “wizard”).  I guess Paula used
a generic measure for the IT program area in order to save time.  However, I agree that it is
more transparent to use the Measure Database.  Perhaps we can circle back at the end and
add measures that reflect the inputs to the IT programs.

 
-          The front end cost effectiveness tool for the IT_FEI Portfolio only includes Thermal curtain,

IND_Energy analysis audit & IND Tech retrofit when it should include just the proposed
seven IT measures & none from Industrial program area. I don’t believe this is changing the
results but just the optics of not seeing the proposed IT measures under the IT Portfolio.
 [JD] If you look at the inputs to the portfolios in the database, it clearly shows that they
include all of the relevant programs.  As such, I believe that there is something wrong with
the way that the Cost Effectiveness tool is showing the programs that are included in each
of the portfolios.  We’ll have to discuss this with Aaron.  I’m also having problems updating
portfolios but it seems like this is another issue that only I may be experiencing. 
 

-          Measure naming for IT- Rather than naming them as “ Generic IT measure” , it would be
beneficial to have the actual name such as thermal curtains etc for consistency purposes.
[JD] Agree with you here but we used this approach to save time.  Also, as we discussed
with Aaron, it is important to note that any updates to the measure database inputs do not
carry through to the measure inputs for a program that is already built.
 

I will be around today/tomorrow; any questions give me a call at 604 999 6808
 
Arvind
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Dikeos, John
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim; Cook, Ramsay
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 1:26:30 PM
Attachments: Updated Commercial Program Inputs, ICF Marbek Update.xlsx

Hi Arvind,
 
Thanks for checking things over and getting back to us so quickly.  We’ve been busy making some
updates and trying to get the budgets to line up more closely with the asks.  We’ll be sending you
an updated version shortly.  In the meantime, see below for some replies to each of your
comments.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 20, 2011 2:37 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim; Cook, Ramsay
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
I did a random check on a few programs and program areas & most of the values entered into the
model seem accurate. I have a few comments for John below & my observation from the results.
 
John can you please comment on the below or call me at 8:30 to discuss the below.
 

•         In the dashboard view, under costs (marketing, evaluation, administrative), the system
default is to fill values for 2012/2012 adjusted for inflation. If the intention was to just have
the cost for one year, you must click on box for “yearly entered “ & make it zero for the
other year. This seemed fine on the ones I checked but wanted to bring this to your
attention.

[JD] Yes, we’ve used this approach to some degree.  However, we’ve typically been editing the
program costs through the actual database file rather than the dashboard.

 
•         Also some of the costs entered under Commercial program where you have coupled NC &

Retrofit, I am assuming you have added the costs from both NC & Retrofit for FEI & FEVI
respectively. If so, I found some inconsistencies with the values for Eg. Commercial water
heater program for the admin costs unless I am not looking at the right file for the inputs.

[JD] Seems to line up with the most recent version of the commercial inputs that we have.  The
file is attached so that you can take a look.

 
•         Portfolio level FEI in the dashboard view does not include all the programs but interestingly

the measure calculations tab does shows all the 66 measures. I am assuming while
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2012 - Table 1

		,

		2012 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incentive Amount ($)
CALC		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Number of Participants
(UPDATE)		Incentive Budget
(ACTUAL)		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Evaluation %																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																						Incentive Budget
(TARGET)		Non-Incentives																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																												Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		158				2,139		?		2,215		100		17		0		117		65,326		0		0.0%				EBP				%				%		$   2,750.00		$   2,750.00		187		2,613		118		20		0		138		87,451				95%

																																												     FEI		141						?		1,976		89		15		0		104		59,037										Retrofit		85%		FEI		89%		$   2,080.38		$   2,750.00		141		1,976		89		15		0		104		59,037						510

																						2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		16						?		222		10		2		0		12		5,788														FEVI		10%		$   233.75				16		222		10		2		0		12		5,788						445

																																												     FEW		1						?		17		1		0		0		1		502														FEWI		1%		$   23.38				1		17		1		0		0		1		502						510

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28				689		?		391		18		3		0		21		22,351		0								New Construction		15%		FEI		89%		$   367.13				25		349		16		3		0		18		21,837						1069

																																												     FEI		25						?		349		16		3		0		18		21,837														FEVI		10%		$   41.25				3		39		2		0		0		2		287						125

																						2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3						?		39		2		0		0		2		287														FEWI		1%		$   4.13				0		3		0		0		0		0		226						1069

																																												     FEW		0						?		3		0		0		0		0		226

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		$3,462		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		28				96		?		90		2		3		27		32		6,490		0		28.2%				LCESBP										$   135.00		$   135.00		31		100		2		3		30		35		7,154				74%

																																												     FEI		25						?		80		2		2		24		28		5,976										Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		89%		$   108.14		$   135.00		25		80		2		2		24		28		5,976						296

																2010 Average
$3,462						2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3						?		9		0		0		3		3		447														FEVI		10%		$   12.15				3		9		0		0		3		3		447						197

																																												     FEW		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		67														FEWI		1%		$   1.22				0		1		0		0		0		0		67						296

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		$3,462		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3				11		?		10		0		0		3		4		671		0								New Construction 		10%		FEI		89%		$   12.02				3		9		0		0		3		3		664						296

																																												     FEI		3						?		9		0		0		3		3		664														FEVI		10%		$   1.35				0		1		0		0		0		0		0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462						2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		0														FEWI		1%		$   0.14				0		0		0		0		0		0		7						296

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		7

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		$2,206		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83				183		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		0		4.6%				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,643				80%

																																												     FEI		70						?		91		4		12		7		23		5,900										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   113.40		$   150.00		70		91		4		12		7		23		5,900						89

																2010 Average
$2,206						2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12						?		16		1		2		1		4		900														FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																												     FEW		1						?		1		0		0		0		0		70														FEWI		1%		$   1.35				1		1		0		0		0		0		70						89

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		$2,206		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		9				20		?		12		10		0		1		1		3		663								New Construction		10%		FEI		84%		$   12.60				8		10		0		1		1		3		656						89

																																												     FEI		8						?		10		0		1		1		3		656		117												FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206						2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1						?		2		0		0		0		0		117														FEWI		1%		$   0.15				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						89

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		$1,250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152				190		N/A		190		55		5		0		60		54,964		0		0.0%				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		0		60		54,223				76%

																																												     FEI		112						N/A		141		41		4		0		44		35,679										Retrofit		100%		FEI		74%		$   185.00		$   250.00		112		141		41		4		0		44		35,679						488

																																												     FEVI		38						N/A		48		14		1		0		15		18,544														FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		0		15		18,544						488

																																												     FEW		2						N/A		2		1		0		0		1		742														FEWI		1%		$   2.50				2		2		1		0		0		1		742						488

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		$130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362				47		N/A		47		1		1		0		3		2,865		0		0.0%				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		0		3		2,894				95%

																																												     FEI		322						N/A		42		1		1		0		2		2,550										Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		89%		$   44.06		$   50.00		322		42		1		1		0		2		2,550						9

																																												     FEVI		36						N/A		5		0		0		0		0		286														FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		0		0		286						9

																																												     FEW		4						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29														FEWI		1%		$   0.50				4		0		0		0		0		0		29						9

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		$130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4				0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29		0								New Construction		1%		FEI		89%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		0		0		26						9

																																												     FEI		3						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		26														FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		0		0		3						9

																																												     FEVI		0						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		3														FEWI		1%		$   0.01				0		0		0		0		0		0		0						9

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in a detailed Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 

NOTE:  The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.
$171,700		$171,700		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

$83,598		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

5780		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		21		24		4,121		N/A		5,257		81		17		170		268		0		0		3.7%				CDP										$   6,500.00		$   6,500.00		25		6,185		95		20		200		315		0				95%

																																												     FEI		17		19				N/A		4,153		64		13		134		212		0										Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		79%		$   4,364.75		$   6,500.00		17		4,153		64		13		134		212		0

																																												     FEVI		4		5				N/A		1,051		16		3		34		54		0														FEVI 		20%		$   1,105.00				4		1,051		16		3		34		54		0

																																												     FEW		0		0				N/A		53		1		0		2		3		0														FEWI		1%		$   55.25				0		53		1		0		2		3		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max

$250,000		$250,000		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

$334,750		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

3161 GJ		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		4		5		1,250		N/A		928		14		3		30		47		0		0								New Construction 		15%		FEI 		89%		$   867.75				3		826		13		3		27		42		0

																																												     FEI		3		4				N/A		826		13		3		27		42		0														FEVI		10%		$   97.50				0		93		1		0		3		5		0

																																												     FEVI		0		1				N/A		93		1		0		3		5		0														FEWI		1%		$   9.75				0		9		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEW		0		0				N/A		9		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.

NOTE: The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.  		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		$23,812		$   101,929		Generaly
70 GJ/ yr for first 2 years
1070 GJ/yr thereafter		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		77				1,832		N/A		1,770		150		5		75		230		82,326		0		4.1%				COP										$   1,950.00		$   1,950.00		77		1,770		150		5		25		180		81,503				91%

																																												     FEI		73						N/A		1,681		143		5		67		171		78,210										Retrofit		100%		FEI 		95%		$   1,852.50				73		1,681		143		5		24		171		78,210						1070

																																												     FEVI		3						N/A		71		6		0		8		7		3,293														FEVI 		4%		$   78.00				3		71		6		0		1		7		3,293						1070

																																												     FEW		1						N/A		18		2		0		1		2		823														FEWI		1%		$   19.50				1		18		2		0		0		2		823						1070

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		Average
1500		$1,500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		20		40		60		?		59		2		7		0		9		ERROR:#VALUE!		0		0.0%				CCP										$   75.00		$   75.00		22		65		2		8		0		10		0				87%

																																												     FEI		16		36				?		49		2		6		0		7		ERROR:#VALUE!										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   56.70				16		49		2		6		0		7		0

																																												     FEVI		3		4				?		9		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI 		15%		$   10.13				3		9		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   0.68				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		Average
1500		$1,500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		2		4		6		?		7		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0								New Construction 		10%		FEI 		84%		$   6.30				2		5		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEI		2		4				?		5		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI 		15%		$   1.13				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEVI		0		0				?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   0.08				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		$16,875		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		22				364		N/A		372		8		20		0		28		89,377		0		0.0%				MURBP										$   500.00		$   500.00		27		465		10		25		0		35		112,910				93%

																																												     FEI		17						N/A		294		6		16		0		22		68,998										Retrofit		80%		FEI 		79%		$   316.00				17		294		6		16		0		22		68,998						4500

																																												     FEVI		4						N/A		74		2		4		0		6		19,409														FEVI		20%		$   80.00				4		74		2		4		0		6		19,409						4500

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		4		0		0		0		0		970														FEWI		1%		$   4.00				0		4		0		0		0		0		970						4500

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		$16,875		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		5				91		N/A		93		2		5		0		7		23,751		0								New Construction 		20%		FEI 		79%		$   79.00				4		73		2		4		0		6		19,166						4500

																																												     FEI		4						N/A		73		2		4		0		6		19,166														FEVI 		20%		$   20.00				1		19		0		1		0		1		4,367						4500

																																												     FEVI		1						N/A		19		0		1		0		1		4,367														FEWI		1%		$   1.00				0		1		0		0		0		0		218						4500

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		1		0		0		0		0		218

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.

NOTE: The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.		High efficiency boilers
Stack Economizers
Boiler controls
Drying ovens		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		25,000		$25,000		$70,000		1250 GJ		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		23				576		?		461		4.750		9.500		0.000		14		0		0		0.0%				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		0		15		0				97%

																																												     FEI		21						?		410		4.228		8.455		0.000		13		0										Retrofit		95%		FEI		89%		$   422.75				21		410		4		8		0		13		0

																																												     FEVI		2						?		46		0.475		0.950		0.000		1		0														FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		5		0.048		0.095		0.000		0		0														FEWI		1%		$   4.75				0		5		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		1						?		24		0.250		0.500		0.000		1		0		0								New Construction 		5%		FEI 		89%		$   22.25				1		22		0		0		0		1		0

																																												     FEI		1						?		22		0.223		0.445		0.000		1		0														FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEVI		0						?		2		0.025		0.050		0.000		0		0														FEWI		1%		$   0.25				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0.003		0.005		0.000		0		0

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		$50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		0				0		N/A		0		0		0		75		75		0		0		N/A				FPTP										$   75.00		$   75.00		0		0				0		75		75		0				0%

																																												     FEI		0						N/A		0		0		0		67		67		0										Retrofit		100%		FEI		89%		$   66.75				0		0		0		0		67		67		0						3

																																												     FEVI		0						N/A		0		0		0		8		8		0														FEVI 		10%		$   7.50				0		0		0		0		8		8		0						3

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		0		0		0		1		1		0														FEWI		1%		$   0.75				0		0		0		0		1		1		0						3

				Commercial		Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.		Radiant tube heaters		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters.
$915		$915		$   1,220.00		57.5		FortisBC engineering analysis				0		FortisBC engineering analysis		20		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		1		13		12		N/A		12		2		0		6		8		0		0		50.4%				RTHP										$   20.00		$   20.00		1		12		2		0		6		8		0				60%

																																												     FEI		1		13				N/A		8		1		0		4		6		0										Retrofit		100%		FEI		69%		$   13.80				1		8		1		0		4		6		0

																																												     FEVI		0		0				N/A		4		1		0		2		2		0														FEVI		30%		$   6.00				0		4		1		0		2		2		0

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0														FEWI		1%		$   0.20				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																																																		$   12,955.00























2013 - Table 1



		2013 EEC DSM Plan



				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)		Incentive Amount ($)
CALC		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Number of Participants
(UPDATE)		Incentive Budget
(ACTUAL)		Participant Breakdown by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Evaluation %																		Number of Participants		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		Incentive Split		Annual Energy Savings per participant (GJs)



																																																						Incentive Budget
(TARGET)		Non-Incentives																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																								Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total																												Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Commercial		Efficient Boiler Porgram		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers > 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$13,517		$13,517		2010 Average
$35,834		15% of pre retrofit consumption		1.  EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
2.  Natural Resources Canada
3.  E-Source
Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
4.  Ontario DSM Assumptions  
		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		173				2,333		?		2,417		102		17		100		219		71,265		0		3.9%				EBP				%				%		$   3,000.00		$   3,000.00		204		2,850		120		20		10		150		95,648				95%

																																												     FEI		154						?		2,156		91		15		89		113		64,404										Retrofit		85%		FEI		89%		$   2,269.50		$   3,000.00		154		2,156		91		15		8		113		64,404						510

																						2010 Average
510 GJ																						     FEVI		17						?		242		10		2		10		13		6,314														FEVI		10%		$   255.00				17		242		10		2		1		13		6,314						445

																																												     FEW		1						?		18		1		0		1		1		547														FEWI		1%		$   25.50				1		18		1		0		0		1		547						510

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		2010 Average
$24,687		$24,687		2010 Average
$65,711		Savings are as identified by participant provided engineering analysis.
2010 Average
510 GJ		Participant's engineering analysis		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		30				752		?		426		18		3		20		41		24,383		0								New Construction		15%		FEI		89%		$   400.50				27		380		16		3		1		20		23,823						1069

																																												     FEI		27						?		380		16		3		18		20		23,823														FEVI		10%		$   45.00				3		43		2		0		0		2		313						125

																						2010 Average
1069 GJ																						     FEVI		3						?		43		2		0		2		2		313														FEWI		1%		$   4.50				0		3		0		0		0		0		247						1069

																																												     FEW		0						?		3		0		0		0		0		247

				Commercial		Light Commercial Boiler Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commerical boilers < 300 MBH Input.		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90%		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE

		$3,462		2010 Average
$18,695		15% of pre retrofit consumption		a. Natural Resources Canada
b. EBP impact evaluation study, July 2003
c. E-Source
d. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
e. Ontario DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		29				101		?		95		2		3		0		5		6,825		0		0.0%				LCESBP										$   110.00		$   110.00		32		105		2		3		0		5		7,531				96%

																																												     FEI		26						?		84		2		2		0		4		6,284										Retrofit 		90%		FEI 		89%		$   88.11		$   110.00		26		84		2		2		0		4		6,284						296

																2010 Average
$3,462						2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		3						?		9		0		0		0		0		470														FEVI		10%		$   9.90				3		9		0		0		0		0		470						197

																																												     FEW		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		71														FEWI		1%		$   0.99				0		1		0		0		0		0		71						296

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE		$3,462		2010 Average
$2,047				a. Natural Resources Canada
b. E-Source
c. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE)
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions 		0		0		N/A		20		Ashrae Handbook
Conservation Potential Review		18%		Jack Habart Study		not available		not available		All		3				11		?		11		0		0		0		1		706		0								New Construction 		10%		FEI		89%		$   9.79				3		9		0		0		0		0		698						296

																																												     FEI		3						?		9		0		0		0		0		698														FEVI		10%		$   1.10				0		1		0		0		0		0		0						0

																2010 Average
$3,462						2010 Average
296 GJ																						     FEVI		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		0														FEWI		1%		$   0.11				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						296

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program		Rebate program for high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency > 84%.		Near condensing sotrage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%
Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.
Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		$2,206		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a) Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b) Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity
c) Total annual gas consumption		a) California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
b) Ontario DSM Assumptions
c) Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		83				183		?		108		5		14		8		27		6,870		0		4.4%				ECWHP										$   150.00		$   150.00		92		120		5		16		9		30		7,651				80%

																																												     FEI		70						?		91		4		12		7		23		5,900										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   113.40		$   150.00		70		91		4		12		7		23		5,900						89

																2010 Average
$2,206						2010 Average
89GJ																						     FEVI		12						?		16		1		2		1		4		900														FEVI 		15%		$   20.25				12		16		1		2		1		4		900						76

																																												     FEW		1						?		1		0		0		0		0		70														FEWI		1%		$   1.35				1		1		0		0		0		0		70						89

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers
$2.50 for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type 		$2,206		2010 Average
$5,378		The difference between the baseline consumption and the efficiency adjusted (ratio analysis) consumption.  Baseline consumption taken as the lesser of:
a. Gas consumption per DHW “Driver” (Meals/day, suites, patients)
b. Gas consumption based on sector specific Energy Use Intensity		c. California Public Utilities Commission Database for Energy-Efficient Resources
d. Ontario DSM Assumptions
e. Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE). 		0		0		N/A		12		Conservation Potential Review
CEE data
Other Utility programs		5%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		9				20		?		12		1		2		1		3		780		0								New Construction		10%		FEI		84%		$   12.60				8		10		0		1		1		3		656						89

																																												     FEI		8						?		10		0		1		1		3		656														FEVI		15%		$   2.25				1		2		0		0		0		0		117						89

																2010 Average
$2,206						2010 Average
89 GJ																						     FEVI		1						?		2		0		0		0		0		117														FEWI		1%		$   0.15				0		0		0		0		0		0		8						89

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		8

				Commercial		Commercial Energy Assessment Program		No charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		1250		$1,250		1250		488		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		0		0		N/A		1		N/A		35%		2008 EAP Program Evaluation
2010 EAP Program Evaluation		not available		not available		All		152				190		N/A		190		55		5		0		60		54,964		0		0.0%				EAP										$   250.00		$   250.00		152		190		55		5		0		60		54,964				76%

																																												     FEI		112						N/A		141		41		4		0		44		35,679										Retrofit		100%		FEI		74%		$   185.00		$   250.00		112		141		41		4		0		44		35,679						488

																																												     FEVI		38						N/A		48		14		1		0		15		18,544														FEVI		25%		$   62.50				38		48		14		1		0		15		18,544						488

																																												     FEW		2						N/A		2		1		0		0		1		742														FEWI		1%		$   2.50				2		2		1		0		0		1		742						488

				Commercial		Spray Valve Program		Free provision and install of low flow pre rinse spray valves. Partnership with Green Table.		Low flow pre rinse spray valves		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		130		$130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		362				47		N/A		47		1		1		0		3		2,865		0		0.0%				SPVLVP										$   50.00		$   50.00		365		48		2		2		0		3		2,894				95%

																																												     FEI		322						N/A		42		1		1		0		2		2,550										Retrofit 		99%		FEI 		89%		$   44.06		$   50.00		322		42		1		1		0		2		2,550						9

																																												     FEVI		36						N/A		5		0		0		0		0		286														FEVI 		10%		$   4.95				36		5		0		0		0		0		286						9

																																												     FEW		4						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29														FEWI		1%		$   0.50				4		0		0		0		0		0		29						9

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		130		$130		130		9		Previous program data collection and analysis		0		0		N/A		5		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		12%		a. Food Service Technology Center 
b.  Ontario Energy Board approved DSM assumptions
		not available		not available		All		4				0		N/A		0		0		0		0		0		29		0								New Construction		1%		FEI		89%		$   0.45				3		0		0		0		0		0		26						9

																																												     FEI		3						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		26														FEVI		10%		$   0.05				0		0		0		0		0		0		3						9

																																												     FEVI		0						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		3														FEWI		1%		$   0.01				0		0		0		0		0		0		0						9

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commercial		Commercial Custom Design Program		Financial incentives for cost effective energy saving measures presented in a detailed Energy Study. Partnership with BC Hydro. 

NOTE:  The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.		Utility funded energy study
Utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility.  ESMs are variable. 		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max.
$171,700		$171,700		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

$83,598		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

5780		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		20		19		3,262		N/A		5,102		213		9		170		391		0		0		4.7%				CDP										$   6,500.00		$   6,500.00		24		6,002		250		10		200		498		0				92%

																																												     FEI		16		15				N/A		4,030		168		7		134		334		0										Retrofit 		85%		FEI 		79%		$   4,364.75		$   6,500.00		16		4,030		168		7		134		334		0

																																												     FEVI		4		4				N/A		1,020		43		2		34		85		0														FEVI 		20%		$   1,105.00				4		1,020		43		2		34		85		0

																																												     FEW		0		0				N/A		51		2		0		2		4		0														FEWI		1%		$   55.25				0		51		2		0		2		4		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max

$250,000		$250,000		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 

$334,750		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures

3161 GJ		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		Participant provided and FortisBC reviewed Energy Study.		15		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		10%		Variable.  Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures 		not available		not available		All		4		4		1,000		N/A		900		38		2		30		69		0		0								New Construction 		15%		FEI 		89%		$   867.75				3		801		33		1		27		66		0

																																												     FEI		3		3				N/A		801		33		1		27		66		0														FEVI		10%		$   97.50				0		90		4		0		3		7		0

																																												     FEVI		0		1				N/A		90		4		0		3		7		0														FEWI		1%		$   9.75				0		9		0		0		0		1		0

																																												     FEW		0		0				N/A		9		0		0		0		1		0

				Commercial		Continuous Optimization Program		Incentive program to capture energy savings via building commissioning. Partnerships with FortisBC and BC Hydro.

NOTE: The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.  		Re/Retro commissioning study
Employee training
Real time energy consumption monitoring		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		GAS - $23,812
Elect - $29,187		$23,812		101929		Generaly
70 GJ/ yr for first 2 years
1070 GJ/yr thereafter		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		241087		0		Actual savings data collect by BC Hydro's Continuous Optimization Program
Berkley National Laboratory Commissioning Study		8		None		0%		BC Hydro		not available		not available		All		107				2,557		N/A		2,470		150		5		100		255		114,899		0		3.9%				COP										$   2,650.00		$   2,650.00		107		2,470		150		5		25		180		114,899				93%

																																												     FEI		102						N/A		2,346		143		5		89		171		109,154										Retrofit		100%		FEI 		95%		$   2,517.50		$   2,650.00		102		2,346		143		5		24		171		109,154						1070

																																												     FEVI		4						N/A		99		6		0		10		7		4,596														FEVI 		4%		$   106.00				4		99		6		0		1		7		4,596						1070

																																												     FEW		1						N/A		25		2		0		1		2		1,149														FEWI		1%		$   26.50				1		25		2		0		0		2		1,149						1070

				Commercial		Commercial Kitchen Program		Suite of rebates  for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		$1,500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		27		54		81		?		81		2		7		0		9		ERROR:#VALUE!		0		0.0%				CCP										$   100.00		$   100.00		30		90		2		8		0		10		0				90%

																																												     FEI		23		49				?		68		2		6		0		8		ERROR:#VALUE!										Retrofit 		90%		FEI		84%		$   75.60		$   100.00		23		68		2		6		0		8		0

																																												     FEVI		4		5				?		12		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI 		15%		$   13.50				4		12		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   0.90				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		Average
$1500		$1,500		Average
$2700		35.11		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		0		0		N/A		12		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		5%		The Food Service Technology Center
OEB DSM Assumptions		not available		not available		All		3		6		9		?		9		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0								New Construction 		10%		FEI 		84%		$   8.40				3		8		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEI		3		5				?		8		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI 		15%		$   1.50				0		1		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEVI		0		1				?		1		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   0.10				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		MURB Program		Suite of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for MURBs.		Low flow faucet aerators
Low flow showerheads
Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		$16,875		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		33				560		N/A		572		8		20		0		28		137,525		0		0.0%				MURBP										$   750.00		$   750.00		41		716		10		25		0		35		174,072				95%

																																												     FEI		26						N/A		452		6		16		0		22		106,168										Retrofit		80%		FEI 		79%		$   474.00		$   750.00		26		452		6		16		0		22		106,168						4500

																																												     FEVI		7						N/A		114		2		4		0		6		29,864														FEVI		20%		$   120.00				7		114		2		4		0		6		29,864						4500

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		6		0		0		0		0		1,493														FEWI		1%		$   6.00				0		6		0		0		0		0		1,493						4500

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		150 per suite
16875 per building		$16,875		150 per suite
16875 per building		40 / suite
4500 / building		FortisBC Engineering Analysis		0		0		N/A		5		OEB Approved DSM assumptions
Conservation Potential review		10%		OEB Approved DSM assumptions		not available		not available		All		8				140		N/A		143		2		5		0		7		36,546		0								New Construction 		20%		FEI 		79%		$   118.50				7		113		2		4		0		5		29,491						4500

																																												     FEI		7						N/A		113		2		4		0		5		29,491														FEVI 		20%		$   30.00				2		29		0		1		0		1		6,719						4500

																																												     FEVI		2						N/A		29		0		1		0		1		6,719														FEWI		1%		$   1.50				0		1		0		0		0		0		336						4500

																																												     FEW		0						N/A		1		0		0		0		0		336

				Commercial		Process Heat Program		Rebate program targeted at Manufacturing processes.

NOTE: The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.		High efficiency boilers
Stack Economizers
Boiler controls
Drying ovens		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		$25,000		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		23				576		?		461		5		10		0		14		ERROR:#VALUE!		0		0.0%				PHP										$   500.00		$   500.00		24		485		5		10		0		15		0				97%

																																												     FEI		21						?		410		4		8		0		13		ERROR:#VALUE!										Retrofit		95%		FEI		89%		$   422.75		$   500.00		21		410		4		8		0		13		0

																																												     FEVI		2						?		46		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI 		10%		$   47.50				2		46		0		1		0		1		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		5		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   4.75				0		5		0		0		0		0		0

												New Construction		Commercial Customers		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		PAULA: INSERT AVERAGES HERE AS DISCUSSED OVER THE PHONE		In Development		0		0		N/A		20		In Development		20%		In Development		not available		not available		All		1						?		24		0		1		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!		0								New Construction 		5%		FEI 		89%		$   22.25				1		22		0		0		0		1		0

																																												     FEI		1						?		22		0		0		0		1		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEVI		10%		$   2.50				0		2		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEVI		0						?		2		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!														FEWI		1%		$   0.25				0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																												     FEW		0						?		0		0		0		0		0		ERROR:#VALUE!

				Commercial		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program		Pilot program to assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controler		Retrofit		Commercial Customers		50		$50		50		3		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		Studies of timers installed in two separate Stratas in the lower mainland.		5		Assumed Value.  No similar equipment is known to exist		0%		Pilot Program assumption		not available		not available		All		9,500				475		N/A		475		10		15		0		25		28,500		0		0.0%				FPTP										$   500.00		$   500.00		9,500		475		10		15		0		25		28,500				95%

																																												     FEI		8,455						N/A		423		9		13		0		22		25,365										Retrofit		100%		FEI		89%		$   445.00		$   500.00		8,455		423		9		13		0		22		25,365						3

																																												     FEVI		950						N/A		48		1		2		0		3		2,850														FEVI 		10%		$   50.00				950		48		1		2		0		3		2,850						3

																																												     FEW		95						N/A		5		0		0		0		0		285														FEWI		1%		$   5.00				95		5		0		0		0		0		285						3









																																																																																		$   14,560.00
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estimating TRC at the portfolio level, all the 66 measures are taken into consideration &
not the ones just in the dashboard view.

[JD] Yes, as I mentioned in my email yesterday, there is an issue with the dashboard
sometimes not displaying all of the programs that are included in a particular portfolio. 
However, we do use the dashboard to build the portfolios and, based on the Exhibits file, the
values that are output at the portfolio level seem to match the sum of all of the measures
contained in them.

 
•         How come I don’t see a portfolio for FEI & FEVI together in the dashboard view?
[JD] Which program area are you referring to?  Perhaps the naming is a little bit confusing.  For
example, the overall portfolio for residential is named “RES”, while the sub-portfolio for FEI is
named “RES, FEI” and the sub-portfolio for FEVI is named “RES, FEVI”.

 
•         Also I didn’t see a placeholder to add other general admin costs such as labor, research

costs, consulting costs unless it’s already captured elsewhere.
[JD] We didn’t get any input for any of the costs you’ve highlighted above.  However, I would
assume that these costs would be included in “Admin” in most cases.

 
Sarah some of my observations while going over the results: We don’t need to worry about the
below if you think it makes sense.
 

•         The continuous optimization program for commercial shows a TRC of 0.04, is it that low?
[JD] Noticed this as well but have not had a chance to discuss the commercial outputs with
Ramsay.  Would suggest that we run all of the outputs by him.  We will be forwarding some
updates to the results to you shortly.

 
•         Advance Control lumber drying has TRC as high as 6.98 pushing the overall number on IT to

1.95
[JD] I spoke with Jim and he said that the TRC for this particular program should be high and

that he didn’t have any concerns.
 

•         Commercial MURBS has TRC of 10.4
[JD] Same comment as above re: the commercial sector outputs

 
Arvind

 
 
 

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 6:08 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Hi Arvind,



 
I apologize for not getting back to you earlier today but we’ve been very busy updating all of the
inputs.  As such, a zip file with the updated results is attached.  As before, the “Exhibits” file
summarizes the results and you should look at the other files if you want to “look under the hood”. 
You’ll notice that we’re getting closer to the asks for each of the program areas but there are a few
that are still off. 
 
I’ve also responded to some of your comments below but feel free to give me a call tomorrow if
you’d like to discuss.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 17, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula
Cc: Dikeos, John; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Paul/John,
 
Jim & I spent some time this morning going over the model & inputs. There has been a data input
error for the occupancy sensors pilot program. Rather than entering 6.2 as annual savings; the
value was incorrectly entered as 620 GJ yielding TRC as high as 39.Once we applied the 6.2 GJ
savings, the TRC for this program dropped to about 1.09 which makes more sense. Applying the
same changes to the portfolio level, the TRC is now at 1.40 rather than 8.84. This should be
corrected immediately in your master version.
 
Shortly Jim would be sending over some revisions to the inputs for the solar air heating & the
catalytic radiant burner pilot only based on some informal conversations more recently with
manufacturers. The inputs should not have a huge impact on overall TRC but are more accurate and
should be factored into the master model.
 
 
John Couple of other model issues that I noticed. I don’t think this is impacting the results but just
seemed odd to me. Please call me at 604 999 6808 to discuss this if you like.
 

-          The measure database in the cost effectiveness front end tool surprisingly does not include
any IT measures although they are in the “Master FortisDatabase, Markbek “ file. I was
under the impression when you create a measure, it should get added in the “measure
database” tab in the front end cost effectiveness tool. I am not sure why this is happening
& if this has any implications on the overall result.
[JD] You don’t necessarily need to use the Measure Database to build programs, especially
if you’re just working in the database file (i.e. rather than the “wizard”).  I guess Paula used

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


a generic measure for the IT program area in order to save time.  However, I agree that it is
more transparent to use the Measure Database.  Perhaps we can circle back at the end and
add measures that reflect the inputs to the IT programs.

 
-          The front end cost effectiveness tool for the IT_FEI Portfolio only includes Thermal curtain,

IND_Energy analysis audit & IND Tech retrofit when it should include just the proposed
seven IT measures & none from Industrial program area. I don’t believe this is changing the
results but just the optics of not seeing the proposed IT measures under the IT Portfolio.
 [JD] If you look at the inputs to the portfolios in the database, it clearly shows that they
include all of the relevant programs.  As such, I believe that there is something wrong with
the way that the Cost Effectiveness tool is showing the programs that are included in each
of the portfolios.  We’ll have to discuss this with Aaron.  I’m also having problems updating
portfolios but it seems like this is another issue that only I may be experiencing. 
 

-          Measure naming for IT- Rather than naming them as “ Generic IT measure” , it would be
beneficial to have the actual name such as thermal curtains etc for consistency purposes.
[JD] Agree with you here but we used this approach to save time.  Also, as we discussed
with Aaron, it is important to note that any updates to the measure database inputs do not
carry through to the measure inputs for a program that is already built.
 

I will be around today/tomorrow; any questions give me a call at 604 999 6808
 
Arvind
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Dikeos, John
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 4:00:51 PM
Attachments: Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 20.docx

Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which
doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.

c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t
working properly.
 

3.       We did the following:
a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s

earlier email to ~ $1m range
b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy

Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:sarah.smith2@terasen.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Introduction

Background and Objectives

Sarah to provide.

Will link content of this report to regulatory process and responses



Approach

The information presented in this report was compiled within a compressed time frame that involved a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed:

FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners. 

Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant technology and market studies[footnoteRef:1] and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual Profiles are included in the body of this report. [1:  This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for FortisBC.] 


ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual program.  

The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable.

The final results were compiled into the current report.

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 8 sections:

Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results.

Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Residential Sector Programs. 

Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Low Income Programs.

Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs.

Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Commercial Sector Programs.

Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs.

Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Industrial Sector Programs.

Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Innovative Technologies Programs.








Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

Introduction

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been organized into the following program areas:

Residential Sector Programs 

Low Income Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits.

Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and year. 

Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC program portfolio.




Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Year
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Overview of EEC Program Portfolio Results, by Program Area

Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area



Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia. 

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential program offerings is listed below:

ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

Efficiency Partners Program

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances. 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012. 



Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization capacity and other opportunities. 

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. 

The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide 80, in support of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs that go beyond EnerGuide 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes.

The Efficiency Partners program is the FEU trades engagement strategy that largely supports residential retrofits. Over this period, the FEU will expand the scope and reach of this program, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. The FEU is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.



Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector Portfolio, as a whole.





















Exhibit 3: Residential Portfolio Results











































































Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3.

 ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

		Program Description

		This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or higher.



Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.

 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost**



		$200

		$1650

		$1800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant



		3 GJs

		5 GJs

		6.5 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58%

		2%

		40%



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786





*Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.  

***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		

Program Description

		

This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program will also provide a dealer incentive.



The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		24% - Findings of 2009 fireplace program (competitive industry reluctant to share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,880

		1,600



		

		FEVI 

		684

		380



		

		FEW

		36

		20



		

		Total

		3,600

		2,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$864

		$182

		$120

		$40

		$1,206



		

		FEVI 

		$205

		$43

		$29

		$10

		$287



		

		FEW

		$11

		$2

		$2

		$1

		$15



		

		Total

		$1,080

		$228

		$150

		$50

		$1,508



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$480

		$119

		$120

		$24

		$742



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$28

		$29

		$6

		$176



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$2

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		$600

		$148

		$150

		$30

		$928





* Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

		

Program Description

		

This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models. 



The Program will drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		15,575

		15,575



		

		FEVI 

		1,750

		1,750



		

		FEW

		175

		175



		

		Total

		17,500

		17,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

		Program Description

		These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration with utility partners, provincial, federal, and municipal governments. 



The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling studies and evaluation. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Air Sealing

		Insulation

		Windows





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682







		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJs





		Measure Life

		10-15 years, 15 assumed

		20-25 years, 25 assumed

		20-25 years, 20 assumed





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		12%

		12%

		25%





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		8,010

		8,010



		

		FEVI 

		900

		900



		

		FEW

		90

		90



		

		Total

		9,000

		9,000



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.



Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not currently available.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100





* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

		Program Description

		This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR clothes washers and dishwashers in collaboration with utility partners. 



Low flow fixtures as well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time.  Consequently, the program inputs provided below are for only for clothes washers at this time. 



Note: Pending the outcome of discussions on new DSM regulations, a dishwasher incentive may be cost-effective for 2012 or 2013. (TBD)





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Star Washing Machines, Energy Star Dish Washers (under review), Low Flow Fixtures (under review)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325







		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH*

New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a web-based tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 



Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		222,500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		25,000



		

		FEW

		-

		2,500



		

		Total

		-

		250,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$178

		$712

		$45

		$935



		

		FEVI

		-

		$20

		$80

		$5

		$105



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		$8

		$1

		$11



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

		Program Description

		This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that attain EnerGuide 80 through building envelope measures. This will program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code. 



The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient new homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EG80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360 

FEVI: $2,965





		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Efficiency Partners Program

		Program Description



		This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. 



Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$534

		-

		-

		$534



		

		FEVI

		N/A

		$60

		-

		-

		$60



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$6

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		N/A

		$600

		-

		-

		$600





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Low Income Programs

Introduction

This Program Area is specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. One of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”  

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income program offerings is listed below.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  



The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  



Overview of Results

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 4: Low Income Portfolio Results



















Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 4.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide individuals who are facing barriers to employment with 3 to 5 weeks of training on trade skills required to perform energy efficiency retrofits.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$10





		Incentive Amount

		$10





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

		Program Description

		This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, Basic Draftproofing



Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), and Advanced Draftproofing





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not available





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,225

		2,225



		

		FEVI 

		250

		250



		

		FEW

		25

		25



		

		Total

		2,500

		2,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 

The High Carbon Fuel Switching programs are designed to achieve lower overall GHG emissions by using natural gas in place of higher emissions carbon fuels such as coal, oil, diesel, or propane. In addition, further GJ savings are achieved by replacing older, less efficient high-carbon appliances with high efficiency natural gas technologies. 



The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. 



Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report.

  

Overview of Results

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio.











Exhibit 5: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results









Program Profiles

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 5.

Switch N Shrink

		

Program Description

		

This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of education and financial incentives.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners.








Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction

The commercial sector programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in FEI and FEVI service areas.



The 2012/2013 Commercial sector program offerings are:



Efficient Boiler Program

Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by rolling out new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving opportunities.



The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.



CAVEAT

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of commercial area programs for the planning period.  However, certain limitations must be acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program. 

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows.  Additional information is provided below and in the Program Profiles that are included later in this section. 

Commercial Custom Design Program

The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

Continuous Optimization Program

The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.

Process Heat

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results





Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d)











Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6.

Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input >300 MBH.





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*



		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*



		510 GJs

		1069 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI

		141

		25

		154

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		158

		28

		173

		30



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,908

		$89

		$15

		-

		$2,013



		

		FEVI 

		$214

		$10

		$2

		-

		$226



		

		FEW

		$16

		$1

		-

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$2,139

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,256



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$615

		$16

		$3

		-

		$633



		

		FEVI 

		$69

		$2

		-

		-

		$71



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$689

		$18

		$3

		-

		$710



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,082

		$91

		$15

		$89

		$2,277



		

		FEVI 

		$234

		$10

		$2

		$10

		$256



		

		FEW

		$18

		$1

		-

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$2,333

		$102

		$17

		$100

		$2,552



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$671

		$16

		$3

		$18

		$707



		

		FEVI 

		$75

		$2

		-

		$2

		$76



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$752

		$18

		$3

		$20

		$793





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input < 300 MBH.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $2,047





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$85

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$113



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$96

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$127



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		$3

		$14



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$90

		$2

		$2

		-

		$94



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$101

		$2

		$3

		-

		$105



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$12





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		70

		8

		70

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		83

		9

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32





*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		112

		112



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low flow pre rinse spray valves. 





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		322

		3

		322

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		FEW

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, and must be approved by the utility. 



This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $83,598

New Construction: $334,750





		Incentive Amount

		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $171,700

New Construction: $250,000





		Savings per Participant

		Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: 5,780 GJs

New Construction: 3,161 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		19

		4

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		5

		1

		4

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		24

		5

		19

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$3,262

		$64

		$13

		$134

		$3,474



		

		FEVI 

		$859

		$16

		$3

		$34

		$912



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		Total

		$4,121

		$81

		$17

		$170

		$4,389



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,000

		$13

		$3

		$27

		$1,042



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$1

		-

		$3

		$255



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,250

		$14

		$3

		$30

		$1,297



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,576

		$168

		$7

		$134

		$2,884



		

		FEVI 

		$687

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$765



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$2

		$4



		

		Total

		$3,262

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$3,653



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$750

		$33

		$1

		$27

		$811



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$4

		-

		$3

		$257



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$1,000

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$1,069





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies. 



Partnership with FortisBC and BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$101,929





		Incentive Amount

		GAS: $23,812 and Elect: $29,187





		Savings per Participant

		70 GJs / year for the first 2 years

1,070 GJs /  year thereafter





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		73

		102



		

		FEVI 

		3

		4



		

		FEW

		1

		1



		

		Total

		77

		107



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,740

		$143

		$5

		$67

		$1,954



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$6

		-

		$8

		$87



		

		FEW

		$18

		$2

		-

		$1

		$21



		

		Total

		$1,832

		$150

		$5

		$75

		$2,062



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,429

		$143

		$5

		$89

		$2,665



		

		FEVI 

		$102

		$6

		-

		$10

		$118



		

		FEW

		$26

		$2

		-

		$1

		$28



		

		Total

		$2,557

		$150

		$5

		$100

		$2,812





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,700 (Average)



		Incentive Amount

		$1,500 (Average)





		Savings per Participant

		35.11 GJ’s





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		36

		4

		49

		5



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		5

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		40

		4

		54

		6



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$54

		$2

		$6

		-

		$62



		

		FEVI 

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$60

		$2

		$7

		-

		$69



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$73

		$2

		$6

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$81

		$2

		$7

		-

		$90



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$9

		-

		$1

		-

		$10





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




MURB Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs).





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$150





		Savings per Participant

		40 GJs / suite or 4500 GJs / building





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		17

		4

		26

		7



		

		FEVI 

		4

		1

		7

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		22

		5

		33

		8



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$287

		$6

		$16

		-

		$310



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$2

		$4

		-

		$78



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		$364

		$8

		$20

		-

		$392



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$72

		$2

		$4

		-

		$77



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$91

		$2

		$5

		-

		$98



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$442

		$6

		$16

		-

		$464



		

		FEVI 

		$112

		$2

		$4

		-

		$118



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$560

		$8

		$20

		-

		$588



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$111

		$2

		$5

		-

		$116



		

		FEVI 

		$28

		-

		$1

		-

		$29



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$140

		$2

		$5

		-

		$147





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted towards Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$70,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,250 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		20%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		21

		21



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		23

		23



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		-

		8,455



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		FEW

		-

		95



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		$67

		$67



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$1

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$423

		$9

		$13

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

$1,220





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters. Assumed the following:

	

$915





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

57.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		13

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		FEW

		-

		



		

		Total

		13

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$12

		$1

		-

		$4

		$17



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. 



Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		14

		13



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		15

		15



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$810

		$159

		-

		$36

		$1,005



		

		FEVI 

		$90

		$18

		-

		$4

		$112



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$177

		-

		$40

		$1,117



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$780

		$108

		-

		$36

		$924



		

		FEVI 

		$120

		$12

		-

		$4

		$136



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$120

		-

		$40

		$1,060





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) program provides general conservation and non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC.  This program area is also intended to foster and develop a culture of conservation within the province by educating customers about changing their mindset and behaviours in regards to conserving energy. 



The suite of 2012/2013 Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below.

Residential Mass Media

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

CHBA Sponsorships and Support

Residential Outreach Education Tools

Sports Partnerships

Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits

Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Med-Large Commercial Education Sessions

Small commercial education and Outreach

Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships

Commercial Multi Family

Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach

FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy

K-12 School Programs

Low Flow Kits - K-12 School Programs

Post Secondary School Programs





The scope of CEO programs noted above includes several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below. 



A Home Efficiency Measures Partnerships program will disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  

Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  

School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012.2013 period, with a new program for post secondary students.  

A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will be delivered which will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. Energy Star, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).

Overview of Results

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results











Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)














Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)







Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7.

Residential Mass Media

		Program Description

		This Program will promote energy efficiency by providing consumers with the information they need to make smart choices. Print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, energy literacy campaign, ethnic, and mass media ad tracking will be used to effectively convey information.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655


















Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and encourage energy efficiency practices. To get its message out to the community, the program will take advantage of home shows, the PNE prize home, and street team sponsored events.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		34,600

		34,600



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		40,000

		40,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395










CHBA Sponsorships and Support

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions associated with the Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA). This will include award shows, and appliances for "green home".





		Target Market

		Builders / association members





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170










Residential Outreach Education Tools

		Program Description

		This program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a survey kiosk.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and kids at events





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200










Sports Partnerships

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with teams such as the Vancouver Canucks, BC Lions, WHL, and BCHL (local hockey) teams to promote energy conservation to consumers. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		11,350

		11,350



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		15,000

		15,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with big box retailers like Sears, or with Municipalities, to distribute low flow kits to residents.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$100

		$50

		$450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$120

		$50

		$470










Municipal Partnerships - Other

		Program Description

		This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers and employees through behaviour change programs, like Climate Smart for small businesses. 





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$30

		$20

		$150



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$40

		$20

		$160










Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

		Program Description

		This Program aims to develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province. The sessions, 6 in total, would be delivered by Energy Solution Managers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70










Small Commercial Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This program will promote energy efficiency practices through print and online communications, and sponsorships. These measures will include bill inserts, Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) sponsorships, and ethnic materials.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100










Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships

		Program Description

		This Program will take advantage of trade shows, building awards, and print advertising to promote energy efficient practices to commercial customers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,200

		1,200



		

		FEVI 

		295

		295



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		1,500

		1,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Multi Family

		Program Description

		This Program will include education programs and distribution of low flow kits.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330












Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program

		Program Description

		This Program will support the VCHA's existing programs and will also deliver to new organizations.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$80

		$20

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$100

		$20

		$270










Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

		Program Description

		This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200










Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach

		Program Description

		Activities within this Program include the BC Housing Tenant program, the BCNPHA sponsorship, advertising as well as outreach to service provider/food banks and ethnic organizations.





		Target Market

		Low income, residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270










FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy

		Program Description

		This Program involves development of the Phase 2 modules and mobile applications for the FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy. 





		Target Market

		Students / teachers / school administration





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		$50

		-

		$50



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-










K-12 School Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will provide support for a variety of school programs such as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Wildsight, and BC Lions assemblies.





		Target Market

		Students / Teachers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		20,000

		20,000



		

		FEVI 

		4,750

		4,750



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Low Flow Kits - K-12 School Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will distribute low flow kits to students as part of school programs/curriculum. 





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240










Post Secondary School Programs

		Program Description

		This program involves the development and administration of post secondary programs and GoBeyond. These programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices.





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180












Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

The industrial program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period.  The Companies believe that the investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.  



The suite of 2012/2013 Industry Program offerings is listed below.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

Overview of Results

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 8: Industry Program Results









Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies.  Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs. Retrofit



		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· Burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591

· Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918





		Savings per Participant



		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source



		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		4

		4



		















Expenditures ($,000s)

		



2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in industrial manufacturing processes.   

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector.

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250.   The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		· Industrial energy audit

· Industrial energy analysis

· Industrial energy audit implementation





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. 

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector, up to $6,800







		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		35

		36



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		35

		36



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388







Innovative Technologies Program

Introduction

The Innovative[footnoteRef:2] Technologies Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  The program will assess actual savings and customer acceptance of newer technologies while also identifying technologies for future sources of savings within the larger EEC portfolio.  [2:  Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies.] 


The reports and studies generated by the program will be used to estimate energy savings, market availability and the adoption rate within BC’s market. Ultimately, the program’s results will determine the feasibility of launching the pilot or demonstration project.  

Although it is premature to define the specific pilots that will be supported in 2012 and 2013, the following opportunities have been identified are expected. They are:

Thermal Curtains 

Thermal curtains are used in greenhouses to reduce heat loss, mostly at night, thus reducing fuel consumption. As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FEU requires further data to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential within British Columbia. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011

Solar Air Heating System

Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.

Occupancy Sensors/Controls

Room controlled HVAC systems have claimed savings through maintaining a space setpoint temperature when the room is occupied, and result in increased occupant satisfaction with their thermal environment.  When the room is vacant, the Occupancy Sensor device will send a signal back to a controller, allowing for re-calculation of the room setpoint, allowing temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature and save energy.  The device automatically shuts off air conditioning and or heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.




Condensing Make up air units (MUA) 

Condensing Makeup air units have recently entered the marketplace in BC.  Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, Condensing Make up air units have claimed natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate.   There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error.  The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage.  FEU has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate those energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule.  When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job.  The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Ceramic Manufacturing using Microwave Assist Technology

26% of all of Canada’s ceramic manufacturing occurs within British Columbia.  There are claims that Microwave Assist Technology in conjunction with a Kiln can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by for example convection; relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state, (especially at lower temperatures), are usually very poor thermal conductors.  Thus heat transfer to the inside of single, or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient.  Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Note: FEU would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the TRC and other cost/benefit tests is a rough estimate as there is a lack of measure specific regional industry and performance data as well as a lack of existing utility programs since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived those estimates based on manufacture data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience.  FEU has also discounted the energy savings and measure life where applicable to provide a more conservative estimate.  FEU intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study

Overview of Results

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 9: Innovative Program Portfolio Results







0. Program Profiles

The following pages provide individual profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9.

0. Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1

		2



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		1

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating systems installed in agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










0. Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,620

		-



		

		FEVI

		180

		-



		

		Total

		1,800

		-



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










0. Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










0. Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy management systems for lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160










0. Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners installed for painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$130,000





		Incentive Amount

		$65,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,639 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% – Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		3



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		-

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$195

		$11

		$4

		$64

		$274



		

		FEVI

		$65

		$4

		$1

		$21

		$91



		

		Total

		$260

		$15

		$5

		$85

		$365










0. Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$350,000





		Incentive Amount

		$175,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280
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FEIFEVI


2012808,72199,294908,015


20131,958,582207,6322,166,214


14,079,9491,481,68915,561,638


201222,1593,43025,590


201322,1563,45525,611


Total44,3156,88651,201


201211,1271,53612,662


201311,0211,54112,563


Total22,1483,07725,225
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Low Income


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


High Carbon Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Commercial


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Conservation, Education, and Outreach


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Industrial


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Innovative Technologies


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


ALL PORTFOLIOS


FEI808,7211,958,58214,079,94922,15922,15644,31511,12711,02122,14833,28633,17866,4641.272.012.440.601.39


FEVI99,294207,6321,481,6893,4303,4556,8861,5361,5413,0774,9664,9969,9621.471.462.860.531.61


Total908,0152,166,21415,561,63825,59025,61151,20112,66212,56325,22538,25238,17476,4261.291.922.510.591.42


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


DHW Heaters


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303933937851,6081,6083,2150.501.221.030.500.55


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352704444871791793570.521.261.330.410.57


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7004364368721,7861,7863,5720.501.231.060.490.55


EnerChoice Fireplaces


FEI22,59935,154327,4678754861,3613472666121,2217521,9732.371.368.690.522.61


FEVI5,3018,24679,06920511431982631442871774632.441.3911.390.422.68


Total27,90043,400406,5351,0806001,6804283287561,5089282,4362.381.368.960.512.61


Envelope Retrofits (LiveSmart)


FEI84,240168,4801,797,3162,1472,1474,2935765761,1522,7232,7235,4451.623.052.880.641.78


FEVI9,36018,720207,22123923947764641283033036051.683.173.850.491.85


Total93,600187,2002,004,5382,3852,3854,7706406401,2803,0253,0256,0501.623.062.970.621.79


ENERGY STAR Appliances


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590901804734739450.944.421.440.691.03


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.531.06


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001002005255251,0500.944.441.490.681.03


Home EE Portal


FEI000000909018090901800.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001010201010200.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Customer Engagement


FEI0250,000449,6350005001,0501,5505001,0501,5502.822.820.623.10


EGH80 & Beyond


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011801803607817811,5610.441.840.900.520.49


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882020401641643280.482.381.140.450.53


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902002004009459451,8900.451.890.920.520.49


Efficiency Partners


FEI0000004504509004504509000.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505010050501000.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005001,0005005001,0000.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


REnEW (Energy Audit Training)


FEI0000001451452901451452900.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004040804040800.000.000.000.00


Total0000001851853701851853700.000.000.000.00


ESK (Energy Savings Kits)


FEI14,16428,328172,8451651653291351352703003005993.292.167.800.603.61


FEVI1,5743,14819,5391818371616323434693.222.1310.540.463.55


Total15,73831,476192,3851831833661511513023343346683.282.168.070.583.61


ECAP


FEI13,00526,010220,6282,5882,5885,1751,4181,4182,8354,0054,0058,0100.380.281.590.210.41


FEVI1,4452,89025,1682882885751581583154454458900.390.291.820.200.43


Total14,45028,900245,7962,8752,8755,7501,5751,5753,1504,4504,4508,9000.380.281.610.210.42


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Switch N Shrink


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Efficient Boilers


FEI99,145207,0582,205,5312,5372,7625,2981242343582,6602,9955,6561.713.612.570.721.88


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122903045941426403043306341.783.753.970.481.96


Total110,512230,3022,462,6442,8273,0665,8921382603972,9653,3256,2901.713.632.710.691.89


Light Boilers


FEI8,28816,872186,65697100197325361281052332.077.374.460.512.28


FEVI1,1842,36826,2131414284141714322.437.625.200.512.67


Total9,47219,240212,869111114225355401461192652.117.394.540.512.32


Efficient Water Heaters


FEI7,03114,062113,5021741743492626512002004001.332.872.130.681.46


FEVI1,1572,31419,1432929575593333661.362.913.210.461.49


Total8,18816,376132,6452032034063030602332334661.332.882.230.651.47


Energy Assessments


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854545901881883752.251.665.160.542.47


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.251.667.780.382.48


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060601202502505002.251.665.420.532.47


Spray Valves


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354545912.672.384.430.632.93


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.702.406.580.432.97


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.612.94


Custom Design


FEI122,464218,6472,024,8654,2623,3267,5889543751,3285,2163,7008,9163.272.216.620.633.60


FEVI32,06158,342555,9911,1099372,04558851431,1671,0222,1893.802.489.650.454.18


Total154,525276,9892,580,8575,3714,2629,6331,0124601,4726,3834,72211,1053.322.246.920.613.66


Continuous Optimization


FEI5,18012,39075,1571,7622,4534,2152162394551,9782,6914,6700.040.170.570.070.05


FEVI2104903,0277195167141630851111970.040.160.600.070.05


Total5,39012,88078,1841,8342,5484,3812302554852,0642,8034,8660.040.170.570.070.05


Commercial Kitchen


FEI1,4043,30026,498608114122562831461.091.851.900.601.20


FEVI1403512,8856915223811181.031.722.760.411.13


Total1,5453,65129,383669015644870941641.081.841.990.581.19
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MURBs


FEI94,500243,0001,014,59935455791128285638258596710.349.4414.230.7911.38


FEVI22,50063,000265,5748415223677149115925010.499.5522.550.5011.54


Total117,000306,0001,280,1734397091,1483535704747441,21810.369.4515.060.7611.40


Process Heat


FEI26,25052,500560,0615255251,0501414275395391,0772.114.693.020.752.32


FEVI2,5005,00055,348505010022352521032.194.844.710.492.41


Total28,75057,500615,4095755751,1501515305905901,1802.124.703.190.732.33


Fireplace Timers


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.622.28


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.432.30


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.602.28


Radiant Tube Heaters


FEI7487488,25812012808200203.714.457.710.744.08


Energy Specialists


FEI0008407801,6201951443391,0359241,9590.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0001201202402216381421362780.000.001.000.000.00


Total0009609001,8602171603771,1771,0602,2370.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Mass Media


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events


FEI0000003203206393203206390.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000767615176761510.000.000.000.00


Total0000003953957903953957900.000.000.000.00


CHBA Sponsorship and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Sports Partnerships


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00
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Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI000000808016080801600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Partnerships


FEI0000001301302591301302590.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131613131610.000.000.000.00


Total0000001601603201601603200.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program


FEI0000002002164162002164160.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505410450541040.000.000.000.00


Total0000002502705202502705200.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002702705402702705400.000.000.000.00
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FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy


FEI00000040040400400.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000010010100100.000.000.000.00


Total00000050050500500.000.000.000.00


K-12 School Programs


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000535310653531060.000.000.000.00


Total0000002802805602802805600.000.000.000.00


Low Flow Kits (K-12 School Programs)


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


Post-Secondary School Programs


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Technology Retrofit


FEI181,468362,9362,689,4071,4871,4872,9742232234461,7101,7103,4203.907.475.510.794.29


Energy Analysis and Audit


FEI056,970393,1983533537053535703883887752.784.864.020.753.05


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Thermal Curtain Pilot


FEI6,99020,970191,08013126139251511011813124931.984.283.090.742.18


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.492.26


Total6,99027,960255,27013139252368681351984606581.994.303.260.712.18


Solar Air Heating Pilot


FEI2,5646,41078,40410515826393931851982504481.312.092.780.631.44


Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


FEI10,04410,04474,43881008107777153887779631.170.771.470.851.29


FEVI1,1161,1168,4279009099179991071.200.791.820.701.32


Total11,16011,16082,86690009008585170985851,0701.180.771.510.831.29


Condensing MUA Units Pilot


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.672.71


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.462.79


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.652.72


Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.047.68


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.737.77


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.017.69


Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


FEI04,91733,9360195195393979392342740.791.361.640.540.86


FEVI01,63911,581065651313261378910.801.382.360.390.89


Total06,55645,51802602605353105533133650.791.361.710.520.87


Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.773.97


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,
we will add the Societal Cost results.

 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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From: Norman, Colin
To: "Dikeos, John"
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 8:43:14 PM

Hi Paul & John,
 
Here’s my feedback on the report:
 

•         (Table of Contents) High Carbon Fuel Switching should come immediately after Residential
as it fits closely with Residential and also to align with the order of program areas as listed
in the RRA.

•          (Page 1) I agree with Sarah that we need to include some write up indicating the work
done through the CPR and how that has fed into this plan. The 1.2 section needs some
commentary on this. I don’t think that the footnote is enough.

•          (Page 4) We should include an explanation as to why Whistler has been included in FEI and
not shown separately. As I understand it, our current benefit/cost model has only been
built to accept two service territories but we will be developing it further so that we can
include FEW. I’ll let you guys finesse the words but we should explain how FEW has been
included in this report and why.

•         (Page 23) Replace the first paragraph with the following: “The High Carbon Fuel Switching
programs are designed to result in lower overall GHG emissions by moving existing
customers away from fossil fuels with a higher carbon content than natural gas to natural
gas Energy Star or Enerchoice rated appliances.” Because of the recent NGV decision, we
need to alter our description of this program area.

•         (Page 73) Reword third paragraph so it makes sense.
•         (Last page) Should there be some sort of conclusion written up on the last page that either

summarizes at a very high level what was presented in this report and/or lists what we are
asking the BCUC to do here for next steps? It doesn’t quite match with our typical
Regulatory format to have a submission document just end like it does now on just a
program profile. Sarah, perhaps you can comment?

 
That’s my feedback. I have forwarded this report to each of the program managers as well and
have asked them to proof read their respective sections and respond with any feedback no later
than noon tomorrow. I will forward their feedback to you immediately should I receive any.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com


Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which
doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.

c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t
working properly.
 

3.       We did the following:
a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s

earlier email to ~ $1m range
b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy

Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


we will add the Societal Cost results.
 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Norman, Colin
To: Robillard, Paul; "Dikeos, John"
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:21:25 PM

Hi Paul & John,
 
I just got word from Sarah regarding my last bullet point there. We'll be including this plan as an
appendix so it'll be a reference in our rebuttal argument to BCSEA. Please add a Summary page at
the end of this report (assuming you agree with this suggestion) which summarizes the results and
next steps.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 8:43 PM
To: 'Dikeos, John'
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Paul & John,
 
Here’s my feedback on the report:
 

•         (Table of Contents) High Carbon Fuel Switching should come immediately after Residential
as it fits closely with Residential and also to align with the order of program areas as listed
in the RRA.

•          (Page 1) I agree with Sarah that we need to include some write up indicating the work
done through the CPR and how that has fed into this plan. The 1.2 section needs some
commentary on this. I don’t think that the footnote is enough.

•          (Page 4) We should include an explanation as to why Whistler has been included in FEI and
not shown separately. As I understand it, our current benefit/cost model has only been
built to accept two service territories but we will be developing it further so that we can
include FEW. I’ll let you guys finesse the words but we should explain how FEW has been
included in this report and why.

•         (Page 23) Replace the first paragraph with the following: “The High Carbon Fuel Switching
programs are designed to result in lower overall GHG emissions by moving existing
customers away from fossil fuels with a higher carbon content than natural gas to natural
gas Energy Star or Enerchoice rated appliances.” Because of the recent NGV decision, we
need to alter our description of this program area.

•         (Page 73) Reword third paragraph so it makes sense.
•         (Last page) Should there be some sort of conclusion written up on the last page that either

summarizes at a very high level what was presented in this report and/or lists what we are
asking the BCUC to do here for next steps? It doesn’t quite match with our typical

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca


Regulatory format to have a submission document just end like it does now on just a
program profile. Sarah, perhaps you can comment?

 
That’s my feedback. I have forwarded this report to each of the program managers as well and
have asked them to proof read their respective sections and respond with any feedback no later
than noon tomorrow. I will forward their feedback to you immediately should I receive any.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Robillard, Paul 
Sent: September 20, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Colin Norman
Cc: Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin
 
John and Peter are in the final stages of consolidating all of the changes from the last couple of
days.  John will email a copy of the revised report to both of you in about an hour.
 
Below are some  highlights:
 

1.       The budget numbers now line up quite well with the Ask.
 

2.       We spent quite a bit of time trying to get the commercial numbers to work. There were a
couple of things going on:

a.       Colin provided an Energy Specialist Program for the commercial sector but Ramsay
did not include this program in his budget. Hence, when combined with Ramsay’s
budget numbers, the total commercial budget was too large.

b.      Ramsay’s calculations of costs used fractional participants (e.g., 0.0268 ) which

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
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doesn’t work in the C/B model  - whole numbers are needed.
c.        Some of the cost calculations in Ramsay’s  commercial spreadsheet weren’t

working properly.
 

3.       We did the following:
a.       We reduced the budget for the Energy Specialist Program from the ~ $2m in Colin’s

earlier email to ~ $1m range
b.      We tweaked the commercial numbers so that the total, inclusive of  the  Energy

Specialist Program, falls within the 14.5 m Ask. In doing so, we did our best to stick
to Ramsay’s relative budget allocation among programs.

c.        We did our best to capture all of the above changes in the individual Program
Profiles.

d.      The revised report still needs a careful proof reading and a final formatting through
our front office. However, we have not had time to do either just yet. We will do
this at the end of the process, once we are finished making changes.

e.       Once we get your final comments on today’s version, and are okay with the results,
we will add the Societal Cost results.

 
At this point in the process, we need to limit any further changes to an absolute minimum
if we are to meet the schedule.
 
I am unfortunately tied up for most of Wed until about 5pm but will be able to step out and
chat and/or exchange emails.

 
Look fwd to hearing from you and hope that the conference is going well.
 
Paul

 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"
Cc: Norman, Colin; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Subject: Text below for insertion into Background and Objectives Section of FortisBC"s EEC Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 11:38:34 AM
Importance: High

This EEC Plan covering the time period 2012 – 2013 was commissioned by

FortisBC’s EEC Department in response to Intervenor evidence and Commission

Information Requests expressing concern about the lack of detail provided by

FortisBC to support the Companies’ EEC funding request for the 2012 – 2013 period. 

This EEC Plan covers the funding request in the Companies’ 2012 – 2013 Revenue

Requirements Application for previously approved Program Areas:  Residential

(including the Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon

Fuel Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach,

Industrial and Innovative Technologies.  This EEC Plan does not provide information

about the “New Initiatives” proposed in the Revenue Requirements Application as this

Program Area has not been previously approved by the BCUC and FortisBC’s

preference at this time is to focus their resources on an EEC Plan for those Program

Areas that the Commission had previously approved.  Many of the programs in this

EEC Plan are continuations of programs that FortisBC is currently running, and has

reported on in their 2009 and 2010 EEC Annual Report.  This EEC Plan is intended to

provide program details and projected cost-effectiveness results for FortisBC’s

proposed portfolio of previously-approved EEC Program Area activity.  It should be

noted that as with all plans, this EEC Plan is subject to change in response to

changes in market conditions, customer responses to programs, input from

stakeholders including program partners, and changes in the political environment in

which the Companies operate.  

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
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From: Norman, Colin
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Cc: "John Dikeos (dikeos@marbek.ca)"; Smith, Sarah
Subject: Final FortisBC Edits to 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 3:06:07 PM
Attachments: FortisBC Edits to DSM Plan (Sept 21).doc

IT Comments Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 21.docx
Low Income Programs Intro for DSM Plan (Sept 21).doc
CEO edits Marbek - Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 21.docx

Importance: High

Hi Paul,
 
Sorry for all of the feedback (and in some cases overlapping feedback) from multiple people. I
wasn’t expecting that kind of volume. In order to hopefully simplify things for you, I have
consolidated everyone’s feedback into the attached feedback list document. I’ve also attached a
few edited documents which are referenced in our feedback list (in a couple cases it was too
difficult to pull all of the edits/comments from a program area out into a bulleted list so I left them
in as tracked changes).
 
If you have any questions regarding any of this feedback, please contact the appropriate program
manager directly.
 
My suggestion is that you guys implement all of our feedback here and provide us with one more
draft report before you calculate the SCT numbers. If we could have that before end of day
tomorrow that would be great. We can then review that and give you the final go ahead to finalize
the report and include the SCT numbers. I believe the absolute final version of the report needs to
be delivered by the end of this week (Sarah, let me know if I’m mistaken here).
 
Thanks,
 
Colin

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CNORMAN
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com

FortisBC Edits to 2012/13 DSM Plan (September 21)

Residential & High Carbon Fuel Switching


· Page 6. Section 3.1 – minor word editing required. Call the TLC program – “Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – service campaign


· To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012 and 2013. 


· The following line is on page 7 in the end and should be moved up be included under the web portal. To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. The FEU is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.


· Page 8. Exhibit 3;


· Make headings more consistent with Page 3 bullet points naming


· Insert TLC spend in the appropriate line item after EnerChoice and before LiveSmart


· OPOWER tool savings seems high


· 2012 rollout – no savings to be conservative


· 70,000 participants at 1 gj in 2013


· 140,000 participants join late in 2013 and negligible savings


· Efficiency Partners Program – in profile it is $500k in year 1 and $600k in year 2. Overview sheet is $500k and $500k


· Agree with Ned – should annual savings be double or do we look at each individual year as its own saving opportunity and npv looks at cumulative?


· 3.3 Program Profiles


· Why do we give “source” for some parameters (ie measure life) and not others (like savings claims)


· Page 9 - 3.3.1 – “SPIF” – Sales Promotion Incentive Fund needs to be added to footnote


· Page 10 - 3.3.2 - – “SPIF” – Sales Promotion Incentive Fund needs to be added to footnote


· Free Rider Rate and Source with - 24% - Replace ‘Findings of 2009 fireplace program” with “Findings of previous programs (competitive industry reluctant to provide market share data)


· Page 11 3.3.3 – in Free Rider Rate – insert “key” – (participants also cited gift card incentive as key driver)


· Page 12 3.3.4 – Footnotes – Add to first * - “Note: Assumptions were based on limited data on past performance. Full program evaluation initiated in collaboration with BCHydro to validate energy savings claims and measure uptake.


· Page 14. 3.3.6  Program Description - This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR clothes washers in collaboration with utility partners. (remove “and dishwashers” from statement).


· Insert Low flow fixtures “(also covered in Section 7. Conservation Education and Outreach)”


· Page 15 3.3.7 Program Description replace “web-based” with”communications” This Program will develop a communications tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 


· Savings – After 1 GJ add “(based on approximately 1% savings for natural gas heated homes , OPOWER)”


· Page 16 3.3.8 Program Description


· Opening line second sentence – remove “will”. It should read – This program will support…….


· insert line after first opening lines “Energy Efficient Appliance projections are included in their respective individual program areas, Program inputs are currently under development.” Target Market - Builders of residential properties – single family homes and town homes


· Section 5. Fuel Switching


· –Exhibit 4 - any way to add a notation or line item that this represents only one in a series of projects under development and that total ask for the program area is $2 Million annually?


· Page 25. 5.3.1 In footnote --- please describe:  Variable Speed Motor “VSM”


Low Income


· See attached document entitled “Low Income Programs Intro for DSM Plan (Sept 21).doc” for edits to Low Income Program Intro section


· The TRC on the ECAP program is very low. All assumptions/inputs in to the model should have been identical to business case assumptions and our internal TRC model yielded a TRC of 0.6 whereas Marbek is showing a 0.38 TRC. Please ensure Marbek has utilitized the 30% benefit bump. They may need to do some reconciliation work to determine why their result is so different from the TRC spreadsheets I sent them (which showed a 0.6 TRC). The TRC spreadsheets I sent were using discount rates and cost of gas rates as available in January 2011 and were vetted by Jady and Arvind. So if 0.6 is not correct, please help us understand the variance.


· For ESK, the description for “Incremental Measure Cost” and “Incentive Amount” is “$10”. But in ECAP we have “Incremental Measure Cost” of “Not Available”. In both cases however, the “Incremental Cost” by conventional definition is not relevant or factored in to the TRC calculations. The Incentive amount is the full cost of the measure. On the back end, if we need to deem the incremental amount to equal the incentive amount, in order to make the model work, that is fine. Therefore, please see the following edits:


· ESK: 


· Program Description: Please take “will” out. i.e. “This Program provides…”


· Incremental Cost – Not applicable.**


· Incentive Amount - $10. Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-rated by the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating.


· ECAP:


· Incremental Cost – Not applicable.**


· Incentive Amount - $1,150. Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed. 


· Eligible Measures - under please include “High Efficiency Furnaces” as an Advanced Stream measure.


· **For both Incremental Cost items above, please footnote: For Low Income programs, the Incremental Cost is not applicable because the Companies pay for the entire cost of the measure, not the incremental cost of an efficient model versus the standard model as is the case in typical residential (able-to-pay) market.


· For REnEW, can we change description of Program Description to, “This program provides energy efficiency trade training by industry experts at no cost to the participants. This training program includes course materials, developed by FortisBC, that is focused on the Energy Efficiency trade industry and the program also includes, first aid, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (“WHMIS”) and other trade industry certifications, a set of tools and a tool belt, and two nutritious meals per day during training.”


· Change “Target Market” to “Low income individuals facing barriers to employment”.


· Finally, in all programs (including other program areas) the annual gas savings for 2013 is double that of 2012. This is not intuitive as to  why this is the case. We have NPV Gas savings which shows the cumulative view so shouldn’t 2013 annual savings be its own independent year (as appose to cumulative 2012, 2013?) If there is some technical reason why this is not the case, we should maybe add a footnote to explain.

Commercial


· See Ramsay’s email from this Wednesday morning

· Last sentence in intro needs to mention FEW as well.


· First sentence under bullets please add “the following” before “new programs”


Conservation Education & Outreach

· Several text edits. See attached document which includes consolidated edits from Jenny and Sarah on pages 45 to 68 entitled “Marbek - Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 21 -CEO edits.doc”.

Industrial


· No feedback


Innovative Technologies


· See attached document which includes consolidated edits from Jim and Sarah on pages 73 to 76 entitled “IT Comments Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 21.doc”.


Background and Objectives Section


· Insert the following:


This EEC Plan covering the time period 2012 – 2013 was commissioned by FortisBC’s EEC Department in response to Intervenor evidence and Commission Information Requests expressing concern about the lack of detail provided by FortisBC to support the Companies’ EEC funding request for the 2012 – 2013 period.  This EEC Plan covers the funding request in the Companies’ 2012 – 2013 Revenue Requirements Application for previously approved Program Areas:  Residential (including the Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach, Industrial and Innovative Technologies
.  This EEC Plan does not provide information about the “New Initiatives” proposed in the Revenue Requirements Application as this Program Area has not been previously approved by the BCUC and FortisBC’s preference at this time is to focus their resources on an EEC Plan for those Program Areas that the Commission had previously approved.  Many of the programs in this EEC Plan are continuations of programs that FortisBC is currently running, and has reported on in their 2009 and 2010 EEC Annual Report.  This EEC Plan is intended to provide program details and projected cost-effectiveness results for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of previously-approved EEC Program Area activity.  It should be noted that as with all plans, this EEC Plan is subject to change in response to changes in market conditions, customer responses to programs, input from stakeholders including program partners, and changes in the political environment in which the Companies operate. 

Overall

· See Colin’s email from Tuesday night. Just one change from this email: only need summary of results and commentary that this is a portfolio of cost-effective EEC activity now. No need to list next steps.

· For all sections, the individual program descriptions should appear in the same order as they do in the introduction, in the overall program area table and should have approximately the same name.

�I will check order once we get a more final draft of the report
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Introduction

Background and Objectives

Sarah to provide.

Will link content of this report to regulatory process and responses



Approach

The information presented in this report was compiled within a compressed time frame that involved a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed:

FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners. 

Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant technology and market studies[footnoteRef:1] and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual Profiles are included in the body of this report. [1:  This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for FortisBC.] 


ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual program.  

The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable.

The final results were compiled into the current report.

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 8 sections:

Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results.

Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Residential Sector Programs. 

Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Low Income Programs.

Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs.

Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Commercial Sector Programs.

Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs.

Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Industrial Sector Programs.

Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Innovative Technologies Programs.








Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

Introduction

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been organized into the following program areas:

Residential Sector Programs 

Low Income Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits.

Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and year. 

Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC program portfolio.




Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Year
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Overview of EEC Program Portfolio Results, by Program Area

Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area



Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia. 

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential program offerings is listed below:

ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

Efficiency Partners Program

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances. 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012. 



Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization capacity and other opportunities. 

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. 

The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide 80, in support of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs that go beyond EnerGuide 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes.

The Efficiency Partners program is the FEU trades engagement strategy that largely supports residential retrofits. Over this period, the FEU will expand the scope and reach of this program, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. The FEU is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.



Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector Portfolio, as a whole.





















Exhibit 3: Residential Portfolio Results











































































Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3.

 ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

		Program Description

		This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or higher.



Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.

 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost**



		$200

		$1650

		$1800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant



		3 GJs

		5 GJs

		6.5 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58%

		2%

		40%



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786





*Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.  

***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		

Program Description

		

This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program will also provide a dealer incentive.



The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		24% - Findings of 2009 fireplace program (competitive industry reluctant to share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,880

		1,600



		

		FEVI 

		684

		380



		

		FEW

		36

		20



		

		Total

		3,600

		2,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$864

		$182

		$120

		$40

		$1,206



		

		FEVI 

		$205

		$43

		$29

		$10

		$287



		

		FEW

		$11

		$2

		$2

		$1

		$15



		

		Total

		$1,080

		$228

		$150

		$50

		$1,508



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$480

		$119

		$120

		$24

		$742



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$28

		$29

		$6

		$176



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$2

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		$600

		$148

		$150

		$30

		$928





* Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

		

Program Description

		

This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models. 



The Program will drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		15,575

		15,575



		

		FEVI 

		1,750

		1,750



		

		FEW

		175

		175



		

		Total

		17,500

		17,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

		Program Description

		These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration with utility partners, provincial, federal, and municipal governments. 



The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling studies and evaluation. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Air Sealing

		Insulation

		Windows





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682







		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJs





		Measure Life

		10-15 years, 15 assumed

		20-25 years, 25 assumed

		20-25 years, 20 assumed





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		12%

		12%

		25%





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		8,010

		8,010



		

		FEVI 

		900

		900



		

		FEW

		90

		90



		

		Total

		9,000

		9,000



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.



Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not currently available.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100





* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

		Program Description

		This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR clothes washers and dishwashers in collaboration with utility partners. 



Low flow fixtures as well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time.  Consequently, the program inputs provided below are for only for clothes washers at this time. 



Note: Pending the outcome of discussions on new DSM regulations, a dishwasher incentive may be cost-effective for 2012 or 2013. (TBD)





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Star Washing Machines, Energy Star Dish Washers (under review), Low Flow Fixtures (under review)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325







		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH*

New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a web-based tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 



Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		222,500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		25,000



		

		FEW

		-

		2,500



		

		Total

		-

		250,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$178

		$712

		$45

		$935



		

		FEVI

		-

		$20

		$80

		$5

		$105



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		$8

		$1

		$11



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

		Program Description

		This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that attain EnerGuide 80 through building envelope measures. This will program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code. 



The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient new homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EG80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360 

FEVI: $2,965





		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Efficiency Partners Program

		Program Description



		This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. 



Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$534

		-

		-

		$534



		

		FEVI

		N/A

		$60

		-

		-

		$60



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$6

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		N/A

		$600

		-

		-

		$600





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Low Income Programs

Introduction

This Program Area is specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. One of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”  

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income program offerings is listed below.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  



The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  



Overview of Results

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 4: Low Income Portfolio Results



















Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 4.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide individuals who are facing barriers to employment with 3 to 5 weeks of training on trade skills required to perform energy efficiency retrofits.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$10





		Incentive Amount

		$10





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

		Program Description

		This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, Basic Draftproofing



Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), and Advanced Draftproofing





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not available





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,225

		2,225



		

		FEVI 

		250

		250



		

		FEW

		25

		25



		

		Total

		2,500

		2,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 

The High Carbon Fuel Switching programs are designed to achieve lower overall GHG emissions by using natural gas in place of higher emissions carbon fuels such as coal, oil, diesel, or propane. In addition, further GJ savings are achieved by replacing older, less efficient high-carbon appliances with high efficiency natural gas technologies. 



The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. 



Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report.

  

Overview of Results

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio.











Exhibit 5: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results









Program Profiles

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 5.

Switch N Shrink

		

Program Description

		

This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of education and financial incentives.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners.








Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction

The commercial sector programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in FEI and FEVI service areas.



The 2012/2013 Commercial sector program offerings are:



Efficient Boiler Program

Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by rolling out new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving opportunities.



The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.



CAVEAT

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of commercial area programs for the planning period.  However, certain limitations must be acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program. 

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows.  Additional information is provided below and in the Program Profiles that are included later in this section. 

Commercial Custom Design Program

The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

Continuous Optimization Program

The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.

Process Heat

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results





Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d)











Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6.

Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input >300 MBH.





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*



		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*



		510 GJs

		1069 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI

		141

		25

		154

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		158

		28

		173

		30



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,908

		$89

		$15

		-

		$2,013



		

		FEVI 

		$214

		$10

		$2

		-

		$226



		

		FEW

		$16

		$1

		-

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$2,139

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,256



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$615

		$16

		$3

		-

		$633



		

		FEVI 

		$69

		$2

		-

		-

		$71



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$689

		$18

		$3

		-

		$710



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,082

		$91

		$15

		$89

		$2,277



		

		FEVI 

		$234

		$10

		$2

		$10

		$256



		

		FEW

		$18

		$1

		-

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$2,333

		$102

		$17

		$100

		$2,552



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$671

		$16

		$3

		$18

		$707



		

		FEVI 

		$75

		$2

		-

		$2

		$76



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$752

		$18

		$3

		$20

		$793





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input < 300 MBH.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $2,047





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$85

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$113



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$96

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$127



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		$3

		$14



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$90

		$2

		$2

		-

		$94



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$101

		$2

		$3

		-

		$105



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$12





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		70

		8

		70

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		83

		9

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32





*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		112

		112



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low flow pre rinse spray valves. 





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		322

		3

		322

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		FEW

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, and must be approved by the utility. 



This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $83,598

New Construction: $334,750





		Incentive Amount

		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $171,700

New Construction: $250,000





		Savings per Participant

		Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: 5,780 GJs

New Construction: 3,161 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		19

		4

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		5

		1

		4

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		24

		5

		19

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$3,262

		$64

		$13

		$134

		$3,474



		

		FEVI 

		$859

		$16

		$3

		$34

		$912



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		Total

		$4,121

		$81

		$17

		$170

		$4,389



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,000

		$13

		$3

		$27

		$1,042



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$1

		-

		$3

		$255



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,250

		$14

		$3

		$30

		$1,297



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,576

		$168

		$7

		$134

		$2,884



		

		FEVI 

		$687

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$765



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$2

		$4



		

		Total

		$3,262

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$3,653



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$750

		$33

		$1

		$27

		$811



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$4

		-

		$3

		$257



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$1,000

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$1,069





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies. 



Partnership with FortisBC and BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$101,929





		Incentive Amount

		GAS: $23,812 and Elect: $29,187





		Savings per Participant

		70 GJs / year for the first 2 years

1,070 GJs /  year thereafter





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		73

		102



		

		FEVI 

		3

		4



		

		FEW

		1

		1



		

		Total

		77

		107



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,740

		$143

		$5

		$67

		$1,954



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$6

		-

		$8

		$87



		

		FEW

		$18

		$2

		-

		$1

		$21



		

		Total

		$1,832

		$150

		$5

		$75

		$2,062



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,429

		$143

		$5

		$89

		$2,665



		

		FEVI 

		$102

		$6

		-

		$10

		$118



		

		FEW

		$26

		$2

		-

		$1

		$28



		

		Total

		$2,557

		$150

		$5

		$100

		$2,812





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,700 (Average)



		Incentive Amount

		$1,500 (Average)





		Savings per Participant

		35.11 GJ’s





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		36

		4

		49

		5



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		5

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		40

		4

		54

		6



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$54

		$2

		$6

		-

		$62



		

		FEVI 

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$60

		$2

		$7

		-

		$69



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$73

		$2

		$6

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$81

		$2

		$7

		-

		$90



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$9

		-

		$1

		-

		$10





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




MURB Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs).





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$150





		Savings per Participant

		40 GJs / suite or 4500 GJs / building





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		17

		4

		26

		7



		

		FEVI 

		4

		1

		7

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		22

		5

		33

		8



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$287

		$6

		$16

		-

		$310



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$2

		$4

		-

		$78



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		$364

		$8

		$20

		-

		$392



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$72

		$2

		$4

		-

		$77



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$91

		$2

		$5

		-

		$98



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$442

		$6

		$16

		-

		$464



		

		FEVI 

		$112

		$2

		$4

		-

		$118



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$560

		$8

		$20

		-

		$588



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$111

		$2

		$5

		-

		$116



		

		FEVI 

		$28

		-

		$1

		-

		$29



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$140

		$2

		$5

		-

		$147





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted towards Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$70,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,250 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		20%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		21

		21



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		23

		23



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		-

		8,455



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		FEW

		-

		95



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		$67

		$67



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$1

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$423

		$9

		$13

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

$1,220





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters. Assumed the following:

	

$915





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

57.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		13

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		FEW

		-

		



		

		Total

		13

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$12

		$1

		-

		$4

		$17



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. 



Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		14

		13



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		15

		15



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$810

		$159

		-

		$36

		$1,005



		

		FEVI 

		$90

		$18

		-

		$4

		$112



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$177

		-

		$40

		$1,117



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$780

		$108

		-

		$36

		$924



		

		FEVI 

		$120

		$12

		-

		$4

		$136



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$120

		-

		$40

		$1,060





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) program provides general conservation and non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC.  This program area is also intended to foster and develop a culture of conservation within the province by educating customers about changing their mindset and behaviours in regards to conserving energy. 



The suite of 2012/2013 Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below.

Residential Mass Media

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

CHBA Sponsorships and Support

Residential Outreach Education Tools

Sports Partnerships

Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits

Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Med-Large Commercial Education Sessions

Small commercial education and Outreach

Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships

Commercial Multi Family

Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach

FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy

K-12 School Programs

Low Flow Kits - K-12 School Programs

Post Secondary School Programs





The scope of CEO programs noted above includes several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below. 



A Home Efficiency Measures Partnerships program will disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  

Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  

School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012.2013 period, with a new program for post secondary students.  

A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will be delivered which will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. Energy Star, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).

Overview of Results

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results











Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)














Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)







Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7.

Residential Mass Media

		Program Description

		This Program will promote energy efficiency by providing consumers with the information they need to make smart choices. Print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, energy literacy campaign, ethnic, and mass media ad tracking will be used to effectively convey information.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655


















Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and encourage energy efficiency practices. To get its message out to the community, the program will take advantage of home shows, the PNE prize home, and street team sponsored events.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		34,600

		34,600



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		40,000

		40,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395










CHBA Sponsorships and Support

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions associated with the Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA). This will include award shows, and appliances for "green home".





		Target Market

		Builders / association members





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170










Residential Outreach Education Tools

		Program Description

		This program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a survey kiosk.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and kids at events





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200










Sports Partnerships

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with teams such as the Vancouver Canucks, BC Lions, WHL, and BCHL (local hockey) teams to promote energy conservation to consumers. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		11,350

		11,350



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		15,000

		15,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with big box retailers like Sears, or with Municipalities, to distribute low flow kits to residents.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$100

		$50

		$450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$120

		$50

		$470










Municipal Partnerships - Other

		Program Description

		This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers and employees through behaviour change programs, like Climate Smart for small businesses. 





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$30

		$20

		$150



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$40

		$20

		$160










Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

		Program Description

		This Program aims to develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province. The sessions, 6 in total, would be delivered by Energy Solution Managers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70










Small Commercial Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This program will promote energy efficiency practices through print and online communications, and sponsorships. These measures will include bill inserts, Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) sponsorships, and ethnic materials.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100










Commercial Trade Shows and Sponsorships

		Program Description

		This Program will take advantage of trade shows, building awards, and print advertising to promote energy efficient practices to commercial customers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,200

		1,200



		

		FEVI 

		295

		295



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		1,500

		1,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Multi Family

		Program Description

		This Program will include education programs and distribution of low flow kits.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330












Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program

		Program Description

		This Program will support the VCHA's existing programs and will also deliver to new organizations.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$80

		$20

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$100

		$20

		$270










Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

		Program Description

		This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200










Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach

		Program Description

		Activities within this Program include the BC Housing Tenant program, the BCNPHA sponsorship, advertising as well as outreach to service provider/food banks and ethnic organizations.





		Target Market

		Low income, residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270










FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy

		Program Description

		This Program involves development of the Phase 2 modules and mobile applications for the FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy. 





		Target Market

		Students / teachers / school administration





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		$50

		-

		$50



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-










K-12 School Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will provide support for a variety of school programs such as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Wildsight, and BC Lions assemblies.





		Target Market

		Students / Teachers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		20,000

		20,000



		

		FEVI 

		4,750

		4,750



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Low Flow Kits - K-12 School Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will distribute low flow kits to students as part of school programs/curriculum. 





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240










Post Secondary School Programs

		Program Description

		This program involves the development and administration of post secondary programs and GoBeyond. These programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices.





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180












Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

The industrial program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period.  The Companies believe that the investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.  



The suite of 2012/2013 Industry Program offerings is listed below.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

Overview of Results

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 8: Industry Program Results









Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies.  Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs. Retrofit



		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· Burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591

· Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918





		Savings per Participant



		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source



		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		4

		4



		















Expenditures ($,000s)

		



2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in industrial manufacturing processes.   

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector.

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250.   The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		· Industrial energy audit

· Industrial energy analysis

· Industrial energy audit implementation





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. 

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector, up to $6,800







		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		35

		36



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		35

		36



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388







Innovative Technologies Program

Introduction	Comment by JKobialk: This section refers to FEU while the other sections refer to FortisBC. Marbek, please edit for consistency.

The Innovative[footnoteRef:2] Technologies Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  The program will assess actual savings and customer acceptance of newer technologies while also identifying technologies for future sources of savings within the larger EEC portfolio. 	Comment by JKobialk: Footnote should come after technologies.	Comment by JKobialk: This doesn’t lead into the next paragraph.  Please add the section that was deleted as it speaks about how IT is broken out and a big piece is doing pilots and demonstration projects.  This needs to be emphasizes.  Also please see comment J2.

The Innovative Technologies Program area evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  FEU believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013 which funding will be used to undertake pilots, demonstration projects, facilitate studies, reports and EM&V.  Of the $1.5 million each year, $1 million will be allocated to undertake pilots and demonstration projects and to support market-ready technology programs, $300,000 will be allocated for EM&V to confirm savings claims and guide the development of future programs that will be offered within the residential, commercial, and industrial sector, and the remaining $200,000 will be focused on reports and studies. [2:  Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies.] 


The reports and studies generated by the program will be used to estimate energy savings, market availability and the adoption rate within BC’s market. Ultimately, the program’s results will determine the feasibility of launching the pilot or demonstration project.  

Although it is premature to define the specific pilots that will be supported in 2012 and 2013, the following opportunities that have been identified are expected. They are:are:

Thermal Curtains 

Thermal curtains decrease heat losses in greenhouses (conduction, convection, and radiation losses).  Thermal curtains are installed inside the greenhouse and are typically installed horizontally near the greenhouse gutter line. It is assumed that the thermal curtains are deployed during nighttime hours, and open during daytime hours.   are used in greenhouses to reduce heat loss, mostly at night, thus reducing fuel consumption. As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management savings opportunity. FEU requires further data to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential within British Columbia. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011

Solar Air Heating System

Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.

Occupancy Sensors/Controls

Room controlled HVAC systems have claimed savings through maintaining a space setpoint temperature when the room is occupied, and result in increased occupant satisfaction with their thermal environment.  When the room is vacant, the Occupancy Sensor device will send a signal back to a controller, allowing for re-calculation of the room setpoint, allowing temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature and save energy.  The device automatically shuts off air conditioning and or heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.




Condensing Make up air units (MUA) 

Condensing Makeup air units have recently entered the marketplace in BC.  Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, Condensing Make up air units have claimed natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate.   There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error.  The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage.  FEU has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate those energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule.  When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job.  The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Ceramic Manufacturing using Microwave Assist Technology

26% of all of Canada’s ceramic manufacturing occurs within British Columbia.  There are claims that Microwave Assist Technology in conjunction with a Kiln can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by for example convection; relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state, (especially at lower temperatures), are usually very poor thermal conductors.  Thus heat transfer to the inside of single, or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient.  Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Note: FEU would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the TRC and other cost effectiveness for Innovative Technologies are estimates as there is a lack of measure-specific performance data since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived those estimates based on manufacturer data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience.  /benefit tests is a rough estimate as there is a lack of measure specific regional industry and performance data as well as a lack of existing utility programs since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived those estimates based on manufacture data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience.  FEU has also discounted the energy savings and measure life where applicable to provide a more conservative estimate.  FEU intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot for each of these technologies in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study.	Comment by JKobialk: Would like to put greater emphasis on this by placing it before technology descriptions.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 9: Innovative Program Portfolio Results







0. Program Profiles

The following pages provide individual profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9.

0. Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1

		2



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		1

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating systems installed in agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










0. Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,620

		-



		

		FEVI

		180

		-



		

		Total

		1,800

		-



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










0. Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










0. Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy management systems for lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160










0. Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners installed for painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$130,000





		Incentive Amount

		$65,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,639 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% – Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		3



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		-

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$195

		$11

		$4

		$64

		$274



		

		FEVI

		$65

		$4

		$1

		$21

		$91



		

		Total

		$260

		$15

		$5

		$85

		$365










0. Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$350,000





		Incentive Amount

		$175,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280
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FEIFEVI


2012808,72199,294908,015


20131,958,582207,6322,166,214


14,079,9491,481,68915,561,638


201222,1593,43025,590


201322,1563,45525,611


Total44,3156,88651,201


201211,1271,53612,662


201311,0211,54112,563


Total22,1483,07725,225


201233,2864,96638,252


201333,1784,99638,174


Total66,4649,96276,426


TRC1.271.471.29


Utility2.011.461.92


Participant2.442.862.51


RIM0.600.530.59


Societal1.391.611.42


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Benefit/Cost Ratios


Utility Expenditures, 


Total ($1000s)


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


Total


Service Territory


Indicator


NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)


Utility Expenditures, 


Incentives ($1000s)


Utility Expenditures, 


Admin ($1000s)
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Low Income


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


High Carbon Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Commercial


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Conservation, Education, and Outreach


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Industrial


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Innovative Technologies


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


ALL PORTFOLIOS


FEI808,7211,958,58214,079,94922,15922,15644,31511,12711,02122,14833,28633,17866,4641.272.012.440.601.39


FEVI99,294207,6321,481,6893,4303,4556,8861,5361,5413,0774,9664,9969,9621.471.462.860.531.61


Total908,0152,166,21415,561,63825,59025,61151,20112,66212,56325,22538,25238,17476,4261.291.922.510.591.42


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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IncentivesAdmin


Utility


Portfolio 
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Territory
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NPV Gas 
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(GJ)
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(GJ/yr.)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)


TRCSocietalRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


DHW Heaters


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303933937851,6081,6083,2150.501.221.030.500.55


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352704444871791793570.521.261.330.410.57


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7004364368721,7861,7863,5720.501.231.060.490.55


EnerChoice Fireplaces


FEI22,59935,154327,4678754861,3613472666121,2217521,9732.371.368.690.522.61


FEVI5,3018,24679,06920511431982631442871774632.441.3911.390.422.68


Total27,90043,400406,5351,0806001,6804283287561,5089282,4362.381.368.960.512.61


Envelope Retrofits (LiveSmart)


FEI84,240168,4801,797,3162,1472,1474,2935765761,1522,7232,7235,4451.623.052.880.641.78


FEVI9,36018,720207,22123923947764641283033036051.683.173.850.491.85


Total93,600187,2002,004,5382,3852,3854,7706406401,2803,0253,0256,0501.623.062.970.621.79


ENERGY STAR Appliances


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590901804734739450.944.421.440.691.03


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.531.06


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001002005255251,0500.944.441.490.681.03


Home EE Portal


FEI000000909018090901800.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001010201010200.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Customer Engagement


FEI0250,000449,6350005001,0501,5505001,0501,5502.822.820.623.10


EGH80 & Beyond


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011801803607817811,5610.441.840.900.520.49


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882020401641643280.482.381.140.450.53


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902002004009459451,8900.451.890.920.520.49


Efficiency Partners


FEI0000004504509004504509000.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505010050501000.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005001,0005005001,0000.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


REnEW (Energy Audit Training)


FEI0000001451452901451452900.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004040804040800.000.000.000.00


Total0000001851853701851853700.000.000.000.00


ESK (Energy Savings Kits)


FEI14,16428,328172,8451651653291351352703003005993.292.167.800.603.61


FEVI1,5743,14819,5391818371616323434693.222.1310.540.463.55


Total15,73831,476192,3851831833661511513023343346683.282.168.070.583.61


ECAP


FEI13,00526,010220,6282,5882,5885,1751,4181,4182,8354,0054,0058,0100.380.281.590.210.41


FEVI1,4452,89025,1682882885751581583154454458900.390.291.820.200.43


Total14,45028,900245,7962,8752,8755,7501,5751,5753,1504,4504,4508,9000.380.281.610.210.42


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Switch N Shrink


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Efficient Boilers


FEI99,145207,0582,205,5312,5372,7625,2981242343582,6602,9955,6561.713.612.570.721.88


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122903045941426403043306341.783.753.970.481.96


Total110,512230,3022,462,6442,8273,0665,8921382603972,9653,3256,2901.713.632.710.691.89


Light Boilers


FEI8,28816,872186,65697100197325361281052332.077.374.460.512.28


FEVI1,1842,36826,2131414284141714322.437.625.200.512.67


Total9,47219,240212,869111114225355401461192652.117.394.540.512.32


Efficient Water Heaters


FEI7,03114,062113,5021741743492626512002004001.332.872.130.681.46


FEVI1,1572,31419,1432929575593333661.362.913.210.461.49


Total8,18816,376132,6452032034063030602332334661.332.882.230.651.47


Energy Assessments


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854545901881883752.251.665.160.542.47


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.251.667.780.382.48


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060601202502505002.251.665.420.532.47


Spray Valves


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354545912.672.384.430.632.93


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.702.406.580.432.97


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.612.94


Custom Design


FEI122,464218,6472,024,8654,2623,3267,5889543751,3285,2163,7008,9163.272.216.620.633.60


FEVI32,06158,342555,9911,1099372,04558851431,1671,0222,1893.802.489.650.454.18


Total154,525276,9892,580,8575,3714,2629,6331,0124601,4726,3834,72211,1053.322.246.920.613.66


Continuous Optimization


FEI5,18012,39075,1571,7622,4534,2152162394551,9782,6914,6700.040.170.570.070.05


FEVI2104903,0277195167141630851111970.040.160.600.070.05


Total5,39012,88078,1841,8342,5484,3812302554852,0642,8034,8660.040.170.570.070.05


Commercial Kitchen


FEI1,4043,30026,498608114122562831461.091.851.900.601.20


FEVI1403512,8856915223811181.031.722.760.411.13


Total1,5453,65129,383669015644870941641.081.841.990.581.19
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MURBs


FEI94,500243,0001,014,59935455791128285638258596710.349.4414.230.7911.38


FEVI22,50063,000265,5748415223677149115925010.499.5522.550.5011.54


Total117,000306,0001,280,1734397091,1483535704747441,21810.369.4515.060.7611.40


Process Heat


FEI26,25052,500560,0615255251,0501414275395391,0772.114.693.020.752.32


FEVI2,5005,00055,348505010022352521032.194.844.710.492.41


Total28,75057,500615,4095755751,1501515305905901,1802.124.703.190.732.33


Fireplace Timers


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.622.28


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.432.30


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.602.28


Radiant Tube Heaters


FEI7487488,25812012808200203.714.457.710.744.08


Energy Specialists


FEI0008407801,6201951443391,0359241,9590.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0001201202402216381421362780.000.001.000.000.00


Total0009609001,8602171603771,1771,0602,2370.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Mass Media


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events


FEI0000003203206393203206390.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000767615176761510.000.000.000.00


Total0000003953957903953957900.000.000.000.00


CHBA Sponsorship and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Sports Partnerships


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00
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Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI000000808016080801600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Partnerships


FEI0000001301302591301302590.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131613131610.000.000.000.00


Total0000001601603201601603200.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program


FEI0000002002164162002164160.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505410450541040.000.000.000.00


Total0000002502705202502705200.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002702705402702705400.000.000.000.00
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FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy


FEI00000040040400400.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000010010100100.000.000.000.00


Total00000050050500500.000.000.000.00


K-12 School Programs


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000535310653531060.000.000.000.00


Total0000002802805602802805600.000.000.000.00


Low Flow Kits (K-12 School Programs)


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


Post-Secondary School Programs


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Technology Retrofit


FEI181,468362,9362,689,4071,4871,4872,9742232234461,7101,7103,4203.907.475.510.794.29


Energy Analysis and Audit


FEI056,970393,1983533537053535703883887752.784.864.020.753.05


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Thermal Curtain Pilot


FEI6,99020,970191,08013126139251511011813124931.984.283.090.742.18


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.492.26


Total6,99027,960255,27013139252368681351984606581.994.303.260.712.18


Solar Air Heating Pilot


FEI2,5646,41078,40410515826393931851982504481.312.092.780.631.44


Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


FEI10,04410,04474,43881008107777153887779631.170.771.470.851.29


FEVI1,1161,1168,4279009099179991071.200.791.820.701.32


Total11,16011,16082,86690009008585170985851,0701.180.771.510.831.29


Condensing MUA Units Pilot


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.672.71


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.462.79


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.652.72


Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.047.68


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.737.77


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.017.69


Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


FEI04,91733,9360195195393979392342740.791.361.640.540.86


FEVI01,63911,581065651313261378910.801.382.360.390.89


Total06,55645,51802602605353105533133650.791.361.710.520.87


Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.773.97


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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4 Low Income Programs


4.1 Introduction


This Program Area was specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. The Low Income portfolio is important to FortisBC as it also helps us meet our regulated adequacy requirements.  As per the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, a utilities’ DSM portfolio is considered adequate (by the authorities) when there is “a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residence of low income households to reduce their energy consumption.” (November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 3[a]).


Further, one of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”  (Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs Application, May 28, 2008, pg 47)

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income program offerings is listed below.


· Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)


· Energy Saving Kit (ESK)


· Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)


The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  


The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  


The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  


4.2 Overview of Results


Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole.  Results shown below in Exhibit 4 include the 30 percent benefits adder as provided for in the Demand-Side Measures regulation for Low Income programs (November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 4.2.6).

It should be noted that providing energy efficiency and conservation programs for low income customers can be challenged in terms of achieving a positive TRC score, despite the 30 percent benefits adder. This is because of the relatively high cost of providing conservation services to this important customer segment. The ECAP program, in particular, uses a full-service approach that the Companies believe is required in order to achieve deep energy savings within this sector.  This along with the fact that servicing this sector requires fully funding the measures, not only the incremental cost, makes it very difficult to achieve favourable TRC results.
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Introduction

Background and Objectives

Sarah to provide.

Will link content of this report to regulatory process and responses



Approach

The information presented in this report was compiled within a compressed time frame that involved a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed:

FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners. 

Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant technology and market studies[footnoteRef:1] and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual Profiles are included in the body of this report. [1:  This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for FortisBC.] 


ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual program.  

The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable.

The final results were compiled into the current report.

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 8 sections:

Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results.

Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Residential Sector Programs. 

Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Low Income Programs.

Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs.

Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Commercial Sector Programs.

Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs.

Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Industrial Sector Programs.

Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Innovative Technologies Programs.








Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

Introduction

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been organized into the following program areas:

Residential Sector Programs 

Low Income Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits.

Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and year. 

Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC program portfolio.




Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Year
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Overview of EEC Program Portfolio Results, by Program Area

Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area



Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia. 

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential program offerings is listed below:

ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

Efficiency Partners Program

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances. 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012. 



Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization capacity and other opportunities. 

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. 

The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide 80, in support of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs that go beyond EnerGuide 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes.

The Efficiency Partners program is the FEU trades engagement strategy that largely supports residential retrofits. Over this period, the FEU will expand the scope and reach of this program, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. The FEU is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.



Overview of Residential Results, 2012 & 2013

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector Portfolio, as a whole.





















Exhibit 3: Residential Portfolio Results











































































Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3.

 ENERGY STAR Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

		Program Description

		This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or higher.



Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.

 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost**



		$200

		$1650

		$1800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant



		3 GJs

		5 GJs

		6.5 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58%

		2%

		40%



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786





*Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.  

***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		

Program Description

		

This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program will also provide a dealer incentive.



The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		24% - Findings of 2009 fireplace program (competitive industry reluctant to share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,880

		1,600



		

		FEVI 

		684

		380



		

		FEW

		36

		20



		

		Total

		3,600

		2,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$864

		$182

		$120

		$40

		$1,206



		

		FEVI 

		$205

		$43

		$29

		$10

		$287



		

		FEW

		$11

		$2

		$2

		$1

		$15



		

		Total

		$1,080

		$228

		$150

		$50

		$1,508



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$480

		$119

		$120

		$24

		$742



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$28

		$29

		$6

		$176



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$2

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		$600

		$148

		$150

		$30

		$928





* Note: Dealer SPIF is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC

		

Program Description

		

This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models. 



The Program will drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		15,575

		15,575



		

		FEVI 

		1,750

		1,750



		

		FEW

		175

		175



		

		Total

		17,500

		17,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

		Program Description

		These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration with utility partners, provincial, federal, and municipal governments. 



The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling studies and evaluation. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Air Sealing

		Insulation

		Windows





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682







		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJs





		Measure Life

		10-15 years, 15 assumed

		20-25 years, 25 assumed

		20-25 years, 20 assumed





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		12%

		12%

		25%





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		8,010

		8,010



		

		FEVI 

		900

		900



		

		FEW

		90

		90



		

		Total

		9,000

		9,000



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.



Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not currently available.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100





* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






ENERGY STAR Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

		Program Description

		This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR clothes washers and dishwashers in collaboration with utility partners. 



Low flow fixtures as well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time.  Consequently, the program inputs provided below are for only for clothes washers at this time. 



Note: Pending the outcome of discussions on new DSM regulations, a dishwasher incentive may be cost-effective for 2012 or 2013. (TBD)





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Star Washing Machines, Energy Star Dish Washers (under review), Low Flow Fixtures (under review)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325







		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH*

New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a web-based tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 



Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		222,500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		25,000



		

		FEW

		-

		2,500



		

		Total

		-

		250,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$178

		$712

		$45

		$935



		

		FEVI

		-

		$20

		$80

		$5

		$105



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		$8

		$1

		$11



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






New Construction – EnerGuide 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

		Program Description

		This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that attain EnerGuide 80 through building envelope measures. This will program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code. 



The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient new homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EG80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360 

FEVI: $2,965





		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Efficiency Partners Program

		Program Description



		This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. 



Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$534

		-

		-

		$534



		

		FEVI

		N/A

		$60

		-

		-

		$60



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$6

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		N/A

		$600

		-

		-

		$600





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Low Income Programs

Introduction

This Program Area is specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. One of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”  

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income program offerings is listed below.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  



The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  



Overview of Results

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 4: Low Income Portfolio Results



















Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 4.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide individuals who are facing barriers to employment with 3 to 5 weeks of training on trade skills required to perform energy efficiency retrofits.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

		Program Description

		This Program will provide a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$10





		Incentive Amount

		$10





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

		Program Description

		This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, Basic Draftproofing



Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), and Advanced Draftproofing





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not available





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,225

		2,225



		

		FEVI 

		250

		250



		

		FEW

		25

		25



		

		Total

		2,500

		2,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 

The High Carbon Fuel Switching programs are designed to achieve lower overall GHG emissions by using natural gas in place of higher emissions carbon fuels such as coal, oil, diesel, or propane. In addition, further GJ savings are achieved by replacing older, less efficient high-carbon appliances with high efficiency natural gas technologies. 



The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. 



Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report.

  

Overview of Results

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio.











Exhibit 5: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results









Program Profiles

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 5.

Switch N Shrink

		

Program Description

		

This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of education and financial incentives.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners.








Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction

The commercial sector programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in FEI and FEVI service areas.



The 2012/2013 Commercial sector program offerings are:



Efficient Boiler Program

Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by rolling out new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving opportunities.



The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.



CAVEAT

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of commercial area programs for the planning period.  However, certain limitations must be acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program. 

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows.  Additional information is provided below and in the Program Profiles that are included later in this section. 

Commercial Custom Design Program

The numbers presented here are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program.  While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant.  It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

Continuous Optimization Program

The two year planning window presented below is ill suited to the presentation of the continuous optimization program.  The nature of the program is such that participants will receive an incentive from the FEU for 24 to 60 months before the majority of the energy savings begin to accrue to the program.  It is therefore expected the program TRC to remain well below 1.0 for the first several years of the programs operation, as new participants are added and pass through the mandatory baseline collection and recommissioning phases.  Over the longer term however the FEU fully expect the program to generate a positive life cycle TRC as significant energy savings come on stream after the 2013 planning horizon shown below.

Process Heat

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other program to market.  The values below primarily represent the companies estimation based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating.  Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results





Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d)











Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6.

Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input >300 MBH.





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*



		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*



		510 GJs

		1069 GJs



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI

		141

		25

		154

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		158

		28

		173

		30



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,908

		$89

		$15

		-

		$2,013



		

		FEVI 

		$214

		$10

		$2

		-

		$226



		

		FEW

		$16

		$1

		-

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$2,139

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,256



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$615

		$16

		$3

		-

		$633



		

		FEVI 

		$69

		$2

		-

		-

		$71



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$689

		$18

		$3

		-

		$710



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,082

		$91

		$15

		$89

		$2,277



		

		FEVI 

		$234

		$10

		$2

		$10

		$256



		

		FEW

		$18

		$1

		-

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$2,333

		$102

		$17

		$100

		$2,552



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$671

		$16

		$3

		$18

		$707



		

		FEVI 

		$75

		$2

		-

		$2

		$76



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$752

		$18

		$3

		$20

		$793





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input < 300 MBH.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $2,047





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Ashrae Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$85

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$113



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$96

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$127



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		$3

		$14



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$90

		$2

		$2

		-

		$94



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$101

		$2

		$3

		-

		$105



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$12





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		70

		8

		70

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		83

		9

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32





*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		112

		112



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low flow pre rinse spray valves. 





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		322

		3

		322

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		FEW

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, and must be approved by the utility. 



This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented ESMs as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $83,598

New Construction: $334,750





		Incentive Amount

		if TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of EML to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $171,700

New Construction: $250,000





		Savings per Participant

		Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: 5,780 GJs

New Construction: 3,161 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		19

		4

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		5

		1

		4

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		24

		5

		19

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$3,262

		$64

		$13

		$134

		$3,474



		

		FEVI 

		$859

		$16

		$3

		$34

		$912



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		Total

		$4,121

		$81

		$17

		$170

		$4,389



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,000

		$13

		$3

		$27

		$1,042



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$1

		-

		$3

		$255



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,250

		$14

		$3

		$30

		$1,297



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,576

		$168

		$7

		$134

		$2,884



		

		FEVI 

		$687

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$765



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$2

		$4



		

		Total

		$3,262

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$3,653



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$750

		$33

		$1

		$27

		$811



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$4

		-

		$3

		$257



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$1,000

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$1,069





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies. 



Partnership with FortisBC and BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$101,929





		Incentive Amount

		GAS: $23,812 and Elect: $29,187





		Savings per Participant

		70 GJs / year for the first 2 years

1,070 GJs /  year thereafter





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		73

		102



		

		FEVI 

		3

		4



		

		FEW

		1

		1



		

		Total

		77

		107



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,740

		$143

		$5

		$67

		$1,954



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$6

		-

		$8

		$87



		

		FEW

		$18

		$2

		-

		$1

		$21



		

		Total

		$1,832

		$150

		$5

		$75

		$2,062



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,429

		$143

		$5

		$89

		$2,665



		

		FEVI 

		$102

		$6

		-

		$10

		$118



		

		FEW

		$26

		$2

		-

		$1

		$28



		

		Total

		$2,557

		$150

		$5

		$100

		$2,812





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,700 (Average)



		Incentive Amount

		$1,500 (Average)





		Savings per Participant

		35.11 GJ’s





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		36

		4

		49

		5



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		5

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		40

		4

		54

		6



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$54

		$2

		$6

		-

		$62



		

		FEVI 

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$60

		$2

		$7

		-

		$69



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$73

		$2

		$6

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$81

		$2

		$7

		-

		$90



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$9

		-

		$1

		-

		$10





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




MURB Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs).





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150





		Incentive Amount

		$150





		Savings per Participant

		40 GJs / suite or 4500 GJs / building





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		17

		4

		26

		7



		

		FEVI 

		4

		1

		7

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		22

		5

		33

		8



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$287

		$6

		$16

		-

		$310



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$2

		$4

		-

		$78



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		$364

		$8

		$20

		-

		$392



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$72

		$2

		$4

		-

		$77



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$91

		$2

		$5

		-

		$98



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$442

		$6

		$16

		-

		$464



		

		FEVI 

		$112

		$2

		$4

		-

		$118



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$560

		$8

		$20

		-

		$588



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$111

		$2

		$5

		-

		$116



		

		FEVI 

		$28

		-

		$1

		-

		$29



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$140

		$2

		$5

		-

		$147





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted towards Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$70,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,250 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		20%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		21

		21



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		23

		23



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		-

		8,455



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		FEW

		-

		95



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		$67

		$67



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$1

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$423

		$9

		$13

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

$1,220





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters. Assumed the following:

	

$915





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

57.5 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		13

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		FEW

		-

		



		

		Total

		13

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$12

		$1

		-

		$4

		$17



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. 



Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		14

		13



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		15

		15



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$810

		$159

		-

		$36

		$1,005



		

		FEVI 

		$90

		$18

		-

		$4

		$112



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$177

		-

		$40

		$1,117



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$780

		$108

		-

		$36

		$924



		

		FEVI 

		$120

		$12

		-

		$4

		$136



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$120

		-

		$40

		$1,060





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) program provides general conservation and non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC.  This program area is also intended to foster and develop a culture of conservation within the province by educating customers about changing their mindset and behaviours in regards to conserving energy. The goal of these initiatives is to ensure customers learn about taking small steps towards energy conservation and that customers will be receptive to incentive programs when they are proposed.  Many of the initiatives listed are a continuation from 2011, with a goal of program expansion for 2012 and 2013. CEO programs are not individually run through the California Standards Tests at a program level and do not have any energy savings directly associated with them; however, costs are included at the portfolio level in the overall EEC portfolio TRC.  Some of the programs, which are being piloted in 2011, such as the Home Efficiency Measures and Behaviour Change Programs – Online Community Site are attempting to measure potential energy savings from behaviour change.



The suite of 2012/2013 Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below.

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy LiteracyMedia

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

Canadian Home Builders’ Association Sponsorships Promotions and Support

Residential Outreach Education Tools

Sports PartnershipsEnergy Champion Program

Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow KitsHome Efficiency Measures

Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

Small cCommercial Eeducation and Outreach

Commercial Trade Shows and SponsorshipsAssociation Events

Commercial Multi Family	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Take out entire section

Behaviour Programs - Online C3 ProgramCommunity Site

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships Education and Outreach

FortisBC Kidzsmart StrategySchool Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations K-12 School Programs

School Programs: K-12 Low Flow KitsHome Efficiency Measures - K-12 School Programs

School Programs: Post Secondary

Post Secondary School Programs





The scope of CEO programs noted above includes continuation of the 2011 initiatives, as well as, several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below. 



A Home Efficiency Measures Partnerships program will disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  

Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  

School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012-.2013 period, with a new program for post secondary students.  

A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will be delivered which will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. Energy Star, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).

Overview of Results

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results	Comment by Chia, Jenny: I’ve indicated below 3 sections where the 2012 and 2013 budget numbers do not match – I prefer they match as the difference between the two years is something minimal like $10-20K and I would not (for eg.) be able to explain to BCUC why we needed only $10k more for the 2013 year.
Affected sections are:
Municipal Partnerships – Low Flow Kits
Municipal Partnerships – Other
Behaviour Change – Online Community Site

Please ensure that the total yearly CEO budget is still $5million after adjustments	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Marbek please take out Residential Outreach Education Tools entirely.  The $200K budget in that section has been split up in Residential Home Shows and Community Events and Sports Partnerships.  Please refer to individual sections below for the budget changes.	Comment by Chia, Jenny: I’ve also renamed some of the sections so that the name is consistent with the 2010 EEC annual report and IRs.  And I’ve changed a few budgets – please also edit in this Exhibit	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Deleted Commercial Multi Family section entirely and divided up the budget between Municipal – Low Flow Kits and School Programs – Low Flow Kits.  Please edit here.











Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)














Exhibit 7: Conservation & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)







Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7.

Residential Mass MediaEducation on Conservation and Energy Literacy

		Program Description

		This Program will promote energy efficiency natural gas conservation and energy literacy by providing consumers with the information they need to make smart choices. Through outreach events, it has become apparent that greater education is required to educate residential customers on understanding why energy efficiency is important within BC’s energy picture, as well as energy literacy.  Print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, energy literacy campaign, ethnic, and mass media ad tracking will be used to effectively convey information.An energy literacy campaign would educate customers on topics such as: the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE and Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. Energy Star, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).  Mass media education would include print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, as well as, ethnic media channels, radio, and television.  Media advertising tracking will also be used to effectively evaluate the campaign.  The benefits of utilizing a mix of mass media as part of an education campaign include cost effectiveness in reaching all customers, message retention due to stronger frequency, and incofrming customers on complex information through an appropriate medium.  Using a mix of mass media would supplement EEC outreach at the home shows and community events.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655


















Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and encourage energy efficiency and conservation practices. To get its message out to the community, the program will take advantage of regional home shows, the PNE Pacific National Exhibition  prize home showcase, and street teamcommunity outreach sponsored events Additionally, educational tools such as showertimer prizes and weatherstripping materials, etc. which are intended to reiterate the energy conservation message at home are distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		34,600

		34,600



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		40,000

		40,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20105

		$280290

		$16

		$316411



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$510

		$67

		$4

		$7581



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$34

		-

		$34



		

		Total

		-

		$25115

		$350360

		$20

		$395495



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20105

		$280290

		$16

		$316411



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$510

		$67

		$4

		$7581



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$34

		-

		$34



		

		Total

		-

		$25115

		$350360

		$20

		$395495










Canadian Home Builders’ Associations Sponsorships Promotions and Support

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions and events associated with the regional Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA) offices. This will include building award showsevents, training sessions, and efficient appliances for a "green home" showcase, and trade shows..





		Target Market

		Builders / renovators, Aassociation members and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170










Residential Outreach Education Tools	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Marbek, please take out this entire section 7.3.4.  
Jenny will adjust the figures in Residential Home Shows and Energy Champion program.  Please also ensure the section numbers are re-ordered to reflect deletion of this section.

		Program Description

		This program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a survey kiosk.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and kids children at events





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200










Sports PartnershipsEnergy Champion Program

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with local sports teams such as the Vancouver Canucks, BC Lions, Western Hockey League, and BC Hockey League (local hockey) teams to promote energy conservation to consumers through a variety of methods including online competitions, face-to-face interactions, pre and in-game activities, leveraging on media channels, and even school outreach programs delivered by the local team.  Additionally, educational tools such as showertimer prizes and weatherstripping materials, etc. which are intended to reiterate the energy conservation message at home are distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers, students and schools, and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		11,350

		11,350



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		15,000

		15,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80165

		$584594

		$16

		$680775



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1924

		$139

		$4

		$162167



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Rounding error



		

		Total

		-

		$100190

		$730740

		$20

		$850950



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80165

		$584594

		$16

		$680775



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1924

		$139

		$4

		$162167



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Rounding error



		

		Total

		-

		$100190

		$730740

		$20

		$850950





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow KitsHome Efficiency Measures

		Program Description

		This Program will promote efficient, low-cost fixtures that homeowners can easily take advantage of in order to achieve energy savings.  There is the potential to leverage opportunities for program dissemination through partnerships with big box retailers like Sears, or withand with mMunicipalities, to distribute low flow kits to residents..





		Target Market

		Residential customers 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300400

		$100160

		$50

		$450560



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300400	Comment by Chia, Jenny:    Please change in Exhibit 7 chart.  

		$120160

		$50

		$470560










Municipal Partnerships - Other

		Program Description

		This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, builders and developers, and municipal employees through behaviour change programs, such as like Climate Smart education for small businesses through the Climate Smart program, promoting efficient building practices during the permit application process, and employee behaviour change programs.  Initiatives in this program area would also allow EEC programs to assist those municipalities that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, builders/developers and municipal employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$30

		$20

		$150



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Marbek, can you please change the numbers so that 2012 and 2013 numbers are the same, while keeping the total CEO budget at $5million.   Please change here and in Exhibit 7 chart.  

		$40

		$20

		$160










Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

		Program Description

		This Program aims to develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province. With curriculum developed by Natural Resources Canada specifically on natural gas conservation, theseThe sessions, 6 in total, would will be delivered by FortisBC Energy Solution Managers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customersbuilding operators





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70










Small Commercial Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This program will promote energy efficiency practices through print and online communications, and sponsorshipsevent support for small commercial customers. These measures initiatives will include bill inserts, Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) sponsorships, and ethnic communication materials, and supporting organizations like Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) that target small businesses.





		Target Market

		Small Ccommercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100










Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events Sponsorships

		Program Description

		This Program will take advantage of industry trade shows, industry association meetings and events, and building award eventss, and print advertising to promote energy efficient and conservation practices to commercial customers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,200

		1,200



		

		FEVI 

		295

		295



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		1,500

		1,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Multi Family	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Marbek, please take out of section and re-number accordingly

		Program Description

		This Program will include education programs and distribution of efficient, low-cost fixtures that multi-family customers can take advantage of in order to achieve energy savings.low flow kits.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, multi-family buildings





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All	Comment by Chia, Jenny: I’ve taken out this budget and divided among  Municipal – Low Flow Kits and School Programs-Low Flow Kits. Please edit in Exhibit 7

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330



		

		

2013	Comment by Chia, Jenny: I’ve taken out this budget and divided among  Municipal – Low Flow Kits and School Programs-Low Flow Kits. Please edit in Exhibit 7



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330












Behaviour Programs - Online C3 ProgramCommunity Site

		Program Description

		This Program will support the VCHA's existing Health Authority Staff Engagement Pilot Program which is currently being implemented in 2011.  In addition, in 2012 and 2013, the goal of this behaviour change program is to extend to other health authorities and/or large institutional and municipal customers.  programs and will also deliver to new organizations.  With an online tool, the Companies hope to capture the attribution of energy savings to this behaviour program.  This program would also act as an EECtool for those organizations that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional and their employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$80

		$20

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Marbek, can you please change the numbers so that 2012 and 2013 numbers are the same, while keeping the total CEO budget at $5million.   Please change here and in Exhibit 7 chart.  

		$100

		$20

		$270










Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

		Program Description

		This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists for their respective organizations, thereby supporting their efforts to educate staff and further reduce energy consumption in facilities.  Many of their education campaigns take the form of education fairs, education sessions, “green” teams, competitions, and communications.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional and employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200










Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		Activities within this Program include supporting initiatives such as the BC Housing Tenant Engagement Pilot Program aimed at educating tenants on behaviour change to reduce their heat and hot water usageprogram, the BC Non Profit Housing Association annual conference sponsorship, advertising print and online communications,as well as outreach to service providers such as /food banks and ethnic family services organizations.





		Target Market

		Low income, residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270










FortisBC School Programs: Kidzsmart Class and Online Curriculum Strategy

		Program Description

		This Program involves development of the Phase 2 in 2012 of the EEC in-class modules, online modules, printed collateral, and mobile applications, and teacher resources for the EEC FortisBCschools and students curriculum. Kidzsmart Strategy.   Phase 1 is currently being developed in 2011.  This program area also support section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e) where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / teachers / school administration





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		$50

		-

		$50



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-










K-12 School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will provide support for a variety of in-school and students programs such as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, WildsightBeyond Recycling, and BC Lions Energy Champion assemblies.Assembly presentations.  The Companies have been supporting many of these initiatives since 2009.  This program area also support section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e) where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / Teachers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		20,000

		20,000



		

		FEVI 

		4,750

		4,750



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






School Programs: K-12 Low Flow KitsHome Efficiency Measures - K-12 School Programs

		Program Description

		This Program will educate and distribute efficient low-cost fixtures low flow kits to students to bring home, as part oflinking their classroom materials with a home behaviours school programs/curriculumon natural gas conservation.   This program area also support section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e) where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students and residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012	Comment by Chia, Jenny: Please change numbers in exhibit 7



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200300

		$2090

		$20

		$240410



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200300

		$2090

		$20

		$240410










School Programs: Post Secondary School Programs

		Program Description

		This program involves the development and administration of post secondary programs/competitions and GoBeyondinitiatives such as goBEYOND directed at students living on campuses. These programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices and develop new potential EEC programs.  This program area also support section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e) where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180












Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

The industrial program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period.  The Companies believe that the investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.  



The suite of 2012/2013 Industry Program offerings is listed below.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

Overview of Results

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.







Exhibit 8: Industry Program Results









Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies.  Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs. Retrofit



		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· Burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591

· Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918





		Savings per Participant



		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source



		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		4

		4



		















Expenditures ($,000s)

		



2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in industrial manufacturing processes.   

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector.

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250.   The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		· Industrial energy audit

· Industrial energy analysis

· Industrial energy audit implementation





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. 

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector, up to $6,800







		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		35

		36



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		35

		36



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388







Innovative Technologies Program

Introduction

The Innovative[footnoteRef:2] Technologies Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  The program will assess actual savings and customer acceptance of newer technologies while also identifying technologies for future sources of savings within the larger EEC portfolio.  [2:  Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies.] 


The reports and studies generated by the program will be used to estimate energy savings, market availability and the adoption rate within BC’s market. Ultimately, the program’s results will determine the feasibility of launching the pilot or demonstration project.  

Although it is premature to define the specific pilots that will be supported in 2012 and 2013, the following opportunities have been identified are expected. They are:

Thermal Curtains 

Thermal curtains are used in greenhouses to reduce heat loss, mostly at night, thus reducing fuel consumption. As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FEU requires further data to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential within British Columbia. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011

Solar Air Heating System

Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.

Occupancy Sensors/Controls

Room controlled HVAC systems have claimed savings through maintaining a space setpoint temperature when the room is occupied, and result in increased occupant satisfaction with their thermal environment.  When the room is vacant, the Occupancy Sensor device will send a signal back to a controller, allowing for re-calculation of the room setpoint, allowing temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature and save energy.  The device automatically shuts off air conditioning and or heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.




Condensing Make up air units (MUA) 

Condensing Makeup air units have recently entered the marketplace in BC.  Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, Condensing Make up air units have claimed natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate.   There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error.  The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage.  FEU has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate those energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule.  When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job.  The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Ceramic Manufacturing using Microwave Assist Technology

26% of all of Canada’s ceramic manufacturing occurs within British Columbia.  There are claims that Microwave Assist Technology in conjunction with a Kiln can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by for example convection; relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state, (especially at lower temperatures), are usually very poor thermal conductors.  Thus heat transfer to the inside of single, or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient.  Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Note: FEU would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the TRC and other cost/benefit tests is a rough estimate as there is a lack of measure specific regional industry and performance data as well as a lack of existing utility programs since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived those estimates based on manufacture data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience.  FEU has also discounted the energy savings and measure life where applicable to provide a more conservative estimate.  FEU intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study

Overview of Results

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies Portfolio, as a whole.









Exhibit 9: Innovative Program Portfolio Results







0. Program Profiles

The following pages provide individual profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9.

0. Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1

		2



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		1

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating systems installed in agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










0. Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,620

		-



		

		FEVI

		180

		-



		

		Total

		1,800

		-



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










0. Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










0. Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy management systems for lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160










0. Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners installed for painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$130,000





		Incentive Amount

		$65,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,639 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% – Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		3



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		-

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$195

		$11

		$4

		$64

		$274



		

		FEVI

		$65

		$4

		$1

		$21

		$91



		

		Total

		$260

		$15

		$5

		$85

		$365










0. Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$350,000





		Incentive Amount

		$175,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJs





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280
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FEIFEVI


2012808,72199,294908,015


20131,958,582207,6322,166,214


14,079,9491,481,68915,561,638


201222,1593,43025,590


201322,1563,45525,611


Total44,3156,88651,201


201211,1271,53612,662


201311,0211,54112,563


Total22,1483,07725,225


201233,2864,96638,252


201333,1784,99638,174


Total66,4649,96276,426


TRC1.271.471.29


Utility2.011.461.92


Participant2.442.862.51


RIM0.600.530.59


Societal1.391.611.42


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Benefit/Cost Ratios


Utility Expenditures, 


Total ($1000s)


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


Total


Service Territory


Indicator


NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)


Utility Expenditures, 


Incentives ($1000s)


Utility Expenditures, 


Admin ($1000s)
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Low Income


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


High Carbon Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Commercial


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Conservation, Education, and Outreach


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Industrial


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Innovative Technologies


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


ALL PORTFOLIOS


FEI808,7211,958,58214,079,94922,15922,15644,31511,12711,02122,14833,28633,17866,4641.272.012.440.601.39


FEVI99,294207,6321,481,6893,4303,4556,8861,5361,5413,0774,9664,9969,9621.471.462.860.531.61


Total908,0152,166,21415,561,63825,59025,61151,20112,66212,56325,22538,25238,17476,4261.291.922.510.591.42


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Participant


IncentivesAdmin


Utility


Portfolio 


and Service 


Territory


All Spending


Benefit/Cost Ratios


NPV Gas 
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(GJ)
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(GJ/yr.)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)


TRCSocietalRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


DHW Heaters


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303933937851,6081,6083,2150.501.221.030.500.55


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352704444871791793570.521.261.330.410.57


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7004364368721,7861,7863,5720.501.231.060.490.55


EnerChoice Fireplaces


FEI22,59935,154327,4678754861,3613472666121,2217521,9732.371.368.690.522.61


FEVI5,3018,24679,06920511431982631442871774632.441.3911.390.422.68


Total27,90043,400406,5351,0806001,6804283287561,5089282,4362.381.368.960.512.61


Envelope Retrofits (LiveSmart)


FEI84,240168,4801,797,3162,1472,1474,2935765761,1522,7232,7235,4451.623.052.880.641.78


FEVI9,36018,720207,22123923947764641283033036051.683.173.850.491.85


Total93,600187,2002,004,5382,3852,3854,7706406401,2803,0253,0256,0501.623.062.970.621.79


ENERGY STAR Appliances


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590901804734739450.944.421.440.691.03


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.531.06


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001002005255251,0500.944.441.490.681.03


Home EE Portal


FEI000000909018090901800.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001010201010200.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Customer Engagement


FEI0250,000449,6350005001,0501,5505001,0501,5502.822.820.623.10


EGH80 & Beyond


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011801803607817811,5610.441.840.900.520.49


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882020401641643280.482.381.140.450.53


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902002004009459451,8900.451.890.920.520.49


Efficiency Partners


FEI0000004504509004504509000.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505010050501000.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005001,0005005001,0000.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI161,183562,3223,636,3435,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8951.012.051.820.581.11


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.451.01


Total183,545604,6914,085,2346,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9991.002.051.860.561.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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TRC
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


REnEW (Energy Audit Training)


FEI0000001451452901451452900.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004040804040800.000.000.000.00


Total0000001851853701851853700.000.000.000.00


ESK (Energy Savings Kits)


FEI14,16428,328172,8451651653291351352703003005993.292.167.800.603.61


FEVI1,5743,14819,5391818371616323434693.222.1310.540.463.55


Total15,73831,476192,3851831833661511513023343346683.282.168.070.583.61


ECAP


FEI13,00526,010220,6282,5882,5885,1751,4181,4182,8354,0054,0058,0100.380.281.590.210.41


FEVI1,4452,89025,1682882885751581583154454458900.390.291.820.200.43


Total14,45028,900245,7962,8752,8755,7501,5751,5753,1504,4504,4508,9000.380.281.610.210.42


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.270.59


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.57


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.59


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Societal


Program 


and Service 


Territory


Annual Gas Savings 
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NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)
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IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtilityParticipantRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Switch N Shrink


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.83


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.85


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.84


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Efficient Boilers


FEI99,145207,0582,205,5312,5372,7625,2981242343582,6602,9955,6561.713.612.570.721.88


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122903045941426403043306341.783.753.970.481.96


Total110,512230,3022,462,6442,8273,0665,8921382603972,9653,3256,2901.713.632.710.691.89


Light Boilers


FEI8,28816,872186,65697100197325361281052332.077.374.460.512.28


FEVI1,1842,36826,2131414284141714322.437.625.200.512.67


Total9,47219,240212,869111114225355401461192652.117.394.540.512.32


Efficient Water Heaters


FEI7,03114,062113,5021741743492626512002004001.332.872.130.681.46


FEVI1,1572,31419,1432929575593333661.362.913.210.461.49


Total8,18816,376132,6452032034063030602332334661.332.882.230.651.47


Energy Assessments


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854545901881883752.251.665.160.542.47


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.251.667.780.382.48


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060601202502505002.251.665.420.532.47


Spray Valves


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354545912.672.384.430.632.93


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.702.406.580.432.97


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.612.94


Custom Design


FEI122,464218,6472,024,8654,2623,3267,5889543751,3285,2163,7008,9163.272.216.620.633.60


FEVI32,06158,342555,9911,1099372,04558851431,1671,0222,1893.802.489.650.454.18


Total154,525276,9892,580,8575,3714,2629,6331,0124601,4726,3834,72211,1053.322.246.920.613.66


Continuous Optimization


FEI5,18012,39075,1571,7622,4534,2152162394551,9782,6914,6700.040.170.570.070.05


FEVI2104903,0277195167141630851111970.040.160.600.070.05


Total5,39012,88078,1841,8342,5484,3812302554852,0642,8034,8660.040.170.570.070.05


Commercial Kitchen


FEI1,4043,30026,498608114122562831461.091.851.900.601.20


FEVI1403512,8856915223811181.031.722.760.411.13


Total1,5453,65129,383669015644870941641.081.841.990.581.19
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MURBs


FEI94,500243,0001,014,59935455791128285638258596710.349.4414.230.7911.38


FEVI22,50063,000265,5748415223677149115925010.499.5522.550.5011.54


Total117,000306,0001,280,1734397091,1483535704747441,21810.369.4515.060.7611.40


Process Heat


FEI26,25052,500560,0615255251,0501414275395391,0772.114.693.020.752.32


FEVI2,5005,00055,348505010022352521032.194.844.710.492.41


Total28,75057,500615,4095755751,1501515305905901,1802.124.703.190.732.33


Fireplace Timers


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.622.28


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.432.30


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.602.28


Radiant Tube Heaters


FEI7487488,25812012808200203.714.457.710.744.08


Energy Specialists


FEI0008407801,6201951443391,0359241,9590.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0001201202402216381421362780.000.001.000.000.00


Total0009609001,8602171603771,1771,0602,2370.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI423,603855,7816,444,81810,80911,37022,1791,7131,1352,84812,52212,50625,0271.352.402.480.611.48


FEVI89,996177,1691,235,7501,8251,8093,6351491763251,9741,9853,9592.472.916.020.452.71


Total513,5991,032,9507,680,56912,63413,17925,8131,8611,3123,17314,49614,49128,9861.462.472.820.581.60


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Residential Mass Media


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events


FEI0000003203206393203206390.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000767615176761510.000.000.000.00


Total0000003953957903953957900.000.000.000.00


CHBA Sponsorship and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Sports Partnerships


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Low Flow Kits


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00
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Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI000000808016080801600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Partnerships


FEI0000001301302591301302590.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131613131610.000.000.000.00


Total0000001601603201601603200.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online C3 Program


FEI0000002002164162002164160.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505410450541040.000.000.000.00


Total0000002502705202502705200.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Sponsorships and Outreach


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002702705402702705400.000.000.000.00
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FortisBC Kidzsmart Strategy


FEI00000040040400400.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000010010100100.000.000.000.00


Total00000050050500500.000.000.000.00


K-12 School Programs


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000535310653531060.000.000.000.00


Total0000002802805602802805600.000.000.000.00


Low Flow Kits (K-12 School Programs)


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


Post-Secondary School Programs


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Technology Retrofit


FEI181,468362,9362,689,4071,4871,4872,9742232234461,7101,7103,4203.907.475.510.794.29


Energy Analysis and Audit


FEI056,970393,1983533537053535703883887752.784.864.020.753.05


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.784.10


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Societal


Program 


and Service 


Territory


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)Benefit/Cost Ratios


IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtilityParticipantRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Thermal Curtain Pilot


FEI6,99020,970191,08013126139251511011813124931.984.283.090.742.18


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.492.26


Total6,99027,960255,27013139252368681351984606581.994.303.260.712.18


Solar Air Heating Pilot


FEI2,5646,41078,40410515826393931851982504481.312.092.780.631.44


Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


FEI10,04410,04474,43881008107777153887779631.170.771.470.851.29


FEVI1,1161,1168,4279009099179991071.200.791.820.701.32


Total11,16011,16082,86690009008585170985851,0701.180.771.510.831.29


Condensing MUA Units Pilot


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.672.71


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.462.79


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.652.72


Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.047.68


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.737.77


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.017.69


Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


FEI04,91733,9360195195393979392342740.791.361.640.540.86


FEVI01,63911,581065651313261378910.801.382.360.390.89


Total06,55645,51802602605353105533133650.791.361.710.520.87


Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.773.97


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.782.00


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.552.20


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.732.03


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Societal
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Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)Benefit/Cost Ratios


IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtilityParticipantRIM
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Dikeos, John; Smith, Sarah; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Final FortisBC Edits to 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 3:40:26 PM

Thanks Colin
 
We’re on it.
 
Given that these are text changes, then we should be fine with COB Thursday re:  the text. 
However, given that the comments are from multiple authors you and I may need to talk on
Thursday and make some executive decisions re: consistency in our responses to all of the
comments.  I will go through them first thing Thur am and will let you know. I believe that you are
back home on Thur. Correct? Is there a good time to chat???
 
Re: changes to the  numbers, John will send you, Sarah and Ramsay a new set of exhibits that
incorporate the commercial changes made today.  He will send them tonight so that you can have
a look at the most recent version.  Ultimately, we need sign off on the numbers by end of day
Thur/start of our Friday if we are to make the COB Friday deadline i.e. waiting until Thur  COB to
send the revised numbers does not leave us any ‘wiggle” room.  Pls keep in mind that, to be safe,
we need the better part of a day re: the Societal....
 
Will keep you posted.
 
Cheers,
Paul
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 21, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Dikeos, John; Smith, Sarah
Subject: Final FortisBC Edits to 2012/13 DSM Plan
Importance: High
 
Hi Paul,
 
Sorry for all of the feedback (and in some cases overlapping feedback) from multiple people. I
wasn’t expecting that kind of volume. In order to hopefully simplify things for you, I have
consolidated everyone’s feedback into the attached feedback list document. I’ve also attached a
few edited documents which are referenced in our feedback list (in a couple cases it was too

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


difficult to pull all of the edits/comments from a program area out into a bulleted list so I left them
in as tracked changes).
 
If you have any questions regarding any of this feedback, please contact the appropriate program
manager directly.
 
My suggestion is that you guys implement all of our feedback here and provide us with one more
draft report before you calculate the SCT numbers. If we could have that before end of day
tomorrow that would be great. We can then review that and give you the final go ahead to finalize
the report and include the SCT numbers. I believe the absolute final version of the report needs to
be delivered by the end of this week (Sarah, let me know if I’m mistaken here).
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: McGuire, Greg
Subject: Revised Authorization
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 6:20:47 AM

Hi Colin
 
Can you pls help me through my own administration. Apparently, the earlier version that you
provided as per my request requires more specifics, which are included in the version below. I
did/have not yet prepared a full budget as none of us really knew just how much work was going
to be involved.
 
At our end, all of us have been tracking our time as per usual; as of Wed COB, I believe that we had
spent just over 50k since starting work at the beginning of the month. I selected $75k and Nov 15
as notional upset limits in the approval below to accommodate bringing this to completion and
whatever additional work might flow from Sarah’s email request re: being on standby for the
hearings. We, of course, will just invoice actual time spent.
 
If the revised “authorization to proceed” is okay, can you pls hit reply and state that you approve.
Thanks,
Paul
 
 
 
This email is to confirm that FortisBC has authorized ICF Marbek to proceed on the development of
FortisBC’s 2012/2013 EEC Plan.
 
The period of performance authorized by this email is from September 1, 2011 to November 15,
2011. In consideration of the Services provided, ICF shall send invoices to the FortisBC and FortisBC
agrees to pay ICF Marbek as per the invoice terms below.    
 
ICF Marbek’s Services are provided on a time & materials basis using our daily billing rates. Our
normal working day consists of 7.5 hour. The personnel and daily rates for this work are:
 
Paul Robillard - $1,800
Bryan Flannigan - $1,600
Paula Claudino & John Dikeos - $850
Peter Narbaitz - $750
 
Our total fees on this project shall not exceed $ $75,000 without FortisBC's further approval.
 
Please reply that you agree to the terms written above.
 
Thank you,
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:mcguire@marbek.ca


 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Smith, Sarah
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Bennett, David A; Hearn, Alicia; Alionis, Chris; Carey, Leanne; Giampa, Cheryl; Chia, Jenny; Collins, Samantha;

Cook, Ramsay; Georgy, Ned; Hameluck, Jenelle; John, Benjamin; Kobialko, Jim; Kok, Hakan; Lego, Gina;
Lengle, Gary; Lunde, Allison; Norman, Colin; Peng, Jady; Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Ringdahl, Beth; Sewak,
Monika; Thomson, Shelley

Subject: RE: EEC Plan - Final
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 8:16:00 AM

Thanks to all for your dedication and commitment to getting this important piece of work
completed.  I know that this was a mad scramble entailing lots of extra work for all, but it’s a
hugely important piece of evidence in the Revenue Requirement Application and will go a long way
towards supporting our asks.  Thanks especially to Colin, whose leadership on this project was
exemplary.
Sarah
 
Sarah Smith
Manager, Energy Efficiency and Conservation
604-592-7528
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
For great tips on saving both natural gas and electricity, go to our website at fortisbc.com.
 
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 4:24 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - Terasen
Subject: EEC Plan - Final
 
Hi Colin and Sarah
 
Here it is.....it’s been great working with you and the crew on this...
 
Just so that you know.. I am hopping on a plane for Denver tomorrow – for the ACEEE conference.
While away I will have limited email access via my iphone.
 
Good luck...
 
Will touch base later next week when I return.
 
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
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mailto:Monika.Sewak@fortisbc.com
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:05:28 AM
Attachments: Societal Test Inputs.xlsm

Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
As per the direction you provided below, I’m starting to calculate the results to the Societal Cost
Test.  However, I thought that it may be prudent for you to review the inputs on the “UtilityData”
tab of the Cost Effectiveness Tool (attached).  As you can see, I’ve modified the Avoided Gas
Commodity Costs, deleted the inputs in the Carbon Tax column, and changed the discount rates for
FortisBC to 3.0%.  All this has been done in addition to adding a 30% TRC adder to all of the
program except for the low income programs (i.e. since they already include a low income adder
of 30%).  You’ll also notice that the FEVI distribution adder has been left at $0.15 and that the
customer discount rates and any of the other inputs haven’t been touched.
 
I’m going to move forward with the calculations but would appreciate your confirmation that the
inputs are correct, as I should have enough time to circle back and make changes if need be.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:37 PM
To: 'Norman, Colin'; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Thanks for all of your feedback.  I think we’ve been able to resolve all of the issues and questions
for the time being.  Based on your input, we’ll integrate FEW into FEI.  I’ll let you know if we have
any more questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:00 PM

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/

UtilityData

		UTILITY DATA (Avoided Costs, Discount Rates, Retail Rates, etc.)

		Back to Dashboard

						Rates				Escalators

				Retail Rates		FEI		FEVI		FEI		FEVI				Annual Inputs

				Electric Retail Rates ($ / kWh)														Avoided Gas Commodity Costs

aaron: $ per GJ
		FEI Distribution Adder

aaron: $ per GJ
		FEVI Distribution Adder

aaron: $ per GJ
		FEI Incremental Cost of Gas

aaron: $ per GJ
		FEVI Incremental Cost of Gas

aaron: $ per GJ
		Carbon Tax

aaron: $ per GJ
		Energy Cost of Electricity

aaron: $ per kWh
		Capacity Cost of Electricity

aaron: $ per KW		Cost of Diesel

aaron: $ per Litre 
		Cost of Propane

aaron: $ per Litre		Cost of Oil

aaron: $ per GJ

				Residential		$0.0827		$0.0827		1.00%		1.00%				Year				Gas Distribution		Gas Distribution		Gas Distribution		Gas Distribution		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost		Total Gas Av. Cost

				Commercial		$0.0558		$0.0558		1.00%		1.00%				2012		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$0.0558		$0.0558		1.00%		1.00%				2013		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0000		$0.0000								2014		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2015		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Capacity Retail Rates ($ / kW / yr)												2016		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Residential		$1.0000		$1.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2017		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Commercial		$52.0000		$52.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2018		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$52.0000		$52.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2019		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0000		$0.0000		1.00%		1.00%				2020		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2021		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Gas Retail Rates ($ / MJ)												2022		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Residential		$0.0098		$0.0143		1.90%		1.90%				2023		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Commercial		$0.0092		$0.0159		1.90%		1.90%				2024		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Industrial		$0.0092		$0.0159		1.90%		1.90%				2025		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				NG Vehicles		$0.0143		$0.0143		1.90%		1.90%				2026		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2027		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2028		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

						Territory										2029		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount/Inflation Rates		FEI		FEVI								2030		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Inflation		0.00%		0.00%								2031		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount Rate - FortisBC		3.00%		3.00%								2032		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Discount Rate - Customer		6.00%		6.00%								2033		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Environmental Adder		10.00%		10.00%								2034		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Low Income Adder		30.00%		30.00%								2035		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2036		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2037		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				GHG Savings												2038		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Carbon tonnes / GJ		0.04988

Ryan.Cook: Ryan.Cook:
Carbon tax per GJ: $0.9976

Carbon tax per Tonne: $20

Tonnes/GJ = $0.9976/$20 = 0.04988																												

aaron: $ per Litre 
		

aaron: $ per Litre		

aaron: $ per GJ		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		

aaron: $ per GJ
		2039		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

				Carbon tonnes / kWh		- 0										2040		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2041		$15.28		$0.16		$0.15		$15.44		$15.43				$0.12		$170.00		$1.20		$24.00		$22.01

																2042

																2043

																2044

																2045

																2046

																2047





























































































































To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi guys,
 
I talked to Arvind about this and we’re okay. No changes needed to our approach so long as we
calculate the SCT results in isolation of the other benefit/cost test results which is the approach
Paul proposed earlier today. Arvind’s comment below would only affect the Participant Test in the
model in a scenario where the Societal Test changes were made at the same time.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
on carbon tax, if you delete the values in the input tab then  does that mean we are not estimating
the carbon tax benefit that would flow to the participant.
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Please see my responses in green below where Arvind has indicated I need to respond.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513



cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
John my response: Colin you need to confirm a  few things
 
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Please see your email below for some questions (in red) related to the SCT input changes that
you’re specified.  Here are a couple of additional questions as well:
 

1.       Service Territories: The model can only accept a maximum of two service territories.  Can
we potentially integrate FEW with FEI or does it need to be kept separate (which would
require us to make a copy of the model just for FEW)?

 
AR- I would have to ask Cadmus on how much additional work is to  include FEW in the same model
if we need to keep that separate? Also for FEW the retail  rates are a bit different than FEI/FEVI so
we need to capture that too.
CN – Per the email I just sent, don’t worry now about calculating benefit/cost results for FEW.
 

2.       Financial Inputs: I’ve copied the financial inputs from the “UtilityData” tab of the model to
the attached Excel file.  Can you please confirm that these numbers are up-to-date?

 
AR- I have attached the sheet with latest avoided cost of gas. This si the conventional price of gas
& not the proposed Biomethane.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these issues over the phone.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
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From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 8:26 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Subject: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Paul,
 
Per our conference call today, here are the benefit/cost model input changes required for the
Societal Cost Test:
[JD] I’m guessing this would require us to make a copy of the model and database – Arvind, can you
think of any other alternative?
AR- should be a matter of simply changing the inputs into Utility data set and make a separate copy
to save the results. The TRC under this scenario would spit out the proposed SCT results. Also keep
in mind the current model has SCT which is not the same as the one we are proposing; this only
includes additional environmental benefits as adder.
 

•         3% discount rate
[JD] Does this apply to all of the service territories (i.e. FEI, FEVI, and FEW)?
AR- Colin please advise on this, I am assuming yes.
CN – Yes, this discount rate would apply to all service territories for the SCT.

 
•         30% adder on total benefits
[JD] I’m not sure where this would be added/changed in the model.  Can you provide some

direction, Arvind?
Ar- Yes . Once you click on program, edit button under basic information there is a spot for
adder that says “ TRC Adder”. You can add a value in there & the results would be reflect in
TRC.

 
•         The avoided commodity cost is a levelized $15.28 per GJ with a $0.16 distribution adder

per GJ
[JD] Just to confirm, these costs would apply for each year from 2012 onwards (i.e. replace

$5.88 in 2012 and $6.61 in 2013)?  The distribution adder is already $0.16, so it would not
change.

Yes.
 
•         There are no carbon tax costs included
[JD] Ok, to eliminate $1.25 and $1.50 costs
AR- Yes, Colin pls confirm that there are no carbon tax.
CN – Yes, there is no carbon tax for the SCT.

 
•         Otherwise, the assumptions for the SCT are identical to TRC analysis assumptions
[JD] I’ll assume that nothing else is changing, as per the attached spreadsheet
AR- yes

 
Let me know if you need anything else regarding this.



 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:50:10 AM

Colin John & I spoke we are quite clear on the direction.
 
For clarity, the environmental adder of 10% was for SCT as applied in the initial modeling, nothing
to do with the SCT which we are proposing.
 
The SCT which we are proposing should be taken from the TRC label with the revised inputs. John
are you ok with this?
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Although I’m admittedly not familiar with this part of our model, I just noticed that under the
“Discount/Inflation Rates” section you have an Environmental Adder of 10% and a Low Income
Adder of 30%. For the purposes of the SCT calculations shouldn’t the Environmental Adder be 30%
and the Low Income Adder be 0%? Let me know though if I’m just not understanding this part of
the model correctly. Arvind will know for sure.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
This looks ok John. I will call you as well in a bit to confirm a few things
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
As per the direction you provided below, I’m starting to calculate the results to the Societal Cost

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ARAMKRIS
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca


Test.  However, I thought that it may be prudent for you to review the inputs on the “UtilityData”
tab of the Cost Effectiveness Tool (attached).  As you can see, I’ve modified the Avoided Gas
Commodity Costs, deleted the inputs in the Carbon Tax column, and changed the discount rates for
FortisBC to 3.0%.  All this has been done in addition to adding a 30% TRC adder to all of the
program except for the low income programs (i.e. since they already include a low income adder
of 30%).  You’ll also notice that the FEVI distribution adder has been left at $0.15 and that the
customer discount rates and any of the other inputs haven’t been touched.
 
I’m going to move forward with the calculations but would appreciate your confirmation that the
inputs are correct, as I should have enough time to circle back and make changes if need be.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:37 PM
To: 'Norman, Colin'; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Thanks for all of your feedback.  I think we’ve been able to resolve all of the issues and questions
for the time being.  Based on your input, we’ll integrate FEW into FEI.  I’ll let you know if we have
any more questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:00 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi guys,
 
I talked to Arvind about this and we’re okay. No changes needed to our approach so long as we
calculate the SCT results in isolation of the other benefit/cost test results which is the approach
Paul proposed earlier today. Arvind’s comment below would only affect the Participant Test in the
model in a scenario where the Societal Test changes were made at the same time.

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
on carbon tax, if you delete the values in the input tab then  does that mean we are not estimating
the carbon tax benefit that would flow to the participant.
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Please see my responses in green below where Arvind has indicated I need to respond.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 



John my response: Colin you need to confirm a  few things
 
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Please see your email below for some questions (in red) related to the SCT input changes that
you’re specified.  Here are a couple of additional questions as well:
 

1.       Service Territories: The model can only accept a maximum of two service territories.  Can
we potentially integrate FEW with FEI or does it need to be kept separate (which would
require us to make a copy of the model just for FEW)?

 
AR- I would have to ask Cadmus on how much additional work is to  include FEW in the same model
if we need to keep that separate? Also for FEW the retail  rates are a bit different than FEI/FEVI so
we need to capture that too.
CN – Per the email I just sent, don’t worry now about calculating benefit/cost results for FEW.
 

2.       Financial Inputs: I’ve copied the financial inputs from the “UtilityData” tab of the model to
the attached Excel file.  Can you please confirm that these numbers are up-to-date?

 
AR- I have attached the sheet with latest avoided cost of gas. This si the conventional price of gas
& not the proposed Biomethane.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these issues over the phone.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 8:26 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Subject: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Paul,
 
Per our conference call today, here are the benefit/cost model input changes required for the
Societal Cost Test:

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


[JD] I’m guessing this would require us to make a copy of the model and database – Arvind, can you
think of any other alternative?
AR- should be a matter of simply changing the inputs into Utility data set and make a separate copy
to save the results. The TRC under this scenario would spit out the proposed SCT results. Also keep
in mind the current model has SCT which is not the same as the one we are proposing; this only
includes additional environmental benefits as adder.
 

•         3% discount rate
[JD] Does this apply to all of the service territories (i.e. FEI, FEVI, and FEW)?
AR- Colin please advise on this, I am assuming yes.
CN – Yes, this discount rate would apply to all service territories for the SCT.

 
•         30% adder on total benefits
[JD] I’m not sure where this would be added/changed in the model.  Can you provide some

direction, Arvind?
Ar- Yes . Once you click on program, edit button under basic information there is a spot for
adder that says “ TRC Adder”. You can add a value in there & the results would be reflect in
TRC.

 
•         The avoided commodity cost is a levelized $15.28 per GJ with a $0.16 distribution adder

per GJ
[JD] Just to confirm, these costs would apply for each year from 2012 onwards (i.e. replace

$5.88 in 2012 and $6.61 in 2013)?  The distribution adder is already $0.16, so it would not
change.

Yes.
 
•         There are no carbon tax costs included
[JD] Ok, to eliminate $1.25 and $1.50 costs
AR- Yes, Colin pls confirm that there are no carbon tax.
CN – Yes, there is no carbon tax for the SCT.

 
•         Otherwise, the assumptions for the SCT are identical to TRC analysis assumptions
[JD] I’ll assume that nothing else is changing, as per the attached spreadsheet
AR- yes

 
Let me know if you need anything else regarding this.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724



 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Narbaitz, Peter
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Smith, Sarah; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - Final - Point of Contact
Date: Monday, September 26, 2011 11:13:58 AM
Attachments: Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 26.docx
Importance: High

Colin,
 
Here is the final Report containing the requested changes.
 
Feel free to get in touch with me if you have any other concerns.
 
Thanks,
Peter
 
Peter Narbaitz, B.A.Sc. | Research Assistant | +1 613-523-0784
x270 | narbaitz@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Narbaitz, Peter
Cc: Smith, Sarah
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - Final - Point of Contact 
Importance: High
 
Hi Peter,
 
Per our phone conversation, please see attached for our final edits. They are only minor
wordsmithing edits. Note that there are edits on the following pages (as listed on the document in
the non-markup version): 1, 6, 16, 33, 38, 73, 76, & 84.
 
Also note that there is a page break issue on page 74.
 
Please implement these edits immediately and send me back the final version before noon PST
today. Thanks!
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
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Introduction

Background and Objectives

This EEC Plan covers the funding request in the Companies’ 2012 – 2013 Revenue Requirements Application for previously approved Program Areas: Residential (including the Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach, Industrial, and Innovative Technologies. 

This EEC Plan does not provide information about the “New Initiatives” (Furnace Scrap-It program, Solar Thermal, and TES for Schools), nor the Natural Gas Vehicles program proposed in the Revenue Requirements Application, as these Program Areas have not been previously approved by the BCUC and FortisBC’s preference at this time is to focus their resources on an EEC Plan for those Program Areas that the Commission has previously approved.  

Many of the programs in this EEC Plan are continuations of programs that FortisBC is currently running, and has reported on in their 2009 and 2010 EEC Annual Report. This EEC Plan is intended to provide program details and projected cost-effectiveness results for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of previously-approved EEC Program Area activity. 

It should be noted that as with all plans, this EEC Plan is subject to change in response to changes in market conditions, customer responses to programs, input from stakeholders including program partners, and changes in the political environment in which the Companies operate.   

Approach

The information presented in this report was compiled within a compressed time frame that involved a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed:

FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners. 

Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant technology and market studies[footnoteRef:1], and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual Profiles are included in the body of this report. [1:  This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for FortisBC.] 


ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual program.  

The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable.

The final results were compiled into the current report.

Conservation Potential Review 2010

FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review - 2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.

The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s customers.

While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios included in this EEC plan.

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 9 sections:

Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results.

Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Residential Sector Programs. 

Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs.

Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Low Income Programs.

Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Commercial Sector Programs.

Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs.

Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Industrial Sector Programs.

Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Innovative Technologies Programs.

Section 10 summarizes the findings of this report and provides some commentary to put these results into perspective.






Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

Introduction

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been organized into the following program areas:

Residential Sector Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Low Income Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits.

Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and year. 

Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC program portfolio.

The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. Note, however, that the FEW territory is reported separately in the individual program profiles that are provided throughout this document.

It should also be noted that the Societal Cost Test (SCT) results that are provided in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan employ a distinct set of inputs from those applied in the conventional cost-effectiveness tests. More specifically, a societal discount rate of 3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ were employed.  

In addition, the Carbon Tax input was replaced by a 30% TRC adder, which was added to all of the programs except for the low income programs.  These programs did not require an additional TRC adder since they already benefited from a 30% low income program adder in the standard TRC analysis.  The remaining inputs used for the SCT analysis were identical to those in the standard TRC tests. 

 

Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Service Territory and Year
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Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area
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Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia. 

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential Sector Program offerings is listed below:

ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes (80 & Beyond) and Energy Efficient Appliances

Efficiency Partners Program

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances. 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012 and 2013.



Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization capacity and other opportunities. 

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. FortisBC is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.



The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80, in support of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs that go beyond EGH 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (space heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes.

The Efficiency Partners program is FortisBC’s trades engagement strategy that largely supports residential retrofits. Over this period, FortisBC will expand the scope and reach of this program, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. 



Overview of Results

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 3: Residential Sector Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3.

 ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

		Program Description

		This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR® models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or higher.



Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.

 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost**



		$200

		$1,650

		$1,800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant



		3 GJ

		5 GJ

		6.5 GJ



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58%

		2%

		40%



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786





*Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.  

***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program will also provide a dealer incentive.



The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		24% - Findings of previous programs (competitive industry reluctant to provide market share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,880

		1,600



		

		FEVI 

		684

		380



		

		FEW

		36

		20



		

		Total

		3,600

		2,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$864

		$182

		$120

		$40

		$1,206



		

		FEVI 

		$205

		$43

		$29

		$10

		$287



		

		FEW

		$11

		$2

		$2

		$1

		$15



		

		Total

		$1,080

		$228

		$150

		$50

		$1,508



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$480

		$119

		$120

		$24

		$742



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$28

		$29

		$6

		$176



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$2

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		$600

		$148

		$150

		$30

		$928





* Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

		Program Description

		This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as key driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		15,575

		15,575



		

		FEVI 

		1,750

		1,750



		

		FEW

		175

		175



		

		Total

		17,500

		17,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

		Program Description

		These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration with utility partners, as well as provincial, federal, and municipal governments. 



The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling studies and evaluation. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Several different types of Air Sealing, Insulation, and Window measures





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682







		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJ





		Measure Life

		20 year average assumed

(10-15 years for Air Sealing, 20-25 years for Insulation, and 20-25 years for Windows)





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		18% average assumed

(12% for Air Sealing, 12% for Insulation, and 25% for Windows)





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		8,010

		8,010



		

		FEVI 

		900

		900



		

		FEW

		90

		90



		

		Total

		9,000

		9,000



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures and projected participants. Note: Assumptions were based on limited data from past performance. A full program evaluation has been initiated in collaboration with BCHydro to validate energy savings claims and measure uptake.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by a Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.



Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not currently available.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100





* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

		Program Description

		This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR® clothes washers in collaboration with utility partners.



Low flow fixtures (also covered in Section 7 Conservation Education and Outreach) as well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time. Consequently, the program inputs provided below are only for clothes washers at this time. 



Note: Pending the outcome of discussions on new DSM regulations, a dishwasher incentive may be cost-effective for 2012 or 2013. (TBD)





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		ENERGY STAR® Washing Machines, ENERGY STAR® Dish Washers (under review), Low Flow Fixtures (under review)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325







		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH*

New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJ - Based on ICF Marbek Measure TRC Model results from a recent Conservation Potential Review for Fortis, and assuming 8% penetration of gas dryers





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a communications tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 



Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ (Based on approximately 1% savings for natural gas heated homes , OPOWER)





		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		17,500

		105,000



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		17,500

		105,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050



		

		FEVI

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes (80 & Beyond) and Energy Efficient Appliances

		Program Description

		This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that attain EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80 through building envelope measures. This program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code. 



Energy Efficient Appliance projections are included in their respective individual program areas; program inputs are currently under development.



The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient new homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties – single family homes and town homes 





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EGH 80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360 

FEVI: $2,965





		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EGH 80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Efficiency Partners Program

		Program Description



		This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. 



Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.








High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 

The High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs are designed to result in lower overall GHG emissions by moving existing customers away from fossil fuels with higher carbon content than natural gas to natural gas ENERGY STAR® or EnerChoice rated appliances.



The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching Program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. 



Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions. When completed it is expected that the total ask for this program area will be approximately $2 million annually. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report.

  

Overview of Results

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio.
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Exhibit 4: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 4.

Switch N Shrink

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of education and financial incentives.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		46 GJ in fuel oil savings, 43 GJ increase in natural gas consumption





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for Variable Speed Motors (VSM) from electric utility partners.




Low Income Programs

Introduction

This Program Area was specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. The Low Income portfolio is important to FortisBC as it also helps us meet our regulated adequacy requirements. As per the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, a utilities’ DSM portfolio is considered adequate (by the authorities) when there is “a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residents of low income households to reduce their energy consumption.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 3[a]] 


Further, one of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”[footnoteRef:3]   [3:  Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs Application, May 28, 2008, pg 47] 


The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income Program offerings is listed below:

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  



The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  



Overview of Results

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole. Results shown below in Exhibit 5 include the 30 percent benefits adder, as provided for in the Demand-Side Measures regulation for Low Income programs.[footnoteRef:4] [4:  November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 4.2.6] 




It should be noted that providing energy efficiency and conservation programs for low income customers can be challenging in terms of achieving a positive TRC result, despite the 30 percent benefits adder. This is because of the relatively high cost of providing conservation services to this important customer segment. The ECAP program, in particular, uses a full-service approach that the Companies believe is required to achieve deep energy savings within this sector. Servicing this sector requires fully funding the measures, not only the incremental cost, which makes it very difficult to achieve favourable TRC results.
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Exhibit 5: Low Income Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 5.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

		Program Description

		This Program provides energy efficiency trade training by industry experts at no cost to the participants. This training program includes course materials, developed by FortisBC, that are focused on the Energy Efficiency trade industry. The program also includes first aid, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (“WHMIS”) and other trade industry certifications, a set of tools and a tool belt, and two meals per day during training.





		Target Market

		Low income individuals facing barriers to employment 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

		Program Description

		This Program provides a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$10 -  Average cost





		Incentive Amount

		$10 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-rated by the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

		Program Description

		This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-income households. The Program will target very inefficient homes and provide financial incentives for the installation of a variety of energy saving measures.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, and Basic Draftproofing.



Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), High Efficiency Furnaces, and Advanced Draftproofing.





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,150 - Average cost





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed.





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,225

		2,225



		

		FEVI 

		250

		250



		

		FEW

		25

		25



		

		Total

		2,500

		2,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction

The Commercial Sector Programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in the FEI, FEVI, and FEW service areas.



The 2012/2013 suite of Commercial Sector Program offerings is listed below:



Efficient Boiler Program

Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by rolling out the following new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving opportunities.



The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.

CAVEAT

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of commercial area programs for the planning period. However, certain limitations must be acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program. 

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows. Additional information is provided below and in the Program Profiles that are included later in this section. 

Commercial Custom Design Program

The numbers presented in this plan are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program. While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant. It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

Process Heat

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other programs to market. The values provided in this plan represent the Companies’ estimates that are based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating. Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results




Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d)
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6.

Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input >300 MBH.





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*



		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*



		510 GJ

		1069 GJ



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI

		141

		25

		154

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		158

		28

		173

		30



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,908

		$89

		$15

		-

		$2,013



		

		FEVI 

		$214

		$10

		$2

		-

		$226



		

		FEW

		$16

		$1

		-

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$2,139

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,256



		

		2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$615

		$16

		$3

		-

		$633



		

		FEVI 

		$69

		$2

		-

		-

		$71



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$689

		$18

		$3

		-

		$710



		

		2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,082

		$91

		$15

		$89

		$2,277



		

		FEVI 

		$234

		$10

		$2

		$10

		$256



		

		FEW

		$18

		$1

		-

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$2,333

		$102

		$17

		$100

		$2,552



		

		2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$671

		$16

		$3

		$18

		$707



		

		FEVI 

		$75

		$2

		-

		$2

		$76



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$752

		$18

		$3

		$20

		$793





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input < 300 MBH.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $18,695





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$85

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$113



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$96

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$127



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		$3

		$14



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$90

		$2

		$2

		-

		$94



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$101

		$2

		$3

		-

		$105



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$12





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than or equal to 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		70

		8

		70

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		83

		9

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32





*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		112

		112



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low flow pre rinse spray valves. 





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		322

		3

		322

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		FEW

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, and must be approved by the utility. 



This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented Energy Saving Measures (ESMs) as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $255,298

New Construction: $334,750





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of the Energy Measure Life (EML), up to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $171,700

New Construction: $250,000





		Savings per Participant

		Dependent upon participant proposed ESMs. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: 5,780 GJ

New Construction: 3,161 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		19

		4

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		5

		1

		4

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		24

		5

		19

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$3,255

		$64

		$13

		$134

		$3,467



		

		FEVI 

		$824

		$16

		$3

		$34

		$878



		

		FEW

		$41

		$1

		-

		$2

		$44



		

		Total

		$4,121

		$81

		$17

		$170

		$4,389



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$988

		$13

		$3

		$27

		$1,030



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$1

		-

		$3

		$255



		

		FEW

		$13

		-

		-

		-

		$13



		

		Total

		$1,250

		$14

		$3

		$30

		$1,297



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,577

		$168

		$7

		$134

		$2,886



		

		FEVI 

		$652

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$731



		

		FEW

		$33

		$2

		-

		$2

		$37



		

		Total

		$3,262

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$3,653



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$790

		$33

		$1

		$27

		$851



		

		FEVI 

		$200

		$4

		-

		$3

		$207



		

		FEW

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		Total

		$1,000

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$1,069





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies. 



Partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$43,384 (Average gas side investment)





		Incentive Amount

		$23,812 (Average incentive over 8 years)





		Savings per Participant

		70 GJ/year for the first 3 years

1,086 GJ/year thereafter 

(Average of 705 GJ/year used in the analysis)





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		145

		187



		

		FEVI 

		6

		8



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		153

		197



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,740

		$143

		$5

		$67

		$1,954



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$6

		-

		$8

		$87



		

		FEW

		$18

		$2

		-

		$1

		$21



		

		Total

		$1,832

		$150

		$5

		$75

		$2,062



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,429

		$143

		$5

		$89

		$2,665



		

		FEVI 

		$102

		$6

		-

		$10

		$118



		

		FEW

		$26

		$2

		-

		$1

		$28



		

		Total

		$2,557

		$150

		$5

		$100

		$2,812





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,700 (Average)



		Incentive Amount

		$1,500 (Average)





		Savings per Participant

		35.11 GJ’s





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		36

		4

		48

		5



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		5

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		40

		4

		54

		6



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$53

		$2

		$6

		-

		$61



		

		FEVI 

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$60

		$2

		$7

		-

		$69



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$72

		$2

		$6

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$81

		$2

		$7

		-

		$90



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$9

		-

		$1

		-

		$10





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




MURB Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs).



Note: In the first two years of operation energy saving measures are currently expected to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators and shower heads.  Additional measures will be included as more business cases are developed.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$8,440 per building ($75 per suite)



		Incentive Amount

		$8,440 per building ($75 per suite)





		Savings per Participant

		450 GJ per building (4 GJ per suite)





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		35

		9

		53

		13



		

		FEVI 

		9

		2

		13

		3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		44

		11

		67

		17



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$293

		$6

		$16

		-

		$315



		

		FEVI 

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		$371

		$8

		$20

		-

		$399



		

		2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$73

		$2

		$4

		-

		$79



		

		FEVI 

		$19

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$93

		$2

		$5

		-

		$100



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$447

		$6

		$16

		-

		$469



		

		FEVI 

		$113

		$2

		$4

		-

		$119



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$565

		$8

		$20

		-

		$593



		

		2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$113

		$2

		$5

		-

		$119



		

		FEVI 

		$29

		-

		$1

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$143

		$2

		$5

		-

		$150





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted towards Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$70,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,250 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Assumed value





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		20% - Assumed value





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		21

		21



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		23

		23



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.



Note: There are no participants in 2012, as the pilot is closed and the results are being evaluated.  The 2013 number is based on an assumed full program roll out.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		-

		8,455



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		FEW

		-

		95



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		$67

		$67



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$1

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$423

		$9

		$13

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

$1,220





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters. Assumed the following:

	

$915





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

57.5 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		13

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		FEW

		-

		



		

		Total

		13

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$12

		$1

		-

		$4

		$17



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. 



Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		14

		13



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		15

		15



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$810

		$159

		-

		$36

		$1,005



		

		FEVI 

		$90

		$18

		-

		$4

		$112



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$177

		-

		$40

		$1,117



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$780

		$108

		-

		$36

		$924



		

		FEVI 

		$120

		$12

		-

		$4

		$136



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$120

		-

		$40

		$1,060





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) Programs provide general conservation and non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC. This program area is also intended to foster a culture of conservation within the province by educating customers about changing their awareness and behaviours in regards to conserving energy. The goal of these initiatives is to ensure customers learn about taking small steps towards energy conservation and that customers will be receptive to incentive programs when they are proposed. 



Many of the initiatives listed are a continuation from 2011, with a goal of program expansion for 2012 and 2013. CEO programs are not individually run through the California Standards Tests at a program level, and do not have any energy savings directly associated with them. However, costs are included at the portfolio level in the overall EEC portfolio TRC. Some of the programs which are being piloted in 2011, such as the Home Efficiency Measures and Behaviour Change Programs – Online Community Site, are attempting to measure potential energy savings from behaviour change.



The 2012/2013 suite of Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below:

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

Residential Outreach Education Tools

Energy Champion Program

Home Efficiency Measures

Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

Small Commercial Education and Outreach

Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events

Commercial Multi Family

Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations 

School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

School Programs: Post Secondary



The scope of CEO Programs noted above includes continuation of the 2011 initiatives, as well as several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below.



A Home Efficiency Measures Partnership Program will disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  

Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  

School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012/2013 period, with a new program for post secondary students.  

A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will be delivered that will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR®, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).

Overview of Results

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results










Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)














Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7.

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

		Program Description

		This Program will promote natural gas conservation and energy literacy by providing consumers with the information they need to make smart energy choices. Through outreach events, it has become apparent that greater education, as well as energy literacy, is required to educate residential customers on understanding why energy efficiency is important. 



An energy literacy campaign will educate customers on topics such as: the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE and Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR®, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).  



Mass media education will include print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, as well as, ethnic media channels, radio, and television.  Media advertising tracking will also be used to effectively evaluate the campaign. The benefits of utilizing a mix of mass media as part of an education campaign include cost effectiveness in reaching all customers, message retention due to stronger frequency, and informing customers on complex information through an appropriate medium.  Using a mix of mass media will supplement EEC outreach at home shows and community events.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655











Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and encourage energy efficiency and conservation practices. To get its message out to the community, the program will take advantage of regional home shows, the Pacific National Exhibition prize home showcase, and community outreach events. 



Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		34,600

		34,600



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		40,000

		40,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395










Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions and events associated with the regional Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA) offices. This will include building award events, training sessions, efficient appliances for a "green home" showcase, and trade shows.





		Target Market

		Builders / renovators, Association members and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170










Residential Outreach Education Tools

		Program Description

		This Program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a survey kiosk.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and children at events





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200










Energy Champion Program

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with local sports organizations, such as the Vancouver Canucks, BC Lions, Western Hockey League, and BC Hockey League, to promote energy conservation to consumers through a variety of methods, including online competitions, face-to-face interactions, pre and in-game activities, leveraging on media channels, and even school outreach programs delivered by the local team.  



Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers, students and schools, and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		11,350

		11,350



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		15,000

		15,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Home Efficiency Measures

		Program Description

		This Program will promote efficient, low-cost measures that homeowners can easily apply to achieve energy savings. There are potential leverage opportunities for program dissemination through partnerships with big box retailers, and with municipalities.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$100

		$50

		$450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$120

		$50

		$470










Municipal Partnerships - Other

		Program Description

		This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, builders, developers, and municipal employees. Measures will include education for small businesses through the Climate Smart program, promotion of efficient building practices during the permit application process, and employee behaviour change programs. 



Initiatives in this program area will also allow EEC programs to assist those municipalities that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, builders/developers and municipal employees 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$30

		$20

		$150



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$40

		$20

		$160










Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

		Program Description

		This Program will develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province. With a curriculum developed by Natural Resources Canada specifically for natural gas conservation, these sessions will be delivered by FortisBC Energy Solution Managers.





		Target Market

		Commercial building operators





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70










Small Commercial Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This program will promote energy efficient practices for small commercial customers through print and online communications, and event support. These initiatives will include bill inserts, ethnic communication materials, and will support organizations such as the Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) that target small businesses.





		Target Market

		Small commercial customers 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100










Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events 

		Program Description

		This Program will take advantage of industry trade shows, industry association meetings and events, and building award events to promote energy efficiency and conservation practices to commercial customers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,200

		1,200



		

		FEVI 

		295

		295



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		1,500

		1,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Multi Family

		Program Description

		This Program will include education programs and distribution of efficient, low-cost measures that multi-family customers can apply to achieve energy savings.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, multi-family buildings





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330












Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

		Program Description

		This Program will support the existing Health Authority Staff Engagement Pilot Program which is currently being implemented in 2011. In addition, in 2012 and 2013, the goal is to extend this behaviour change program to other health authorities and/or large institutional and municipal customers.



With an online tool, the Companies hope to capture the attribution of energy savings to this behaviour program. This program would also act as an EEC tool for those organizations that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$80

		$20

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$100

		$20

		$270










Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

		Program Description

		This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists for their respective organizations, thereby supporting their efforts to educate staff and further reduce energy consumption in facilities. Many of their education campaigns take the form of education fairs, education sessions, “green” teams, competitions, and communications.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200










Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will support initiatives such as the BC Housing Tenant Engagement Pilot Program aimed at educating tenants on behaviour change to reduce their heat and hot water usage, the BC Non Profit Housing Association annual conference, print and online communications, as well as outreach to service providers such as food banks and family services organizations.





		Target Market

		Low income, residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270










School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

		Program Description

		This Program will develop Phase 2 of the EEC in-class modules, online modules, printed collateral, mobile applications, and teacher resources for the EEC schools and students curriculum.  Phase 1 is currently being developed in 2011.  



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / teachers / school administration





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		$50

		-

		$50



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-










School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations

		Program Description

		This Program will provide support for a variety of in-school and student programs such as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Beyond Recycling, and Energy Champion Assembly presentations. The Companies have been supporting many of these initiatives since 2009. 



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / Teachers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		20,000

		20,000



		

		FEVI 

		4,750

		4,750



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

		Program Description

		This Program will educate students and distribute efficient low-cost fixtures for them to bring home, linking their classroom materials with home behaviours on natural gas conservation.   



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students and residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240










School Programs: Post Secondary 

		Program Description

		This Program will develop and administer post secondary programs/competitions and initiatives, such as goBEYOND, directed at students living on campuses. These programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices. 



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180












Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

The Industrial Sector Program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period. The Companies believe that the investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.  



The 2012/2013 suite of Industrial Sector Program offerings is listed below:

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

Overview of Results

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 8: Industrial Sector Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies. Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs. Retrofit



		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· Burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591

· Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918





		Savings per Participant



		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source



		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		4

		4



		















Expenditures ($,000s)

		



2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in industrial manufacturing processes.   

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector.

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		· Industrial energy audit

· Industrial energy analysis

· Industrial energy audit implementation





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. 

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector, up to $6,800







		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		35

		36



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		35

		36



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388







Innovative Technologies Programs

Introduction

The Innovative Technologies[footnoteRef:5] Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims related to equipment and system performance. The program also assesses actual savings and customer acceptance of these newer technologies. Technologies that successfully emerge from the Innovative Technologies Program will be considered for inclusion within the applicable sector programs within the larger EEC portfolio.  [5:  Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies.] 


FortisBC believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013. The $1.5 million annual budget will be allocated as follows: 

$1 million for pilots and demonstration projects; 

$300,000 for EM&V to confirm savings claims, and 

$200,000 for prefeasibility studies.

As prefeasibility studies are not yet complete, it is premature to define the specific pilots that will be supported in 2012 and 2013. However, FortisBC has identified the following pilots and demonstration projects to be primary areas of focus, subject to results from the prefeasibility studies: 

Thermal Curtains 

Thermal curtains decrease heat losses (conduction, convection, and radiation losses) in greenhouses.  Typically, they are installed horizontally inside the greenhouse, near the greenhouse gutter line and are deployed during night time hours, and open during daytime hours. When applied in this manner, thermal curtains reduce greenhouse heat loss (mostly at night) and therefore reduce fuel consumption. 

As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FortisBC requires further data to better understand the applicability and overall energy saving potential within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Solar Air Heating System

Solar air heating systems preheat outdoor air that is required for ventilation. This reduces the heating demand for conventional natural gas-fired heating in the existing rooftop air-handling unit. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012. 

Occupancy Sensors/Controls

Room controlled HVAC systems maintain a set temperature when the room is occupied. When the room is vacant, the occupancy sensor device sends a signal back to a controller that allows the room temperature to drift downward to a pre-programmed setback temperature. Energy savings are realized by the resulted reduction in space heating load. The device automatically shuts off air conditioning or space heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Condensing Make-up Air Units (MUA) 

Condensing makeup air units have recently entered the BC marketplace. Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, condensing units claim natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate. There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error. The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage. 

FortisBC has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate the energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule. When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job. The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology

British Columbia accounts for 26% of Canada’s total ceramic manufacturing. There are claims that microwave assist technology, in conjunction with a kiln, can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. 

The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state (especially at lower temperatures) are usually very poor thermal conductors. Thus, heat transfer to the inside of single or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient. Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

CAVEAT

FortisBC would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the cost effectiveness for Innovative Technologies are estimates as there is a lack of measure-specific performance data since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  

FortisBC has derived those estimates based on manufacturer data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience. FortisBC intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot for each of these technologies in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 9: Innovative Technologies Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9.

Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed in Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1

		2



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		1

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating systems installed in agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,620

		-



		

		FEVI

		180

		-



		

		Total

		1,800

		-



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units in Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy management systems in lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160










Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners installed in painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$130,000





		Incentive Amount

		$65,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,639 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% – Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		3



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		-

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$195

		$11

		$4

		$64

		$274



		

		FEVI

		$65

		$4

		$1

		$21

		$91



		

		Total

		$260

		$15

		$5

		$85

		$365










Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$350,000





		Incentive Amount

		$175,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280










  Summary

The information presented in this EEC Plan provides:

A comprehensive suite of programs for each of the previously approved EEC activity areas.

Descriptions of each of the programs, including target markets, eligible measures, expected levels of participation, energy savings and forecast expenditures by administrative category.

A full reporting of the cost-effectiveness of those programs at the level of individual program, program area and total portfolio. 

The EEC plan illustrates that there remains significant cost-effective opportunities for energy efficiency within FortisBC’s service territory, which is consistent with the results provided in FortisBC’s Conservation Potential Review – 2010[footnoteRef:6]. This remaining opportunity reflects, in part, how the continued technology cost and performance improvements have increased the availability of energy efficiency options. This is particularly the case in the commercial sector. The CPR 2010 study concluded that this sector accounted for over 40% of the total near term achievable energy savings potential; this emphasis is reflected in the current EEC plan, which forecasts that approximately 50% of 2013 savings will be from the commercial sector programs. [6:  The annual energy savings reported in CPR 2010 include the cumulative effects of technologies implemented in prior years, which provides an accurate comparison with FortisBC’s load forecast. However, the annual savings calculation method used for the purpose of this EEC Plan does not include the effects of those prior year technologies.  Consequently, the reported savings from each approach are not directly comparable.] 




However, some markets are challenged. More specifically:

The scope for program induced natural gas savings in the residential sector are challenged by the impacts of new space and water heating equipment performance standards as well as those due to new residential construction standards. Consequently the residential program portfolio has a TRC value of 0.94. 

The low-income portfolio is similarly challenged with a TRC of 0.54, due largely to the labour intensive nature of the programs relative to the size of available energy savings.

Overall the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a positive TRC value of 1.28. Based on the positive TRC value and the results of FortisBC’s earlier economic impact study, implementation of this EEC Plan will result in a positive net impact on provincial GDP and employment. That earlier study concluded that for each $1 million invested in natural gas DSM, provincial GDP would increase by about $350,000 and approximately 5.8 – 6.7 jobs would be created.



As noted previously in Section 2, this EEC Plan also applies a societal cost test (SCT) to each of the programs. In contrast to the TRC inputs, the SCT employs a societal discount rate of 3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ. Overall, the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a SCT value of 3.07, which is significantly greater than the TRC value. The cost-effectiveness results for the residential and low income portfolios, note above also improve significantly under the SCT. The residential portfolio has a positive SCT value of 2.4 and the low-income portfolio has a SCT value of 0.99.
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FEIFEVI


2012849,97685,764935,740


20131,862,972166,1622,029,134


14,412,5881,325,45715,738,045


201222,1743,43925,614


201322,1743,44725,621


Total44,3486,88651,234


201211,1271,53612,662


201311,0211,54112,563


Total22,1483,07725,225


201233,3014,97538,276


201333,1954,98838,183


Total66,4969,96376,459


TRC1.281.271.28


Utility2.081.351.97


Participant2.472.522.48


RIM0.600.530.58


Societal3.142.593.07


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Benefit/Cost Ratios
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Total ($1000s)


Annual Gas Savings 


(GJ/yr.)


Total
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Indicator


NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)
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Utility Expenditures, 


Non-Incentives 


($1000s)
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Sector


FEI178,683434,8223,409,3525,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8950.951.921.740.572.42


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.452.28


Total201,045477,1913,858,2436,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9990.941.931.790.552.40


High Carbon Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


Low Income


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.271.00


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.95


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.99


Commercial Sector


FEI447,358887,6717,004,44910,82411,38822,2121,7131,1352,84812,53712,52325,0601.442.672.590.613.60


FEVI76,466135,6991,079,5181,8341,8013,6351491763251,9831,9773,9601.712.584.200.444.15


Total523,8241,023,3708,083,96712,65813,18925,8471,8611,3123,17314,52014,50029,0201.472.662.780.583.67


Conservation Education and Outreach


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Industrial Sector


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.789.00


Innovative Technologies


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.784.25


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.554.38


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.734.27


ALL PORTFOLIOS


FEI849,9761,862,97214,412,58822,17422,17444,34811,12711,02122,14833,30133,19566,4961.282.082.470.603.14


FEVI85,764166,1621,325,4573,4393,4476,8861,5361,5413,0774,9754,9889,9631.271.352.520.532.59


Total935,7402,029,13415,738,04525,61425,62151,23412,66212,56325,22538,27638,18376,4591.281.972.480.583.07


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Participant


IncentivesNon-Incentives


Utility
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and Service 


Territory


All Spending
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NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)
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(GJ/yr.)


Utility Expenditures ($1000s)


TRCSocietalRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303933937851,6081,6083,2150.501.221.030.501.27


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352704444871791793570.521.261.330.411.27


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7004364368721,7861,7863,5720.501.231.060.491.27


EnerChoice Fireplace Program


FEI22,59935,154327,4678754861,3613472666121,2217521,9732.371.368.690.525.87


FEVI5,3018,24679,06920511431982631442871774632.441.3911.390.425.86


Total27,90043,400406,5351,0806001,6804283287561,5089282,4362.381.368.960.515.87


“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign


FEI0003943947881691693385635631,1260.000.000.170.000.00


FEVI00044448819193863631260.000.000.170.000.00


Total0004384388751881883766266261,2510.000.000.170.000.00


Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs


FEI84,240168,4801,797,3162,1472,1474,2935765761,1522,7232,7235,4451.623.052.880.644.21


FEVI9,36018,720207,22123923947764641283033036051.683.173.850.494.21


Total93,600187,2002,004,5382,3852,3854,7706406401,2803,0253,0256,0501.623.062.970.624.21


Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal


FEI000000909018090901800.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001010201010200.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590901804734739450.944.421.440.692.25


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.532.25


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001002005255251,0500.944.441.490.682.25


Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours


FEI17,500122,500222,6440005001,0501,5505001,0501,5501.381.380.503.11


New Construction – EGH 80 & Beyond and EE Appliances


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011801803607817811,5610.441.840.900.521.20


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882020401641643280.482.381.140.451.25


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902002004009459451,8900.451.890.920.521.20


Efficiency Partners Program


FEI0000004504509004504509000.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505010050501000.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005001,0005005001,0000.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI178,683434,8223,409,3525,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8950.951.921.740.572.42


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.452.28


Total201,045477,1913,858,2436,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9990.941.931.790.552.40


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Switch N Shrink


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)


FEI0000001451452901451452900.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004040804040800.000.000.000.00


Total0000001851853701851853700.000.000.000.00


Energy Saving Kit (ESK)


FEI14,16428,328172,8451651653291351352703003005993.292.167.800.605.92


FEVI1,5743,14819,5391818371616323434693.222.1310.540.465.71


Total15,73831,476192,3851831833661511513023343346683.282.168.070.585.90


Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)


FEI13,00526,010220,6282,5882,5885,1751,4181,4182,8354,0054,0058,0100.380.281.590.210.71


FEVI1,4452,89025,1682882885751581583154454458900.390.291.820.200.71


Total14,45028,900245,7962,8752,8755,7501,5751,5753,1504,4504,4508,9000.380.281.610.210.71


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.271.00


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.95


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.99


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Efficient Boiler Program


FEI99,145207,0582,205,5312,5372,7625,2981242343582,6602,9955,6561.713.612.570.724.46


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122903045941426403043306341.783.753.970.484.46


Total110,512230,3022,462,6442,8273,0665,8921382603972,9653,3256,2901.713.632.710.694.46


Light Commercial Boiler Program


FEI8,28816,872179,87597100197325361281052331.827.102.540.794.74


FEVI1,1842,36826,2131414284141714321.907.624.040.514.78


Total9,47219,240206,088111114225355401461192651.827.152.690.774.74


Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program


FEI7,03114,062113,5021741743492626512002004001.332.872.130.683.25


FEVI1,1572,31419,1432929575593333661.362.913.210.463.23


Total8,18816,376132,6452032034063030602332334661.332.882.230.653.24


Commercial Energy Assessment Program


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854545901881883752.251.665.160.545.32


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.251.667.780.385.32


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060601202502505002.251.665.420.535.32


Spray Valve Program


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354545912.672.384.430.636.20


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.702.406.580.436.20


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.616.20


Commercial Custom Design Program


FEI122,464218,6472,024,8654,2623,3267,5889543751,3285,2163,7008,9161.742.213.110.634.36


FEVI32,06158,342555,9911,1099372,04558851431,1671,0222,1891.922.484.620.454.66


Total154,525276,9892,580,8575,3714,2629,6331,0124601,4726,3834,72211,1051.762.243.260.614.39


Continuous Optimization Program


FEI103,635236,8801,438,8911,7602,4534,2132162394551,9762,6924,6680.983.192.180.472.32


FEVI4,2309,87060,97972104176141630861202060.983.062.940.352.28


Total107,865246,7501,499,8701,8322,5574,3892302554852,0622,8124,8740.983.172.250.462.32


Commercial Kitchen Program


FEI1,4043,30026,498608114122562831461.091.851.900.602.67


FEVI1403512,8856915223811181.031.722.760.412.44


Total1,5453,65129,383669015644870941641.081.841.990.582.64


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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MURB Program


FEI19,80050,400210,4953715749452828563996021,0012.071.893.640.594.81


FEVI4,95012,15051,3909313522877141001422422.091.905.300.414.80


Total24,75062,550261,8864647091,1733535704997441,2432.071.893.810.574.81


Process Heat Program


FEI26,25052,500560,0615255251,0501414275395391,0772.114.693.020.755.51


FEVI2,5005,00055,348505010022352521032.194.844.710.495.49


Total28,75057,500615,4095755751,1501515305905901,1802.124.703.190.735.50


Fireplace Timers Pilot Program


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.624.79


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.434.78


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.604.79


Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program


FEI7487488,25812012808200203.714.457.710.749.64


Energy Specialists Program


FEI0008407801,6201951443391,0359241,9590.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0001201202402216381421362780.000.001.000.000.00


Total0009609001,8602171603771,1771,0602,2370.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI447,358887,6717,004,44910,82411,38822,2121,7131,1352,84812,53712,52325,0601.442.672.590.613.60


FEVI76,466135,6991,079,5181,8341,8013,6351491763251,9831,9773,9601.712.584.200.444.15


Total523,8241,023,3708,083,96712,65813,18925,8471,8611,3123,17314,52014,50029,0201.472.662.780.583.67


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach


FEI0000003203206393203206390.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000767615176761510.000.000.000.00


Total0000003953957903953957900.000.000.000.00


Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Energy Champion Program


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Home Efficiency Measures


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI000000808016080801600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events


FEI0000001301302591301302590.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131613131610.000.000.000.00


Total0000001601603201601603200.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site


FEI0000002002164162002164160.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505410450541040.000.000.000.00


Total0000002502705202502705200.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002702705402702705400.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum


FEI00000040040400400.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000010010100100.000.000.000.00


Total00000050050500500.000.000.000.00


School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000535310653531060.000.000.000.00


Total0000002802805602802805600.000.000.000.00


School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


School Programs: Post Secondary


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Industrial Technology Retrofit Program


FEI181,468362,9362,689,4071,4871,4872,9742232234461,7101,7103,4203.907.475.510.799.48


Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program


FEI056,970393,1983533537053535703883887752.784.864.020.756.69


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.789.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Thermal Curtains


FEI6,99020,970191,08013126139251511011813124931.984.283.090.744.96


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.494.99


Total6,99027,960255,27013139252368681351984606581.994.303.260.714.96


Solar Air Heating Systems


FEI2,5646,41078,40410515826393931851982504481.312.092.780.633.66


Occupancy Sensors/Controls


FEI10,04410,04474,43881008107777153887779631.170.771.470.852.16


FEVI1,1161,1168,4279009099179991071.200.791.820.702.16


Total11,16011,16082,86690009008585170985851,0701.180.771.510.832.16


Condensing Make Up Air (MUA) Units


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.676.10


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.466.09


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.656.10


Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.0413.65


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.7313.64


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.0113.65


Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology


FEI04,91733,9360195195393979392342740.791.361.640.541.89


FEVI01,63911,581065651313261378910.801.382.360.391.89


Total06,55645,51802602605353105533133650.791.361.710.521.89


Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.7710.25


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.784.25


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.554.38


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.734.27


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2011 6:27 AM
To: Norman, Colin; 'sarah.smith2@terasen.com'
Cc: Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - Final - Point of Contact
 
Hi Colin
 
Re: Point of contact for next week – Peter Narbaitz will be the point person.  His email address is
above and his phone # is the same as mine – but extension 270.
 
Peter...if Colin does need an edit, you know the report well. Also, as needed you can call on Bryan
or Paula for any help if you need it and/or send me an email ( I will monitor via my phone).
 
Re:  the numbers - - John is also away Monday and Tuesday on a course in Toronto. As a fall back, I
believe that Arvind has a copy of the latest version of the model . Also Paula in our office knows
the model well.
 
I think that should leave us well covered.
 
Cheers
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 7:40 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; 'sarah.smith2@terasen.com'
Subject: Re: EEC Plan - Final
 
Hi Paul,

If there are any more edits required should we send those to you or is there someone else in your
team who could make updates to the report quickly? Hopefully no further edits are required but I
know we've all been running full steam at this with some long hours so in case something was
missed I thought I should ask.

Thanks,

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


Colin
 
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 04:23 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - Terasen <sarah.smith2@terasen.com> 
Subject: EEC Plan - Final 
 
Hi Colin and Sarah
 
Here it is.....it’s been great working with you and the crew on this...
 
Just so that you know.. I am hopping on a plane for Denver tomorrow – for the ACEEE conference.
While away I will have limited email access via my iphone.
 
Good luck...
 
Will touch base later next week when I return.
 
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Dikeos, John
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Final Exhibits
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 11:11:55 AM
Attachments: Fortis Exhibits, Current.xlsm

Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Yes, the environmental adder is not being used for our purposes.  In addition, the low income
adder of 30% is only being applied to the low income programs, where an additional TRC adder of
30% is not being applied (i.e. 30% adder is only being applied once).  Colin, for clarity, the low
income adder is only added on if you choose this option in each of the programs (i.e. not all of the
inputs in the tab I forwarded to you are automatically applied).
 
I’ve attached the final results of the modeling, including the SCT results.  Looks like the SCT results
are about 2.5 times higher than the TRC results.  Please feel free to distribute these results.  We’ll
be busy incorporating the updated exhibits into the report and making other editorial changes.
 
Thanks for your help!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Colin John & I spoke we are quite clear on the direction.
 
For clarity, the environmental adder of 10% was for SCT as applied in the initial modeling, nothing
to do with the SCT which we are proposing.
 
The SCT which we are proposing should be taken from the TRC label with the revised inputs. John
are you ok with this?
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Although I’m admittedly not familiar with this part of our model, I just noticed that under the

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/

Ex 1 - Overall

		Indicator				Service Territory				Total

						FEI		FEVI

		Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)		2012		849,976		85,764		935,740

				2013		1,862,972		166,162		2,029,134

		NPV of Gas Savings (GJ)				14,412,588		1,325,457		15,738,045

		Utility Expenditures, Incentives ($1000s)		2012		22,174		3,439		25,614

				2013		22,174		3,447		25,621

				Total		44,348		6,886		51,234

		Utility Expenditures, 
Admin ($1000s)		2012		11,127		1,536		12,662

				2013		11,021		1,541		12,563

				Total		22,148		3,077		25,225

		Utility Expenditures, Total ($1000s)		2012		33,301		4,975		38,276

				2013		33,195		4,988		38,183

				Total		66,496		9,963		76,459

		Benefit/Cost Ratios		TRC		1.28		1.27		1.28

				Utility		2.08		1.35		1.97

				Participant		2.47		2.52		2.48

				RIM		0.60		0.53		0.58

				Societal		3.14		2.59		3.07



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 2 - Portfolios

		Portfolio and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Residential Sector

				FEI		178,683		434,822		3,409,352		5,613		5,224		10,838		2,794		3,263		6,057		8,407		8,487		16,895		0.95		1.92		1.74		0.57		2.42

				FEVI		22,363		42,369		448,891		809		718		1,527		298		279		577		1,107		997		2,104		0.92		2.03		2.15		0.45		2.28

				Total		201,045		477,191		3,858,243		6,422		5,942		12,365		3,092		3,542		6,634		9,514		9,484		18,999		0.94		1.93		1.79		0.55		2.40

		High Carbon Fuel Switching

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.71

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.71

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.71

		Low Income

				FEI		27,169		54,338		393,473		2,752		2,752		5,504		1,698		1,698		3,395		4,450		4,450		8,899		0.54		0.40		1.96		0.27		1.00

				FEVI		3,019		6,038		44,708		306		306		612		214		214		427		519		519		1,039		0.52		0.39		2.34		0.24		0.95

				Total		30,188		60,376		438,181		3,058		3,058		6,116		1,911		1,911		3,822		4,969		4,969		9,938		0.54		0.40		2.00		0.27		0.99

		Commercial Sector

				FEI		447,358		887,671		7,004,449		10,824		11,388		22,212		1,713		1,135		2,848		12,537		12,523		25,060		1.44		2.67		2.59		0.61		3.60

				FEVI		76,466		135,699		1,079,518		1,834		1,801		3,635		149		176		325		1,983		1,977		3,960		1.71		2.58		4.20		0.44		4.15

				Total		523,824		1,023,370		8,083,967		12,658		13,189		25,847		1,861		1,312		3,173		14,520		14,500		29,020		1.47		2.66		2.78		0.58		3.67

		Conservation, Education, and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,281		4,284		8,564		4,281		4,284		8,564		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		720		717		1,436		720		717		1,436		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,000		5,000		10,000		5,000		5,000		10,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Industrial Sector

				FEI		172,758		402,486		2,879,123		1,840		1,840		3,679		258		258		516		2,098		2,098		4,195		3.73		6.49		5.34		0.78		9.00

		Innovative Technologies

				FEI		19,598		74,835		610,000		1,046		870		1,916		358		358		716		1,404		1,228		2,632		1.81		2.57		2.79		0.78		4.25

				FEVI		1,116		16,456		113,641		90		222		312		52		52		104		142		274		416		2.00		2.96		4.19		0.55		4.38

				Total		20,714		91,291		723,641		1,136		1,092		2,228		410		410		820		1,546		1,502		3,048		1.84		2.62		2.99		0.73		4.27

		ALL PORTFOLIOS

				FEI		849,976		1,862,972		14,412,588		22,174		22,174		44,348		11,127		11,021		22,148		33,301		33,195		66,496		1.28		2.08		2.47		0.60		3.14

				FEVI		85,764		166,162		1,325,457		3,439		3,447		6,886		1,536		1,541		3,077		4,975		4,988		9,963		1.27		1.35		2.52		0.53		2.59

				Total		935,740		2,029,134		15,738,045		25,614		25,621		51,234		12,662		12,563		25,225		38,276		38,183		76,459		1.28		1.97		2.48		0.58		3.07



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







Ex 3 - RES

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

				FEI		20,250		40,500		394,677		1,215		1,215		2,430		393		393		785		1,608		1,608		3,215		0.50		1.22		1.03		0.50		1.27

				FEVI		2,250		4,500		45,327		135		135		270		44		44		87		179		179		357		0.52		1.26		1.33		0.41		1.27

				Total		22,500		45,000		440,004		1,350		1,350		2,700		436		436		872		1,786		1,786		3,572		0.50		1.23		1.06		0.49		1.27

		EnerChoice Fireplace Program

				FEI		22,599		35,154		327,467		875		486		1,361		347		266		612		1,221		752		1,973		2.37		1.36		8.69		0.52		5.87

				FEVI		5,301		8,246		79,069		205		114		319		82		63		144		287		177		463		2.44		1.39		11.39		0.42		5.86

				Total		27,900		43,400		406,535		1,080		600		1,680		428		328		756		1,508		928		2,436		2.38		1.36		8.96		0.51		5.87

		“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

				FEI		0		0		0		394		394		788		169		169		338		563		563		1,126		0.00		0.00		0.17		0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		44		44		88		19		19		38		63		63		126		0.00		0.00		0.17		0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		438		438		875		188		188		376		626		626		1,251		0.00		0.00		0.17		0.00		0.00

		Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs

				FEI		84,240		168,480		1,797,316		2,147		2,147		4,293		576		576		1,152		2,723		2,723		5,445		1.62		3.05		2.88		0.64		4.21

				FEVI		9,360		18,720		207,221		239		239		477		64		64		128		303		303		605		1.68		3.17		3.85		0.49		4.21

				Total		93,600		187,200		2,004,538		2,385		2,385		4,770		640		640		1,280		3,025		3,025		6,050		1.62		3.06		2.97		0.62		4.21

		Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		90		90		180		90		90		180		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		10		20		10		10		20		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		100		100		200		100		100		200		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

				FEI		22,950		45,900		406,907		383		383		765		90		90		180		473		473		945		0.94		4.42		1.44		0.69		2.25

				FEVI		2,550		5,100		46,496		43		43		85		10		10		20		53		53		105		0.96		4.54		1.90		0.53		2.25

				Total		25,500		51,000		453,403		425		425		850		100		100		200		525		525		1,050		0.94		4.44		1.49		0.68		2.25

		Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

				FEI		17,500		122,500		222,644		0		0		0		500		1,050		1,550		500		1,050		1,550		1.38		1.38				0.50		3.11

		New Construction – EGH 80 & Beyond and EE Appliances

				FEI		11,144		22,288		260,341		601		601		1,201		180		180		360		781		781		1,561		0.44		1.84		0.90		0.52		1.20

				FEVI		2,902		5,803		70,778		144		144		288		20		20		40		164		164		328		0.48		2.38		1.14		0.45		1.25

				Total		14,045		28,091		331,119		745		745		1,490		200		200		400		945		945		1,890		0.45		1.89		0.92		0.52		1.20

		Efficiency Partners Program

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		450		900		450		450		900		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		50		100		50		50		100		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		500		500		1,000		500		500		1,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		178,683		434,822		3,409,352		5,613		5,224		10,838		2,794		3,263		6,057		8,407		8,487		16,895		0.95		1.92		1.74		0.57		2.42

				FEVI		22,363		42,369		448,891		809		718		1,527		298		279		577		1,107		997		2,104		0.92		2.03		2.15		0.45		2.28

				Total		201,045		477,191		3,858,243		6,422		5,942		12,365		3,092		3,542		6,634		9,514		9,484		18,999		0.94		1.93		1.79		0.55		2.40



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 4 - Fuel Switching

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Switch N Shrink

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.71

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.71

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.71

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		-4,300		-8,600		-87,292		100		100		200		26		26		52		126		126		252		1.67		0.00		1.73		0.91		1.71

				FEVI		-17,200		-34,400		-361,302		400		400		800		104		104		208		504		504		1,008		1.68		0.00		1.28		1.04		1.71

				Total		-21,500		-43,000		-448,593		500		500		1,000		130		130		260		630		630		1,260		1.68		0.00		1.35		1.02		1.71



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 5 - Low Income

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		145		145		290		145		145		290		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		40		40		80		40		40		80		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		185		185		370		185		185		370		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

				FEI		14,164		28,328		172,845		165		165		329		135		135		270		300		300		599		3.29		2.16		7.80		0.60		5.92

				FEVI		1,574		3,148		19,539		18		18		37		16		16		32		34		34		69		3.22		2.13		10.54		0.46		5.71

				Total		15,738		31,476		192,385		183		183		366		151		151		302		334		334		668		3.28		2.16		8.07		0.58		5.90

		Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

				FEI		13,005		26,010		220,628		2,588		2,588		5,175		1,418		1,418		2,835		4,005		4,005		8,010		0.38		0.28		1.59		0.21		0.71

				FEVI		1,445		2,890		25,168		288		288		575		158		158		315		445		445		890		0.39		0.29		1.82		0.20		0.71

				Total		14,450		28,900		245,796		2,875		2,875		5,750		1,575		1,575		3,150		4,450		4,450		8,900		0.38		0.28		1.61		0.21		0.71

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		27,169		54,338		393,473		2,752		2,752		5,504		1,698		1,698		3,395		4,450		4,450		8,899		0.54		0.40		1.96		0.27		1.00

				FEVI		3,019		6,038		44,708		306		306		612		214		214		427		519		519		1,039		0.52		0.39		2.34		0.24		0.95

				Total		30,188		60,376		438,181		3,058		3,058		6,116		1,911		1,911		3,822		4,969		4,969		9,938		0.54		0.40		2.00		0.27		0.99



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 6 - COMM

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios												FEI		FEVI

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				90%		10%

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Efficient Boiler Program																																								Original Budget				Variance (%)

				FEI		99,145		207,058		2,205,531		2,537		2,762		5,298		124		234		358		2,660		2,995		5,656		1.71		3.61		2.57		0.72		4.46				2012		2013		2012		2013

				FEVI		11,367		23,244		257,112		290		304		594		14		26		40		304		330		634		1.78		3.75		3.97		0.48		4.46

				Total		110,512		230,302		2,462,644		2,827		3,066		5,892		138		260		397		2,965		3,325		6,290		1.71		3.63		2.71		0.69		4.46				2,750		3,000		7.8%		10.8%

		Light Commercial Boiler Program

				FEI		8,288		16,872		179,875		97		100		197		32		5		36		128		105		233		1.82		7.10		2.54		0.79		4.74

				FEVI		1,184		2,368		26,213		14		14		28		4		1		4		17		14		32		1.90		7.62		4.04		0.51		4.78

				Total		9,472		19,240		206,088		111		114		225		35		5		40		146		119		265		1.82		7.15		2.69		0.77		4.74				135		110		8.0%		8.4%

		Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

				FEI		7,031		14,062		113,502		174		174		349		26		26		51		200		200		400		1.33		2.87		2.13		0.68		3.25

				FEVI		1,157		2,314		19,143		29		29		57		5		5		9		33		33		66		1.36		2.91		3.21		0.46		3.23

				Total		8,188		16,376		132,645		203		203		406		30		30		60		233		233		466		1.33		2.88		2.23		0.65		3.24				150		150		55.3%		55.3%

		Commercial Energy Assessment Program

				FEI		55,632		55,632		107,441		143		143		285		45		45		90		188		188		375		2.25		1.66		5.16		0.54		5.32

				FEVI		18,544		18,544		35,896		48		48		95		15		15		30		63		63		125		2.25		1.66		7.78		0.38		5.32

				Total		74,176		74,176		143,336		190		190		380		60		60		120		250		250		500		2.25		1.66		5.42		0.53		5.32				250		250		0.0%		0.0%		OK

		Spray Valve Program

				FEI		2,961		5,922		24,923		43		43		86		3		3		5		45		45		91		2.67		2.38		4.43		0.63		6.20

				FEVI		333		666		2,834		5		5		10		0		0		1		5		5		10		2.70		2.40		6.58		0.43		6.20

				Total		3,294		6,588		27,758		48		48		95		3		3		6		51		51		101		2.67		2.38		4.64		0.61		6.20				50		50		1.2%		1.2%		OK

		Commercial Custom Design Program

				FEI		122,464		218,647		2,024,865		4,262		3,326		7,588		954		375		1,328		5,216		3,700		8,916		1.74		2.21		3.11		0.63		4.36

				FEVI		32,061		58,342		555,991		1,109		937		2,045		58		85		143		1,167		1,022		2,189		1.92		2.48		4.62		0.45		4.66

				Total		154,525		276,989		2,580,857		5,371		4,262		9,633		1,012		460		1,472		6,383		4,722		11,105		1.76		2.24		3.26		0.61		4.39				6,500		6,500		1.8%		27.3%

		Continuous Optimization Program

				FEI		103,635		236,880		1,438,891		1,760		2,453		4,213		216		239		455		1,976		2,692		4,668		0.98		3.19		2.18		0.47		2.32

				FEVI		4,230		9,870		60,979		72		104		176		14		16		30		86		120		206		0.98		3.06		2.94		0.35		2.28

				Total		107,865		246,750		1,499,870		1,832		2,557		4,389		230		255		485		2,062		2,812		4,874		0.98		3.17		2.25		0.46		2.32				1,950		2,650		5.7%		6.1%

		Commercial Kitchen Program

				FEI		1,404		3,300		26,498		60		81		141		2		2		5		62		83		146		1.09		1.85		1.90		0.60		2.67

				FEVI		140		351		2,885		6		9		15		2		2		3		8		11		18		1.03		1.72		2.76		0.41		2.44

				Total		1,545		3,651		29,383		66		90		156		4		4		8		70		94		164		1.08		1.84		1.99		0.58		2.64				75		100		6.8%		6.1%

		MURB Program

				FEI		19,800		50,400		210,495		371		574		945		28		28		56		399		602		1,001		2.07		1.89		3.64		0.59		4.81

				FEVI		4,950		12,150		51,390		93		135		228		7		7		14		100		142		242		2.09		1.90		5.30		0.41		4.80

				Total		24,750		62,550		261,886		464		709		1,173		35		35		70		499		744		1,243		2.07		1.89		3.81		0.57		4.81				500		750		0.2%		0.8%

		Process Heat Program

				FEI		26,250		52,500		560,061		525		525		1,050		14		14		27		539		539		1,077		2.11		4.69		3.02		0.75		5.51

				FEVI		2,500		5,000		55,348		50		50		100		2		2		3		52		52		103		2.19		4.84		4.71		0.49		5.49

				Total		28,750		57,500		615,409		575		575		1,150		15		15		30		590		590		1,180		2.12		4.70		3.19		0.73		5.50				500		500		18.0%		18.0%

		Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

				FEI		0		25,650		104,109		0		428		428		68		23		90		68		450		518		2.07		2.09		4.00		0.62		4.79

				FEVI		0		2,850		11,726		0		48		48		8		3		10		8		50		58		2.09		2.11		5.89		0.43		4.78

				Total		0		28,500		115,835		0		475		475		75		25		100		75		500		575		2.07		2.09		4.19		0.60		4.79				75		500		0.0%		0.0%		OK

		Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

				FEI		748		748		8,258		12		0		12		8		0		8		20		0		20		3.71		4.45		7.71		0.74		9.64				20		0		0.5%		0.0%		OK

		Energy Specialists Program

				FEI		0		0		0		840		780		1,620		195		144		339		1,035		924		1,959		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		120		120		240		22		16		38		142		136		278		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		960		900		1,860		217		160		377		1,177		1,060		2,237		0.00		0.00		1.00		0.00		0.00				2,802		3,370		58.0%		68.5%

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		447,358		887,671		7,004,449		10,824		11,388		22,212		1,713		1,135		2,848		12,537		12,523		25,060		1.44		2.67		2.59		0.61		3.60

				FEVI		76,466		135,699		1,079,518		1,834		1,801		3,635		149		176		325		1,983		1,977		3,960		1.71		2.58		4.20		0.44		4.15

				Total		523,824		1,023,370		8,083,967		12,658		13,189		25,847		1,861		1,312		3,173		14,520		14,500		29,020		1.47		2.66		2.78		0.58		3.67				15,757		17,930		7.9%		19.1%



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







Ex 7 - CEO

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		590		590		1,179		590		590		1,179		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		131		66		66		131		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		655		655		1,310		655		655		1,310		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		639		320		320		639		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		76		76		151		76		76		151		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		395		395		790		395		395		790		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		153		153		306		153		153		306		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		17		17		34		17		17		34		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		170		170		340		170		170		340		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Residential Outreach Education Tools

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		200		400		200		200		400		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Energy Champion Program

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		688		688		1,376		688		688		1,376		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		324		162		162		324		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		850		850		1,700		850		850		1,700		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Home Efficiency Measures

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		405		423		828		405		423		828		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		45		47		92		45		47		92		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		470		920		450		470		920		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Municipal Partnerships - Other

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		135		144		279		135		144		279		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		16		31		15		16		31		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		150		160		310		150		160		310		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		63		63		126		63		63		126		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		7		14		7		7		14		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		70		70		140		70		70		140		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Small Commercial Education and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		80		80		160		80		80		160		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		100		100		200		100		100		200		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		130		130		259		130		130		259		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		31		31		61		31		31		61		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		160		160		320		160		160		320		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Commercial Multi-Family

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		297		297		594		297		297		594		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		33		66		33		33		66		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		330		330		660		330		330		660		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		216		416		200		216		416		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		54		104		50		54		104		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		250		270		520		250		270		520		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		20		20		40		20		20		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		200		200		400		200		200		400		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		216		216		432		216		216		432		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		54		54		108		54		54		108		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		270		270		540		270		270		540		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		40		0		40		40		0		40		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		0		10		10		0		10		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		50		0		50		50		0		50		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		227		227		454		227		227		454		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		53		53		106		53		53		106		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		280		280		560		280		280		560		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		216		216		432		216		216		432		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		24		24		48		24		24		48		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		480		240		240		480		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		School Programs: Post Secondary

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		162		162		324		162		162		324		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		18		18		36		18		18		36		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		180		180		360		180		180		360		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,281		4,284		8,564		4,281		4,284		8,564		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				FEVI		0		0		0		0		0		0		720		717		1,436		720		717		1,436		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00

				Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,000		5,000		10,000		5,000		5,000		10,000		0.00		0.00				0.00		0.00



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 8 - IND

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total

		Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

				FEI		181,468		362,936		2,689,407		1,487		1,487		2,974		223		223		446		1,710		1,710		3,420		3.90		7.47		5.51		0.79		9.48

		Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

				FEI		0		56,970		393,198		353		353		705		35		35		70		388		388		775		2.78		4.86		4.02		0.75		6.69

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		172,758		402,486		2,879,123		1,840		1,840		3,679		258		258		516		2,098		2,098		4,195		3.73		6.49		5.34		0.78		9.00



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory





Ex 9 - Innovative Tech

		Program and Service Territory				Annual Gas Savings (GJ/yr.)				NPV Gas Savings (GJ)		Utility Expenditures ($1000s)																		Benefit/Cost Ratios

												Incentives						Admin						All Spending						TRC		Utility		Participant		RIM		Societal				FEI		FEVI

						2012		2013				2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total		2012		2013		Total														90%		10%

		Thermal Curtains

				FEI		6,990		20,970		191,080		131		261		392		51		51		101		181		312		493		1.98		4.28		3.09		0.74		4.96

				FEVI		0		6,990		64,190		0		131		131		17		17		34		17		148		164		2.05		4.43		4.82		0.49		4.99

				Total		6,990		27,960		255,270		131		392		523		68		68		135		198		460		658		1.99		4.30		3.26		0.71		4.96

		Solar Air Heating Systems

				FEI		2,564		6,410		78,404		105		158		263		93		93		185		198		250		448		1.31		2.09		2.78		0.63		3.66

		Occupancy Sensors/Controls

				FEI		10,044		10,044		74,438		810		0		810		77		77		153		887		77		963		1.17		0.77		1.47		0.85		2.16

				FEVI		1,116		1,116		8,427		90		0		90		9		9		17		99		9		107		1.20		0.79		1.82		0.70		2.16

				Total		11,160		11,160		82,866		900		0		900		85		85		170		985		85		1,070		1.18		0.77		1.51		0.83		2.16

		Condensing Make Up Air (MUA) Units

				FEI		0		1,444		12,842		0		6		6		24		24		48		24		30		54		2.46		2.64		18.44		0.67		6.10

				FEVI		0		361		3,315		0		2		2		6		6		12		6		8		14		2.54		2.73		29.76		0.46		6.09

				Total		0		1,805		16,157		0		8		8		30		30		60		30		38		68		2.47		2.65		19.57		0.65		6.10

		Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

				FEI		0		19,050		77,320		0		75		75		23		23		45		23		98		120		6.98		6.67		8.73		1.04		13.65

				FEVI		0		6,350		26,127		0		25		25		8		8		15		8		33		40		7.07		6.73		12.72		0.73		13.64

				Total		0		25,400		103,448		0		100		100		30		30		60		30		130		160		6.99		6.67		9.13		1.01		13.65

		Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

				FEI		0		4,917		33,936		0		195		195		39		39		79		39		234		274		0.79		1.36		1.64		0.54		1.89

				FEVI		0		1,639		11,581		0		65		65		13		13		26		13		78		91		0.80		1.38		2.36		0.39		1.89

				Total		0		6,556		45,518		0		260		260		53		53		105		53		313		365		0.79		1.36		1.71		0.52		1.89

		Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology

				FEI		0		12,000		141,979		0		175		175		53		53		105		53		228		280		3.61		6.22		6.74		0.77		10.25

		ALL PROGRAMS

				FEI		19,598		74,835		610,000		1,046		870		1,916		358		358		716		1,404		1,228		2,632		1.81		2.57		2.79		0.78		4.25

				FEVI		1,116		16,456		113,641		90		222		312		52		52		104		142		274		416		2.00		2.96		4.19		0.55		4.38

				Total		20,714		91,291		723,641		1,136		1,092		2,228		410		410		820		1,546		1,502		3,048		1.84		2.62		2.99		0.73		4.27



		Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory







“Discount/Inflation Rates” section you have an Environmental Adder of 10% and a Low Income
Adder of 30%. For the purposes of the SCT calculations shouldn’t the Environmental Adder be 30%
and the Low Income Adder be 0%? Let me know though if I’m just not understanding this part of
the model correctly. Arvind will know for sure.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
This looks ok John. I will call you as well in a bit to confirm a few things
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
As per the direction you provided below, I’m starting to calculate the results to the Societal Cost
Test.  However, I thought that it may be prudent for you to review the inputs on the “UtilityData”
tab of the Cost Effectiveness Tool (attached).  As you can see, I’ve modified the Avoided Gas
Commodity Costs, deleted the inputs in the Carbon Tax column, and changed the discount rates for
FortisBC to 3.0%.  All this has been done in addition to adding a 30% TRC adder to all of the
program except for the low income programs (i.e. since they already include a low income adder
of 30%).  You’ll also notice that the FEVI distribution adder has been left at $0.15 and that the
customer discount rates and any of the other inputs haven’t been touched.
 
I’m going to move forward with the calculations but would appreciate your confirmation that the
inputs are correct, as I should have enough time to circle back and make changes if need be.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:37 PM
To: 'Norman, Colin'; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Thanks for all of your feedback.  I think we’ve been able to resolve all of the issues and questions
for the time being.  Based on your input, we’ll integrate FEW into FEI.  I’ll let you know if we have
any more questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:00 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi guys,
 
I talked to Arvind about this and we’re okay. No changes needed to our approach so long as we
calculate the SCT results in isolation of the other benefit/cost test results which is the approach
Paul proposed earlier today. Arvind’s comment below would only affect the Participant Test in the
model in a scenario where the Societal Test changes were made at the same time.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
on carbon tax, if you delete the values in the input tab then  does that mean we are not estimating
the carbon tax benefit that would flow to the participant.
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:03 AM

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Please see my responses in green below where Arvind has indicated I need to respond.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
John my response: Colin you need to confirm a  few things
 
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Please see your email below for some questions (in red) related to the SCT input changes that
you’re specified.  Here are a couple of additional questions as well:
 

1.       Service Territories: The model can only accept a maximum of two service territories.  Can
we potentially integrate FEW with FEI or does it need to be kept separate (which would
require us to make a copy of the model just for FEW)?

 
AR- I would have to ask Cadmus on how much additional work is to  include FEW in the same model
if we need to keep that separate? Also for FEW the retail  rates are a bit different than FEI/FEVI so
we need to capture that too.
CN – Per the email I just sent, don’t worry now about calculating benefit/cost results for FEW.
 



2.       Financial Inputs: I’ve copied the financial inputs from the “UtilityData” tab of the model to
the attached Excel file.  Can you please confirm that these numbers are up-to-date?

 
AR- I have attached the sheet with latest avoided cost of gas. This si the conventional price of gas
& not the proposed Biomethane.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these issues over the phone.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 8:26 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Subject: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Paul,
 
Per our conference call today, here are the benefit/cost model input changes required for the
Societal Cost Test:
[JD] I’m guessing this would require us to make a copy of the model and database – Arvind, can you
think of any other alternative?
AR- should be a matter of simply changing the inputs into Utility data set and make a separate copy
to save the results. The TRC under this scenario would spit out the proposed SCT results. Also keep
in mind the current model has SCT which is not the same as the one we are proposing; this only
includes additional environmental benefits as adder.
 

•         3% discount rate
[JD] Does this apply to all of the service territories (i.e. FEI, FEVI, and FEW)?
AR- Colin please advise on this, I am assuming yes.
CN – Yes, this discount rate would apply to all service territories for the SCT.

 
•         30% adder on total benefits
[JD] I’m not sure where this would be added/changed in the model.  Can you provide some

direction, Arvind?
Ar- Yes . Once you click on program, edit button under basic information there is a spot for
adder that says “ TRC Adder”. You can add a value in there & the results would be reflect in
TRC.

 
•         The avoided commodity cost is a levelized $15.28 per GJ with a $0.16 distribution adder

per GJ

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


[JD] Just to confirm, these costs would apply for each year from 2012 onwards (i.e. replace
$5.88 in 2012 and $6.61 in 2013)?  The distribution adder is already $0.16, so it would not
change.

Yes.
 
•         There are no carbon tax costs included
[JD] Ok, to eliminate $1.25 and $1.50 costs
AR- Yes, Colin pls confirm that there are no carbon tax.
CN – Yes, there is no carbon tax for the SCT.

 
•         Otherwise, the assumptions for the SCT are identical to TRC analysis assumptions
[JD] I’ll assume that nothing else is changing, as per the attached spreadsheet
AR- yes

 
Let me know if you need anything else regarding this.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Dikeos, John
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Final Exhibits
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:09:19 PM

Yes, that’s exactly what I did, Arvind.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 2:36 PM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Final Exhibits
 
& the TRC results in this exhibit are from conventional inputs, correct! So in essence you replaced
the initial SCT results from the conventional inputs with the revised one after incorporating the
changes,
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Final Exhibits
 
Hi Arvind,
 
Yes, the societal listed in the report is based on the proposed changes (i.e. the TRC output from the
updated front end, as we discussed).
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Final Exhibits
 
For clarification, the societal listed in the report is based on the proposed changes (3% discount
rate, 15.28 as commodity etc) or is it the initial SCT results based on conventional inputs?
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 11:12 AM

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
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To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Final Exhibits
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Yes, the environmental adder is not being used for our purposes.  In addition, the low income
adder of 30% is only being applied to the low income programs, where an additional TRC adder of
30% is not being applied (i.e. 30% adder is only being applied once).  Colin, for clarity, the low
income adder is only added on if you choose this option in each of the programs (i.e. not all of the
inputs in the tab I forwarded to you are automatically applied).
 
I’ve attached the final results of the modeling, including the SCT results.  Looks like the SCT results
are about 2.5 times higher than the TRC results.  Please feel free to distribute these results.  We’ll
be busy incorporating the updated exhibits into the report and making other editorial changes.
 
Thanks for your help!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind [mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Colin John & I spoke we are quite clear on the direction.
 
For clarity, the environmental adder of 10% was for SCT as applied in the initial modeling, nothing
to do with the SCT which we are proposing.
 
The SCT which we are proposing should be taken from the TRC label with the revised inputs. John
are you ok with this?
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi John,
 
Although I’m admittedly not familiar with this part of our model, I just noticed that under the
“Discount/Inflation Rates” section you have an Environmental Adder of 10% and a Low Income
Adder of 30%. For the purposes of the SCT calculations shouldn’t the Environmental Adder be 30%

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


and the Low Income Adder be 0%? Let me know though if I’m just not understanding this part of
the model correctly. Arvind will know for sure.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:41 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
This looks ok John. I will call you as well in a bit to confirm a few things
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
As per the direction you provided below, I’m starting to calculate the results to the Societal Cost
Test.  However, I thought that it may be prudent for you to review the inputs on the “UtilityData”
tab of the Cost Effectiveness Tool (attached).  As you can see, I’ve modified the Avoided Gas
Commodity Costs, deleted the inputs in the Carbon Tax column, and changed the discount rates for
FortisBC to 3.0%.  All this has been done in addition to adding a 30% TRC adder to all of the
program except for the low income programs (i.e. since they already include a low income adder
of 30%).  You’ll also notice that the FEVI distribution adder has been left at $0.15 and that the
customer discount rates and any of the other inputs haven’t been touched.
 
I’m going to move forward with the calculations but would appreciate your confirmation that the
inputs are correct, as I should have enough time to circle back and make changes if need be.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:37 PM
To: 'Norman, Colin'; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul; Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
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Thanks for all of your feedback.  I think we’ve been able to resolve all of the issues and questions
for the time being.  Based on your input, we’ll integrate FEW into FEI.  I’ll let you know if we have
any more questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 3:00 PM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi guys,
 
I talked to Arvind about this and we’re okay. No changes needed to our approach so long as we
calculate the SCT results in isolation of the other benefit/cost test results which is the approach
Paul proposed earlier today. Arvind’s comment below would only affect the Participant Test in the
model in a scenario where the Societal Test changes were made at the same time.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
on carbon tax, if you delete the values in the input tab then  does that mean we are not estimating
the carbon tax benefit that would flow to the participant.
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Dikeos, John
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
Hi John,
 
Please see my responses in green below where Arvind has indicated I need to respond.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
John my response: Colin you need to confirm a  few things
 
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 8:44 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Ramakrishnan, Arvind
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Colin and Arvind,
 
Please see your email below for some questions (in red) related to the SCT input changes that
you’re specified.  Here are a couple of additional questions as well:
 

1.       Service Territories: The model can only accept a maximum of two service territories.  Can
we potentially integrate FEW with FEI or does it need to be kept separate (which would
require us to make a copy of the model just for FEW)?

 
AR- I would have to ask Cadmus on how much additional work is to  include FEW in the same model
if we need to keep that separate? Also for FEW the retail  rates are a bit different than FEI/FEVI so
we need to capture that too.
CN – Per the email I just sent, don’t worry now about calculating benefit/cost results for FEW.
 

2.       Financial Inputs: I’ve copied the financial inputs from the “UtilityData” tab of the model to
the attached Excel file.  Can you please confirm that these numbers are up-to-date?



 
AR- I have attached the sheet with latest avoided cost of gas. This si the conventional price of gas
& not the proposed Biomethane.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these issues over the phone.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 8:26 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John
Subject: Input Changes Required for SCT
 
Hi Paul,
 
Per our conference call today, here are the benefit/cost model input changes required for the
Societal Cost Test:
[JD] I’m guessing this would require us to make a copy of the model and database – Arvind, can you
think of any other alternative?
AR- should be a matter of simply changing the inputs into Utility data set and make a separate copy
to save the results. The TRC under this scenario would spit out the proposed SCT results. Also keep
in mind the current model has SCT which is not the same as the one we are proposing; this only
includes additional environmental benefits as adder.
 

•         3% discount rate
[JD] Does this apply to all of the service territories (i.e. FEI, FEVI, and FEW)?
AR- Colin please advise on this, I am assuming yes.
CN – Yes, this discount rate would apply to all service territories for the SCT.

 
•         30% adder on total benefits
[JD] I’m not sure where this would be added/changed in the model.  Can you provide some

direction, Arvind?
Ar- Yes . Once you click on program, edit button under basic information there is a spot for
adder that says “ TRC Adder”. You can add a value in there & the results would be reflect in
TRC.

 
•         The avoided commodity cost is a levelized $15.28 per GJ with a $0.16 distribution adder

per GJ
[JD] Just to confirm, these costs would apply for each year from 2012 onwards (i.e. replace

$5.88 in 2012 and $6.61 in 2013)?  The distribution adder is already $0.16, so it would not

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
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change.
Yes.
 
•         There are no carbon tax costs included
[JD] Ok, to eliminate $1.25 and $1.50 costs
AR- Yes, Colin pls confirm that there are no carbon tax.
CN – Yes, there is no carbon tax for the SCT.

 
•         Otherwise, the assumptions for the SCT are identical to TRC analysis assumptions
[JD] I’ll assume that nothing else is changing, as per the attached spreadsheet
AR- yes

 
Let me know if you need anything else regarding this.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: two inserts for review
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:53:12 PM

Hi Colin
 
Below are two draft inserts as per earlier comments...Any suggestions/comments etc???
 
Am moving on to summary now. What do you normally expect to include in Summary?
 
1.2.1      Conservation Potential Review 2010 – Insert 1
FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review -2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The
completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities
within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that
offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.
The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance
for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s
customers.
While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the
technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in
the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios
included in this EEC plan.
 
Insert  - 2 -  Section 2.2 on page 3 below the two bullets..RE: FEW
The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan
combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-
Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions
of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Norman, Colin
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Subject: RE: two inserts for review
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 1:40:05 PM

Hi Paul,
 
Your CPR write-up here looks good to me. I have no suggested changes. Please make sure though
that it is mentioned somewhere in the report that the program inputs were derived not only from
the CPR but also from the program managers’ own experience in running some of these programs
as well as from other research sources which are cited in the program profiles.
 
The only thing I would add to the second insert concerning FEW is some language on how FEW is
included in the report. I’ve inserted my suggested edit in blue text below.
 
Regarding the overall summary, the summary basically just re-phrases the introduction  by
reminding the reader of the key message and overall results. Our 2010 EEC Annual Report displays
this format with each section having a summary. I wouldn’t expect the summary to be more than
two or three paragraphs.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: two inserts for review
 
Hi Colin
 
Below are two draft inserts as per earlier comments...Any suggestions/comments etc???
 
Am moving on to summary now. What do you normally expect to include in Summary?
 
1.2.1      Conservation Potential Review 2010 – Insert 1
FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review -2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The
completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities
within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that
offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.
The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance
for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s
customers.
While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the
technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in
the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios
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included in this EEC plan.
 
Insert  - 2 -  Section 2.2 on page 3 below the two bullets..RE: FEW
The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan
combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-
Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions
of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. Note however that the
projected expenditures for the FEW territory have been included in the individual program profiles.
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Robillard, Paul
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Subject: Final inserts
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 2:29:45 PM
Attachments: Final inserts_Paul_Fri.doc

 
Sarah & Colin
 
Summary plus prev insert for your review.  Colin - - re: your comment on CPR – note that in
approach we mention those points.
 
This is the last of the items...all else is ready to go.
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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1.2.1
Conservation Potential Review 2010 – Insert 1

FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review -2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.


The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s customers.

While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios included in this EEC plan.

Insert  - 2 -  Section 2.2 on page 3 below the two bullets..RE: FEW

The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. 


Note, however, that the FEW territory is reported separately in the individual program profiles that are provided throughout this document.

Summary - insert

The information provided in this EEC Plan has responded to the Commission’s Information Requests by providing additional detail related to FortisBC’s EEC funding request for the 2012-2013 period. More specifically, this EEC Plan provides:

· A comprehensive suite of programs for each of the previously approved EEC activity areas.


· Descriptions of each of the programs, including target markets, eligible measures, expected levels of participation, energy savings and forecast expenditures by administrative category.


· A full reporting of the cost-effectiveness of those programs at the level of individual program, program area and total portfolio. 


The EEC plan illustrates that there remains significant cost-effective opportunities for energy efficiency within FortisBC’s service territory, which is consistent with the results provided in FortisBC’s Conservation Potential Review – 2010. This remaining opportunity reflects, in part, how the continued technology cost and performance improvements have increased the availability of energy efficiency options. This is particularly the case in the commercial sector. The CPR 2010 study concluded that this sector accounted for over 40% of the total near term achievable energy savings potential; this emphasis is reflected in the current EEC plan, which forecasts that approximately 50% of 2013 savings will be from the commercial sector programs.

However, some markets are challenged. More specifically:

· The scope for program induced natural gas savings in the residential sector are challenged by the impacts of new space and water heating equipment performance standards as well as those due to new residential construction standards. Consequently the residential program portfolio has a TRC value of 0.94. 

· TRC values for low-income programs are similarly challenged.

Overall the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a positive TRC value of 1.28. Based on this positive TRC value and the results of FortisBC’s earlier economic impact study, implementation of this EEC Plan will result in a positive net impact on provincial GDP and employment. That earlier study concluded that approximately 5.8 – 6.7 jobs would be created  per $1 million invested in DSM. 




From: Smith, Sarah
To: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin
Subject: Final inserts_Paul_Fri.doc
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 2:33:55 PM
Attachments: Final inserts_Paul_Fri.doc

 Comments from Sarah
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1.2.1
Conservation Potential Review 2010 – Insert 1

FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review -2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.


The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s customers.

While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios included in this EEC plan.

Insert  - 2 -  Section 2.2 on page 3 below the two bullets..RE: FEW

The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. 


Note, however, that the FEW territory is reported separately in the individual program profiles that are provided throughout this document.

Summary - insert

The information provided in this EEC Plan has responded to the Commission’s Information Requests and Intervenor Evidence by providing additional detail related to FortisBC’s EEC funding request for the 2012-2013 period. More specifically, this EEC Plan provides:

· A comprehensive suite of programs for each of the previously approved EEC activity areas.


· Descriptions of each of the programs, including target markets, eligible measures, expected levels of participation, energy savings and forecast expenditures by administrative category.


· A full reporting of the cost-effectiveness of those programs at the level of individual program, program area and total portfolio. 


The EEC plan illustrates that there remains significant cost-effective opportunities for energy efficiency within FortisBC’s service territory, which is consistent with the results provided in FortisBC’s Conservation Potential Review – 2010. This
 remaining opportunity reflects, in part, how the continued technology cost and performance improvements have increased the availability of energy efficiency options. This is particularly the case in the commercial sector. The CPR 2010 study concluded that this sector accounted for over 40% of the total near term achievable energy savings potential; this emphasis is reflected in the current EEC plan, which forecasts that approximately 50% of 2013 savings will be from the commercial sector programs.

However, some markets are challenged. More specifically:

· The scope for program induced natural gas savings in the residential sector are challenged by the impacts of new space and water heating equipment performance standards as well as those due to new residential construction standards. Consequently the residential program portfolio has a TRC value of 0.94. 

· TRC values for low-income programs are similarly challenged
.

Overall
 the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a positive TRC value of 1.28. Based on this positive TRC value and the results of FortisBC’s earlier economic impact study, implementation of this EEC Plan will result in a positive net impact on provincial GDP and employment. That earlier study concluded that approximately 5
.8 – 6.7 jobs would be created  per $1 million invested in DSM. 


�Need to compare energy savings in this plan with potential found in CPR and put some verbiage around that.  


�With a TRC of ? and because ….


�Comment on Societal results generally and specifically for these 2 program areas that are challenged under TRC


�What is the GDP impact?







From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - Terasen
Subject: EEC Plan - Final
Date: Friday, September 23, 2011 4:23:51 PM
Attachments: Fortis_EEC Plan_Report_Sept 23_7pm.docx

Hi Colin and Sarah
 
Here it is.....it’s been great working with you and the crew on this...
 
Just so that you know.. I am hopping on a plane for Denver tomorrow – for the ACEEE conference.
While away I will have limited email access via my iphone.
 
Good luck...
 
Will touch base later next week when I return.
 
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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Introduction

Background and Objectives

This EEC Plan covering the time period 2012 – 2013 was commissioned by FortisBC’s EEC Department in response to Intervenor evidence and Commission Information Requests expressing concern about the lack of detail provided by FortisBC to support the Companies’ EEC funding request for the 2012 – 2013 period. This EEC Plan covers the funding request in the Companies’ 2012 – 2013 Revenue Requirements Application for previously approved Program Areas: Residential (including the Program Area previously known as “Joint Initiatives”), High-Carbon Fuel Switching, Low Income, Commercial, Conservation Education and Outreach, Industrial, and Innovative Technologies. 

This EEC Plan does not provide information about the “New Initiatives” proposed in the Revenue Requirements Application as this Program Area has not been previously approved by the BCUC and FortisBC’s preference at this time is to focus their resources on an EEC Plan for those Program Areas that the Commission has previously approved.  

Many of the programs in this EEC Plan are continuations of programs that FortisBC is currently running, and has reported on in their 2009 and 2010 EEC Annual Report. This EEC Plan is intended to provide program details and projected cost-effectiveness results for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of previously-approved EEC Program Area activity. 

It should be noted that as with all plans, this EEC Plan is subject to change in response to changes in market conditions, customer responses to programs, input from stakeholders including program partners, and changes in the political environment in which the Companies operate.   

Approach

The information presented in this report was compiled within a compressed time frame that involved a collaborative working effort between FortisBC EEC program personnel and ICF Marbek staff. The following steps were employed:

FortisBC program managers identified and provided a description of the individual programs included within their respective portfolio, including eligible measures, target markets and potential delivery partners. 

Drawing on a combination of previous FortisBC EEC market experience, relevant technology and market studies[footnoteRef:1], and, in some cases, professional estimates, FortisBC EEC managers completed Profiles for each program within their portfolio. These individual Profiles are included in the body of this report. [1:  This included the recently completed 2010 Conservation Potential Review, which was completed by ICF Marbek for FortisBC.] 


ICF Marbek staff worked from the Program Profiles provided by FortisBC staff and populated the Cost-Effectiveness model. Initial results were generated at the level of total EEC Program Portfolio, Program Area (e.g., residential, commercial etc) and individual program.  

The initial results were reviewed collaboratively and revisions were made, as applicable.

The final results were compiled into the current report.

Conservation Potential Review 2010

FortisBC completed its Conservation Potential Review - 2010 (CPR 2010) in May of 2011. The completed CPR provided a comprehensive update of the current energy efficiency opportunities within FortisBC’s service territory. The results identified both the sectors and the end uses that offer the most significant opportunities for natural gas efficiency over the next 20 years.

The completed CPR 2010 also provided an updated dataset on the current costs and performance for a wide range of energy efficiency technologies and measures that are applicable to FortisBC’s customers.

While the completed CPR 2010 did not recommend specific programs or targets both the technology and market priorities as well as the scope of achievable savings potential identified in the study have assisted FortisBC’s program managers in the design of the program portfolios included in this EEC plan.

Report Organization

Following this introductory section, the remainder of this report is presented in 9 sections:

Section 2 provides an overview of the EEC Program Portfolio Results.

Section 3 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Residential Sector Programs. 

Section 4 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs.

Section 5 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Low Income Programs.

Section 6 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Commercial Sector Programs.

Section 7 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Conservation Education & Outreach Programs.

Section 8 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Industrial Sector Programs.

Section 9 provides a description of the individual programs and cost-effectiveness results for the Innovative Technologies Programs.

Section 10 summarizes the findings of this report and provides some commentary to put these results into perspective.








Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

Introduction

This section provides a summary of the total expenditures, estimated natural gas savings, and associated cost-effectiveness for FortisBC’s proposed portfolio of Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) programs for the 2012 and 2013 periods. The EEC portfolio has been organized into the following program areas:

Residential Sector Programs

High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Low Income Programs

Commercial Sector Programs

Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Industrial Sector Programs

Innovative Technologies Programs

Overall EEC Program Portfolio Results

The overall EEC program results are summarized in the following two exhibits.

Exhibit 1 presents the results for the total EEC program portfolio, by service territory and year. 

Exhibit 2 presents the results for each individual program area and for the total EEC program portfolio.

The results presented in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan combine the Whistler results within the FEI service area. This is because FortisBC’s Cost-Effectiveness Model is currently only able to track a maximum of two service areas. Future versions of the model will have the capability to report Whistler (FEW) separately. Note, however, that the FEW territory is reported separately in the individual program profiles that are provided throughout this document.

It should also be noted that the Societal Cost Test (SCT) results that are provided in the following exhibits and throughout the remainder of this EEC Plan employ a distinct set of inputs from those applied in the conventional cost-effectiveness tests. More specifically, a societal discount rate of 3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ were employed.  

In addition, the Carbon Tax input was replaced by a 30% TRC adder, which was added to all of the programs except for the low income programs.  These programs did not require an additional TRC adder since they already benefited from a 30% low income program adder in the standard TRC analysis.  The remaining inputs used for the SCT analysis were identical to those in the standard TRC tests. 

 

Exhibit 1: EEC Portfolio Results, by Service Territory and Year
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Exhibit 2: EEC Program Portfolio Results by Program Area
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Residential Sector Programs

Introduction

The Residential Sector Programs will continue to provide value to customers by encouraging households to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas and manage their energy bills. The 2012 and 2013 Residential Energy Efficiency Programs will extend energy saving offers to over 850,000 BC households. Residential programs, in combination with the Companies’ education and outreach activities, are critical components in driving the culture of conservation for the longer term GHG emissions reduction strategy of the province of British Columbia. 

The 2012/2013 suite of Residential Sector Program offerings is listed below:

ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities)

Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal 

ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

Efficiency Partners Program

The ENERGY STAR® water heater technologies program, the EnerChoice fireplace program and the ENERGY STAR® washer program, in collaboration with BCHydro and FortisBC (electric), will promote increased customer adoption of energy efficient appliances. 



To ensure appliances are running as efficiently as possible and to engage contractors in efficiency dialogues with customers, the successful “Give Your Furnace/Fireplace some TLC” program will be offered for 2012 and 2013.



Retrofit programs focus on conservation behaviours, energy efficient appliance upgrades and whole home performance.  Whole home performance will be promoted through Joint Initiatives that support Energy Efficient Home Retrofits including LiveSmartBC, expanding weatherization capacity and other opportunities. 

To consolidate energy efficiency rebate offers for British Columbians, a Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal is under development, with support from the electric utilities. FortisBC is currently investigating customer engagement tools to foster conservation behaviours, with the expectation of conducting a pilot in the fall of 2012, and, if successful, a larger scale rollout in 2013.



The new construction program, which will be implemented in collaboration with electric utilities, will focus on building envelope upgrades to achieve EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80, in support of pending changes to the BC Building Code. Research is under way for developing programs that go beyond EGH 80 in preparation for Near Net Zero homes. In addition to building envelope measures, incentives will be developed to ensure that the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (space heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and town homes.

The Efficiency Partners program is FortisBC’s trades engagement strategy that largely supports residential retrofits. Over this period, FortisBC will expand the scope and reach of this program, since contractors are one of the major drivers of program adoption. 



Overview of Results

Exhibit 3 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Residential Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 3: Residential Sector Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 3.

 ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies

		Program Description

		This Program will promote the replacement of standard efficiency water heaters with efficient ENERGY STAR® models. As part of a longer term market transformation strategy, the Program will also introduce new technologies with energy factors (EF) of 0.80, or higher.



Promotional activities will include educational materials and incentives targeted to both consumers and contractors.

 



		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both 





		Eligible Measures

		ESTAR Water Heaters

		Condensing Water Heaters

		Tankless Water Heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost**



		$200

		$1,650

		$1,800



		Incentive Amount

		$100 + $50 SPIF*

		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		$500 + $50 SPIF*



		Savings per Participant



		3 GJ

		5 GJ

		6.5 GJ



		Measure Life & Source

		13 years for tanks, 20 years for tankless - Manufacturers, CANETA and OPA studies





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Based on estimates of market penetration from manufacturers and CANETA







		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4,539

		4,539



		

		FEVI 

		510

		510



		

		FEW

		51

		51



		

		Total

		5,100

		5,100



		Participant Breakdown

		Measure

		ESTAR W.H.

		Condensing W.H.

		Tankless W.H.



		

		Percentage

		58%

		2%

		40%



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,202

		$259

		$67

		$62

		$1,590



		

		FEVI

		$135

		$29

		$8

		$7

		$179



		

		FEW

		$14

		$3

		$1

		$1

		$18



		

		Total

		$1,350

		$291

		$75

		$70

		$1,786





*Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures.

** Note: Incremental costs are presented for retrofit situations. Builders who can participate in volume buying may be able to purchase these technologies for lower costs.  

***Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

EnerChoice Fireplace Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial rebates to customers that purchase and install an EnerChoice fireplace.  To help drive program awareness and participation, the Program will also provide a dealer incentive.



The goal is to educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting natural gas fireplaces based on energy efficient performance rather than just decorative features.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		EnerChoice Fireplace





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$300 + $50 SPIF*





		Savings per Participant

		7.75 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Impact assessment, Conservation Potential Review, and application form data 





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		24% - Findings of previous programs (competitive industry reluctant to provide market share data)



		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,880

		1,600



		

		FEVI 

		684

		380



		

		FEW

		36

		20



		

		Total

		3,600

		2,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$864

		$182

		$120

		$40

		$1,206



		

		FEVI 

		$205

		$43

		$29

		$10

		$287



		

		FEW

		$11

		$2

		$2

		$1

		$15



		

		Total

		$1,080

		$228

		$150

		$50

		$1,508



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin*

		Communication*

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$480

		$119

		$120

		$24

		$742



		

		FEVI 

		$114

		$28

		$29

		$6

		$176



		

		FEW

		$6

		$2

		$2

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		$600

		$148

		$150

		$30

		$928





* Note: Dealer Sales Promotion Incentive Fund (SPIF) is included in the Admin portion of expenditures, and $100,000 in co-op funding is included in the Communication portion.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign

		Program Description

		This Program will educate the market about the energy efficiency and other benefits of regular appliance maintenance. It is also expected that this approach will create opportunities to upgrade appliances to more efficient models. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Furnace service and fireplace service





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$150







		Incentive Amount

		$25





		Savings per Participant

		Unknown - Working on combustion analysis project to determine savings





		Measure Life & Source

		1-2 years; 1.5 assumed - Annual servicing is recommended





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		80% - 2010 TLC Participant Survey (participants also cited gift card incentive as key driver)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		15,575

		15,575



		

		FEVI 

		1,750

		1,750



		

		FEW

		175

		175



		

		Total

		17,500

		17,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$389

		$78

		$45

		$45

		$556



		

		FEVI 

		$44

		$9

		$5

		$5

		$63



		

		FEW

		$4

		$1

		$1

		$1

		$6



		

		Total

		$438

		$88

		$50

		$50

		$625





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs – Joint Initiatives with Governments and Utilities (LiveSmartBC and other opportunities) 

		Program Description

		These Programs will promote energy efficiency home retrofits involving collaboration with utility partners, as well as provincial, federal, and municipal governments. 



The major initiative is LiveSmartBC for which economic modeling data is presented below. Other initiatives include capacity building for weatherization and initiatives with individual municipalities. There is a significant shared investment in energy modeling studies and evaluation. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Several different types of Air Sealing, Insulation, and Window measures





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$682







		Incentive Amount*

		$265 + $54 MEM**





		Savings per Participant*

		10.4 GJ





		Measure Life

		20 year average assumed

(10-15 years for Air Sealing, 20-25 years for Insulation, and 20-25 years for Windows)





		Measure Life Source

		Consultations with BC Hydro, Habart & Hood, and 2010 Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate

		18% average assumed

(12% for Air Sealing, 12% for Insulation, and 25% for Windows)





		Free Rider Rate Source

		BCHydro past program analysis





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		

		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		8,010

		8,010



		

		FEVI 

		900

		900



		

		FEW

		90

		90



		

		Total

		9,000

		9,000



		Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,123

		$45

		$401

		$125

		$2,692



		

		FEVI 

		$239

		$5

		$45

		$14

		$303



		

		FEW

		$24

		$1

		$5

		$1

		$30



		

		Total

		$2,385

		$50

		$450

		$140

		$3,025





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures and projected participants. Note: Assumptions were based on limited data from past performance. A full program evaluation has been initiated in collaboration with BCHydro to validate energy savings claims and measure uptake.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by a Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC.



Note: this program is under development; consequently complete information is not currently available.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		



		

		Total

		

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$45

		$45

		-

		$89



		

		FEVI

		-

		$5

		$5

		-

		$10



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		$50

		$50

		-

		$100





* Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation

		Program Description

		This Program will provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR® clothes washers in collaboration with utility partners.



Low flow fixtures (also covered in Section 7 Conservation Education and Outreach) as well as other potential initiatives remain under consideration at this time. Consequently, the program inputs provided below are only for clothes washers at this time. 



Note: Pending the outcome of discussions on new DSM regulations, a dishwasher incentive may be cost-effective for 2012 or 2013. (TBD)





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		ENERGY STAR® Washing Machines, ENERGY STAR® Dish Washers (under review), Low Flow Fixtures (under review)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$325







		Incentive Amount

		Retrofit: $50 + $25 BCH*

New Construction: $25 + $25 BCH*





		Savings per Participant

		1.5 GJ - Based on ICF Marbek Measure TRC Model results from a recent Conservation Potential Review for Fortis, and assuming 8% penetration of gas dryers





		Measure Life & Source

		14 years - 2010 Conservation Potential Review and Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1”





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - BCHydro, based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not Available



		



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		7,565

		7,565



		

		FEVI 

		850

		850



		

		FEW

		85

		85



		

		Total

		8,500

		8,500



		Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI 

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$378

		$27

		$45

		$18

		$467



		

		FEVI

		$43

		$3

		$5

		$2

		$53



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		$1

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$425

		$30

		$50

		$20

		$525





*FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours

		Program Description

		This Program will develop a communications tool that engages customers in conservation through behaviour change. 



Each year, 3-4 energy consumption reports will be mailed to participating customers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Communication tool





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		$0 (energy consumption reports)





		Savings per Participant

		1 GJ (Based on approximately 1% savings for natural gas heated homes , OPOWER)





		Measure Life & Source

		2 years – OPOWER analysis 





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A -  OPOWER 





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		17,500

		105,000



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		17,500

		105,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$400

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050



		

		FEVI

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$200

		$800

		$50

		$1,050





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






New Construction – EnerGuide for Homes 80 & Beyond and Energy Efficient Appliances

		Program Description

		This Program will provide education and financial incentives to new home builders that attain EnerGuide for Homes (EGH) 80 through building envelope measures. This program will support the pending updates to the BC Building Code. 



Energy Efficient Appliance projections are included in their respective individual program areas; program inputs are currently under development.



The Program will also educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient new homes.





		Target Market

		Builders of residential properties – single family homes and town homes 





		New vs Retrofit

		New Construction





		Eligible Measures

		EGH 80 & building envelope incentives





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		FEI: $2,360 

FEVI: $2,965





		Incentive Amount*

		FEI: $442 + $198 BCH** / FEVI: $517 + $219 BCH**





		Savings per Participant*

		FEI: 8.2 GJ / FEVI: 10.4 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		25+ years - SAR Engineering report and Dunsky Consulting





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Focus groups will help determine EGH 80 market share





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,359

		1,359



		

		FEVI 

		279

		279



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		1,638

		1,638



		



Expenditures ($,000s)***

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI 

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$601

		$4

		$85

		$89

		$779



		

		FEVI

		$144

		$1

		$10

		$10

		$164



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$1

		$1

		$2



		

		Total

		$745

		$5

		$95

		$100

		$945





*Weighted averages based on multiple measures.

**FortisBC incentive is supplemented by BC Hydro (BCH) incentive.

*** Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Efficiency Partners Program

		Program Description



		This Program will develop and manage a contractor network to promote EEC programs and energy efficiency messaging. 



Currently, this program includes natural gas service providers but may be expanded to include equipment manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.





		Target Market

		Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEVI 

		TBD

		TBD



		

		FEW

		TBD

		TBD



		

		Total

		TBD

		TBD



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		N/A

		$445

		-

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI

		N/A

		$50

		-

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		N/A

		$5

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		N/A

		$500

		-

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.








High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs

Introduction 

The High Carbon Fuel Switching Programs are designed to result in lower overall GHG emissions by moving existing customers away from fossil fuels with higher carbon content than natural gas to natural gas ENERGY STAR® or EnerChoice rated appliances.



The 2012/2013 High Carbon Fuel Switching Program offering currently consists of the Switch N’ Shrink program, which is focused on converting oil or propane heating systems to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances. 



Additional programs are under development for 2012 and 2013 to further reduce GHG emissions. When completed it is expected that the total ask for this program area will be approximately $2 million annually. Further information will be available in the 2011 EEC Report.

  

Overview of Results

Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio.
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Exhibit 4: High Carbon Fuel Switching Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following provides a profile of the program shown above in Exhibit 4.

Switch N Shrink

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas. Promotional efforts will include a combination of education and financial incentives.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Heating system conversion to ENERGY STAR® natural gas appliances





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$1,000 + $50 VSM*





		Savings per Participant

		46 GJ in fuel oil savings, 43 GJ increase in natural gas consumption





		Measure Life & Source

		18 years - Navigant Consulting report, BC Hydro Power Smart QA Standard, NRCan





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		50% -  Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		95

		95



		

		FEVI 

		400

		400



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		500

		500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI 

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$95

		$2

		$19

		$4

		$120



		

		FEVI

		$400

		$8

		$80

		$16

		$504



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$500

		$10

		$100

		$20

		$630





*FortisBC incentive plus additional $50 for Variable Speed Motors (VSM) from electric utility partners.




Low Income Programs

Introduction

This Program Area was specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. The Low Income portfolio is important to FortisBC as it also helps us meet our regulated adequacy requirements. As per the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, a utilities’ DSM portfolio is considered adequate (by the authorities) when there is “a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residents of low income households to reduce their energy consumption.”[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 3[a]] 


Further, one of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”[footnoteRef:3]   [3:  Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs Application, May 28, 2008, pg 47] 


The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income Program offerings is listed below:

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  

The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  



The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  



Overview of Results

Exhibit 5 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole. Results shown below in Exhibit 5 include the 30 percent benefits adder, as provided for in the Demand-Side Measures regulation for Low Income programs.[footnoteRef:4] [4:  November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 4.2.6] 




It should be noted that providing energy efficiency and conservation programs for low income customers can be challenging in terms of achieving a positive TRC result, despite the 30 percent benefits adder. This is because of the relatively high cost of providing conservation services to this important customer segment. The ECAP program, in particular, uses a full-service approach that the Companies believe is required to achieve deep energy savings within this sector. Servicing this sector requires fully funding the measures, not only the incremental cost, which makes it very difficult to achieve favourable TRC results.
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Exhibit 5: Low Income Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 5.

Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)

		Program Description

		This Program provides energy efficiency trade training by industry experts at no cost to the participants. This training program includes course materials, developed by FortisBC, that are focused on the Energy Efficiency trade industry. The program also includes first aid, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (“WHMIS”) and other trade industry certifications, a set of tools and a tool belt, and two meals per day during training.





		Target Market

		Low income individuals facing barriers to employment 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		43

		43



		

		FEVI 

		12

		12



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		55

		55



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$145

		-

		-

		$145



		

		FEVI

		-

		$40

		-

		-

		$40



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		$185

		-

		-

		$185










Energy Saving Kit (ESK)

		Program Description

		This Program provides a bundle of easy-to-install energy efficiency measures for low-income households.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draft proofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$10 -  Average cost





		Incentive Amount

		$10 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-rated by the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating





		Savings per Participant

		0.86 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in the Energy Saving Kit





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		27% - Based on customer survey





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		16,287

		16,287



		

		FEVI 

		1,830

		1,830



		

		FEW

		183

		183



		

		Total

		18,300

		18,300



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI 

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$163

		$60

		$60

		$13

		$296



		

		FEVI

		$18

		$7

		$7

		$2

		$33



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		$1

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$183

		$68

		$68

		$15

		$333





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)

		Program Description

		This is a full-service direct-install program that will provide deep energy savings for low-income households. The Program will target very inefficient homes and provide financial incentives for the installation of a variety of energy saving measures.





		Target Market

		Low Income Residential Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Basic Stream of measures includes direct Installation of: Faucet aerators, Low Flow Showerheads, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film, and Basic Draftproofing.



Advanced Stream of measures includes all the above and, in some cases: Insulation (typically ceiling and crawl space), High Efficiency Furnaces, and Advanced Draftproofing.





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,150 - Average cost





		Incentive Amount

		$1,150 - Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed.





		Savings per Participant

		5.78 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		13 years - Average based on the individual gas measures included in ECAP





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		4% - Primarily third-party studies





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		2,225

		2,225



		

		FEVI 

		250

		250



		

		FEW

		25

		25



		

		Total

		2,500

		2,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$2,559

		$819

		$467

		$116

		$3,961



		

		FEVI

		$288

		$92

		$53

		$13

		$445



		

		FEW

		$29

		$9

		$5

		$1

		$45



		

		Total

		$2,875

		$920

		$525

		$130

		$4,450





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Sector Programs

Introduction

The Commercial Sector Programs encourage commercial and institutional customers to implement measures that reduce their natural gas consumption and energy costs while contributing to the realization of the government’s energy and climate objectives. These programs are offered to both new construction and retrofit applications in the FEI, FEVI, and FEW service areas.



The 2012/2013 suite of Commercial Sector Program offerings is listed below:



Efficient Boiler Program

Light Commercial Boiler Program

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

Commercial Energy Assessment Program

Spray Valve Program

Commercial Custom Design Program

Continuous Optimization Program

Commercial Kitchen Program

MURB Program

Process Heat Program

Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

Energy Specialist Program

The 2012/2013 programs listed above extend the Companies’s commercial program offering by rolling out the following new programs to take advantage of a wider array of natural gas saving opportunities.



The Commercial Custom Design and Continuous Optimization Programs will encourage reduced natural gas consumption through custom engineered capital upgrades and ongoing facilities performance management.  These programs, to be offered in partnership with BC Hydro and eventually FortisBC Inc, will further inter utility cooperation on DSM initiatives, allowing each to leverage the other’s reach to promote a cohesive energy saving message and take full advantage of all investment opportunities.  



Programs targeted at MURBs, commercial kitchens and process heating will round out the new offerings during the period, providing the companies with a portfolio of programs addressing a significantly broadened range of potential participants.

CAVEAT

Every attempt has been made to provide an accurate representation of the portfolio of commercial area programs for the planning period. However, certain limitations must be acknowledged and understood. This is particularly the case for the Commercial Custom Design program, the Continuous Optimization program and the Process Heat program. 

These programs, being more complex and non prescriptive in nature, have variable measure savings, costs, incentives and/or cash flows. Additional information is provided below and in the Program Profiles that are included later in this section. 

Commercial Custom Design Program

The numbers presented in this plan are based on values observed for the first 5 participants in the Beta test stage of the commercial custom design program. While these values represent the best available information to date vis-a-vis average savings, costs, incentives and measure lives, they may not be representative of program results over the longer term as the former are, by definition, specific to each participant. It should be understood however that under the program rules no incentives will be provided for measures having a TRC less than one, thus the companies are confident that the program will be cost effective.

Process Heat

The process heat program remains in initial concept stage while the Companies focus on rolling out other programs to market. The values provided in this plan represent the Companies’ estimates that are based primarily on boiler upgrades for process heating. Additional details are to be worked out during more detailed program design.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 6 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Commercial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results




Exhibit 6: Commercial Sector Program Results (cont’d)
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 6.

Efficient Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with more than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input >300 MBH.





		

		Retrofit

		New Construction



		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$35,834

		$65,711



		Incentive Amount*



		$13,517

		$24,687



		Savings per Participant*



		510 GJ

		1069 GJ



		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available



		Participants**

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI

		141

		25

		154

		27



		

		FEVI 

		16

		3

		17

		3



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		158

		28

		173

		30



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,908

		$89

		$15

		-

		$2,013



		

		FEVI 

		$214

		$10

		$2

		-

		$226



		

		FEW

		$16

		$1

		-

		-

		$17



		

		Total

		$2,139

		$100

		$17

		-

		$2,256



		

		2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$615

		$16

		$3

		-

		$633



		

		FEVI 

		$69

		$2

		-

		-

		$71



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$689

		$18

		$3

		-

		$710



		

		2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,082

		$91

		$15

		$89

		$2,277



		

		FEVI 

		$234

		$10

		$2

		$10

		$256



		

		FEW

		$18

		$1

		-

		$1

		$20



		

		Total

		$2,333

		$102

		$17

		$100

		$2,552



		

		2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$671

		$16

		$3

		$18

		$707



		

		FEVI 

		$75

		$2

		-

		$2

		$76



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$752

		$18

		$3

		$20

		$793





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Light Commercial Boiler Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial boilers with less than 300 MBH input.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% and condensing boilers 85% ≤ C.E. ≥ 90% with input < 300 MBH.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		Retrofit: $18,695

New Construction: $18,695





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% AFUE and $3 / mbh for >85% < 90% AFUE





		Savings per Participant*

		296 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - ASHRAE Handbook and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		18%  - Jack Habart Study





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		25

		3

		26

		3



		

		FEVI 

		3

		-

		3

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		28

		3

		29

		3



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$85

		$2

		$2

		$24

		$113



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$96

		$2

		$3

		$27

		$127



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$9

		-

		-

		$3

		$13



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		$3

		$14



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$90

		$2

		$2

		-

		$94



		

		FEVI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$101

		$2

		$3

		-

		$105



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$10



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$11

		-

		-

		-

		$12





*Values provided are 2010 averages.

**Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.

Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial water heaters with thermal efficiency greater than 84%.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Near condensing storage and volume type water heaters 84% ≤ T.E. ≥ 90%

Condensing storage and volume type water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.

Condensing on demand water heaters 90% ≤ T.E.





		Incremental Measure Cost*

		$5,378





		Incentive Amount

		$5 / mbh for ≥ 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$3 / mbh for >85% < 90% TE Storage type and volume water boilers

$2.50 / mbh for  ≥ 90% TE Tankless type





		Savings per Participant*

		89 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - Conservation Potential Review, CEE data, Other Utility programs





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - OEB Approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		70

		8

		70

		8



		

		FEVI 

		12

		1

		12

		1



		

		FEW

		1

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		83

		9

		83

		9



		



Expenditures ($,000s)**

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$154

		$4

		$12

		$7

		$177



		

		FEVI 

		$27

		$1

		$2

		$1

		$32



		

		FEW

		$2

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$183

		$5

		$14

		$8

		$210



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$17

		-

		$1

		$1

		$20



		

		FEVI 

		$3

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$20

		$10

		$0

		$1

		$32





*Values provided are 2010 averages. **Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Commercial Energy Assessment Program

		Program Description

		This Program promotes energy saving retrofits by providing no charge energy use assessments of commercial facilities.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Walkthrough energy assessment and written report.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,250





		Incentive Amount

		$1,250





		Savings per Participant

		488 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		1 year





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		35% - 2008 and 2010 EAP Program Evaluations





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		112

		112



		

		FEVI 

		38

		38



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		152

		152



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$141

		$41

		$4

		-

		$185



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$14

		$1

		-

		$63



		

		FEW

		$2

		$1

		-

		-

		$3



		

		Total

		$190

		$55

		$5

		-

		$250





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Spray Valve Program

		Program Description

		This Program partners with Green Table to reduce the energy consumption of commercial food service customers by offering free provision and installation of low flow pre rinse spray valves. 





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow pre rinse spray valves





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$130





		Incentive Amount

		$130





		Savings per Participant

		9 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		12 % - Food Service Technology Center and OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		322

		3

		322

		3



		

		FEVI 

		36

		-

		36

		-



		

		FEW

		4

		-

		4

		-



		

		Total

		362

		4

		362

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$42

		$1

		$1

		-

		$44



		

		FEVI 

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$47

		$1

		$1

		-

		$50



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		-

		$1





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Custom Design Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides commercial customers with an Energy Study, and then uses financial incentives to encourage the implementation of cost effective energy saving measures identified in the study. The Program will encourage a wide variety of commercial customers to participate because the Energy Study will consider their specific situations. The energy saving measures will vary depending on the customer, and must be approved by the utility. 



This Program is offered in partnership with BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Utility funded energy study, and utility incented Energy Saving Measures (ESMs) as identified in the energy study and approved by the utility. ESMs are variable.





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon participant proposed Energy Saving Measures. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $255,298

New Construction: $334,750





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then $5 / discounted GJ saved over 50% of the Energy Measure Life (EML), up to 10 yrs max. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: $171,700

New Construction: $250,000





		Savings per Participant

		Dependent upon participant proposed ESMs. Assumed the following:



Retrofit: 5,780 GJ

New Construction: 3,161 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - Variable. Dependent upon participant’s proposed Energy Saving Measures





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		19

		4

		15

		3



		

		FEVI 

		5

		1

		4

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		24

		5

		19

		4



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$3,255

		$64

		$13

		$134

		$3,467



		

		FEVI 

		$824

		$16

		$3

		$34

		$878



		

		FEW

		$41

		$1

		-

		$2

		$44



		

		Total

		$4,121

		$81

		$17

		$170

		$4,389



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$988

		$13

		$3

		$27

		$1,030



		

		FEVI 

		$250

		$1

		-

		$3

		$255



		

		FEW

		$13

		-

		-

		-

		$13



		

		Total

		$1,250

		$14

		$3

		$30

		$1,297



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,577

		$168

		$7

		$134

		$2,886



		

		FEVI 

		$652

		$43

		$2

		$34

		$731



		

		FEW

		$33

		$2

		-

		$2

		$37



		

		Total

		$3,262

		$213

		$9

		$170

		$3,653



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$790

		$33

		$1

		$27

		$851



		

		FEVI 

		$200

		$4

		-

		$3

		$207



		

		FEW

		$10

		-

		-

		-

		$11



		

		Total

		$1,000

		$38

		$2

		$30

		$1,069





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Continuous Optimization Program

		Program Description

		This Program will provide financial incentives to commercial customers who capture energy savings through building commissioning and other improvement strategies. 



Partnership with FortisBC (electric) and BC Hydro.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Re/Retro commissioning study, employee training, and real time energy consumption monitoring





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$43,384 (Average gas side investment)





		Incentive Amount

		$23,812 (Average incentive over 8 years)





		Savings per Participant

		70 GJ/year for the first 3 years

1,086 GJ/year thereafter 

(Average of 705 GJ/year used in the analysis)





		Measure Life & Source

		8 years - None





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - BC Hydro





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		145

		187



		

		FEVI 

		6

		8



		

		FEW

		2

		2



		

		Total

		153

		197



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$1,740

		$143

		$5

		$67

		$1,954



		

		FEVI 

		$73

		$6

		-

		$8

		$87



		

		FEW

		$18

		$2

		-

		$1

		$21



		

		Total

		$1,832

		$150

		$5

		$75

		$2,062



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$2,429

		$143

		$5

		$89

		$2,665



		

		FEVI 

		$102

		$6

		-

		$10

		$118



		

		FEW

		$26

		$2

		-

		$1

		$28



		

		Total

		$2,557

		$150

		$5

		$100

		$2,812





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Commercial Kitchen Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers a suite of rebates for the installation of high efficiency commercial cooking equipment.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		High Efficiency deep fryers, ovens, ranges, griddles





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,700 (Average)



		Incentive Amount

		$1,500 (Average)





		Savings per Participant

		35.11 GJ’s





		Measure Life & Source

		12 years - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		5% - The Food Service Technology Center and OEB DSM Assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		36

		4

		48

		5



		

		FEVI 

		4

		-

		5

		1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		40

		4

		54

		6



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$53

		$2

		$6

		-

		$61



		

		FEVI 

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$60

		$2

		$7

		-

		$69



		

		

2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$5

		-

		$1

		-

		$6



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$6

		-

		$1

		-

		$7



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$72

		$2

		$6

		-

		$80



		

		FEVI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$81

		$2

		$7

		-

		$90



		

		

2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$8

		-

		$1

		-

		$9



		

		FEVI 

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$9

		-

		$1

		-

		$10





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




MURB Program

		Program Description

		This Program offers an assortment of rebates targeted primarily at "In-Suite" gas saving measures for multi-unit residential buildings (MURBs).



Note: In the first two years of operation energy saving measures are currently expected to be limited to the installation of low flow aerators and shower heads.  Additional measures will be included as more business cases are developed.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Low flow faucet aerators and Low flow showerhead

(Assume 2 aerators and 1 showerhead per suite)





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$8,440 per building ($75 per suite)



		Incentive Amount

		$8,440 per building ($75 per suite)





		Savings per Participant

		450 GJ per building (4 GJ per suite)





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions and Conservation Potential Review





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		10% - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		

		Retrofit

		New Constr.

		Retrofit

		New Constr.



		

		FEI 

		35

		9

		53

		13



		

		FEVI 

		9

		2

		13

		3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		1

		-



		

		Total

		44

		11

		67

		17



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$293

		$6

		$16

		-

		$315



		

		FEVI 

		$74

		$2

		$4

		-

		$80



		

		FEW

		$4

		-

		-

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		$371

		$8

		$20

		-

		$399



		

		2012 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$73

		$2

		$4

		-

		$79



		

		FEVI 

		$19

		-

		$1

		-

		$20



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$1



		

		Total

		$93

		$2

		$5

		-

		$100



		

		

2013 – Retrofit



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$447

		$6

		$16

		-

		$469



		

		FEVI 

		$113

		$2

		$4

		-

		$119



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$565

		$8

		$20

		-

		$593



		

		2013 – New Construction



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$113

		$2

		$5

		-

		$119



		

		FEVI 

		$29

		-

		$1

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		$1

		-

		-

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		$143

		$2

		$5

		-

		$150





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.


Process Heat Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides rebates to encourage energy efficiency retrofits targeted towards Manufacturing processes.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		High efficiency boilers, Stack Economizers, Boiler controls, Drying ovens





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$70,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,250 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - Assumed value





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		20% - Assumed value





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		21

		21



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		23

		23



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$513

		$4

		$8

		-

		$525



		

		FEVI 

		$58

		-

		$1

		-

		$59



		

		FEW

		$6

		-

		-

		-

		$6



		

		Total

		$576

		$5

		$10

		-

		$590





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Fireplace Timers Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the natural gas savings potential of fireplace "time-of-operation" controllers in multi-unit residential buildings.



Note: There are no participants in 2012, as the pilot is closed and the results are being evaluated.  The 2013 number is based on an assumed full program roll out.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Electronic fireplace "time-of-operation" controller





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50





		Incentive Amount

		$50





		Savings per Participant

		3 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years - Assumed value. No similar equipment is known to exist





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		-

		8,455



		

		FEVI 

		-

		950



		

		FEW

		-

		95



		

		Total

		-

		9,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		-

		-

		-

		$67

		$67



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		$8

		$8



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		$1

		$1



		

		Total

		-

		-

		-

		$75

		$75



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$423

		$9

		$13

		-

		$445



		

		FEVI 

		$48

		$1

		$2

		-

		$50



		

		FEW

		$5

		-

		-

		-

		$5



		

		Total

		$475

		$10

		$15

		-

		$500





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will assess the incremental costs and savings potential of radiant tube heaters when used for space heating in place of standard unit heaters.





		Target Market

		Commercial Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Radiant tube heaters





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Variable. Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

$1,220





		Incentive Amount

		If TRC ≥ 1.0 then up to 75% of incremental cost between radiant tube heaters and standard unit heaters. Assumed the following:

	

$915





		Savings per Participant

		Variable.  Dependent upon individual participant's facility / building. Assumed the following:

	

57.5 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		20 years - OEB approved DSM assumptions





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Pilot program assumption





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		13

		



		

		FEVI 

		-

		



		

		FEW

		-

		



		

		Total

		13

		



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$12

		$1

		-

		$4

		$17



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$1

		-

		$2

		$3



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$12

		$2

		-

		$6

		$20



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEVI 

		

		

		

		

		



		

		FEW

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Total

		

		

		

		

		





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.




Energy Specialist Program

		Program Description

		This Program will create Energy Specialist positions, whose key priority is to identify opportunities for their organization to participate in FortisBC’s EEC programs. The Energy Specialist reports to and supports the Energy Manager on holistic energy reduction projects, while also focusing on identifying opportunities to use natural gas more efficiently. 



Energy Specialist positions are funded by FortisBC up to $60,000 for a period of one year. This Program will be funded as an enabling program.





		Target Market

		Large Commercial and Institutional Customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Specialist position





		Incremental Measure Cost

		$60,000





		Incentive Amount

		$60,000





		Savings per Participant

		Not applicable





		Measure Life & Source

		Not applicable





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Learnings from 2010/2011 Energy Specialist Pilot Program





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants*

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI 

		14

		13



		

		FEVI 

		2

		2



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		15

		15



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$810

		$159

		-

		$36

		$1,005



		

		FEVI 

		$90

		$18

		-

		$4

		$112



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$177

		-

		$40

		$1,117



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI 

		$780

		$108

		-

		$36

		$924



		

		FEVI 

		$120

		$12

		-

		$4

		$136



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$900

		$120

		-

		$40

		$1,060





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.












Conservation Education & Outreach Programs

Introduction

The Conservation Education and Outreach (“CEO”) Programs provide general conservation and non-program specific communications. CEO initiatives support the EEC’s portfolio goals of energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction established by the Government of BC. This program area is also intended to foster a culture of conservation within the province by educating customers about changing their awareness and behaviours in regards to conserving energy. The goal of these initiatives is to ensure customers learn about taking small steps towards energy conservation and that customers will be receptive to incentive programs when they are proposed. 



Many of the initiatives listed are a continuation from 2011, with a goal of program expansion for 2012 and 2013. CEO programs are not individually run through the California Standards Tests at a program level, and do not have any energy savings directly associated with them. However, costs are included at the portfolio level in the overall EEC portfolio TRC. Some of the programs which are being piloted in 2011, such as the Home Efficiency Measures and Behaviour Change Programs – Online Community Site, are attempting to measure potential energy savings from behaviour change.



The 2012/2013 suite of Conservation Education & Outreach Program offerings is listed below:

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

Residential Outreach Education Tools

Energy Champion Program

Home Efficiency Measures

Municipal Partnerships - Other 

Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

Small Commercial Education and Outreach

Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events

Commercial Multi Family

Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations 

School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

School Programs: Post Secondary



The scope of CEO Programs noted above includes continuation of the 2011 initiatives, as well as several new initiatives for the 2012/2013 period. Selected highlights are listed below.



A Home Efficiency Measures Partnership Program will disseminate low flow kits to other municipalities, big box retailers, multi-family housing, and even students through school programs.  

Customer Behaviour Programs will be expanded as large commercial customers, including municipalities, continue to look for low cost behaviour adjustments in their efforts to reduce energy costs within their facilities, including behaviour projects carried out by Energy Specialists.  

School programs will also continue to expand in the 2012/2013 period, with a new program for post secondary students.  

A mass education campaign on natural gas conservation programs and energy literacy will be delivered that will educate customers on the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE vs. Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR®, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).

Overview of Results

Exhibit 7 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the CEO Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results










Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)














Exhibit 7: Conservation Education & Outreach Program Results (cont’d)
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 7.

Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy

		Program Description

		This Program will promote natural gas conservation and energy literacy by providing consumers with the information they need to make smart energy choices. Through outreach events, it has become apparent that greater education, as well as energy literacy, is required to educate residential customers on understanding why energy efficiency is important. 



An energy literacy campaign will educate customers on topics such as: the differences in energy efficiency ratings (eg. AFUE and Energy Factor), rating percentages, and efficiency labeling (eg. ENERGY STAR®, EnerChoice, and EnerGuide).  



Mass media education will include print and online communications such as bill inserts, newspaper advertising, as well as, ethnic media channels, radio, and television.  Media advertising tracking will also be used to effectively evaluate the campaign. The benefits of utilizing a mix of mass media as part of an education campaign include cost effectiveness in reaching all customers, message retention due to stronger frequency, and informing customers on complex information through an appropriate medium.  Using a mix of mass media will supplement EEC outreach at home shows and community events.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$25

		$560

		$70

		$655











Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will maintain a presence within the community to provide information and encourage energy efficiency and conservation practices. To get its message out to the community, the program will take advantage of regional home shows, the Pacific National Exhibition prize home showcase, and community outreach events. 



Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		34,600

		34,600



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		40,000

		40,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$20

		$280

		$16

		$316



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$5

		$67

		$4

		$75



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		$4

		-

		$4



		

		Total

		-

		$25

		$350

		$20

		$395










Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support

		Program Description

		This Program will encourage energy efficiency practices through promotions and events associated with the regional Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA) offices. This will include building award events, training sessions, efficient appliances for a "green home" showcase, and trade shows.





		Target Market

		Builders / renovators, Association members and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$20

		-

		$170










Residential Outreach Education Tools

		Program Description

		This Program will demonstrate and give away energy savings devices to the public.  Giveaways and tools required for the shows and outreach events include: shower timers, furnace filters, weatherstripping, and other prizes. The program will feature giveaways for outreach events and sports partnerships events, kid’s materials, and a survey kiosk.





		Target Market

		Residential customers and children at events





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$180

		$20

		-

		$200










Energy Champion Program

		Program Description

		This Program will partner with local sports organizations, such as the Vancouver Canucks, BC Lions, Western Hockey League, and BC Hockey League, to promote energy conservation to consumers through a variety of methods, including online competitions, face-to-face interactions, pre and in-game activities, leveraging on media channels, and even school outreach programs delivered by the local team.  



Additionally, educational tools such as shower timer prizes, weatherstripping materials, etc., that are intended to reinforce the energy conservation message at home, will be distributed at these events and have been included in the budget. 





		Target Market

		Residential customers, students and schools, and general public





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		11,350

		11,350



		

		FEVI 

		3,500

		3,500



		

		FEW

		150

		150



		

		Total

		15,000

		15,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$80

		$584

		$16

		$680



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$19

		$139

		$4

		$162



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$7

		-

		$9



		

		Total

		-

		$100

		$730

		$20

		$850





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Home Efficiency Measures

		Program Description

		This Program will promote efficient, low-cost measures that homeowners can easily apply to achieve energy savings. There are potential leverage opportunities for program dissemination through partnerships with big box retailers, and with municipalities.





		Target Market

		Residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$100

		$50

		$450



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$300

		$120

		$50

		$470










Municipal Partnerships - Other

		Program Description

		This Program will support municipal initiatives that target commercial customers, builders, developers, and municipal employees. Measures will include education for small businesses through the Climate Smart program, promotion of efficient building practices during the permit application process, and employee behaviour change programs. 



Initiatives in this program area will also allow EEC programs to assist those municipalities that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, builders/developers and municipal employees 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$30

		$20

		$150



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$100

		$40

		$20

		$160










Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions

		Program Description

		This Program will develop and deliver education sessions to commercial building operators around the province. With a curriculum developed by Natural Resources Canada specifically for natural gas conservation, these sessions will be delivered by FortisBC Energy Solution Managers.





		Target Market

		Commercial building operators





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$60

		-

		$10

		$70










Small Commercial Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This program will promote energy efficient practices for small commercial customers through print and online communications, and event support. These initiatives will include bill inserts, ethnic communication materials, and will support organizations such as the Business Improvement Areas of British Columbia (BIABC) that target small businesses.





		Target Market

		Small commercial customers 





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$20

		$30

		$100










Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events 

		Program Description

		This Program will take advantage of industry trade shows, industry association meetings and events, and building award events to promote energy efficiency and conservation practices to commercial customers.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,200

		1,200



		

		FEVI 

		295

		295



		

		FEW

		5

		5



		

		Total

		1,500

		1,500



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$88

		$40

		-

		$128



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$21

		$10

		-

		$30



		

		FEW

		-

		$1

		$1

		-

		$2



		

		Total

		-

		$110

		$50

		-

		$160





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






Commercial Multi Family

		Program Description

		This Program will include education programs and distribution of efficient, low-cost measures that multi-family customers can apply to achieve energy savings.





		Target Market

		Commercial customers, multi-family buildings





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$250

		$50

		$30

		$330












Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site

		Program Description

		This Program will support the existing Health Authority Staff Engagement Pilot Program which is currently being implemented in 2011. In addition, in 2012 and 2013, the goal is to extend this behaviour change program to other health authorities and/or large institutional and municipal customers.



With an online tool, the Companies hope to capture the attribution of energy savings to this behaviour program. This program would also act as an EEC tool for those organizations that have committed to becoming carbon neutral under the BC Climate Action Charter, thereby supporting government policy.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$80

		$20

		$250



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$100

		$20

		$270










Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists

		Program Description

		This Program will support behaviour education programs developed by Energy Specialists for their respective organizations, thereby supporting their efforts to educate staff and further reduce energy consumption in facilities. Many of their education campaigns take the form of education fairs, education sessions, “green” teams, competitions, and communications.





		Target Market

		Commercial / municipal / institutional organizations and their employees





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$50

		$130

		$20

		$200










Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach

		Program Description

		This Program will support initiatives such as the BC Housing Tenant Engagement Pilot Program aimed at educating tenants on behaviour change to reduce their heat and hot water usage, the BC Non Profit Housing Association annual conference, print and online communications, as well as outreach to service providers such as food banks and family services organizations.





		Target Market

		Low income, residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$50

		$20

		$270










School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum

		Program Description

		This Program will develop Phase 2 of the EEC in-class modules, online modules, printed collateral, mobile applications, and teacher resources for the EEC schools and students curriculum.  Phase 1 is currently being developed in 2011.  



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / teachers / school administration





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		$50

		-

		$50



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-










School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations

		Program Description

		This Program will provide support for a variety of in-school and student programs such as Destination Conservation, BC Green Games, Environmental Mind Grind, Beyond Recycling, and Energy Champion Assembly presentations. The Companies have been supporting many of these initiatives since 2009. 



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students / Teachers





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost

		N/A







		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		20,000

		20,000



		

		FEVI 

		4,750

		4,750



		

		FEW

		250

		250



		

		Total

		25,000

		25,000



		



Expenditures ($,000s)*

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		-

		$184

		-

		$40

		$224



		

		FEVI 

		-

		$44

		-

		$10

		$54



		

		FEW

		-

		$2

		-

		$1

		$3



		

		Total

		-

		$230

		-

		$50

		$280





*Totals may not add exactly; any differences are due to rounding.






School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 

		Program Description

		This Program will educate students and distribute efficient low-cost fixtures for them to bring home, linking their classroom materials with home behaviours on natural gas conservation.   



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students and residential customers





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$200

		$20

		$20

		$240










School Programs: Post Secondary 

		Program Description

		This Program will develop and administer post secondary programs/competitions and initiatives, such as goBEYOND, directed at students living on campuses. These programs will encourage post secondary students to make energy saving choices. 



This program area also supports section 44.1 (8) (c) of the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C 1996, c.473, s.125.1 (4) (e), where a public utility’s plan portfolio is adequate if it includes an education program for  students enrolled in schools in the Companies’ service area.





		Target Market

		Students





		New vs Retrofit

		N/A





		Eligible Measures

		N/A





		Incremental Measure Cost



		N/A





		Incentive Amount

		N/A





		Savings per Participant

		N/A





		Measure Life & Source

		N/A





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		N/A





		Spillover Rate & Source

		N/A





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		All

		N/A



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		All

		-

		$150

		$10

		$20

		$180












Industrial Sector Programs

Introduction

The Industrial Sector Program area will continue to offer opportunities for energy efficiency and conservation activities throughout the 2012/2013 period. The Companies believe that the investments in this portfolio will lay the foundation for significant capital investments by large industrial customers that will produce significant energy and cost savings.  



The 2012/2013 suite of Industrial Sector Program offerings is listed below:

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

Overview of Results

Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Industrial Sector Portfolio, as a whole.
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Exhibit 8: Industrial Sector Program Results
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 8.

Industrial Technology Retrofit Program

		Program Description

		This Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies. Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.

	



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs. Retrofit



		Retrofit



		Eligible Measures

		· Retrofit shell and tube heat exchangers to plate and frame heat exchangers

· Replacement of existing burner management systems with electronic modulation control units

· Upgrade existing lime kiln chain systems

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades





		Incremental Measure Cost

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – $2M

· Burner management system upgrade –$14,000

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – $1M

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades - $400,000





		Incentive Amount

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – up to $869,591

· Burner management system upgrade – up to $8,696

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – up to $434,795

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – up to  $173,918





		Savings per Participant



		· Variable



		Measure Life & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· Shell and tube heat exchangers – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Burner management system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research)

· Lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25 years (Source: Conservation Potential Study)





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		Varies by measure as follows:

· shell and tube heat exchangers – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· burner management system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· lime kiln chain system upgrade – 10% (Source: best estimate)

· Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades – 25% (Source: best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source



		All conservatively estimated to be zero



		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		4

		4



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		4

		4



		















Expenditures ($,000s)

		



2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$1,487

		$153

		$20

		$50

		$1,710










Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program

		Program Description

		This Program will assess the scope of existing natural gas efficiency opportunities in industrial manufacturing processes.   

When assessing opportunities, emphasis will be given to selecting pilot projects that, if successful, would have widespread opportunity for replication throughout the sector.

The program will fund up to 50% of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. The program will also fund a free energy analysis up to $6,800.



		Target Market

		Medium and Large Industrial Facilities





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		· Industrial energy audit

· Industrial energy analysis

· Industrial energy audit implementation





		Incremental Measure Cost



		Not applicable



		Incentive Amount

		· 50% of the cost of energy audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $18,250. 

· Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector, up to $6,800







		Savings per Participant

		Variable





		Measure Life & Source

		Variable





		Free Rider Rate & Source



		10% for audits, 30% for energy analysis (best estimate)





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Conservatively estimated to be zero





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		35

		36



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-



		

		FW

		-

		-



		

		Total

		35

		36



		



Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		

2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388



		

		FEVI 

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		FEW

		-

		-

		-

		-

		-



		

		Total

		$353

		$20

		$5

		$10

		$388







Innovative Technologies Programs

Introduction

The Innovative Technologies[footnoteRef:5] Program evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims related to equipment and system performance. The program also assesses actual savings and customer acceptance of these newer technologies. Technologies that successfully emerge from the Innovative Technologies Program will be considered for inclusion within the applicable sector programs within the larger EEC portfolio.  [5:  Innovative technologies are market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies.] 


FortisBC believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013. The $1.5 million annual budget will be allocated as follows: 

$1 million for feasibility studies and demonstration projects; 

$300,000 for EM&V to confirm savings claims, and 

$200,000 for technology or market studies and reports.

Although it is premature to define the specific pilots that will be supported in 2012 and 2013, the following opportunities have been identified and are expected to be primary areas of focus. 

Thermal Curtains 

Thermal curtains decrease heat losses (conduction, convection, and radiation losses) in greenhouses.  Typically, they are installed horizontally inside the greenhouse, near the greenhouse gutter line and are deployed during night time hours, and open during daytime hours. When applied in this manner, thermal curtains reduce greenhouse heat loss (mostly at night) and therefore reduce fuel consumption. 

As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FortisBC requires further data to better understand the applicability and overall energy saving potential within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Solar Air Heating System

Solar air heating systems preheat outdoor air that is required for ventilation. This reduces the heating demand for conventional natural gas-fired heating in the existing rooftop air-handling unit. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.


Occupancy Sensors/Controls

Room controlled HVAC systems maintain a set temperature when the room is occupied. When the room is vacant, the occupancy sensor device sends a signal back to a controller that allows the room temperature to drift downward to a pre-programmed setback temperature. Energy savings are realized by the resulted reduction in space heating load. The device automatically shuts off air conditioning or space heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Condensing Make-up Air Units (MUA) 

Condensing makeup air units have recently entered the BC marketplace. Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, condensing units claim natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.

Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System

Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate. There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error. The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage. 

FortisBC has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate the energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  

Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology

There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule. When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job. The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology

British Columbia accounts for 26% of Canada’s total ceramic manufacturing. There are claims that microwave assist technology, in conjunction with a kiln, can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. 

The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state (especially at lower temperatures) are usually very poor thermal conductors. Thus, heat transfer to the inside of single or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient. Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. 

FortisBC requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia. A prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.

CAVEAT

FortisBC would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the TRC and other cost/benefit tests reported in this program area are a rough estimate. There is a lack of measure-specific performance data as well as utility program experience , since these technologies currently have little or no market penetration in BC. 

FortisBC has derived the estimates reported in this plan based on manufacture data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience. FortisBC has also discounted the energy savings and measure life where applicable to provide a more conservative estimate. FortisBC intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information.

Overview of Results

Exhibit 9 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Innovative Technologies Portfolio, as a whole.







Las		September 23, 2011
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Exhibit 9: Innovative Technologies Program Results







Las			September 23, 2011
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Program Profiles

The following pages provide profiles for each of the programs shown above in Exhibit 9.

Thermal Curtain Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed in Industrial Greenhouse applications.





		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$320,166





		Incentive Amount

		$130,680





		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1

		2



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		1

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658














Solar Air Heating System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Solar Air Heating systems installed in agricultural applications.





		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$500,000





		Incentive Amount

		$250,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920










Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$1,000





		Incentive Amount

		$500





		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		1,620

		-



		

		FEVI

		180

		-



		

		Total

		1,800

		-



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670










Condensing Make up Air Units Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units in Multi-Unit Residential Buildings (MURB) applications.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$2,500





		Incentive Amount

		$1,500





		Savings per Participant

		361 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68










Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing energy management systems in lumber Kilns.





		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit





		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$50,000





		Incentive Amount

		$25,000





		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160










Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burners installed in painting booths.





		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$130,000





		Incentive Amount

		$65,000





		Savings per Participant

		1,639 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		10 years – Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% – Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012

		2013



		

		FEI

		-

		3



		

		FEVI

		-

		1



		

		Total

		-

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI

		$195

		$11

		$4

		$64

		$274



		

		FEVI

		$65

		$4

		$1

		$21

		$91



		

		Total

		$260

		$15

		$5

		$85

		$365










Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot

		Program Description

		This Pilot Program will determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting Microwave Assist Technology (MAT) technology within Ceramic Manufacturing kilns.





		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns





		New vs Retrofit

		Both





		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology





		Incremental Measure Cost



		$350,000





		Incentive Amount

		$175,000





		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJ





		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Manufacturers’ Estimate





		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate





		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available





		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		

2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		-

		$5

		$100

		$280










  Summary

The information provided in this EEC Plan has responded to the Commission’s Information Requests and Intervener Evidence by providing additional detail related to FortisBC’s EEC funding request for the 2012-2013 period. More specifically, this EEC Plan provides:

A comprehensive suite of programs for each of the previously approved EEC activity areas.

Descriptions of each of the programs, including target markets, eligible measures, expected levels of participation, energy savings and forecast expenditures by administrative category.

A full reporting of the cost-effectiveness of those programs at the level of individual program, program area and total portfolio. 

The EEC plan illustrates that there remains significant cost-effective opportunities for energy efficiency within FortisBC’s service territory, which is consistent with the results provided in FortisBC’s Conservation Potential Review – 2010[footnoteRef:6]. This remaining opportunity reflects, in part, how the continued technology cost and performance improvements have increased the availability of energy efficiency options. This is particularly the case in the commercial sector. The CPR 2010 study concluded that this sector accounted for over 40% of the total near term achievable energy savings potential; this emphasis is reflected in the current EEC plan, which forecasts that approximately 50% of 2013 savings will be from the commercial sector programs. [6:  The annual energy savings reported in CPR 2010 include the cumulative effects of technologies implemented in prior years, which provides an accurate comparison with FortisBC’s load forecast. However, the annual savings calculation method used for the purpose of this EEC Plan does not include the effects of those prior year technologies.  Consequently, the reported savings from each approach are not directly comparable.] 




However, some markets are challenged. More specifically:

The scope for program induced natural gas savings in the residential sector are challenged by the impacts of new space and water heating equipment performance standards as well as those due to new residential construction standards. Consequently the residential program portfolio has a TRC value of 0.94. 

The low-income portfolio is similarly challenged with a TRC of 0.54, due largely to the labour intensive nature of the programs relative to the size of available energy savings.

Overall the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a positive TRC value of 1.28. Based on the positive TRC value and the results of FortisBC’s earlier economic impact study, implementation of this EEC Plan will result in a positive net impact on provincial GDP and employment. That earlier study concluded that for each $1 million invested in natural gas DSM, provincial GDP would increase by about $350,000 and approximately 5.8 – 6.7 jobs would be created.



As noted previously in Section 2, this EEC Plan also applies a societal cost test (SCT) to each of the programs. In contrast to the TRC inputs, the SCT employs a societal discount rate of 3.0% and a levelized avoided gas commodity cost of $15.28/GJ. Overall, the portfolio of programs contained in the EEC Plan provides a SCT value of 3.07, which is significantly greater than the TRC value. The cost-effectiveness results for the residential and low income portfolios, note above also improve significantly under the SCT. The residential portfolio has a positive SCT value of 2.4 and the low-income portfolio has a SCT value of 0.99.
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FEIFEVI


2012849,97685,764935,740


20131,862,972166,1622,029,134


14,412,5881,325,45715,738,045


201222,1743,43925,614


201322,1743,44725,621


Total44,3486,88651,234


201211,1271,53612,662


201311,0211,54112,563


Total22,1483,07725,225


201233,3014,97538,276


201333,1954,98838,183


Total66,4969,96376,459


TRC1.281.271.28
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Sector


FEI178,683434,8223,409,3525,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8950.951.921.740.572.42


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.452.28


Total201,045477,1913,858,2436,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9990.941.931.790.552.40


High Carbon Fuel Switching


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


Low Income


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.271.00


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.95


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.99


Commercial Sector


FEI447,358887,6717,004,44910,82411,38822,2121,7131,1352,84812,53712,52325,0601.442.672.590.613.60


FEVI76,466135,6991,079,5181,8341,8013,6351491763251,9831,9773,9601.712.584.200.444.15


Total523,8241,023,3708,083,96712,65813,18925,8471,8611,3123,17314,52014,50029,0201.472.662.780.583.67


Conservation Education and Outreach


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Industrial Sector


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.789.00


Innovative Technologies


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.784.25


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.554.38


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.734.27


ALL PORTFOLIOS


FEI849,9761,862,97214,412,58822,17422,17444,34811,12711,02122,14833,30133,19566,4961.282.082.470.603.14


FEVI85,764166,1621,325,4573,4393,4476,8861,5361,5413,0774,9754,9889,9631.271.352.520.532.59


Total935,7402,029,13415,738,04525,61425,62151,23412,66212,56325,22538,27638,18376,4591.281.972.480.583.07


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory


Participant


IncentivesNon-Incentives


Utility


Portfolio 


and Service 


Territory


All Spending
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NPV Gas 


Savings 


(GJ)
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(GJ/yr.)
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TRCSocietalRIM
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


ENERGY STAR® Domestic Hot Water “DHW” Technologies


FEI20,25040,500394,6771,2151,2152,4303933937851,6081,6083,2150.501.221.030.501.27


FEVI2,2504,50045,3271351352704444871791793570.521.261.330.411.27


Total22,50045,000440,0041,3501,3502,7004364368721,7861,7863,5720.501.231.060.491.27


EnerChoice Fireplace Program


FEI22,59935,154327,4678754861,3613472666121,2217521,9732.371.368.690.525.87


FEVI5,3018,24679,06920511431982631442871774632.441.3911.390.425.86


Total27,90043,400406,5351,0806001,6804283287561,5089282,4362.381.368.960.515.87


“Give your Furnace/Fireplace Some TLC” – Service Campaign


FEI0003943947881691693385635631,1260.000.000.170.000.00


FEVI00044448819193863631260.000.000.170.000.00


Total0004384388751881883766266261,2510.000.000.170.000.00


Energy Efficient Home Retrofit Programs


FEI84,240168,4801,797,3162,1472,1474,2935765761,1522,7232,7235,4451.623.052.880.644.21


FEVI9,36018,720207,22123923947764641283033036051.683.173.850.494.21


Total93,600187,2002,004,5382,3852,3854,7706406401,2803,0253,0256,0501.623.062.970.624.21


Home Energy Efficiency Web Portal


FEI000000909018090901800.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001010201010200.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


ENERGY STAR® Washers and Other Measures for DHW Conservation


FEI22,95045,900406,90738338376590901804734739450.944.421.440.692.25


FEVI2,5505,10046,49643438510102053531050.964.541.900.532.25


Total25,50051,000453,4034254258501001002005255251,0500.944.441.490.682.25


Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours


FEI17,500122,500222,6440005001,0501,5505001,0501,5501.381.380.503.11


New Construction – EGH 80 & Beyond and EE Appliances


FEI11,14422,288260,3416016011,2011801803607817811,5610.441.840.900.521.20


FEVI2,9025,80370,7781441442882020401641643280.482.381.140.451.25


Total14,04528,091331,1197457451,4902002004009459451,8900.451.890.920.521.20


Efficiency Partners Program


FEI0000004504509004504509000.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505010050501000.000.000.000.00


Total0000005005001,0005005001,0000.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI178,683434,8223,409,3525,6135,22410,8382,7943,2636,0578,4078,48716,8950.951.921.740.572.42


FEVI22,36342,369448,8918097181,5272982795771,1079972,1040.922.032.150.452.28


Total201,045477,1913,858,2436,4225,94212,3653,0923,5426,6349,5149,48418,9990.941.931.790.552.40


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Switch N Shrink


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI-4,300-8,600-87,2921001002002626521261262521.670.001.730.911.71


FEVI-17,200-34,400-361,3024004008001041042085045041,0081.680.001.281.041.71


Total-21,500-43,000-448,5935005001,0001301302606306301,2601.680.001.351.021.71


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)


FEI0000001451452901451452900.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004040804040800.000.000.000.00


Total0000001851853701851853700.000.000.000.00


Energy Saving Kit (ESK)


FEI14,16428,328172,8451651653291351352703003005993.292.167.800.605.92


FEVI1,5743,14819,5391818371616323434693.222.1310.540.465.71


Total15,73831,476192,3851831833661511513023343346683.282.168.070.585.90


Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)


FEI13,00526,010220,6282,5882,5885,1751,4181,4182,8354,0054,0058,0100.380.281.590.210.71


FEVI1,4452,89025,1682882885751581583154454458900.390.291.820.200.71


Total14,45028,900245,7962,8752,8755,7501,5751,5753,1504,4504,4508,9000.380.281.610.210.71


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI27,16954,338393,4732,7522,7525,5041,6981,6983,3954,4504,4508,8990.540.401.960.271.00


FEVI3,0196,03844,7083063066122142144275195191,0390.520.392.340.240.95


Total30,18860,376438,1813,0583,0586,1161,9111,9113,8224,9694,9699,9380.540.402.000.270.99


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Efficient Boiler Program


FEI99,145207,0582,205,5312,5372,7625,2981242343582,6602,9955,6561.713.612.570.724.46


FEVI11,36723,244257,1122903045941426403043306341.783.753.970.484.46


Total110,512230,3022,462,6442,8273,0665,8921382603972,9653,3256,2901.713.632.710.694.46


Light Commercial Boiler Program


FEI8,28816,872179,87597100197325361281052331.827.102.540.794.74


FEVI1,1842,36826,2131414284141714321.907.624.040.514.78


Total9,47219,240206,088111114225355401461192651.827.152.690.774.74


Efficient Commercial Water Heater Program


FEI7,03114,062113,5021741743492626512002004001.332.872.130.683.25


FEVI1,1572,31419,1432929575593333661.362.913.210.463.23


Total8,18816,376132,6452032034063030602332334661.332.882.230.653.24


Commercial Energy Assessment Program


FEI55,63255,632107,4411431432854545901881883752.251.665.160.545.32


FEVI18,54418,54435,89648489515153063631252.251.667.780.385.32


Total74,17674,176143,33619019038060601202502505002.251.665.420.535.32


Spray Valve Program


FEI2,9615,92224,9234343863354545912.672.384.430.636.20


FEVI3336662,834551000155102.702.406.580.436.20


Total3,2946,58827,75848489533651511012.672.384.640.616.20


Commercial Custom Design Program


FEI122,464218,6472,024,8654,2623,3267,5889543751,3285,2163,7008,9161.742.213.110.634.36


FEVI32,06158,342555,9911,1099372,04558851431,1671,0222,1891.922.484.620.454.66


Total154,525276,9892,580,8575,3714,2629,6331,0124601,4726,3834,72211,1051.762.243.260.614.39


Continuous Optimization Program


FEI103,635236,8801,438,8911,7602,4534,2132162394551,9762,6924,6680.983.192.180.472.32


FEVI4,2309,87060,97972104176141630861202060.983.062.940.352.28


Total107,865246,7501,499,8701,8322,5574,3892302554852,0622,8124,8740.983.172.250.462.32


Commercial Kitchen Program


FEI1,4043,30026,498608114122562831461.091.851.900.602.67


FEVI1403512,8856915223811181.031.722.760.412.44


Total1,5453,65129,383669015644870941641.081.841.990.582.64


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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MURB Program


FEI19,80050,400210,4953715749452828563996021,0012.071.893.640.594.81


FEVI4,95012,15051,3909313522877141001422422.091.905.300.414.80


Total24,75062,550261,8864647091,1733535704997441,2432.071.893.810.574.81


Process Heat Program


FEI26,25052,500560,0615255251,0501414275395391,0772.114.693.020.755.51


FEVI2,5005,00055,348505010022352521032.194.844.710.495.49


Total28,75057,500615,4095755751,1501515305905901,1802.124.703.190.735.50


Fireplace Timers Pilot Program


FEI025,650104,1090428428682390684505182.072.094.000.624.79


FEVI02,85011,726048488310850582.092.115.890.434.78


Total028,500115,83504754757525100755005752.072.094.190.604.79


Radiant Tube Heaters Pilot Program


FEI7487488,25812012808200203.714.457.710.749.64


Energy Specialists Program


FEI0008407801,6201951443391,0359241,9590.000.001.000.000.00


FEVI0001201202402216381421362780.000.001.000.000.00


Total0009609001,8602171603771,1771,0602,2370.000.001.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI447,358887,6717,004,44910,82411,38822,2121,7131,1352,84812,53712,52325,0601.442.672.590.613.60


FEVI76,466135,6991,079,5181,8341,8013,6351491763251,9831,9773,9601.712.584.200.444.15


Total523,8241,023,3708,083,96712,65813,18925,8471,8611,3123,17314,52014,50029,0201.472.662.780.583.67


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Residential Mass Education on Conservation and Energy Literacy


FEI0000005905901,1795905901,1790.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000666613166661310.000.000.000.00


Total0000006556551,3106556551,3100.000.000.000.00


Residential Home Shows and Community Events Outreach


FEI0000003203206393203206390.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000767615176761510.000.000.000.00


Total0000003953957903953957900.000.000.000.00


Canadian Home Builders’ Association Promotions and Support


FEI0000001531533061531533060.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001717341717340.000.000.000.00


Total0000001701703401701703400.000.000.000.00


Residential Outreach Education Tools


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Energy Champion Program


FEI0000006886881,3766886881,3760.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


Total0000008508501,7008508501,7000.000.000.000.00


Home Efficiency Measures


FEI0000004054238284054238280.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000004547924547920.000.000.000.00


Total0000004504709204504709200.000.000.000.00


Municipal Partnerships - Other


FEI0000001351442791351442790.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001516311516310.000.000.000.00


Total0000001501603101501603100.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Medium-Large Commercial Education Sessions


FEI000000636312663631260.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000771477140.000.000.000.00


Total000000707014070701400.000.000.000.00


Small Commercial Education and Outreach


FEI000000808016080801600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000001001002001001002000.000.000.000.00


Commercial Trade Shows and Association Events


FEI0000001301302591301302590.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003131613131610.000.000.000.00


Total0000001601603201601603200.000.000.000.00


Commercial Multi-Family


FEI0000002972975942972975940.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000003333663333660.000.000.000.00


Total0000003303306603303306600.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Online Community Site


FEI0000002002164162002164160.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000505410450541040.000.000.000.00


Total0000002502705202502705200.000.000.000.00


Behaviour Programs - Energy Specialists


FEI0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002020402020400.000.000.000.00


Total0000002002004002002004000.000.000.000.00


Conservation Assistance - Education and Outreach


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000545410854541080.000.000.000.00


Total0000002702705402702705400.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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School Programs: Class and Online Curriculum


FEI00000040040400400.000.000.000.00


FEVI00000010010100100.000.000.000.00


Total00000050050500500.000.000.000.00


School Programs: K-12 In-Class Programs and Presentations


FEI0000002272274542272274540.000.000.000.00


FEVI000000535310653531060.000.000.000.00


Total0000002802805602802805600.000.000.000.00


School Programs: K-12 Home Efficiency Measures 


FEI0000002162164322162164320.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000002424482424480.000.000.000.00


Total0000002402404802402404800.000.000.000.00


School Programs: Post Secondary


FEI0000001621623241621623240.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000001818361818360.000.000.000.00


Total0000001801803601801803600.000.000.000.00


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0000004,2814,2848,5644,2814,2848,5640.000.000.000.00


FEVI0000007207171,4367207171,4360.000.000.000.00


Total0000005,0005,00010,0005,0005,00010,0000.000.000.000.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Industrial Technology Retrofit Program


FEI181,468362,9362,689,4071,4871,4872,9742232234461,7101,7103,4203.907.475.510.799.48


Industrial Energy Audit and Analysis Program


FEI056,970393,1983533537053535703883887752.784.864.020.756.69


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI172,758402,4862,879,1231,8401,8403,6792582585162,0982,0984,1953.736.495.340.789.00


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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Thermal Curtains


FEI6,99020,970191,08013126139251511011813124931.984.283.090.744.96


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.494.99


Total6,99027,960255,27013139252368681351984606581.994.303.260.714.96


Solar Air Heating Systems


FEI2,5646,41078,40410515826393931851982504481.312.092.780.633.66


Occupancy Sensors/Controls


FEI10,04410,04474,43881008107777153887779631.170.771.470.852.16


FEVI1,1161,1168,4279009099179991071.200.791.820.702.16


Total11,16011,16082,86690009008585170985851,0701.180.771.510.832.16


Condensing Make Up Air (MUA) Units


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.676.10


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.466.09


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.656.10


Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.0413.65


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.7313.64


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.0113.65


Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology


FEI04,91733,9360195195393979392342740.791.361.640.541.89


FEVI01,63911,581065651313261378910.801.382.360.391.89


Total06,55645,51802602605353105533133650.791.361.710.521.89


Ceramic Manufacturing Using Microwave Assist Technology


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.7710.25


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI19,59874,835610,0001,0468701,9163583587161,4041,2282,6321.812.572.790.784.25


FEVI1,11616,456113,6419022231252521041422744162.002.964.190.554.38


Total20,71491,291723,6411,1361,0922,2284104108201,5461,5023,0481.842.622.990.734.27


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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From: Claudino, Paula
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Working Model Required
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 8:01:36 PM

Hello Colin, 

I guess I should have been clearer in my emails. The files I just sent should be used in addition to the
previous set, not instead of.

Here is a more complete description. There are two sets of files, one for each scenario. 

The first set of files is for the "current" scenario, which can be seen by opening the file, "Fortis Cost
Effectiveness Tool, ALL, Current.xlsm" and then loading the corresponding database file,
"Fortis Database, ALL, Current.xlsx". 

The second set of files is for the "societal test" scenario and can be seen by opening the
file, "Fortis Cost Effectiveness Tool, ALL, Societal Test, Current.xlsm" and then loading
the corresponding database file, "Fortis Database, ALL, Societal Test, Current.xlsx".

All of the exhibits in the report are in the file, "Fortis Exhibits, Current.xlsm", which is linked to
the other four files, listed above. 

If you would like to discuss these files, or need any further clarification, please feel free to call me
tomorrow.

Thanks, 
Paula

PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

From: Norman, Colin [Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com]
Sent: September 27, 2011 6:37 PM
To: Claudino, Paula
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Working Model Required

Hi Paula,
 
Could you explain further how these files are different from the ones you already sent me and
whether or not I should replace any of the previous files you sent me with either of these new
files? I want to make sure I have a proper final version of these models for our records and info on
how they link to the report that was just filed.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Claudino, Paula [mailto:claudino@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Working Model Required
 
Hello Colin,
 
John has requested that I also provide you with the two files attached. These are:
 
Fortis Exhibits, Current.xlsm : Exhibits listed in the report. This file is linked to the tool and
database files.
 
Fortis Cost Effectiveness Tool, ALL, Current.xlsm : This is the tool that should be used with the
database file named “Fortis Database, ALL, Current.xlsx” as some of the assumptions are different
between this file and the other tool I provided earlier.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions on any of these files, or the files I sent earlier. Also,
please confirm your receipt of this email.
 
Best regards,
Paula
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 26, 2011 11:49 AM
To: Claudino, Paula
Subject: RE: Working Model Required
 
Hi Paula,
 
Received. Would you mind also providing me with a quick one sentence description of each file you
sent me here? I see that there are three Excel files included in the zip file. Thanks.
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Claudino, Paula [mailto:claudino@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 8:43 AM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Working Model Required
 
Hello Colin,
 
Attached is a .zip file with the two databases and the tool. Please let me know when you receive
this email.
 
Thanks,
Paula
 
PAULA CLAUDINO | Senior Associate |+1 613.523.0784 x.229| claudino@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 26, 2011 11:24 AM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John
Subject: Working Model Required
Importance: High
 
Hello Marbek,
 
Thank you very much for all your hard work on this report. We are very pleased with the final
result. Stay tuned in case there are any last minute edits required (the report is with our Legal team
right now before being finalized for submission).
 
In addition to this report, we also require the working model as we will likely file this as well with
our Regulator. Our filing is being processed later today so if one of you could email me this or save
it to our ftp site today it would be very much appreciated.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2011 6:27 AM
To: Norman, Colin; 'sarah.smith2@terasen.com'
Cc: Narbaitz, Peter; Flannigan, Bryan; Claudino, Paula; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - Final - Point of Contact
 
Hi Colin
 
Re: Point of contact for next week – Peter Narbaitz will be the point person.  His email address is
above and his phone # is the same as mine – but extension 270.
 
Peter...if Colin does need an edit, you know the report well. Also, as needed you can call on Bryan
or Paula for any help if you need it and/or send me an email ( I will monitor via my phone).
 
Re:  the numbers - - John is also away Monday and Tuesday on a course in Toronto. As a fall back, I
believe that Arvind has a copy of the latest version of the model . Also Paula in our office knows
the model well.
 
I think that should leave us well covered.
 
Cheers
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 23, 2011 7:40 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; 'sarah.smith2@terasen.com'
Subject: Re: EEC Plan - Final
 
Hi Paul,

If there are any more edits required should we send those to you or is there someone else in your
team who could make updates to the report quickly? Hopefully no further edits are required but I
know we've all been running full steam at this with some long hours so in case something was
missed I thought I should ask.

Thanks,

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


Colin
 
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 04:23 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - Terasen <sarah.smith2@terasen.com> 
Subject: EEC Plan - Final 
 
Hi Colin and Sarah
 
Here it is.....it’s been great working with you and the crew on this...
 
Just so that you know.. I am hopping on a plane for Denver tomorrow – for the ACEEE conference.
While away I will have limited email access via my iphone.
 
Good luck...
 
Will touch base later next week when I return.
 
Paul
 
 
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Kok, Hakan
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Friday, September 09, 2011 10:25:06 AM
Attachments: 4345C988-8EEF-4A0F-9CE8-ACC239A186E8.png

Hi Hakan,

I'll be looking after the industrial component.

I would like to have a conversation with you on Monday morning.  I imagine an allowance for 30 minutes 
would be more than sufficient.  What time would be good to reach out to you?

Bryan

BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Fri, 9 Sep 2011 13:12:06 -0400
To: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan

ok
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Kok, Hakan
Subject: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
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Hi Paul,
 
I checked with Hakan and what I forwarded to you before from him is his final version. Please 
follow up with him directly if you need further details regarding his program inputs.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings 
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard 
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Kok, Hakan
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 6:18:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
4345C988-8EEF-4A0F-9CE8-ACC239A186E8.png

That works.  I'll  send a meeting request.

Bryan

BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Sep 2011 17:40:53 +0000
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan

Hello Mr. Flannigan,
 
Would 10 o’clock be okay with you? I have a meeting at 11 AM and would be happy to talk to you 
at or around 10 AM in the morning. Let me know if that works for you.
 
Thanks.
 
Hakan Kok, MA & BSc Geo.Eng. (P.Eng. Candidate)
EEC Program Manager, Industrial
FortisBC Energy Inc.

 
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8

: (604) 592 8243 Blackberry: (604) 690 3890 Fax: (604) 592 7618

:hakan.kok@fortisbc.com

 

 

Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly. 
For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com. This email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
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From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Kok, Hakan
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Hakan,
 
I'll  be looking after the industrial component.
 
I would like to have a conversation with you on Monday morning.  I imagine an allowance for 30 minutes 
would be more than sufficient.  What time would be good to reach out to you?
 
Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Fri, 9 Sep 2011 13:12:06 -0400
To: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
ok
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Kok, Hakan
Subject: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Paul,
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I checked with Hakan and what I forwarded to you before from him is his final version. Please 
follow up with him directly if you need further details regarding his program inputs.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings 
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard 
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Kok, Hakan
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 11:59:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
4345C988-8EEF-4A0F-9CE8-ACC239A186E8[2].png

HI Hakan,

I am going to spend some time working to populate the TRC model with the information I have, and then 
will get back to you after I've spoken again with Colin on our approach.

Thanks again for your time this morning.

Bryan

BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS

 
home.jpg

 

From: "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Sep 2011 17:33:27 +0000
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan

Hi Brian,
 
I will be expecting your call at or around 1 PM BC time here (4 PM with your time).
 
Thanks.
 
Hakan Kok, MA & BSc Geo.Eng. (P.Eng. Candidate)
EEC Program Manager, Industrial
FortisBC Energy Inc.

 
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8

: (604) 592 8243 Blackberry: (604) 690 3890 Fax: (604) 592 7618

:hakan.kok@fortisbc.com
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Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly. 
For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com. This email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 6:14 AM
To: Kok, Hakan
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
That works.  I'll  send a meeting request.
 
Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Sep 2011 17:40:53 +0000
To: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hello Mr. Flannigan,
 
Would 10 o’clock be okay with you? I have a meeting at 11 AM and would be happy to talk to you 
at or around 10 AM in the morning. Let me know if that works for you.
 
Thanks.
 
Hakan Kok, MA & BSc Geo.Eng. (P.Eng. Candidate)
EEC Program Manager, Industrial
FortisBC Energy Inc.

 
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8

: (604) 592 8243 Blackberry: (604) 690 3890 Fax: (604) 592 7618

:hakan.kok@fortisbc.com

 

 

Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update your records accordingly. 
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For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com. This email is confidential and may be legally privileged.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 9, 2011 10:25 AM
To: Kok, Hakan
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Norman, Colin
Subject: Re: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
Hi Hakan,
 
I'll  be looking after the industrial component.
 
I would like to have a conversation with you on Monday morning.  I imagine an allowance for 30 minutes 
would be more than sufficient.  What time would be good to reach out to you?
 
Bryan
 
BRYAN FLANNIGAN CMVP, P. Eng. | Principal | 613.523.0784 x318 | Flannigan@marbek.ca | 
marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | 613.298.2634 mobile 
& SMS
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From: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Date: Fri, 9 Sep 2011 13:12:06 -0400
To: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, "Kok, Hakan" <Hakan.Kok@fortisbc.com>
Subject: RE: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
 
ok
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 9, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Kok, Hakan
Subject: Industry Program Inputs for 2012/13 DSM Plan
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Hi Paul,
 
I checked with Hakan and what I forwarded to you before from him is his final version. Please 
follow up with him directly if you need further details regarding his program inputs.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings 
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard 
drive. Thank you.



From: Flannigan, Bryan
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:11:13 PM
Attachments: Industrial EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013 BF Condensed Version.xls
Importance: High

Hi Colin,

Just checking in.

See the attached spreadsheet.  Notably, I have collapsed the 6 programs into two (Retrofit and Study), 
and I have also added 10% admin costs, 4% evaluation cost, and approax 1-2% communications costs.  
These amounts are in line with best practice, and have been subtracted from the incentive amounts 
available.

After the kids go to bed tonight, I'll  proceed to better flush out the measure performance, and add some 
savings in year two attributable to the study program, as well as proceed with some of the write-up 
elements based on the rate filing, the annual report and my condensed version of the programs. 

Let me know as soon as you can whether or not this structure is acceptable, and I will proceed.

Bryan

From: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Sep 2011 22:13:07 +0000
To: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, John Dikeos <dikeos@marbek.ca>, Paula Claudino 
<claudino@marbek.ca>, "Narbaitz, Peter" <narbaitz@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Fortis Report Outline - Revised

Hi Paul and Marbek Team,
 
Thanks for pulling this together so quickly. I think you’ve captured the changes we discussed quite 
well. I just noticed a few other minor edits that should be made:
 

·         For section 2.2, please break out the program expenditures into “Incentive” and “Non-
Incentive” in addition to listing the total expenditures

·         The title for section 2.3 should be “Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program Area”
·         Remove “Enabling Activities” from the tables in section 2.3

o    Our Contractor Program should be listed under the Residential Programs and our 
Energy Specialist Program should be listed under the Commercial Programs

·         Reorder the program areas in the section 2.3 tables per the order listed in section 2.1
·         For the program example table in section 4.3.1, the Whistler service region should be listed 

as “FEW”
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mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca

2012

		

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		Measures Included		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)

																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Industrial		Industrial Technology Retrofit Program		Program provides financial incentives for the retrofit of specific eligible technologies.  Eligible technologies will be added over time, but in the 2012 and 2013 period the program will focus on heat exchangers, boiler management systems, lime kiln chains, and boiler upgrades.		Retrofit shell and tube heat exhcnagers to plate and frame heat exchangers		Retrofit		Industrial		100000 Maximum		2,000,000 (+,- 20 %)		70000		Various reports, emails and eng. calculations provided by the customer								10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		10%		Best Estimate		0		Conservative Estimate		FEI		4		1		1,640		153		20		50		223		113,296		253,170

										Replacement of existing burner management systems with Mini MK7 Modulation Control Unit						10000 Maximium		14,000 (+,- 15%)		1296		Based on 3% efficiency increase provided by the customer reports and e-mails.								10		Customer and manufacturer reports as well as E-source research.		10%		Best Estimate		0		Conservative Estimate		FEI				1

										Upgrade exising lime kiln chain systems						500000 Maximum		1000000		42000		Customer data								15		CPR		10%		Best Estimate		0		Conservative Estimate		FEI				1

										Boiler replacement and boiler component upgrades						200000 Maximum		400000		Obtain from CPR		CPR								15		CPR		10%		Best Estimate		0		Conservative Estimate		FEI				1

						Industrial Energy Analysis and Audit Program		The purpose of this program is to determine if there is any existing opportunities in the industrial manufacturing process that could help reduce the amount of natural gas used at each customer, as well as to look for opportunities in such a way that customer projects can also be pilot projects for each industrial sector. The program will fund up to 50 % of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.   The program will also fund an free energy analysis up to $7500.		50 % of the cost of the audits for eligible customers up to a maximum $ 20,000.		Retrofit		Industrial		20,000 MAX		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable								not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI		25		10		165		20		5		10		35		not applicable		not applicable

										Free high level energy analysis for medium sized customers in manufacturing sector.		Retrofit				7,500 (Approx.)		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable								not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		not applicable		FEI				15		92		10		5		5		20		not applicable		not applicable
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I’ve asked our program managers to send me a one paragraph introduction for each of their 
program area sections. I should have that to you by end of day Wednesday.
 
If you need anything else from me, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Colin and Team
 
Have run out of time but attached is my best shot at capturing the comments from my conversation 
with Colin. Net effect of  Colin’s comments is to simply.
 
Peter is starting the process of doing the individual Program write up from Colin’s template and will 
be around to see you as needed. He is starting with residential, then to commercial.
 
Talk to on Wed
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings 
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard 
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drive. Thank you.



From: Robillard, Paul
To: Norman, Colin; Flannigan, Bryan
Subject: RE: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 7:39:03 AM

Colin

Given our more streamlined approach to the report I don't think that the chap on the CPR results is 
needed.  We can reference it in the Intro. What do you think?

Am in a meeting now but if you agree then I will apply in the next version.

Paul

Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile

"Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com> wrote:

Hi Bryan,
 
This structure looks good to me. Please proceed. Thanks.
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
 

From: Flannigan, Bryan [mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Fortis Industrial Programs - Urgent Input Required
Importance: High
 
Hi Colin,
 
Just checking in.
 
See the attached spreadsheet.  Notably, I have collapsed the 6 programs into two (Retrofit and Study),
and I have also added 10% admin costs, 4% evaluation cost, and approax 1-2% communications costs.
 These amounts are in line with best practice, and have been subtracted from the incentive amounts
available.
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After the kids go to bed tonight, I'll  proceed to better flush out the measure performance, and add some
savings in year two attributable to the study program, as well as proceed with some of the write-up
elements based on the rate filing, the annual report and my condensed version of the programs. 
 
Let me know as soon as you can whether or not this structure is acceptable, and I will proceed.
 
Bryan
 

From: "Norman, Colin" <Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Sep 2011 22:13:07 +0000
To: "Robillard, Paul" <paulr@marbek.ca>
Cc: Bryan Flannigan <flannigan@marbek.ca>, John Dikeos <dikeos@marbek.ca>, Paula Claudino
<claudino@marbek.ca>, "Narbaitz, Peter" <narbaitz@marbek.ca>
Subject: RE: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Paul and Marbek Team,
 
Thanks for pulling this together so quickly. I think you’ve captured the changes we discussed quite
well. I just noticed a few other minor edits that should be made:
 

·         For section 2.2, please break out the program expenditures into “Incentive” and “Non-
Incentive” in addition to listing the total expenditures

·         The title for section 2.3 should be “Overview of EEC Portfolio Results, by Program Area”
·         Remove “Enabling Activities” from the tables in section 2.3

o    Our Contractor Program should be listed under the Residential Programs and our
Energy Specialist Program should be listed under the Commercial Programs

·         Reorder the program areas in the section 2.3 tables per the order listed in section 2.1
·         For the program example table in section 4.3.1, the Whistler service region should be listed

as “FEW”
 
I’ve asked our program managers to send me a one paragraph introduction for each of their
program area sections. I should have that to you by end of day Wednesday.
 
If you need anything else from me, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 

Colin Norman
Program Manager, Portfolio Projects
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
FortisBC
ph: (604) 592-7513
cell: (604) 868-3724
 
Please note that our name has changed effective March 1, 2011.  We're now FortisBC.
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From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Flannigan, Bryan; Dikeos, John; Claudino, Paula; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: Fortis Report Outline - Revised
 
Hi Colin and Team
 
Have run out of time but attached is my best shot at capturing the comments from my conversation
with Colin. Net effect of  Colin’s comments is to simply.
 
Peter is starting the process of doing the individual Program write up from Colin’s template and will
be around to see you as needed. He is starting with residential, then to commercial.
 
Talk to on Wed
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Paul Robillard (Paulr@marbek.ca)"
Subject: Innovative Technologies
Date: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 3:52:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

BCUCIR197_3.PDF
BCUCIR1_198_1.PDF
BCUCIR2_114_2.PDF
image003.png

Hi Paul
 
In response to your phone message, yes Innovative Technologies is requesting 1.5 million for each
2012 and 2013.  The breakdown is listed below:
 

 
Attached is a response to BCUC IR’s from the most recent 2012/2013 RRA that breaks down each
category and funding amount and explains why specific pilots haven’t been outlined as they are
based on the results from the Reports & Studies.  I recommend that you read through BCUC IR
197.3 then BCUC IR 114.2 and then BCUC IR 198.1.
 
We can touch base tomorrow if you have any questions.
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
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From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
Date: Thursday, September 08, 2011 3:28:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Hi Paul
 
Just following up if you have any questions regarding the content I have provided you.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:36 AM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Thanks Jim
 
I will take a look through this and be back to you.  I have a conference call with Sarah later today to
discuss/confirm scope, approach etc. I will wait until we clarify those high level topic before getting
back to you.
 
Paul
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 7, 2011 6:52 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
In response to your phone message, yes Innovative Technologies is requesting 1.5 million for each
2012 and 2013.  The breakdown is listed below:

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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Attached is a response to BCUC IR’s from the most recent 2012/2013 RRA that breaks down each
category and funding amount and explains why specific pilots haven’t been outlined as they are
based on the results from the Reports & Studies.  I recommend that you read through BCUC IR
197.3 then BCUC IR 114.2 and then BCUC IR 198.1.
 
We can touch base tomorrow if you have any questions.
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:20:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Hi Paul
 
Sorry to hear about your uncle.
 
I’ll make the time for Wednesday preferably earlier the better (8:30am – 10:30am)
 
Does that work for you? 
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Jim
 
I am still working on getting the overall approach and conventional program pieces into place.
Have also had a death in the family (uncle) meaning that I will be away until Wed of this week.
 
Are you available on Wed for a chat? I plan to take your info with me while away.
 
Pls let me know your availability on Wed and I will  give you a call.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)
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From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 6:29 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
Just following up if you have any questions regarding the content I have provided you.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:36 AM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Thanks Jim
 
I will take a look through this and be back to you.  I have a conference call with Sarah later today to
discuss/confirm scope, approach etc. I will wait until we clarify those high level topic before getting
back to you.
 
Paul
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 7, 2011 6:52 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
In response to your phone message, yes Innovative Technologies is requesting 1.5 million for each
2012 and 2013.  The breakdown is listed below:
 

mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
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Attached is a response to BCUC IR’s from the most recent 2012/2013 RRA that breaks down each
category and funding amount and explains why specific pilots haven’t been outlined as they are
based on the results from the Reports & Studies.  I recommend that you read through BCUC IR
197.3 then BCUC IR 114.2 and then BCUC IR 198.1.
 
We can touch base tomorrow if you have any questions.
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
Date: Monday, September 12, 2011 3:34:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Hi Paul
 
Okay I will speak with you on Wednesday @ 10:30.  You can reach me with my details below.
 
Talk to you then!
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Will do my best but likely to be closer to 10;30 -11 (PST) as I am in meetings until about 1 pm my
time.
 
Thanks
Paul
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 12, 2011 4:21 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
Sorry to hear about your uncle.
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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I’ll make the time for Wednesday preferably earlier the better (8:30am – 10:30am)
 
Does that work for you? 
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Jim
 
I am still working on getting the overall approach and conventional program pieces into place.
Have also had a death in the family (uncle) meaning that I will be away until Wed of this week.
 
Are you available on Wed for a chat? I plan to take your info with me while away.
 
Pls let me know your availability on Wed and I will  give you a call.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 8, 2011 6:29 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
Just following up if you have any questions regarding the content I have provided you.
 

mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:36 AM
To: Kobialko, Jim
Subject: RE: Innovative Technologies
 
Thanks Jim
 
I will take a look through this and be back to you.  I have a conference call with Sarah later today to
discuss/confirm scope, approach etc. I will wait until we clarify those high level topic before getting
back to you.
 
Paul
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 7, 2011 6:52 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Innovative Technologies
 
Hi Paul
 
In response to your phone message, yes Innovative Technologies is requesting 1.5 million for each
2012 and 2013.  The breakdown is listed below:
 

 
Attached is a response to BCUC IR’s from the most recent 2012/2013 RRA that breaks down each
category and funding amount and explains why specific pilots haven’t been outlined as they are
based on the results from the Reports & Studies.  I recommend that you read through BCUC IR
197.3 then BCUC IR 114.2 and then BCUC IR 198.1.

mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
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We can touch base tomorrow if you have any questions.
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Robillard, Paul"
Subject: Innovative Technology Soft copy documents
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:26:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

BCUC IR1 197 series.doc
BCUC IR2 114.doc
Innovative Technologies program area.doc

Hi Paul
 
As requested, attached are soft copies of the following:
 
BCUC_IR1_197.3
BCUC_IR1_197.1
BCUC_IR2_114.2
Annual Report Description
Definition of Innovative Technology -
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/10_326_2008
 
Please finesse the data and let me know if you have any questions prior to Friday.  Beyond Friday, I
will be periodically checking my emails.
 
Best Regards.
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
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197.0
Reference:
Energy Efficiency and Conservation


Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix K-1, p. 8


EEC Funding for Innovative Technologies 


“As part of their respective NSAs, the parties agreed that the Innovative Technologies Program Area will be managed by FEI and FEVI as a separate segment of the overall EEC portfolio and have a weighted total resource cost (TRC) of 1.0 or more.”


197.1
Do the FEU agree that the TRC is the best test of cost effectiveness for the non-NGV Innovative Technologies Program Area?  If not, what other test would be better and why? 


Response:


According to the approved Negotiated Settlement Agreements (“NSAs”), for 2010 and 2011, the  Innovative Technologies Program Area will be managed by FEI and FEVI as a separate segment of the overall EEC portfolio and have a weighted total resource cost (“TRC”) of 1.0 or more. While the FEU agree the TRC is a valuable cost-effectiveness viewpoint to consider, the Societal Cost test (SCT) is the most appropriate test for all programs, including the Innovative Technologies Program Area as requested in the 2012 – 2013 RRA. In this instance the SCT allows for the inclusion of non-energy benefits such as water savings and avoided operation and maintenance costs, which can be substantial with innovative or emerging technologies. 


However, as noted in the response to BCUC IR 1.197.3.1, FEU is certainly open to innovative technology programs being exempt form a requirement to pass a  cost-effectiveness test. The point of innovative technology programs is to jump start fledgling market-ready technologies with substantial promise of greenhouse gas, energy-efficiency, and other benefits.  (See response to 197.2 for more discussion about this topic.) Today’s costs for innovative technologies, such as solar thermal hot water heaters, are not representative of costs once the technology is mass produced. Programs that promote innovative technologies play an important role in market transformation. As emerging technologies gain market acceptance, as a result of utility programs jump starting the market, costs for these technologies may decrease dramatically. In addition, this type of program can encourage innovation and thereby increase the longevity of portfolio savings.  In designing programs, it is important to test the viability of newer technologies before including them in the non-innovative technology general EEC offerings. Innovative technology programs test the savings and customer acceptance of newer technologies while also lining up technologies for future sources of savings within the larger non-innovative technologies EEC portfolio. Market transformation and portfolio longevity have substantial, if difficult to quantify, societal benefits. 


The important role of these programs in portfolio longevity is illustrated by the Black Hills Energy (BHE) Residential Innovative Space and Water Heat Technologies programs. The program is designed to encourage the adoption of more recent-to-market technologies and to ensure the energy-efficiency portfolio does not miss opportunities for savings. Both tankless water heaters and mini boilers have transitioned from the innovative program to the standard heating and water heating program in BHE’s Iowa portfolio. As part of its innovative technology programs, Black Hills currently offers rebates for drain water heat recovery, multi-zone thermostats, and integrated space and water heating. Incorporating innovative technologies in their portfolio provides the opportunity to easily incorporate these technologies as standard offerings as the market transforms, while taking advantage of the substantial savings associated with these measures. 


In evaluating the cost-effectiveness of BHE’s program, Iowa and Colorado rely on a Societal Test that includes a benefits adder. Colorado
 uses a 5 percent
 adder on total benefits to account for societal benefits while Iowa employs a 7.5 percent adder
. The use of these adders is a proxy for the range of societal benefits, which can include market transformation and emissions benefits.  It should be noted, however, that Iowa allows for the separate calculation of water benefits. Missouri, Ohio, and California all recognize the limitations of the TRC in evaluating programs with substantial non-energy benefits, such as innovative technology programs. In California, if a technology does not pass a cost-effectiveness screen, the program administrators can describe the additional benefits associated with the program.
 Missouri and Ohio both permit relaxing the requirement that all programs pass the TRC if there are potential non-energy benefits. 
,


197.2
What do other jurisdictions use to measure the cost effectiveness of programs such as the non- NGV Innovative Technology programs or other low carbon technologies with little or no market penetration in their jurisdiction?  Do any jurisdictions exempt these types of programs from the TRC test for a set amount of time? 


Response:


The FEU have done research to find that some jurisdictions, as listed below, do not require some enabling technologies to pass the cost benefit test if the initiative was mandated by the provincial or state government. 


In 2009, Ontario passed the Green Energy Act, which places value on the social/environmental benefits of low-carbon renewable energy technologies above economic ones. These technologies are considered to have “inherent value” for their ability to reduce externalities and to create jobs and other social benefits. 


California has also addressed the issue of the cost-effectiveness of emerging technologies. Please refer to Attachment 197.2, which contains the California Energy Efficiency Policy Manual
 which explains that if a portfolio that includes emerging technologies does not pass a cost-effectiveness screen, the additional benefits associated with those programs can be described by the program administrators. The Manual goes on to state that the usefulness of cost effectiveness tests is “is limited for certain programs which do not necessarily focus on the timing or type of resource needs of the utility, such as programs designed to demonstrate or commercialize promising emerging energy efficiency technologies or structurally change the marketplace.” 


Similarly, while Missouri requires all programs to be cost effective from a TRC perspective, utilities “may relax this criterion for programs that are judged to have potential benefits that are not captured by the estimated load impacts or avoided costs."
 Ohio also requires utilities to provide TRC test results for all programs and measures, but those that are not cost-effective are eligible for approval if there are demonstrable non-energy benefits.
 Utah also permits cost-effectiveness exemptions for programs that do not pass due to early ramp-up or early implementation state.
 


There is a clear pattern of exempting programs from cost-effectiveness requirements if they do not neatly fit into the typical concept of an energy efficiency program. Given the high costs associated with emerging technologies, their role in portfolio longevity, and non-energy economic benefits associated with these measures, it is appropriate to require cost-effectiveness reporting without requiring such programs or measures pass a screen until they have achieved broader market acceptance. 


197.3
If a discrete envelope of funding was approved for the non-NGV Innovative Technologies Program Area, what would the level requested be and what specific programs would be included?


Response:

The non-NGV Innovative Technologies Program area evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  FEU believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013 which funding will be used to undertake pilots, demonstration projects, facilitate studies, reports and EM&V.  Of the $1.5 million each year, $1 million will be allocated to undertake pilots and demonstration projects and to support market-ready technology programs, $300,000 will be allocated for EM&V to confirm savings claims and guide the development of future programs that will be offered within the residential, commercial, and industrial sector, and the remaining $200,000 will be focused on reports and studies.  These reports and studies will be used to estimate energy savings, market availability and the adoption rate within BC’s climate which will ultimately determine the feasibility of launching the pilot or demonstration project.  Since this is the case, it is premature to speculate on the specific pilots that will be offered in 2012 and 2013 as they will require those reports and studies to gauge the feasibility of pilots on various technologies.  The FEU can, however, provide a list of some of the opportunities that have been identified which require such reports such as:


· Thermal Curtains 


· Thermal curtains are used in greenhouses to reduce heat loss, mostly at night, thus reducing fuel consumption. As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FEU requires further data to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential within British Columbia.  


· Solar Air Heating System


· Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications.


· Occupancy Sensors/Controls


· Room controlled HVAC systems have claimed savings through maintaining a space setpoint temperature when the room is occupied, and result in increased occupant satisfaction with their thermal environment.  When the room is vacant, the Occupancy Sensor device will send a signal back to a controller, allowing for re-calculation of the room setpoint, allowing temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature and save energy.  The device automatically shuts off air conditioning and or heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.


· Condensing Make up air units (MUA) 


· Condensing Makeup air units have recently entered the marketplace in BC.  Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, Condensing Make up air units have claimed natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.


· Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System


· Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate.   There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error.  The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage.  FEU has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate those energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.


197.3.1
Please provide the FEU’s views on the Commission approving a capped envelope of funding for the non-NGV Innovative Technologies programs that is exempt from the TRC test.


Response:


FEU would be supportive of the Commission approving a capped envelope of funding for the non-NGV Innovative Technologies for reasons described in BCUC IR 1.197.2;


“There is a clear pattern of exempting programs from cost benefit test requirements if they do not nearly fit into the typical concept of an energy efficiency program. Given the high costs associated with emerging technologies, their role in portfolio longevity, and non-energy economic benefits associated with these measures, it is appropriate to require cost-effectiveness reporting without requiring such programs or measures pass a screen until they have achieved broader market acceptance.”


and BCUC IR 1.197.1; 

“FEU is certainly open to innovative technology programs being exempt from a requirement to pass a cost-effectiveness test. The point of innovative technology programs is to jump start fledgling market-ready technologies with substantial promise of greenhouse gas, energy-efficiency, and other benefits.”  


Such an envelope should be of sufficient magnitude to allow for material activity within this program area; it is the view of the Companies that $1.5 million per year for each of 2012 and 2013 would be sufficient.


198.0
 Reference:
Energy Efficiency and Conservation


Exhibit B-1, Appendix K-1, pp. 9-10


EEC Funding for Non-NGV Innovative Technologies 


“The Innovative Technology programs pursue a number of objectives in order to support, review, and validate market-ready technologies.  More specifically they focus on:


•
Supporting local, provincial, and federal governments with climate action goals and policies focused on fostering the development of market-ready technologies that promote energy conservation and efficiency and the use of clean or renewable resources; and


•
Evaluating market-ready technologies and conducting pilot studies and/or demonstration projects to validate manufacturer's claims about equipment and system performance, and energy efficiency.”


“The Companies believe also that there is a strong need for measurement and verification of energy savings for these lower carbon technologies through conducting pilots and/or demonstration projects.  The data from pilots can be used to validate manufacturer’s claims about energy savings, help improve the quality and installation of future systems, and be used to understand and reduce market barriers.”


198.1
Please provide a detailed breakdown of the actual activities funded in the non-NGV Innovative Technologies program in 2010 and 2011 and the specific funding amounts associated with these activities. 


Response:


Below is a detailed breakdown of the actual activities funded in the non- NGV Innovative Technologies program in 2010 and 2011.  

  For 2010:

ProgramProgram Description


Incentive Expenditures 


($000s)


Solar Water Heating PSECA Program


Rebate program to encourage the adoption of solar water heating systems in 


provincial sector buildings to reduce natural gas consumptions.


$372




And planned for 2011;


ProgramProgram Description


Incentive Expenditures & Non-Incentive 


Expenditures ($000s)


Solar Air Heating PSECA Program


Rebate program supporitng the BC Government to encourage the adoption of 


solar water heating systems in provincial sector buildings to reduce natural 


gas consumption.


$73


SolarBC Schools Incentive Program


Rebate program supporting the BC Government to encourage the adoption of 


solar water heating systems in schools to reduce natural gas consumption 


and increase awareness.


$27


Solar Residential Hot Water - Pilot


Rebate pilot to asses the performance and energy savings for solar thermal 


hot water systems within the City of Vancouver for residential applications


$76


City of Vancouver MURB - Pilot


Rebate pilot to asses the viability of solar DHW, ventilation controls, and 


piping insulation for MURBs


$405


City of Courtenay Solar Pool Demonstration Project


Rebate to assess the viability of solar pool heating system for a municipal 


outdoor pool application


$35


Lumber Kiln Energy Management Controls Study


FEU has partnered with BCHydro to evaluate energy savings opportunities 


associated with adaptive controls within a lumber kiln drying process to 


reduce overdrying.


$25


Occupancy Sensor Study


Study to gather data to understand the energy saving potential, market 


barriers and the appropriate applications for occupancy sensors within British 


Columbia.


$39


Thermal Curtain Study


Study to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential 


within British Columbia focused around thermal curtains for greenhouse 


applications.  


$7


Geoexchange Energy Performance Study


Study to evaluate energy savings attributable to installed geoexchange 


systems in MURBs, commercial and institutional buildings.


$12


Westhouse Demonstration Project


Project is a collaboration between COV, SFU and FEI to demonstrate 


alternative energy in a high visibiltiy location and to gain information on the 


operation and energy performance of the solar thermal hot water system.


$12


CESIG Gas Utilization Working Group Membership


Membership that facilitates cooperation through focused interest groups and 


collaborative projects surrounding forward looking and developing 


technologies.


$4


Total$715




� Colorado refers to its cost-effectiveness measure as a Modified TRC. The inclusion of a societal adder, however, indicates this is a societal test. 


� The General Assembly of the State of Colorado (Colorado General Assembly). 2007. House Bill 07-1037: Concerning Measures to Promote Energy Efficiency, and Making an Appropriate Therefor. 


� The Iowa Legislature. 1999. Chapter 35 Energy Efficiency Planning and Cost Review. 


� California Public Utilities Commission. 2008. Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, Version 4.0. 


� � HYPERLINK "http://sos.mo.gov/adrules/csr/current/4csr/4c240-22.pdf" �http://sos.mo.gov/adrules/csr/current/4csr/4c240-22.pdf� ; � HYPERLINK "http://www.senate.mo.gov/09info/pdf-bill/tat/SB376.pdf" �http://www.senate.mo.gov/09info/pdf-bill/tat/SB376.pdf� 


� In the Matter of Protocols for the Measurement and Verification of Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Measures. Case No. 09-512-Ged-UNC. Finding and Order. Entered October 15, 2009.


� 	California Public Utilities Commission. 2008. Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, Version 4.0. 


�	 � HYPERLINK "http://sos.mo.gov/adrules/csr/current/4csr/4c240-22.pdf" �http://sos.mo.gov/adrules/csr/current/4csr/4c240-22.pdf�; � HYPERLINK "http://www.senate.mo.gov/09info/pdf-bill/tat/SB376.pdf" �http://www.senate.mo.gov/09info/pdf-bill/tat/SB376.pdf� 


� 	In the Matter of Protocols for the Measurement and Verification of Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Measures. Case No. 09-512-Ged-UNC. Finding and Order. Entered October 15, 2009.


� 	"Demand Side Resource Cost Recover Collaborative Report" dated March 1995 






Of the studies and pilots listed in the table in BCUC IR Response 198.0, which initiatives have been determined to be feasible and would be pursued as Innovative Technology programs?


Response:


The FEU would like to clarify that once the pilot and/or demonstration project has been proven to be a feasible initiative, it may fall under the Innovative Technology area, or under the Residential, Commercial or Industrial program area as appropriate.  

The studies and pilots listed in the table in response to BCUC IR 1.198.0 are in different stages of the program lifecycle.  The stages are categorized as program planning, program design, program launch, program evaluation and program reporting.  Program planning includes gathering data through informal discussions with consultants and/or other industry experts, reviewing and/or commencing studies, investigating other programs offered by utilities and jurisdictions and the performing the Companies own analysis.  Program design includes developing a program framework, controls, legal considerations, partnerships and program processes.  Program launch includes developing any marketing collateral, outreach, site selection, administration associated with processing applications and day to day operations.  The timing for site selection may vary from program to program depending on the required uptake numbers and participation rates.   Program evaluation includes confirming the proof of system commissioning and facilitating the EM&V plan to validate energy savings claims and systems performance through either impact evaluations and/or real-time monitoring equipment.   System commissioning provides the FEU with the proof that the technology has been installed and is operational.  The timing on the commissioning of the system depends on the type of technology installed, permits required, and equipment availability.  In the case where the FEU have partnered with an existing program that was launched through either the local, provincial or federal government, program evaluation may be limited to impact evaluations and customer satisfaction surveys.  Further details on the evaluation framework can be found in response BCUC IR 1.212.2.1.  Program reporting is the stage where FEU evaluates the overall results of the program to determine its feasibility.  This includes having a better understanding of the potential market barriers, the level of customer awareness and acceptance, the appropriate level of incentives geared to drive adoption, the level of quality and installation and the actual energy savings associated to the measure.  


Below is a list showing the different program stages and timing for each of the 2010 and 2011 Innovative Technology activities outlined in the response to BCUC IR 1.198.0.    


2010 ProgramsProgram Stage


Solar Water Heating PSECA Program


Program Evaluation - Awaiting proof of system commissioning


Expect results from impact 


evaluations late 2012


2011 ProgramsProgram Stage


Solar Air Heating PSECA Program


Program Evaluation - Awaiting proof of system commissioning


Expect results from impact 


evaluations late 2013


SolarBC Schools Incentive Program


Program Evaluation - Awaiting proof of system commissioning


Expect results from impact 


evaluations late 2013


Solar Residential Hot Water - Pilot


Program Launch - Site Selection


Expect results from EM&V 


late 2012


City of Vancouver MURB - Pilot


Program Planning


Not Determined


City of Courtenay Solar Pool Demonstration Project


Program Evaluation - Establishing EM&V plan


Not Determined


Lumber Kiln Energy Management Controls Study


Program Evaluation - Awaiting proof of system commissioning


Expect results from the 


study early 2012


Occupancy Sensor Study


Program planning


Expect results from the 


study early 2012


Thermal Curtain Study


Program planning


Expect results from the 


study early 2012


Geoexchange Energy Performance Study


Program planning


Expect results from the 


study early 2012


Westhouse Demonstration Project


Program Evaluation - Awaiting proof of system commissioning


2013


CESIG Gas Utilization Working Group Membership


Program planning


N/A





1 Innovative Technologies program area


The Innovative Technologies Program Area overview is divided into two parts. Part 1 reports on 2010 and 2011 programs within the Innovative Technologies Program Area as a whole, while Part 2 specifically addresses the use of EEC funds for Natural Gas Vehicle (“NGV”) reimbursements.


1.1 2010 and 2011 Programs


1.1.1 INTRODUCTION


1.1.1.1 Definition


Innovative technologies are best described as market ready technologies that have little or no market penetration in BC. They can be defined as emerging and/or enabling technologies. Some of these technologies include, but are not limited to, solar thermal domestic hot water systems, solar air systems, ground source heat pumps (“GSHPs”), hydronic systems, sterling engines, micro co-generation, NGVs, and fuel cells. Hydronic systems can be classified as enabling technologies as they have the flexibility and potential to receive future energy from District Energy Systems (“DES”). Innovative technologies are solutions the Companies can support through programs delivering energy reductions and savings to their customers for now and into the future. All programs within this program area are to “foster and further the deployment of forward-looking low carbon technologies.”
 The non-NGV programs within the Innovative Technologies Program Area attempt to achieve this objective by encouraging residential, commercial, and industrial customers to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas, while the NGV programs within the Innovative Technologies Program Area encourage the adoption of NGVs. The use of NGV engines, which run on liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) or compressed natural gas (“CNG”) as a heavy duty vehicle fuel are considered part of the Innovative Technologies Program Area for two reasons. First, technologies used in NGV applications can be classified as emerging technologies in the BC context as they have minimal market penetration in BC. Second, the Commercial NGV Demonstration program (described as “NGV for Commercial Vehicles” in the 2009 EEC Annual Report) achieves GHG emissions reductions by displacing high-carbon diesel fuel.  

The Companies’ target market for CNG includes operators of commercial, return-to-base heavy duty fleet vehicles such as garbage trucks, waste haulers, and buses, while the LNG focus is on long-haul, return-to-base fleet vehicles such as Class 8 tractors. In both cases, the alternative fuel source is diesel, which is a higher carbon fuel.


Innovative technologies programs, including the Commercial NGV Demonstration program, are to be run as pilots and/or demonstration projects that would subsequently provide data to enable the Companies to establish the appropriate timelines, key milestones, and completion dates for full-scale program activity in the innovative technologies area.


1.1.1.2  Background

On April 16, 2009, the Commission issued the EEC Decision approving funding for FEI and FEVI for 2009 and 2010 programs. While the Companies did not receive approval for expenditures for the Innovative Technologies Program Area as part of that application, the Commission directed the Companies to bring forward projects for consideration as they became more fully developed.
 


FEI and FEVI submitted their respective applications for 2010 – 2011 Revenue Requirements and Delivery Rates on June 15, 2009 and June 29, 2009, respectively, which proposed innovative technologies programs and expenditures in order to meet the Commission’s directives in Order No. G-36-09. On November 26, 2009, the Commission issued Order No. G-141-09, approving the Negotiated Settlement Agreement (“NSA”) for FEI. This EEC budget that was approved as part of that NSA included the requested FEI innovative technologies program budget of $2.334 million in 2010 and $4.669 million for 2011, for a total budget of $7.003 million.
 FEVI’s NSA, which was also approved, included an EEC envelope that encompassed the requested $478,000 in 2010 and $956,000 for 2011, for a total FEVI budget of $1.435 million.


As part of their respective NSAs, the parties explicitly agreed that the Innovative Technologies Program Area will be managed by FEI and FEVI as a separate segment of the overall EEC portfolio and have a weighted total resource cost (“TRC”) of 1.0 or more. FEI’s NSA provided as follows in this regard, with FEVI’s NSA being identical but for the name of the company and dollar amounts.


Item 12.1 of the FEI’s NSA states:


“(d) EEC funding for innovative technologies will be $4.669 million for 2011, which is the amount requested by TGI in the Application.

(e) All agreed to EEC expenditures will be considered and evaluated within the existing EEC portfolio, and will be subject to the same financial treatment, as per the Commission’s EEC Decision dated April 16, 2009 (Application, page 514, Item 6).

However, Innovative Technology programs will be managed by TGI as a separate segment of the overall portfolio to have a weighted average TRC of 1.0 or more. TGI will consult with stakeholders on the practical application of the weighted average TRC through the EEC Advisory Committee.

(f) TGI will report to the Commission on industrial interruptible and innovative technology programs as part of TGI’s annual report on EEC activities required under the EEC Decision.” [Emphasis added.]


1.1.1.3 Innovative Technologies Program Area Incentives


1.1.1.3.1 Level of Incentives


It is too soon for the Companies to be able to determine the appropriate level of financial incentives necessary to make innovative technologies in general attractive to customers in the long-term; thus, there is a need to conduct pilot programs and demonstration projects to test the effect differing levels of incentives have on adoption rates, such as the pilot programs currently underway for the solar thermal residential pilot. NGV programs necessitate incentive funding due to the high upfront capital cost of NGVs versus conventional fuelled vehicles. At present, original equipment manufacturer (“OEM”) CNG vehicles command a price premium of 20 – 30 percent over their conventionally fueled equivalents. The price premium of LNG vehicles ranges from 50 – 65 percent. In the case of the Commercial NGV Demonstration program, which provides an incentive of up to 100 percent of the incremental capital cost for heavy duty vehicles, there have already been contractual commitments from customers. This demonstrates there is a strong correlation between the level of incentives and adoption for NGVs. The use of EEC Innovative Technologies funding for the Commercial NGV Demonstration program is discussed in Part 2 below. In general, the Companies believe the required level of incentives can be expected to decline as the innovative technologies gain a greater share of the market, but determining exact values and timing is challenging at this time because predicting market share for emerging technologies can be difficult and subjective.

1.1.1.4 Funding Transfers

As described in Section 2 of the Report, the Companies identify the transfer of funds from one program area to another. The transfer involves funding from the Conventional EEC Program Area to the Innovative Technologies Program Area in the amount of $3.487 million. In compliance with requirements set forth in Order G-36-09, the transfer amount, the rationale supporting the transfer, and the impact of the transfer are described below.


1.1.1.4.1 Funding Amount


In the 2010-2011 Revenue Requirements Application NSA, FEI received approval for EEC funding of $2.334 million in 2010 for the Innovative Technologies Program Area. While FEI was under spent in the Conventional EEC Portfolio compared to approved levels, there was more invested in innovative technologies in FEI than was identified in the Revenue Requirements Application. For FEI, actual expenditures in 2010 were approximately $5.821 million, and approximately $3.487 million was transferred from the Conventional EEC Program Area to the Innovative Technologies Program Area. 


1.1.1.4.2 Rationale

The two rationales that support the reallocating of funding are: (1) reaching a favourable TRC score for the Innovative Technologies Program Area; and (2) obtaining GHG emissions reduction benefits associated with switching the transport industry from higher carbon fuel sources.


1. The TRC score for the Innovative Technologies Program Area has met the TRC threshold of 1.0 or greater. 


The Innovative Technologies Program Area has a weighted average TRC score of 1.2. Without the transfer of funds, the programs within the program area would have not been able to reach the participant levels cited in the Report. 


The TRC test “is the ratio of discounted total program benefits to discounted total program costs over a specified period of time. A benefit-cost ratio greater than one indicates the program is beneficial, on the basis of the TRC test.”
 The TRC test does not consider societal benefits - which can be defined as “effects of externalities, such as environmental implications” – such as GHG emissions reductions benefits or positive impacts on delivery rates for existing customers as a result of load building facilitated by the EEC funding. As the Commission stated in the EEC Decision,

  “While recognizing that societal factors have significance, the Commission Panel views many of these factors as being rather subjective and difficult to measure. …The Commission Panel does consider the TRC test to be appropriate and adequate for the purposes of this Application and accepts it as such.”
  


Although GHG emissions reductions are not considered as part of the TRC test, one of the objectives of the Innovative Technologies Program Area is to reduce GHG emissions, making its GHG emissions reductions important in context of the overall evaluation.

2. The Innovative Technologies Program Area promotes fuel switching from a higher carbon fuel (diesel) to a lower carbon fuel (natural gas). 


The Companies believe the EEC expenditures in the Commercial NGV Demonstration program, which encourages switching from using diesel trucks to the use of natural gas, conforms to the principle in the EEC Decision that promotes high to lower carbon fuel switching. While non-NGV programs in the Innovative Technologies Program Area reduce GHG emissions by encouraging residential, commercial, and industrial customers to reduce their overall consumption of natural gas, the Commercial NGV Demonstration program reduces GHG emissions by encouraging the adoption of NGVs in place of vehicles that use a higher carbon fuel. The end result is the same – GHG emissions reduction – in both types of programs.  


1.1.1.4.3 Program Area Impacts

Each program area is impacted by the funding transfer in the following ways:


1) Conventional EEC Program Area (transferor)



· The funding transfer did not displace or discourage other potential program participants or initiatives, as the Conventional EEC expenditures did not reach the approved funding amounts available.


2) Innovative Technologies Program Area (transferee)


· The funding transfer did not displace or discourage other potential program participants or initiatives but rather supported and developed more innovative technologies program areas. This transfer also created a favourable TRC score of 1.2, which met the defined threshold for the Innovative Technologies Program Area as a whole.


· The Innovative Technologies Program Area provided incentive funding to four large fleet operators (for 82 vehicles in total) under the Commercial NGV Demonstration program. In the absence of a funding transfer, approximately only 32 NGVs would have been incented.


Impacting both program areas and all natural gas customers:


· The Companies’ overall EEC portfolio level TRC, which includes both the conventional and innovative technologies program areas, is above the weighted average threshold of 1.0; 


· Benefits are created for existing and future natural gas customers from increased natural gas throughput, which produces lower delivery rates, all else being equal, through the Commercial NGV Demonstration program.
 While load building benefits are not considered in the TRC test, they represent a positive impact to all natural gas customers; and


· As a result of the Commercial NGV Demonstration program, customers also benefit from estimated GHG emissions reductions of 20 – 30% due to fuel switching from higher-carbon diesel to lower-carbon natural gas. While GHG emissions savings are not considered in the TRC test, they represent a positive impact to all existing and future natural gas customers and the province. 


Overall, the Companies believe its funding transfer has addressed the reporting obligations set in the EEC Decision and furthers overall EEC initiatives while benefiting new and existing customers. 


1.1.1.5 Innovative Technologies Program Area Goals


The innovative technology programs pursue a number of objectives in order to support, review, and validate market-ready technologies. More specifically they focus on:

· Supporting local, provincial, and federal governments with climate action goals and policies and regulations focused on market-ready technologies; and


· Evaluating market-ready technologies and conducting pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment and system performance and energy efficiency.


In support of the objectives outlined above, the Companies also strive to seek out new market-ready technologies as well as improving the awareness of existing ones. More specifically, their focus is to:

· Establish “proof of concept” projects based on certain methods, ideas, or market-ready technologies to demonstrate energy savings. This data will be used to confirm savings claims and guide the development of future programs;


· Conduct pre-feasibility studies to gauge the energy savings potential for market-ready technologies within the residential, commercial, and industrial sector;


· Initiate market assessments for technologies, methods, or ideas to gauge their conservation potential and market barriers within BC’s climate; 


· Coordinate measurement solutions with internal departments and/or third party companies to monitor systems performance and prospective energy savings. This data will be used to confirm savings claims and guide the development of future programs;


· Replace existing low efficiency systems with innovative technologies to capture energy savings associated with reducing the overall consumption of natural gas and reduce GHG emissions and other air contaminants;


· Engage the trades community and manufacturers by supporting new, energy efficient technologies and installation protocols;


· Educate residential, commercial, and industrial customers about the advantages of innovative technologies and provide incentives for their adoption when necessary. The education channel may include demonstration projects as well as partner collaborations; and


· Develop cost effective programs within the Innovative Technologies Program Area to achieve a TRC ratio of greater than 1.0.


Objectives specific to the Commercial NGV Demonstration program focus on:

· Displacing diesel fuel consumption in the heavy duty transportation sector and replacing it with low carbon natural gas; and

· Reducing upfront capital cost barriers of NGVs for heavy duty trucking fleet operators to encourage the use of LNG and CNG as a transportation fuel.

� 	EEC Application, at page 69.


� 	EEC Decision, at page 41.


� 	The FEI NSA provides in section 11(c): “EEC funding for innovative technologies will be $2.3 million for 2010, which is the amount requested by TGI in the Application,” and in section 12.1(d): “EEC funding for innovative technologies will be $4.669 million for 2011, which is the amount requested by TGI in the Application.”


� 	The FEVI NSA provides in section 6(b): “EEC funding for innovative technologies will be $0.478 million for 2010, which is the amount requested by TGVI in the Application,” and section 7.1(c): “EEC funding for innovative technologies will be $0.956 million for 2011, which is the amount requested by TGVI in the Application.”


� 	EEC Decision, at page 34.


� 	EEC Decision, at page 33.


� 	The analysis of this benefit, for example, from the Commercial NGV Demonstration program, is discussed in Section 3 of FEI’s Application for Approval of CNG and LNG Service submitted to the Commission on December 1, 2010.







From: Robillard, Paul
To: Kobialko, Jim
Cc: Norman, Colin; Sarah Smith - Terasen
Subject: RE: Innovative Technology Soft copy documents
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 12:08:14 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Jim
 
Just spoke with Sarah and Colin.  Looks like Innovative Tech will be both “on its own” and “part of
the total portfolio”.  We will need some estimated project costs and savings data as a result.
 
Sarah said that she would speak with you shortly.
 
Paul
 
 
 
PAUL ROBILLARD | Principal | +1 613.523.0784 x315 | paulr@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613.523.0717 (f)

 
 
 

From: Kobialko, Jim [mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 14, 2011 2:27 PM
To: Robillard, Paul
Subject: Innovative Technology Soft copy documents
 
Hi Paul
 
As requested, attached are soft copies of the following:
 
BCUC_IR1_197.3
BCUC_IR1_197.1
BCUC_IR2_114.2
Annual Report Description
Definition of Innovative Technology -
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/10_326_2008
 
Please finesse the data and let me know if you have any questions prior to Friday.  Beyond Friday, I
will be periodically checking my emails.
 
Best Regards.
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies

mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:sarah.smith2@terasen.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/10_326_2008



16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 
 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Smith, Sarah
To: Kobialko, Jim
Cc: Norman, Colin; "paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: IT EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013 Marbek Update.xlsm
Date: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:56:04 AM
Attachments: IT EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013 Marbek Update.xlsm

 Please work with Colin and Marbek to finalize.
THX SDS

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
mailto:Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca

2012-2013

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Measures Included		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source

ssmith: ssmith:
Where you've estimated, bsed on what?		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Total Spend		Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		RRA Request original		Revised Spend Minus Original Request



																																																Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																		Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Innovative Technologies		Thermal Curtain Pilot		Thermal Curtains		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications		Retrofit		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses		130680		320166		6990		Estimated		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		15		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		4		189,486		522,720		5,000		5,000		125,000		652,720				27,960

				Innovative Technologies		Solar Air Heating System Pilot		Solar Air		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Solar Air installed on agricultural applications		Retrofit/New Construction		Agricultural, Poultry coups, crop drying		250000		500000		1500		Estimate		Unknown		No		Unknown		30		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		3		250,000		750,000		10,000		10,000		150,000		920,000				4,500

				Innovative Technologies		Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot		Occupancy Sensors		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging Industry		Retrofit		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels		500		1000		6.2		Estimate based on a Classroom Study from Prism Engineering		927

ssmith: ssmith:
soruce?		No		No		10		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		1,000		500		500,000		20,000		25,000		125,000		670,000				6,200

				Innovative Technologies		Condensing Make up air units Pilot		Condensing Makeup air unit		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for MURB applications		New Construction / Retrofit		Commercial Sector MURBS		1500		2500		361		Estimate		Unknown		No		No		15		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		5		1,000		7,500		5,000		5,000		50,000		67,500				1,805

				Innovative Technologies		Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot		Energy Management System		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing an energy management system for Lumber Kilns		Retrofit		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns		25000		50000		6350		Estimate		366389

ssmith: ssmith:
source?		No		No		5		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		4		25,000		100,000		5,000		5,000		50,000		160,000				25,400

				Innovative Technologies		Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot		Catalytic Radiant Burner		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burner installed for painting booths		New Construction / Retrofit		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths		140000		280000		2120		Estimate		Unknown		No		No		10		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		4		140,000		560,000		5,000		5,000		85,000		655,000				8,480

				Innovative Technologies		Ceramic Mfg Efficiency Pilot		Microwave Assist Technology		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting MAT technology within Ceramic Mfg kilns		New Construction / Retrofit		Ceramic Mfg Kilns		175000		350000		12000		Mfg Estimate		-59620

ssmith: ssmith:
Source?		No		No		30		Mfg Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		1		175,000		175,000		5,000				100,000		280,000				12,000

																																																								3,405,220

ssmith: ssmith:
sum is over-budget - because you don't know in what year you'll be doing the program.   

		

ssmith: ssmith:
Where you've estimated, bsed on what?





From: Kobialko, Jim
To: Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan (flannigan@marbek.ca); Claudino, Paula

(claudino@marbek.ca)
Cc: dikeos@marbek.ca; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
Date: Saturday, September 17, 2011 4:52:00 PM
Attachments: IT Pilots 2012 2013.doc

IT EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013 Marbek Updated Numbers.xlsm
Pilot Descriptions.doc
image001.png

Hey Gang
 
Attached is the following
 

1.)    Updated measure data for Solar Air Heating and Catalytic radiant Burner technology.  We
will need to review the results and update the numbers so it meets the 1.5 million funding
ask for both 2012 and 2013. 

2.)    Intro write-up for IT section.  Emphasizes that the TRC simulation is a rough estimate and
will be updated once we receive more current credible information from the pre-feasibility
report.

3.)    Measure Description – I have included a detailed write-up for each technology including
when we will be expecting the prefeasibility study to be completed.  Marbek may want to
include this in the write-up.

 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
I can be reached on my cell today and tomorrow – 604-690-3886
 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan (flannigan@marbek.ca); Claudino, Paula (claudino@marbek.ca)
Cc: dikeos@marbek.ca; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Paul/John,
 

mailto:Arvind.Ramakrishnan@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:flannigan@marbek.ca
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:claudino@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com

1 Innovative Technologies Programs


1.1 Introduction

The Innovative Technologies Program area evaluates market-ready technologies and conducts pilot studies to validate manufacturer’s claims about equipment, system performance and energy efficiency.  FEU believes that the funding envelope for Innovative Technologies as referenced in Appendix K-1, (Section 3.2.1 Innovative Technologies - Non-NGV Initiatives, Exhibit B-1) should be $1.5 million for 2012 and $1.5 million for 2013 which funding will be used to undertake pilots, demonstration projects, facilitate studies, reports and EM&V.  Of the $1.5 million each year, $1 million will be allocated to undertake pilots and demonstration projects and to support market-ready technology programs, $300,000 will be allocated for EM&V to confirm savings claims and guide the development of future programs that will be offered within the residential, commercial, and industrial sector, and the remaining $200,000 will be focused on reports and studies.  These reports and studies will be used to estimate energy savings, market availability and the adoption rate within BC’s climate which will ultimately determine the feasibility of launching the pilot or demonstration project.  Hence, it is premature to speculate on the specific pilots that will be offered in 2012 and 2013 as they will require those reports and studies to gauge the feasibility of pilots on various technologies.  

The FEU can, however, provide a description of the opportunities that have been identified and estimate the TRC which is provided below.  FEU would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate the TRC and other cost/benefit tests is a rough estimate as there is a lack of measure specific regional industry and performance data as well as a lack of existing utility programs since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived those estimates based on manufacture data, industry information, informal conversations and professional experience.  FEU has also discounted the energy savings and measure life where applicable to provide a more conservative estimate.  FEU intends to update those assumptions and determine the feasibility of launching a pilot in 2012 or 2013 upon receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study.  

Exhibit xx


2012201320122013Total20122013Total20122013Total


Thermal Curtain Pilot


FEI020,970186,49203923925151101514434931.994.313.110.742.18


FEVI06,99064,1900131131171734171481642.054.434.820.492.26


Total027,960250,68205235236868135685906581.994.323.280.722.19


Solar Air Heating Pilot


FEI04,50053,24207507508585170858359200.390.711.060.400.43


Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


FEI0541,8003,739,422045045077771537752760339.2867.8755.480.8843.21


FEVI060,200425,3720505099179596740.2169.1989.900.5544.23


Total0602,0004,164,795050050085851708558567039.3868.0058.920.8543.31


Condensing MUA Units Pilot


FEI01,44412,8420662424482430542.462.6418.440.672.71


FEVI03613,315022661268142.542.7329.760.462.79


Total01,80516,1570883030603038682.472.6519.570.652.72


Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


FEI019,05077,3200757523234523981206.986.678.731.047.68


FEVI06,35026,127025258815833407.076.7312.720.737.77


Total025,400103,4480100100303060301301606.996.679.131.017.69


Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


FEI06,36043,8960420420363671364564910.520.981.190.470.58


FEVI02,12014,9800140140121224121521640.541.001.620.350.59


Total08,48058,8760560560484895486086550.530.981.230.450.58


Ceramic Manufacturing Efficiency Pilot


FEI012,000141,97901751755353105532282803.616.226.740.773.97


ALL PROGRAMS


FEI0606,1244,255,19402,2682,2683473476943472,6152,9628.8415.8412.600.859.72


FEVI076,021533,98503473475151102513984497.1313.0215.540.547.85


Total0682,1454,789,17802,6152,6153983987953983,0133,4108.6115.4713.010.809.47


Note: Whistler (FEW) is included in the FEI service territory
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IncentivesAdminAll Spending


TRCUtility




1.2 Program Profiles


1.2.1 Thermal Curtain Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with thermal curtains installed for Industrial Greenhouse applications.






		Target Market

		Small/Medium/Large Greenhouses






		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit






		Eligible Measures

		Thermal curtains






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$320,166






		Incentive Amount

		$130,680






		Savings per Participant

		6,990 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658



		

		Total

		$523

		$5

		$5

		$125

		$658





Solar Air Heating System Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Solar Air installed on agricultural applications.






		Target Market

		Agricultural, poultry coups, crop drying






		New vs Retrofit

		Both






		Eligible Measures

		Solar Air






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$500,000






		Incentive Amount

		$250,000






		Savings per Participant

		1,500 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		3



		

		Total

		3



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920



		

		Total

		$750

		$10

		$10

		$150

		$920





1.2.2 Occupancy Sensors Lodging Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing occupancy sensors within the Hotel/Lodging industry.






		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS/ Hotels






		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit






		Eligible Measures

		Occupancy sensors






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$1,000






		Incentive Amount

		$500






		Savings per Participant

		6.2 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1000



		

		Total

		1000



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670



		

		Total

		$500

		$20

		$25

		$125

		$670





1.2.3 Condensing Make up air units Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing condensing make up air units for MURB applications.






		Target Market

		Commercial Sector MURBS






		New vs Retrofit

		Both






		Eligible Measures

		Condensing make up air units Pilot






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$2,500






		Incentive Amount

		$1,500






		Savings per Participant

		361 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		15 years – Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0%






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		5



		

		Total

		5



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68



		

		Total

		$8

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$68





1.2.4 Advanced Control Lumber Drying Using Energy Management System Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing an energy management system for lumber Kilns.






		Target Market

		Industrial Sector, Lumber Kilns






		New vs Retrofit

		Retrofit






		Eligible Measures

		Energy Management System






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$50,000






		Incentive Amount

		$25,000






		Savings per Participant

		6,350 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		5 years – Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160



		

		Total

		$100

		$5

		$5

		$50

		$160





1.2.5 Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burner installed for painting booths.






		Target Market

		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths






		New vs Retrofit

		Both






		Eligible Measures

		Catalytic Radiant Burner






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$280,000






		Incentive Amount

		$140,000






		Savings per Participant

		2,120 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		10 years - Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		4



		

		Total

		4



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$560

		$5

		$5

		$85

		$655



		

		Total

		$560

		$5

		$5

		$85

		$655





1.2.6 Ceramic Mfg Efficiency Pilot


		Program Description

		Pilot to determine the savings associated with installing/retrofitting MAT technology within Ceramic Mfg kilns.






		Target Market

		Ceramic Mfg Kilns






		New vs Retrofit

		Both






		Eligible Measures

		Microwave Assist Technology






		Incremental Measure Cost

		$175,000






		Incentive Amount

		$350,000






		Savings per Participant

		12,000 GJs






		Measure Life & Source

		30 years – Estimate






		Free Rider Rate & Source

		0% - Estimate






		Spillover Rate & Source

		Not available






		Participants

		Service Region

		2012 - 2013



		

		FEI / FEVI

		1



		

		Total

		1



		Expenditures ($,000s)

		2012 - 2013



		

		Service Region

		Incentives

		Admin

		Communication

		Evaluation

		Total



		

		FEI / FEVI

		$175

		$5

		-

		$100

		$280



		

		Total

		$175

		$5

		-

		$100

		$280






2012-2013

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Program Name		Measures Included				Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source

ssmith: ssmith:
Where you've estimated, bsed on what?		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Total Spend		Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		RRA Request original		Revised Spend Minus Original Request

										Detailed Desciption (Long)

										Expected time to receive prefeasibility study																																								Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																				Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Innovative Technologies		Solar Air Heating System Pilot		Solar Air		Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Solar Air installed on agricultural applications		Retrofit/New Construction		Agricultural, Poultry coups, crop drying		52500		105000		1282		Manufacturer Estimate		Unknown		No		Unknown		30		Mfg Estimate (reduced from 40)		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		5		52,500		262,500		25,000		10,000		150,000		447,500				4,500

				Innovative Technologies		Catalytic Radiant Burner Pilot		Catalytic Radiant Burner		There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule.  When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job.  The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.		Pilot to determine the savings associated with Catalytic Radiant Burner installed for painting booths		New Construction / Retrofit		Commercial Sector, Painting Booths		65000		130000		1639		Estimate		Unknown		No		No		10		Estimate		0%				0				FEI/FEVI		4		65,000		260,000		15,000		5,000		85,000		365,000				6,556

																																																										812,500

ssmith: ssmith:
sum is over-budget - because you don't know in what year you'll be doing the program.   

		

ssmith: ssmith:
Where you've estimated, bsed on what?




1.1 Pilot Descriptions

· Thermal Curtains 


Thermal curtains are used in greenhouses to reduce heat loss, mostly at night, thus reducing fuel consumption. As part of the BC Farms Phase 1 study conducted by Prism Engineering, the use of thermal curtains for greenhouse applications was recognised as a potential energy management opportunity. FEU requires further data to understand potential adoption rates and energy saving potential within British Columbia. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011


· Solar Air Heating System


Solar air heating system preheats outdoor air that is required for ventilation.  This reduces the heating demand for the conventional natural gas-fired heating section in the existing rooftop air-handling unit.   FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential within British Columbia and the appropriate applications. Prefeasibility study is expected to be completed for Q1 of 2012.


· Occupancy Sensors/Controls


Room controlled HVAC systems have claimed savings through maintaining a space setpoint temperature when the room is occupied, and result in increased occupant satisfaction with their thermal environment.  When the room is vacant, the Occupancy Sensor device will send a signal back to a controller, allowing for re-calculation of the room setpoint, allowing temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature to drift to a pre-programmed setback temperature and save energy.  The device automatically shuts off air conditioning and or heating when a monitored door or window has been open for a period of time.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.


· Condensing Make up air units (MUA) 


Condensing Makeup air units have recently entered the marketplace in BC.  Compared to the widely adopted standard efficiency MUA, Condensing Make up air units have claimed natural gas savings of up to 20% per year. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility study is expected to be completed for November 2011.


· Advanced Control of Lumber Drying Using an Energy Management System


Conventional controls for direct fired (natural gas) lumber dry kilns at dimension lumber mills provide no direct way of scheduling fan speed based on actual measures of drying rate.   There are claims that having a measure of the drying rate will allow adaptive drying schedules that dry the lumber precisely with less margin of error.  The resulting drying schedule will dry as fast as feasible with acceptable charge degrade, minimizing drying time, and thus electrical power and natural gas usage.  FEU has partnered with BC Hydro to evaluate those energy savings claims and determine the feasibility of launching a prescriptive program.  


· Catalytic Radiant Burner Technology


There are claims that catalytic infrared ovens are far more energy efficient than convection ovens for paint drying because the wave length of the magnetic radiation is tuned to that of a paint molecule.  When properly designed, the oven will focus the waves to produce even heating and a perfectly thermoset paint job.  The elimination of the high air flow from convection heating ovens also can improve the quality of the painting.  FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.


· Ceramic Manufacturing using Microwave Assist Technology


26% of all of Canada’s ceramic manufacturing occurs within British Columbia.  There are claims that Microwave Assist Technology in conjunction with a Kiln can reduce energy consumption and the time required to process ceramics. The conventional firing technique heats the outside surface of the items either directly by radiation or indirectly by for example convection; relying on conduction to transfer heat to the interior of the body.  Ceramic materials in their unfired state, (especially at lower temperatures), are usually very poor thermal conductors.  Thus heat transfer to the inside of single, or to the center of densely stacked items such as bricks is energetically inefficient.  Dielectric heating by means of microwave energy uses the material properties of the body itself in a rapidly changing electromagnetic field to produce the heat. Thus, if the material is suitable, heat is generated evenly throughout the body including the center. FEU requires further data to understand the energy saving potential, market barriers and the appropriate applications for this technology within British Columbia.  Pre-feasibility Study is expected to be completed for Q1 2012.





Jim & I spent some time this morning going over the model & inputs. There has been a data input
error for the occupancy sensors pilot program. Rather than entering 6.2 as annual savings; the
value was incorrectly entered as 620 GJ yielding TRC as high as 39.Once we applied the 6.2 GJ
savings, the TRC for this program dropped to about 1.09 which makes more sense. Applying the
same changes to the portfolio level, the TRC is now at 1.40 rather than 8.84. This should be
corrected immediately in your master version.
 
Shortly Jim would be sending over some revisions to the inputs for the solar air heating & the
catalytic radiant burner pilot only based on some informal conversations more recently with
manufacturers. The inputs should not have a huge impact on overall TRC but are more accurate and
should be factored into the master model.
 
 
John Couple of other model issues that I noticed. I don’t think this is impacting the results but just
seemed odd to me. Please call me at 604 999 6808 to discuss this if you like.
 

-          The measure database in the cost effectiveness front end tool surprisingly does not include
any IT measures although they are in the “Master FortisDatabase, Markbek “ file. I was
under the impression when you create a measure, it should get added in the “measure
database” tab in the front end cost effectiveness tool. I am not sure why this is happening
& if this has any implications on the overall result.
 

-          The front end cost effectiveness tool for the IT_FEI Portfolio only includes Thermal curtain,
IND_Energy analysis audit & IND Tech retrofit when it should include just the proposed
seven IT measures & none from Industrial program area. I don’t believe this is changing the
results but just the optics of not seeing the proposed IT measures under the IT Portfolio.
 

-          Measure naming for IT- Rather than naming them as “ Generic IT measure” , it would be
beneficial to have the actual name such as thermal curtains etc for consistency purposes.
 

I will be around today/tomorrow; any questions give me a call at 604 999 6808
 
Arvind



From: Kobialko, Jim
To: "Paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: Re: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2011 11:40:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Paul

I am traveling on Monday and will be unreachable for most of the day. You can speak to Arvind if
you have any questions. Please cc me on all communications.

-Jim
 
From: Robillard, Paul [mailto:paulr@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2011 05:05 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim; Ramakrishnan, Arvind; Flannigan, Bryan <flannigan@marbek.ca>; Claudino, Paula
<claudino@marbek.ca> 
Cc: Dikeos, John <dikeos@marbek.ca>; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin 
Subject: RE: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan 
 

Thanks Jim

John is away for the rest of the week end. Will get this into the modrl on Monday am.

Paul

Paul Robillard
613-406-3304
Sent from Samsung mobile

"Kobialko, Jim" <Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com> wrote:

Hey Gang
 
Attached is the following
 

1.)    Updated measure data for Solar Air Heating and Catalytic radiant Burner technology.  We
will need to review the results and update the numbers so it meets the 1.5 million funding
ask for both 2012 and 2013. 

2.)    Intro write-up for IT section.  Emphasizes that the TRC simulation is a rough estimate and
will be updated once we receive more current credible information from the pre-feasibility
report.

3.)    Measure Description – I have included a detailed write-up for each technology including
when we will be expecting the prefeasibility study to be completed.  Marbek may want to
include this in the write-up.

 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
I can be reached on my cell today and tomorrow – 604-690-3886

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JKOBIALK
mailto:Paulr@marbek.ca



 
Best Regards.
 
---------------------------------------------
Jim Kobialko

EEC Program Manager, Innovative Technologies
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC  V4N 0E8
: 604-592-8266 Cell: 604-690-3886 : Jim.Kobialko@fortisbc.com
 
Terasen Gas is known as FortisBC effective March 1, 2011. My e-mail address has changed to @fortisbc.com. Please update
your records accordingly.  For more information on FortisBC, please visit fortisbc.com
 

From: Ramakrishnan, Arvind 
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Robillard, Paul; Flannigan, Bryan (flannigan@marbek.ca); Claudino, Paula (claudino@marbek.ca)
Cc: dikeos@marbek.ca; Smith, Sarah; Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: IT Issues for 2012/2013 Plan
 
Paul/John,
 
Jim & I spent some time this morning going over the model & inputs. There has been a data input
error for the occupancy sensors pilot program. Rather than entering 6.2 as annual savings; the
value was incorrectly entered as 620 GJ yielding TRC as high as 39.Once we applied the 6.2 GJ
savings, the TRC for this program dropped to about 1.09 which makes more sense. Applying the
same changes to the portfolio level, the TRC is now at 1.40 rather than 8.84. This should be
corrected immediately in your master version.
 
Shortly Jim would be sending over some revisions to the inputs for the solar air heating & the
catalytic radiant burner pilot only based on some informal conversations more recently with
manufacturers. The inputs should not have a huge impact on overall TRC but are more accurate and
should be factored into the master model.
 
 
John Couple of other model issues that I noticed. I don’t think this is impacting the results but just
seemed odd to me. Please call me at 604 999 6808 to discuss this if you like.
 

-          The measure database in the cost effectiveness front end tool surprisingly does not include
any IT measures although they are in the “Master FortisDatabase, Markbek “ file. I was
under the impression when you create a measure, it should get added in the “measure
database” tab in the front end cost effectiveness tool. I am not sure why this is happening
& if this has any implications on the overall result.
 

-          The front end cost effectiveness tool for the IT_FEI Portfolio only includes Thermal curtain,
IND_Energy analysis audit & IND Tech retrofit when it should include just the proposed
seven IT measures & none from Industrial program area. I don’t believe this is changing the



results but just the optics of not seeing the proposed IT measures under the IT Portfolio.
 

-          Measure naming for IT- Rather than naming them as “ Generic IT measure” , it would be
beneficial to have the actual name such as thermal curtains etc for consistency purposes.
 

I will be around today/tomorrow; any questions give me a call at 604 999 6808
 
Arvind

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may contain confidential material for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings
Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: FW: Innovative Technologies comments
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 1:05:40 PM

Oopsie, wasn’t quite done yet!

Additional comments:

I have edited the text below – please use this version

Note: FEU would like to emphasize that the inputs used to calculate cost-effectiveness for
Innovative Technologies are estimates as there is a lack of measure-specific performance
data since these technologies have little or no market penetration in BC.  FEU has derived
those estimates based on manufacturer data, industry information, informal conversations
and professional experience.  FEU intends to update those assumptions and determine the
feasibility of launching a pilot for each of these technologies in 2012 or 2013 upon
receiving further information such as the prefeasibility study

In your technology bullets you need to explain what a thermal curtain is please

_____________________________________________
From: Smith, Sarah
Sent: September 21, 2011 12:58 PM
To: 'Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)'; 'johnd@marbek.ca'
Cc: Norman, Colin; Kobialko, Jim
Subject: Innovative Technologies comments

This section refers to FEU while the other sections refer to FortisBC.  Marbek please edit for
consisteny.

Footnote 2 should come after “Technologies”

This sentence “Ultimately, the program’s results will determine the feasibility of launching
the pilot or demonstration project.”  needs to be edited for clarity – Jim to tackle

Following sentence, insert colon after “identified” and eliminate last 4 words

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:johnd@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
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From: Georgy, Ned
To: "Dikeos, John"
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
Date: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 7:03:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi John,
Fire away with the questions and I’ll do my best to help.  Either send me an email and I’ll endeavor
to answer within 24hours or you can try to call my cell 604.916.5179 if it’s something I can answer
without the computer in front of me.
Thanks,
Ned
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
I’ve been entering the three Affordable Housing programs into the Cost Effectiveness Tool and I’ve
identified some gaps and questions for you.  However, I was told that you are out of the office this
week.  Do you think that you may still be able to address my questions or perhaps can you refer me
to somebody else?
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
 

home.jpg
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
Date: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:25:54 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Ned,
 
Thanks for the quick response.  Here are some questions for each of the three programs:
 
•         Please confirm that the input (costs, savings, etc.) are identical for 2012 and 2013
 
•         Are there any incentives provided by BC Hydro or any other partners for the three programs in

questions?  If so, please provide some details on these contributions.
 
REnEW:
•         No savings: Please confirm that there are no savings attributed to this program (i.e. that it is

an enabling program)
 
ESK:
•         Incremental cost: Since you’ve already provided a weighted average of the gas savings and

lifetime, I need a bundled incremental cost for the measures included in the energy savings kit
as well.  Is this available to you?  If not, can you give me some more details on each of the
items that are included so that we can estimate the incremental cost (i.e. you’ve indicated that
the following items would be included: Faucet Aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater
Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film)?

 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.

 
ECAP:
•         Incremental cost: I need an incremental cost for this program as well.  I realize that the

measures that are being installed would vary from home to home but we need some kind of
weighted average, based on the number of participants and the average number of each
measure installed per home.  Are any estimates available to you or can we derive this from
somewhere?

 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.
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Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these questions over the phone. 
However, please note that I’ll be out of the office for the rest of the day.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 13, 2011 10:03 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi John,
Fire away with the questions and I’ll do my best to help.  Either send me an email and I’ll endeavor
to answer within 24hours or you can try to call my cell 604.916.5179 if it’s something I can answer
without the computer in front of me.
Thanks,
Ned
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
I’ve been entering the three Affordable Housing programs into the Cost Effectiveness Tool and I’ve
identified some gaps and questions for you.  However, I was told that you are out of the office this
week.  Do you think that you may still be able to address my questions or perhaps can you refer me
to somebody else?
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 5:01:33 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Ned,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  It was nice to chat with you on the phone today as well.  See below for
some comments (in red).  In addition, I’ll be forwarding an updated version of the results to Colin
shortly.  As a spoiler, it seems like the Low Income spending is currently about $200K higher than
the ask per year.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 14, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi John,
See my responses below…
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
Thanks for the quick response.  Here are some questions for each of the three programs:
 
•         Please confirm that the input (costs, savings, etc.) are identical for 2012 and 2013
***Yes.  The most cost intensive program is ECAP and many of the program costs are contractual
so costs should remain approximately identical.  Savings would only change if we complete an
evaluation that tells us the savings should be something other than what I’ve indicated.
[JD] Thanks for the confirmation.
 
•         Are there any incentives provided by BC Hydro or any other partners for the three programs in

questions?  If so, please provide some details on these contributions.
*** REnEW costs are the FBC costs.  Actual costs of the program are considerably higher but the
remaining amount of the costs are covered by sponsoring partners (FortisBC Electric in some cases

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
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and BC Hydro in all cases).  Historically, the FBC costs represent 30-40% of the total costs of the
program.
[JD] Ok, since this is just an enabling program, we can ignore these contributions.
*** ESK costs – again, the costs and savings identified are specific to FBC.  BCH is the central
administrator for this program and they actually cover a greater amount of costs than what FBC
incurs.  I don’t know the extent of their administration and marketing costs but, as a ball park, the
~$10 per kit that FBC pays represents about 20% of the total cost of the kit (the total cost includes
some electric only measures such as light bulbs, fridge/freezer thermometers, etc.)
[JD]  As discussed on the phone, I think it’s ok to neglect the BCH contributions, as they aren’t
providing any funding for the gas measures.
 
*** ECAP costs – again, BC Hydro is the central administrator of the program and they have
savings and costs that would be quite onerous to estimate.  This program hasn’t launched yet so
there’s a lack of experience in the market to really estimate the costs moving forward.  We can’t
use historical costs because the historical costs of administration will increase significantly once
the joint program is launched and some of those increased costs will be shared my both parties.  In
short, ECAP has two streams, Basic and Advanced.  A lot of the costs of the Basic stream will be
covered by both BC Hydro and FortisBC.  In the Advanced stream, the utility that the home is
heated by will cover all of the measures and costs of the advanced work (insulation and
draftproofing).  I sent along a TRC spreadsheet that has the details of FBC expected costs.  I have
not attempted to determine what the total incentives from both BCH and FBC would be.  That
would take some time.
[JD] Same as above
 
REnEW:
•         No savings: Please confirm that there are no savings attributed to this program (i.e. that it is

an enabling program)
***correct…at least that’s the plan. 
[JD] Thanks for the confirmation
 
ESK:
•         Incremental cost: Since you’ve already provided a weighted average of the gas savings and

lifetime, I need a bundled incremental cost for the measures included in the energy savings kit
as well.  Is this available to you?  If not, can you give me some more details on each of the
items that are included so that we can estimate the incremental cost (i.e. you’ve indicated that
the following items would be included: Faucet Aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater
Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film)?

*** For low income programs we don’t typically put a lot of thought in to what the incremental
costs are because the incentive for low income programs is the entire costs of the measure (the
gas-specific measures in the energy saving kit).  Since we’re paying the entire costs (and making
assumptions about installation rates of each of the measures) there was no need for us to identify
non-efficient measure costs vs efficient measure costs.  The “measures” sheet in the attached ESK
file details all the measures and their full costs.
[JD] Ok, as I understand it, the per unit cost is identical to the per unit incentive.  However, since it
seems more accurate, I’ve used the gas portion of the cost highlighted in the ESK spreadsheet you



sent to me (i.e. $13.76) rather than the cost in the program spreadsheet you sent (i.e. $10.00). 
Does this make sense?
 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.

***The approach has been to only account for gas savings and gas costs.  Where the measures are
installed in electric heated homes, BC Hydro captures the savings and the costs of those measures. 
So, FBC does not include the costs of things like CFL’s and only includes a proportion savings of
things like faucet aerators that matches the proportion of times those measures are being installed
in gas homes.
[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.
 
ECAP:
•         Incremental cost: I need an incremental cost for this program as well.  I realize that the

measures that are being installed would vary from home to home but we need some kind of
weighted average, based on the number of participants and the average number of each
measure installed per home.  Are any estimates available to you or can we derive this from
somewhere?

*** As stated above – we only consider the full cost of the measure because that’s what our
incentive is based on.  In fact, for ECAP is further complicated by the fact that non-measure costs,
such as having a contractor come to the customer’s home, is part of the incentive costs.  Attached
is the ECAP TRC spreadsheet which details full-costs.  No other work has been completed on
attempting to quantify incremental costs.
[JD] The cost of having the contractor visit the home should definitely be included in the per unit
cost (i.e. which is equal to the per unit incentive), since it reflects the cost of implementing the
measure and the cost that Fortis is covering per participant.  I see that costs and participant
numbers are included for each of the measures in the ECAP spreadsheet.  Does the $1,150 estimate
in your original spreadsheet represent the average cost of implementing the measures based on
these inputs?  Also, I’m guessing 5.78 GJ and 4% are weighted averages of the savings and free
rider rate per participant.
 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.

*** Same as ESK stated above.
[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these questions over the phone. 
However, please note that I’ll be out of the office for the rest of the day.
 



Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 13, 2011 10:03 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi John,
Fire away with the questions and I’ll do my best to help.  Either send me an email and I’ll endeavor
to answer within 24hours or you can try to call my cell 604.916.5179 if it’s something I can answer
without the computer in front of me.
Thanks,
Ned
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
I’ve been entering the three Affordable Housing programs into the Cost Effectiveness Tool and I’ve
identified some gaps and questions for you.  However, I was told that you are out of the office this
week.  Do you think that you may still be able to address my questions or perhaps can you refer me
to somebody else?
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
 

home.jpg
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intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.



From: Georgy, Ned
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2011 5:37:24 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi John,

Sorry for the delay in responding.

Also, per the tracking list of outstanding items, can you please change the introductory paragraph as
per the suggestion to spell out the program names before using their acronyms.
REnEW: Residential Energy Efficiency Works
ESK: Energy Saving Kit
ECAP: Energy Conservation Assistance Program.

With respect to the over-budget spend, I suggest we take some out of the ECAP program by bringing
down the number of High Efficiency Furnaces.  If you bring it down to 200 that will shave off just over
$200k.
Responses to other outstanding questions are below.

Just in case, my cell number is 604.916.5179

Thanks,
Ned

From: Dikeos, John [dikeos@marbek.ca]
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 4:57 PM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

Hi Ned,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  It was nice to chat with you on the phone today as well.  See below for
some comments (in red).  In addition, I’ll be forwarding an updated version of the results to Colin
shortly.  As a spoiler, it seems like the Low Income spending is currently about $200K higher than
the ask per year.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 14, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi John,
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See my responses below…
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
Thanks for the quick response.  Here are some questions for each of the three programs:
 
•         Please confirm that the input (costs, savings, etc.) are identical for 2012 and 2013
***Yes.  The most cost intensive program is ECAP and many of the program costs are contractual
so costs should remain approximately identical.  Savings would only change if we complete an
evaluation that tells us the savings should be something other than what I’ve indicated.
[JD] Thanks for the confirmation.
 
•         Are there any incentives provided by BC Hydro or any other partners for the three programs in

questions?  If so, please provide some details on these contributions.
*** REnEW costs are the FBC costs.  Actual costs of the program are considerably higher but the
remaining amount of the costs are covered by sponsoring partners (FortisBC Electric in some cases
and BC Hydro in all cases).  Historically, the FBC costs represent 30-40% of the total costs of the
program.
[JD] Ok, since this is just an enabling program, we can ignore these contributions.
*** ESK costs – again, the costs and savings identified are specific to FBC.  BCH is the central
administrator for this program and they actually cover a greater amount of costs than what FBC
incurs.  I don’t know the extent of their administration and marketing costs but, as a ball park, the
~$10 per kit that FBC pays represents about 20% of the total cost of the kit (the total cost includes
some electric only measures such as light bulbs, fridge/freezer thermometers, etc.)
[JD]  As discussed on the phone, I think it’s ok to neglect the BCH contributions, as they aren’t
providing any funding for the gas measures.
 
*** ECAP costs – again, BC Hydro is the central administrator of the program and they have
savings and costs that would be quite onerous to estimate.  This program hasn’t launched yet so
there’s a lack of experience in the market to really estimate the costs moving forward.  We can’t
use historical costs because the historical costs of administration will increase significantly once
the joint program is launched and some of those increased costs will be shared my both parties.  In
short, ECAP has two streams, Basic and Advanced.  A lot of the costs of the Basic stream will be
covered by both BC Hydro and FortisBC.  In the Advanced stream, the utility that the home is
heated by will cover all of the measures and costs of the advanced work (insulation and
draftproofing).  I sent along a TRC spreadsheet that has the details of FBC expected costs.  I have
not attempted to determine what the total incentives from both BCH and FBC would be.  That
would take some time.
[JD] Same as above
 



REnEW:
•         No savings: Please confirm that there are no savings attributed to this program (i.e. that it is

an enabling program)
***correct…at least that’s the plan. 
[JD] Thanks for the confirmation
 
ESK:
•         Incremental cost: Since you’ve already provided a weighted average of the gas savings and

lifetime, I need a bundled incremental cost for the measures included in the energy savings kit
as well.  Is this available to you?  If not, can you give me some more details on each of the
items that are included so that we can estimate the incremental cost (i.e. you’ve indicated that
the following items would be included: Faucet Aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater
Pipe Wrap, Caulking, Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film)?

*** For low income programs we don’t typically put a lot of thought in to what the incremental
costs are because the incentive for low income programs is the entire costs of the measure (the
gas-specific measures in the energy saving kit).  Since we’re paying the entire costs (and making
assumptions about installation rates of each of the measures) there was no need for us to identify
non-efficient measure costs vs efficient measure costs.  The “measures” sheet in the attached ESK
file details all the measures and their full costs.
[JD] Ok, as I understand it, the per unit cost is identical to the per unit incentive.  However, since it
seems more accurate, I’ve used the gas portion of the cost highlighted in the ESK spreadsheet you
sent to me (i.e. $13.76) rather than the cost in the program spreadsheet you sent (i.e. $10.00). 
Does this make sense?
[NG] What I sent you was the original business case numbers.  We do have almost a year of
experience now and at the end of 2010 the cost we contributed per ESK was reported as $10 plus
change.  This year it's looking like it might be just under $10 so I'd rather stick with the $10
estimate please.
 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.

***The approach has been to only account for gas savings and gas costs.  Where the measures are
installed in electric heated homes, BC Hydro captures the savings and the costs of those measures. 
So, FBC does not include the costs of things like CFL’s and only includes a proportion savings of
things like faucet aerators that matches the proportion of times those measures are being installed
in gas homes.
[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.
[NG] Okay.  Note that in the ECAP TRC spreadsheet I sent, there were some electricity savings
captured for only the High Efficiency Furnace measure because BC Hydro is not paying for any
portion of the furnaces.
 
ECAP:
•         Incremental cost: I need an incremental cost for this program as well.  I realize that the



measures that are being installed would vary from home to home but we need some kind of
weighted average, based on the number of participants and the average number of each
measure installed per home.  Are any estimates available to you or can we derive this from
somewhere?

*** As stated above – we only consider the full cost of the measure because that’s what our
incentive is based on.  In fact, for ECAP is further complicated by the fact that non-measure costs,
such as having a contractor come to the customer’s home, is part of the incentive costs.  Attached
is the ECAP TRC spreadsheet which details full-costs.  No other work has been completed on
attempting to quantify incremental costs.
[JD] The cost of having the contractor visit the home should definitely be included in the per unit
cost (i.e. which is equal to the per unit incentive), since it reflects the cost of implementing the
measure and the cost that Fortis is covering per participant.  I see that costs and participant
numbers are included for each of the measures in the ECAP spreadsheet.  Does the $1,150 estimate
in your original spreadsheet represent the average cost of implementing the measures based on
these inputs?  Also, I’m guessing 5.78 GJ and 4% are weighted averages of the savings and free
rider rate per participant.
[NG] Eesh.  I just double checked and it does not appear that I included the costs of a contractor
going to the participants home as part of the incentive cost - it was included as a non-incentive
cost.  Technically $480k per participant (2400 participants x $200 = 480k) should come out of non-
incentive cost and put in to incentive costs.   And, yes, 5.78GJ and 4% are weighted averages.
 
•         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric
heating or DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we
haven’t looked at all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just
ignore any potential electricity savings.

*** Same as ESK stated above.
[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.
 
Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these questions over the phone. 
However, please note that I’ll be out of the office for the rest of the day.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 13, 2011 10:03 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi John,
Fire away with the questions and I’ll do my best to help.  Either send me an email and I’ll endeavor
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to answer within 24hours or you can try to call my cell 604.916.5179 if it’s something I can answer
without the computer in front of me.
Thanks,
Ned
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
 
Hi Ned,
 
I’ve been entering the three Affordable Housing programs into the Cost Effectiveness Tool and I’ve
identified some gaps and questions for you.  However, I was told that you are out of the office this
week.  Do you think that you may still be able to address my questions or perhaps can you refer me
to somebody else?
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Georgy, Ned
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:01:05 AM

Hi Ned,

 

Thanks for the feedback.  I have revised the incremental cost of the ESK to $10, as requested.  In

addition, I’ve reduced the number of participants for ECAP from 2,400 to 2,200 (i.e. we haven’t broken

out each of the measures that are included with this program, so I have to modify the aggregate

number of participants).  Lastly, we’ve discussed it internally and we believe that it’s actually ok to

include the $200 contractor cost for the ECAP program in the program costs rather than the incentive

costs.

 

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com] 

Sent: September 18, 2011 8:37 PM

To: Dikeos, John

Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi John,

 

Sorry for the delay in responding.

 

Also, per the tracking list of outstanding items, can you please change the introductory paragraph as

per the suggestion to spell out the program names before using their acronyms.

REnEW: Residential Energy Efficiency Works

ESK: Energy Saving Kit

ECAP: Energy Conservation Assistance Program.

 

With respect to the over-budget spend, I suggest we take some out of the ECAP program by bringing

down the number of High Efficiency Furnaces.  If you bring it down to 200 that will shave off just over

$200k.

Responses to other outstanding questions are below.

 

Just in case, my cell number is 604.916.5179

 

Thanks,

Ned

 

________________________________

From: Dikeos, John [dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 4:57 PM

To: Georgy, Ned

Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi Ned,

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:narbaitz@marbek.ca
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 

Thanks for the feedback.  It was nice to chat with you on the phone today as well.  See below for

some comments (in red).  In addition, I’ll be forwarding an updated version of the results to Colin

shortly.  As a spoiler, it seems like the Low Income spending is currently about $200K higher than the

ask per year.

 

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/> ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P

2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com]

Sent: September 14, 2011 4:54 PM

To: Dikeos, John

Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi John,

See my responses below…

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:26 AM

To: Georgy, Ned

Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi Ned,

 

Thanks for the quick response.  Here are some questions for each of the three programs:

 

 

·         Please confirm that the input (costs, savings, etc.) are identical for 2012 and 2013

***Yes.  The most cost intensive program is ECAP and many of the program costs are contractual so

costs should remain approximately identical.  Savings would only change if we complete an evaluation

that tells us the savings should be something other than what I’ve indicated.

[JD] Thanks for the confirmation.

 

 

·         Are there any incentives provided by BC Hydro or any other partners for the three programs in

questions?  If so, please provide some details on these contributions.

*** REnEW costs are the FBC costs.  Actual costs of the program are considerably higher but the

remaining amount of the costs are covered by sponsoring partners (FortisBC Electric in some cases

and BC Hydro in all cases).  Historically, the FBC costs represent 30-40% of the total costs of the

program.

[JD] Ok, since this is just an enabling program, we can ignore these contributions.

*** ESK costs – again, the costs and savings identified are specific to FBC.  BCH is the central

administrator for this program and they actually cover a greater amount of costs than what FBC

incurs.  I don’t know the extent of their administration and marketing costs but, as a ball park, the ~$10

per kit that FBC pays represents about 20% of the total cost of the kit (the total cost includes some

electric only measures such as light bulbs, fridge/freezer thermometers, etc.) [JD]  As discussed on the

phone, I think it’s ok to neglect the BCH contributions, as they aren’t providing any funding for the gas

measures.

 

*** ECAP costs – again, BC Hydro is the central administrator of the program and they have savings

and costs that would be quite onerous to estimate.  This program hasn’t launched yet so there’s a lack



of experience in the market to really estimate the costs moving forward.  We can’t use historical costs

because the historical costs of administration will increase significantly once the joint program is

launched and some of those increased costs will be shared my both parties.  In short, ECAP has two

streams, Basic and Advanced.  A lot of the costs of the Basic stream will be covered by both BC Hydro

and FortisBC.  In the Advanced stream, the utility that the home is heated by will cover all of the

measures and costs of the advanced work (insulation and draftproofing).  I sent along a TRC

spreadsheet that has the details of FBC expected costs.  I have not attempted to determine what the

total incentives from both BCH and FBC would be.  That would take some time.

[JD] Same as above

 

REnEW:

 

·         No savings: Please confirm that there are no savings attributed to this program (i.e. that it is an

enabling program)

***correct…at least that’s the plan.

[JD] Thanks for the confirmation

 

ESK:

 

·         Incremental cost: Since you’ve already provided a weighted average of the gas savings and

lifetime, I need a bundled incremental cost for the measures included in the energy savings kit as well. 

Is this available to you?  If not, can you give me some more details on each of the items that are

included so that we can estimate the incremental cost (i.e. you’ve indicated that the following items

would be included: Faucet Aerators, Low Flow Showerhead, Water Heater Pipe Wrap, Caulking,

Draftproofing, Outlet Gaskets, Window Film)?

*** For low income programs we don’t typically put a lot of thought in to what the incremental costs are

because the incentive for low income programs is the entire costs of the measure (the gas-specific

measures in the energy saving kit).  Since we’re paying the entire costs (and making assumptions

about installation rates of each of the measures) there was no need for us to identify non-efficient

measure costs vs efficient measure costs.  The “measures” sheet in the attached ESK file details all

the measures and their full costs.

[JD] Ok, as I understand it, the per unit cost is identical to the per unit incentive.  However, since it

seems more accurate, I’ve used the gas portion of the cost highlighted in the ESK spreadsheet you

sent to me (i.e. $13.76) rather than the cost in the program spreadsheet you sent (i.e. $10.00).  Does

this make sense?

[NG] What I sent you was the original business case numbers.  We do have almost a year of

experience now and at the end of 2010 the cost we contributed per ESK was reported as $10 plus

change.  This year it's looking like it might be just under $10 so I'd rather stick with the $10 estimate

please.

 

 

·         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric heating or

DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we haven’t looked at

all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just ignore any potential electricity

savings.

***The approach has been to only account for gas savings and gas costs.  Where the measures are

installed in electric heated homes, BC Hydro captures the savings and the costs of those measures. 

So, FBC does not include the costs of things like CFL’s and only includes a proportion savings of

things like faucet aerators that matches the proportion of times those measures are being installed in

gas homes.

[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.

[NG] Okay.  Note that in the ECAP TRC spreadsheet I sent, there were some electricity savings

captured for only the High Efficiency Furnace measure because BC Hydro is not paying for any portion

of the furnaces.

 

ECAP:



 

·         Incremental cost: I need an incremental cost for this program as well.  I realize that the

measures that are being installed would vary from home to home but we need some kind of weighted

average, based on the number of participants and the average number of each measure installed per

home.  Are any estimates available to you or can we derive this from somewhere?

*** As stated above – we only consider the full cost of the measure because that’s what our incentive

is based on.  In fact, for ECAP is further complicated by the fact that non-measure costs, such as

having a contractor come to the customer’s home, is part of the incentive costs.  Attached is the ECAP

TRC spreadsheet which details full-costs.  No other work has been completed on attempting to quantify

incremental costs.

[JD] The cost of having the contractor visit the home should definitely be included in the per unit cost

(i.e. which is equal to the per unit incentive), since it reflects the cost of implementing the measure and

the cost that Fortis is covering per participant.  I see that costs and participant numbers are included for

each of the measures in the ECAP spreadsheet.  Does the $1,150 estimate in your original

spreadsheet represent the average cost of implementing the measures based on these inputs?  Also,

I’m guessing 5.78 GJ and 4% are weighted averages of the savings and free rider rate per participant.

[NG] Eesh.  I just double checked and it does not appear that I included the costs of a contractor going

to the participants home as part of the incentive cost - it was included as a non-incentive cost. 

Technically $480k per participant (2400 participants x $200 = 480k) should come out of non-incentive

cost and put in to incentive costs.   And, yes, 5.78GJ and 4% are weighted averages.

 

 

·         Electricity savings: Accounting for electricity savings would help the TRC.  Are estimates for

these savings available anywhere (i.e. for measures that are installed in homes with electric heating or

DHW)?  We commonly include some of these measures in our CPR projects but we haven’t looked at

all of them.  If there isn’t any good info available, we should probably just ignore any potential electricity

savings.

*** Same as ESK stated above.

[JD] As discussed on the phone, we’ll neglect these electricity savings for now.

 

Please feel free to give me a call if you’d like to discuss any of these questions over the phone. 

However, please note that I’ll be out of the office for the rest of the day.

 

Thanks!

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/> ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P

2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Georgy, Ned [mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com]

Sent: September 13, 2011 10:03 PM

To: Dikeos, John

Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: RE: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi John,

Fire away with the questions and I’ll do my best to help.  Either send me an email and I’ll endeavor to

answer within 24hours or you can try to call my cell 604.916.5179 if it’s something I can answer without

the computer in front of me.

Thanks,

Ned

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca]

Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:19 PM

To: Georgy, Ned



Cc: Norman, Colin

Subject: FortisBC Residential Programs - Review Gaps and Assumptions

 

Hi Ned,

 

I’ve been entering the three Affordable Housing programs into the Cost Effectiveness Tool and I’ve

identified some gaps and questions for you.  However, I was told that you are out of the office this

week.  Do you think that you may still be able to address my questions or perhaps can you refer me to

somebody else?

 

Thanks!

John

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784 x330 |

dikeos@marbek.ca<mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca> | marbek.ca<http://marbek.ca/> |

icfi.com<http://www.icfi.com/> ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P

2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Georgy, Ned
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 11:36:00 AM

Hi Colin,
 
In all programs (including other program areas) I notice that the annual gas savings for 2013 is
double that of 2012.  It’s not intuitive to me why this is the case.  We have NPV Gas savings which
shows the cumulative view so shouldn’t 2013 annual savings be it’s own independent year (as
appose to cumulative 2012, 2013?)  If there is some technical reason why this is not the case, I
wonder if we should add a footnote to explain.  (Beth thought so too).
 
The TRC on the ECAP program is very low.  All assumptions/inputs in to the model should have
been identical to business case assumptions and our internal TRC model yielded a TRC of 0.6
whereas Marbek is showing a 0.38 TRC.  Please ensure Marbek has utilitized the 30% benefit
bump.  They may need to do some reconciliation work to determine why their result is so different
from the TRC spreadsheets I sent them (which showed a 0.6 TRC).  The TRC spreadsheets I sent
were using discount rates and cost of gas rates as available in January 2011 and were vetted by
Jady and Arvind.  Also, Sarah has been using my figures in some high level conversations recently so
if 0.6 is not correct, we might have to do some back peddling – therefore an explanation of the
variance will be needed.
 
In the ECAP description under “Eligible Measures”, please include “High Efficiency Furnaces” as an
Advanced Stream measure.  This is important as High Efficiency Furnaces account for a large
amount of the incentives.
 
For ESK, the description for “Incremental Measure Cost” and “Incentive Amount” is “$10”.  But in
ECAP we have “Incremental Measure Cost” of “Not Available”.  In both cases however, the
“Incremental Cost” by conventional definition is not relevant or factored in to the TRC calculations. 
The Incentive amount is the full cost of the measure.  On the back end, if we need to deem the
incremental amount to equal the incentive amount, in order to make the model work, that is fine. 
In ESK, it’s just the measure.  In ECAP, it’s the installed cost of the measure.  If this makes sense,
then I suggest the following:
ESK:
Incremental Cost – Not applicable.
Incentive Amount - $10.  Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-
rated by the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating.
 
ECAP:
Incremental Cost – Not applicable.
Incentive Amount - $1,150.  Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed.
 
For REnEW, can we change description of Program Description to, “Energy efficiency trade training
by industry experts at no cost to participant.  Training program includes course materials
developed by FortisBC focused on the Energy Efficiency trade as well as, first aid, Workplace

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NGEORGY
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com


Hazardous Materials Information System (“WHMIS”) and other trade industry certifications, a set of
tools and a tool belt, and two nutritious meals per day during training.”
And change description of REnEW “Target Market” to “Low income individuals facing barriers to
employment”.
 
Thanks,
Ned
 
Ned Georgy

Program Manager, Conservation Assistance
FortisBC

o 604 576 7026

c 604 916 5179

 
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 7:21 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim; Georgy, Ned; Kok, Hakan; Ringdahl, Beth; Chia, Jenny
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Importance: High
 
Hello Program Managers,
 
Sorry for another tight turnaround time, but we need each of you to review your respective
sections in the attached revised 2012/13 DSM Plan report with a critical eye and provide any
feedback absolutely no later than noon tomorrow (Wednesday). If you spot any errors or required
edits please let me know directly and I will forward them to Marbek. However, if your feedback
concerns any decisions that have been made regarding funding allocation, etc. please notify myself
and Sarah and it will be taken forward for consideration.
 
Note that if I do not hear from you before noon tomorrow I will assume that you are fine with your
section as is and we will move forward and finalize it.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 
Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John



 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Georgy, Ned
Subject: Minor edit to Low Income Program Area
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 12:01:12 PM

Very first sentence, change the first “is” to “was”

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Georgy, Ned
Subject: Another edit to Low Income
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 12:06:13 PM

Need to add some verbiage about why the TRC results for ECAP are low please. 
Ned/Marbek please work together to develop this.  Also need to note that TRC results
reflect 30% bump provided for in the DSM Regulation, and some verbiage about how these
programs are important to the EEC portfolio despite their low TRC as they are required
under the DSM Regulation for adequacy.  Ned to provide verbiage for these latter two
items please, including citation and excerpt from reg.

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=VANCOUVER/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SSMITH
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:johnd@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:Ned.Georgy@fortisbc.com


From: Georgy, Ned
To: Norman, Colin
Cc: Smith, Sarah; "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 1:26:00 PM
Attachments: Low Income Programs Intro for DSM Plan.doc

Hi Colin,
 
As per Sarah’s note, please use the attached revised intro section for Low Income programs.
 
The TRC on the ECAP program is very low.  All assumptions/inputs in to the model should have
been identical to business case assumptions and our internal TRC model yielded a TRC of 0.6
whereas Marbek is showing a 0.38 TRC.  Please ensure Marbek has utilitized the 30% benefit
bump.  They may need to do some reconciliation work to determine why their result is so different
from the TRC spreadsheets I sent them (which showed a 0.6 TRC).  The TRC spreadsheets I sent
were using discount rates and cost of gas rates as available in January 2011 and were vetted by
Jady and Arvind.  So if 0.6 is not correct, I hope Marbek and help me understand the variance.
 
For ESK, the description for “Incremental Measure Cost” and “Incentive Amount” is “$10”.  But in
ECAP we have “Incremental Measure Cost” of “Not Available”.  In both cases however, the
“Incremental Cost” by conventional definition is not relevant or factored in to the TRC calculations. 
The Incentive amount is the full cost of the measure.  On the back end, if we need to deem the
incremental amount to equal the incentive amount, in order to make the model work, that is fine. 
Therefore, please see the following edits:
ESK:
Program Description: Please take “will” out.  i.e. “This Program provides…”
Incremental Cost – Not applicable.**
Incentive Amount - $10.  Based on the full cost of the gas measures included in the ESK and pro-
rated by the proportion of participants that use natural gas for space or water heating.
 
ECAP:
Incremental Cost – Not applicable.**
Incentive Amount - $1,150.  Based on the full cost of the gas measures installed.
Eligible Measures - under please include “High Efficiency Furnaces” as an Advanced Stream
measure.
 
**For both Incremental Cost items above, please footnote: For Low Income programs, the
Incremental Cost is not applicable because the Companies pay for the entire cost of the measure,
not the incremental cost of an efficient model versus the standard model as is the case in typical
residential (able-to-pay) market.
 
For REnEW, can we change description of Program Description to, “This program provides energy
efficiency trade training by industry experts at no cost to the participants.  This training program
includes course materials, developed by FortisBC, that is focused on the Energy Efficiency trade
industry and the program also includes, first aid, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information

mailto:/O=BC GAS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NGEORGY
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:Sarah.Smith2@fortisbc.com
mailto:paulr@marbek.ca
mailto:johnd@marbek.ca

4 Low Income Programs


4.1 Introduction


This Program Area was specifically created to meet the needs of low income customers. The Low Income portfolio is important to FortisBC as it also helps us meet our regulated adequacy requirements.  As per the Demand-Side Measures Regulation, a utilities’ DSM portfolio is considered adequate (by the authorities) when there is “a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residence of low income households to reduce their energy consumption.” (November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 3[a]).


Further, one of the EEC program principles is that “programs will have a goal of being universal, offering access to energy efficiency and conservation for all residential and commercial customers, including low income….”  (Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs Application, May 28, 2008, pg 47)

The Companies are maintaining their commitment to this principle by offering a set of no cost or low cost programs to low income participants. The 2012/2013 suite of Low Income program offerings is listed below.


· Residential Energy Efficiency Works (REnEW)


· Energy Saving Kit (ESK)


· Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP)


The REnEW program is a longer term and deeper impact program that seeks to enhance the energy efficiency retrofit trade industry by providing specific training to individuals facing barriers to employment.  


The Energy Saving Kit is a broad reaching program that enables low-income customers to easily implement self-install energy savings measures.  


The ECAP program reaches a more targeted set of low income customers and seeks to achieve a deep level of energy savings for customers living in very inefficient homes.  


4.2 Overview of Results


Exhibit 4 provides a summary of the estimated savings, program expenditures and cost-effectiveness results for each of the programs noted above and for the Low Income Portfolio, as a whole.  Results shown below in Exhibit 4 include the 30 percent benefits adder as provided for in the Demand-Side Measures regulation for Low Income programs (November 7, 2008, Regulation of the Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, Ministerial Order No. M 271, Section 4.2.6).

It should be noted that providing energy efficiency and conservation programs for low income customers can be challenged in terms of achieving a positive TRC score, despite the 30 percent benefits adder. This is because of the relatively high cost of providing conservation services to this important customer segment. The ECAP program, in particular, uses a full-service approach that the Companies believe is required in order to achieve deep energy savings within this sector.  This along with the fact that servicing this sector requires fully funding the measures, not only the incremental cost, makes it very difficult to achieve favourable TRC results.



System (“WHMIS”) and other trade industry certifications, a set of tools and a tool belt, and two
nutritious meals per day during training.”
Change “Target Market” to “Low income individuals facing barriers to employment”.
 
Finally, in all programs (including other program areas) I notice that the annual gas savings for
2013 is double that of 2012.  It’s not intuitive to me why this is the case.  We have NPV Gas savings
which shows the cumulative view so shouldn’t 2013 annual savings be it’s own independent year
(as appose to cumulative 2012, 2013?)  If there is some technical reason why this is not the case, I
wonder if we should add a footnote to explain.  (Beth thought so too).
 
Thanks,
Ned
 
Ned Georgy

Program Manager, Conservation Assistance
FortisBC

o 604 576 7026

c 604 916 5179

 
 

From: Norman, Colin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 7:21 PM
To: Kobialko, Jim; Georgy, Ned; Kok, Hakan; Ringdahl, Beth; Chia, Jenny
Subject: FW: EEC Plan - next version
Importance: High
 
Hello Program Managers,
 
Sorry for another tight turnaround time, but we need each of you to review your respective
sections in the attached revised 2012/13 DSM Plan report with a critical eye and provide any
feedback absolutely no later than noon tomorrow (Wednesday). If you spot any errors or required
edits please let me know directly and I will forward them to Marbek. However, if your feedback
concerns any decisions that have been made regarding funding allocation, etc. please notify myself
and Sarah and it will be taken forward for consideration.
 
Note that if I do not hear from you before noon tomorrow I will assume that you are fine with your
section as is and we will move forward and finalize it.
 
Thanks,
 
Colin
 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Sarah Smith - Terasen; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: EEC Plan - next version
 



Hi Sarah and Colin,
 
As promised, the revised report is attached.  We look forward to your feedback.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: Residential Program Inputs
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 10:33:30 AM
Attachments: image001.png

FortisBC Residential Measures.xlsm
Residential EEC Program Plan - 2012 and 2013, Marbek Update.xls

Hi Beth,
 
I apologize for not getting these to you sooner but here are the residential measure inputs, as
promised.  Assumptions for ranges of values or measures that weren’t included in your original
breakdown are highlighted.  An updated version of the program spreadsheet, with changes
highlighted, is attached as well.  It may make sense for us to discuss these inputs over the phone
(i.e. after the meeting this afternoon or on Monday).  Let me know if you have any questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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MeasureDatabase

		Measure Database				Back to Dashboard						count of measures:		16		count of columns:		23

		Measure Name

aaron: must have unique name
		Sector

aaron: must be spelled the same as sectors list on Admin sheet.		Building Type		Unit Definition		Measure Lifetime		Total Per Unit Measure Cost (incr. or full)

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
		Annual Gas Savings (GJ)

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
		Annual Elec Savings (kWh)		Annual Capacity Savings (kW)		Annual Diesel Savings (Litres)		Annual Propane Savings (Litres)		Annual Oil Savings (GJ)		Annual Biomass Savings (GJ)		Freeridership		Spillover		Description/Comments		Created By		Utility Incentive
($/unit)		Incentive to Contractors/ Dealers ($/unit)		Partners Incentives ($/unit)		Federal Incentives ($/unit)		Portion of Participants (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		Portion of Participants #2 (%)

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program

		RES, Condensing Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		13		1650		5														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)		500		50						2%		1%

		RES, EE Gas Fireplaces		Residential		Avg Home		per fireplace		15		150		7.75														24.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)		300		50								25%

		RES, Efficiency Partners		Residential		None		program		1																						Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)

		RES, EGH80 & Beyond FEI		Residential		Avg Home		per home		25		2360		8.2														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs with weighted averages		John (ICF Marbek)		442				198

		RES, EGH80 & Beyond FEVI		Residential		Avg Home		per home		25		2965		10.4														5.0%				Based on program manager inputs with weighted averages		John (ICF Marbek)		517				219

		RES, Energy Reports		Residential		Avg Home		per home		2				1																		Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)		0

		RES, Envelope Retrofits		Residential		Avg Home		per retrofit		20		682		10.4														18.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges		John (ICF Marbek)		265				54

		RES, ESTAR Washers		Residential		Avg Home		per washer		14		325		3		27												5.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges and CPR input for elec		John (ICF Marbek)		50				25						30%

		RES, ESTAR Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		13		200		3														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)		100		50						59%		28%

		RES, Faucet Aerators		Residential		Avg Home		per home (3 aerators)		10		15		1.2														10.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (ICF Marbek)		15								50%

		RES, Furnace and Fireplace Service		Residential		Avg Home		per service		1.5		150																80.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges - no savings numbers yet		John (ICF Marbek)		25

		RES, Home EE Portal		Residential		None		website		1																						Measure with no savings or incentive associated		John (ICF Marbek)

		RES, Programmable Thermostats		Residential		Avg Home		per home		11		50		4.1		20												30.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (ICF Marbek)		50								72%

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
Add up to more than 100% since some of the measures will be implemented in more than one house (Simple Home EE Measures Program)?  Adds up to incentive budget as well.

												

aaron: For some measures this is the incremental cost.  For others with no baseline measure, it's the full cost
																																

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
- Used to break down total number of participants for multi-measure programs
- No entry for single measure programs (i.e. 100% of participants)		

aaron: For fuel switching programs, enter added gas cost as a positive value.  The calculations convert it to a negative.
																																

John Dikeos: John Dikeos:
To be used if a measure is used in more than one program		RES, Tankless Water Heaters		Residential		Avg Home		per water heater		20		1800		6.5														10.0%				Based on program manager inputs		John (ICF Marbek)		500		50						39%		16%

		RES, Ultra Low-Flow Showerheads		Residential		Avg Home		per showerhead		10		13		2														10.0%				Based on Marbek CPR (weighted avgs), estimates of freeridership and incentive		John (ICF Marbek)		13								50%

		RES, Weatherization Kits		Residential		Avg Home		per kit		5		150		1.5														21.0%				Based on program manager inputs with estimates for ranges		John (ICF Marbek)		25
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		2012 EEC DSM Plan

		Note		Program Area		Priority		Comment		Program Name		Measures Included		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Total Spend		Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		RRA Request original		Revised Spend Minus Original Request

																																																				Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																						Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential		Must have		This program does not pass TRC but should pass with SCT. Business case not yet written and approved. We will add new construction to this program. Tankless numbers may need to be increased for new construction.		Domestic Hot Water -ENERGY STAR water heaters and new technologies		ESTAR Water Heaters
Condensing Water Heaters
Tankless Water Heaters		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors SPIF to educate customers about the proactive replacement of ENERGY STAR efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies as part of market transformation strategy.		Retrofit and New Construction Under Development		Residential customers		PROPOSED. Not yet approved                         $100 - E* Water Heater
$500 - Condensing Tank
$500 - Tankless               ($50 SPIF in admin expenses)                           AVG $167		$200 - E* Water Heater
$1650 - Condensing Tank
$1800 - Tankless               Inc costs are lower for new construction due to bulk buys. The program passes.Exact numbers currently under development.		3 GJs - E* Water Heater
5 GJs - Condensing Tank
6.5 Gjs - Tankless		Habart - Domestic Hot Water Market Transformation Strategy and 0.80 EF Water heater pilot study under development to validate assumptions. Note used 0.57EF as base line. According to Habart can use initial base since the objective is market transformation.		None						13 for tanks and 20 for tankless    for AVG of 14.3		Water heater manufacturers, CANETA study, program applicant feedback, OPA study by Navigant		10%		Based on estmated market penetration of new technologies sourced from manufacturers and CANETA		not available		not available		All		5,100		ESTAR Water Heaters = 3000
Condensing Water Heaters = 100
Tankless Water Heaters = 2000		1,350		291		75		20		386		1,736,000						500,000		1,236,000

																																														FEI		4,539				1,202		259		67		18		344		1,545,040

																																														FEVI		510				135		29		8		2		39		173,600

																																														FEW		51				14		3		1		0		4		17,360		- 0		- 0

				Residential		Must have		Program budget is quite large and has been written and approved for now until Mar 31, 2012. Should be adequate to cover new construction.		EnerChoice Fireplace Program		EnerChoice Fireplace		$300 consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus a $50 SPIF to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation. Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		Retrofit		Residential customers		300 ($50 SPIF in admin expenses)		150		7.75		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2009 Home Energy modeling study for LiveSmart BC Program (Habart and Hood Consulting) 
c. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews		None?						15		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews 
c. Capturing age of replaced fireplace on program application forms to ensure a reasonable estimate of measure life.		24%		Learnings from 2009 fireplace program. Very difficult to determine EnerChoice market penetration due to competitive industry's reluctance to share market data.		not available		not available		All		4,800				1,440		288		150		50		488		1,928,000						1,070,000		858,000

																																														FEI		3,840				1,152		230		120		40		390

																New Construction under development but the proposed budget should be adequate for both.																														FEVI		912				274		55		29		10		93

																																														FEW		48				14		3		2		1		5				- 0		- 0

				Residential		Can reduce numbers		This program is very popular but to  date there are no savings. If necessary we can cut this or reduce time in market.		Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		Furnace service                     Fireplace service		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency. Drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25		Prices range from $100 - $200. with an average estimate of x.		Working on combustion analysis project to determine if savings claims can be made.
JD (Marbek): Beth indicated that we should not claim any savings for now.		Project under way. Esource query was not definitive.		Likely not a factor						1-2		Annual servicing is recommended		80%		2010 TLC Participant Survey - however participants also stated that the gift card incentive was a key driver in booking the service		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		150		50		50		275		900,000		none		none		900,000		- 0

																																														FEI		22,250				556		134		45		45		245

																																														FEVI		2,500				63		15		5		5		28

																																														FEW		250				6		2		1		1		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Nice to have - can reduce budget		Seeking advice on where to prioritize this project. CPR suggests savings. We can find ways to make it more cost-effective - coupons etc and partnering with BCH		Simple Home Effiiciency Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow showerheads, aerators etc (From LiveSmart BC Budget)		To be determined what the focus should be		Discount or giveaway program for low cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption. Ask BCHydro to participate.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		1GJ- 4Gjs
(varies by measure)		Savings per particpant will vary: 
a.) 1 GJ per Energy Saving Kit based on 2010 BC Hydro Low Income Households Program, ESK Impact Evaluation.
B.) 4 GJs per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		?						8 - 11
(Varies by measure)		Measure life varies:
a.) 8 years per ESK based on figures from BC Hydro and third party studies for the Low Income ESK program.
b.) 11 years per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		Varies  by measure		Varies  by measure		not available		not available		All		14,000				700		140		135		25		300		1,000,000		under development		under development		1,000,000		- 0

																																														FEI		12,460				623		125		120		22		267

																																														FEVI		1,400				70		14		14		3		30

																																														FEW		140				7		1		1		0		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Nice to have - can reduce budget		Seeking advice on where to prioritize this project. CPR suggests savings. We can find ways to make it more cost-effective - coupons etc and partnering with BCH		Fall Weatherization (in LiveSmart BC Budget)		Air sealing incentives or coupons		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping,  caulking, gaskets.  Provides an opportunity to educate about other heat and hot water saving tips and promote additional EEC programs. Ask BCHydro to participate		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25 - $50 in coupons or product giveaway		100 - $200		3.8		2010 CPR quoting Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 1-2 GJs.		Not significant						10		Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC Study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 5 years. 10 years was if a professional was employed.		21% in past 5 years		2008 REUS study		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		50		100		20		170		795,000		39,500		275,518		1,000,000		(205,000)

																																														FEI		22,250				556		45		89		18		151				35,155		245,211

																																														FEVI		2,500				63		5		10		2		17				3,950		27,552

																																														FEW		250				6		1		1		0		2				395		2,755

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Best TRC program. Consider dropping windows incentive for 2012 - 2013. Because MEM invoicing delays we may pay out 6-12 months later		Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC and other opportunities 1		Air sealing, Insulation, windows (see tab for further breakdown)		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial,  Federal and municipal governments on an energy efficiency home retrofit program		Retrofit		Residential customers		$265 FEU + $54 MEM (Note see tab for further breakdown)		682 (Note see tab for further breakdown)		10.4		2009/2010/2011 Home Energy Modeling by Innes Hood Consulting and Habart. Assumptions evaluated in 2010 CPR		Innes Hood analysis provides electrical savings. However they are insignificant and basically cancel each other out with fan requirements. Therefore consider to be nil.						• Air Sealing – 15 years (considered range of 10-15 years)
• Insulation – 25 years (considered range of 20-25 years)
• Windows  - 20 years (considered range of 20-25 years)		Consultations with BC Hydro, consultants Habart and Hood and 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		12% for air sealing and insulation and 25% for windows		BCHydro past program analysis (to be confirmed in Impact Evaluation 2012)		not available		not available		All		11,320		See tab		3,000		50		450		100		600		3,600,000		69,748		730,370		5,000,000		(1,400,000)

																																														FEI		10,075				2,670		45		401		89		534				62,076		650,029

																																														FEVI		1,132				300		5		45		10		60				6,975		73,037

																																														FEW		113				30		1		5		1		6				697		7,304

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		BCUC expects us to deliver this website		Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal				Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		Retrofit		Residential customers																								not available		not available		All						- 0		50		50		- 0		100		100,000		- 0				100,000		- 0

																																														FEI								45		45		- 0		89

																																														FEVI								5		5		- 0		10

																																														FEW								1		1		- 0		1

		Ignore		Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have but another budget?		? - this may not be the correct place for this funding ask		Utility Partners Trades Engagement Strategy				Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask although will be written up in "Enabling Activities"		Retrofit		Residential customers																								not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

		Ignore		Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have some version but can be integrated with weatherization above		"Fall Weatherization project" above may be integrated with this		Utility Partners Support for Home Weatherization Industry		Professional air sealing incentives and/or industry training		MEM has provided $100k grant to promote capacity building and consumer demand for weatherization. Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask		Retrofit		Residential customers

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Should have		Washers pass borderline but need gas savings evaluation conducted.  May introduce dishwashers but have not allocated funding. BCH have requested $25 per dishwasher if we can contribute in the future		ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation		Washers and potentially dishwashers		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies. Note with new DSM regulations a dishwasher incentive may pass for 2012 or 2013 consideration (TBD)		Retrofit		Residential customers		$75 - based on $50 from FEU and $25 from BCH/FBC In new construction $25 from FEU and $25 from BCH on all E*		$300 (BCH) - $350 (CPR)		3 GJ to be confirmed in 2012 Impact Analysis. Possibly too high based on our latest research.

JD (Marbek): Assuming 1.5 GJ, based on Measure TRC Model from CPR and assuming 8% penetration of gas dryers (i.e. 3 GJ assumes a gas dryer)		a. 3 GJ savings based on Marbek 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. BC Hydro Clothes Washer Technology Analysis provides electrical savings which when converted to natural gas would be approximately 1.6 GJ (given efficiency conversion from electric to natural gas).
c. MEF and WF clothes washer efficiencies based on the 2010 EnerGuide Appliance Directory.		Total energy savings included in GJ estimate. We need further evaluation on gas savings

JD (Marbek): Assuming 330 kWh, based on Measure TRC Model from CPR and assuming 8% penetration of gas dryers (i.e. 3 GJ assumes a gas dryer)						14		a. 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1.”		5%		BCHydro based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers		not available		not available		All		8,500				425		30		50		20		100		525,000		24,225		209,966		525,000		- 0

																																														FEI		7,565				378		27		45		18		89				21,560		186,870

																New Construction																														FEVI		850				43		3		5		2		10				2,423		20,997

																																														FEW		85				4		0		1		0		1				242		2,100

				Residential - Joint Initiative?		Should have		OPOWER Pilot - need good programs in place in order to take advantage of this "tool"		Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		Communication tool		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		Retrofit		Residential customers		Energy Consumption Report 3-4X per year mailed to participant		Not Applicable		1-2% reduction (BR to confirm research) or "1 GJ"		OPOWER analysis								2 (TBD)		OPOWER analysis		N/A		OPOWER tbc						All		70,000						100		400		- 0		500		500,000		66,500		119,984		500,000		- 0

																																														FEI		70,000						100		400		- 0		500				66,500		119,984

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Program budget is approved. Will be in market until Mar 2013 when new BCBC will be announced.		New Construction - EGH80 & beyond		EG80 & building envelope incentives		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		New Construction		Builders of Residential properties		FEI Avg: $442 + $198 (BCH)
FEVI Avg: $517 + $219 (BCH)

Note: Weighted averages, see tab for more info		FEI Avg: $2,360
FEVI Avg: $2,965

Note: Weighted averages, see tab for more info		FEI Avg: 8.2 GJ
FEVI Avg: 10.4 GJ

Note: Weighted averages, see tab for more info		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart.		Total energy savings included in GJ estimate						25+		a. SAR Engineering Report
b. Dunsky Consulting		Used 10%		Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share		not available		not available		All		1,638		See tab		745		5		95		100		200		944,921		13,230		152,844		1,000,000		(55,079)

																																														FEI		1,359				601		4		85		89		178				10,526		121,020

																																														FEVI		279				144		1		10		10		20				2,704		31,824

																																														FEW								0		1		1		2				1,323		15,284

		Ignore (included above)		Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Budgets above should be adequate to include these measures.		New Construction - NG measures		Water Heating Technologies EnerChoice Fireplace          Barbeuque outlets (below) Appliance support		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and townhomes. Savings and Costs captured in above program aresas for now.		New Construction		Residential customers		Under consideration: Water heaters, EnerChoice fireplace, Support of E* appliance where natural gas water heating, and barbeque connectors (in fuel switching).		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development								Under Development		Under Development						not available		not available		All																other program will capture		under development		under development		500,000		Unknown

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				TOTAL ASK FOR PROGRAMS TARGETING RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS																																												165,358				8,910		1,154		1,555		385		3,119		12,028,921		213,203		1,488,682		12,095,000

		Include in Fuel Switch Portfolio		Fuel Switching - Residential		Program in market for 2010 / 2011. Will renew this program.		Program in market for 2010 / 2011. Will renew this program.		Switch N Shrink				Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Residential customers		$1000 per conversion with additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners		$1,000		3 GJ saved through natural gas technology upgrade – Note this program is load building of 43 GJs per installation		a. 2008 REUS study provided FEVI annual heating load of 46GJ
b. 3 GJ savings associated with upgrade from 0.83 AFUE oil furnace to 0.90 AFUE natural gas based on discussions with NRCan and DOE research on furnace types.								18		a. Navigant Consulting Inc. report "Measures and Assumptions for Demand Side Management (DSM) Planning", p. C-41, prepared for the Ontario Power Authority in April 16, 2009. 
b. BC Hydro, Power Smart. QA Standard, Technology: Effective Measure Life, Sept. 11, 2006
c. NRCan, personal communication with Rosalyn Cochrane, Senior Standards Engineer		50%		Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program		not available		not available		All		500				500		10		100		15		125		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI		95				95		2		19		3		24

																																														FEVI		400				400		8		80		12		100

																																														FEW		5				5		0		1		0		1

		Ignore		Fuel Switching - Residential		Running numbers for this currently		Running numbers for this currently		BarBQue Outlets - New Construction				Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		New Construction		Builders / Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

		Ignore		Fuel Switching - Commercial		Energy Solutions want this program to build relationships with developers. Opportunity not yet known.		Energy Solutions want this program to build relationships with developers. Opportunity not yet known.		NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks				Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		Retrofit		Builders		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

		Ignore		Fuel Switching - Commercial		Don’t know the market opportunity yet		Don’t know the market opportunity yet		Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island				Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Commercial		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

		Ignore		Fuel Switching - Residential		Interior sales team to drive this.		Interior sales team to drive this.		Interior Conversion projects				Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		Retrofit		Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

																																																				500		10		100		15		125		610,000		625,000				850,000		1,375,000

				Comments



Beth Ringdahl:
sNS promo - with $150k paid in 2011

Beth Ringdahl:
Dealer Spif included here

Beth Ringdahl:
Includes dealer SPIF

Beth Ringdahl:
Need an impact evaluartion conducted

Beth Ringdahl:
BR used 2 GJ rather than 3,8 based on LS offer development experience

bringdah:
The number used in the approved business case. This will allow for New Construction funding within this envelope

bringdah:
$100k in co-op funding included

bringdah:
Combustion analysis research

bringdah:
Bill credits rather than gift cards may reduce costs for 2012 and 2013



2013

		

		2012 EEC DSM Plan

				Program Area		Priorty		Comment		Program Name		Measures Included		Program Description (no more than 3 sentences)		New Construction / Retrofit		Target Market		Incentive Amount ($)
NOTE: Specify external incentives as well		Incremental Cost ($)		Gas Savings per Participant (GJs)		Gas Savings per Participant Source		Electricity Savings (kWh)		Other Fuel Savings (Specify)		Electricity and Other Fuel Savings Source		Measure Life (years)		Measure Life Source		Free Rider Rate		Free Rider Rate Source		Spillover Rate		Spillover Rate Source		Service Territory		Number of Participants		Approx. Breakdown of Participant by Measure		Expenditures ($000s)										Total Spend		Annual Energy Savings (GJs)		NPV (GJs)		RRA Request original		Revised Spend Minus Original Request

																																																				Incentive Budget		Non-Incentives

																																																						Admin		Communication		Evaluation		Total

				Residential		Must have		Tankless water heater participants are increased for 2013.		Domestic Hot Water -ENERGY STAR water heaters and new technologies		ESTAR Water Heaters
Condensing Water Heaters
Tankless Water Heaters		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors SPIF to educate customers about the proactive replacement of ENERGY STAR efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies as part of market transformation strategy.		Retrofit and New Construction Under Development		Residential customers		PROPOSED. Not yet approved                         $100 - E* Water Heater
$500 - Condensing Tank
$500 - Tankless               ($50 SPIF in admin expenses)                           AVG $167		$200 - E* Water Heater
$1650 - Condensing Tank
$1800 - Tankless		3 GJs - E* Water Heater
5 GJs - Condensing Tank
6.5 Gjs - Tankless		Habart - Domestic Hot Water Market Transformation Strategy and 0.80 EF Water heater pilot study under development to validate assumptions. Note used 0.57EF as base line. According to Habart can use initial base since the objective is market transformation.		None						13 for tanks and 20 for tankless    for AVG of 14.3		Water heater manufacturers, CANETA study, program applicant feedback, OPA study by Navigant		10%		Based on estmated market penetration of new technologies sourced from manufacturers and CANETA		not available		not available		All		5,100		ESTAR Water Heaters = 3000
Condensing Water Heaters = 100
Tankless Water Heaters = 2000		1,350		291		75		20		386		1,736,000						500,000		1,236,000

																																														FEI		4,539				1,202		259		67		18		344		1,545,040

																																														FEVI		510				135		29		8		2		39		173,600

																																														FEW		51				14		3		1		0		4		17,360		- 0		- 0

				Residential		Must have		Budget will be reassessed based on 2012 participation.		EnerChoice Fireplace Program		EnerChoice Fireplace		$300 consumer rebate for installing an EnerChoice fireplace plus a $50 SPIF to the dealer to help drive program awareness and participation. Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		Retrofit		Residential customers		300		150		7.75		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2009 Home Energy modeling study for LiveSmart BC Program (Habart and Hood Consulting) 
c. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews		None?						15		a. Impact of Terasen Gas Pilot Fireplace Program (2004) by Habart and Associates
b. 2006 and 2010 Conservation Potential Reviews 
c. Capturing age of replaced fireplace on program application forms to ensure a reasonable estimate of measure life.		24%		Learnings from 2009 fireplace program. Very difficult to determine EnerChoice market penetration due to competitive industry's reluctance to share market data.		not available		not available		All		4,800				1,440		288		150		50		488		1,928,000		28,454		256,723		1,070,000		858,000

																																														FEI		3,840				1,152		230		120		40		390				25,324		228,483

																New Construction under development but the proposed budget should be adequate for both.																														FEVI		912				274		55		29		10		93				2,845		25,672

																																														FEW		48				14		3		2		1		5				285		2,567

				Residential		Can reduce numbers		This program is very popular but to  date there are no savings. If necessary we can cut this or reduce time in market.		Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		Furnace service                     Fireplace service		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency. Drive business for the trades during off-peak heating season.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25		Prices range from $100 - $200. with an average estimate of x.		Working on combustion analysis project to determine if savings claims can be made.		Project under way. Esource query was not definitive.		Likely not a factor						1-2		Annual servicing is recommended		80%		2010 TLC Participant Survey - however participants also stated that the gift card incentive was a key driver in booking the service		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		150		50		50		275		900,000		none		none		900,000		- 0

																																														FEI		22,250				556		134		45		45		245

																																														FEVI		2,500				63		15		5		5		28

																																														FEW		250				6		2		1		1		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Nice to have - can reduce budget		Seeking advice on where to prioritize this project. CPR suggests savings. We can find ways to make it more cost-effective - coupons etc and partnering with BCH		Simple Home Effiiciency Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow showerheads, aerators etc (From LiveSmart BC Budget)		To be determined what the focus should be		Discount or giveaway program for low cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption. Ask BCHydro to participate.		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		$25-$50
(varies by measure)		1GJ- 4Gjs
(varies by measure)		Savings per particpant will vary: 
a.) 1 GJ per Energy Saving Kit based on 2010 BC Hydro Low Income Households Program, ESK Impact Evaluation.
B.) 4 GJs per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		?						8 - 11
(Varies by measure)		Measure life varies:
a.) 8 years per ESK based on figures from BC Hydro and third party studies for the Low Income ESK program.
b.) 11 years per programmable thermostat based on 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		Varies  by measure		Varies  by measure		not available		not available		All		14,000				700		140		135		25		300		1,000,000		under development		under development		1,000,000		- 0

																																														FEI		12,460				623		125		120		22		267

																																														FEVI		1,400				70		14		14		3		30

																																														FEW		140				7		1		1		0		3

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Nice to have - can reduce budget		Seeking advice on where to prioritize this project. CPR suggests savings. We can find ways to make it more cost-effective - coupons etc and partnering with BCH		Fall Weatherization (in LiveSmart BC Budget)		Air sealing incentives or coupons		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping,  caulking, gaskets.  Provides an opportunity to educate about other heat and hot water saving tips and promote additional EEC programs. Ask BCHydro to participate		Retrofit		Residential customers		$25 - $50 in coupons or product giveaway		100 - $200		3.8		2010 CPR quoting Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 1-2 GJs.		Not significant						10		Innes Hood 2010 LiveSmart BC Study. BR note. I think this is too high for homeowner. Suggest we use 5 years. 10 years was if a professional was employed.		21% in past 5 years		2008 REUS study		not available		not available		All		25,000				625		50		100		20		170		795,000		39,500		275,518		1,000,000		(205,000)

																																														FEI		22,250				556		45		89		18		151				35,155		245,211

																																														FEVI		2,500				63		5		10		2		17				3,950		27,552

																																														FEW		250				6		1		1		0		2				395		2,755

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Best TRC program. Consider dropping windows incentive for 2012 - 2013. Because MEM invoicing delays we may pay out 6-12 months later		Utility Partners Home Retrofit Program - LiveSmartBC and other opportunities 1		Air sealing, Insulation, windows (see tab for further breakdown)		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial,  Federal and municipal governments on an energy efficiency home retrofit program		Retrofit		Residential customers		$265 FEU + $54 MEM		682 (Note see tab for further breakdown)		10.4		2009/2010/2011 Home Energy Modeling by Innes Hood Consulting and Habart. Assumptions evaluated in 2010 CPR		Innes Hood analysis provides electrical savings. However they are insignificant and basically cancel each other out with fan requirements. Therefore consider to be nil.						• Air Sealing – 15 years (considered range of 10-15 years)
• Insulation – 25 years (considered range of 20-25 years)
• Windows  - 20 years (considered range of 20-25 years)		Consultations with BC Hydro, consultants Habart and Hood and 2010 Conservation Potential Review.		12% for air sealing and insulation and 25% for windows		BCHydro past program analysis (to be confirmed in Impact Evaluation 2012)		not available		not available		All		7,890				3,000		50		450		50		550		3,550,000		69,748		730,370		5,000,000		(1,450,000)

																																														FEI		7,022				2,670		45		401		45		490				62,076		650,029

																																														FEVI		789				300		5		45		5		55				6,975		73,037

																																														FEW		79				30		1		5		1		6				697		7,304

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		BCUC expects us to deliver this website		Utility Partners Home Energy Efficiency Portal		n/a		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		Retrofit		Residential customers																								not available		not available		All						- 0		50		50		- 0		100		100,000		- 0				100,000		- 0

																																														FEI								45		45		- 0		89

																																														FEVI								5		5		- 0		10

																																														FEW								1		1		- 0		1

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have but another budget?		? - this may not be the correct place for this funding ask		Utility Partners Trades Engagement Strategy		n/a		Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask although will be written up in "Enabling Activities"		Retrofit		Residential customers																								not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have some version but can be integrated with weatherization above		"Fall Weatherization project" above may be integrated with this		Utility Partners Support for Home Weatherization Industry		n/a		MEM has provided $100k grant to promote capacity building and consumer demand for weatherization. Note funding included in $5 Million LiveSmartBC budget ask		Retrofit		Residential customers

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Should have		Washers pass borderline but need gas savings evaluation conducted.  May introduce dishwashers but have not allocated funding. BCH have requested $25 per dishwasher if we can contribute in the future		ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation		Select Washers and potentially dishwashers		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies. Note with new DSM regulations a dishwasher incentive may pass for 2012 or 2013 consideration (TBD)		Retrofit		Residential customers		$75 - based on $50 from FEU and $25 from BCH/FBC		$300 (BCH) - $350 (CPR)		3 GJ to be confirmed in 2012 Impact Analysis		a. 3 GJ savings based on Marbek 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. BC Hydro Clothes Washer Technology Analysis provides electrical savings which when converted to natural gas would be approximately 1.6 GJ (given efficiency conversion from electric to natural gas).
c. MEF and WF clothes washer efficiencies based on the 2010 EnerGuide Appliance Directory.		Total energy savings included in GJ estimate. We need further evaluation on gas savings						14		a. 2010 Conservation Potential Review 
b. Ontario Power Authority “2010 Prescriptive Measures and Assumptions: Release 1.”		5%		BCHydro based on market share of these select Tier 3 washers		not available		not available		All		8,500				425		30		50		20		100		525,000		24,225		209,966		525,000		- 0

																																														FEI		7,565				378		27		45		18		89				21,560		186,870

																New Construction																														FEVI		850				43		3		5		2		10				2,423		20,997

																																														FEW		85				4		0		1		0		1				242		2,100

				Residential - Joint Initiative?		Should have		OPOWER Rollout under discussion - may be fall 2013 once 2012 pilot is evaluated		Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		OPOWER (?)		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		Retrofit		Residential customers		Energy Consumption Report 3-4X per year mailed to participant		Not Applicable		1-2% reduction (BR to confirm research) or "1 GJ"		OPOWER analysis								2 (TBD)		OPOWER analysis		N/A		OPOWER tbc						All		250,000						200		800		50		1,050		1,050,000		66,500		119,984		500,000		550,000

																																														FEI		222,500						178		712		45		935				66,500		119,984

																																														FEVI		25,000						20		80		5		105

																																														FEW		2,500						2		8		1		11

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Will be in market until Mar 2013 when new BCBC will be announced but invoices may still come in. Will need to introduce new tiers EG83? Complex for ng		New Construction - EGH80 & beyond		EG80 and introduce EG83?		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes. Introduce new tiers in preparation for Near Net Zero homes in 2020.		New Construction		Builders of Residential properties		For EG80 - $2000 per SFD and $200 per townhome (cost shared with BCHydro) EG83 data available upon request		For FEI: SFD -$8294                     RH End - $184                    RH Mid - $125 (Note see tab for further breakdown)EG83 data available upon request		For FEI: SFD -24                                   RH End - 3                                            RH Mid - 2                                        EG83 data available upon request		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart.		Total energy savings included in GJ estimate						25+		a. SAR Engineering Report
b. Dunsky Consulting		Used 10%		Focus groups will help determine EG80 market share		not available		not available		All		1,763				800		5		95		100		200		1,000,000		13,230		152,844		1,000,000		- 0

																																														FEI		1,569				712		4		85		89		178				10,526		121,020

																																														FEVI		176				80		1		10		10		20				2,704		31,824

																																														FEW		18				8		0		1		1		2				1,323		15,284

				Residential - Joint Initiative		Must have		Budgets above should be adequate to include these measures.		New Construction - NG measures		Water heaters, fireplaces, gas plugs, appliances with BCH		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances (heat and hot water) are installed in new homes and townhomes. Savings and Costs captured in above program aresas for now.		New Construction		Residential customers		Under consideration: Water heaters, EnerChoice fireplace, Support of E* appliance where natural gas water heating, and barbeque connectors (in fuel switching).		Under Development		Under Development		Under Development								Under Development		Under Development						not available		not available		All																other program will capture		under development		under development		500,000		Unknown

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				TOTAL ASK FOR PROGRAMS TARGETING RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS																																												342,053				8,965		1,254		1,955		385		3,619		12,584,000		241,657		1,745,405		12,095,000

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Program in market for 2010 / 2011. Will renew this program.		Program in market for 2010 / 2011. Will renew this program.		Switch N Shrink				Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Residential customers		$1000 per conversion with additional $50 for VSM motor from electric utility partners		$1,000		3 GJ saved through natural gas technology upgrade – Note this program is load building of 43 GJs per installation		a. 2008 REUS study provided FEVI annual heating load of 46GJ
b. 3 GJ savings associated with upgrade from 0.83 AFUE oil furnace to 0.90 AFUE natural gas based on discussions with NRCan and DOE research on furnace types.								18		a. Navigant Consulting Inc. report "Measures and Assumptions for Demand Side Management (DSM) Planning", p. C-41, prepared for the Ontario Power Authority in April 16, 2009. 
b. BC Hydro, Power Smart. QA Standard, Technology: Effective Measure Life, Sept. 11, 2006
c. NRCan, personal communication with Rosalyn Cochrane, Senior Standards Engineer		50%		Based on 40% used in 2009 furnace program		not available		not available		All		500				500		10		100		15		125		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI		95				95		2		19		3		24

																																														FEVI		400				400		8		80		12		100

																																														FEW		5				5		0		1		0		1

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Running numbers for this currently		Running numbers for this currently		BarBQue Outlets - New Construction				Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		New Construction		Builders / Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				Fuel Switching - Commercial		Energy Solutions want this program to build relationships with developers. Opportunity not yet known.		Energy Solutions want this program to build relationships with developers. Opportunity not yet known.		NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks				Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		Retrofit		Builders		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				Fuel Switching - Commercial		Don’t know the market opportunity yet		Don’t know the market opportunity yet		Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island				Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		Retrofit		Commercial		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

				Fuel Switching - Residential		Interior sales team to drive this.		Interior sales team to drive this.		Interior Conversion projects				Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		Retrofit		Residential customers		Under development																						not available		not available		All																- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0

																																														FEI

																																														FEVI

																																														FEW

																																																				500		10		100		15		125		610,000		625,000				850,000		1,375,000

				Comments



bringdah:
The number used in the approved business case. This will allow for New Construction funding within this envelope

Beth Ringdahl:
Includes dealer SPIF

bringdah:
$100k in co-op funding included

Beth Ringdahl:
Need an impact evaluartion conducted

bringdah:
Bill credits rather than gift cards may reduce costs for 2012 and 2013

bringdah:
Combustion analysis research

Beth Ringdahl:
BR used 2 GJ rather than 3,8 based on LS offer development experience

Beth Ringdahl:
sNS promo - with $150k paid in 2011

Beth Ringdahl:
Dealer Spif included here



Initial RRA Request

		

		Program Area:		Residential / Joint Initiatives

		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl				INITIAL Spending Forecast												ADJUSTED To $9.5 Million

								2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive		Total		Incentive		Non-Incentive

				LiveSmartBC		Collaborate with Utility partners, Provincial and potentially Federal governments on a energy efficiency home retrofit program		5,000,000		4,750,000		250,000		6,000,000		5,700,000		300,000		5,000,000

				ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation strategies		Collaborate with Utility partners to provide rebates on select Tier 3 ENERGY STAR washers and hot water conservation strategies		525,000		425,000		100,000		600,000		475,000		125,000		525,000

				E* Water Heater  + tankless + solar		Consumer Incentives and $50 Contractors Incentive to educate customers about the proactive replacement of efficient water heaters and introduce new 0.80EF and higher technologies.		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		912,200

				EnerChoice -		Educate consumers and dealers about the importance of selecting efficient natural gas fireplaces for heat rather than just decorative features		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,070,000		925,000		145,000		1,224,250

				Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		Educate the market about the importance of appliance maintenance and create opportunities to upgrade appliances for efficiency		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000		640,000		260,000		900,000

				New Construction - EGH80 & beyond (2013)		Educate and incent builders regarding new proposed BC Building Codes. Educate consumers about the benefits of purchasing energy efficient homes.		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000		800,000		200,000		1,000,000

				New Construction - NG measures		Ensure the most energy efficient natural gas appliances are installed in new homes and townhomes		500,000		400,000		100,000		750,000		650,000		100,000		Consider in other program budget

				Fall Weatherization		Educate consumers about the importance of weatherizing their home through simple solutions such as weather stripping. Include heat and hot water conservation tips in the process.		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		Use LiveSmart Budget

				Home Efficiency Portal - Utility Partners		Develop home energy efficiency web portal with content, energy saving tips and a "one-stop rebate shop" for the province of BC		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		Uses LiveSmart Budget

				Simple Home Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow fixtures etc		Discount or giveaway program for low-cost measures that reduce heat and hot water energy consumption		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		1,000,000		500,000		500,000		Use LiveSmart Budget

				Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		Develop a technologicial tool that engages customers in conservation throgh behaviour change		500,000				500,000		2,000,000				2,000,000		500,000

				Total				12,095,000		9,740,000		2,355,000		15,170,000		11,240,000		3,930,000		10,061,450

		Program Area:		Fuel Switching

		Program Manager:		Beth Ringdahl						Program Spending Forecast

										2012						2013

				Program Name		Brief Description (Max 3 sentences)				Incentive		Non-Incentive				Incentive		Non-Incentive

				Switch N Shrink		Educate and incent customers to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		524,000		420,000		104,000		524,000		420,000		104,000

				BarBQue Outlets - New Construction		Educate builders about the benefits of installing natural gas barbque outlets rather than bottled propane		125,000		100,000		25,000		125,000		100,000		25,000

				NG on construction sites to replace propane tanks		Provide convenience and reduce GHG emissions by providing natural gas to building sites rather than bottled propane.		100,000		75,000		25,000		200,000		150,000		50,000

				Oil conversion for MURBS on Vancouver Island		Educate and incent MURBS to switch from higher carbon oil and propane heating systems to natural gas		250,000		200,000		50,000		250,000		200,000		50,000

				Interior Conversion projects		Educate and incent neighbourhoods to switch from higher carbon to lower carbon natural gas through main extension projects		1,000,000		900,000		100,000		1,000,000		900,000		100,000

				Total				1,999,000		1,697,012		304,000		2,099,000		1,772,013		329,000

				Furnace Scrap It Program

				Furnace Scrap It Program		Re-educate market about high efficiency furnaces and urge customers to upgrade early thereby significantly improving the age profile of furnaces in BC and reducing GHG emissions.		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000

								10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000		10,000,000		9,500,000		500,000





LiveSmartBCAssumptions

				LiveSmartBC -Efficiency Incentives Program - Home Retrofit -  April 1, 2011 through March 31st 2013

				Incentive Portfolio for Building Envelope for LOWER MAINLAND inputs for economic modeling

				This represents 70% of the customers.

				Measure		Savings								Measure Cost		Measure		2010 Incentive		FortisBC Incentive		Comment		Ministry of Energy and Mines Incentive		Participant Count				Fortis BC				2011 forecast		2010 PTD

						LM		LM - Electric Fuel Source		Interior- Gas		LM Alt Energy Savings				LifeTime										Apr 2011 thru Mar 2012		Apr 2012 thru Mar 2013		2011 Incentives		2012 Incentives		% spend				Weighted Averages

						NG [GJ]				NG [GJ]				$'s		Yrs				$'s				$'s						$'s		$'s

				Total program entrants as estimated by Ministry																						22,500		17,500

				Number of Lower Mainland customers who complete retrofits																						6,961		5,414										Rebate		Savings		Cost		LS Rebate		Measue life

				AIR SEALING AND DRAFT PROOFING - 20%

				Air sealing  25%		7.6				7.5				$1,000		15		$200		$400		Increased to reflect Cov pilot findings		$0		877		682		$350,831		$272,869		19.0%		8.0%		$252.00		4.8		630.0		$0.00		13156.171875

				Air Sealing 15%		3.5				6				$500		15		$100		$200				$50		515		401		$103,022		$80,128		5.6%		9.0%		$74.00		1.3		185.0		$18.50		7726.640625

				Base + 5%		5.7				4.5										$0		Didn’t fund		$100		0		0										$326.00		6.1		815.0				4.807277279

				Weighted Average		6.1								$855						$326				$19		1392		1083		$   453,853		$   352,997						855.0		Added $40 for audit				$18.50

				ATTIC INSULATION & FLAT ROOF -16%																																		995		774

				a.      R0 (starting at) - attic		38.3		28.5		37.6				$1,800		25		$200		$400						199		155		$79,633		$61,937		4.3%				$79.22		7.6		356.5		$0.00				Attic - R6 to R40

				b.      R6 - attic		9.7		7.1		9.5				$1,400		25		$150		$300						199		155		$59,725		$46,453		3.2%		1.0%		$59.42		1.9		277.3		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R40

				c.      R12 -attic		6.9		4.6		6.3				$1,100		25		$100		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		4.0%		$29.71		1.4		217.9		$0.00				Attic - R20 to R40

				d.      R20 -attic		3		2		3				$900		25		$75		$150						199		155		$29,862		$23,226		1.6%		1.0%		$29.71		0.6		178.3		$0.00				Attic - R28 to R40

				e.      R28 -attic		1.5		1.1		1.3				$700		25		$50								0				$0		$0		0.0%		4.0%		$0.00		0.0		0.0		$0.00				Attic - R12 to R50

				f.       R0 (starting at) - Flat roof		33.5		23.1		17.2				$1,205		25		$200		$400				$170		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%				$27.70		2.3		83.4		$11.77				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R14

				g.     R12 - Flat roof		6.2		29.7		5.3				$603		25		$150		$400				$0		70		54		$27,844		$21,656		1.5%		1.0%		$27.70		0.4		41.8		$0.00				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R28

				h.     R28 - Flat roof		1.3		6.6		1.7				$344		25		$100		$100				$50		70		54		$6,961		$5,414		0.4%		4.0%		$6.93		0.1		23.8		$3.46				Cathedral/Flat - R8 to R28

				Weighted Average		14.3								$1,198.95						$260				$15		1005		782		$261,731		$203,569		0.1419578919				$260.39		$14.31		$1,178.95		$15.24				Cathedral/Flat - R0 to R8

																																						$1,198.95		Added $20 for audit

				EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION - 5.5%																																												Cathedral/Flat - R35 to R50

				Marbek		11								$1,941

				a.   R0 to R12 -RSI 0.64 =Add R9 for 100%		50.6				61.4				$3,945		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		3.0%		$71.43		7.2		563.6		$21.43

				b.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 100%		37.1		27.1		45				$3,945		25		$250		$500				$150		55		43		$27,347		$21,270		1.5%		0.0%		$71.43		5.3		563.6		$21.43

				c.    R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 80%		43.9				42.6				$3,156						$400				$30		55		43		$21,877		$17,016		1.2%		0.0%		$57.14		6.3		450.9		$4.29

				d.   R0 to R12 - RSI 0.78 = Add R9 for 60%		26.3		10.8		31.9				$2,367		25		$100		$300				$0		55		43		$16,408		$12,762		0.9%		0.0%		$42.86		3.8		338.1		$0.00

				e.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 100%		2.8		4		3.2				$1,315		25		$100		$200				$15		55		43		$10,939		$8,508		0.6%		1.0%		$28.57		0.4		187.9		$2.14

				f.     R8 to R12 = Add R 3.8 for 80%		2.24		4		2.56				$1,052		25		$100		$160				$0		55		43		$8,751		$6,806		0.5%		1.0%		$22.86		0.3		150.3		$0.00

				g.   R8 to R12 = Add R3.8 for 60%		1.7				1.92				$789						$120				$0		55		43		$6,563		$5,105		0.4%		101.0%		$17.14		0.2		112.7		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.5								$2,377.00						$311				$49		383		298		$119,231		$92,735						$311.43		$23.52		$2,367.00		$49.29		$2,377.00		Added $10 for audit

				BASEMENT INSULATION - 6%																																		425		330

				Marbek		8.5								$1,408

				a.      0 to R23 for 100%		30		5.9		38.9				$2,255		25		$300		$600				$100		71		55		$42,462		$33,026		2.3%				$100.00		5.0		375.8		$16.67

				b.      0 to R23 for 80%		24				31.1				$1,804						$480				$100		71		55		$33,969		$26,421		1.8%				$80.00		4.0		300.7		$16.67

				c.      0 to R23 for 60%		18				23.3				$1,353						$360				$0		71		55		$25,477		$19,815		1.4%				$60.00		3.0		225.5		$0.00

				d.      0 to R10 for 100%		29.1		5.7		35.1				$981		25		$150		$300				$0		71		55		$21,231		$16,513		1.2%		1.0%		$50.00		4.9		163.5		$0.00

				e.      0 to R10 for 80%		23.3				28.1				$785						$240				$0		71		55		$16,985		$13,210		0.9%				$40.00		3.9		130.8		$0.00

				f.      0 to R10 for 60%		17.4				21.1				$589						$180				$0		71		55		$12,739		$9,908		0.7%				$30.00		2.9		98.2		$0.00

				Weighted Average		23.6								$1,309.50						$360				$33		425		330		$152,862		$118,893						$360.00		23.6		1,294.5		33.3		$1,309.50		Added $15 for audit

				CRAWL SPACE INSULATION & MISC - 7%

				Marbek		1.7								$800

				a.  R0 to R10 - "Add R10"		5.5		3.7		3.1				$409		25		$100		$200				$0		97		76		$19,491		$15,159		1.1%				$40.00		1.1		81.8		$0.00

				b.  0 to R23 - "Add R23"		6.4		4.4		3.4				$940		25		$150		$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		1.3		188.0		$34.00

				c.  Floor above crawl space		2.2				6.1				$500						$300				$170		97		76		$29,236		$22,739		1.6%				$60.00		0.4		100.0		$34.00

				d.  Header - No to R20		1.6				2.1				$250						$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.3		50.0		$0.00

				e. Exposed Floor		2				2				$500						$100				$0		97		76		$9,745		$7,580		0.5%				$20.00		0.4		100.0		$0.00

				Weighted Average		3.5								$534.80						$200				$68		487		379		$97,453		$194,690						200.0		3.5		519.8		68.0		$534.80		Added $15 for audit

				WINDOWS - 26%

				Estar Windows (to min zone requirements)Standard double pane USI 2.0 TO Energy Star Zone A (South), Zone B (Interior) - 15 WINDOWS		10.5				10.5				$261		20				$225				$0		1023		796		$230,233		$179,070		12.5%				$125.76		5.9		145.9		$0.00		2361		677		1141		0.0

				Estar Windows (to one zone up)Standard double pane USI 4.0 TO Energy Star Zone B (South), Zone C (Interior)  - 15 WINDOWS		16.5				16.5				$562		20				$450				$300		807		628		$363,361		$282,614		19.7%				$198.48		7.3		247.9		$132.32				1396		2551		0.5

				Weighted Average		13.1								$444						$324				$132		1831		1424		$593,594		$461,684						$324.24		$13.15		$393.76		$132.32		$443.76		Added $50 for audit

				CERTIFIED INSTALLATION																										$165,000		$165,000

				Total FortisBC Overview		10.4								682		0		0		265		0		54		5523		4296		$   1,843,725		$   1,589,567		105%		139%

																										7890

				Assumptions:

				-12% Free Rider Rate - From BCHydro 2009 Business case - Steve Connolly personal communication

				Note Gas savings are higher than electric savings since gas heated homes on average tend to be leakier and operate at higher temperature set points. Electric based on electric base boards and 100% effiicent furnace. Gas are 80% EF furnaces which represents the average retrofit situation.

				Alternative energy savings - although there are some slight cooling gains as the building envelope improves there are also electricity losses associated with turning on fans for ventilation. This would take time to model with no resulting net benefit obvious so alternative energy is not included at this stage.

				Audit costs are included. Total cost to homeowner is $300. Building envelope would represent about 50% of activity. Of the $150: $50 to windows; $40 to airsealing: The remaining $60 we added $20 to attic insulation, $10 to wall and $30 to basement and crawl space.

				Note



bringdahl:
Based on Habart Modeling Description

bringdah:
$1000 based on COV weatherizeion pilot reuslts

Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model

Beth Ringdahl:
Guess. Need Jack to model

Beth Ringdahl:
Placeholder

bringdah:
Used descending scale to represent that fact that the area will be prorated.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.64 (assumes cladding but no interior finish

bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
We prorated the cost for % wall coverage however we cannot necessarily prorate the savings.

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
Note the 0.8and 0.6 is based on average savings of the top tiers

bringdah:
Initial wall assembly has RSI 0.78 (assumes cladding and interior finishbut bo insulatio

bringdah:
2.8 is average, Used 4 as increment for 100% coverage.

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Estimate based on other crawl space measures

bringdah:
Estimate

bringdah:
Although D Bruce comments are that there is a nominal cost to upgrade -  Iconsidered 0.5 of the one zone up to indicate that customers may see some increased cost at the retail level



MEM Contributions

		

								MEM Contributions

				Air Tightness: Perform Air Sealing of the Home to Achieve:		Base Target + 20%		50

						Base Target + 10%		50

						Base Target		100

				Attic Insulation		Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-10

						Existing R-12.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		-10

						Existing R-13 -R25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-50		-5

						Existing R-13-R-25.  Upgrades to achieve a minimum of R-40		0

				Increase Cathedral or Flat Roof Insulation		Existing 0.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-14		170

						Existing R-1 – R-12.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-28		-10

						Existing R-13 – R-35.  Upgrade to achieve a minimum of R-50		50

				Exterior Wall Insulation		Add at least R-9 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		150

						Add at least R-9 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		30

						Add at least R-9 for 60% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

						Add at least R-3.8 for 100% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		15

						Add at least R-3.8 for 80% of building to achieve a minimum of R-12		0

				Basement Insulation		Add at least R-23 for 100% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 80% of surface area		100

						Add at least R-23 for 60% of surface area		-10

						Add at least R-10 for 100% of surface area		-20

						Add at least R-10 for 80% of surface area		0

						Add at least R-10 for 60% of surface area		-5

				Basement Header		Add at least R-20		0

				Crawl Space Wall		Add at least R-23		170

						Add at least R-10		0

				Floor Above Crawl Space		Add at least R-24		170

				Exposed Floor		Add at least R-20 (150 sq ft minimum)		50

				Energy Star Windows		One Zone Up		0

						Same Zone		20





NewConstructionAssumptions

		

				Program Participants		FEI						FEVI

						LM		Interior 2		FEI Input						Weighted Averages

		Single Family Dwellings -														Incentives ($)

		Participant Numbers		415		241		91		332		83						Fortis				BC Hydro

		Energy Savings - GJ/Yr				25		22		24		29						FEI		FEVI		FEI		FEVI

		Builder Costs				$   7,000		$   11,706		$   8,294		$   9,009				SFD		$   1,500		$   1,500		$   500		$   500

		EG80- RowHomes - End -														Row		$   100		$   100		$   100		$   100

		Participant Numbers		438		342		26		368		70				Weighted Avg		$   442		$   517		$   198		$   219

		Energy Savings				2.6		8		3		2.6

		Builder Costs				$   142		$   730		$   184		$   142

		EG80 RowHomes - Mid 3 -														Builder Costs ($)

		Participant Numbers		660		515		40		554		106						FEI		FEVI

		Energy Savings				1.4		5		2		1.4				Weighted Avg		$   2,360		$   2,965

		Builder Costs				$   78		$   737		$   125		$   78

		EG83- RowHomes - End 5														Savings (GJ)

		Participant Numbers		50		39		3		42		8						FEI		FEVI

		Energy Savings				11.7		20		12		12				Weighted Avg		8.2		10.4

		Builder Costs				$   3,205		$   4,522		$   3,299		$   3,299

		EG83 RowHomes - Mid 5

		Participant Numbers		75		59		5		63		12

		Energy Savings				9.3		16		10		10

		Builder Costs				$   2,755		$   3,852		$   2,833		$   2,833

		Energy Savings and Cost estimates based on SAR Engineering Report. "FortisBC New Home Modeling". April 12, 2011. Prepared by Ken Cooper, Richard Kadulski, Wilma Leung, Jack Habart. In collaboration with BCHydro PowerSmart. Assumptions based on data collected for medium sized homes.

		Assumptions:

		1. Breakdown by region based on CMHC housing starts forecast for 2011 and 2012

		2. Interior cost and savings based on 90% Southern Interior and 10% Prince George (where data available for PG).

		3. End units are based on 5 Rowhomes with 2 end units and 3 mid units

		4. For budgeting and modelling purposes have used 3X BCH forecasts

		5. EG83 - data was estimated by interpolating between EG80 and EG86. Actuals will be available by end of Sept, 2011.

		6. FRR of 10% based on participant forecast as a % of CMHC forecast since all new construction should be moving towards new code over the lifetime of this program

		7. 25 year measure life estimate used in modeling under-estimates the 50 year inter-generational benefit in this program

		Total Non-Incentives Cost:		$   227,000

				FEI		FEVI

		SFD - 80%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG80 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

		Row Home - EG83 - 10%		$   - 0		$   - 0

				$   - 0		$   - 0



John Dikeos:
No cost, using FEI avg

John Dikeos:
No cost, using FEI avg

John Dikeos:
No savings, using FEI avg

John Dikeos:
No savings, using FEI avg



Simple Summary

						2012						2013

						Millions		Must Have		TBD		Millions		Must Have		TBD

				E* Water Heater  + tankless + solar		1.7		1.7				1.7		1.7

				EnerChoice -		1.9		1.9				1.9		1.9

				Furnace & Fireplace Service TLC		0.9				0.9		0.9				0.9

				Simple Home Measures - programmable thermostats, low flow fixtures etc		1				1		1				1

				Fall Weatherization		0.7				0.7		0.7				0.7

				LiveSmartBC		3.5		3.5				3.5		3.5

				Home Efficiency Portal - Utility Partners		0.1		0.1				0.1		0.1

				ENERGY STAR Appliance programs for DHW conservation strategies		0.525		0.525				0.525		0.525

				New Construction - EGH80 & beyond (2013)		1		1				1		1

				New Construction - NG measures

				Customer Engagement Tool for Conservation Behaviours		0.5		0.5				1		1

				Total		11.825		9.225				12.325		9.725







From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 5:20:49 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Beth,
 
It was nice to chat with you during the meeting this afternoon.  One issue that came up after you
signed off is that the spending for the Fuel Switching portfolio is quite low (i.e. ~$1.25M for 2012
and 2013 versus the ask of $4.00M).  I know that this is likely due to the fact that several of the
programs in the portfolio were dropped since they’re still under development.  However, we were
wondering what approach you’d like us to take to ensure that the funding is closer to the ask.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 16, 2011 1:30 PM
To: 'Ringdahl, Beth'
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: Residential Program Inputs
 
Hi Beth,
 
I apologize for not getting these to you sooner but here are the residential measure inputs, as
promised.  Assumptions for ranges of values or measures that weren’t included in your original
breakdown are highlighted.  An updated version of the program spreadsheet, with changes
highlighted, is attached as well.  It may make sense for us to discuss these inputs over the phone
(i.e. after the meeting this afternoon or on Monday).  Let me know if you have any questions.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "dikeos@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; "paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: Re: High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio
Date: Friday, September 16, 2011 5:31:26 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi John
I think we would like to keep the ask at this level. Let me work on the caveats for the intended ask.
Is sunday early enough? I won't be near a laptop until later tomorrow. 

I have a couple of things to clarify with sarah and will see if she has time to approve this approach. 
It must be close to wine o'clock. 
Beth
 
From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 05:18 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth 
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul <paulr@marbek.ca> 
Subject: RE: High Carbon Fuel Switching Portfolio 
 
Hi Beth,
 
It was nice to chat with you during the meeting this afternoon.  One issue that came up after you
signed off is that the spending for the Fuel Switching portfolio is quite low (i.e. ~$1.25M for 2012
and 2013 versus the ask of $4.00M).  I know that this is likely due to the fact that several of the
programs in the portfolio were dropped since they’re still under development.  However, we were
wondering what approach you’d like us to take to ensure that the funding is closer to the ask.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Dikeos, John 
Sent: September 16, 2011 1:30 PM
To: 'Ringdahl, Beth'
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: Residential Program Inputs
 
Hi Beth,
 
I apologize for not getting these to you sooner but here are the residential measure inputs, as
promised.  Assumptions for ranges of values or measures that weren’t included in your original
breakdown are highlighted.  An updated version of the program spreadsheet, with changes
highlighted, is attached as well.  It may make sense for us to discuss these inputs over the phone
(i.e. after the meeting this afternoon or on Monday).  Let me know if you have any questions.
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John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "dikeos@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 8:26:00 AM

Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 9:23:55 AM

Hi Beth,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  As discussed on Friday, I’ve decreased the number of participants in the
Fireplace program.  Based on your input for the OPower Tool (Customer Engagement) program
below, I’ve also modified the inputs to include no participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year)
and only ¼ of the costs in 2012 for this particular program.  Peter is working on incorporating your
edits into the residential section of the report as well.  Let me know if you have any more feedback
or would like us to make any other changes.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 18, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:

•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and
FEVI

[JD] Ok, will make sure that this rule is adhered to.
 

•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental
cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

[JD] I believe that the TRC is being calculated properly – it shouldn’t matter that the potential
incentive is larger than the incremental cost.

 
•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not

even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
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this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

[JD] Since the program is ramping up in late 2012, I have modified the inputs to include no
participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year) and only ¼ of the costs in 2012.  Does this
make sense to you or would you like me to modify the assumptions in some other way?

 
•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice

fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

[JD] Ok, have not changed the input assumptions for now.
 

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

[JD] Will modify the description as you’ve suggested.
 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.
When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 
 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:
 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign

"No Junk Mail Please"

www.reddotcampaign.ca
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "Dikeos, John"; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:24:00 AM

Thanks for these updates –
 
Opower tool assumptions:
I think we can leave the expenditures as $500k in 2012 and $1 Million for 2013.
There may be significant start-up costs – for example IT, marketing, etc.
It sounds as if we will have leeway to move funds around if necessary.
 
Thanks everyone. I think that is all from me.
Beth
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
 
Hi Beth,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  As discussed on Friday, I’ve decreased the number of participants in the
Fireplace program.  Based on your input for the OPower Tool (Customer Engagement) program
below, I’ve also modified the inputs to include no participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year)
and only ¼ of the costs in 2012 for this particular program.  Peter is working on incorporating your
edits into the residential section of the report as well.  Let me know if you have any more feedback
or would like us to make any other changes.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 18, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
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I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:
•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and

FEVI
[JD] Ok, will make sure that this rule is adhered to.

 
•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental

cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

[JD] I believe that the TRC is being calculated properly – it shouldn’t matter that the potential
incentive is larger than the incremental cost.

 
•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not

even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

[JD] Since the program is ramping up in late 2012, I have modified the inputs to include no
participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year) and only ¼ of the costs in 2012.  Does this
make sense to you or would you like me to modify the assumptions in some other way?

 
•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice

fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

[JD] Ok, have not changed the input assumptions for now.
 

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

[JD] Will modify the description as you’ve suggested.
 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.
When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 



 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:
 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign

"No Junk Mail Please"

www.reddotcampaign.ca
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:33:46 AM

Will do.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 1:24 PM
To: Dikeos, John; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
 
Thanks for these updates –
 
Opower tool assumptions:
I think we can leave the expenditures as $500k in 2012 and $1 Million for 2013.
There may be significant start-up costs – for example IT, marketing, etc.
It sounds as if we will have leeway to move funds around if necessary.
 
Thanks everyone. I think that is all from me.
Beth
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Cc: Robillard, Paul; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Residential Updates
 
Hi Beth,
 
Thanks for the feedback.  As discussed on Friday, I’ve decreased the number of participants in the
Fireplace program.  Based on your input for the OPower Tool (Customer Engagement) program
below, I’ve also modified the inputs to include no participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year)
and only ¼ of the costs in 2012 for this particular program.  Peter is working on incorporating your
edits into the residential section of the report as well.  Let me know if you have any more feedback
or would like us to make any other changes.
 
Thanks!
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com
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ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 18, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:

•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and
FEVI

[JD] Ok, will make sure that this rule is adhered to.
 

•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental
cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

[JD] I believe that the TRC is being calculated properly – it shouldn’t matter that the potential
incentive is larger than the incremental cost.

 
•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not

even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

[JD] Since the program is ramping up in late 2012, I have modified the inputs to include no
participants in 2012 (i.e. no savings in this year) and only ¼ of the costs in 2012.  Does this
make sense to you or would you like me to modify the assumptions in some other way?

 
•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice

fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

[JD] Ok, have not changed the input assumptions for now.
 

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

[JD] Will modify the description as you’ve suggested.
 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.



When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 
 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:
 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:43:35 AM

So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability  for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all  copies of the message including removal from your hard
drive. Thank you.
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "Dikeos, John"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:46:00 AM

Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 12:20:01 PM

Hi Beth,
 
We would need your guidance to add in another “representative program” in the high carbon fuel
switching portfolio.  Since there are a lot of pieces that still need to fall into place before the end of
the day, I would suggest that we leave the portfolio as is for now and circle back later if we have
time.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
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To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 1:31:13 PM

Hi Beth,
 
Ok, we’ve incorporated these changes and we are trying to make our way to the finish line now.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Importance: High
 
Hi John,
 
After chatting with Sarah we would like to include Furnace / Fireplace Service TLC in the program
lineup.
 
Please reduce participants in LiveSmart BC to transfer $625k into the Furnace Service Program for
both 2012 and 2013
 
Hopefully this will not be too big an inconvenience for you –
Beth
(If there is an easier way to transfer some funds around please let me know)
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth 
Sent: September 18, 2011 8:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; 'dikeos@marbek.ca'
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:

•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
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FEVI
•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental

cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not
even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice
fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.
When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 
 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:
 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign

"No Junk Mail Please"

www.reddotcampaign.ca
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "Dikeos, John"
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 2:05:00 PM

EXCITING – Thanks John for the flexibility.
Beth
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 1:30 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
 
Hi Beth,
 
Ok, we’ve incorporated these changes and we are trying to make our way to the finish line now.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Norman, Colin; Dikeos, John
Subject: RE: Residential Updates - one last change
Importance: High
 
Hi John,
 
After chatting with Sarah we would like to include Furnace / Fireplace Service TLC in the program
lineup.
 
Please reduce participants in LiveSmart BC to transfer $625k into the Furnace Service Program for
both 2012 and 2013
 
Hopefully this will not be too big an inconvenience for you –
Beth
(If there is an easier way to transfer some funds around please let me know)
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Ringdahl, Beth 
Sent: September 18, 2011 8:03 AM
To: Norman, Colin; 'dikeos@marbek.ca'
Subject: Residential Updates
 
Hi John,
 
I have made some updates within the document that hopefully explains the programs better and
hopefully the intro flows better as well.
I few things that I have noticed / changed include the following:

•         All programs need a 90:10 split except fireplaces which are an 80:20 split between FEI and
FEVI

•         Fireplace TRC may be too high. This is because the incentive is higher than the incremental
cost we use. Jadey has done a work around – I’m not sure if she uses an absolute value or
zeros it out but I think your TRC will raise a red flag. Can you please investigate – if you
think its defendable that’s ok to leave as is. But this TRC is much higher than what we
report in our EEC reports.

•         OPower tool – savings – I think we need to be leary claiming savings in 2012 – it will not
even be launched until Sept so we cant claim a full year. Similarly the rollout will be late
2013  so likely no savings…I have not had the time to fully investigate the savings claims for
this tool – so I’m not sure how we should source savings…ie a customer may need to
receive several reports before they actually make behavior changes).

•         We have not yet fully investigated inputs for new construction for hot water or enerchoice
fireplaces. Fireplaces should be similar to retrofit. Hot water tanks will have substantial cost
savings for volume buys. This is a high priority for us to delve into these numbers but not
available today. The numbers we are using are therefore conservative and we may be ok.

•         Please note that the Home Retrofit Program includes weatherization capacity and I have
added the possibility of  low flow fixtures into DHW E* appliances. I want to leave an
opening for a future program. I’m not sure what strategy Sarah has in mind for this.  

 
I have sent a note to Sarah about Fuel Switching and how to position the fact that we don’t have
inputs into other program areas.
When we are under this level of scrutiny I don’t think we should be “guessing”.  I will let you know
when I get some feedback.
 
Good luck.
 
I will try to log in after 5pm PST.
Beth
 
 
 
 

From: Beth Ringdahl [mailto:beth@ecoeco.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:45 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Subject:



 
 

 
Beth Ringdahl, MBA | Principal

ECOECO

www.ecoeco.ca

beth@ecoeco.ca

Founder, Red Dot Campaign

"No Junk Mail Please"

www.reddotcampaign.ca
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "Dikeos, John"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 4:10:00 PM

Hi John,
That’s fine – just wondering if more clarification is required regarding the fuel switching budget?
I will be in transit but can call you when I get home.
Beth
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:20 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Hi Beth,
 
We would need your guidance to add in another “representative program” in the high carbon fuel
switching portfolio.  Since there are a lot of pieces that still need to fall into place before the end of
the day, I would suggest that we leave the portfolio as is for now and circle back later if we have
time.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
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To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 6:11:05 PM

Hi Beth,
 
We’ve sent the updated results to Arvind and some others at Fortis.  It seems like we’ll have to
circle back to update some of the numbers for a few program areas.  Fuel switching will likely be
among those.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 7:10 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Hi John,
That’s fine – just wondering if more clarification is required regarding the fuel switching budget?
I will be in transit but can call you when I get home.
Beth
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:20 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Hi Beth,
 
We would need your guidance to add in another “representative program” in the high carbon fuel
switching portfolio.  Since there are a lot of pieces that still need to fall into place before the end of
the day, I would suggest that we leave the portfolio as is for now and circle back later if we have
time.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com
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ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:beth.ringdahl@terasengas.com
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Ringdahl, Beth
To: "dikeos@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; "paulr@marbek.ca"
Subject: Re: Fuel Switching Area
Date: Monday, September 19, 2011 6:15:07 PM

John anything you need from me tonight?
 
From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 06:10 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth 
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul <paulr@marbek.ca> 
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area 
 
Hi Beth,
 
We’ve sent the updated results to Arvind and some others at Fortis.  It seems like we’ll have to
circle back to update some of the numbers for a few program areas.  Fuel switching will likely be
among those.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 7:10 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Hi John,
That’s fine – just wondering if more clarification is required regarding the fuel switching budget?
I will be in transit but can call you when I get home.
Beth
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 12:20 PM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Hi Beth,
 
We would need your guidance to add in another “representative program” in the high carbon fuel
switching portfolio.  Since there are a lot of pieces that still need to fall into place before the end of
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the day, I would suggest that we leave the portfolio as is for now and circle back later if we have
time.
 
John
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
Does it make sense to add another line item – other opportunities to be determined.
John – you are likely the best judge of the best way to create a “placeholder” that other projects
will be coming.
We don’t want that those millions to “fall off” the overall budget ask.
 
Thanks!
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com

 

From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Ringdahl, Beth
Cc: Norman, Colin; Narbaitz, Peter
Subject: RE: Fuel Switching Area
 
So, if I’m understanding correctly, we will keep things as they are so that the current funding (i.e.
as per the results of the Cost Effectiveness) will stay at $1.25M, which is lower than the ask of
$4.00M.  However, we’ll include your wording below in the description.  Please confirm.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Ringdahl, Beth [mailto:Beth.Ringdahl@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 19, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Dikeos, John
Cc: Norman, Colin
Subject: Fuel Switching Area
 
Sarah has approved this approach to explain that we only have one program in place to date.
Wording such as the following –
 
The FEU have requested funding for high carbon to lower carbon fuel switching initiatives because
they make significant contributions to GHG emission reduction strategies. Assumptions for
economic modeling are not known at this time however further information will be available in the
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2011 EEC Report.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beth Ringdahl| EEC Program Manager, Residential  | FortisBC
16705 Fraser Highway | Surrey BC V4N 0E8 | 604.592.8265 beth.ringdahl@fortisbc.com
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Ringdahl, Beth; Norman, Colin
Subject: Edits to Residential Section
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 11:59:33 AM

For all sections, the individual program descriptions should appear in the same order as
they do in the introduction, in the overall program area table and should have
approximately the same name.

Program Descriptions:

DHW and Enerchoice Fireplace – please explain what a “Dealer SPIF” is – Beth to provide
wording.

TLC – delete sentence about program driving business for trades during off-peak season.

Program detail on Customer Engagement is showing participation in all 3 service areas, but
the Program Area table is only showing FEI.

I have a call in to Beth as we have information about Furnace and Fireplace TLC but no line
item for it in the Program Area table and that will confuse folks.
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From: Smith, Sarah
To: "Paul Robillard (paulr@marbek.ca)"; "johnd@marbek.ca"
Cc: Norman, Colin; Ringdahl, Beth
Subject: One minor edit to high-carbon fuel switching
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 12:17:18 PM

Need to spell out what a VSM is in the program detail
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From: Dikeos, John
To: Norman, Colin
Subject: RE: Beth
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:58:55 AM

We’re adjusting the participant numbers up a little bit, with Beth’s blessing.  The overall residential
portfolio is still below 1.0 but Beth is ok with that.  In addition, the overall B/C ratio will be above
1.0.
 
John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 
Sent: September 22, 2011 2:52 PM
To: Dikeos, John
Subject: Re: Beth
 
Okay, great. What did you guys decide to do?

Colin
 
From: Dikeos, John [mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Norman, Colin; Robillard, Paul <paulr@marbek.ca> 
Subject: RE: Beth 
 
Thanks, Colin.  We just finished speaking with her a few minutes ago.

 

John Dikeos, P.Eng., M.A.Sc. | Senior Associate | +1 613-523-0784
x330 | dikeos@marbek.ca | marbek.ca | icfi.com

ICF MARBEK | 222 Somerset Street West, Suite 300, Ottawa, ON K2P 2G3 | +1 613-523-0717 (f)

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Norman, Colin [mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com] 

Sent: September 22, 2011 2:11 PM

To: Robillard, Paul; Dikeos, John

Subject: Beth

 

Hi guys,

 

I just contacted Beth and she is available at her desk. I told her to stay put until you call.

 

Colin

 

________________________________

 

 

 

This e-mail is the property of FortisBC Holdings Inc. and/or its affiliates in British Columbia and may

contain confidential material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or

disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC Holdings Inc. and its affiliates do not accept liability

for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the intended

mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
mailto:Colin.Norman@fortisbc.com
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/
mailto:dikeos@marbek.ca
http://marbek.ca/
http://www.icfi.com/


recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies of the message including

removal from your hard drive. Thank you.
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